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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In the archives of the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, a state-owned
residential correctional institution for girls who were thought to be in need of
re-education, 261 boxes contain the personal dossiers of the pupils admitted
between 1905 and 1975.1 These dossiers – some 2400 cardboard folders, varying
in contents and thickness – were the central organizing point for information
produced about each pupil before, during and after their stay. All together, these
dossiers contain a tremendous amount of knowledge on the pupils, produced as
a result of many different techniques used across the period. One key moment
that girls were assessed was when they entered the institution.
When a new pupil entered the reform school, the institutional staff wanted
to determine what type of treatment they needed on the basis of their individual
situation. To uncover this, a thorough, and scientific, examination of the child
was thought to be needed. The desire to assess and categorize the new pupil
through scientific techniques led to the introduction of an obligatory observation
period in the child protection system in 1905, during which the new pupil was
examined and assessed in scientifically-underpinned ways.2 This desire to get to
know the child, and determine the appropriate treatment for the child, by means
of scientific assessment techniques, fit in with a widespread flourishing of, and
confidence in, empirical and scientific child study in Western Europe and the
1

2

Across time, the institution underwent various name changes, as will be discussed further on in
this chapter. To refer to the institution in any and all of its guises, the term “Dutch State Reform
School for Girls” will be used. When it is necessary to refer to the institution in a particular period
in its long history, the specific name that the institution had in that period will be used. Giving
accurate translations of the names of child protection institutions is a tricky matter, as historian
Kaisa Vehkalahti indicates; see: Kaisa Vehkalahti, Constructing Reformatory Identity: Girls’ Reform
School Education in Finland, 1893-1923 (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2009), 305, note 9. Indeed, a variety
of terms for such institutions exists, each with their own meaning. In England, for instance,
“reformatory schools” were meant for children with a criminal record, whereas “industrial
schools” were for neglected children without a criminal record; see: Michelle Cale, “Girls and the
Perception of Sexual Danger in the Victorian Reformatory System,” History 78.253 (1993): 205. In
Canada, “training schools” were state-run, non-denominational institutions for the “treatment and
education of wayward youth”, whereas “reform schools” were run by private agencies and were
denominational; see: Tamara Myers and Joan Sangster, “Retorts, Runaways and Riots: Patterns
of Resistance in Canadian Reform Schools for Girls, 1930-60,” Journal of Social History 34.3 (2001):
670. The Dutch State Reform School for Girls was a state-owned, non-denominational institution
that was meant for girls who were thought to be in need of long-term rehabilitation, and must be
understood within its own context. The goals of the institution and the types of girls it was meant
for across time will be discussed in more detail in the section “The History of the Dutch State
Reform School for Girls” of this chapter.
Joost van Hamel, Handleiding bij de practijk der kinderwetten (Haarlem: Tjeenk Willink, 1905), 35-38.
The observation period was introduced with the Children Acts in 1905, which will be discussed
more elaborately further on.
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United States from the end of the nineteenth century.3 Taking up historian Kaisa
Vehkalahti’s claim that reformatory institutions are sites of identity construction,4
this dissertation takes the four key assessment techniques by means of which
pupils were assessed across time as its main focus, and examines how these
techniques functioned in processes of identity construction for the pupils. The
four key assessment techniques used in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls
between 1905 and 1975 include the techniques of pedagogical-pathological
examination (1905-1952), autobiography-writing (1913-1975), Rorschach-testing
(1938-1948) and psychological examination (1950-1975).

Assessment, Categorization and Governmentality

The Dutch State Reform School for Girls was established in 1858. The founding
of the institution fit in with a wider development, in the mid-nineteenth century,
in which a multitude of correctional institutions for children perceived as
delinquent or endangered were set up. During the first half of the nineteenth
century, many private institutions for the care of neglected and endangered
children were established throughout Western Europe. Such institutions were
founded by private groups of religiously oriented reformers.5 From the
mid-nineteenth century onwards, though, the state became involved in the care
of these groups of children. Out of the desire to reform, rather than punish
delinquent children, a state-owned child protection system came into being.
Historian Jeroen Dekker has characterized this development as a shift from
“punishment” to “(re)education”.6
As Foucault argued in Surveiller et punir, the shift from the punishment to
the rehabilitation of offenders, which took place in Western-Europe and NorthAmerica in the eighteenth and nineteenth century,7 had important consequences
3

4
5

6

7

On the developments in the child sciences in different European countries and the United States,
and the developments informing these disciplines, see, for instance: Marc Depaepe, Meten om beter
te weten? Geschiedenis van de experimenteel-wetenschappelijke richting in de Westerse pedagogiek vanaf het
einde van de 19de eeuw tot aan de Tweede Wereldoorlog (Leuven: Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 1989).
Vehkalahti 2009, xii, xvi.
Chris Leonards, De ontdekking van het onschuldige criminele kind: Bestraffing en opvoeding van criminele
kinderen in jeugdgevangenis en opvoedingsgesticht, 1833-1886 (Hilversum: Verloren, 1995), 11. From the e ighteenth
century, privately organized groups had started setting up initiatives to take care of societal and “moral”
issues. For an overview of the developments in this area and the groups involved in this in T
 he Netherlands,
see, for instance: Dirk Jaap Noordam, “Getuigen, redden en bestrijden: De ontwikkeling van een ideologie
op het terrein van de zedelijkheid, 1811-1911,” Theoretische geschiedenis 23.4 (1990): 494-518.
For a detailed historical overview of the developments in the creation of a system of pedagogical
residential institutions in Western Europe and The Netherlands, see: Jeroen Dekker, Straffen, redden
en opvoeden: Het ontstaan en de ontwikkeling van de residentiële heropvoeding in West-Europa, 1814-1914,
met bijzondere aandacht voor ‘Nederlandsch Mettray’ (Assen and Maastricht: Van Gorcum, 1985), 11-172.
In this dissertation, the English edition of Foucault’s work is used; see: Michel Foucault, Discipline and
Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 1995 [1975]), 7-8, 16, 19.
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for the ways in which offenders were dealt with. Indeed, in order to be able to
rehabilitate the offender, one needed to know why the offender had committed
their crime, or why they had turned out to be this particular way. It thus became
very important to gather knowledge about the offender.8 Consequently, an
“army of technicians” – professionals from the human sciences – became
involved in the penal system, and subjected the offender to thorough examination
in order to find out what had driven their actions.9
According to Foucault, “the examination” – which he uses as a concept –
subjected individuals to what he called “disciplinary power”.10 Through being
examined, individuals were not only placed in a “field of surveillance”, but were
also located in a “network of writing”.11 That is to say, being examined entailed
both the observation of individuals and the documentation of information about
individuals. Foucault refers to the practice of recording knowledge as a result of
the examination as “disciplinary writing”. Being located in a network of writing
had a double function. On the one hand, as a result of being examined,
information about the individual features of the person under examination was
recorded. The practice of documentation thus turned the individual in question
into an object of knowledge. On the other, writing down information about the
individual under examination allowed the constitution of a “comparative
system”, from which “overall phenomena” could be extracted, groups could be
distilled, and in which individuals could be compared and ranked in comparison
with others.12 Together, these practices allowed institutions and experts to
manage individuals; hence, the term “disciplinary power”.
In pointing to how examination, observation and disciplinary writing led to
both individualization and categorization, Foucault signals the importance of
practices in individuals’ identity construction. However, he does not study such
practices in detail. This dissertation, therefore, takes one institution as a case
study, to examine precisely how the assessment techniques used by experts in
the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, with all the practices they involved,
functioned in processes of identity construction for the pupils. In doing so, it
specifically investigates how the examination and subsequent documentation of
these lower-class girls, who made up the population of the reform school
throughout the entire period studied, led to categorization. Thus, this dissertation
takes up Foucault’s exhortation to write a history of “the examination”.13
8
9
10
11
12
13

Foucault 1975, 19.
Foucault 1975, 11.
Foucault 1975, 170.
Foucault 1975, 187, 189.
Foucault 1975, 190.
Foucault 1975, 185.
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In studying how girls were categorized through their examination and
subsequent documentation, this dissertation is concerned with the concept of
“governmentality”. This term, coined by Foucault in a 1978 lecture on the topic,
refers to a “form of power” that, according to Foucault, became prominent from
the eighteenth century onward, operates by means of “institutions, procedures,
analyses and reflections”, and has population as its “target”.14 Specifically,
government has as its purpose “the welfare of the population, the improvement
of its condition, the increase of its wealth, longevity, health, etc.”.15 Through its
exercise, populations are managed.16 As the girls’ reform school aimed to
transform its pupils into well-behaved members of society, the goal of the
institution can be seen as aligned with the project of governmentality.
While the term “governmentality” has been expanded on by many scholars,
one scholar who does so in a way that is particularly relevant to this dissertation
is political scientist and anthropologist James Scott, in his work Seeing Like a
State.17 Scott’s main focus is on how states make their subjects “governable”. This
is done, according to Scott, by means of recording and monitoring – and,
importantly, making “legible” – their subjects.18 Drawing on Scott, this
dissertation examines how the pupils of the reform school, who had been
admitted to a state-owned institution, were subjected to governmentality
through coming into contact with assessment techniques, which made them
“legible”. Indeed, as a result of being assessed, stacks of filled-in forms and
reports, and, in the case of the assessment technique of autobiography-writing,
handwritten life histories, were produced, all containing information about the
pupils under examination. This dissertation examines precisely how the various
assessment techniques that were used categorized girls, and how being made
“legible” governed them.
In its concern with categorization and governmentality, this dissertation
intersects with the history of identification, a recent field of scholarship within
the history of science. Jane Caplan and John Torpey’s 2001 edited volume
Documenting Individual Identity: The Development of State Practices in the Modern
14

15
16
17

18

Michel Foucault, “Governmentality,” in The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality, With Two
Lectures and an Interview with Michel Foucault, ed. Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon and Peter Miller
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1991 [1978]), 102.
Foucault 1978, 100.
Foucault 1978, 102.
See, for instance, the essays in The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality, With Two Lectures and
an Interview with Michel Foucault, ed. Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon and Peter Miller, Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1991. For an introduction to the concept and an overview of the field
of “governmentality studies”, see Mitchell Dean, Governmentality: Power and Rule in Modern Society
(Los Angeles: Sage, 2010 [1999]).
James Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1998), 2.
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World was the first attempt to establish the history of identification as a field of
study.19 Studies in this field focus on the techniques, practices and routines that
scientists use in identifying individuals, and the categorizations these lead to. A
number of studies have been done in this field that focus on the examination of
criminals’ bodies – a field of research that is particularly relevant to this
dissertation. Through focusing on scientists’ techniques and practices, these
studies show that expert scrutiny and attempts at identification often led to
clear-cut categorizations, which functioned to manage the individuals under
scrutiny.20
Studies in the history of identification often focus on the disciplinary, and
even violent or harmful, aspects of identification and the accompanying
processes of categorization.21 Scholarship within the history of science that does
not concern itself with identification per se, but with how “inscriptions” on
paper categorize people, has also pointed out that documentation and
categorization may have far-reaching, disciplinary effects on people’s lives.22
19

20

21

22

Jane Caplan and John Torpey, eds., Documenting Individual Identity: The Development of State Practices
in the Modern World (Princeton and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001). For earlier work in this
field, see, for instance, Allan Sekula, “The Body and the Archive,” October: Art, Theory, Criticism,
Politics 39.3 (1986): 3-64. Also see, for instance: Simon A. Cole, Suspect Identities: A History of
Fingerprinting and Criminal Identification (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001).
In Criminals and Their Scientists: The History of Criminology in International Perspective, ed. Peter Becker
and Richard F. Wetzell (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), Peter Becker, for instance,
looks at how the different types of knowledge gathered on male adult criminals by criminalists and
criminologists resulted in the categories of “fallen men” and “impaired men”, in: Peter Becker, “The
Criminologists’ Gaze at the Underworld: Toward an Archaeology of Criminological Writing,” 133.
In the same volume, Ricardo D. Salvatore shows how prison and reformatory inmates were classified
according to their degree of “dangerousness”, in: Ricardo D. Salvatore, “Positivist Criminology and
State Formation in Modern Argentina, 1890-1940,” 278; and Oliver Liang shows how criminals in
Bavarian prisons in the 1920s resulted in a classification of criminals as “corrigible”, “incorrigible”
and “questionable”, in: Oliver Liang, “The Biology of Morality: Criminal Biology in Bavaria,
1924-1933,” 426. In the same volume, also see: Stephen Garton, “Crime, Prisons, and Psychiatry:
Reconsidering Problem Populations in Australia, 1890-1930,” 250-51, and David G. Horn, “Making
Criminologists: Tools, Techniques, and the Production of Scientific Authority,” 318. Also see, for
instance: David G. Horn, “This Norm Which Is Not One: Reading the Female Body in Lombroso’s
Anthropology,” in Deviant Bodies: Critical Perspectives on Difference in Science and Popular Culture, ed.
Jennifer Terry and Jacqueline Urla (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1995),
109-28.
In Documenting Individual Identity: The Development of State Practices in the Modern World, ed. Jane
Caplan and John Torpey (Princeton and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), see, for instance:
Martine Kaluszynski, “Republican Identity: Bertillonage as Government Technique,” 123-138; Peter
Becker, “The Standardized Gaze: The Standardization of the Search Warrant in Nineteenth-Century
Germany,” 139-163; and, for a more contemporary case, Timothy Longman, “Identity Cards, Ethnic
Self-Perception, and Genocide in Rwanda,” 345-358.
See, for instance: Bruno Latour, “Visualisation and Cognition: Drawing Things Together,” in
Knowledge and Society: Studies in the Sociology of Culture Past and Present: A Research Annual, vol. 6, ed.
Henrika Kuklick (Greenwich, CT: Jai Press, 1986), 30; Geoffrey Bowker and Susan Leigh Star, Sorting
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Recently, however, Jane Caplan and Edward Higgs have pointed out that it is not
the case that identification always “curtails freedom, and ties people down in a
‘grid of power’”.23 Instead, it may also function to extend privileges and rights.24
What’s more, as Ilsen About, James Brown and Gayle Lonergan point out, those
being identified do not necessarily passively undergo identification, but may
also contribute to identification practices.25
In its study of assessment techniques, this dissertation builds on Caplan and
Higgs’ assertion, made within the related, but separate field of the history of
identification, through taking into account that attempts to make people
“legible” need not always have functioned to manage and suppress people, but
may also have produced identities that they themselves could claim, and which
conferred benefits to them. It is thus attentive to the role of governmentality in
the assessment techniques that the girls came into contact with. Rather than
assuming that assessment techniques exclusively served to discipline and
manage those under examination, it investigates how being assessed also
produced identities for the pupils of the Dutch State Reform School for Girls,
and led to new ways of talking about the girls, by both the experts and the girls
themselves.
As Caplan and Higgs indicate, an avenue of research that further needs to
be explored within the field of the history of identification, concerns the
materiality of bureaucratic processes. One question future researchers should
ask, is, “How exactly is identification put into practice and enacted?”.26 Answering
this question involves being attentive to performances of identity, physical
tokens of identity and how they are produced, as well as the sites in which these
activities takes place.27 This dissertation attempts to do just that, by examining
the assessment techniques used in one institutional setting, and investigating

23

24

25
26
27

Things Out: Classification and Its Consequences (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999), 137. In his work
connected to his theory of “making up people”, which will be elaborated on further on, philosopher
Ian Hacking is attentive to the practices and material infrastructure in which categories in the
human sciences come into being, and shows that being categorized had significant effects on
people’s lives, as, depending on the category, it brought with it institutions, experts, treatments,
bureaucracy and so on. See, for instance: Ian Hacking, The Social Construction of What? (Cambridge,
MA and London: Harvard University Press, 1999), 10.
Jane Caplan and Edward Higgs, “Afterword: The Future of Identification’s Past: Reflections on
the Development of Historical Identification Studies,” in Identification and Registration Practices
in Transnational Perspective: People, Papers and Practices, ed. Ilsen About, James Brown and Gayle
Lonergan (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 304.
Ilsen About, James Brown and Gayle Lonergan, “Introduction,” in Identification and Registration
Practices in Transnational Perspective: People, Papers and Practices, ed. Ilsen About, James Brown and
Gayle Lonergan (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 5-6.
About, Brown and Lonergan 2013, 7.
Caplan and Higgs 2013, 306.
Caplan and Higgs 2013, 306-307.
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how these played a role in producing identities for a group of people – lower-class,
delinquent girls – that has not been given much attention in histories of identity
construction.
This focus allows me to bring together the history of identity construction
and the history of juvenile delinquency. Indeed, not only have lower-class girls
received little attention in the history of identity construction, but histories of
child protection and (female) juvenile delinquency predominantly do not
connect their work to the history of identity construction. That is, they mainly
do not make the practices by means of which identities are produced their explicit
object of focus.28
Within the field of the history of pedagogy in The Netherlands, much
attention has been paid to the history of education and rehabilitation. In this
field, some studies predominantly base their histories on law changes and the
discourses of child protection professionals.29 Others examine the most
important developments in child protection professionals’ discourses and ideas
in conjunction with institutional practices. While some of these studies, like
those by Nelleke Bakker, Jan Noordman and Marjoke Rietveld-van Wingerden,
and Simon Groenveld, Jeroen Dekker and Thom Willemse, provide extensive
and valuable overviews of the history of education and re-education in The
Netherlands over a long period of time, others centre on individual institutions.30
One such study is Jan-Wilm Delicat’s work on the Dutch State Reform Schools
for boys and girls, which is the only major contemporary historical work on
these institutions.31 In this highly informative work, Delicat compares
28

29
30

31

In what follows, I restrict myself to a number of the most important publications on the history of
child protection in The Netherlands, and to studies on girls’ correctional institutions, as, of the vast
historiography that exists on the history of child protection, re-education and juvenile delinquency,
these are the two fields that this dissertation primarily engages with.
Carolus van Nijnatten, “Discourses in Dutch Child Welfare Inquiries,” British Journal of Criminology
28 (1988): 494-512; Noordam 1990.
Two informative overviews of education and re-education in The Netherlands over a long
period of time, include: Nelleke Bakker, Jan Noordam and Marjoke Rietveld-van Wingerden,
Vijf eeuwen opvoeden in Nederland: Idee en praktijk 1500-2000 (Assen: Van Gorcum, 2010 [2006]);
Simon Groenveld, Jeroen Dekker and Thom Willemse, Wezen en boefjes: Zes eeuwen zorg in wees- en
kinderhuizen (Hilversum: Verloren, 1997). Also see: Daniël Lechner, Honderd jaar kinderbescherming
(Amsterdam: Uitgeverij SWP, 2006), which focuses mainly on discourses and law changes. For
studies that focus on the interplay between ideas and practices, through centring on individual
institutions, see, for instance: Dekker 1985; Bernard Kruithof and Piet de Rooy, “Liefde en
plichtsbesef: De kinderbescherming in Nederland rond 1900,” Sociologisch tijdschrift 13.4 (1987): 63768; Charles Noordam, “Een bloeijende akker van menschenliefde: Het protestants landbouwkundig
opvoedingsgesticht te Montfoort,” Jaarboek Oud-Utrecht (1993): 117-46; and Leonards 1995.
With respect to older literature, the dissertations of Hanna Hillesum and Seliene Meijers on the
Dutch State Reform School for Girls, both published in 1918, were particularly relevant. Both
dissertations were written from a criminological perspective. While Hillesum used the girls’
dossiers to study the causes of female juvenile delinquency, Meijers examined the results of
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pedagogues’ discourses and daily institutional practices, thus giving a highly
detailed picture of caregivers’ and lawmakers’ ideas and ideals, and their
interplay with the practical sides of re-education. In doing so, he concludes that,
over time, a shift took place within these institutions from a strict, disciplinary
approach, to a “milder”, psychological approach. Despite this shift, though, he
shows that staff continued to use stricter methods for a certain group of difficult-
to-educate pupils, even after the introduction of the psychological course
change.32 However, he does not study the contents of the pupils’ dossiers. What’s
more, his focus on practices, as with the other works in this body of studies,
entails a focus on reconstructing what daily institutional life was like for the
pupils in the institutions. Thus, he discusses what techniques child protection
professionals working in the State Reform Schools for boys and girls used, but
does not elaborate on how these practices led to identity construction – which is,
indeed, not his focus.33
Inspired by Foucault, in the 1980s and 1990s, many studies were done on
individual correctional institutions for girls, in an effort to explore in further
detail how middle-class reformers had imposed their norms on the lower
classes, for different national contexts. Such studies made extensive use of the
case records of individual correctional institutions, as well as the records of
other child protection institutions, such as courts and clinics.34 In some of these
histories, the assessment techniques by means of which juvenile delinquents
were studied received some attention. Pamela Cox and Geertje Dimmendaal, for
instance, have concentrated, among other things, on the life histories of girls in
correctional institutions in England and The Netherlands.35 For girls’ correctional

32
33
34

35

these delinquent girls’ re-education. As such, their concerns did not align with the focus of this
dissertation. However, their works were particularly useful for uncovering information about
juvenile justice law and daily practice in the institution; Hanna Hillesum, Biographisch onderzoek
naar de werking van het rijksopvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes en naar de oorzaken der meisjesmisdadigheid
(Amsterdam: A.H. Kruyt, 1918); Seliene Jeannette Meijers, Rijksopvoedingsgestichten: Meer in het
bijzonder dat voor meisjes en de resultaten daar verkregen (Amsterdam: A.H. Kruyt, 1918).
Jan-Wilm Delicat, Van ijzeren vuist naar zachte hand? Idee en praktijk in de rijksopvoedingsgestichten 19011961 (Enschede: Ipskamp, 2001), 232.
See, for instance: Delicat 2001, 44-49, 183-85, 194-95.
See, for instance: Barbara Brenzel, Daughters of the State: A Social Portrait of the First Reform School
for Girls in North America, 1856-1905 (Cambridge, MA and London: MIT, 1983); Regina G. Kunzel,
Fallen Women, Problem Girls: Unmarried Mothers and the Professionalization of Social Work, 1890-1945
(New Haven, CT and London: Yale University Press, 1993); Mary E. Odem, Delinquent Daughters:
Protecting and Policing Adolescent Female Sexuality in the United States, 1885-1920 (Chapel Hill, NC:
University of North Carolina Press, 1995); Joan Sangster, “Incarcerating ‘Bad Girls’: The Regulation
of Female Sexuality Through the Females Refuges Act in Ontario, 1920-1945,” Journal of the History of
Sexuality 7.2 (1996): 239-275; Karen Tice, Tales of Wayward Girls and Immoral Women: Case Records and
the Professionalization of Social Work (Urbana, IL and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1998).
Pamela Cox, Bad Girls in Britain: Gender, Justice and Welfare, 1900-1950 (Basingstoke and New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2013 [2002]), 107-134; Geertje Dimmendaal, Heropvoeding en behandeling: Meisjes
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institution Huize de Ranitz in the north of The Netherlands, Geertje Dimmendaal
also paid attention to the psychological and psychiatric therapy girls received.36
However, these studies did not make these assessment techniques, nor the ways
in which identities were produced for the girls, their main object of focus. The
study of Kaisa Vehkalahti, on the state reform school for girls in Finland in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century, forms an exception to this, and is
closest to this dissertation in scope, as it focuses on inmates’ letters as a technique
of identity construction. Vehkalahti examines letter-writing as a pedagogical
technique, which had the construction of what she calls “reformatory identity”
as its goal. In a detailed analysis of girls’ letters, she examines which identity
positions girls could take in writing their letters.37 In her study, however, she
focuses on one technique of identity construction. In this dissertation, by
contrast, several assessment techniques will be studied in comparison, over a
longer period of time, in order to examine identity construction over time, in one
institution.
Studies in the history of child protection have paid quite extensive attention
to how children in the child protection system were categorized. These studies
have looked at the construction of relatively large categories, such as the
construction of the juvenile delinquent.38 Other studies in this field pay specific
attention to the categorization of delinquent girls in rehabilitative environments.
As with studies on the identification of criminals, these studies describe how
girls were placed into clear-cut categories.39 These studies are particularly

36
37
38

39

in Huize de Ranitz, Groningen 1941-1967 (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1998), 148-52.
Dimmendaal 1998, 227-33.
Vehkalahti 2009, 134, 159-223. I will more elaborately engage with Vehkalahti’s analysis in chapter 3.
Jenneke Christiaens, for example, examines the coming-into-being of the category of the juvenile
delinquent in Belgium in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, and shows how, with
this, different types of juvenile delinquents were created, each with their own institutions and
recommended treatments: Jenneke Christiaens, De geboorte van de jeugddelinquent (België 18301930) (Brussels: VUBPRESS, 1999); Chris Leonards investigates the “discovery” of the “innocent
criminal child” in The Netherlands in the nineteenth century, in: Leonards 1995. Also see, for
instance: Roddy Nilsson, “Creating the Swedish Juvenile Delinquent: Criminal Policy, Science
and Institutionalization c. 1930-1970,” Scandinavian Journal of History 34.4 (2009): 354-75; Linda
Mahood and Barbara Littlewood, “The ‘Vicious’ Girl and the ‘Street-Corner’ Boy: Sexuality and the
Gendered Delinquent in the Scottish Child-Saving Movement, 1850-1940,” Journal of the History of
Sexuality 4.4 (1994): 564.
Anne Meis Knupfer, for instance, shows how girls examined at the juvenile court in Chicago were
placed into clear-cut, gendered categories, including “hysteric”, “psychopathic” and “feebleminded”,
in: Anne Meis Knupfer, Reform and Resistance: Gender, Delinquency, and America’s First Juvenile Court
(New York and London: Routledge, 2001); Michael Rembis looks at the classification of girls as
“feebleminded”, in: Defining Deviance: Sex, Science, and Delinquent Girls, 1890-1960 (Urbana, Chicago
and Springfield, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2013 [2011]). Ruth M. Alexander shows how girls
were labelled as “feebleminded” or “psychopathic”, in: Ruth M. Alexander, The “Girl” Problem:
Female Sexual Delinquency in New York, 1900-1930 (Ithaca, NY and London: Cornell University Press,
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relevant to this dissertation, as they show how girls in correctional institutions
were often categorized in highly gendered ways. In highlighting how girls were
categorized, however, the practices by means of which identity construction
took place is not their main concern. Instead, these histories are written within
a context of institutional attempts to discipline and reform girls and police their
sexualities, and girls’ resistance to these attempts, or their internalization of
institutional ideas and opinions about them.
While these studies are valuable in highlighting the ways in which child
protection authorities attempted to police girls’ conduct, and the ways in which
this affected girls’ lives, this dissertation moves away from studying the
dichotomy of control and resistance, and examines, instead, how identities of
lower-class delinquent girls were made in practices. Doing so, means studying
different sources than have been studied in other histories of child protection,
and engaging with them in new ways. Indeed, in the following chapters, the
forms, reports and questionnaires that the assessment techniques that were
used in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls resulted in will form the main
focus of study. Explicit attention will be paid to the practices by means of which
the assessment techniques were executed, as well as to the rhetoric of the
documents they produced.
In focusing on practices, the focus of this dissertation is situated partly in
the field of the history of science, and the related field of Science and Technology
Studies (STS). In the history of science, with its focus on how knowledge is
produced, scholars have focused on the “day-to-day doing of science”40 since the
1960s and 1970s.41 Practice, indeed, has become such a strong object of focus, that
it has become commonplace to talk about the “turn to practice” in the history of
science.42 While much attention has been paid, in many different ways, to

40
41

42

1995), 77-92. Also see: Jennifer Stephen, “The ‘Incorrigible,’ the ‘Bad,’ and the ‘Immoral’: Toronto’s
‘Factory Girls’ and the Work of the Toronto Psychiatric Clinic,” in Law, Society and the State: Essays
in Modern Legal History, ed. Louis A. Knafla and Susan W.S. Binnie (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1995), 405-439.
Andrew Pickering, The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency & Science (Chicago and London: The U
 niversity
of Chicago Press, 1995), 2.
Andrew Pickering points to the late 1970s as the starting point; see: Pickering 1995, 2; Charles Camic,
Neil Gross and Michèle Lamont point to the publication in 1962 of Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions as the starting point of the “turn to practice”, in: Charles Camic, Neil Gross and
Michèle Lamont, “The Study of Social Knowledge Making,” in Social Knowledge in the Making, ed.
Charles Camic, Neil Gross and Michèle Lamont (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago
Press, 2011), 1.
Camic, Gross and Lamont 2011, 1; Rebecca Lemov, “Filing the Total Human: Anthropological
Archives from 1928 to 1963,” in Social Knowledge in the Making, ed. Charles Camic, Neil Gross and
Michèle Lamont (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 2011a), 124; Léna Soler,
Sjoerd Zwart, Vincent Israel-Jost and Michael Lynch, “Introduction,” in Science after the Practice Turn
in the Philosophy, History and Social Studies of Science, ed. Léna Soler, Sjoerd Zwart, Vincent Israel-Jost
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practices in the natural sciences, only quite recently have scholars in the field
started focusing on practices in the social sciences.43 In studying the four
assessment techniques mentioned above – located in the fields of pedagogical-
pathological examination, pedagogy, Rorschach-testing and psychological
examination – this dissertation makes a contribution to this domain by studying
a group – lower-class delinquent girls – that has not received much attention in
the history of science.

Articulations of Self

Besides studying whether and how assessment techniques lead to categorization,
I am interested in studying whether and how assessment techniques lead to
articulations of self, on the part of the experts, or on the part of the girls studied.
With the focus on selfhood, this research is situated in the literature that
concerns itself with the emergence of what has been termed the “modern self”.
While many definitions of “modern selfhood” exist in the literature, the
emergence of the modern self usually signifies something such as the emergence
of the idea that the self is unique and autonomous, resides in an inner core, and
that whatever lies within this inner core, must be expressed. For my definition
of the modern self, I base myself, in particular, on philosopher Charles Taylor’s
definition of the concept, as set out in his seminal work, Sources of the Self: The
Making of the Modern Identity, published in 1989.
According to Taylor, a new notion of identity arose in the late eighteenth
century. This identity, which he terms the “modern identity” or “modern self”, is
a notion of identity characterized, particularly, by inner depth and what he
terms “expressivism”: the impulse to explore and express one’s inner nature.44
While Taylor pinpoints this sense of identity as emerging in the late eighteenth
century, self-exploration itself was certainly not new. In the early modern period,
people also turned inward to engage in introspection, in a tradition that
stemmed from the thought of Augustine.45 However, the early modern quest for
self-knowledge was not directed at exploring and expressing one’s inner nature,
but, rather, was aimed at bringing the self closer to an ideal. Through engaging
43

44
45

and Michael Lynch (New York: Routledge, 2014), 1.
Charles Camic, Neil Gross and Michèle Lamont, “Preface,” in Social Knowledge in the Making, ed.
Charles Camic, Neil Gross and Michèle Lamont (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago
Press, 2011), ix, x; Camic, Gross and Lamont 2011, 1. For an overview of strands of related research
both within and outside of STS, see: Camic, Gross and Lamont 2011, 11-13. For a historiography of
the practice turn in the field of the history of science, see: Lemov 2011a, 123-125. For an overview of
important works in the practice turn in the overarching discipline of “science studies”, see: Soler,
Zwart, Israel-Jost and Lynch 2014, 3-5.
Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self: The Making of the Modern Identity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1989), x.
Taylor 1989, 177.
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in self-scrutiny, people attempted to purge the self of “sin” or “evil”, and bring
their thoughts and feelings into line with gratitude to God.46 In the eighteenth
century, the character of introspection changed. Rather than finding the moral
source towards which one directed oneself outside the self, in God, the moral
source towards which one was supposed to direct oneself was now conceived of
as being located within. From then on, with what Taylor terms the “expressivist
turn”, which emerged simultaneously with Romanticism, people started
engaging in introspection in order to explore and express what they found
within themselves.47 Articulating one’s inner nature and, importantly, living in
accordance with this inner nature, became a “constitutive good”.48
With the rise of expressivism, the notion that individuals had inner depth
came into being. Indeed, the impulse towards self-exploration was informed by
the idea that, as Taylor puts it, “we don’t already know who we are” – if we did,
we would not need to engage in self-exploration.49 Engaging in self-expression,
then, did not only involve formulating what lay within, but also uncovering that
which was hidden inside.50 One could not fully know what lay within oneself
without turning inward and articulating what one found. It was precisely
because of this idea that the notion came into being that we have depths, which
are unknown to us.51 As Taylor puts it, “The inescapable feeling of depth comes
from the realization that whatever we bring up, there is always more down
there. Depth lies in there being always, inescapably, something beyond our
articulative power”.52 From the expressivist turn onwards, the idea came into
being, not only that individuals had inner depths, which they had to express,
but also that one was never done exploring oneself.
From the late eighteenth century onwards, then, the idea arose that the truth
of the self was located within, that exploring and expressing one’s inner nature,
no matter what this entailed, was a “good” in itself, and that one was never done
46
47

48

49
50
51
52

Taylor 1989, 184.
With Rousseau, the idea emerged that not God, but nature was the source of good, Taylor 1989,
357. What’s more, nature could be accessed through the voice within, Taylor 1989, 362. Since our
access to nature is through an inner voice or impulse, we can only fully know this nature through
a rticulating what we find within us, Taylor 1989, 374. Thus, we must engage in expressivism, to find
the good; and engaging in expressivism becomes a good in itself.
Taylor 1989, 375. For Taylor, a “constitutive good” is a “moral source”, or, “a something the love of
which empowers us to do and be good”, Taylor 1989, 93. In the early modern period, the c onstitutive
good consisted of engaging in introspection in order to align oneself with God. With the expressivist
turn, however, the “constitutive good” lay in exploring and expressing one’s inner depths, which
became a good in its own sake.
Taylor 1989, 178.
Taylor 1989, 376.
Taylor 1989, 389.
Taylor 1989, 390.
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exploring one’s self.53 As Taylor has pointed out, from the 1950s and 1960s
onwards, the ideal of living according to one’s true, authentic self became more
and more prominent. Often, the ideal of authenticity had to do with being able
to live however one wanted, even if – or, especially if – this was contrary to
society’s dominant expectations.54
Taylor asserts that the modern identity arose through the convergence of
both changes in self-understanding and a wide range of practices.55 However, in
Sources of the Self he focuses mainly on the ideas and conscious formulations of self
of thinkers and writers, rather than practices. In response to Taylor, cultural
historian Dror Wahrman examines the birth of what he calls the “modern self”
by examining cultural practices. Rather than studying the deliberate reflections
on, and expressions of, identity found in philosophical texts, as Taylor does,
Wahrman looks at a wide range of cultural texts and artefacts, such as plays,
translations and images, which, he argues, contain implicit assumptions and
notions about identity circulating in society at the time.56 He comes to the
conclusion that, in England, the modern self – which he describes as a particular
notion of identity, which “presupposes an essential core of selfhood characterized
by psychological depth”57 – arose in the last two decades of the eighteenth century.
An extensive tradition of literary scholarship exists, in which the shift
towards modern self-understanding – which in this body of scholarship is
linked to the rise of individualism, self-awareness, a turn inwards and an
53

54
55
56
57

As we have seen, according to Taylor, a central feature of modern self-understanding was the
“internalization of moral sources”, Taylor 1989, 364. In Sources of the Self, Taylor shows, in extensive
detail, how the “internalization of moral sources” took place in two currents of thought, both
stemming from the work of Rousseau. With the articulation of the idea that nature was good, and
the voice of nature was located within, Rousseau made possible the idea that we can know what is
good by turning within, Taylor 1989, 362. On the one hand, as Taylor shows, through drawing on a
wide selection of his works, eighteenth-century philosopher Immanuel Kant builds on Rousseau.
In Kant’s view, the highest achievable, is acting according to the “demands of rational agency itself
which lie within me”, Taylor 1989, 366. Through articulating this notion, Kant formulates one form
of “modern internalization”, Taylor 1989, 368; for a more detailed explanation of this, see Taylor 1989,
363-67. The second type of internalization is to be found in the current of thought that states that
nature is an inner source, which was a central tenet of the expressivist turn, which was discussed
in the main text. According to Taylor, both traditions have shaped our current self-understanding.
As the latter is most relevant for the conception of self, as investigated in this dissertation, however,
I only discuss the latter in the main text. What’s more, Taylor himself indicates that “modern
inwardness […] and the connected notion that we are ‘selves’” and “the expressivist notion of
nature as an inner moral source” are central to his conception of the modern identity, Taylor 1989, x,
which is why I focus on these aspects.
Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University, 2007), 473, 475.
Taylor 1989, 206.
Dror Wahrman, The Making of the Modern Self: Identity and Culture in Eighteenth-Century England
(New Haven, CT and London: Yale University Press, 2004), xvi.
Wahrman 2004, xi.
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awareness of one’s own supposed uniqueness – is traced through the study of
the history of autobiography-writing.58 While the dominant consensus was, for
a long time, that this modern sense of self arose in the late eighteenth century,
others complicate the periodization of the emergence of this notion of identity.59
Contributions in this field have shown, moreover, that this notion of self may
arise at different (later) times for different groups.60 This historiography will be
discussed more elaborately in chapter 3.
Still another strand of scholarship focuses on the production of the inner
self as the result of external intervention, rather than voluntary introspection.
According to Foucault, inwardness was something that could be produced as a
result of being examined. To uncover why the offender had committed their
crime, knowledge was required of the “passions, instincts, anomalies, infirmities,
maladjustment, effects of environment or heredity […] drives and desires” of the
offender.61 With this shift, what Foucault terms the “soul” of the criminal became
the object of study.62 What’s more, the soul became the “present correlative of a
certain technology of power over the body”.63 Indeed, through being assessed
by means of various disciplinary techniques, the soul of the offender was
produced as a reality.64 As Foucault does not explicitly study practices, I examine
the practices of the assessment techniques used in the Dutch State Reform
School for Girls, in order to investigate whether these techniques led to
articulations of inner depth, on the part of the girls and the experts, and whether
the assessment techniques stimulated girls to engage in self-expression.
58

59

60

61
62
63
64

For instance, see: Georges Gusdorf, “Conditions and Limits of Autobiography,” in Autobiography:
Essays Theoretical and Critical, ed. James Olney (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2014
[1980; essay originally published in 1956]): 28-48; John O. Lyons, The Invention of the Self: The Hinge
of Consciousness in the Eighteenth Century (Carbondale and Edwardsville, IL: Southern Illinois
University Press, and London and Amsterdam: Feffer & Simons, Inc., 1978); Jerome Hamilton
Buckley, The Turning Key: Autobiography and the Subjective Impulse since 1800 (Cambridge, MA
and London: Harvard University Press, 1984); Michael Mascuch, Origins of the Individualist Self:
Autobiography and Self-Identity in England, 1591-1791 (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1997).
For instance, see: Carolyn Steedman, “Enforced Narratives: Stories of Another Self,” in Feminism
and Autobiography: Texts, Theories, Methods, ed. Tess Cosslett, Celia Lury and Penny Summerfield
(New York: Routledge, 2000), 25-39; Arianne Baggerman and Rudolf Dekker, “‘De gevaarlijkste van
alle bronnen’. Egodocumenten: Nieuwe wegen en perspectieven,” in Egodocumenten: Nieuwe wegen
en benaderingen (Amsterdam: Aksant, 2004), 3-22; Marijke Huisman, Publieke levens: Autobiografieën
op de Nederlandse boekenmarkt 1850-1918 (Zutphen: Walburg Pers, 2008).
For instance: Klaus Müller, “Aber in meinem Herzen sprach eine Stimme so laut”: Homosexuelle Autobiographien
und medizinische Pathographien im neunzehnten Jahrhundert (Berlin: Verlag Rosa Winkel, 1991); Harry
Oosterhuis, Stepchildren of Nature: Krafft-Ebing, Psychiatry, and the Making of Sexual Identity (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2000); Geertje Mak, Doubting Sex: Inscriptions, Bodies and Selves in NineteenthCentury Hermaphrodite Case Histories (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2012).
Foucault 1975, 17.
Foucault 1975, 16, 19.
Foucault 1975, 29.
Foucault 1975, 29, 255.
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According to Foucault, expert scrutiny could have very far-reaching effects.
As he asserts in La volonté de savoir, for instance, the institutional scrutiny and
incitement to speak about sex and sexuality, which increased from the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries onwards, produced the idea that the truth about one’s
self is to be found in one’s sexuality.65 While Taylor describes that, with the
expressivist turn and, subsequently, the rise of the “age of authenticity” it
became important to live according to one’s inner nature, whatever its contents,
as Foucault asserts, claiming that which is deviant about yourself as fundamental
part of your identity may also be a product of institutional scrutiny – in this
case, of the “institutional incitement” to speak about sex.66
Informed by Foucault, other scholars have further examined how
conceptions of self might be formed as a result of interventions by experts in
the human sciences. Here, philosopher Ian Hacking’s theory of “making up
people” is particularly relevant. As Hacking argues, when a new category in
denoting a particular type of person – such as “pervert” or “homosexual”67 –
comes into being, a new type of person, who may be classified as such, comes
into being simultaneously. Central to Hacking’s theory is the idea that, while
individuals emerge hand-in-hand with their categories, individuals also
influence and shape the categories they belong to. Thus, two “vectors” play a
role in each case of making up people. One vector is that of “labeling from
above, from a community of experts who create a ‘reality’ that some people
make their own”, and the other is “the vector of the autonomous behavior of
the person so labelled, which presses from below, creating a reality every
expert must face”.68 In his work, Hacking gives examples of diverse case
studies, to explore his theory of making up people. In Rewriting the Soul, for
example, he shows how, for multiple personality disorder, the coming-into-being of the term resulted in a vast number of diagnoses, thus bringing into
being “the multiple” as specific type of person. In turn, he shows, the patients
themselves change the category, through, for instance, forming self-help
groups, some of which put forward the idea that multiple personality disorder
is not a disease, but a way of life.69 In some cases, then, people come to identify
with their categories and may, then, claim them as part of their inner identity,
or even as that which ultimately characterizes their inner identity. In this
65

66
67
68
69

In this dissertation, the English-language edition of Foucault’s work is used; Michel Foucault, The
History of Sexuality, Volume 1: An Introduction, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage Books, 1990
[1976]), 41-49, 68, 101, 156-57, 159.
Foucault 1976, 18.
Hacking, Ian, “Making Up People,” in Historical Ontology (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 2002 [1986]), 99-100, 103.
Hacking 1986, 111.
Hacking 1995, 37.
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manner, individuals may “bec[o]me autonomous of the labeling”, as Hacking
asserts.70
Central to Hacking’s argument is that, when new human kinds come into
being, new possible ways of being a person come into existence.71 As Hacking
puts it, “Making up people changes the space of possibilities for personhood”.72
Before the term itself was in place, for instance, there was no such thing as “a
multiple”73 – or “a homosexual”, or “a pervert”. When the term “multiple” came
into being, this brought with it institutions, treatments and practices, which
fundamentally changed the life of the person categorized in this way – who, in
turn, interacted with the category. In this dissertation, I wish to engage with the
work of Hacking, not by departing from already-existing categories, but by
examining whether and how, through institutional efforts to assess girls, new
categories, and, with them, new “possibilities for personhood” came into being.
Related to the work of both Foucault and Hacking, another scholar I wish to
build on is Nikolas Rose. In a number of works, Rose focuses on what he calls
the “psy sciences” – that is, the disciplines, within the human sciences, that start
with the prefix “psy-”, such as “psychology” or “psychiatry”. In “Assembling the
Modern Self”, he argues that the psy sciences have “profoundly shaped the
kinds of persons we are able to be – the ways we think of ourselves, the ways we
act upon ourselves […]”.74 Through these sciences, he argues, a sense of
“psychological interiority” is produced.75 Moreover, through the psy sciences
our culture provides us with “life narratives couched in psychological terms”76,
which have the effect that, “our lives really do become psychological in their
form”.77 Linking the birth of psychological interiority explicitly to language, he
concludes that “[s]elfhood, and beliefs about the attributes of the self, feelings,
intentions and the like, are properties, not of mental mechanisms but of
conversations, grammars of speaking. They are both possible and intelligible
only in societies where these things can properly, grammatically be said by
70

71

72
73
74
75
76
77

See: Hacking 1986, 111; Ian Hacking, Rewriting the Soul: Multiple Personality and the Sciences of Memory
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1995); Ian Hacking, Mad Travelers: Reflections on the Reality
of Transient Mental Illnesses (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998); Hacking 1999; Ian
Hacking, “Kinds of People: Moving Targets,” Proceedings of the British Academy 151 (2007): 285-318.
See, for instance: Arnold I. Davidson, “Closing Up the Corpses,” in The Emergence of Sexuality:
Historical Epistemology and the Formation of Concepts (Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard

University Press, 2001), 28. Also, in the same volume, see: “Sex and the Emergence of Sexuality,” 30-65.
Hacking 1986, 107.
Hacking 1986, 101.
Nikolas Rose, “Assembling the Modern Self,” in Rewriting the Self: Histories from the Renaissance to the
Present, ed. Roy Porter (London and New York: Routledge, 1997), 226.
Rose 1997, 226.
Rose 1997, 232.
Rose 1997, 232.
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people about people”.78 As Rose points out in Governing the Soul, the “knowledge
practices” used in the psy sciences shape the things that people are able to say
about themselves, and he pays attention to the “things that they have made
thinkable and practicable”.79
Two of the assessment techniques that are examined in this dissertation –
Rorschach-testing and psychological examination – were solidly grounded in
the field of psychology. Building on Rose, who asserts that the “psy” sciences
create new ways of speaking about individuals, I wish to examine to which ways
of speaking the different psychology-informed techniques used at the Dutch
State Reform School for Girls led with respect to the group of lower-class
delinquent pupils, by studying the practices by means of which these techniques
were executed. In doing so, I also build on the wide body of Dutch and
international literature on “psychologization”. This term is defined somewhat
differently by every author in the field. However, with respect to child psychology
and child protection, which are the areas covered by this scholarship that are
most relevant to this dissertation, there is a consensus that, roughly between the
1920s and the 1950s, a psychologization of children’s behaviour took place. This
amounts, more or less, to the emergence and spread of the idea that the child’s
behaviour was shaped by the parent-child relationship.80 This body of literature,
78

79
80

Rose 1997, 237. By studying the link between techniques of documentation and identity, my
study is different from, for instance, Jane Caplan and John Torpey’s edited volume Documenting
Individual Identity. This volume is concerned with techniques of identification, but does not examine
the identities that arise out of such techniques: Jane Caplan and John Torpey, “Introduction,”
in Documenting Individual Identity: The Development of State Practices in the Modern World, ed. Jane
Caplan and John Torpey (Princeton and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 3.
Nikolas Rose, Governing the Soul: The Shaping of the Private Self (London and New York: Free
Association Books, 1999), xiii.
Nelleke Bakker, “Geestelijke gezondheid en de medicalisering van de opvoeding in Nederland, ca.
1890-1950,” Pedagogiek 25.1 (2005): 12, 16; Nelleke Bakker, “Child Guidance and Mental Health in
The Netherlands,” Paedagogica Historica: International Journal of the History of Education 42.6 (2006):
772, 778; Leendert Groenendijk and Nelleke Bakker, “Child Rearing and the Neuroticization of
Parenting: The Case of The Netherlands,” History of Education: Journal of the History of Education
Society 31.6 (2002): 577; Leendert Groenendijk and Nelleke Bakker, “Dieptepsychologie en
opvoeding: Over de neurotisering van de ouder-kind relatie,” Pedagogiek 20.3 (2002): 238-54; Ellen
Herman, “Psychologism and the Child,” in The Cambridge History of Science, Volume 7: The Modern
Social Sciences, ed. Theodore M. Porter and Dorothy Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2003), 655; Jeroen Jansz and Peter van Drunen, “Inleiding,” in Met zachte hand: Opkomst en
verbreiding van het psychologisch perspectief, ed. Jeroen Jansz and Peter van Drunen (Utrecht: LEMMA,
1996), 11, 13; Jeroen Jansz, “Het kind: Deskundige opvoedingsadviezen en -interventies,” in Met
zachte hand: Opkomst en verbreiding van het psychologisch perspectief, ed. Jeroen Jansz and Peter van
Drunen (Utrecht: LEMMA, 1996), 43-44; Pieter J. van Strien, Nederlandse psychologen en hun publiek:
Een contextuele geschiedenis (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1993), 62-63, 137; Ido Weijers, “Mulock Houwer’s
‘Education for Responsibility’: A Chapter from the Dutch History of Institutional Upbringing,”
in Cultures of Child Health Care in Britain and the Netherlands in the Twentieth Century, ed. Marijke
Gijswijt-Hofstra and Hilary Marland (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi, 2003), 177. Some authors
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which will be discussed more elaborately in chapter 4, mainly bases itself on the
discourses and ideas of psychologists, focusing on such aspects as institutional
initiatives and developments, and professionals’ publications. In this dissertation,
I wish to build on this scholarship by examining what forms “psychologization”
took on through the practices of these techniques, and how this affected
professionals’ conceptions of the girls.
In this dissertation, furthermore, I wish to investigate, in a more general
way, what ways of speaking emerge for the reform school pupils in, and as a
result of, the assessment techniques they came into contact with, and whether,
when and how articulations of self came into being via these techniques. By
“articulations of self”, I draw on Taylor’s definition of the modern self, and mean
language and practices that refer to depth and interiority, and expressivism –
that is, the impulse to express the “truth” about oneself, to claim “this is who I
am”.81 As various scholars have pointed out, this concept of self, which is central
to our contemporary self-understanding, did not emerge in all layers of society,
in all places, at the same time.82 Rather than looking for traces of a generic, and
fixed, concept of self, though, I wish to examine in what ways any articulations
of self that emerged as a result of the assessment techniques of the reform school
were specific to the group of girls under examination here, and how they were
caught up in the practices by means of which the girls were assessed.
Taking up this angle means that I particularly focus on Hacking’s
“top-down” vector. That is to say, I focus on how experts’ assessment techniques
led to particular ways of talking about the pupils, and how girls could speak
about themselves as a result of experts’ assessment techniques. Focusing on the
top-down vector will sharpen the focus of the analysis, as it allows me to focus
on one institution. Indeed, the bottom-up vector does not limit itself to one single
institution; to fully trace the bottom-up vector – how girls reacted to, interacted
with, or came to reject, or identify with, their categories – one would have to
move beyond the institution, and look for many other types of sources in which
the girls engage in self-expression. By focusing on the experts’ assessment
techniques, I study how it was possible for experts and girls to speak about the

81

82

use different terms than “psychologization”, such as Nelleke Bakker and Leendert Groenendijk,
who use the term “neuroticization” to describe a similar process.
Thus, I do not refer to other concepts of self, such as, say, Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison’s
concept of the “scientific self”; see: Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, Objectivity (New York: Zone
Books, 2010), 199, for instance.
For instance, see: Lyons 1978, 7; historian Geertje Mak, for instance, has shown that for
hermaphrodites, a self, in the sense of unicity and individuality, and the notion of sex as part of
the self, only emerged around 1900; see: Geertje Mak, Mannelijke vrouwen: Over grenzen van sekse in
de negentiende eeuw (Meppel and Amsterdam: Boom, 1997), 121; Geertje Mak, “Sandor/Sarolta Vay:
From Passing Woman to Sexual Invert,” Journal of Women’s History 16.1 (2004): 62-63, 71; Mak 2012,
157-224, 230-32.
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girls, within the context of the institution, as a result of the practices that were
used.
The bottom-up vector, though, is not completely overlooked. Indeed, of all
the assessment techniques used in the reform school, autobiography-writing is
the technique that allows us to get closest to the girls themselves. In examining
girls’ obligatorily-produced life histories, I am interested in investigating how
girls, coming into contact with the specific practices involved in the assessment
technique of autobiography-writing, could write about themselves. In the life
histories, the girls play more of a direct role in the production of an identity:
autobiography-writing is an assessment technique which is dependent on the
pupils’ words, and, more than in any of the other assessment techniques, the
girls had a stake in the identity construction as a result of the technique.
The dossier, too, has been viewed as a place where a modern notion of identity
is constructed. According to Berg and Harterink, the introduction of the dossier as
method of filing, which first appeared in hospitals, produced a “historicized
body” for the individual in question. Indeed, because it gathered a variety of files
produced at different times in one location, the dossier allowed one to trace an
individual’s development over time.83 Through its focus on the individual patient,
moreover, “[t]he patient-centred record might be seen to perform the patient as a
Subject: a bounded, coherent and unified self, with a history that forms a whole,
and an inner core that is unique to this person and constitutive of who she or he
is”.84 In this dissertation, I take the pupils’ dossiers, which were introduced in 1905
and have been preserved in the archives until 1975, as my main body of sources.
All the forms, files and reports that the assessment techniques resulted in were
filed in the pupils’ dossiers. Rather than looking at the dossier as technique of
filing, I look inside the pupils’ dossiers, at the results of the assessment techniques
stored there, to examine whether such an inner core was constructed through the
practices of these assessment techniques.85
83
84

85

Marc Berg and Paul Harterink, “Embodying the Patient: Records and Bodies in Early 20th-Century
US Medical Practice,” Body & Society 10.2-3 (2004): 25-28.
Berg and Harterink 2004, 29. By contrast, Warwick Anderson argues that it was the case study – the
long, individual (psychoanalytic) description and study of a patient – that generated subjectivities,
as the case study was read by members of the bourgeoisie, who identified with the issues described
in it. The patient-centred case record, by contrast, according to Anderson, created clinical objects,
which could be compared to each other, Warwick Anderson, “The Case of the Archive,” Critical
Inquiry 39 (2013): 536, 547. What’s more, Anderson suggests that one might even argue that the case
record limits subjectivities. Also see: Barbara L. Craig, “Hospital Records and Record-Keeping, c.
1850-c.1950. Part 1: The Development of Records in Hospitals,” Archivaria 29.4 (1989-1990): 57-87; and
Barbara L. Craig, “Hospital Records and Record-Keeping, c. 1850-c.1950. Part 2: The Development
of Record-Keeping in Hospitals,” Archivaria 30.2 (1990): 21-38.
In this manner, this study also builds on work that examines how knowledge production takes place
on paper, such as: Volker Hess and Andrew J.Mendelssohn, “Case and Series: Medical Knowledge
and Paper Technology, 1600-1900,” History of Science 48.3/4 (2010): 287-314. For the relation between
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Gender and Sexuality

From the 1980s and 1990s onwards, many studies on girls in correctional
institutions in the nineteenth and twentieth century have appeared. These
studies have shown that gender and sexuality played a highly important role in
girls’ admission into, and stay in, correctional institutions, and, moreover, that
staff members working in such institutions had very clear ideas, concerning
gender and sexuality, about how girls were supposed to be.86 According to Alana
Barton, for instance, semi-penal institutions, which she studies for the period
between the late eighteenth and early twentieth century, functioned to contain
and reform women and girls who had transgressed gender boundaries. Their
main goal, consequently, was to bring their inmates back to appropriate
standards of femininity.87 Dutch historian Annemieke van Drenth points out,
with respect to the Dutch context, that care initiatives for girls and women in the
nineteenth century were concerned with producing “a decent feminine identity”
for their wards.88 Rather than focusing on the desired or idealized “end product”
the institution envisioned, however, I am interested in examining how
assessment techniques categorized the girls, and how experts and girls could
speak about the girls as a result of these assessment techniques. Throughout, I
examine what role gender and sexuality play in the identity construction of
pupils through assessment techniques.
These studies have also demonstrated that the child protection system was
highly gendered. Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth century, as has often
been pointed out, girls ended up in correctional institutions for different reasons
than boys: whereas boys were usually admitted for reasons of theft, aggression
and poaching, girls were admitted for concerns about their sexuality.89 While I

86
87
88
89

archiving and knowledge production, see: Ann Laura Stoler, “Colonial Archives and the Arts of
Governance,” Archival Science 2 (2002): 87-109.
Cale 1993; Cox 2013; Alexander 1995; Vehkalahti 2009; Rembis 2011. For the Dutch context, see
Dimmendaal 1998.
Alana Barton, “‘Wayward Girls and Wicked Women’: Two Centuries of ‘Semi-Penal’ Control,”
Liverpool Law Review 22 (2000): 158.
Annemieke van Drenth, “The City and the Self: The Case of Girls’ Protection in the Netherlands
Around 1900,” Educational Review 54.2 (2002): 131.
See, for instance, Delicat 2001, 99; Cox 2013, 7. Michelle Cale indicates that, in Victorian England,
constraining and combating girls’ sexuality was important in residential correctional institutions,
Cale 1993; Ruth M. Alexander indicates that sexuality was an important part of the admission
of young women into reformatories in New York state in the early twentieth century, Alexander
1995, 4; For Canada, Myers and Sangster indicate that what was seen as sexual promiscuity was an
important factor in the re-education of girls, Myers and Sangster 2001, 669; Michael Rembis points
out that sexuality played an important role in categorizing girls in the United States as mentally
“defective”, Rembis 2013; for The Netherlands, in the period between 1941-1967, Dimmendaal finds
that the most important reason for child protection agencies to intervene in girls’ lives was concerns
about their sexuality, Dimmendaal 1998, 130. Tamara Myers nuances this picture of a strict gender
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kept an open mind when examining the archival sources, I found that, in the
Dutch State Reform School for Girls, too, sexuality played a highly important
role in girls’ admission throughout the entire period.
Girls were usually sentenced to a stay in the institution for a very clear and
definite reason: in many cases, theft first brought them into contact with the
authorities, and was often given as the reason that they were placed under
government custody, which led to their stay in the reform school. In practice,
however, it was often a complex of factors that led to their placement. Throughout
the entire period studied, the girls admitted to the State Reform School for Girls
belonged overwhelmingly to the lower classes. Particularly before 1950, girls
often came from very poor backgrounds. The girls that entered the institution
were admitted, for a large part, because the authorities who had become involved
in their cases did not approve of their sexual behaviour, or interpreted elements
of their behaviour as sexually dangerous. In girls’ admission, both factors of
class and of sexuality played a role.
Concerns, until 1950, involved girls going around, unchaperoned, with boys
who were considered unsuitable, frequenting places which were considered to
be immoral, such as the dance hall or the cinema, having affairs with married
men, being focused on “finery”, which was seen as a sign of unfeminine ostentatiousness and as a signal that the girl wanted to live “above her means”, coming
home late, being insolent and disobedient to parents, stealing, and eating sweets,
which was considered to be a sign of a lack of sexual restraint.90 The targeting of
girls’ sexuality was informed, first and foremost, by fears that girls who engaged
in sexually unacceptable behaviour, would end up as prostitutes. Besides this,
sexual encounters were interpreted as being particularly risky for girls, as they
could become pregnant as a result. From the 1950s, truancy, going to parties,
disobedience to parents, going around with unsuitable boys, drinking alcohol
and, from the 1960s, using drugs and being a part of the counterculture, were
causes of concern.
In the archival sources, I occasionally also encountered cases of sexual
contact between underage girls and strangers or family members above the age
of majority – what would today, depending on the precise situation, be called

90

division in matters of sexuality by convincingly showing how sexuality certainly did play a role
in boys’ re-education, although it figured in different ways, and concerns over boys’ sexualities
figured later in time than was the case for girls, Tamara Myers “Embodying Delinquency: Boys’
Bodies, Sexuality, and Juvenile Justice History in Early-Twentieth-Century Quebec,” Journal of the
History of Sexuality 14 (2005): 383-414.
In the archival sources, “going around with” boys was described as “lopen met”, “unsuitable” boys
were referred to as “ongunstig”, and “finery” was referred to as “opschik” or “opsmuk”. Girls who did
not keep to class norms and wanted to live “above their means” were described as living “boven hun
stand”.
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sexual abuse, non-consensual sex, or incest.91 In such cases, the sexual abuse or
incest could be a contributing factor in the girl’s placement in the institution.
This not only shows concern, within the child protection system, about this
problem, but also reflects the highly gendered character of the child protection
system at the time: indeed, even if, sometimes, mainly in later decades, the
perpetrator was punished, the girl herself was sent to a correctional institution.
While child sexual abuse in the context of the child protection system is a topic
that many scholars have published on92, I did not look specifically at this topic,
as this would have merited a study of its own, reaching beyond the confines of
this single institution, as well as the scope of this dissertation.

The History of the Dutch State Reform School for Girls

The Dutch State Reform Schools for both boys and girls came into being,
specifically, out of prison reforms.93 Central to their development was the Dutch
Society for the Moral Improvement of Prisoners (Nederlands Genootschap tot
Zedelijke Verbetering der Gevangenen), set up in 1823.94 A major concern in the early
years of the Society was the fact that children were imprisoned together with
adults, which happened in practice, even though the law prescribed otherwise.
From 1811, with the implementation of the French penal code in The Netherlands,
a distinction was made within the justice system between children (i.e. those
below the age of sixteen) who, in committing a crime, had acted with
“discernment”, and those who had not. Those who had acted without
discernment – that is, without the knowledge that what they had done was
91

92

93

94

In some cases, the rhetoric of the case files suggests that the sexual contact was unwanted, or the
words of the girl herself make clear that this was the case. In other cases, however, it is not always
clear whether the sexual relations between the underage girls and men who were above the age of
majority that the case files report on were consensual or not. By calling attention to this, I do not
wish to legitimate sexual relations between adults and minors, but do wish to point out that, in
some cases, sexual relationships between these teenage girls and men who were a few years, or
sometimes even many years, older than them, may have been, at the time, consensual; following a
strictly legal definition according to today’s norms might obscure girls’ notions of what was (un)
acceptable and (un)wanted.
See, for instance, Linda Gordon, Heroes of Their Own Lives: The Politics and History of Family Violence:
Boston 1880-1960 (New York: Penguin Books, 1988); Louise A. Jackson, Child Sexual Abuse in Victorian
England (London and New York: Routledge, 2000).
In this section, I give a brief history of the coming-into-being of the Dutch State Reform School for
Girls, in order to make clear what function the reform school had, in relation to the other stateowned child protection institutions that were in place, and to show how girls could end up here,
as well as for what type of children the institution was meant across time. As it is intended only to
highlight the most important developments concerning this particular institution, this history is
necessarily a limited one.
Leonards 1995, 73, 101. Similar societies were set up in England (Society for the Improvement of
Prison Disicpline), France (Société Royale pour l’amélioration des détenus) and in the United States
(Philadelphia Prison Society), Leonards 1995, 76.
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wrong – were supposed to be acquitted, and could be sent to a reform school for
re-education until reaching the age of twenty. If a child had acted with
discernment – if it knew that what it had done was wrong – a reduced version of
adult sentences was given.95 While this distinction had been in place from 1811,
at the time, no reform schools existed and, in practice, children who had broken
the law often ended up in prison, where they were incarcerated together with
adults.
Consequently, the Society, whose members feared for the moral corruption
of children, and believed, influenced by Enlightenment ideas, in the fundamental
innocence and re-educability of the child, lobbied for setting up a separate
juvenile prison, which was established in 1833 in Rotterdam.96 While, at first,
boys and girls were imprisoned together, in 1836, a juvenile prison specifically
for girls was established in Amsterdam.97 From 1847, the Society started to
campaign for the further differentiation of young delinquents, focusing on
separate care for “convicts”, who had acted with discernment, and “educatees”,
who had not.98
In 1857, by which time the government had come to think of care for juvenile
delinquents as one of its responsibilities, rather than a private initiative, the first
state-owned reform school for boys was set up in Alkmaar.99 On 19 July, 1859, the
first state-owned reform school for girls – the institution under examination in
this dissertation – was opened in Montfoort Castle, located in Montfoort, in the
middle of the country.100 The institution was known as the House of Improvement
This was determined by article 66 of the French Code Pénal, which had been introduced in 1811, one
year after the Kingdom of Holland was incorporated into the French Empire, Leonards 1995, 33-34.
The principle of “discernment” was referred to as “oordeel des onderscheids” in Dutch.
96 Jan Simon van der Aa, De rijksopvoedingsgestichten in Nederland (Amsterdam: Roelofzen & Hübner,
1890), 56; Leonards 1995, 40, 106. In this, The Netherlands were slightly ahead of other Western
European countries, where special prisons for juvenile children were set up in the second half of the
1830s, for instance la Petite Roquette in France (1836) and Parkhurst in England (1838). For children
who had acted without discernment, agricultural colony Mettray at Tours had been set up in France
in 1840, Leonards 1995, 116.
97 Leonards 1995, 113; Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld van Wingerden 2010, 429.
98 In Dutch, the “convicts” were referred to as “veroordeelden” and the “educatees” were termed
“opvoedelingen”. According to the online Dutch standard Van Dale dictionary, the Dutch word
“opvoeding” translates as “education” or “upbringing”, accessed October 15, 2014, www.vandale.nl.
However, the Dutch word also has a connotation of “improving”, “civilizing” or “bettering”. The
term “opvoedeling” thus suggests one who is in need of betterment, improvement or civilization, as
well as education and upbringing. The name reflects the well-meaning, but paternalistic goals of
Dutch juvenile law.
99 Leonards 1995, 182.
100 Het Utrechts Archief (The Utrecht Archives), archive 20: Rijksinrichtingen kinderbescherming
(State Institutions for Child Protection); here: Archief van de gevangenis voor jeugdige vrouwelijke
veroordeelden, 1858-1897, tevens huis van verbetering en opvoeding voor meisjes, 1858-1888, vervolgens
rijksopvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes te Montfoort, 1888-1909, Zeist, 1909-1950, en Nijmegen, 1950-1975
95
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and Re-Education and was meant for the rehabilitation of “educatees”, and had
a separate division for convicts, termed the Prison for Youthful Female
Convicts.101 In the same year it opened, the girls’ prison in Amsterdam was
closed, and the thirty-one girls who were imprisoned there were transferred to
Montfoort.102 The institution had a capacity for eighty-four educatees and twenty
convicts, and was meant for girls who had been below sixteen years of age when
they had committed their crime. The main reason for admission for girls, at the
time, was theft or fraud.103
In 1886, with the passing of the Institution Law (Gestichtenwet), the institution
was renamed the “State Reformatory for Girls”.104 From then on, the pupils were
termed “patients”, emphasizing the goal of cure, rather than punishment.105 In
1905, the Children Acts were implemented, a set of laws that fundamentally
restructured the child protection system.106 With the Children Acts, the principle

101
102
103

104

105
106

(Archive of the Prison for Juvenile Female Convicts, 1858-1897, also House of Improvement and
Education for Girls, 1858-1888, subsequenttly State Reformatory for Girls in Montfoort, 1888-1909,
Zeist, 1909-1950, and Nijmegen, 1950-1975) [hereafter: Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20]: file number
154, Jaarverslagen van de kommissie van administratie, c.q. het kollege van regenten, 1859-1885 (Annual
reports of the Committee of Administration or the College of Regents, 1859-1885): Annual report
for the year 1860. Montfoort Castle was assigned as the location of the Dutch State Reform School
for Girls by royal decree; see: Staatsblad van het koninkrijk der Nederlanden (no. 55), Royal Decree 6
February, 1858. In Dutch, the building was referred to as “Kasteel Montfoort”.
In Dutch, respectively, “Huis van Verbetering en Opvoeding” and “Gevangenis voor Jeugdige Vrouwelijke
veroordeelden”.
Leonards 1995, 57, 63. Also see: Van der Aa 1890, 59.
Throughout the nineteenth century, around 20-30 girls entered the institution per year, S.P.
Dijkstra, Inventaris van het archief van de gevangenis voor jeugdige vrouwelijke veroordeelden tevens huis
van verbetering en opvoeding voor meisjes te Montfoort – later: Rijksopvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes te
Zeist, 1859-1930 (Den Haag: Algemeen Rijksarchief, 1972), 1-2. When I have not been able to find
authors’ first names, their initials are given instead. For a detailed overview of practical matters
in the institution in Montfoort, see: Lian Marijnissen, Naar een gedwongen opvoeding: Achtergrond
en geschiedenis van jeugdgevangenis en opvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes, Montfoort 1859-1905 (MA
thesis, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, 1979), 64-111. Girls were also admitted for vagabondage
and beggary, arson, and various other reasons, including what was termed “indecent exposure”
(openbare schennis der eerbaarheid), Marijnissen 1979, 78.
Leonards 1995, 57. This was done per Royal Decree; see: Staatsblad van het koninkrijk der Nederlanden
(no. 159), Royal Decree 31 August, 1886. In Dutch, the institution was termed “Rijksopvoedingsgesticht
voor meisjes”. The term “Rijksopvoedingsgesticht” literally translates as “state institution for education”,
in which “education” (“opvoeding”) incorporates connotations of “upbringing” and “improvement”
in it (see note 97). However, I have chosen to translate the name of the institution with the more
familiar term “reformatory”. It must be kept in mind, though, that the term “reformatory” is very
much a term from the Anglo-American world, with its own meanings; see: Vehkalahti 2009, 305,
note 9.
In Dutch, the pupils were referred to as “verpleegden”.
For a history of the Children Acts (Kinderwetten), see: Adel de Vries and Frederic van Tricht, eds.,
Geschiedenis der wetgeving op de misdadige jeugd (wetten van 12 februari 1901 (S.63) en 12 februari 1901
(S.64)): Verzameling van regeeringsonderwerpen, gewisselde stukken, gevoerde beraadslagingen enz. voorzien
van inleiding en register, vol. 1 (Haarlem: Tjeenk Willink, 1905-1907). For a historical summary of the
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of “acting with discernment” was abolished, which meant that the distinction
between convicts and re-educatees was no longer upheld. Consequently, the
prison ward in Montfoort disappeared.107 At the same time, children in the child
protection system were differentiated in new ways. A new type of state-owned
child protection institution for children was set up, termed the “Correctional
School”. Correctional schools were meant for “youthful persons, who are not
morally corrupted, wayward or neglected, yet for whom, due to their undisciplinedness and unruliness, due to their lack of a sense of proper order, society
desires a strong reaction”.108 The goal of the correctional school was to get
delinquent children in line through a relatively short period of detention
(between one month and one year), and subjecting them to strict discipline.109
Two state-owned correctional schools for boys, one in Haren and one in
Nijmegen, and one for girls, in Zeist, were set up.110
In cases in which short-term re-education was not thought to be sufficient,
but “long-lasting and methodical re-education”111 was thought to be necessary,
the judge did not punish the child, but placed it under government custody,
which meant that the government had responsibility over the child until it
reached the age of majority (21), at the latest.112 A child was placed under
government custody, “When the character of the child, the circumstances in
which it lives, the state of the family in which it resides, suggest, that to awake
its sense of responsibility, a certain punishment-measure would be insufficient”.113
When a child was placed under government custody, the child was either
handed over to a private child protection institution or sent to a state reform
school to be re-educated.114 An attempt was always made to place the child into
private care first. However, private care institutions did not always have room.
What’s more, private institutions could request to have “completely uncontrollable

107
108

109
110
111
112
113
114

contents and information on the implementation of the Children Acts, see, for instance: Bakker,
Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 462-65.
Leonards 1995, 64.
“jeugdige personen, die niet zedelijk verdorven, verwilderd of verwaarloosd zijn, doch bij welke
wegens hunne tuchteloosheid en weerbarstigheid, wegens hun gebrek aan gevoel voor behoorlijke
orde, in de samenleving eene krachtige reactie gewenscht is”, Van Hamel 1905, 97. The Dutch term
for this type of institution was “tuchtschool”. The word “tucht” literally translates as “discipline”.
Van Hamel 1905, 97-98.
Van Hamel 1905, 108.
Van Hamel 1905, 109.
Van Hamel 1905, 109. In Dutch, this measure was known as being placed “ter beschikking van de
regeering”.
Van Hamel 1905, 109
Van Hamel 1905, 110. A child below the age of 18 who had committed a crime could be placed under
government custody, even if it was the child’s first crime; for misdemeanours, children aged 14-18
could be placed under government custody for the first repeat offence, and children below 14 could
be placed under government custody for the second repeat offence, Van Hamel 1905, 110
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[children], [children made] wild through abandonment and neglect, or profoundly
corrupted children” removed from their care.115 These children would then be
sent to a state reform school instead. The children who ended up in the state
reform schools, therefore, were often children for whom private institutions
were unable or unwilling (due to lack of capacity) to care for.116 This led a
researcher writing her dissertation on the State Reform School for Girls in 1918
to conclude that the state reform schools got “the worst ones”.117 From the
implementation of the Children Acts, children could also end up in state care if
their parents had been removed from parental care, either on their own request,
or on the request of the guardianship council, established in 1905, or family
members.118
In 1909, the Dutch State Reform School for Girls moved from Montfoort
Castle to Eikenstein House in Zeist.119 The new building had room for eighty
pupils.120 In 1922, a number of other new measures were introduced in the child
protection system. Rather than a regular judge, a juvenile judge was introduced,
who decided over children’s sentencing. Also, the measure of guardianship was
introduced.121 If a child “for whatever reason, grows up in such a way, that it is
threatened with physical or moral downfall”,122 the juvenile judge placed the
youngster in the custody of a family guardian, who then visited the family
regularly. The family guardian had to
seek personal contact with the child and the family to which it belongs as
much as possible. He tries, in executing his duty, to construct a bond founded
on trust with both the child and the family. He strives as much as possible
115 “geheel onhandelbare, door verlatenheid en verwaarloozing verwilderde of diep verdorven
kinderen”, Van Hamel 1905, 127.
116 Hillesum 1918, 334.
117 “de ergsten”, Hillesum 1918, 334. Also see: Hamel 1905, 127. In other countries, too, placement in a
state-owned reformatory was seen as the most severe action that was available in the treatment of
young delinquents; see, for instance: Vehkalahti 2009, xiv.
118 When parents requested their removal from parental care, this was termed “ontheffing”; when
this had been prompted by others’ requests, it was referred to as “ontzetting”. The “guardianship
council” was termed “voogdijraad” in Dutch.
119 Staatsblad van het koninkrijk der Nederlanden (no. 344), Royal Decree 25 October 1909. In Dutch, the
building was known as “Huize Eikenstein”.
120 Meijers 1918, 9.
121 Staatsblad van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden (no. 834), Law of 5 July, 1921. See: Joost van Hamel,
Handleiding bij de practijk der kinderwetten, 4th ed., updated by Meindert Nijland (Haarlem: H.D.
Tjeenk Willink & Zoon, 1924), 215. This measure was known as “ondertoezichtstelling”.
122 “Als een kind, uit welke oorzaak ook, zóó opgroeit, dat het met zedelijken of lichamelijken
ondergang wordt bedreigd”, Van Hamel and Nijland 1924, 216. The measure could be requested by
the parent, guardian, the child’s relatives until the fourth degree, or the Public Prosecution Service
(Openbaar Ministerie).
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to establish a good relationship with the lawful representative of the child.
He promotes everything that may contribute to the mental, physical and
future material well-being of the child. He gives him who executes the
parental power (or custody) the necessary instructions, to steer the
upbringing in the right direction, and tries to persuade him to do voluntarily,
what is necessary to achieve that.123
Juvenile judges were focused on keeping youngsters out of correctional
institutions as much as possible. This was evident, for instance, through the fact
that, also in 1922, conditional government custody and conditional correctional
school punishment were introduced. With institutionalization appearing as a
last resort-measure, the pupils who did end up in an institution were those who
were perceived as especially difficult.124
In 1941, on the urging of the director, the name of the institution changed
from “State Reformatory for Girls” to the less stigmatizing and less paternalistic
“Eikenstein”, after the building it was housed in.125 Then, in November 1950, the
reform school moved from Zeist to a building known as De Hunerberg in
Nijmegen, in the east of the country.126 From then on, the institution was known
as the “State Boarding School for Girls”, but was also termed “De Hunerberg” in
its paperwork.127 From then on, the institution was directed at “particularly,
neurotic and affectively or pedagogically neglected [girls] in conflict situations”.128
123 “zooveel mogelijk persoonlijk aanraking zoeken met het kind en het gezin, waartoe het behoort.
Hij tracht bij de uitoefening zijner taak een op vertrouwen gegronden band te leggen zoowel met
het kind als met het gezin. Hij streeft zooveel doenlijk daar een goede verstandhouding met den
wettelijken vertegenwoordiger vvan het kind. Hij bevordert alles wat tot het geestelijk, lichamelijk
en toekomstig stoffelijk welzijn van het kind kan strekken. Hij geeft hem die ouderlijke macht (of
de voogdij) uitoefent de noodige aanwijzingen, om de opvoeding in de goede richting te leiden en
tracht hem te overreden vrijwillig te doen, wat daartoe noodig is”, Van Hamel and Nijland 1924,
225-26. The family guardian was referred to as the “gezinsvoogd”.
124 Delicat 2001, 94.
125 Delicat 2001, 211.
126 For the state reform schools during the war, see: Delicat 2001, 94-96, 153-55.
127 In Dutch, the institution was referred to as the “Rijks Meisjes Internaat”. The Dutch term “internaat” is
translated as “boarding school” in the online Van Dale dictionary. Besides referring to a residential
institution where pupils receive education, the Dutch term can also refer to a residential education
institution for children of sailors (schippersinternaat) or a residential institution where children are
placed by the child protection system, because, for whatever reason, they cannot be take care of at
home. While the term “Rijks Meisjes Internaat” must be understood in this last sense, I have chosen
to translate it with a term that does not have any connotations to do with the child protection
system, as the Dutch term itself can also be interpreted in a non-correctional sense. In the text, I
refer to the institution in this period as “the State Boarding School for Girls” or “the Hunerberg”.
128 “met name neurotische en affectief of pedagogisch verwaarloosde [meisjes] met conflictsituaties”,
the Minister of Justice, in a 1952 report by the supervisory board of the reform school, quoted in
Delicat 2001, 194.
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From then on, the pupils were referred to as “girls” or “children” in the
institutional documents, and no longer as “patients”.
Another large-scale adjustment to the child protection system took place in
1965, when the Children Act (Beginselenwet voor de Kinderbescherming) of 1965
was passed.129 From then on, the institution became known as “Institution for
Education” and “Institution for Exceptional Treatment”.130 The former type of
institution was meant for children who were “compos mentis” and were judged
to be eligible for re-education.131 The latter type of institution was meant for
“psychically disturbed youngsters” who needed treatment132 and for “youngsters
[who were] very difficult to re-educate”.133 For exactly what reasons the girls were
sent to the institution across time, will be discussed in the chapters, in which I
give information about individual girls’ trajectories leading to the reform school.

Research Questions

Engaging with the strands of scholarship mentioned above, the main research
question that this dissertation answers is: “How did assessment techniques
function in processes of identity construction in the Dutch State Reform School
for Girls, 1905-1975?” To answer this main question, four sub-questions are
asked. The first of these is, “What was the function of the assessment techniques
used in the reform school?” In answering this sub-question, I examine the
relation between the intended goal of the assessment techniques and their
practical application in the institution. The second sub-question is, “In what
ways did governmentality play a role in the assessment techniques?” Via the
assessment techniques that were used in the reform school, knowledge was
produced about each individual pupil. Picking up Scott’s claim that making
individuals “legible” was a means of governing individuals, I examine in what
ways the pupils were governed by means of these assessment techniques. In
doing so, I keep in mind the possibility that assessment techniques need not be
129 For an overview of what this law entailed, see Dimmendaal 1998, 46-47.
130 Respectively, these were referred to as “Inrichting voor Opvoeding” and “Inrichting voor Buitengewone
Behandeling”. The Dutch term “inrichting” translates as “institution” in the online Van Dale dictionary.
In some contexts, this term has some connotations of “asylum”. While “madness” is certainly not
evoked by the new names of the reform school, the term “inrichting” has a more definite link to the
penitentiary or correctional system than the former “internaat”, and suggests reasons of admission
of a more “serious” nature.
131 Nannet van der Heiden-Attena and Bauke Wartna, Recidive na een strafrechtelijke maatregel: Een studie
naar de geregistreerde criminaliteit onder jongeren met een pibb, een jeugd-tbr of een pij (Den Haag: WODC,
2000), accessed September 25, 2015, http://repository.tudelft.nl/view/wodc/uuid%3A6abe7231bb17-422b-86b7-27ae7f5041aa/, par. 1.
132 Jolande uit Beijerse and Leonieke Boendermaker, “Opvoedingsinternaat of jeugdgevangenis?
Ontwikkelingen binnen de justitiële jeugdinrichtingen,” Proces 5 (2008): 143.
133 “zeer moeilijk opvoedbare jeugd”, Dimmendaal 1998, 5.
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exclusively disciplinary, as Caplan and Higgs, and About, Brown and Lonergan
assert with respect to techniques of identification.134 In studying governmentality
in the institution, I do not subscribe to views of such institutions as “total”
institutions, in which pupils were solely repressed.135 Instead, in line with
Foucault, I view the power that was exercised in the institution as “productive”:
I look at which identities were produced for the girls through being subjected to
these techniques.
The third sub-question is, “What identity construction took place through
the assessment techniques?” Here, I understand the term “identity” in a double
way, referring both to categorization and to articulations of self. On the one
hand, therefore, I examine what categorizations the assessment techniques led
to. On the other, I examine whether the assessment techniques led to articulations
of an inner self. In doing so, I am concerned with two aspects of self, as outlined
above: the emergence of inner depth and the coming-into-being of self-expression. Through investigating the possible coming-into-being of articulations of
self among a group of lower-class, delinquent girls – a group that has not often
been studied in this manner before – this dissertation will investigate how
notions of inner selfhood are produced in practices. In examining these
dimensions of identity, I am attentive to the language that is used, and the norms
this language entails. The fourth and final sub-question is, “How did gender
and sexuality play a role in the assessment techniques?” According to the
secondary literature on the history of child protection and girls’ correctional
institutions, sexuality played a prominent role in girls’ re-education in the
twentieth century. What’s more, according to this literature, re-education was
highly gendered. Building on this literature, I examine in what ways gender and
134 See note 23 and 24.
135 See, for instance: Erving Goffman, Asylums: Essays on the Social Situation of Mental Patients and Other
Inmates (Chicago: Aldine, 1991 [1961]). In this way, it aligns with studies that have started to view
residential institutions in a wholly different manner, Recently, works on the asylum have started
to appear that do not view the asylum as a “total” institution, but as care-oriented, not exclusively
negative, and sometimes as collaborative with patient families; see, for instance: David Wright,
“Getting out of the Asylum: Understanding the Confinement of the Insane in the Nineteenth
Century,” Social History of Medicine 10.1 (1997): 137-55; Alan Quirk, Paul Lelliott and Clive Seale, “The
Permeable Institution: An Ethnographic Study of Three Acute Psychiatric Wards in London,” Social
Science and Medicine 63.8 (2006): 2105-2117; Mark Finnane, “Australian Asylums and their Histories:
Introduction,” Health and History 11.1 (2009), 6-8; Catherine Coleborne, “Families, Insanity, and the
Psychiatric Institution in Australia and New Zealand, 1860-1914,” Health and History 11.1 (2009):
65-82; Katherine K. Ziff, David O. Thomas and Patricia M. Beamish, “Asylum and Community: The
Athens Lunatic Asylum in Nineteenth-Century Ohio,” History of Psychiatry 19 (2008): 409-32. Rory
DuPlessis drew my attention to this body of literature. Besides this, I view the staff members as
well-meaning, who wished to help those under their care. This point of view is also put forward by,
for instance, Martha Heineman Field, “Social Casework Practice During the ‘Psychiatric Deluge’,”
Social Service Review 54.4 (1980): 497.
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sexuality played a role in the assessment techniques and the accompanying
identity construction of the girls. Engaging with Foucault’s assertion, in La
volonté de savoir, that experts’ scrutiny of people’s “deviant” sexuality could lead
to people claiming their deviant sexualities as part of their inner identity, in
examining the girls’ obligatorily-written life histories, I examine whether girls
claimed their “deviant” sexualities as part of their inner identity.

Sources

For this dissertation, four key assessment techniques used in the Dutch State
Reform School for Girls across the period 1905-1975 were selected for detailed
analysis: the institutional doctor’s family-historical, physical, anthropometric
and mental examination of the pupils upon admission, known as pedagogical-pathological examination (1905-1952), autobiography-writing (1913-1975),
Rorschach-testing (1938-1948) and psychological examination (1950-1975). By
“assessment techniques”, I refer to techniques that were executed upon, or
shortly after, admission, by means of which the institutional staff produced
knowledge about the newly-entered pupil, in order to make an initial assessment
of her.136 To be selected for analysis, assessment techniques had to match a
number of criteria. First, I wanted to select the most central assessment
techniques used in the period 1905-1975. To do so, I studied the pupils’ personal
dossiers, and selected the documents that appeared the most consistently, for
substantial periods of time. Second, I chose to study those assessment techniques
which were accompanied by explicit, narrative institutional assessment. I did
so, because I was not only interested in examining constructions of identity
through practices, but also in the ways in which institutional staff were able
speak about the pupils as a result of the assessment techniques. The assessment
techniques that were selected, moreover, were techniques that stemmed from
and were executed by people in certain scientific disciplines: pedagogical
pathology (pedagogical-pathological examination), pedagogy (autobiography-writing), projective testing (Rorschach-testing) and Utrecht School
psychology (psychological examination).137
136 The techniques of Rorschach-testing and, particularly, psychological examination, took place longer
after admission than the other techniques. I have still counted them as assessment techniques,
because they served to assess the girls and their problems.
137 For the selection of the assessment techniques, I was dependent on the documents that were
preserved in the institution. It is possible, however, that certain techniques were done systematically,
but left no or few paper traces in the archive, or were not or unsystematically filed. This also means
that the period for which paper traces have been preserved does not necessarily overlap entirely
with the period in which the techniques were implemented. Originally, the various mental tests
that were administered to the pupils across time were also selected for analysis. These tests were
going to be discussed as an assessment technique in a chapter of their own. These tests included the
Binet-Simon test, which was used to measure the mental age of the pupil (ca. 1927-ca.1948); the 100-
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The period of 1905-1975 was chosen, because this is the period for which the
pupils’ dossiers have been preserved: personal dossiers were used as a filing
method from 1905 onwards, and the institutional archive runs until 1975.138 In
1905, as was mentioned above, scientific assessment of children became a
structural element of the child protection system, and the basis for this was
formed by the introduction of the observation period with the Children Acts in
1905. From then on, with the introduction of the assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, all children entering the Dutch State Reform
School for Girls underwent systematic assessment. Moreover, the dossier is an
interesting starting point, because it has been said to have been instrumental in
the production of a new type of identity.139
As main body of sources, I examined the forms, files and reports that the
four above-mentioned assessment techniques resulted in. These include: the
forms known as the “personal description files”, which contained the results of
the pedagogical-pathological examination upon admission (1905-1952) and the
summarizing assessment reports by the institutional doctor; the life histories
that the girls were obliged to write upon admission (1913-1975; systematically
preserved from 1926) and the institutional assessments of the girls’ texts in the
pupils’ so-called test reports (1940s) and progress reports (1950-1975); the pupils’
Rorschach test reports (technique executed 1938-1948; reports appear
systematically from 1943); and the psychological reports which were written
about the girls as a result of psychological examination and therapy (1950-1973).
As the years of occurrence of the different assessment techniques show,
between 1913 and 1938, all pupils underwent both pedagogical-pathological
item questionnaire developed by reform school doctor Hessel Postma for measuring the “school
and experiential knowledge” (“school- en ervaringskennis”) of the pupils (ca. 1927-ca. 1948); and
Luning Prak’s Tests for Mental Development (“Tests voor verstandelijke ontwikkeling”), which were
used to measure the pupil’s IQ and determine their mental aptitude (“idiot/imbecile” (idiot/imbeciel)
“moronic” (debiel), “less gifted” (minder begaafd), “average” (gemiddeld), “bright” (vlug) or “highly
gifted” (knap-begaafd)), as well as, sometimes, the school type they were suited to (e.g. primary
school or special education) or appropriate school level (ca. 1941-1950). These tests fit the criteria
for being selected for closer analysis: they were administered upon admission in order to assess
the girls, their results appeared in the dossiers consistently for substantial periods of time, and the
institutional staff produced brief, narrative assessments of the girls in the so-called test reports, in
which the girl’s test results were discussed together with her life history. However, as the results
of the analysis were found to be in line with what was found for the other assessment techniques,
I have decided to not include this analysis in the dissertation as a separate chapter.
138 According to the inventory of the archive, the personal dossiers were introduced in 1909. As an
examination of the dossiers shows, however, files from as far back as 1905 were (retroactively or
not) stored in folders, which have been preserved among the individual dossiers in the archive.
This filing practice did not always result in individual dossiers: the files for girls admitted between
1905-1909, as well as for girls admitted in the 1910s, are sometimes stored in blank folders together
with other pupils’ files, or in the personal dosser of another girl.
139 Berg and Harterink 2004, 29.
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examination and autobiography-writing. Between 1938 and 1948, all girls
underwent these two assessment techniques and were also given the Rorschach
inkblot test. In 1949, Maria Anthoinetta Duvekot (director: 1949-1960), a former
nurse, became director of the reform school. Under her direction, in 1950, the
institution started following a psychological course inspired by the Utrecht
School of psychology. From then on, psychological assessment and treatment
became a core element of the girls’ re-education. After the institutional course
change in 1950, wholly different assessment techniques were in place. In that
year, the technique of psychological examination was introduced. The technique
of pedagogical-pathological examination continued to be used for a few more
years, but the personal description files were filled in less thoroughly, and
around 1952 the technique stopped being used. Indeed, in the sample of dossiers,
I found no personal description files after 1952. Finally, the assessment technique
of autobiography-writing fundamentally changed character. Before the
institutional move and course change in 1950, then, pedagogical-pathological
examination, autobiography-writing and Rorschach-testing were the three key
assessment techniques used in the institution, and after 1950, autobiography-
writing and psychological examination were the two central assessment
techniques.
Besides studying the four assessment techniques in detail, I used a number
of other sources preserved in the pupils’ dossiers to contextualize the analyses.
Importantly, the girls’ case files (preserved ca. 1926-1975; systematically from
1931), and the personal information recorded on the covers of the girls’ dossiers
(from the late 1910s onwards), were used to provide background information
about the girls’ cases and the reasons for their admission to the institution.140
Besides this, the other documents in the pupils’ dossiers, including the monthly
notes that were kept on the girls’ behaviour (preserved ca. 1926-1950) as well as
administrative sources stored outside of the dossiers, such as annual reports, the
personal dossiers of the staff members, documentation on institutional hiring
practices, and institutional regulations, were examined for references to the four
key assessment techniques, and clues on the practices they involved and their
functions in the institution. All these sources were located in the rich and
extensive archives of the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, housed in The
Utrecht Archives (Het Utrechts Archief), in Utrecht. In order to uncover more
140 For an overview of all the types of documents that were systematically stored in the girls’
dossiers, see Appendix I. Some of these documents certainly functioned to assess the girls, such
as the photographs of the girls taken upon admission, and the tests of the girls’ school knowledge
administered upon admission. However, these were not selected for analysis, as they did not match
all the criteria set out in the main text. The years given reflect the years for which documents were
found in the sample of dossiers.
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information on the assessment technique of Rorschach-testing and its use in
The Netherlands, the Test and Testresearch collection of the Archive and
Documentation Centre of Dutch Behavioural Sciences (Archief en Documentatiecentrum Nederlandse Gedragswetenschappen, ADNG), located in Groningen,
was consulted.
A random selection of pupils’ personal dossiers led to a total research
sample of 124 dossiers.141 As the archive contains an estimated number of ca.
2400 personal dossiers, the sample size means that only a very small portion of
the total number of dossiers was studied.142 What’s more, because the dossiers
were selected by means of sampling, some unique documents may have been
overlooked. However, the goal of this dissertation was not to provide a
comprehensive picture of identity construction in the reform school archive.
Instead, the goal was to show, on the basis of a detailed qualitative analysis of a
relatively limited number of sources, how identity construction may take place,
through assessment techniques – for a specific group of lower-class girls, in a
specific institution.

141 Personal dossiers for the pupils were preserved for the periods 1905-1950 and 1950-1975, and were
stored alphabetically. The archival division marks the shift in location from Zeist to Nijmegen
in 1950. For the period 1905-1950, each file number contained the dossiers of 15-26 girls. For this
period, I selected and examined the dossiers in every tenth file number, until I had collected the
life histories of fifty girls (which appeared from 1913-1950, and systematically from 1926 onwards).
This resulted in a total of 97 dossiers. For the period 1950-1975, each file number contained the – far
thicker – dossiers of 4-6 girls, often with two or even three folders per girl. For this period, I selected
and examined the dossiers by starting at a randomly selected file number, and examining every
fortieth file number. This resulted in a total of 26 girls, whose dossiers covered the 1950s and 1960s.
Next, I perused a randomly selected file number, to find dossiers of girls admitted in the 1970s.
This file number contained one such dossier, from a girl who was admitted in 1973. I examined
this dossier to see whether striking changes in the contents of the dossiers and the practices used
had taken place. As this was not the case, and as the admission registers for the 1970s (kept for the
period of 1970-1975) showed that fewer and fewer girls were being admitted to the institution in
this period, it was chosen to keep the main focus of the analysis on the 1950s and 1960s. As it was in
line with the other dossiers from this period, though, the 1973 dossier was included in the sample,
resulting in a total of 124 dossiers (while the 26 girls from the period 1950-1975 usually had more
than one folder, I here refer to the set of folders for one girl as “dossier”, to prevent confusion). To
protect the girls’ anonymity, the file numbers – which indicate the first letter of the girls’ last names
– are not given. Upon request, a list of file numbers may be given to researchers with permission to
consult the archives.
142 On the basis of the files I have seen, I estimate that, for the period of 1905-1950, each file number
contains the dossiers of an average of twenty girls. With a total of 75 file numbers, this means that
there are an estimated 20 x 75 = 1500 dossiers for this period. For the period 1950-1975, I estimate
that each file number contains the dossiers of five girls on average. With a total of 186 file numbers,
this means that, for this period, an estimated 5 x 186 = 930 dossiers have been preserved. This
amounts to an estimated total of 2430 dossiers in the entire archive (1905-1975). The sample of 124
girls studied thus equals 5,1% of the amount of dossiers that are estimated to have been preserved
in the archive.
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The reform school archives have preserved very little information on the
implementation of new techniques: it was not always recorded why new
methods of assessment were implemented, what their goal was, who was in
charge of implementing them, and why they were discontinued. Most annual
reports of the institution as well as the meeting notes of the supervisory bodies
of the institution, which may have contained answers to such questions, have
been lost.143 To fill in the gaps, I have made use of the secondary literature on the
state reform schools for this period, notably Jan-Wilm Delicat’s 2001 work on the
ideas and practices of these institutions, as well as more general Dutch and
international literature on the history of child protection and residential
correctional institutions. Besides that, I have drawn on early studies of the
institution in order to uncover more information about the assessment
techniques that were used, on the publications I could uncover by the experts
who implemented the assessment techniques, and on relevant primary literature
on the assessment techniques.
Because the majority of the sources studied are drawn from the pupils’
personal dossiers – which are repositories of medical information, references to
the pupils’ personal lives and family circumstances, descriptions of emotional
outbursts, indignation, rebellion and mischief on the part of the pupils, and all
manner of mental and psychological test results – the data in this dissertation is
of a sensitive nature. To protect the privacy of those involved, I have anonymized
all details that could indicate the identity of a girl.144
143 The reform school archives contain institutional annual reports for the periods 1859-1904 and
1946-1956, the latter of which proved to contain insightful information about the introduction
of the psychological course in the institution. Besides this, some “notes” (aanteekeningen) for the
annual reports for the period 1922-1951 have been preserved, but these only contain very sparse
information. The annual reports by the supervisory body after 1904 as well as the notes from their
meetings, which could have been very useful, were stored in an archive that has been lost: Het
Nationaal Archief, archive 2.09.29, Algemeen College van Toezicht, Bijstand en Advies voor het Rijkstuchten Opvoedingswezen (1901) 1903-1955. The location of the institutional annual reports from 1956-1975
is unknown, as Marian van der Klein and Jacques Dane also remark, in: “6b: Over de archieven van
De Hunnerberg (Rijksinstelling te Nijmegen),” in Omringd door zorg, toch niet veilig: Seksueel misbruik
van door de overheid uit huis geplaatste kinderen, 1945 tot heden: Rapport Commissie-Samson, 8 oktober
2012: Deelonderzoek 4: Aard en omvang van seksueel misbruik in de residentiële jeugdzorg en reacties op
signalen van dit misbruik (1945-2008): D6: Het archiefonderzoek (Amsterdam: Boom, 2012), 299.
144 The name of each girl featured in the text has been changed. To select period-appropriate names,
I made use of the Nederlandse Voornamenbank (Dutch First Names’ Database) of the Meertens
Instituut. This database gives an overview of the most popular first names for each municipality
and region in The Netherlands for the period 1880-2014. For each girl, I selected a first name from
these lists, on the basis of her place and year of birth. If the place of birth was not featured in the
database, for instance because it was too small, I searched for names within the appropriate region,
or country-wide. The girls’ last names are given as initials. These were randomly assigned. The
names of other people mentioned in the sources, such as family members, friends or boyfriends,
have also been changed, in the same way. Some details have been omitted to prevent possible
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While a small number of other state-owned correctional institutions for girls
existed in the period studied,145 this dissertation only focuses on the state reform
school for girls, as it is the longest running state-owned institution for girls
across the entire period. Studying a single institution will allow a sharp focus on
how assessment techniques and their accompanying identity construction took
place and changed across time.

Method

The method with which I analyse the sources is two-fold, and focuses on both
practices and rhetoric. With respect to practices, I am informed by the
“praxiographic approach”, as developed by STS philosopher Annemarie Mol.
Mol first introduced this approach in her 2002 book The Body Multiple.146 In
this book, Mol focuses on how objects are “enacted” in practices, taking the
disease “atherosclerosis” as a case study to make this clear. In this book, Mol
focuses not on “the ways in which medicine knows its objects. Instead, what the
book explores is the ways in which medicine attunes to, interacts with, and
shapes its objects in its various and varied practices”.147 In her book, Mol steps
away from the idea that in medicine there is an underlying disease that doctors
come to know. Instead, she demonstrates how each practice by means of which
atherosclerosis is examined for enacts a different atherosclerosis. Talking in the
doctor’s consulting room enacted atherosclerosis as “pain upon walking”,
whereas examining a slice of an artery under a microscope enacted atherosclerosis as a thickening of the artery wall. What’s more, these different atheroscleroses do not necessarily coincide, as Mol convincingly shows. The fact that the
different enactments of the disease do not necessarily match up shows that there
is no single underlying entity “atherosclerosis”, but that atherosclerosis is
multiple, through the multiplicity of practices that enact it.

identification, such as the date (not the year) of admission and discharge, the name of the institution
the girl had previously been in, if this was an uncommon institution, specific place names, if these
could lead to identification, and highly specific details about girls’ family lives. When a place name
or name of an institution has been omitted in a quote, this is indicated in the text. Other than that,
I have attempted to give the background information about the girls and the descriptions of their
trajectories leading to the institution as accurately as possible, without providing any details that
might identify the girls.
145 Namely, the State Correctional School (tuchtschool) for girls, located in Eikenstein House in
Zeist (1905-1909) and Montfoort Castle (1909-1968), and the State Correctional School for girls in
Hollandsche Rading (1942-1952), which continued as State Observation Home (rijksobservatiehuis)
for girls (1952-1971).
146 Annemarie Mol, The Body Multiple: Ontology in Medical Practice (Durham, NC: Duke University
Press, 2002).
147 Mol 2002, vii.
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Mol situates her focus on practices in a tradition of scholarship concerned
with performance and identity. In 1959, with the publication on The Presentation
of the Self in Everyday Life, sociologist Erving Goffman put forward the notion
that, when people interact, they do not present themselves, but a self, or a persona
or a mask. This theory suggested that, while there was a real self somewhere
deep down, the self people present to the world is a performance. Goffman used
the terms “back stage” and “front stage” to distinguish between these two
aspects of identity. With the publication of Gender Trouble: Feminism and the
Subversion of Identity in 1990, gender theorist Judith Butler put forward the idea
that, with respect to gender, there is not an underlying self that performs
different identities, but that one’s gender identity is constituted in performances.
With this, Butler argued that “gender is always a doing, though not a doing by a
subject who might be said to preexist the deed. […] There is no gender identity
behind the expressions of gender; that identity is performatively constituted by
the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its results”.148 Butler’s work put forward
the notion that there is no “real” self behind our performances, but that who we
are is wholly caught up in performances. Foregrounding practices themselves,
which Butler does not study, Mol, in turn, studies how objects are enacted in
practices.149
In this dissertation, I am, of course, concerned with identities, and not
objects. However, I am specifically concerned with how people’s identities are
constructed in practices. Employing Mol’s praxiographic approach, I examine
how the assessment techniques used by experts to assess pupils in the Dutch
State Reform School for Girls construct identities for the girls and, on the other,
I investigate how people talk about themselves as a result of the assessment
techniques they come into contact with. I thus do not view the reform school
pupils in this study as having an underlying identity, upon which experts
imposed their categories. I also do not view the pupils as having a “true”
identity, which they concealed through strategically putting on a “performance”
that would ingratiate them with the reform school staff, or which they gave
expression to, by resisting the staff’s endeavours to discipline and categorize
them. Instead, I am interested in investigating how identities were constructed
for pupils in and through the assessment techniques that experts used, and how
the different techniques used produced different “girls”.
148 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York and London:
Routledge, 2010 [1990]), 34.
149 In a sense, Mol’s work can be seen as a modification of Hacking’s theory of making up people. While
Hacking distinguishes between “human kinds”, which interact with their categories, and “natural
kinds”, which do not, Mol asserts that objects, too, are enacted in practices. Specifically, with respect
to atherosclerosis, Mol claims that there is no underlying entity “atherosclerosis” in the patient’s
body, but that practices, by means of which the disease is examined, enact multiple atheroscleroses.
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In being attentive to the practices involved in the assessment techniques
under examination, and investigating how these constructed identities for the
pupils who were assessed by them, I build on the work of historian Geertje Mak,
in whose work Mol’s praxiographic approach was introduced into the discipline
of history. Through focusing on the “practicalities and technicalities [italics in
original, SB] of the clinical encounter” between doctors and hermaphrodites,
Mak examines how sex is enacted, and is able to show that sex is not one, but
multiple, as a result of the different practices by means of which doctor examined
it.150 How sex was given shape, depended on whether it was “seen and measured
from the outside, percussed and listened to, touched and felt, laid bare and seen,
[or] extracted and microscopically examined”.151 Inspired by the praxiographic
approach, as used by Mak and Mol, this dissertation studies the role of practices
in identity construction for the pupils in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls.
In their works, historians of child protection institutions have often read
pupils’ case files for traces of daily practice and pupils’ experiences.152 In
studying the four key assessment techniques used in the Dutch State Reform
School for Girls, I will not focus on this, but will read the paper traces of the
assessment techniques referentially to uncover the practices that were involved
in executing these assessment techniques. In analysing the sources, first, an
attempt will be made to establish which practices were employed in order to
produce the information recorded in the documents, by whom, in what period,
and with what goal. Of course, each type of source studied – the personal
description file, the life histories, the Rorschach reports and the psychological
reports – has its own specificities, and thus requires its own method of analysis.
I will elaborate on the specific ways in which the individual sources were
examined in the chapters dealing with each individual source.
Besides focusing on the practices employed in the assessment techniques
under examination, I study the rhetoric used in the paper traces of the assessment
techniques – the forms and reports filed in the pupils’ dossiers – through using
discourse analysis. In doing so, I will be attentive to categorizations that are
made, as well as the language used in any articulations of self, focusing on
depth and expressivism. With respect to “depth”, I examined whether the
assessment techniques that were used gave rise, in the assessment reports, to
language that was concerned with interiority, inner space or a so-called deep
self. With regards to “expressivism”, I investigated whether the assessment
150 Geertje Mak, “Doubting Sex from Within: A Praxiographic Approach to a Late-Nineteenth-Century
Case of Hermaphroditism,” Gender & History 18.2 (2006): 334.
151 Mak 2006, 340.
152 Of course, these files were composed by reform school staff, who were often biased; for reflections
on case files as sources, see: Marijnissen 1979, 109; also Tice 1998.
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techniques stimulated the girls to express themselves, encouraging them, for
instance, to assert things such as “this is who I am”, and examined the sources
for language to do with self-expression and expressing the “truth” about the
self. Rather than looking for the emergence of a fixed conception of self, however,
I studied the rhetoric of the sources with an open mind, so that I could uncover
which conceptions of self were constructed across time for this specific group of
lower-class girls. As language was highly important in the analysis, I give the
original Dutch of all quotes from the sources, as well as quotes from the primary
literature, in the notes. Specific Dutch terms, such as names of institutions and
organizations, are given in brackets in the text. Occasionally, quotes from the
secondary literature have been translated into English; all translations are my
own.153

Structure of the Dissertation

The assessment techniques by means of which the girls were examined were
embedded in reform school practice. To avoid discussing these techniques in
isolation, chapter 1 provides information on the context in which the assessment
techniques were implemented. Chapters 2-6, by contrast, will each focus on a
single assessment technique. These chapters form the central chapters of the
dissertation, and examine how identities were produced for the pupils across
time, via these assessment techniques. While chapters 2-4 deal with the key
assessment techniques used in the reform school before 1950, chapters 5 and 6
deal with the key assessment techniques used after 1950. In this year, with the
implementation of the new, psychology-oriented course change, both the
character of the assessment techniques and the institutional categories into
which new pupils were placed changed.
Upon admission, girls came into contact with a broad set of admission
practices and, after being assessed by means of various assessment techniques,
they were categorized. In chapter 1, I give an overview of the institutional
admission practices and assessment techniques that were used and the
institutional categorizations that were in place in the reform school throughout
the period studied. This will allow me, in subsequent chapters, to examine the
153 In translating the archival sources, I have attempted to remain faithful to the literal meaning of the
original, while rendering the quote in proper English. The girls’ life histories had a very informal,
“spoken” character, and spelling was often idiosyncratic. Generally speaking, before 1950, the girls
admitted to the reform school had only received a few years of primary school education before
going out to work. At the time, the Leerplichtwet law of 1900 only obliged children to attend school
from six to twelve years of age. I have tried to convey the character of the girls’ language in the
English translations, while attempting to preserve the literal meaning. Spelling idiosyncrasies,
however, were not retained, as, in Dutch, these often resulted from a phonetics-influenced
transcription by the girls, which did not always correspond to the English.
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relationship between the categories of the assessment techniques and the
categories of the reform school, which were not always well-aligned. As both the
admission practices and the institutional categorizations served to incorporate
girls into the institution, they are discussed using the concept of the “rite of
passage”. This concept will return in chapters 2, 3 and 6, in which I more closely
examine the function of the assessment techniques that were executed during
the initial rite of passage the girls underwent; namely, the techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination (chapter 2) and autobiography-writing
(chapters 3 and 6). To provide more complete information on the context in
which the assessment techniques were used, I also give an overview of the
reform school’s most important re-education practices and discharge practices
across time. This will allow me to highlight some of the ways in which the pupils
were governed in daily institutional life, and to elucidate the gender norms
informing their re-education process.
Chapter 2 centres on the assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological
examination. From its introduction in 1905, until 1952, newly-entered girls were
examined by means of a form which had been designed, by pedagogue Jan
Klootsema, to meet the requirements of the observation period that the Children
Acts envisioned. This form was a four-page questionnaire with 62 items, termed
the “personal description file”. The form, which was filled in consistently for
each new pupil for half a century, was informed by criminal anthropology and
degeneration theory, and required the person filling it in to note down
information about the pupil’s body, “hereditary” characteristics, early
development, family history and mental abilities. While the form had been
designed to categorize newly-entered pupils in highly specific ways to ensure
individually-tailored treatment, the categories of the form did not match the
categories of the institution. Still, the form was consistently filled in for nearly
half a century. In this chapter, I investigate why the form continued to be used,
despite this disconnection. Additionally, I examine what type of identity the
practices of the technique constructed for the girl under examination.
Chapter 3 focuses on the assessment technique of autobiography-writing.
Between 1913 and 1975, girls were obliged to write down their life histories upon
admission. In this chapter, I focus on the technique as implemented before the
institutional course change, when the technique radically changed in character.
In the history of autobiography-writing and the history of the self, autobiography
has often been seen as a place where the modern self appears: the idea that each
individual has a unique inner core, whose truth he or she must express,
particularly when the truth about the self is misaligned with societal norms. In
this chapter, I attempt to make a contribution to these two fields, by examining
the life histories of this particular group of lower-class girls – a group which has
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not been studied extensively in this context. In studying the pupils’ life histories,
I examine whether they engage in self-expression, and investigate by means of
which scripts the girls could structure their life stories, in response to the
practices by means of which the technique was executed.
Between 1938 and 1948, all pupils of the reform school were assessed by
means of the Rorschach inkblot experiment – the subject of chapter 4. For this
test, each pupil was shown a series of ten cards featuring non-referential
inkblots, and was asked to state what they saw in these shapes. The test
administrator interpreted their responses, and subsequently wrote narrative
reports on the girls. Through examining the pupils’ Rorschach reports through
a praxiographic lens, I found that there was a striking disconnection between
the highly elaborate testing practices and the practices underlying the reports.
While the Rorschach test itself was designed to lead to highly specific knowledge
and categorizations, this knowledge and these categorizations barely returned
in the pupils’ Rorschach reports. In this chapter, I examine why then the
technique was used. By the late 1930s, the Rorschach test had come to be seen as
method for seeing “inside” the individual under examination. In examining the
pupils’ Rorschach reports, I investigate whether a notion of interiority was
constructed for the girls in this technique, what form this took on, and what
conceptions of the delinquent girl this technique led to.
Chapter 5 examines the assessment technique of psychological examination,
which was introduced with the institutional course change in 1950. This
technique resulted in psychological and psychiatric reports (1950-1975), in which
the girls were assessed. In this chapter, I examine how the Utrecht School-influenced psychologists and psychiatrists categorized the girls in the reports. This
chapter shows that a specific kind of rhetoric became prominent in the girls’
reports, which I have called “façade-rhetoric”. In this rhetoric, girls’ problematic
behaviour was portrayed as a façade behind which, it was implied, the “true
self” of the girl was hiding. In this chapter, I examine what kind of self was
constructed for these lower-class delinquent girls through this rhetoric.
Chapter 6 discusses the assessment technique of autobiography-writing, as
it was implemented between 1950 and 1975. After the introduction of the new,
psychology-oriented regime in 1950, the way in which this technique was
implemented changed significantly. In this chapter, I examine the practices by
means of which the technique was implemented, and investigate how the pupils
wrote their life histories in response to this changed technique.
In the final conclusion, I will bring the most important findings of the
chapters together to provide an answer to the question of how the four key
assessment techniques used in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls
functioned in processes of identity construction for the pupils.
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Chapter 1
Rites of Re-Education, 1905-1975
The techniques by means of which the pupils of the Dutch State Reform School
for Girls were assessed were not implemented in isolation. A number of the
assessment techniques were part of an extensive set of practices, designed to
incorporate the girls into the institution. In this chapter, these practices – which
accompanied and marked the girl’s entry into the reform school, the period of
observation and examination she underwent in isolation, and her placement
into one of the institutional groups – will be discussed as a “rite of passage”, as
developed by ethnographer Arnold van Gennep. To further contextualize the
assessment techniques discussed in chapters 2-6, I will discuss the pupils’ daily
schedule and the institutional discharge practices, as they changed across
time.1 Examining girls’ daily life in the reform school and what happened to
them upon discharge will allow me to highlight the ways in which girls were
governed throughout their stay, and to elaborate upon the gender norms
informing their re-education.
In discussing the initiation, re-education and discharge practices that the
pupils underwent across time, I divide the period studied into two periods: the
period in which the institution was located in Montfoort and Zeist (1905-1950)
and the period in which the institution was housed in Nijmegen (1950-1975). The
reform school was located in Montfoort from its establishment in 1859 until 1909.
However, my discussion of Montfoort only comprises the period 1905-1909, as
the period under examination in this dissertation is 1905-1975.2 While both
periods show some internal change, which will be highlighted in the relevant
sections of the chapter, the institutional course change in 1950 strongly changed
1

2

Given the limited space and the focus of this dissertation, the overview of daily life in the reform
school provided here is far from complete. For a detailed picture of everyday practice in the State
Reform School for Girls (1901-1961), see: Delicat 2001.
The period 1905-1909 should be seen as a transitional period. In 1905, with the implementation of
the Children Acts, the observation period was introduced, marking the start of girls’ structural
examination on the basis of scientifically-informed techniques upon admission (see chapter 2). In
the same year, the personal dossier was introduced as a new means of organizing information
about the pupils in 1905. Containing the results of the pupils’ assessment techniques, the dossiers
marked the centrality of these techniques. In these two respects, the period 1905-1909 was connected
to the following period, in which the institution was located in Zeist, and must not be seen as
wholly separate. The girls’ re-education primarily revolved around doing household work and
receiving some primary education according to a strict daily schedule, like in Zeist. In Montfoort,
however, the girls were not divided into groups during their stay. For an overview of daily life and
institutional re-education practices in Montfoort Castle in the nineteenth century, see: Van der Aa
1890, 71-136 and Marijnissen 1979, 84-106.
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the way in which the initiation, re-education and discharge process was
organized. Therefore, these two periods are viewed and discussed as distinct
periods.
To put together this overview of initiation, re-education and discharge
practices in these two periods, I drew on the pupils’ dossiers, as well as a large
variety of archival sources, which contained traces of daily practice in the
institution. As the reform school archives did not always give clear or complete
information, the information given in this chapter has been pieced together,
using archival material and relevant secondary literature.

Montfoort Castle (1905-1909) and Eikenstein House (1909-1950):
The State Reformatory for Girls

Between 1905 and 1909, the Dutch State Reform School for Girls was located in
Montfoort Castle in Montfoort, a small city in the middle of the country [Figure
1].3 At the time, the institution had the capacity to house 104 girls.4 In 1909, the
institution moved to Eikenstein House in Zeist, as Montfoort Castle had proved
too large for the number of girls who were admitted there [Figure 2].5 The new
building, which had previously housed the correctional school for girls (which
now moved to Montfoort Castle), had room for eighty girls.6 Throughout the
entire period 1905-1950, the girls were known as “patients”.
Upon entry, a set of admission, isolation and categorization practices took
place. In my opinion, these practices should be seen a rite of passage, designed
3
4
5

6

All illustrations are included in Appendix IV.
Van der Aa 1890, 73.
Jacoba Neeb-Snethlage, “Een oud gesticht en een nieuwe wet,” in De eerste kwarteeuw der kinderwetten
1905-1930, ed. Hendrik de Bie et al. (Leiden: A.W. Sijthoff’s Uitgevermaatschappij, 1930), 106. The
new building was located half an hour from Utrecht by bus or tram. According to a 1935 research
report on correctional institutions for girls and women published by the Dutch Society for the
Moral Improvement of Prisoners, this location near the large city of Utrecht had several advantages,
as it provided easy access to its facilities, such as clinics and specialists, as well as opportunities for
staff development. At the same time, the “wealthy villa village” (“welvarend villadorp”) of Zeist gave
the reform school the opportunity to place inmates in jobs as maidservants under close supervision
of the institution, without them being in direct contact with city life. What’s more, Zeist, with
its public swimming pool, household training course and scenic surroundings, provided ample
opportunities for the development and relaxation of pupils and officials. Besides this, its central
location in the country stimulated contact with the pupils’ parents and family guardians, and
made it easy for ex-pupils to visit the institution after discharge. What was perceived as a downside
was its location on a busy road (the Utrechtse Straatweg), which limited the freedom of movement
of the pupils, see: Rapport over de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes, Van
een commissie samengesteld door het Nederlands Genootschap tot Zedelijke Verbetering der
Gevangenen (By a committee put together by the Dutch Society for the Moral Improvement of
Prisoners) (Amsterdam: n.p., 1935), 86. For a detailed description of the interior of the institution,
see: Meijers 1918, 9-14.
Meijers 1918, 9.
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to incorporate girls into the institution. For the concept of “rite of passage”,
I base myself on the definition of ethnographer Arnold van Gennep, who coined
the term. In what follows, I will give an overview of these practices, as they took
place in both Montfoort and Zeist. For simplicity’s sake, I will discuss the
practices as they took place in Zeist, indicating where practices were different in
Montfoort, if applicable.
According to Van Gennep, a rite of passage occurs when a transition between
two incompatible worlds is necessary. Such a transition takes place in three
phases: preliminal rites, or, “rites of separation”, which are meant to create a
distance between the old environment and the current one; liminal rites, or
“transition rites”, during which the person undergoing the rite of passage is in a
kind of limbo between two worlds, and, finally, postliminal rites, or, “rites of
incorporation”, in which the individual is integrated into the new world.7 In
what follows, I will give an overview of the admission, isolation and
categorization practices the pupils came into contact with upon admission,
discussing these as a rite of passage, which separated girls from their former
environment and incorporated them into their new surroundings.
I am not the first to examine the concept of the rite of passage in the context
of the history of child protection: focusing on a Dutch nineteenth-century
correctional institution for boys, historian Jeroen Dekker has argued,
interestingly and convincingly, that the entire re-education process for children
in a correctional institution functioned as a rite of passage. Following Van
Gennep, Dekker distinguishes three phases of re-education: respectively, the
preliminal phase (before re-education commenced), the liminal phase (the
re-education itself) and the postliminal phase (after re-education was
completed).8 Here, however, I zoom in on the admission, isolation and
categorization practices that were used in the institution, and consider them as
rite of passage in themselves. In the following two sections, I will discuss the
symbolic significance of the various practices – which may not have always been
entirely clear to the girls themselves – and will demonstrate how these practices
served to get the girls to submit to institutional authority. In doing so, it must, of
course, be noted that the reform school staff was not exclusively intent on getting
the girls to submit to their will; the caregivers who worked at the institution
were also of the opinion that rehabilitation would benefit the girls, and improve
their chances in society.

7
8

Arnold van Gennep, The Rites of Passage, trans. Monika B. Vizedom and Gabrielle L. Caffee (London
and New York: Routledge, 2010 [1909; reprinted from 1960 edition]), 11.
Jeroen J.H. Dekker, “Ritual and Reeducation in the Nineteenth Century: Ritual and Moral Education
in a Dutch Children’s Home,” Continuity and Change 9.1 (1994): 127.
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Admission and Isolation Practices
When a girl entered the reform school, a number of admission practices took
place, which we may see as “rites of separation”. First, the girl crossed the
threshold of the institution – an action that signalled the beginning of a transition
from one world to the next.9 The way in which the building was situated added
to the sense of entering somewhere distinct. Eikenstein House was somewhat
recessed from the road, setting it apart from society. In Montfoort, though, the
transition was marked in an even more pronounced way, as, to enter Montfoort
Castle, girls had to cross a bridge over a moat, which led to a “heavy gate”.10 The
moat, which surrounded and closed off the castle, clearly indicated the separation
of the girls from the rest of society.
Upon entering the institution, details about each girl were recorded in the
admission register, a weighty book containing information on all pupils who
had entered the institution, in chronological order.11 To start off, each new girl
was given a chronologically determined registration number, a liminal rite
signalling that she was now a pupil of the institution – a “patient” – rather than
a girl living in society. Further to that, personal details about the girl and
information about her sentence and reason for admission were written down in
the register, together with a physical description of the girl, which was recorded
in case she ran away.12
From the late 1920s until ca. 1940, new girls also had their picture taken
upon admission, as well as upon discharge. Taken outside, presumably in the
grounds of the institution, the girls were photographed wearing their ordinary,
everyday clothes. A full body photograph was taken, as well as a closer-up
photograph of the pupil from the waist up, both facing the camera and from the
side. This was presumably done to supplement the physical description recorded
in the admission register; if girls ran away, photographic evidence could now
also be used to track them down. Besides this, archival evidence suggests that
the photographs were used to track pupils’ progress and the effects of their
rehabilitation. In three preserved institutional photo albums, photographs
taken upon admission and discharge are arranged as “before” and “after”
9
10
11

12

Van Gennep 1909, 11.
“zware poort”, Van der Aa 1890, 72.
Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file numbers 265-266, Inschrijvingsregisters voor de gevangenis,
tevens huis van verbetering en opvoeding, 1859-1888 (Admission registers for the Prison, also House
of Improvement and Education); file number 267, Inschrijvingsregister voor de gevangenis, 18881897 (Admission register for the Prison, 1888-1897); file number 268, Inschrijvingsregisters voor het
rijksopvoedingsgesticht, 1888-1905 (Admission registers for the State Reformatory, 1888-1905).
Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file numbers 270-272, Inschrijvingsregisters voor het
rijksopvoedingsgesticht, 1888-1975 (Admission registers for the State Reformatory, 1888-1975):
Admission registers for 1909-1928. This physical description is referred to as the “signalement”.
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images of the girls. The “transformations” that are depicted seem to represent
an institutional ideal, and seem to be meant to demonstrate that the girls who
entered the institution were unruly ragamuffins who, through their stay, were
reformed and transformed into well-behaved, smiley young women.13 Seen in
this context, the photographs taken upon admission evidently serve as a
snapshot of the pupil about to embark on a process of transformation. The
practice of taking an admission photograph can thus be seen as a practice that
signalled that the newly-entered girl was about to be transformed, marking her
as liminal.14 Indeed, while she was photographed in her regular clothing, the
photograph was taken in the institutional grounds: this made it clear to the girl
that she was no longer a girl in society, but that she was, instead, on institutional
territory, and about to become a “patient”. Standing outside the building, the
girl was literally on the threshold of transformation. From ca. 1926 onwards, an
institutional social worker also composed a case file for each new pupil: a
document containing the girl’s personal details, information on her institutional
history and sentencing, background information on her parents, siblings and
family life, and a narrative overview of the events that had led up to her
placement, based on reports from child protection institutions and organizations
the girl had been in contact with.
Subsequently, a number of other rites took place. In Eikenstein House, as
was also common practice in other correctional institutions, new pupils were
bathed and, if necessary, treated for head lice.15 Around the turn of the century,
doctors treated head lice by shaving the head or cutting the hair – the latter of
which has been pointed to as often being a part of rites of passage.16 At the time,
in the medical world, having head lice was seen as a consequence of the supposed
13

14

15
16

Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file numbers 597-599, Foto’s van meisjes bij hun opname, 1927-1938
(Photographs of the girls upon admission, 1927-1938). Some of the pupils’ dossiers, too, contain a
piece of cardboard, on which the photograph taken upon admission is combined with photographs
of the girl taken later in life as well as photographs sent to the institution by the girl after discharge,
such as engagement photographs, or photographs of the girl with her husband and children. The
way in which such images are filed in the dossiers further suggests that these pictures were used to
track – and demonstrate – the girl’s development.
The practice of taking photographs upon admission thus serves as part of a longer process of
transformation, the end result of which was (ideally) achieved upon discharge. Thus, the practice of
photography accords with Dekker’s view of the entire re-education process as rite of passage. The
idealized photographs of the “end result” of the re-education show, further, that the institutional
staff believed that they were helping the girls by rehabilitating them. Although the girls were
(ideally) transformed according to certain class and gender norms – the photographs depict the
pupils’ transformations from lower-class, scruffy, bad-humoured, sexually unrestrained girls to
middle-class, neatly-dressed, cheerful, restrained young women – the staff was of the opinion that
this transformation would give the girls better opportunities in society.
Dimmendaal 1998, 147-148.
Van Gennep 1909, 166-167.
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ignorance and bad living conditions of the very poor; that is, it was considered
an issue of hygiene and civilization.17 Through ridding the pupils of their head
lice, then, the staff was not only preventing the spread of head lice among the
other pupils, who lived together in close quarters, but was symbolically elevating
the girl to a new level of civilization.
Bathing, too, did not only have a practical function – girls who entered the
institution were occasionally noted to be quite dirty and grimy – but also served
a symbolic purpose in the world of child protection. For example, in nineteenth-
century reformatories and industrial schools for girls in England, what historian
Michelle Cale calls a “ritualized decontamination process” took place, in which
the cleansing of the body symbolized the start of a “fight against dirt and
contamination of all kinds, within the building and within the individual”.18
In Eikenstein House, girls’ dirtiness was viewed as being linked to their “lower-
classness”, until well into the middle of the twentieth century.19 Bathing the
girls, then, can be seen as an attempt to strip them of their lower-class characteristics, and instil “middle-class” values of cleanliness.
Additionally, new pupils’ possessions and clothing were taken away, and
pupils were provided with uniforms.20 As Van Gennep has pointed out, dress
could be part of rites of passage.21 Being given new clothes should be viewed as
a rite that signalled the girl’s entrance into the community of reform school
pupils. As Cale has argued, in nineteenth-century correctional institutions for
girls in England the removal of pupils’ old clothes signified a “stripping away of
the outer layers of worldliness”. Providing pupils with uniforms has been
interpreted, moreover, as a disciplinary measure. Wearing the new clothes the
institutional staff provided counted, according to Cale, as “the first act of obedience
17
18
19

20
21

Fedor de Beer, Witte jassen in de school: De schoolarts in Nederland ca. 1895-1965 (Assen: Van Gorcum,
2008), 195, 206.
Cale 1993, 209.
In the monthly notes for Francisca G., for instance, who was admitted in 1945, the (unidentified)
staff member keeping the notes recorded, disapprovingly, that, upon admission, Francisca’s clothes
and body were dirty, that she had “vermin” (“ongedierte”) on her head, and that she “looks as if she
walked straight out of a caravan, with her black hair that hangs down onto her shoulders and her
long, dirty dress” (“ziet eruit, of ze zoo uit een woonwagen komt met haar zwarte haren, die tot op haar
schouders hangen en haar lange, vuile jurk”), Notes (G19, 1945). In this passage, poverty, dirtiness and
lowerclassness – suggested by the mention of the “caravan”, which evokes fears of itinerant people
– are inextricably linked. Every girl in the sample has been assigned a code name (a “G” followed
by a number). In the references to documents from the girls’ dossiers, I will give the file type (here:
“Notes”), followed by the girl’s code name and the year in which the document was produced
between brackets. Because of the meagre contents of the personal dossiers before the mid-1920s, I
do not have any written evidence of staff’s views of dirtiness in Montfoort. Girls who were admitted
there, however, did undergo the rite of bathing shortly after admission, Marijnissen 1979, 84.
Staatsblad van het koninkrijk der Nederlanden (no. 209), Royal Decree 15 June 1905, article 26.
On dress a part of rites of passage, see: Van Gennep 1909, 74, 169.
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to the order of the institution”.22 Also, through being given their new clothes –
woollen dresses in winter, cotton dresses in summer – girls were no longer
recognizable in their “own” individuality, but were made “uniform” with all the
other girls in the institution.23 Being bathed, being treated for head lice (if
necessary), and being given new clothes, therefore, should all be seen as
admission practices that signalled a change in position for the girl in question:
all three practices were geared at removing any traces of the girl’s former
environment, and transforming her into a “patient”.24
After undergoing these “rites of separation”, the liminal phase started as the
girl was taken to an isolation room (afzonderingsvertrek; de afzondering), where the
observation period commenced. In Montfoort, upon admission, girls’ personal
details were recorded in the admission register, they were washed, the doctor
gave them a physical examination, and then they received their uniform.
Subsequently, the doctor and the director determined whether temporary
confinement was necessary, due to contagious disease, for instance.25 The
transitional isolation period was thus not a fixed part of girls’ initiation
procedure, unlike in Zeist.
Being brought to the isolation room in Eikenstein House was known as
being placed in the “first ward”.26 The isolation room was a sparsely-decorated
room of 2.5 by 3.5 square meters, containing nothing more than an iron bed with
bedclothes on top of a straw mattress, a sink with basic toiletries, a table and
chair screwed to the floor and a little cupboard for crockery. Here, the new pupil
would stay in isolation for a period of time, lasting from a few days to over a
month.27 Putting the new pupils into isolation was done both to treat the new
pupils for any contagious afflictions they might have, and to observe them.28
As Knuttel put it in 1918, the observation period, which he referred to as
“pedagogical observation”, served to “wholly get to know the present state [of
the child] on the basis of the factors causing this state, and focusing especially on
information concerning this state itself, on the character and development of the
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

Cale 1993, 208. For Canada, Tamara Myers and Joan Sangster also point to the practice of giving
new pupils of reform schools uniforms as a disciplinary measure. They show, further, that inmates
often displayed resistance to this practice, for instance by destroying their uniforms; see: Myers and
Sangster 2001, 674-675.
Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 301, Magazijnboek kleeding- ligging en uitrustingstukken,
1917-1920 (Supply room book for clothing, bedding and accoutrements, 1917-1920).
On naming as part of rites of passage, see: Van Gennep 1909, 38-39, 101.
Marijnissen 1979, 84.
“eerste afdeling”, Meijers 1918, 23.
Meijers 1918, 10; Willem Pieter Cornelis Knuttel, Regeeringskinderen (Den Haag: Martinus Nijhoff,
1918), 139; Report concerning the patient during the observation period (G1, 1929).
Knuttel 1918, 121, 139. In other correctional institutions for girls, the isolation period also served this
double goal; see, for instance: Dimmendaal 1998, 147-148.
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child”.29 As part of the observation period, in the isolation room each new pupil
was submitted to a variety of assessment techniques, which served to observe
their character and behaviour. Each girl underwent a pedagogical-pathological
examination (to be discussed in chapter 2), wrote down her life history (to be
discussed in chapter 3), was tested on school knowledge, and completed a
number of intelligence tests. Besides this, the girl was allowed to write a letter
home, which was read for observation purposes.30
Being locked in the isolation room, and undergoing these “transition rites”,
put the girl in a liminal position, in which she was no longer free and in society,
but also not yet incorporated into the institution. The rites of separation she had
undergone made it clear that she no longer occupied her former position, but,
having been put into the isolation room, she was also literally apart from the
other pupils in the institution.

Categorization
After being isolated and undergoing the various transition rites in the “first
ward”, the rites of incorporation took place by placing the girl into one of five
institutional classes, which were divided over two wards, known as the “second
ward” and the “third ward”.31 As one researcher put it in 1918, if the assessment
techniques, the general observation and any information the institution may
have received from third parties did not show a girl to have an “abnormal
disposition” and if the girl had, thus, made a “relatively favourable impression”
she was placed in the third ward.32 This ward was split into three classes on the
basis of the girls’ ages: one for girls aged 9-14, one for girls aged 14-17 and one for
29

30

31
32

“paedagogische observatie”, “den tegenwoordigen toestand volkomen te doen leeren kennen uit de
faktoren, die dien toestand deden ontstaan, maar vooral uit gegevens omtrent dien toestand zelf,
uit het karakter en de ontwikkeling van het kind”, Knuttel 1918, 125
My overview of the assessment techniques that were implemented during the observation period
is partly based on the paper traces that were found in the pupils’ dossies, where the results of some
of the assessment techniques were filed. For an overview of the contents of the girls’ dossiers for the
period 1905-1975, and the periods for which the results of the various assessment techniques were
preserved, see Appendix I. As not all the results of all the assessment techniques were preserved
in the pupils’ dossiers, I have partly used the literature to uncover which assessment techniques
were executed. From Meijers’ 1918 dissertation, for instance, it becomes clear that girls’ first letters
home were used for observation purposes, although these have mainly not been preserved in the
dossiers, Meijers 1918, 25.
“tweede afdeling”, “derde afdeling”, Meijers 1918, 23.
“abnormalen aanleg”, “betrekkelijk gunstigen indruk”, Meijers 1918, 23. Information received from
third parties, incidentally, would have been mentioned in the case file. Indeed, to piece together
the events in the girl’s life leading up to her placement, the social worker made use of information
sent to the institution upon admission, including police reports, reports by the girl’s guardian,
and reports from institutions the girl had previously been in, written by the director or other staff
members of these institutions, such as doctors or psychologists.
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the oldest girls in the institution, aged 17-20. Girls who were not placed in the
third ward were placed in the second ward, which was divided into two classes.
The first class of this ward took in the girls who had spent time in the child
protection system previously. These included “troublesome” children who had
been sent to the reform school due to “misbehaviour” and “troublesome
government children”, meaning children who had been placed under
government custody and were found to be bothersome.33 Girls “with an immoral
past, who had lived like prostitutes with all excesses thereto connected” were
put into the second class of the second ward.34 Roughly speaking, pupils were
thus divided into girls with a “normal” disposition (who were further
sub-divided on the basis of age), girls with an institutional history, and girls
with a sexually undesirable past. This system of categorization, known as the
“group system”, was introduced in 1909, with the institutional move to Zeist. In
Montfoort, girls were not divided into groups during their stay [Figure 3].35
The category a pupil was placed in significantly structured her re-education
process. Under the group system, each group, which was led by two fixed
officials, had its own sleeping quarters, wash room, living room, classroom and,
largely, its own work and primary education schedule.36 In the classroom, each
pupil had her own desk, and in the living room, each girl stored her belongings
in a specifically allotted space in a particular cupboard.37 Further to this, a high
wall separated the playgrounds of the pupils of the two classes of the second
ward. This signalled that keeping girls with what was seen as an undesirable
sexuality separate was considered a priority.38 Separating supposedly sexually
experienced girls from more supposedly innocent ones was common practice in
both nineteenth and twentieth-century correctional institutions, as reform
school staff feared the transmission of illicit, sexual knowledge.39 Through the
process of classification, then, the girl was allocated to a set of fixed locations in
33
34
35
36
37
38

39

“storende”, “wangedrag”, “storende regeeringskinderen”, Meijers 1918, 24.
“met een onzedelijk verleden, die als prostituée geleefd hebben met alle excessen daaraan
verbonden”, Meijers 1918, 24.
At the time, the institution was architecturally unsuited to make such a division; see: NeebSnethlage 1930, 104. For the introduction of the “group system” (“groepsstelsel”), see: Delicat 2001, 56.
Rapport over de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes 1935, 93. I have translated
the Dutch word “verblijfzaal” as “living room”.
Meijers 1918, 11-12.
Also see: Neeb-Snethlage 1930, 104, 105. By 1933, the second ward was meant for girls who “have
been prostitutes or have had experiences equivalent to that” (“die prostituée zijn geweest of daarmede
gelijk te stellen ervaring hebben gehad”), while all others were placed in the third ward. Both wards
were divided into two classes according to age, in which not only chronological age, but also mental
development counted; see: Rapport over de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes
1935, 93.
Cale 1993, 209; Jackson 2000, 142-43; Cox 2013, 121. Delicat 2001, 51-52 points out the same thing with
respect to the State Reform Schools.
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the institution, through which the girl’s group membership was marked. As
Foucault has argued, the spatial distribution of individuals functions as a means
of producing what he has called “docile bodies”, and spatial partitioning
functions as an instrument of discipline.40 Not only did the institutional
classification mark the transition from “unruly” girl in need of re-education to a
particular “type” of institutional pupil, but, through being categorized, girls
came to occupy a different place in the institution, and were made to feel,
through being allocated a set of specific spatial locations, that they were part of
a particular group of pupils.
In my opinion, the wide variety of admission practices, the temporary
isolation, and the practice of classification and incorporation, together, function
as a rite of passage. From the moment a new girl entered the reform school, all
sorts of admission practices – being given a registration number, being
photographed upon the threshold of transformation, being bathed, having her
head shaved, having her possessions and her old clothes being taken away and
being given new clothing to wear – made clear that, now that she had entered
the institution, the girl was about to be transformed. These practices served as
rites of separation, signalling that the girl no longer occupied her old position of
girl in society. The observation period, in which the girl was in isolation and
underwent a series of transition rites, indicated that she no longer occupied her
former position, but that she had also not been incorporated into the institution:
through being placed in the isolation room, she was literally kept separate from
the other pupils. Through being given her uniform, categorized, and shown her
ward, bed, desk and cupboard space, the girl was finally inducted into the
institution. The rite of passage served, as Van Gennep’s definition of the “rite of
passage” would have it, to incorporate the girl into the institution.
Of course, the symbolic significance of the various practices need not have
been clear to the girl. In fact, the precise meaning of a great many of the
admission practices, and the exact significance of the assessment techniques,
was probably unknown to the girl. However, if the symbolic meaning of the
practices was not clear to the girl, what function did the rite of passage have in
the institution? These practices served a somewhat different purpose for the
institutional staff than for the girls. For the institutional staff, these practices
served to get to know the girl in question: through the transition rites, for
instance, information was produced about the girls, which the institutional staff
could use in getting to know what type of person the girl was. In chapters 2 and
3, I will discuss the techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination and
40

Foucault 1975, 136, 141-52, 195-209. Foucault mentions both spatial partitioning and the partitioning
of time as instruments of discipline; I will discuss the latter further on, when discussing the pupils’
daily schedule.
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autobiography-writing, which were implemented as transition rites, in more
detail. What function the rite of passage had for the girls – and, with that, the
institutional staff – we may be able to better understand by means of philosopher
Frits Staal’s theory of ritual. Staal argues that rituals are inherently meaningless,
and states that ritual is “primarily activity”.41 Ritual, then, is primarily about the
actions that are involved, about what is done. While the girl may not have
understood the symbolic significance of the practices she underwent, what was
clear to the girl, was that she had undergone a large variety of actions, and that
she was, subsequently, placed into an institutional group. Even if the meaning of
the practices was obscure to her, the chronological order of events – rites of
separation undergone upon admission, leading into rites of transition undergone
in the isolation room, leading into, finally, rites of incorporation – signalled a
relation between these different stages. After having undergone a set of practices,
the meaning of which was probably mostly obscure to her, the girl was placed
into an institutional category.42 Thus, a link was suggested between these
practices and the subsequent categorization.
Then, through being categorized, the girl was made to feel that she was a
part of a particular group of pupils. Being a part of this group meant that she
came to be subjected to specific rules that only pertained to her group, such as
sitting in a particular place, storing her belongings in an allotted location,
playing outside in a specific space – and adhering to a strict daily schedule, as
we shall see in the next section. Through being categorized, then, the girls were
made to physically comply with the rules of the group. In this manner, the girl
was physically made to feel the governance of the institution. The rite of passage
that the girls underwent upon admission, which ended in the girl being
incorporated into the institution through being categorized, thus also functioned
as a means of subjecting the girl to the authority of the institution.
In the chapters that follow, I will examine the relation between the various
assessment techniques and the accompanying categories that were in place in
the institution. First, however, in the following sections, I will discuss the daily
re-education practices and discharge practices in place in Eikenstein House.

Daily Life
After being placed into one of the institutional classes, the girls’ re-education
process commenced. As part of their rehabilitation, the girls received around 14

41
42

Frits Staal, “The Meaninglessness of Ritual,” Numen 26.1 (1979): 4.
Of course, the rites of separation and rites of transition had to be undergone before the girl could be
categorized: before being incorporated into the institution, the girl had to be separated from her old
environment and observed in the liminal stage of the observation period.
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hours of primary education per week, 43 as well as 5-6.5 hours of religious
instruction and church services.44 Mainly, however, their re-education consisted
of doing household work.
Officially, primary education at the state reform schools was regulated by
the 1878 Law for Primary Education (Wet op het Lager Onderwijs), and consisted
of reading, writing, arithmetic, Dutch, national history, geography, knowledge
of nature, singing, the basics of drawing and physical exercise.45 In practice,
however, while girls were also instructed in reading and writing, the pupils’
education was mainly practical in nature.46 Director Jacoba Snethlage (director:
1905-1919) found it particularly important that the girls received education that
would prepare them for vocational training.47 According to her, before she
became director, girls had been forced to engage in “monotonous, stultifying
labour”, which did not prepare them for life after the institution.48 The education
that the pupils of the Dutch state reform schools underwent, however, was
highly gendered. Indeed, while the boys were prepared for a skilled trade, girls
were given practical training that was geared towards typically “feminine”
occupations.49 While Snethlage was director, the girls not only received lessons
in singing and physical education, but also in first aid, health, hygiene and
“useful handicrafts”. The latter included the then-standard elements of housekeeping-training of sewing, inserting pieces of inset fabric, cutting, knitting
socks, monogramming, mending knitwear, darning socks, and darning linen.50
These new types of lessons were thought to aid in preparing the girls for
marriage, for their future role of housewife, and for future jobs such as nurses or

43
44
45
46
47
48

49

50

Rapport over de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes 1935, 97.
Rapport over de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes 1935, 97.
Delicat 2001, 57.
Meijers 1918, 25; Delicat 2001, 62.
Jacoba Snethlage, “Rijksopvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes te Zeist,” Tijdschrift voor armenzorg en
kinderbescherming 12 (1911): 196.
Neeb-Snethlage 1930, 105. Before 1905, the younger children were taught simple handicrafts like
sewing, knitting and darning. Older girls learned to adjust clothes, to crochet and to do finer
handicrafts. Besides this, they engaged in washing, mangling and ironing, cleaned the classrooms,
and had to knit socks for the marines, repair vests and trousers for the pupils in the boys’ state
reform schools, and had to wash all the clothes of the pupils in the boys’ institutions. Finally, all
girls helped the gardener in the garden, sewed their own undergarments and were given the heavy
job of cooking their meals themselves in “one giant pot” (“één reusachtigen pot”), Van der Aa 1890,
79, 84. Also see: Neeb-Snethlage 1930, 105.
In the boys’ State Reform School in Alkmaar, the pupils learned carpentry, furniture making,
shoemaking and tailoring and in Ambt-Doetinchem (where the boys’ State Reform School was
known as “De Kruisberg”), boys could choose between no less than nine different trades to learn,
including printing, bookbinding and bricklaying, Van der Aa 1890, 82, 83.
“naaien, stukjes inzetten, knippen, breien eener kous, merken, mazen, stoppen eener kous, linnen
stoppen”, Report concerning the patient during the observation period (G1, 1929).
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nannies.51 Despite Snethlage’s emphasis on vocational training, then, a very
large part of the girls’ re-education was geared towards doing household work.
As Knuttel pointed out in 1918, the girls did all the household work that the
(female) officials working in the boys’ state reform schools did, including
cooking, washing and ironing.52 Under Snethlage, then, the girls were prepared
for highly gender-specific futures.53
Over time, some changes took place in the girls’ daily routine. In the late
1930s, Margot Christina Honcoop-Beekveld, who was the director of the reform
school from 1919-1949, wished to replace the focus on elementary arithmeticand language education, and introduced an educational programme based on
the Tesselschade programme. The goal of the Tesselschade association was to
aid Dutch women in striving after financial independence. From then on,
important topics in the reform school’s education programme were childcare,
household-related issues, drawing and handicraft education, which were meant
to prepare girls for their desired future jobs as maidservants or nannies.54
Besides this, the pupils also received occasional cooking lessons, and, if they
showed a special interest in the subject, were allowed to take a household work
course in Zeist.55 While Honcoop-Beekveld aimed to improve girls’ chances
after discharge, the futures she envisioned for her pupils were, of course, still
strongly gendered.
The various activities that the girls underwent as part of their re-education
process were organized in a strict daily schedule, to which the girls were obliged
to adhere. Each class, moreover, undertook their scheduled activities separately
from the other classes. With respect to nineteenth-century correctional
institutions, Foucault states that the daily schedule was employed in order to
achieve a sense of “military discipline”. This was achieved by both the detailed
“partitioning of time” that the time table produced and its attempt to ensure
that all activities undertaken were “totally useful”.56 By being subjected to such
“[c]ontrol of activity”,57 the bodies of those undergoing this control were made
“docile”.58 The same can be said for the twentieth-century State Reform School
51
52
53

54
55
56
57
58

Meijers 1918, 26.
Knuttel 1918, 140.
At the time, the teachers also discussed societal questions with the girls, such as temperance,
life insurance, the Compulsory Attendance Law (Leerplichtwet) and the Compensation Law
(Ongevallenwet), Meijers 1918, 25. Delicat has interpreted this as an attempt, on the part of Snethlage,
to “explicitly prepare her pupils for life in a modern industrialized society”, Delicat 2001, 59.
Delicat 2001, 124.
Rapport over de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes 1935, 97.
Foucault 1975, 150. Strict time tables were common at other nineteenth-century correctional
institutions, too; for instance at Dutch Mettray; see: Dekker 1985, 232-234.
Foucault 1975, 149.
Foucault 1975, 156.
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for Girls, where the structuring of daily activities was intended to be just as
strict. Of course, the daily schedule reflects an idealized version of reality,
envisioned by the institutional staff, and not reality itself.
On Mondays to Saturdays, in summer, the girls got up at 6:30 a.m.; in winter,
they were allowed to sleep until 7:00 a.m. After breakfast, each class cleaned its
classrooms and swept the outside areas. At 9:30 a.m., school started for the two
youngest classes in the third ward and lasted until 12:30, with one short break.
At the same time, the other classes started their household work, which differed
every day and included washing, cleaning the pupils’ sleeping quarters and the
rooms of the officials, working in the kitchen or the garden, learning to sew, and
making clothes for the girls who were going to leave the institution [Figure 4].59
At 12:30 there was a prayer and a hot midday meal under supervision of the
officials, followed by relaxation until 1:30 p.m., which consisted of walking and
playing outside [Figure 5]. Next, the theoretical and practical lessons, including
handicrafts, cooking, washing, ironing and housekeeping, started. Sometimes,
the girls received primary education in the afternoon. At 5:00 p.m. the girls got
bread and milk. Then, at 5:30, the evening started – a term which is used in the
archival sources, as if to mark an official occasion. At that time, the older girls
often received school lessons, and the others had to adjust their clothes or do
household tasks. At 8:00 p.m., bread and coffee were served. At the time, the
group instructors were obliged to drink coffee together with the girls. This fit in
with the common notion in child protection after the Second World War, that
institutional life should be as similar as possible to family life.60 At 8:30, the
youngest class of the third ward went to bed. Finally, at 9:00 p.m., all the others
went to bed. In the spare time before and after meals, girls were supposed to
patch their socks, and when they were done with that, they were allowed to read
or do handicrafts.61 Once a week, there were singing lessons in which all pupils
who qualified were allowed to participate.62
On Sundays, the pupils were allowed to get up one hour later than on the
other days. On Sunday mornings, a Catholic service was given for the Catholic
girls in the institution, and a Protestant service was given in the afternoon. The
rest of the day was dedicated to relaxation. In the morning, every class went for
a walk, weather permitting, while the afternoons were dedicated to “warm
togetherness”, in which the girls did handicrafts or were read to by the group
59
60
61
62

At the time, girls who were nearing the end of their stay had jobs outside the institution. At 8 o’clock
in the morning, these girls left the institution to go to work, Meijers 1918, 21.
Delicat 2001, 211.
Rapport over de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes 1935, 94. For an overview of
what type of books the girls read, see Delicat 2001, 73
Meijers 1918, 21.
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instructors.63 The girls were also allowed to read or play board games.64 In the
1920s and 1930s, the number of leisure activities available to the girls were
increased. From then on, girls could go swimming, and plays were put on.65
What’s more, inspired by the youth movement, in 1928 director Honcoop-Beekveld introduced a girl scouts club at the reform school.66 This was
inspired by the principle of “mens sana in corpora sano”.67
The strict daily schedule was not the only means by which the girls were
governed in daily life. Girls were also subjected to discipline through their
clothing, through constant institutional observation, and through the
architecture of the institution. As was already mentioned, upon admission,
girls’ own clothes were taken away, and they were made to wear a uniform,
which has been interpreted as a disciplinary measure. From the mid-1930s, girls
were allowed to wear their “own” clothes on Sundays, as a form of privilege.68
Through wearing their own clothes, girls could no longer be physically identified
as a reform school pupil. Instead, they resembled girls from the “outside world”.
In this manner, the girls’ own clothing thus symbolized the freedom of the
non-institutional world. The fact that girls were occasionally allowed to wear
their own clothes did not signify that institutional discipline had become less
strict, however. Indeed, allowing girls to occasionally wear their own clothing
was also used as a disciplinary method. For example, girls who behaved well
were allowed to go shopping in the nearby large city of Utrecht wearing ordinary
63
64

65
66

67

68

“gezellig samenzijn”, Meijers 1918, 22. In the archival sources, “relaxation” is referred to as “uitspanning”.
Meijers 1918, 22. In 1933, the daily schedule was the same, except for some minor changes, including
the addition of a short daily religious exercise, and ten minutes of silence before supper at 8 p.m.,
Rapport over de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes 1935, 94.
Delicat 2001, 133. These leisure activities are also documented in photographs; see: Het Utrechts
Archief, archive 20, file numbers 597-599: Institutional photo albums, 1927-1938.
Delicat 2001, 134. The scouts’ organization at the reform school existed until at least 1940, after
which the German occupation put an end to all scouts’ organizations in the country; see: Delicat
2001, 139.
Delicat 2001, 73-74. In Montfoort, the re-education process was structured in a similar manner as in
the early years in Zeist, as the main focus of girls’ re-education was on doing household work, and
receiving some primary education, in a strict daily routine. In Montfoort, girls got up at 6:00 a.m.
and did household work for around 8 hours a day, Van der Aa 1890, 82. Besides this, they received
some religious instruction and some primary education, which, like in Zeist, was mainly geared at
teaching the girls practical skills, as well as handicraft, Van der Aa 1890, 85. The main goal of the
rehabilitation process in Montfoort was training the girls to become maidservants, and, to a lesser
extent, housekeepers or seamstresses, Van der Aa 1890, 84. On Sunday afternoons, the girls went
out for a walk, excepting the “convicts” and the girls who had displayed bad behaviour during the
week, Van der Aa 1890, 87. On Sunday evenings, the girls were read to by the officials, Van der Aa
1890, 87.
Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 597: Institutional photo album, 1927-1938. On one page
in the photo album, featuring photographs of happy-looking girls with their arms around each
other, there was a caption that stated, “Summer 1935 / On Sundays wearing [their] ‘own clothes’ is
allowed” (“Zomer 1935 / ‘s Zondags mogen de ‘eigen kleeren’ aan”).
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clothing, together with one of the female staff members of the institution.69
Behaving well thus allowed girls to enjoy the privilege of not being marked as a
pupils of a correctional institution – but in order to gain this privilege, girls had
to conform to institutional norms and expectations. Girls who behaved in a
well-behaved way, were allowed the privilege of not being marked as a member
of one of the institutional classes, and were allowed to enter society as an
individual. Of course, this also signalled to the girls that good behaviour would
allow them to be released sooner.
While wearing their own clothing had functioned as a disciplinary measure
in the 1930s, by the late 1940s, the girls’ clothing had practically lost all
institutional characteristics.70 Girls in Eikenstein House were also allowed to cut
or grow their hair according to their own wishes.71 Delicat has interpreted the
institution’s altered policies vis-à-vis girls’ appearance as a result of the new
notion in child protection after the Second World War, that institutional life
should have as little of an “institutional” character as possible, and should
resemble “family life” as much as possible.72 Allowing the girls to wear their
own clothing permanently meant that, upon admission, one less practice was in
place that signalled the altered position of the girls.
The abolition of the uniforms did not mean that the pupils were free from
institutional discipline and scrutiny, however. Indeed, a central feature of life in
the reform school was that girls were under constant surveillance. From the late
1910s, the group instructors kept notes on the individual girls’ behaviour, and
recorded these notes, in monthly entries, on sheets of lined paper in the girls’
dossiers. These notes were written from the perspective of the institutional staff,
and contained information on the girl’s conduct in daily life. As such, the notes
focused predominantly on whether the girl was behaving well and working
eagerly, or whether she was acting disruptively and making life difficult for the
staff. Girls were under scrutiny, not only when they were working under the
supervision of their group instructors, but also during relaxation. Indeed,
according to Seliene Meijers, who wrote her 1918 dissertation on the girls’ reform
school in Zeist, “These resting days often give the officials a good insight into
the character and the development of the educatees”.73
At night, too, the girls were under institutional surveillance. In Zeist, the
girls slept in individual cubicles in a separate wing of the building. This wing
69
70
71
72
73

Delicat 2001, 145.
Delicat 2001, 211.
Delicat 2001, 211.
Delicat 2001, 211.
“Deze rustdagen geven den beambten menigmaal een goed inzicht in het karakter en de
ontwikkeling der opvoedelingen”, Meijers 1918, 22.
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was divided into three areas, one for each ward. This sleeping arrangement gave
the girls more privacy, and treated the girls more individually than in Montfoort
Castle, where the girls had slept in dormitories, with no separations between the
beds.74 At the same time, the architecture of the sleeping quarters also had a
disciplinary function. For example, the side walls of each cubicle were made of
stone, so that the girls could not see each other, and the front wall had a window
in it, so that the officials, who kept watch at night, could see in. Also, at night, the
cubicles were locked.75
Basing myself on Foucault’s definition of panopticism, as described in
Surveiller et punir, I would argue that the spatial layout of the sleeping quarters
had a panoptic function. The Panopticon, as conceived of in the late eighteenth
century by social reformer Jeremy Bentham, was a circular prison with a tower
in the middle. Each inmate was given a fixed cell, which was visible from the
circular tower; inmates, however, could not see whether they were being
watched. Through their location, inmates were given the idea that they were
constantly visible to institutional scrutiny – even if they were not directly being
watched. As a result of this feeling of constant visibility, the individual in
question would start to discipline himself (or herself), thus becoming “the
principle of his own subjection”.76 The sleeping quarters of the Dutch State
Reform School for Girls, too, suggested, through their architectural design, that
the girls could be subjected to institutional surveillance at any given time. The
architectural design of the sleeping quarters thus functioned to prompt the girls
to discipline themselves.77

Upon Discharge
When girls were discharged in Montfoort, they were mostly left to their own
devices.78 The staff at Eikenstein House, by contrast, provided girls with jobs
that would ensure their financial independence. While most girls became
maidservants with families in the area, pupils could also choose to become a
nurse. In such cases, they were given a position as nurse-in-training in a
(children’s) hospital. Girls who wanted to go into fashion could work at a
millinery shop during their stay in the institution, and girls with a weak

74
75
76
77

78

Van der Aa 1890, 81. In the archival sources, the cubicles are referred to as “chambrettes”.
Meijers 1918, 12.
Foucault 1975, 202-203.
Whether this worked, is, of course, not clear, and the fact that they could be caught by an institutional
official did not mean that girls did not attempt to communicate with each other at night. As Meijers
notes, girls located in the sick ward, the punishment cell and the isolation room made use of the
flimsy walls to communicate with each other, Meijers 1918, 13.
Van der Aa 1890, 98.
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disposition were trained as seamstresses.79 Often, girls were already placed in
jobs during their stay in the institution.80 To be eligible for job placement, girls
had to have been in the reform school for at least six months, and had to have
had no write-ups in the last three months.81 If the girl’s behaviour at her job was
found to be satisfactory, based on communication between the institutional
director and the girl’s employer, the girl could be given conditional release.82
With the permission of the Minister of Justice, authority over the girl was then
transferred to a private association, such as the guardianship council or a child
protection organization such as Pro Juventute, who appointed the pupil a
(female) guardian who was responsible for supervising the girl. From then on,
the girl had to follow all instructions her guardian gave her. If the girl did not
behave suitably well, she could be sent back to the reform school.83 After the age
of majority (21) had been reached, though, child protection intervention ended,
and the girl was on her own.84 Good behaviour could thus bring pupils closer to
a prompt release, which meant that it was in their interest to behave in a way
that conformed to institutional expectations. While the discharge requirements
for the girls thus required girls to discipline themselves, girls could also speed
up their release by behaving in a way that aligned with institutional expectations.

The Hunerberg (1950-1975): The State Boarding School for Girls

In 1950, the reform school, which was now termed the State Boarding School for
Girls, moved to a building known as The Hunerberg, in Nijmegen [Figure 6]. In
this period, the pupils were referred to as “girls” or “children” in the institutional
paperwork.

79

80
81

82

83
84

Meijers 1918, 36; Knuttel 1918, 140. The focus on vocational training throughout their stay and job
placement upon discharge showed, once more, that the institutional staff themselves felt that they
had the girls’ best interests at heart.
In fact, whatever the girl’s conduct during her stay, after discharge, the director sought a place of
residence and a job for the former pupil.
Director Snethlage had implemented the so-called mark system, in which a girl received a write-up
for every time she was naughty or impertinent. When a girl received six write-ups in one month,
she would be denied certain privileges, such as, for instance, Sunday walks, being allowed to write
a letter to her parents or receiving the standard monthly visit by her parents. On average, in 1933,
15-19 girls were working somewhere, which amounts to a quarter of the total population, Rapport
over de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes 1935, 95.
Hillesum 1918, 339. In 1935, “guardianship children” (children who had been placed under
guardianship, “voogdijkinderen”) had to have been working for at least half a year, and “government
children” (children who had been placed under government custody, “regeeringskinderen”) had to
have been working for at least a year before they were eligible for conditional release, Rapport over
de rijks- straf- en opvoedingsgestichten voor vrouwen en meisjes 1935, 100.
Meijers 1918, 15.
Delicat 2001, 83.
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Admission and Isolation Practices
After crossing the threshold of the institution, in this period, too, incoming
pupils received a registration number and girls’ personal details were entered
into the admission register.85 As in Zeist, this functioned as a rite of separation
that signalled to the girl that she was no longer a girl in society, but a pupil of the
institution. Girls also had their photographs taken upon admission. However, as
girls no longer wore uniforms, and were allowed to keep their own clothes and
hairstyles, in this period, the photograph served far less as a rite of separation
that marked the girl’s changed position. Instead, it served more as an
identification practice, which would serve as an aid to finding and recognizing
the girl if she ran away from the institution.
While there were some similarities with the earlier period, then, overall, the
way in which new pupils were approached by staff members in the Hunerberg
was very different to how they had been approached previously. For example,
staff members in the Hunerberg expressly attempted to acquaint the girl with
her new place of residence, as part of the admission procedure. Thus, staff took
the girl on a “first round” through the institution, which was referred to in the
girls’ dossiers as “the house” and “our house”, suggesting a more welcoming
and more “domestic” atmosphere than before 1950.86 In order to get to know the
new pupils, girls also engaged in “orienting talks” with the therapeutic staff87
and “introductory meetings to get to know those in charge”.88 New pupils were
also given the opportunity, and were encouraged, to ask the staff questions
about life in their new place of residence.89
As becomes evident from remarks in the girls’ progress reports, which
usually included a section on the girl’s admission into the institution, staff
members also placed much importance on getting to know the new pupils upon
admission. In the reports, particularly those from the 1960s, the girls are often
85

86
87
88

89

Besides putting together a case file, a staff member now also filled in a form entiled “Questions upon
admission/re-admission” (“Vragen bij opname/heropname”), which gave an overview of the girl’s
registration number; date of admission; the contact details of the girl’s guardian; the name, place
and date of birth and address of the girl; the name, address and relationship status (and partner) of
each parent; information on whether the girl had been baptised; the girl’s religion and occupation;
how much money she had brought with her upon admission; and a physical description, which
could be used in tracking the girl if she ran away.
“eerste ronde”, “het huis”, “ons huis”, Progress report 1 (G104, 1960); Progress report 1 (G112, 1968).
As more than one progress report was written for most girls, I have numbered them.
“oriënterende gesprekken”, Progress report 1 (G104, 1960).
“kennismakingsgesprekken met de leiding”, Progress report 1 (G109, 1956). The term “kennismakings
gesprekken” literally translates as “acquaintance conversations”, and suggests a conversation in
which two parties make their acquaintance; the phrase “those in charge” (“de leiding”) probably
included at least the director.
Progress report 1 (G109, 1956); Progress report 1 (G119, 1960); Progress report 1 (G104, 1960); and
Progress report 1 (G107, 1969).
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depicted as telling the institution something about themselves, and contain
statements such as, “She [Anna M., SB] told us, full of pride, that her hobbies
were: race cycling, playing football and off-road motorcycle racing”90 and, “She
[Aafke T., SB] told us about her past and her plans for the future calmly and
thoughtfully”.91 In this period, then, the institution was very much focused on
self-expression. One report from the late 1960s, detailing the admission of Ingrid
D., gives a particularly striking example of this. It states, “While Father and
Mother were still in the Hunerberg, Ingrid did not really get a chance […] Only
when the parents were gone could Ingrid tell us something about herself and
ask questions about life in the Hunerberg herself”.92 The report makes clear that,
at least in the 1960s, in the Hunerberg, it was viewed as important that the girl
was autonomous and independent, and that she could express herself. Other
references in the girls’ reports also show that, in this period, the staff was
concerned with the feelings and opinions of the girls. For instance, the progress
reports frequently remark on whether the pupils had accepted their placement.
Statements such as “Aafke herself accepted her placement entirely”,93 or,
“Christina thought her placement in the Hunerberg erroneous, and, most of all,
‘unecessary’”,94 appear in the reports quite regularly.95
Besides this, upon admission the girls themselves were asked to fill in an
entry form. On this form, they were asked to fill in their date of admission;
personal details (name, place and date of birth, religion, nationality and place of
residence); personal details of their parents (name, address, phone number and
occupation); the contact details of their guardian; the name, age, religion,
occupation and address of their boyfriend, if applicable; the type of schooling
they had received and the diplomas they had obtained; what occupation they
wanted to have in future; who had brought them to the institution; who had
placed them there; the name, age, address and occupation of their siblings; the
persons they would like to correspond with (name and address) and their
relation to them; and their institutional history. As is evident from the
90
91
92

93
94
95

“Ze vertelde vol trots dat haar hobby’s waren: wielrennen, voetballen en motorcrossen”, Progress
report 1 (G105, 1969).
“Rustig en weloverwogen vertelde ze over haar verleden en haar toekomstplannen”, Progress
report 1 (G98, 1965).
“Zolang Vader en Moeder nog in de Hunerberg waren, kwam Ingrid eigenlijk niet aan bod”, “Pas
toen de ouders weg waren kon Ingrid iets van zichzelf vertellen en zelf vragen stellen over het leven
in de Hunerberg”, Progress report 1 (G107, 1969).
“Aafke zelf aanvaardde haar plaatsing volkomen”, Progress report 1 (G98, 1965).
“Christina vond haar plaatsing in de Hunerberg onjuist, ‘onnodig’ ook vooral”, Progress report 1
(G108, 1963).
References to this are made in: Progress report 1 (G121, 1954); Progress report 1 (G122, 1954);
Progress report 1 (G109, 1956); Progress report 1 (G119, 1960); Progress report 1 (G108, 1963); Progress
report 1 (G98, 1965); Progress report 1 (G105, 1969); and Progress report 1 (G124, 1974).
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information girls were requested to fill in, the institutional staff partly used this
form to obtain useful knowledge about the girl. Through asking the girl to fill in
the form herself, however, the institutional staff also made clear to the girl that,
now she had been admitted to the Hunerberg, a certain responsibility was
expected from her: not only did an institutional official register her in the
institution, but she also did so herself. Rather than being subjected to all kinds of
admission practices, then, the girl was asked to more actively participate in the
practices designed to incorporate her into the institution. In this manner, it was
conveyed to the girl that, in her new position, she had – or was supposed to have
– a certain independence and agency. At the same time, though, the entry form
served as an assessment technique. As occasional notes in the girls’ dossiers
show, the form was partly used to assess whether the girl worked neatly, and
whether she easily complied with institutional requests (i.e. the request to fill in
the form).
After undergoing these admission practices, pupils were brought to a
separate room, where they stayed for a few days, as before.96 Rather than
“isolation room”, though, the room was now referred to as the “admission
room”.97 This term rang far less of confinement. During this liminal phase, in
which they were no longer a girl in society, but also had not yet been incorporated
in the institution, pupils were subjected to various transition rites. Specifically,
they were physically examined by the doctor, and were asked to write down
their life histories (for the latter, see chapter 6).
Between 1950 and 1975, therefore, girls were still subjected to a large variety
of admission practices when they entered the institution. Like in Zeist, rites of
separation (being given a registration number) and rites of transition (being
subjected to assessment techniques in isolation) were still in place. However, the
girls were inducted into the institution in a wholly different manner. The
admission practices communicated to the girl that she was now in a friendly,
open and interested environment, in which she could be herself – signalled,
perhaps, by the fact that she could continue to wear her own clothes and keep
her own hairstyle – and express herself, but that a certain responsibility and
independence was expected from her. While the admission practices in Zeist
had revolved around getting the girls to comply with institutional rules, the
admission practices in the Hunerberg were also geared towards stimulating the
girls to display and develop particular character traits, which, the staff made
clear, a pupil was supposed to display.

96
97

Progress report 1 (G122, 1954); Progress report 1 (G104, 1960) .
“opnamekamertje”, Progress report 1 (G103, 1952); Progress report 1 (G104, 1960).
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Categorization
After spending some time in the admission room, girls were placed into an
institutional group on the basis of the staff’s observations of the girl and the
assessment techniques she had come into contact with. As a result of the psychology-oriented institutional course change, implemented in 1950, the entire
classification system that was in place in the institution had been reorganized.
From 1950, girls were divided into groups on the basis of what was called their
“psychological disposition”.98 From then on, there was a group for “girls with a
fairly normal intellect, whose problems are not so much disharmonically constitutionally anchored, but with whom neurotic components play a larger role”.99
Second, there was a group for girls who had experienced “affective neglect” in
their early years.100 According to institutional psychiatrist Derk Zuithoff, who
had helped director Maria Duvekot to implement the new course, “affectively
neglected” girls had lacked parental affection while growing up, which caused
them to seek affection elsewhere – i.e. in sexual relationships with men and boys
(see chapter 5). A third group was for girls who had experienced “pedagogical
neglect”.101 In Zuithoff’s theory, through being neglected by their parents, these
children had failed to acquire norms, and, therefore, failed to adapt to society. A
fourth group was for “less intelligent” girls, who were said to display a “rather
serious psycho-pathoformic set of symptoms” and had difficulty satisfying their
“affective and drive needs” in “appropriate” ways.102 Finally, there was a group
for “outside girls”, or, girls who were about to return into society.103 Each girl,
with the exception of the “outside girls”, received a type of therapy specifically
geared at the group she was placed in.104
Like in Zeist, the rite of passage partly served as a means to get to know the
girl. In chapter 6, the assessment technique of autobiography-writing, executed
as a transition rite in this period, will be discussed in more detail. The category
a pupil was placed in had a significant effect on the re-education process they
98
99

100
101
102
103
104

“psychologische indicatie”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163, Jaarverslagen, 19461954 (Annual reports, 1946-1954): Tri-annual report, 1949-1951.
“meisjes met een vrij normaal intellect, wier problematiek niet zozeer disharmonisch constitutioneel
verankerd is, maar bij wie neurotische componenten een grotere rol spelen”, Het Utrechts Archief,
archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report, 1949-1951.
In Dutch, this was referred to as “affectieve verwaarlozing”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file
number 163: Tri-annual report, 1949-1951.
In the archival sources, this is termed “paedagogische verwaarlozing”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive
20, file number 163: Tri-annual report, 1949-1951.
“zwakker begaafden”, “een vrij ernstig psychopathoform beeld”, “affect- en driftbehoeften”,
“aangepaste”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report, 1949-1951.
“buitenmeisjes”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report, 1949-1951.
For more information on the ideas behind the group system and its application in the state reform
schools, see: Delicat 2001, 189-92.
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went through. As in the former period, girls spent their entire re-education
process in their individual groups, which had their own daily schedule in the
institution: the members of each institutional group were made to do their daily
activities together, in particular areas of the institution, where they would not
be in contact with the other groups. Being categorized, then, entailed both
spatial partitioning and a strict partitioning of time, through which girls were
made to feel the governance of the institution. Through being categorized, girls
were incorporated into the institution, and their re-education process was set
into motion.

Daily Life
Like in Zeist, the re-education the girls received in Nijmegen was focused on
teaching the girls practical skills. In particular, it focused on what was important
for “lower-class housewives” (volkshuismoeders) to learn, including lessons in
childcare and raising children.105 While “huismoeder” means “housewife”, it
literally translates as “house-mother”, and thus also points to the maternal
destiny that was envisioned for the girls. The Dutch term “volk” translates as
“people” – as in “the people”. Evidently, the girls were expected to have a destiny
“befitting” their (lower)class status. Besides training the girls for their desired
futures as mothers and housewives, however, the reform school also showed
interest in broader vocational choice, and offered courses to obtain a kindergarten
teacher diploma, a diploma to become an entrepreneur (middenstandsdiploma)
and written courses by the Institute for Individual Education (Instituut voor
Individueel Onderwijs, IVIO).106 As the girls’ dossiers show, a popular IVIO course
that the girls took was the “General Feminine Education” (Algemene Vrouwelijke
Vorming) course. This course provided girls with the equivalent of a mulo
diploma, in which “mulo” signifies a type of secondary education that prepared
children for administrative jobs and occupations in the trade sector.107 Despite
the increased focus on vocational choice, however, many of the jobs the girls
were trained to do were considered to be typically “feminine”. What’s more, the
girls’ re-education still mainly consisted of doing household work.108
105 Delicat 2001, 197. Until well into the 1950s, the goal of the reform school was still to produce
housewives, Delicat 2001, 201.
106 Delicat 2001, 201.
107 Dimmendaal 1998, 203; Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 531. “Mulo” stood for
“meer uitgebreid lager onderwijs”, which translates as “further extended primary education”.
108 At the time, the primary education and work activities in the boys’ State Reform Schools focused
on entirely different practical skills and vocational training. For example, after the Second World
War, the pupils in the boys’ State Reform School in Amersfoort could learn engine repair and truck
body work. Besides this, there was a weaving mill and workplaces for mechanical woodwork
and shoemaking. Other activities boys could engage in included gardening, shoe polishing and
bricklaying, Delicat 2001, 200.
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While the girls were inducted into the Hunerberg in a way that was seemingly
focused on friendliness, openness and self-expression on the part of the girls,
girls still followed a daily schedule based around strict routine. As becomes
evident from the staff guidelines for 1951 and 1953, in the mornings, the girls got
up and took the covers off their beds as soon as the group leader entered the
room with their cubicles. Next, they washed themselves in their underclothes,
cleaned the sink in their cubicle, got dressed and did their hair. The girls
subsequently made their beds and emptied their chamber pots. At 7:30 a.m. they
went to their group rooms, after the instructor said they could. Girls observed a
silence before starting to eat, and then had breakfast together with the group
instructors. After breakfast, the “outside girls” left the institution, and the
remaining girls started their work activities, which they were assigned by their
group instructors. They did all their household work wearing work clothing.
From 10:30 to 10:45, the girls had a coffee break, during which the group
instructors had coffee with their pupils, like in Zeist. At 12:30, the girls had a hot
midday meal, which they ate together with their groups. At 1:30 p.m., the girls
either did their housework in groups, or the instructors in charge of vocational
training picked up the girls. Between 3:00 and 3:30, girls drank tea with their
groups, and at 5:30 p.m. all girls were brought to their groups to have an evening
snack, during which girls had to look neat and tidy. After the evening snack, the
evening started, and leisure activities commenced. Before the girls were allowed
to start their leisure activities, they had to have finished making all the necessary
adjustments to their clothing. On Saturday evenings, the instructor inspected
whether the girls’ Sunday clothing was in order as, on Sundays, the girls were
not allowed to wear work clothing. At 8:45 p.m. the girls tidied up after
themselves and were allowed to go to the bathroom. Then the evening was
“ended”.109 After that, every girl was supposed to quietly go to the sleeping
quarters, wash herself, and go to her cubicle. After that, girls’ cubicles were
locked and silence was mandatory. The lights were turned off at 9:45 p.m. On
Sundays, girls went to church and were allowed to write letters home.
As becomes evident from the archival material, girls were given an
overwhelming amount of household duties. Which household tasks were done
was specified per day.110 On Mondays, each room was given an extra tidying, the
109 The information on the girls’ daily activities in this period is based on the documents collected
in a folder with staff guidelines for 1951 and 1953: Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number
176, Richtlijnen van het personeel, 1951, 1953 (Staff guidelines, 1951, 1953). A time table (“dagorder”) in
this folder contained the instructions: “After that, we end” (a loose translation of: “Daarna wordt
geëindigd”), Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 176: Time table, undated.
110 The information given on the girls’ household tasks per day is based on a daily schedule, in the
folder with staff guidelines for 1951 and 1953, which gives a general description, Het Utrechts
Archief, archive 20, file number 176: Daily schedule, undated. However, other sources in the same
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instructors’ room, hallway, toilets and sinks were cleaned, and the girls had to
hang their Sunday clothes in their cupboards. On Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays, the girls’ rooms were given their daily cleaning, the instructors’
room and the hallway were cleaned, and the windows were washed on the
outside and the inside. On Fridays, each room was thoroughly cleaned, the dirt
was beaten out of the rugs with a carpet beater, the windows were washed, the
chamber pots were cleaned, the ground was wiped with a wet cloth and then
waxed, the instructors’ room and the isolation room were given a thorough
cleaning, and the hallway, toilets and sinks were scrubbed. On Saturdays, more
cleaning took place and preparations were made for Sunday, including laying
out the girls’ Sunday clothes and polishing their shoes. As is evident, the focus
remained on household work throughout the entire period studied.
Unlike in the 1920s and 1930s, in the early-to-mid 1950s, girls were not in
contact with society during their leisure activities, for fear that the city of
Nijmegen would be detrimental to their re-education process. Indeed, as it
housed army barracks, and was a big city, Nijmegen was seen to be full of
temptations for girls.111 Instead, the girls’ leisure activities mostly took place
within the institution, and included, for instance, table tennis, cooking lessons,
rhythmic lessons, handicrafts, reading, cutting lessons, theatre and weaving.112
After 1956, girls occasionally went camping, but even then, contact with society
was very limited.113
Like in Zeist, the girls were under constant scrutiny in daily institutional
life. While the monthly notes on the girls’ behaviour had disappeared from the
dossiers, regular meetings were held between the director, group instructor and
psychological and psychiatric staff members, in which individual girls were
discussed, on the basis of the observations of staff members and the girls’
therapists. The notes from these meetings were transcribed by a clerk, and the
sections concerning each individual girl were copied and cut and pasted onto
separate sheets, which were stored in the girls’ individual dossiers. Besides this,
the dossiers contain reports on the girl’s behaviour and progress throughout her
stay, which were also based on the everyday observations of staff members and
often featured the girls’ psychological and psychiatric reports, written by their
therapists. These reports were sent to the juvenile judge to report on the girl’s
progress, and contained recommendations, by the director, on whether or not
the girl’s stay in the institution needed to be extended. Like in Zeist, the girl’s
behaviour in the institution determined whether the institutional director
folder suggest that each group had its own household tasks.
111 Delicat 2001, 204.
112 Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 176: Daily schedule, undated.
113 Delicat 2001, 205.
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would be inclined to keep her in the institution for longer, or send her home. In
this period, however, the girl had less influence over her own discharge. Instead,
her discharge depended to a greater extent on whether the director considered
the girl “ready” to leave the institution.

Upon Discharge
Upon discharge, the institution still aided the girls with finding jobs, as in Zeist,
but now, the girl applied for the job herself, and girls ended up in a wider range
of (institutionally approved) occupations, including shop girl, office job, cantine
girl – but also, as late as the mid-1950s, maidservant.

Conclusion

Upon admission to the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, in both Montfoort
Castle and Eikenstein House (1905-1950) and the Hunerberg (1950-1975), girls
underwent a rite of passage, which served to incorporate girls into the institution.
Upon entering the institution, girls were subjected to various “rites of separation”.
To get to Montfoort Castle, girls crossed a moat that circled and closed off the
building. Once inside, they were given a registration number, were bathed, and
their possessions and old clothes were taken away. To enter Eikenstein House,
girls traversed a courtyard and crossed the threshold of the institution. In
addition to the admission practices done in Montfoort, from the late 1920s until
around 1940, girls were photographed upon the threshold of transformation.
In the Hunerberg, girls crossed the threshold of the institution, were given a
registration number, received a tour of the institution, were introduced to the
staff, and registered themselves as pupils of the reform school. All these practices
signalled that the girls no longer occupied their old position in society. Next, the
girls were subjected to various “transition rites”. In Montfoort, the girls were
examined by a doctor, who determined whether girls needed to be temporarily
quarantined. In Eikenstein House and the Hunerberg, all girls were placed into
isolation as a standard part of the procedure. During this “liminal” period, the
girls in Eikenstein House were given a pedagogical-pathological examination
(chapter 2), were asked to write down their life histories (chapter 3), were tested
on school knowledge, and wrote a letter home, which was read for observation
purposes. In the Hunerberg, girls were examined by a doctor and wrote down
their life histories (chapter 6). During the isolation period, the girls hovered
between two worlds, no longer occupying their old position, and not yet a
member of the new order. Finally, “rites of incorporation” served to assimilate
the girl into the institution. In Montfoort, girls’ re-education commenced when
they were given a uniform. In Zeist, until the late 1940s, giving the girl her
uniform, classifying her as a member of one of the institutional groups, and
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showing the girl her ward, desk, cupboard space and bed marked her
incorporation into the institution. From the late 1940s, girls no longer wore
uniforms. From then on, the practice of classification and showing the girl the
spaces she was permitted to occupy as member of her group functioned to mark
the completion of the girl’s transformation from member of society to member
of the institutional population.
Through undergoing the rite of passage, girls literally changed position in
the institution, from threshold, to isolation room, to institutional group. Being
incorporated into the institution meant the girls’ subjection to all sorts of rules
concerning their spatial location in the reform school and the structure of their
day: each group did their daily household tasks at specific times in specific
locations, and each girl was allowed to occupy only specific spaces in the
institution, according to the group in which she belonged. Through being
inducted into the reform school, then, girls were made to physically conform to,
and thus to feel, the rules of the institution. The rite of passage through which
the girls were incorporated into the reform school thus served as a means of
subjecting the girls to the governance of the institution.
As we have seen, two of the assessment techniques selected for closer
analysis were done as a central part of the institutional observation procedure.
As part of this procedure, they served to observe and get to know the girl, in
order to categorize her. In the following chapters, I will more closely examine
the relation between the categories of the assessment technique executed during
the observation period and those of the institution, which did not always match,
as we shall see (chapters 2 and 3). With respect to the period in which they did
match, which was the case after 1950, I will examine what consequences this
had for the way in which pupils were assessed (chapter 6).
The overview of the daily re-education practices employed in both Zeist and
Nijmegen shows that, throughout the entire period, girls were subjected to
institutional discipline. All the activities the pupils engaged were in structured
by a strict daily schedule, and girls were under – and were made to feel as if they
were under – constant surveillance. Not only did the architectural design of the
buildings contribute to the suggestion of institutional scrutiny, but girls were
under constant observation, which led to a large amount of regularly kept notes,
reports and meeting minutes. Besides this, gender played an important role in
the girls’ daily rehabilitation practices. During their stay in the reform school,
girls were prepared for occupations that were considered to be typically
“feminine”, with housewife and mother being an important goal until at least
the late 1950s.
Across time, a number of elements were introduced into the girls’ admission
procedure that could be interpreted as demonstrating a greater focus, on the
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part of the institution, on the self-expression of the girls. While girls had already
been allowed to start wearing their own clothes from the 1940s onwards, in
Nijmegen, from the 1950s onwards, girls were explicitly encouraged to articulate
their own thoughts and feelings as structural part of the admission procedure.
In chapter 6, which concerns the period after the institutional course change,
when the institution was located in Nijmegen, I examine whether and how the
greater focus on self-expression in the institutional course change led to
articulations of self in the key assessment technique of the period that was
executed during the observation period: namely, autobiography-writing.
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Chapter 2
A Hidden Hereditary Burden: Pedagogical-Pathological
Examination, 1905-1952
In 1905, with the implementation of the Children Acts, the child protection
system was entirely restructured. The Children Acts were informed by a desire
to differentiate all children entering the child protection system, so that each
child could be given the appropriate treatment. To do so, a thorough, and
scientific, examination of each child was thought to be required. While separate
observation homes, set up for this purpose, were created for private institutions,
the state reform schools had their own observation units.1 A key document
used in the observation period of the state reform schools was the personal
description file: a four-page form designed by teacher Jan Klootsema, containing
62 questions that prompted an elaborate examination of the child’s medical and
family history, physical state, and mental abilities.2 Appearing in all girls’
personal dossiers, this form was used as a regular part of the observation period
from 1905 until around 1950. While the forms appeared in the pupils’ dossiers
until roughly 1952, the forms from after 1950 were filled in far less thoroughly.3
In this chapter, I study the examination prompted by the personal
description file as a technique of identity construction. In total, I examined
68 girls whose dossiers contained a total of 127 personal description files.4
In roughly a third of the cases, summarizing reports accompanied the forms.
These reports were written by the institutional doctor, and appeared in the
1
2
3

4

Van Hamel 1905, 35-38. For more on the implementation and contents of the Children Acts, see
Nelleke Bakker, Jan Noordman and Marjoke Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 462-65.
As prescribed by Staatsblad van het koninkrijk der Nederlanden (no. 209), Royal Decree 15 June 1905,
article 27, the examination was obligatory for each pupil entering the state reform schools.
The technique of pedagogical-pathological examination was introduced when the institution was
still located in Montfoort. As my source material, however, did not point to a shift in 1909, I have
decided to consider this assessment technique against the background of the period 1909-1950,
when the institution was located in Zeist. Indeed, for over four decades this assessment technique
was used to place girls in the categories that were in place in Zeist. When the institution was located
in Montfoort, the group system was not yet in place (see chapter 1), and the girls were not divided
into strict institutional groups.
Many girls’ dossiers contained two personal description files. In such cases, one of the forms had
been sent out to a third party, such as a police detective, who was requested to fill in the answers to
questions 1-32 (the contents of the form will be discussed further on); the other form was filled in in
its entirety by the institutional doctor. In the latter case, the doctor interviewed the girl’s parents on
their first visit to the institution, to obtain answers to questions 1-32. In total, the sample contained
180 personal description files for 96 girls. The forms of the 68 girls mentioned were studied in detail;
the remaining forms were checked and found to be similar.
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pupils’ dossiers between 1920 and 1941. While most of the reports had been
written by doctor Hessel Postma (1868-1948), who worked at the reform school
between 1905-1938, a small number were written by his successor, doctor Jan
Pieter Petersma (1904-1994).5
While attention has been paid to Klootsema’s theories in histories of
orthopedagogy – a Dutch term for the study of the “abnormal” child – and while
Delicat’s work on the state reform schools mentions his observation methods,6
the forms themselves and the practices informing the examination have not
been made a central object of study. In what follows, I examine the way the
assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological examination functioned in
the institution, focusing particularly on identity construction. On the one hand,
I study the forms and the accompanying reports, in order to examine how pupils
were meant to be categorized by means of this form, and how they were
categorized in the reform school. On the other, I investigate whether an inner
identity was constructed for the girls through this technique. Besides focusing
on identity construction, I investigate the possible other functions of the
technique, and examine their relation with governmentality.7

Klootsema’s Assignment: Differentiating “Abnormal” Children

For a successful implementation of the Children Acts, it was crucial that an
observation period was introduced that could effectively diagnose children. To
design the observation period according to scientific, pedagogical principles,
Simon van der Aa (1865-1944), who had been Inspector of the State Prison,
Correctional and Re-Education System from 1892 and had played a central role
in the preparation of the Children Acts, brought in teacher Jan Klootsema
(1867-1926).8 From 1899, Klootsema had been director of the first School for
5

6

7

8

The sample contained 34 such reports, which were complemented with 6 further reports, from a
separate file number, making for a total of 40 summarizing reports. Postma had studied medicine
in Groningen, F.S. Meijers, “In memoriam Hessel Postma,” Mens en maatschappij: Tweemaandelijks
tijdschrift 24 (1949): 1. Petersma was appointed as doctor at the state reform school in Zeist on 1
September, 1938; see: Errit Petersma, Zenuwarts in Zeeland (Vlissingen: ADZ Vlissingen, 2004), 69.
Some time later, he was succeeded by B. Roodenburg-Vermaat, who was working at the reform
school from at least 1946; see: Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report
1946-1948. On 1 December, 1950, A. Rypperda Wierdsma, who worked at the institution until 1970,
was appointed as doctor.
Thom Willemse, “Jan Klootsema (1867-1926), architect van de residentiële orthopedagogiek,” in
Handboek orthopedagogiek 1026, ed. Roelof de Groot, Herman Menkveld, Jan van der Ploeg and Pieter
de Ruyter (Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff, 1987), 1-32; Delicat 2001.
Sometimes, detailed analysis of a small number of forms was necessary, whereas at other times, all
forms were examined to study a particular pattern. What exactly my methods were for the different
parts of the analysis will be discussed below in the appropriate sections.
Willemse 1987, 10. In Dutch, Van der Aa was referred to as “Inspecteur van het Gevangenis-, Rijkstuchten Opvoedingswezen”.
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Backward Children in The Netherlands. This school, which was located in
Amsterdam, worked with a form that was designed partly by Klootsema, which
structured the observation and classification procedure for new pupils, and was
meant to determine whether pupils were suited to the school’s brand of special
education. Klootsema thus already had experience with observing and
classifying (backward) children.9
To facilitate his new task, in May 1901 Van der Aa appointed Klootsema as
assistant-director of the State Reform School for Boys in Alkmaar. Here, he
designed the personal description file, which became a standard part of the
observation examination in the state reform schools for both boys and girls from
1905. Boys underwent the examination in the observation unit located in the
boys’ reform school in Alkmaar, and were subsequently placed in one of the
three state reform schools for boys that existed in 1905, each of which had their
own focus points.10 As there was only one state reform school for girls, however,
the girls’ process of examination and classification took place within the girls’
institution.
Over the next fifteen odd years, during which time Klootsema became
director of the boys’ state reform school in Alkmaar (1906-1912) and director of
boys’ state reform school “De Kruisberg” in Ambt-Doetinchem (1912-1926), he
designed a further set of seven forms for use during the observation period.11
9

10

11

Words such as “backward” have highly negative connotations today. However, I will not replace
such terms with other, more conventional terms. As Annemieke van Drenth puts it in an article on
Van Koetsveld’s School for Idiots: “Rather than replacing, we need to study them in their context
of time and place, and as a crucial element in the constitution of (discursive) power relations”,
Annemieke van Drenth, “Mental Boundaries and Medico-Pedagogical Selection: Girls and Boys
in the Dutch ‘School for Idiots’, The Hague 1857–1873,” Paedagogica Historica: International Journal of
the History of Education 43.1 (2007): 100, note 1. In Dutch, Klootsema’s school was referred to as the
“School voor Achterlijke Kinderen”.
The boys’ state reform school in Alkmaar was meant for 1. The observation of boys who had been
placed under government custody, 2. The observation of boys whose conditional discharge had
been revoked, 3. Children who had been removed from parental custody and turned out to have
an “unruly character” (“weerbarstig karakter”), and 4. Boys from state institutions who had been
transferred for being unmanageable (“onhandelbaarheid”), for either psychiatric observation or
special disciplinary treatment, particularly “undisciplined ones” (“tuchtelozen”) and “backward
ones” (“achterlijken”); the reform school in Avereest was meant primarily for trade education (trade
and agriculture) for boys who could not be treated in private institutions; and the boys’ reform
school in Ambt-Doetinchem, known as De Kruisberg, was meant for boys who were interested in
agriculture. See: Delicat 2001, 31.
Willemse 1987, 5. In a 1908 publication, Klootsema states that, while he did aid in the development
of a “specially made examination form” (“speciaal onderzoeksschema”), he did not collaborate on “the
distortion of that into a general personal description” (“de vervorming daarvan tot eene algemeene
persoonsbeschrijving”). He goes on to state that how the personal description file now used in the state
reform schools came into being is unknown to him, Jan Klootsema, “De persoonsbeschrijving,”
Tijdschrift voor armenzorg en kinderbescherming 9.378 (1908): 247. In a 1917 lecture, Klootsema stated,
again, that the personal description file was “apparently” (“klaarblijkelijk”) based on the personal
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The other forms, which developed over time were concerned with assessing the
pupil’s character.12 While boys entering the state reform schools in the 1920s
were examined by means of the complete set of forms, these were never
introduced into the girls’ institution. Consequently, girls were only assessed by
means of the personal description file, which structured the institutional
doctors’ examinations of the pupils for roughly five decades. I will examine
what conception of identity was constructed for the pupils as a result of this
long-standing technique.
In the observation examination, according to a 1905 handbook accompanying
the Children Acts, “what the child has done is of much less importance, than
why it [the behaviour, SB] came about”.13 As another compendium (published
1905-1907) accompanying the Acts put it, “Much more than in the past, people
look for the psychical causes behind the material symptoms. While people used
to primarily focus on the crime and its objective causes, now, among the
criminalists, the criminal person is becoming more and more of a central
concern. And, further focusing on causality, people strive to uncover the causes
that make the person into a criminal”.14 The observation examination was thus
conceived of as something that was dedicated to uncovering the psychical
causes “behind” the child’s behaviour.
In this manner, the examination fit in with a late nineteenth-century shift
in criminal justice, which has been labelled a shift from the “classical” school to
the “modern” or “neo-classical” school. In the classical school of criminology,
influenced by Enlightenment thought, criminal justice was informed by the
notion that each individual subject had free will and personal responsibility. At

12
13
14

description file used at the School for Backward Children in 1898, yet goes on to defend the form,
Jan Klootsema, “Verslag van de negende algemeene vergadering van directeuren en directrices
van Rijks- en Particuliere Opvoedingsgestichten gehouden in het Hotel La Station te Utrecht op
dinsdag 29 mei 1917,” ed. Marten van Wijhe, Correspondentieblad van de Vereeniging van directeuren
en directrices van Rijks- en Particuliere Opvoedingsgestichten in Nederland 13 (1917a): 1-14. In a 1924
publication, Klootsema refers to the observation method used in De Kruisberg by referring to
Willem Knuttel’s 1918 dissertation, which contains an exact copy of the different forms used in the
boys’ reform school, containing a copy of the personal description file, which is identical to the one
used at the girls’ reform school. Here, then, Klootsema did not distance himself from this form;
see: Jan Klootsema, “De rijksopvoedingsgestichten voor jongens sinds de inwerkingtreding der
kinderwetten,” Tijdschrift voor strafrecht 34 (1924): 407.
For the complete set of forms used during the boys’ observation period, see: Knuttel 1918, 163-80
(Appendices I-VIII).
“is wat het kind heeft gedaan van veel minder belang, dan waardoor ‘t zoo gekomen is”, Van Hamel
1905, 36.
“Veel meer dan vroeger zoekt men tegenwoordig achter de materieele verschijnselen hunne
psychische oorzaken. Heeft men eerst de aandacht gevestigd hoofdzakelijk op het misdrijf en
zijne objectieve gevolgen, thans komt bij de criminalisten meer en meer de misdadige mensch op
den voorgrond. En de lijn der causaliteit doortrekkende, streeft men er naar om de oorzaken op te
sporen, die den mensch tot misdadiger vormen”, De Vries and van Tricht 1905-1907, 22.
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the time, punishments were tailored to the crime – a practice that was informed
by ideas of either retribution or deterrence. From the late nineteenth century,
however, not retribution or deterrence, but individual behavioural prevention
started to inform penal thinking. Depending on the further danger posed by the
individual criminal, punishment could be tailored to each individual case and
could include, for instance, rehabilitation, release or indefinite detention. As
punishments came to be individually tailored to criminals, it became important
to examine what had caused individuals to commit their crime, as well as to
distinguish the habitual from the occasional criminal.15 In this chapter, I
examine whether this shift towards uncovering the causes of the pupils’
unwanted behaviour entailed a shift towards what Foucault calls the “soul” of
the individual. This focus is also prompted by the contemporary assertion that,
from the implementation of the Children Acts, child protection experts were
more focused on uncovering “psychical” causes for children’s misbehaviour.

Backward, Criminal or Neglected: The Categories of
Pedagogical Pathology

As no scientific method for distinguishing between different types of children
existed in The Netherlands, Klootsema now had to develop such a method. He
did so in his book Misdeelde kinderen (Deprived Children), published in 1904.16
This work was significantly influenced by the ideas in the field of pedagogical
pathology: a discipline that, parallel to similar developments in Western Europe
and the United States, had arisen in The Netherlands towards the end of the
nineteenth century, and was concerned with the study of “child defects”.17 In
Misdeelde kinderen, influenced by developments in pedagogical pathology,
Klootsema developed a scientific and systematic catalogue of symptoms – or, as
he termed it, a “codification” – for distinguishing between different types of
15

16
17

Richard F. Wetzell, Inventing the Criminal: A History of German Criminology, 1880-1945 (Chapel Hill,
NC and London: The University of North Carolina Press, 2000), 32-35; Karel Velle, “De misdaad
als kwaal: Het success van de criminele antropologie,” in De zieke natie: Over de medicalisering van
de samenleving 1860-1914, ed. Liesbet Nys, Henk de Smaele, Jo Tollebeek and Kaat Wils (Groningen:
Historische Uitgeverij, 2002), 333.
Jan Klootsema, Misdeelde kinderen: Inleiding tot de paedagogische pathologie en therapie (Groningen: J.B.
Wolters, 1904).
“kindergebreken”. Similar fields of study arose in Western Europe and the United States between
the first and second half of the nineteenth century; see, for instance: Jeroen J.H. Dekker, “An
Educational Regime: Medical Doctors, Schoolmasters, Jurists and the Education of Retarded and
Deprived Children in The Netherlands Around 1900,” History of Education: Journal of the History
of Education Society 25.3 (1996): 258-63. For the Dutch context, also see, for instance: Dorien Graas,
Zorgenkinderen op school: Geschiedenis van het speciaal onderwijs in Nederland, 1900-1950 (Amsterdam:
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, 1996), 146; Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010,
667-69. For the rise of the scientific and experimental approach in pedagogy in Western Europe and
the United States, see: Depaepe 1989.
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“abnormal” children; particularly, “backward”, “criminal” and “neglected”
children.18
Klootsema characterized each of these as specific types of children, with their
own characteristics. According to Klootsema, “backward” children could not
keep up in regular schools, and belonged in special schools, where they would be
susceptible to a degree of education.19 Criminal children, according to Klootsema,
possessed an “unusual tendency towards anti-social actions”.20 Finally, in
Klootsema’s view, the neglected child was a child who engaged in misbehaviour,
because of parental shortcomings, which Klootsema describes as “upbringing
mistakes”.21 Specifically, the neglected child had a “shortage of knowledge and
logical strength”, had not reached full emotional development, was lacking in
moral judgment, and was unable to control its will, which made it susceptible
to all sorts of influences.22 Nevertheless, the neglected child was susceptible to
education and “upbringing”, and had a capability for “self-determination”.23

Degeneration, Heredity and Anthropometry

Klootsema’s codification was strongly influenced by contemporary thought on
“degeneration”, as well as the discipline of criminal anthropology. Before giving
a description of the form and its questions, I will first briefly go into the ideas
informing this type of thinking, which underlay Klootsema’s theory, and the form.
Degeneration theory fit in with central societal concerns of the time. Indeed,
in the second half of the nineteenth century, there was a “dread of cultural,
national, racial disintegration” throughout Europe.24 Societal problems, including
crime, suicide, alcoholism, prostitution, tuberculosis and venereal disease, were
increasingly conceptualized as dangers threatening the nation and civilization
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

“codificatie”, Klootsema 1904, “Voorbericht” (“Preface”), n.p. In his work, the “backward”,
“criminal” and “neglected” child were referred to, respectively, as “achterlijk”, “misdadig” and
“verwaarloosd”. The categories of the “criminal child” and the “neglected child” had been around
since at least 1800, and were the two types of children for which the residential correctional system
had been set up. Thus, Klootsema’s theory built on what had gone before. However, the focus on the
“backward child” as separate pedagogical category was new; see: Dekker 1985, 157. The personal
description file drew heavily on the theory Klootsema had developed in this book, as well as on the
medico-pedagogical form used in the School for Backward Children in Amsterdam. For the form
used at this school, see: Klootsema 1904, 91-93. For a description of the coming-into-being of this
older form and an overview of how matters were organized at the School for Backward Children,
see: Graas 1996, 197-99, and Jan Klootsema, “De school voor achterlijke kinderen te Amsterdam,”
Tijdschrift voor onderwijs en opvoeding 3.9-10 (1901): 420-41.
Klootsema 1904, 32-33.
“die een ongewone neiging bezitten tot anti-sociale daden”, Klootsema 1904, 47.
“opvoedingsfouten”, Klootsema 1904, 47.
“zoodat er een tekort bestaat aan kennis en aan logische kracht”, Klootsema 1904, 73-74.
“opvoeding”, “zelfbepaling”, Klootsema 1904, 74.
Daniel Pick, Faces of Degeneration: A European Disorder, c. 1848-c. 1918 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 42.
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– and as symptoms and products of degeneration.25 While fears about the decline
of civilization had been around for a long time, in the second half of the
nineteenth century, a discourse emerged in which “degeneration” was reconceptualized in the language of pathology, and it became the main focus point of
scientific investigation in various disciplines.26
The term “degeneration” was coined by French psychiatrist Bénédict
Augustin Morel (1809-1873) as “dégénérescence” in 1857, in his Traité des dégénérescences physiques, intellectuelles et morales de l’espèce humaine et des causes qui
produisent ces variétés maladives. The term referred to abnormalities occurring in
individuals that were thought to have been transmitted hereditarily. The types
of characteristics, according to Morel, that could be acquired and then
hereditarily transmitted, included alcoholism, hysteria, insanity, idiocy and
cretinism. In Morel’s theory, though, hereditarily transmitted deviations were
not simply reproduced in the next generation, but were transformed into other,
worse deviations. What’s more, Morel claimed that degeneration was visible in
certain physiological and anatomical characteristics, called “stigmata”, by means
of which degenerate individuals could be identified. Because of how the
workings of heredity were conceptualized, degeneration was thought to have a
negative effect on ever-increasing numbers of individuals, and there were fears
that it would “sap” the nation’s “strength”.27
In the Netherlands, the scientific study of the heredity of factors of
degeneration – particularly, alcoholism, syphilis and tuberculosis – is said to
have taken off around 1910.28 These three factors were associated with living in
poor conditions, and engaging in “immoral” pursuits, in the city.29 Thus, the
discourse on degeneration was strongly bound up with a fear of the lower
25
26

27

28
29

Pick 1989, 32; Velle 2002, 333.
Pick 1989, 20. This was part of a wider development, termed the “medicalization” of society, that took
place throughout the nineteenth century. For this development with respect to The Netherlands
and Belgium, see, for instance: Liesbet Nys, Henk de Smaele, Jo Tollebeek and Kaat Wils, “Een
medisch object: Veranderingen in menswetenschap, cultuur en politiek,” in De zieke natie: Over de
medicalisering van de samenleving, 1860-1914, ed. Liesbet Nys, Henk de Smaele, Jo Tollebeek and Kaat
Wils (Groningen: Historische uitgeverij, 2002), 10-21, and the other essays in this volume.
Jo Tollebeek, Geert Vanpaemel and Kaat Wils, “Een codewoord. Bij een geschiedenis van ideeën
en praktijken,” in Degeneratie in België, 1860-1940: Een geschiedenis van ideeën en praktijken, ed. Jo
Tollebeek, Geert Vanpaemel and Kaat Wils (Leuven: Universitaire Pers Leuven, 2003), 4.
Graas 1996, 217-18.
Patricia van den Eeckhout, “‘De onbewoonbare krotten zijn etterende middens waar al de ziekten
van het sociaal korps gisten’: De kruistocht tegen de krotwoningen in het interbellum,” in De
levenskracht der bevolking: Sociale en demografische kwesties in de lage landen tijden het interbellum, ed.
Jan Kok and Jan van Bavel (Leuven: Universitaire Pers Leuven, 2010), 336; Bakker, Noordman
and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 294; Liesbet Nys, “De ruiters van de Apocalyps: ‘Alcoholisme,
tuberculose, syfilis’ en degeneratie in medische kringen, 1870-1940,” in Degeneratie in België, 18601940: Een geschiedenis van ideeën en praktijken, ed. Jo Tollebeek, Geert Vanpaemel and Kaat Wils
(Leuven: Universitaire Pers Leuven, 2003), 12-14, 16.
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classes, and concerns over living conditions in the city. The inclusion of such
thought in Klootsema’s theory on “abnormal” children – and its use in the state
reform schools – was, of course, tied up with such concerns.
Another type of thought that strongly informed Klootsema’s theory was
criminal anthropology, or, the study of the link between individual physical
symptoms and criminality. Italian doctor and psychiatrist Cesare Lombroso
(1835-1909) is widely viewed as the originator of the discipline, the starting point
of which is often given as the publication of Lombroso’s work L’uomo delinquente,
or, Criminal Man, in 1876.30 In this work, which was based on Lombroso’s own
anthropometric examinations of prison inmates, Lombroso argued that criminal
offenders were characterized by distinct physical features and abnormalities,
which he referred to as “stigmata”. These stigmata – the most famous of which
was skull size31 – were interpreted as signs of “atavism”, a term that was
conceptualized by Lombroso as “an inborn tendency to revert to a primitive
state”.32 Indeed, Lombroso’s criminal anthropology has been said to have been
influenced by the theory of recapitulation, proposed by biologist Ernst Haeckel.
According to this theory, as an individual grew up, the individual passed all the
stages that human ancestors, which were considered to be more primitive, went
through. However, according to Lombroso’s thought, “[t]he normal adult passes
on to civilization as he mounts the phyletic scale in his own growth; the born
criminal remains mired in his brutish past”.33 In Lombroso’s theory, lawbreakers
with atavisms were thus thought of as “throwbacks to earlier evolutionary
stages”.34
Lombroso’s theory, with its emphasis on determining whether a person had
a criminal disposition, fit in seamlessly with the shift in nineteenth-century
criminal justice, as described above.35 Besides this, it fit in with the contemporary
focus on positivism, which valued empirical investigation as the most reliable
method for producing scientific knowledge.36 With its focus on physical features,
30
31
32
33
34
35

36

Nicole Hahn Rafter and Mary Gibson, “Editors’ Introduction,” in Criminal Woman, the Prostitute
and the Normal Woman, trans. Nicole Hahn Rafter and Mary Gibson (Durham, NC: Duke University
Press, 2004), 3.
Stephen Jay Gould, The Mismeasure of Man (London: Penguin Books, 1996 [1981]), 144.
Hahn Rafter and Gibson 2004, 20.
Stephen Jay Gould, Ontogeny and Phylogeny (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University
Press, 1977), 121.
Hahn Rafter and Gibson 2004, 7; also see: Wetzell 2000, 29.
Lombroso’s thought is notorious for its concept of the “born criminal” – a concept that supposedly
suggested pre-determined incorrigibility. While Lombroso is best known for this concept, this term
only appeared in the third edition of Criminal Man for the first time; see: Mary Gibson, “Cesare
Lombroso and Italian Criminology: Theory and Politics,” in Criminals and Their Scientists: The History
of Criminology in International Perspective, ed. Peter Becker and Richard F. Wetzell (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2006), 142.
Hahn Rafter and Gibson 2004, 17.
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Lombroso’s theory allowed him to argue that what he called “criminal man”
was a distinct type of person, who could be recognized through careful
examination.37
Despite its focus on bodily features, though, the discipline was not only
concerned with the body. Indeed, criminal anthropologists had the assumption
that “external physical features reflected internal moral states”.38 Because of
this, Mary Gibson argues, Lombroso “psychologised” deviance.39 Others have
pointed out similar things with respect to criminal anthropology. Peter Becker,
for instance, describes a shift in which police practices in Germany were
standardized during the second half of the nineteenth century. During this
time, the recording of physical details became structured, not by the “practical
gaze”, but, more and more, by “the reception of physiological and anatomical
knowledge”.40 At that time, according to Becker, personal descriptions started
to serve a double goal: both the “identification of individual persons” and “the
disclosure of a hidden criminal identity through a differentiated look at the
body”.41 As Daniel Pick puts it, in criminal anthropology, “The criminal’s
phrenology and physiognomy revealed the presence of an ancestral past”.42 In
the way of looking that criminal anthropologists had, the body of the criminal
thus pointed to hidden (moral) states, underlying it.43
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, criminal anthropology
was widespread in Western Europe and the United States.44 In The Netherlands,
37

38
39
40
41
42
43

44

As Lombroso’s thought changed through time, what is written here, will necessarily be a simplified
representation of his thought. For more detailed overviews of his thought and its reception (in
Italy), see: Mary Gibson, Born to Crime: Cesare Lombroso and the Origins of Biological Criminology
(Westport, CT and London: Praeger, 2002); and Gibson 2006.
Hahn Rafter and Gibson 2004, 19.
Gibson 2006, 144.
Becker 2001, 141.
Becker 2001, 142.
Pick 1989, 122.
Of course, in disciplines such as physiognomy, craniology and phrenology, the notion that the body
could reveal something about matters of the psyche (“psychische variabelen”) had been current
since the eighteenth century; see: Depaepe 1989, 13-14.
Wetzell 2000, 31. For France, see: Pick 1989, 37-108; for Italy, see: Gibson 2006, Pick 1989, 109-54 and
Gibson and Hahn Rafter 2004; for England, see: Pick 1989, 155-221; for Belgium, see: Velle 2002; for
Germany, see: Wetzell 2000; for the United States, see: Nicole Hahn Rafter, Creating Born Criminals
(Urbana, IL and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1997), and Nicole Hahn Rafter, “Criminal
Anthropology: Its Reception in the United States and the Nature of Its Appeal,” in Criminals and
Their Scientists: The History of Criminology in International Perspective, ed. Peter Becker and Richard
F. Wetzell (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 159-181; for Lombroso-infuenced
anthropometry in The Netherlands, see: Douwe Draaisma, “De Hollandse schedelmeters. Lombroso
in Nederland,” Tijdschrift voor de geschiedenis van de representatie 2 (1995): 49-74; and for a historical
overview of criminology in The Netherlands, see: Koos van Weringh, De afstand tot de horizon:
Verwachting en werkelijkheid in de Nederlandse criminologie (Amsterdam: De Arbeiderspers, 1986). In
criminal anthropology, practitioners distinguished between two schools: Lombroso’s Italian school,
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Lombroso’s thought was popular in the nineteenth century, and influential
particularly in the 1890s, as historian of psychology Douwe Draaisma has
argued. It also played an important role in Klootsema’s theory. Degeneration
was seen by Klootsema as hereditary, as something that particularly criminal,
but also backward, children carried with them “through birth”, and expressed
itself in physical abnormalities.45 In Misdeelde kinderen, with respect to the
backward child, Klootsema claimed that signs of degeneration revealed
information about “the place the backward child had in the development of the
human race”, in a rhetoric that is reminiscent of Lombroso.46
On the basis of the publications of Dutch proponents of the discipline,
Draaisma argued that Lombrosian criminal anthropology went out of vogue in
The Netherlands after 1910, and stated that skull measuring in prisons and
institutions was no longer done after that time.47 As a look at institutional
practice shows, however, pedagogical-pathological examination, which was
focused on degeneration and heredity, and informed by Lombrosian criminal
anthropology, including the practice of skull-measuring, was done until at least
1950.48 Until then, the girls’ personal description files were filled in thoroughly
and consistently.

45
46
47
48

which adhered to the idea of atavism, and the French school, headed by Alexandre Lacassagne
(1843-1924), which emphasized the influence of the environment on the individual. While the two
schools presented themselves as entirely opposing, various historians have pointed out that their
ideas were actually not that different; see: Raf De Bont, “Meten en verzoenen: Louis Vervaeck en
de criminele antropologie, 1900-1940,” in Degeneratie in België, 1860-1940: Een geschiedenis van ideeën
en praktijken, ed. Jo Tollebeek, Geert Vanpaemel and Kaat Wils (Leuven: Universitaire Pers Leuven,
2003), 188.
“krachtens geboorte”, Klootsema 1904, 62, 88.
“de plaats, die aan het achterlijk kind toekomt in de ontwikkeling van het menschengeslacht”,
Klootsema 1904, 41.
Draaisma 1995, 65. I have translated Draaisma’s term “gestichten” as “institutions”. The Dutch term
has a specific meaning of closed institution, for re-education or psychiatric confinement.
Other scholars have pointed out, with respect to various disciplines, that the execution of scientific
practices continued long after ideas had broadly gone out of vogue. Historian Fenneke Sysling, for
instance, shows that physical anthropology – which commonly involved skull-measuring – was
done in the Dutch colonies until at least the 1960s; see: Fenneke Sysling, The Archipelago of Difference:
Physical Anthropology in the Netherlands East Indies, ca. 1890-1960, (PhD diss., Amsterdam VU
University, 2013). Louis Vervaeck’s anthropometry-influenced examinations continued until 1940
and were continued in the same vein by one of his students until the early 1950s, as Raf de Bont shows;
see: De Bont 2003. Ernst Mulder and Frieda Heyting mention that publications on skull-measuring
continued to appear in scientific journals, without attracting criticism, after skull-measuring had
broadly gone out of vogue in the scientific community, Ernst Mulder and Frieda Heyting, “The
Dutch Curve: The Introduction and Reception of Intelilgence Testing in the Netherlands, 19081940,” Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences 34.4 (1998): 352. Liesbet Nys also points to a
connected discrepancy between discourse and practice: even after the bacteria causing infection
with tuberculosis and syphilis were discovered, by, respectively, German physician Robert Koch in
1882, and German dermatologist Erich Hoffmann and zoologist Fritz Schaudinn in 1905, fears about
the hereditariness of these diseases continued into the mid-twentieth century, Nys 2002, 25-26.
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In histories of pedagogy and child protection, Klootsema’s early efforts at
designing the observation forms are often presented as a mere prelude to his
fully-developed method, which is considered the end product of his efforts, and
which is lauded as one of the first efforts to attempt to incorporate current
scientific insights into state-owned re-education initiatives.49 As the long
continued use of the personal description file in the girls’ reform school shows,
however, the personal description file was – at least in this context – not a mere
prelude for more rigorous and more valid methods still to come, but a method of
producing knowledge in its own right. While Klootsema has been described as
a pioneer for his efforts,50 his thinking thus was very much embedded in late
nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century pedagogical thought. What’s
more, while relatively unique in The Netherlands, at the time, this type of
examination was quite common in Western-Europe at the time.51

The Examination

As Joost van Hamel wrote in his manual accompanying the Children Acts, the
Minister of Justice specified that, during the observation period, “Notes must be
kept on everything, that is of importance for [obtaining] knowledge of the
personality; an extensive description, which is as precise as possible, of [the
child’s] descent, past, physical and mental state”.52 As will become obvious,
however, the form was by no means wholly comprehensive. Instead, influenced
by Klootsema’s theory, the form was shaped by pedagogical pathology, criminal
anthropology and degeneration theory, which meant that its focus was on
highly particular aspects of the child, informed by these positivist disciplines.
In what follows, I will give an overview of the form’s questions and indicate,
when possible, what significance the various elements had in Klootsema’s
theory of pedagogical pathology, as set out in Misdeelde kinderen. While the
majority of the questions pertain to aspects of Klootsema’s theory, when this is
not the case, I attempt to give an indication of their significance, based on
contemporary theories similar to Klootsema’s. This is done to uncover how the
49
50
51

52

Willemse 1987, 22; Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld-van-Wingerden 2010, 394; Delicat 2001, 41, 227.
Willemse 1987, 15.
Klootsema himself indicated that his method of examination was unique for Western Europe at the
time; see: Jan Klootsema, “Karakterschets,” Hollandsche Revue 14 (1909): 431. In Belgium, a highly similar
method of examination was introduced in the state-supported anthropological laboratory set up by
physician Louis Vervaeck in the Miniemengevangenis prison in Brussels in 1907; see: De Bont 2003. In
Germany, a similar questionnaire, based on genealogical, sociological, psychological and anthropometric
information, designed by physician Theodor Viernstein was introduced into Bavarian prisons in the
1920s, with which criminals’ “corrigibility” was determined, Wetzell 2000, 129-33.
“Aanteekening moet worden gehouden omtrent alles, wat van belang is voor de kennis der
persoonlijkheid; eene uitvoerige en zoo nauwkeurig mogelijke beschrijving van afkomst, verleden,
lichamelijken en geestelijken toestand”, Van Hamel 1905, 39.
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form was meant to categorize the reform school pupils, and to investigate
whether the examination led to articulations of an inner self. For a translation of
the form in its entirety, see Appendix II.

The Form
The very top of the form featured a number of pre-printed items pertaining to
personal details of the pupil, including their registration number, name, and
place and date of birth. While these details did not have significance in
Klootsema’s theory, they clearly have an identificatory function. The rest of the
form, which remained basically unaltered until it fell into disuse, was divided
into four parts, titled “Information concerning the family”, “The past of the
patient”, “Current state of the patient” and “Extra remarks and other medical
notes”.53
While the identificatory details at the top of the form make clear that the
individual pupil was the principal subject of this examination, the first section
of the form (“Details concerning the family”), placed the pupil in a wider,
familial context. This section started with questions on the pupil’s parents,
including their date of birth, whether they were still alive, whether they were
married, and whether they were related (questions 1-6, 15). Besides this, the
person filling in the form was asked to record instances of particular conditions
in the pupil’s wider family, including nervous disease, insanity, tuberculosis,
syphilis, drunkenness, suicide and crime (questions 7-14).
Several of these questions were informed by Klootsema’s theory of
pedagogical pathology. For example, in Misdeelde kinderen, Klootsema stated that
a blood relationship between parents (question 4) was a symptom that “preceded”
backwardness.54 Questions 7-14 were meant to uncover “hereditary” factors in a
child’s family history. According to Klootsema, backward, criminal and
neglected children were characterized by what he thought of as hereditary
conditions in the family, which, for Klootsema, included tuberculosis, alcoholism
and syphilis.55 As Klootsema put it in his discussion of criminal children, such
children could be recognized by “hereditary conditions that show that the sins
of the fathers are visited on subsequent generations too and that, with some
forms of criminal predisposition, heredity is beyond dispute”.56 These questions
53
54
55
56

“Gegevens betreffende de familie”; “Het verleden van den verpleegde”; “Tegenwoordige toestand
van den verpleegde”; and “Bijzondere opmerkingen en andere geneeskundige aanteekeningen”.
Specifically, Klootsema grouped this among what he called “preceding symptoms” (“voorafgaande
verschijnselen”), Klootsema 1904, 43.
Klootsema 1904, 39, 43, 73.
“hereditaire toestanden waaruit blijkt, dat de zonden der vaderen ook in volgende geslachten
gewroken worden en dat de erfelijkheid bij sommige vormen van crimineelen aanleg buiten kijf is”,
Klootsema 1904, 50.
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were thus an attempt to uncover whether a child was “hereditarily burdened”,
as Klootsema put it.57
The other questions in this section did not refer to elements of Klootsema’s
pedagogical pathology. Rather than serving a direct diagnostic purpose, these
questions functioned as a means for the reform school staff members to get to
know something about the background the child had come from. They
particularly seem to be informed by middle-class concerns about the lower
classes. Recording details on the particulars of the family make-up, for example,
would not only have given staff an idea of the household the child had grown up
in, but could have also revealed something about the “respectability” of the
family in question. For example, growing up in a large family or an “incomplete”
family – in which one or both parents had died – was seen, by contemporary
professionals, as a characteristic of “anti-sociality”, which was an important
concern in The Netherlands until the 1920s and 1930s.58 Also, large families
were frequently linked to poverty.59 Additionally, the prompt to record family
size could have been informed by concerns about overcrowding among the
lower-classes, which was thought to lead to incest.60 Noting down whether a
child’s parents were married, furthermore, could have pointed out whether the
parents conformed to middle-class standards or not. Thus, these questions told
the doctor something about the “moral state” of the family in question.
The second section, “The past of the patient”, started with a question on the
child’s birth order (i.e. whether it had been born first, second, third, etc.) (question
16), and featured questions on the health and development of the pupil in their
early life (questions 17-28). This second set of questions mainly referred to
(medical) information about the girl’s early development, including questions
on whether the pregnancy and birth of the pupil had gone “normally”, whether
they had been breastfed, whether they suffered from fits or convulsions as a
young child, at what age the pupil had started teething, when they had learned
to speak and walk, whether they had had rickets or any other diseases of note,
and by what age they were toilet-trained. Besides this, the form required the
doctor to note down whether the pupil had been “backward”, either physically
or mentally. Finally, the form contained items on the pupil’s character (“corrupt
or honest, naughty or obedient, given to teasing or friendly”), temperament
(“hot-tempered or calm”), and interests (questions 29-31).61
57
58
59
60
61

Klootsema repeatedly mentions “heredtiary burden” (“erfelijke belasting”); see, for instance: Klootsema
1904, 43.
Adrianne Dercksen and Loes Verplanke, Geschiedenis van de onmaatschappelijkheidsbestrijding in
Nederland, 1914-1970, Meppel: Boom, 1987, 56.
Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 217.
Gordon 1988, 9, 218; Jackson 2000, 49, 54, 57; Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 274-75.
“valsch of eerlijk, ondeugend of gehoorzaam, plaagziek of vriendelijk”, “driftig of kalm”, Personal
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A number of these questions had relevance in Klootsema’s theory. Thus, a
difficult birth or a premature birth (question 17), suffering from rickets or
convulsions (questions 19, 23), learning to talk and walk at a relatively late age
(questions 21, 22), and becoming toilet-trained at a relatively late age (question
27) could be a sign of backwardness.62 While these factors were ostensibly
connected to early physical development, Klootsema referred to these physical
“abnormalities” as “signs of degeneration”.63 The other medically-oriented
questions in this section do not appear in Klootsema’s theory, but could be used
to gain insight into the child’s medical history and health. Knowing whether the
child had any contagious medical conditions, ill health, or other conditions
requiring specific attention, was relevant in a residential institution, where a
large number of staff and children lived in close quarters. The question on birth
order number played a role in this, too. While it was not mentioned in Klootsema’s
theory, from the early twentieth century, research had been done internationally, particularly in Germany and the United States, on the relationship between
birth order number and strength, intelligence, mortality risk and physical
development.64 Birth order number was thus viewed as a possible revealing
indicator of child development, health or intelligence.
The questions on character and temperament, for which the person filling in
the form could choose between a fixed set of options, were clearly meant as an
aid for assessing what type of girl the staff was dealing with. A girl whose
character was assessed as “obedient, honest” and whose temperament was
described as “calm”, as was the case for Cornelia S.65 would be less likely to make
life difficult for the staff than a girl, such as Geertruida L., who was described as
“hot-tempered”.66 The question on the pupil’s interests may have told staff
members whether the girl had engaged in favourable or unfavourable behaviour
in the past. For example, in assessing a girl it could be important to know
whether her interests had included going to the cinema, as was the case for
Paulina G., admitted in 194467, or sewing, as for Lijntje H., admitted in 1932.68

62
63
64
65
66
67
68

description file.
Klootsema 1904, 40, 43.
“afwijkingen”, “degeneratie-teekens”, Klootsema 1904, 40, 43.
Hessel Postma, Experimenteel-psychologisch onderzoek naar de beteekenis van het geboortenummer,
Groningen: M. de Waal, 1929, 64-82.
“gehoorzaam, eerlijk”, “kalm”, Personal description file 2 (G9, 1941).
“driftig”, Personal description file 2 (G11, 1944).
Personal description file 2 (G12, 1944).
Personal description file 1 (G18, 1932). Of course, what was filled in under these questions did not
necessarily reproduce “facts” about the girl’s personality. As these questions were usually filled
in following an interview with the girl’s parents on their first visit (as Knuttel 1918, 125, points
out), everything that was written down was influenced by the power relationship that necessarily
existed between the institutional staff member and the parent. Besides this, parents could have
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Indeed, while going to the cinema was considered to be an immoral activity,
sewing was taught in the reform school as an appropriate household activity for
girls.69
The third section, “Current state of the patient”, was the most elaborate part
of the form. It started with a question on the doctor’s general impression of the
pupil’s physical and psychical state (question 32). Subsequently, a large number
of questions on the child’s body were featured. The doctor did a number of
anthropometric measurements – namely, the recording of the pupil’s height and
skull circumference, length and breadth (questions 33, 39). Also, questions on
physical appearance were filled in, including on the girl’s build (“regular,
irregular, maimed”), posture (“ordinary, robust, weak”) and hair colour
(questions 34, 38, 40).70 Finally, questions on the body were featured (questions
35-37, 41-56). For this last group of questions, the doctor filled in information on,
among other things, the eyes, ears, smell, taste, teeth, tongue, palate, throat,
speech impediments, movement of the facial muscles, chest organs, stomach
and pelvic organs, urine, urination and reflexes. Besides this, the form tested the
pupil’s ability to balance, abnormalities in sensation, the pupil’s propensity to
blushing and whether there were any “trophic” markings on the skin, meaning
discolourations from a lack of blood flow (question 56).71
A substantial part of these elements had significance in Klootsema’s theory,
where the majority of them functioned as markers of degeneration. According to
Klootsema, abnormalities in the build and “setting” of the ears (question 43 a
and b), deformations of the palate, and, sometimes, sensory defects (question
44), abnormal eye movements and a slow response of the pupil to light were
“signs of degeneration” found among backward children.72 Sometimes,

69
70
71

72

vested interests in trying to make their children look good – or their answers may have been
influenced by feelings of exasperation concerning their child’s behaviour. Indeed, many girls had
ended up in the reform school following a complaint from their parents about their behaviour.
Going to the cinema was an important part of youth culture in the early twentieth century. See
chapter 3 for a more elaborate discussion of middle-class anxieties about this entertainment culture.
“regelmatig, onregelmatig, verminkt”, “gewoon, flink, slap”, Personal description file.
Question 56 reads: “Are there vasomotoric and trophic abnormalities?” (“Zijn er vasomotorische en
trophische storingen?”). The term “vasomotoric” pertains to the blood vessels. In Arnold Aletrino’s
two-volume handbook of criminal anthropology, a central work in Dutch criminal anthropology,
the term “vasomotororic reflexes” is used to refer to blushing, Arnold Aletrino, Handleiding bij
de studie der crimineele anthropologie, vol 2 (Amsterdam: Tierie & Kruyt, 1904), 114-15. In Stedman’s
Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, 5th ed., (Baltimore, MD: Lippincott Williams
and Wilkins, 2005), the term “trophic” is defined as “1. Relating to or dependent on nutrition. 2.
Resulting from interruption of nerve supply”. In the personal description file, the term thus seems
to refer to discolourations and changes in tissue from a lack of blood flow; the term “trophic
changes” is also used in this sense in contemporary medical jargon, for this see: Mosby’s Medical
Dictionary, 9th ed. (St. Louis, MO: Elsevier Mosby, 2013).
Klootsema 1904, 36, 40-41. The Dutch term for “setting” that was used, was “inplanting”. Klootsema
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symptoms had a potential double meaning. For example, adenoid growths
(question 47) and speech impediments (question 48), including stammering and
lisping, could be features of the backward child, but could also be a symptom of
retardation, signalling that the child was lagging behind in development, but
could catch up.73 Among neglected children, speech impediments could also be
found, but in such cases, these were only a result of a lack of practice.74 In such
cases, it was thus up to the doctor to decide, in conjuction with other symptoms,
what was the matter with the child.
Many of the elements in the third section of the form also pointed to
potential features of the criminal child. In Klootsema’s theory, these included
disturbances of hearing and sight (question 42e, 43c), including colourblindness,
a decreased sensitivity of the skin (question 54), which could, according to
Klootsema be identified by the presence of tattoos, microcephaly, or, a small
circumference of the skull, and “rudimentary” symptoms, such as an inflexible
outer edge of the ear or “attached” earlobes (question 43).75 Criminal children
were also characterized by their teeth. For instance, a strongly developed lower
jaw, large spacing between the teeth in general, or between the upper incisors
and the canines in particular, could be features of the criminal child (question
45).76 Besides this, “torus palatinus”, defined by Klootsema as a flattened palate,
could be a sign of the criminal child.77 While such signs of degeneration could
single out both backward and neglected children, in neglected children such
signs were, according to Klootsema, only incidental.78
The other elements in this section do not return in Klootsema’s theory. Some
of them, however, were also common markers of “degeneration”, both in
Lombroso’s criminal anthropology, and in criminal anthropology in The
Netherlands. In Lombroso’s 1893 publication La donna delinquente, la prostituta e la
donna normale (Criminal Woman, the Prostitute, and the Normal Woman), in
which Lombroso recorded by means of which signs normal and criminal women
and prostitutes could be recognized, indicators of degeneration were said to
include: weight and height (question 33, 35), hair colour (question 40), facial
asymmetry (question 41) and abnormal reflexes (question 55).79 For the Dutch
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74
75
76
77
78
79

referred to “signs of degeneration” as “degeneratieteekens”, Klootsema 1904, 38.
Klootsema 1904, 40-41, 43-44.
Klootsema 1904, 76.
“rudimentaire”, “vastgegroeide”, Klootsema 1904, 39, 49.
Klootsema 1904, 49.
Klootsema 1904, 49.
Klootsema 1904, 74.
Cesare Lombroso and Guglielmo Ferrero, Criminal Woman, the Prostitute, and the Normal Woman,
trans. Nicole Hahn Rafter and Mary Gibson (Durham, NC and London: Duke University Press, 2004
[1893]), 115, 116, 122, 124, 128, 131-32, 159-60, 163-64, 168.
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context, I consulted the 1904 two-volume handbook of Dutch criminal
anthropologist Arnold Aletrino, who was appointed as the first Reader in
criminal anthropology at the University of Amsterdam in 1899, and propagated
Lombrosian criminal anthropology.80 In his handbook, Aletrino points to height
(question 33), weight (question 35), a pale skin colour (question 37), the colour
and type of hair (question 40), abnormalities of the heart (question 50), stomach
conditions (question 51), the reflexes (question 55) and blushing (question 56) as
indicators that were commonly studied in criminal anthropology.81
Other elements, by contrast, had a clear medical function. For instance,
obtaining information about a pupil’s height, weight, nutritional state,
complexion, throat, chest organs, urine and urination, motility, and reflexes
would tell the doctor whether the child was on track in their development, or
would allow the doctor to spot any medical abnormalities. This was the case,
too, for elements that did appear in Klootsema’s theory. Problems with a child’s
eyesight, for instance, may have pointed to backwardness or criminality in
Klootsema’s theory, but noting down this information would also tell the doctor
whether the child needed glasses.
After recording information related to the body, the third section of the
form featured a number of questions on the pupil’s mental abilities and school
knowledge. Of these, one required a scientific mental test. Indeed, for question
59, the pupil’s ability to absorb and retain impressions (Merkfähigkeit) was tested
(question 59). In boys’ state reform school De Kruisberg, where Klootsema
worked as director after working at the boys’ state reform school in Alkmaar,
Bernstein’s method was used to test this ability. In this test, the pupil was shown
nine geometric shapes. After one minute, the shapes would be taken away and
the pupil would be shown a card with 36 geometric shapes, on which he had to
point out the nine original shapes.82 The other questions used simpler methods
to test mental development. For instance, the doctor was required to test whether
a child could distinguish between yesterday and today, whether they knew the
length of a month and a week, and whether they knew the names and the order
of the months and the days (question 57, 58). Of all the questions on mental
ability only these two questions returned in Klootsema’s theory. Indeed,
80

81
82

René van Swaaningen, “Criminology in The Netherlands,” European Journal of Criminology 3.4 (2006):
465; Gerben Bruinsma and Lode Walgrave, “Institutionalisering van de criminologie in Nederland
en Vlaanderen: Laveren tussen overheid en autonomie,” Tijdschrift voor criminologie 51.2 (2009): 13452: 135. While, besides Aletrino, others were also interested in Lombrosian thought, including, for
instance, Jelgersma and Winkler, as Draaisma 1995 shows, Aletrino’s highly detailed work shows
what type of ideas were current in Dutch and international Lombrosian thought.
Aletrino 1904, vol. 1, 266-72, 300-303, 308-309; Aletrino 1904, vol. 2, 112-15.
Jan Klootsema, “Het intellect en de intellect-meting,” Zenuw- en zieleleven. Uitkomsten van
Psychologisch Onderzoek, 5.2 (Baarn: Hollandia-drukkerij, 1917b), 26, 38.
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Klootsema indicated that backward children were quicker to develop
conceptions of space than of time (questions 57-58).83 Testing this, of course, also
had a general evaluative function. If a child could not perform these simple
tasks, the person filling in the form would instantly know that something was
wrong in their development. Likewise, the pupil’s level of school knowledge
could tell the doctor whether the child was on schedule, or whether they needed
to catch up. Knowing this was significant in an institution in which primary
education was part of the re-education curriculum. Finally, the fourth section of
the form contained no specific questions, but left space for notes. Here, the
doctor recorded anything he deemed worth noting down.84
In Misdeelde kinderen, in his catalogue of symptoms of criminal children,
Klootsema paid attention to the anatomical, physiological and what he called
the psychological symptoms of criminal children. What Klootsema termed
“psychological” symptoms included, for instance, language, which was
mentioned as most important “psychological” feature of criminal children.
Here, Klootsema was referring to the notion that criminal children developed
their own argot.85 He also mentioned “psychical suffering”, and gave “insanity”
and “alcoholism” as examples.86 In another instance, he defined “criminal
children” as “psychically defective”.87 Here, he connected being “psychically
defective” with displaying signs of degeneration together with other
abnormalities, including a lack of “self-determination”.88 With respect to
backward children, Klootsema pointed to mental, physical and moral
“abnormalities”, by means of which this type of child could be identified.
Questions pertaining to mental and physical abnormalities clearly return in the
form. The “moral” characteristics included being “egocentric”, having a tendency
towards lying, stealing, teasing and roaming around, masturbation, a lack of
self-control and, with that, an inability to feel remorse, and impulsivity.89 In
presenting his catalogue of symptoms, he made sure to mention that degeneration
was of less importance in diagnosing a child. With respect to backward children,
he made a similar statement: while he acknowledged that the backward child
was characterized by both “abnormalities in the mental life” and “physical
abnormalities”, he admonished caregivers to be cautious when it came to the
latter:
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

Klootsema 1904, 34.
Knuttel 1918, 125.
In Dutch: “Bargoensch”, Klootsema 1904, 50.
“psychisch lijden”, “krankzinnigheid”, “drankzucht”, Klootsema 1904, 39.
“psychisch defect”, Klootsema 1904, 74.
“zelfbepaling”, Klootsema 1904, 74.
“egocentrisch”, Klootsema 1904, 37.
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one must be somewhat careful when it comes to these abnormalities
(so-called signs of degeneration). On their own they prove nothing and it
often happens that men of great versatility, geniuses even, display many of
such signs. They only prove something in connection with other symptoms
and in that respect they form an important link, which can be of great use to
us in the defining of mental abnormalities.90
Despite Klootsema’s warnings, however, physical signs of degeneration were a
highly important part of the personal description file. Questions that pointed to
symptoms of “hereditary burden” or degeneration, which was seen as a
hereditary affliction, included the questions on hereditary factors in the girl’s
family (questions 7-14), questions on signs of degeneration in the girl’s body
(questions 33-56) and questions on the girl’s early physical development, which
also counted as signs of degeneration (questions 17-27). Thus, in total, 43 out of
62 questions pertained to measuring hereditary burden.
The prominence of these types of questions on the form can be explained
because, according to Klootsema, signs of degeneration were useful in making a
definitive decision. While he believed what he called the psychological signs to
be of primary importance, with respect to identifying the criminal child he
stated that “we must not be wholly silent about the other symptoms [i.e. symptoms
of degeneration, SB], as these are important tools, when (and only when) the
psychological recognition of the criminal child proves difficult”.91 Evidently,
that which was measurable could prove conclusive.92

90

91

92

“afwijkingen van het geestelijk leven”, “lichamelijke afwijkingen”, “Toch moet men met deze
afwijkingen (zogenaamde degeneratie-teekens) eenigszins voorzichtig wezen. Op zich zelf

bewijzen ze niets en menigmaal gebeurt het, dat mannen van groote veelzijdigheid, geniën zelfs, tal
van dergelijke teekens vertoonen. Ze bewijzen alleen iets in verband met andere verschijnselen en
vormen in dat verband dan ook een belangrijke schakel, die ons bij de definieering van geestelijke
afwijkingen van groot nut wezen kan”, Klootsema 1904, 88.
“Toch mag ook niet geheel over de andere verschijnselen gezwegen worden, omdat we daarin
belangrijke hulpmiddelen kunnen hebben, wanneer (maar ook niet eerder) de psychologische
herkenning van het misdadige kind ons moeilijkheden oplevert”, Klootsema 1904, 48.
The same discrepancy between discourse and practice, interestingly enough, was also found at
Koetsveld’s School for Idiots. Koetsveld attached little importance to skull shape, indicating that
“Only major deformations of the skull may be seen as an indication, but never as a measure of
idiotism”, Cornelis Elisa van Koetsveld, Het idiotisme en de idiotenschool: Eene eerste proeve op een nieuw
veld van geneeskundige opvoeding en christelijke philanthropie (Schoonhoven: S.J. van Nooten, 1856), 5660, in: Van Drenth 2007, 107. However, the doctor employed at the school systematically measured
the skulls of children who entered the school as a part of their medical assessment. What’s more,
“[t]hese data were used, also by Van Koetsveld himself, in an attempt to understand the relation
between specific symptoms among idiotic children and their behaviour and development”, Van
Drenth 2007, 107.
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Jacoba R.’s Form
In this section, I focus what was filled in on the form by the doctor in the
institution. To do so, I will focus on the form of one randomly selected girl:
Jacoba R., admitted in 1918 [Figure 7]. Uncovering exactly which practices were
used in filling in the form is tricky, due to the lack of information that is provided
with respect to this on the pupils’ forms. Through reading “between the lines”
for traces of practices, and consulting Klootsema and other related literature, I
have tried, however, to provide a picture of what exactly was done in order to
produce the information recorded on the form. In the reform school, the doctor,
Hessel Postma, who worked at the reform school from 1905-1938 filled in the
form. He was succeeded by dr. Petersma and dr. Roodenburg-Vermaat. Even
after 1938, however, the contents of the answers remained very similar to the
period during which Postma was working at the institution. Only from 1950,
when the new psychology-oriented course was introduced, was less information
filled in on the girls’ forms, and less consistently, at that. I will focus, here, on the
vast amount of information that was produced on the girls’ forms, which was
not only the case for Jacoba, but for all the other girls examined between 1905
and ca. 1950.
For Jacoba, as for many other girls, two personal description files were
produced. The first copy was sent out to a third party, who was asked to fill in
the first two sections of the form. The second copy was filled in at the institution.
As is indicated on the first copy of the form, both a police detective and Jacoba’s
mother provided the information given in the first two sections. Jacoba’s mother
was probably interviewed on her first visit to the institution, as was common
practice at the state reform schools.93 In the first two sections of the form, all
questions were filled in. Thus, we learn, for instance, that Jacoba’s parents were
not related, that there was no occurrence of “hereditary” factors in the family,
that Jacoba was the ninth child in the family, had been breastfed, had started
teething at one-and-a-half years old, and that she had an obedient character, a
calm temperament, and no hobbies.
The second copy of the form was filled in almost in its entirety, two days
after Jacoba’s admission.94 As was the case for the other girls’ forms, Postma left
questions blank here and there. Also, he added all sorts of extra information that
was not asked for. At the top of page one, for instance, before the first titled
section, the doctor noted down Jacoba’s date of admission, religion, height and
age, as if to provide a quick picture of who this girl was. In the bottom right
corner of the top part of the form, he recorded the mother’s address.
93
94

Knuttel 1918, 125.
The personal description files I studied were usually filled in within a few days to a few weeks after
admission.
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In the first section of the form, the doctor filled in details about the girl’s family,
including the parents’ ages and dates of birth, that they had had twelve children,
of whom four had died, and that there were no instances of insanity, tuberculosis
or suicide in the girl’s family. In the right-hand column, the doctor added a
checklist of physical abnormalities, which also appeared in other girls’ forms,
checking, among other things, whether the girl was cross-eyed, wore glasses,
stuttered, had rickets or a limp, was hunchbacked, had swollen glands in her
neck, or wetted the bed. Besides this, the doctor made a list of the girl’s siblings
(including herself), ordered by birth order, and indicating which children had
died. In this list, the name and age of the siblings was also given. Also, Postma
recorded that one of Jacoba’s brothers had one child out of wedlock. In the
questions concerned with heredity (questions 7-14), the doctor also recorded that
the parents of both the girl’s father and mother had died, that a brother of the
girl’s mother had been caught for committing a crime, and, under drunkenness,
the form records, “occasionally father is drunk”.95
The second section of the form is filled in rather sparsely. Thus, Postma
indicates that Jacoba was the fourth child, that she had been breastfed, and that
she did not suffer from rickets or convulsions. Instead of filling in the questions
on character, temperament and interests (questions 27-31), the doctor filled in a
number of measurements, the meaning of which I have not been able to uncover.
Section three was filled in almost in its entirety. The questions in this section
were not formulated as questions, but in an open-ended way, as statements,
leaving their interpretation to the doctor. As a result, the doctor was free to write
down whatever he saw fit. Thus, Postma noted down, under “physical state”
(question 32a), that Jacoba had “pedic[ulosis] pubis [pubic lice, SB]”, and a
pigmentation spot under her arm.96 As the general impression of her “psychical”
state (question 32b), he noted down, without recording how this information
was derived, that she was “moronic”,97 and that she was the only one in her
95
96
97

“een enkele maal is vader dronken”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
“pedic[ulosis] pubis”, “pigmentvlek”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
I have translated the Dutch term “debiel” with the term “moronic”. Klootsema’s thought
functioned around a tripartite system, of “idiot” (“idioot”), “imbecile” (“imbecile”) and “moron”
(“debiel”). Of these, the “debiel” was the highest-functioning individual, with the greatest ability
for social adaptation, see: Klootsema 1904, 30; Graas 1996, 84-85. In Postma’s work, too, the term
“moronity” (“debiliteit”) referred to the “lighter forms of feeblemindedness” (“lichtere vormen
van zwakzinnigheid”), see: Hessel Postma, “Tehuizen voor zwakzinnige kinderen,” Tijdschrift voor
zwakzinnigenzorg 3.3 (1915): 1-12. In the United States, in intelligence testing, too, such a tripartite
system functioned. American psychologist Henry Goddard invented the term “moron” in 1910,
and proposed to introduce a tripartite classification system of idiot-imbecile-moron. In this system,
based around the Binet-Simon test, which measured mental age (in connection with chronological
age), the moron was thought to be the highest-functioning category of person, Leila Zenderland,
Measuring Minds: Henry Herbert Goddard and the Origins of American Intelligence Testing (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 6, 102-103. As Gelb shows, such tripartite divisions with
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household to be so.98 Besides this, different types of anthropometric
measurements were done on the girl. Her height was recorded (1 m 55), and the
circumference, length and breadth of her skull were measured. Further, it was
recorded that she weighed 50 kilograms.
The doctor also filled in extra information. Besides recording her weight
(question 35), the date on which the girl was weighed was recorded (two days
after her admission). Under “hair colour” (question 40), it was recorded that the
girl had head lice. Also, her skull index – which the form did not ask for, but
which was a common marker of degeneration – was calculated. Under “hearing”
(question 43c), the doctor did not only write that her hearing was “good”, but
that she sang on key.99 As in many of the pupils’ forms, questions 45-48, on the
teeth, tongue, palate, throat (adenoid growths) and speech impediments, were
not answered seperately, but were taken together. In Jacoba’s case, the doctor
wrote, down, “spaces between can[ines], very narrow / has not lost upper left
yet, 1st / mol[ar] upper left and bot[tom left] hollow, 4 molars on / either side,
tongue slightly thick, pal[ate] normal, / tonsils strongly swol[len] especially the
right one, firmly / stuck against the right tonsil”.100 With respect to question 49
(“Neck”), Postma wrote, “scar on the right side of the neck (congenital?) / no
struma in neck, swol[len] glands on both sides”.101 Under these items, the doctor
thus recorded everything that was of interest to him.
The answers to both questions 50 and 51 were specifically tailored to female
bodies. With respect to the question “Chest organs” (question 50), Postma wrote,
“mammae [breasts, SB] dev[eloped] / areola lightly pigm[ented] nipple sunken,
right mamma somewhat lower, ped[iculosis] pub[is] in the armpits (left) glands
in both armpits / heart action somewhat weak, no abn[ormalities] of the lungs”.102
respect to intelligence had existed since halfway through the nineteenth century, with the highestfunctioning category known, varyingly, as “simpletons” or “débiles” (by Binet and Simon). With
his proposed classification, Goddard was thus building on what came before, Henry Gelb, “‘Not
Simply Bad and Incorrigible’: Science, Morality, and Intellectual Deficiency,” History of Education
Quarterly 29.3 (1989): 365, 375. I have chosen to translate the term “debiel” with “moron”, therefore,
because the term came into being around the twentieth century, the time in which Klootsema
developed his theory, was widely used in the following years, and had the same sort of meaning as
the term “debiel” in both Klootsema’s and Postma’s work. Of course, the term “moron” has a specific
meaning and context, and cannot serve as a literal translation.
98 In other cases, Binet-Simon scores were given here.
99 “goed”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
100 “snijt[anden] met tusschenruimten, heel smal / links boven nog niet gewisseld, 1ste / mol[aar].
links boven en ben [not clearly legible] hol, overal / 4 kiezen, tong iets dik, geh[emelte] normaal,
/ tonsillen sterk gezw[ollen] vooral rechter, hevig / tegen de rechter tonsil aangeplakt”, Personal
description file 2 (G17, 1918).
101 “litteeken [sic] aan de rechterkant van de hals (aangeboren?) / hals geen struma, beide kanten
gezw[ollen] kliertjes”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
102 “mammae ontw[ikkeld], tepelhof licht gepigm[enteerd] / tepel ingezonken, rechtermamma iets
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Again, the vague nature of the questions allowed the doctor to be extremely
elaborate. For the question on “Stomach and pelvis organs. Urine, urination”
(question 51), too, the doctor wrote, “visible lines on linea alba, s.[exual]
i.[ntercourse] from the age of 16 for money f 1 [one guilder, SB] / [pubic] hair growth
dev[eloped], lab[ia] min[ora] somewhat short, ped[iculosis] pub[is] extending past
the orificium, menses star[ted] at age 14, 4 to 5 days, pain in the stomach from its
occurrence. A large favus crust on the right buttock right mamma ulcerating,
egg-sized pigmentation spot on the front of the left thigh, a net-shaped
pigmentation spot on the inside of the back of the knee on either leg”.103 With the
other girls, too, the doctor wrote down all sorts of details about the girls’
sexualities under these two questions, focusing on sexual development, sexual
history, signs of disease, health issues and notable physical characteristics.104
Postma systematically recorded details on the absence or presence of, and
amount of, hair under the arms, the development of the girls’ breasts, the shape
and size of the breasts, the pigmentation of the areola (a lot or a little), size of the
areola (large or small), whether or not the areola were sharply bordered,
development/size of the nipple, age of menarche, the average duration of the
period, whether the girl experienced pain during her period, presence or absence
of/development of pubic hair, size (long or short) and colour of the labia minora,
the age of first sexual intercourse, and the absence or presence of fluor albus,
which was interpreted as a sign of (past) venereal disease.105
After roughly 1940, when Postma no longer worked at the reform school,
question 51 was filled in far less elaborately. For example, the question for
Alberta J., admitted in 1947, reads, “Menstruation from age 16. Sexual intercourse
with 1 boy is admitted. Very large labia majora and minora. Perforated hymen.
Hardly any fluor [albus]”.106 While the question is far less elaborate, though, the
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lager, ped[iculosis] pub[is] in de oksels (links) beide oksels kliertjes / hartactie iets zwak, longen
geen afw[ijkingen]”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
“linea alba lijnvorming, g[eslachtelijke].o[mgang]. van af 16 jaar voor geld f 1 / haargroei
ontw[ikkeld], lab[ia] min[ora] vrij kort, onder het orificum door ped[iculosis] pub[is], menses
opgek[omen] 14 jaar, 4 à 5 dagen, pijn van ’t optreden in de buik. Op de rechterbil een groote
favusbel rechter mamma zwerend, eigrootte pigmentvlek op de voorkant van de linkerdij, aan de
binnenkant van de kniespleet van beide beenen een netvormige pigmentvlek”, Personal description
file 2 (G17, 1918). The “linea alba” is a white line running down the middle of the abdomen; in
translation, the medical term for “kniespleet” would be the “popliteal fossa”. “Favus” is a fungal
infection of the skin, usually occurring on the scalp.
I looked at the answers for these questions in the forms that had been filled in by the doctor at the
institution until saturation had been reached. In total, for this, I looked at 64 forms in detail. The
elements that repeatedly returned in the forms have been included here.
Postma’s report (G30, 1929).
“Menstruatie vanaf 16de jaar. Geslachtelijke omgang met 1 jongen wordt toegegeven. Zeer grote
labia majora en minora. Hymen geperforeerd. Haast geen fluor [albus]”, Personal description file 2
(G57, 1947). “Fluor albus” is also known as “leucorrhoea”, or white vaginal discharge.
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contents are roughly the same, reflecting that the person now filling in the form
had roughly the same way of looking at the girls.
Part of the information that was written down under this question had a
practical significance. It could tell the doctor, for instance, whether the girl was
suffering from a sexually transmitted disease. Another function of the form was
to determine whether the girls were affected by degeneration. Indeed, the extra
information that Postma wrote down under questions 50-51 had significance in
broader degeneration theory. Indicators of the criminal woman and the
prostitute in Lombroso’s Criminal Woman included moles, hairiness, large labia
minora, and early or late onset of menstruation.107 As Hahn Rafter and Gibson
point out, in this work of Lombroso’s, the already-existing notion that female
deviance was linked to sexuality was reinforced.108 In the girls’ forms, the link
between femininity, deviance and sexuality was also confirmed once more.
Similarly, Aletrino mentions abnormalities of the genitalia as signs of
degeneration, though he does not explicitly mention women.109
However, as is evident, the examination went very far. Indeed, none of these
aspects were discussed in Klootsema’s theory. The doctor’s answers show
something about who gets examined in what way, and it is revealing that
lower-class girls got examined in a way that was reminiscent of nineteenth-century examinations for prostitutes. During the period that prostitution was
regulated in The Netherlands (ca.1850/1860-1911), prostitutes were given regular
medical check-ups in order to attempt to control the spread of venereal disease.
In such examinations, doctors would use visual clues as well as information
based on what they felt and smelled to determine whether the woman in
question had a venereal disease. Such examinations, as historian of prostitution
Petra de Vries has pointed out, were highly gendered, as only the female
prostitutes, and not the male customers were examined.110 The elaborate
recording of information on the girls’ sexual development in Eikenstein House
was also deeply gendered. Indeed, while the girls entering the reform school
were all given far-reaching examinations, even if they did not have any venereal
diseases, the boys whom they had had relations with remained out of the
scrutiny of the doctors.111
107
108
109
110
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Lombroso and Ferrero 1893, 131-33, 160, 173, 222.
Hahn Rafter and Gibson 2004, 28.
Aletrino 1904, 303-304.
Petra de Vries, Kuisheid voor mannen, vrijheid voor vrouwen: De reglementering en bestrijding van
prostitutie in Nederland, 1850-1911 (Hilversum: Verloren, 2000), 23-24, 45-51; also see: Philip Howell,
“A Private Contagious Diseases Act: Prostitution and Public Space in Victorian Cambridge”, Journal
of Historical Geography 26.3 (2000): 384.
While I do not know what was written down for these questions on the forms produced in the boys’
state reform school – which have not been preserved, or were destroyed – the sample form given in
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The examination, however, was also shaped by the factor of class. As
middle-class girls did not normally end up in this institution, lower-class girls
ended up being the subjects of these, rather far-reaching, examinations. As Mak
has pointed out, lower-class women had long been the object of physical
examinations, far more so than women from the middle or upper classes.
Indeed, while it had only become normal, especially for women, to undress in
front of a physician since the second half of the nineteenth century, especially
the lower classes, in institutions such as hospitals, had been examined earlier,
and poor women were examined more freely.112 Besides reflecting notions of
gender and class, the answers recorded under questions 50 and 51 also reveal
how sexuality is constructed in the girls’ forms. Here, sexuality is conceptualized
as disease, or as sexual development.
Skipping a number of questions – possibly because his sprawling answer to
question 51 had taken up all the space – Postma recorded the results of Jacoba’s
reflex tests (question 55). After noting down information on the six reflexes the
form was designed to measure (the pharyngeal, plantar (i.e. foot), stomach,
cremasteric, upper extremity and knee reflexes), the doctor added a seventh
reflex; namely, the Achilles reflex, or, ankle jerk reflex. While he added measures
to fit his own interests, he also filled in questions that did not fit the girl. Indeed,
the cremasteric reflex (question 55d) is a reflex caused by stroking the inner
thigh, which causes the contraction of the cremaster muscle, which pulls up the
testicles. As the form was originally designed by Klootsema while he was assistant-director of the boys’ state reform school in Alkmaar, the questions were
geared at boys. Evidently, they were never adapted to fit the girls. Peculiarly,
though, this question was not skipped in Jacoba’s personal description, and the
answer was given as “only on the right”.113
To answer the question “What is the level of school learning?”, Postma wrote
down that Jacoba had attended “[a] 6-y[ear] nuns’ school Reached the 5th [class].
never stayed back”.114 Recording school type and the number of classes gone
through or stayed back in was standard practice in the forms. Additionally,
Jacoba was asked to answer several general knowledge questions, which was
not prescribed by the form. For example, she had to name the capital of the
province she lived in, the biggest cities of The Netherlands, the dates of
well-known holidays (Dutch holiday Sint Nicolaas, Christmas and New Year’s
Knuttel gives an answer that had nothing to do with sexual development. Of course, Knuttel’s form
was an idealized example.
112 Mak 2012, 30.
113 “alleen rechts”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
114 “zusterschool 6 kl[assen] Is tot de 5e gekomen. is nooit blijven zitten”, Personal description file 2
(G17, 1918).
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Eve), the name and date of birth of the queen, and whether the country was
currently at war. Besides this, the girl was asked if she had ever been to the
cinema or the dance hall, and how many times she had frequented these (“3x”).
At the bottom of the page, the doctor also went beyond the form, and recorded
that Jacoba’s hand was “cyan.”-coloured and thin, that her nails had been bitten,
and noted down which of her fingers were the longest, in increasing order,
paying attention to whether the ring finger was longer than the index finger.115
In some forms, although not in Jacoba’s, the doctor added a short checklist of
“nervous disorders” occurring in different combinations, the most common
elements being “nail biting”, “bedwetting” – both common problems in
child-rearing discourse – “lefthandedness” or “right[handedness]”. In Aletrino,
lefthandedness and ambidextrousness are given as markers of the criminal.116
In the fourth section of the form, Postma wrote down which jobs Jacoba had
had (she had worked at two cigar factories), her salary and the reasons she
stopped working there. He obtained this information through questioning the
girl. This becomes evident from the fact that he recorded a (supposed) direct
quote from the girl, stating that she had stopped working at her first job, “because
we couldn’t get any tobacco anymore”.117 Below this, Postma recorded that she
worked at the second factory for one year, and this is followed by the quote,
“also because of the tobacco, not because of slacking off”.118 Subsequently, Postma
recorded the crime she committed (“indecent exposure”), and specifies that she
“was caught in an alley off [name of street in Jacoba’s former place of residence]” at
age sixteen, suggesting prostitution.119 Besides answering the pre-printed
questions, the doctor thus also included information on the girl’s past, her jobs
and her activities.

A Category Disconnection

The girls’ personal description files contained a multitude of information on
family background, early development, character and temperament, body and
health, mental abilities and level of (general) knowledge. The pre-printed
questions were, moreover, apparently not felt to be sufficient, as the doctor
filling in the forms quite often felt the need to (relatively systematically) add
information to the forms. The vast amount of data each form contained makes
one wonder as to how a doctor, or a caregiver, would have drawn a conclusion
115
116
117
118
119

“cyaan.”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
Aletrino 1904, vol.1, 14-15; Aletrino 1904, vol. 2 117-19.
“omdat we geen tabak meer konden krijgen”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
“ook wegens de tabak, niet slapte”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
“openbare schennis der eerbaarheid”, “is gesnapt in steeg b[ij]/d[e] [name of street in Jacoba’s former
place of residence]”, Personal description file 2 (G17, 1918).
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from such an overwhelming amount of data.120 Examining the form, it is difficult
to imagine how reform school staff could ever have worked with this form.
As we have seen, Klootsema’s theory was designed to categorize children as
“backward”, “criminal” or “neglected”. The majority of items on the form,
however, had to do with diagnosing a child as backward or criminal.121 Indeed,
in Klootsema’s theory, the neglected child was not recognizable by means of
symptoms of degeneration – a hereditary affliction – which the form was focused
on to a large extent. The questions on hereditary factors in the girl’s family
(questions 7-14) and physical signs of degeneration (questions 33-56) were
designed to reveal to what extent a child suffered from hereditary burden or the
hereditary affliction of degeneration. The wide variety of hereditary and
degeneration signs these questions measured were symptoms, in Klootsema’s
theory, of the backward and criminal child. Also, the questions on the girl’s
early physical development (questions 17-27) were physical symptoms that
pointed to backwardness and criminality. Thus, a total of 43 out of 62 questions
on the form referred to hereditary and physical signs of the girl’s underlying
backwardness or criminality (and accompanying “degeneration” or “hereditary
burden”). In addition, the questions on the girl’s performance on a number of
rudimentary mental tests (questions 57-59) contributed to the doctor’s assessment
of whether the girl’s underlying condition was backwardness or criminality:
while these questions directly served to uncover symptoms of backwardness,
poor mental development was also intimately connected with criminality in
Klootsema’s theory of pedagogical pathology. These three questions, however,
were not related to the body.122
With the form as basis, the diagnosis of a child as “neglected” became a
matter of elimination: if a child did not show the symptoms of a backward or
criminal child, perhaps it should be seen as a neglected child – although, of
120 This was a common “problem” for other diagnostic forms, too. See: Geertje Mak, “Objectifying
the Sexual Self: Magnus Hirschfeld’s ‘Objective Diagnosis of Homosexuality’ (1899),” Conference
paper European Social Science History Conference (ESHSS) 2012, 4. Similarly, criminal biologist
Viernstein had so many criteria for determining corrigibility and incorrigibility that the criteria
ended up being exceedingly vague, Wetzell 2000, 136-37.
121 80 out of the 107 elements on the form stem from Klootsema’s theory on pedagogical pathology, as
set out in Misdeelde kinderen, and/or stem from the medico-pedagogical form used at the School for
Backward Children.
122 The remaining questions concerned personal details on the girl’s parents and family, which could
have given the doctor a clue about the girl’s upbringing (questions 1-6, 15), the girl’s character
(questions 29-31), questions on the girl’s school knowledge, which were non-technical questions
which could have told the doctor whether the girl was “backwards” or just behind in learning
(questions 60-62), the girl’s birth order number, which Klootsema dedicated his 1929 dissertation
to (question 16), and, finally, a question on whether the girl had been “backward” physically or
mentally while growing up (question 28) and a question on the doctor’s “general impression” of the
girl (question 32).
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course, nothing on the form gave the doctor an idea of how the child’s upbringing
had been. The contents of the forms studied showed that the practices by means
of which the examination was carried out, were meant to diagnose a child as
“backward” or “criminal”.
Strikingly, however, the reform school was not equipped to make such a
distinction at all. In the institution, the personal description file was filled in as
a part of the obligatory observation period, which served to determine in which
of the institutional groups the newly-arrived girl should be placed.123 As we
have seen in chapter 1, following the observation period, girls were divided into
girls with an institutional history, girls with a sexually undesirable past, and
girls who did not have an “abnormal disposition”. There was thus a striking
disconnection between the categories of the form and the categories of the
reform school. Moreover, to determine whether a child had an institutional
history or a sexually undesirable past, the reform school staff did not need to
gather “hereditary”, anthropometric, physical and mental information –
particularly not after the introduction of the case file, halfway through the 1920s,
which neatly summarized a girl’s institutional history, sexual encounters and
misbehavior.124 Of course, the form could have served as a checklist for
determining whether girls belonged in the ward for girls with a “normal”
disposition: if the examination established that a girl did not show signs of
abnormality, she could, presumably, be placed in the third ward. However, there
was still a mismatch between the categories of the form and the categories of the
institution. Why, then, was the form used – and for such a long time?

The Function of the Examination in the Institution

Through examining the practices of the form, it becomes clear that the
examination served two practical purposes. First, as we have seen, the
examination had a clear medical function. It provided a means for the doctor to
assess whether the child was lagging behind in physical development and to
determine the child’s current state of health. Identifying any contagious diseases
or special health needs a child might have had was, of course, highly useful in
practical daily life. Through inspecting the girls’ bodies, the doctor could
determine whether they needed special medical treatment or suffered from any
contagious diseases for which they needed to be treated.

123 Knuttel 1918, 121.
124 Of course, determining whether girls belonged in the ward for girls with a “normal” disposition
was a trickier matter. With respect to this, the form could serve as a checklist for (ab)normality: if a
girl did not show signs of abnormality, she could be placed into the third ward, designed for pupils
with a “normal” disposition.
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A 1908 debate on the usefulness of the form, between professionals working
at child protection institutions, demonstrates that the medical function of the
form was considered to be an aspect of primary importance by its defenders.
Those criticizing the form found it immoral to examine girls in the way
prescribed by the form, as examination was predominantly done by men.125
They also did not consider the examination to be in line with religious principles.
Well-known Protestant minister and child protection reformer Hendrik Pierson,
for example, considered the form to be too deterministic, and to leave too little
room for personal responsibility. Due to its focus on Lombrosian thought, the
“responsible soul” was, according to Pierson, left out of the equation.126 Those
who favoured the form, however, considered it to be a useful means for giving
new pupils a medical check-up.127 Director of the children’s transit home in
Hoenderloo Marten Van Wijhe even passionately argued that that the form
could save lives. He mentioned, for example, that the examination could save a
girl who was dying from syphilis, or could help a girl who had become pregnant
by her father.128
Second, through the examination, the girls’ educational level and mental
abilities were assessed. This was important in an institution in which primary
education was a part of daily institutional life. While the reform school did not
provide its pupils with special education, the assessment could have told the
staff whether a child would be able to keep up with the existing education
programme at the institution, or whether she belonged elsewhere.
These two functions, however, only pertain to a relatively small part of
the examination: much more information was produced, besides medical
information and level of school knowledge and mental development. To look at
what was done with the large amount of information the examination generated,
I examined the doctor’s reports accompanying the personal description file.
125 Marten van Wijhe Ezn., “De persoonsbeschrijving,” Tijdschrift voor armenzorg en kinderbescherming
9.372 (1908): 207.
126 “verantwoordelijke ziel”, Hendrik Pierson, “Persoonsbeschrijving,” Tijdschrift voor armenzorg
en kinderbescherming 9.375 (1908): 230. In Misdeelde kinderen, however, Klootsema showed that he
was very aware of the problem with Lombrosian theory. With reference to Lombroso’s theory,
Klootsema was careful to stress the importance of personal responsibility; see: Klootsema 1904,
66-69; also see: Klootsema 1909, 429. Thus, he implicitly denied the idea that such a thing as an
incorrigible “born criminal” existed.
127 Director of the transit home in Hoenderloo, a Christian institution for criminal and neglected
boys (known as the “Christelijk opvoedingsgesticht voor misdadige en verwaarloosde jongens”),
Van Wijhe 1908, 208-209; doctor at Voordorp children’s home in Leiderdorp E. W. de Flines, “De
persoons-beschrijving,” Tijdschrift voor armenzorg en kinderbescherming 9.376 (1908): 236; and doctor
at the child transit home in Hoenderloo P.F. Abbink Spaink, “De persoonsbeschrijving”, Tijdschrift
voor armenzorg en kinderbescherming 9.378 (1908): 244.
128 Van Wijhe 1908, 209.
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The Doctor’s Reports: Appraising the Girl’s Re-Educability
The doctor’s reports, which were filed in the pupils’ dossiers, summarized what
the doctor saw as the relevant contents of the personal description files, and
were meant to communicate salient information about the girl’s condition and
individual particularities to the other (non-medical) staff members. To illustrate
the contents of the reports, I give one of Postma’s reports in full: the report of
Gertrudis R., admitted in 1926 at age 16. I have marked the pieces of information
that are based on information recorded in the personal description file in bold.
In full, her report reads:
REPORT by Dr. POSTMA. No. […] GERTRUDIS C. M. R[…] was born on
[date] 1909 in [place]. Her parents are alive [Q1 & Q2]. According to patient
father is sickly [Q11] – he has a bad back –. He reportedly drinks strong
alcohol excessively [Q12]. The marriage resulted in 10 children [Q5], of
which one was burned to death [Q6].
Gertrudis is the 5th child [Q16]. She is distinctive because of her extraordinarily large weight [Q35]. She went to a nun’s school, yet didn’t get further
than the second class [Q60], as a result of an intelligence defect. Her mental
age according to Binet Simon is 9 years 2 m[onths]. She is a good-natured
friendly child [Q29], who easily lets herself be talked into things. She
repeatedly ran away from her parents’ house, to go off with boys, indulged
in immoral acts. Because of her heavy defect she is only suited for care in an
institution for the feebleminded.129
As becomes evident, the doctor’s report served to communicate knowledge
about the girl and her background that was perceived as relevant to the other
staff members, and to give a prognosis about the girl’s chances for re-education.
In this case, the girl was not deemed suited to re-education in Eikenstein House.
As we can see, very little information from the personal description file
went into making up the description of the girl and her background: Gertrudis’
report described the girl through referring back to a mere ten questions from the
129 “RAPPORT van Dr. POSTMA. No. […] GERTRUDIS C. M. R[…] werd [date] 1909 te [place] geboren.
De ouders zijn in leven. Volgens verpleegde is vader ziekelijk – hijheeft [sic] het in de rug –. Hij zou
ook misbruik maken van sterken drank. Uit het huwelijk zijn 10 kinderen, waarvan één verbrand.
Gertrudis is het 5de kind. Zij valt op door haar buitengewoon groot lichaamsgewicht. Zij is op een
zusterschool geweest, doch kwam niet verder dan de tweede klasse, als gevolg van een defect aan
haar intelligentie. Haar mentale leeftijd volgens Binet Simon bedraagt 9 jaarb [sic] 2 m[aanden.] Het
is een goedaardig vriendelijk kind, dat zich gemakkelijk laat bepraten. Zij verliet herhaaldelijk het
ouderlijk huis, ging er dan met jongens van door, gaf zich over aan ontucht. Uit hoofde van haar
zwaar defect is zij alleen geschikt voor verpleging in een zwakzinnigen inrichting”, Postma’s report
(G15, 1926).
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personal description file.130 A vast amount of information had been gathered
about the girl – more than would have been necessary to determine whether she
should be sent to an institution for the “feebleminded”. In other words, much
information had been gathered, that nothing was done with. What becomes
evident, therefore, is that the form had the function of a checklist: not all of the
questions would be relevant for each girl. The examination revealed possible
pedagogical-pathological abnormalities, and in the summarizing reports, the
doctor singled out and highlighted these conditions. For example, for Sjoukje H.,
admitted in 1920, Postma noted that her physical examination revealed nothing
of interest, except for the fact that her head measurements were small. With
respect to the mental tests she had undergone during the examination, he wrote,
“During the mental examination what is particularly noticeable is her slowness;
apparently she has difficulty concentrating her thoughts”.131 Finally, he concluded
that, “Her feeblemindedness […] makes her possibilities for success much less
favourable”.132 With respect to Cornelia S., admitted in 1941, the doctor wrote,
“The total impression is that she has a somewhat degenerate disposition”.133 The
doctor categorized the girls on the basis of the data that the examination had
produced, categorizing them as “feebleminded” or “of a degenerate disposition”
– or, in other cases, remarking on their “hereditary burden”. For Arendina N.,
for instance, Postma wrote that she had a “heavy burden” – meaning a strong
“hereditary” burden – from her mother’s side. He substantiated this by recording
130 The factors that return in the vast majority of the reports, most consistently, are: personal details
(place and date of birth), whether the parents were alive or dead (and if so, what was the cause of
death), number of children that the parents had (alive and deceased), hereditary details (mainly
pertaining to the parents, but also occasionally grandparents, siblings and aunt), school level (what
type of school frequented, until which year) and school knowledge. Over half of the reports (28
of 40) featured details about the girl’s past misbehaviour or institutional history. Besides this, it
becomes clear that the doctor wrote down something in the report if it was a conspicuous detail
about the girl. For instance, skull measurements were not a consistent point of interest, but were
only written down if the girl had a particularly noticeable skull size. Things that return relatively
frequently included: details on the girl’s teeth (6), details on eyesight and/or hearing (16), details on
weight (6), details on the ability to retain impressions (inprentingsvermogen) (12), other diseases the
girl suffered from in her life (12), and character/temperament (7). Details that the doctor filled in
on the personal description file that were not required, included: birth order number (17), details
on genitals / development of secondary sex characteristics or venereal disease (8), and whether
or not she had had intercourse (6). The hereditary factors were noted down to show that the girl
was from a good/bad family. At the same time, the girl’s past misbehaviour played a role in the
assessment: going to the cinema and dance hall, or running away from home and going around
with boys, contributed to the doctor’s assessment of the girl. Of course, information about this was
not gathered from the personal description file.
131 “Bij het geestelijk onderzoek valt vooral op, hare langzaamheid; blijkbaar heeft zij moeite om hare
gedachten te concentreren”, Postma’s report (G134, 1920).
132 Postma’s report (G134, 1920).
133 “De totale indruk is, dat zij wel wat degeneratief is aangelegd”, Unsigned doctor’s report (G9, 1941).
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that her mother’s mother and mother’s sister had drowned herself, and that one
of the brothers of her mother was in prison for theft.134 While the reform school
was not equipped to do anything with this information – apart from, of course,
requesting their transfer to another institution in cases of severe “feeblemindedness” – such categorizations told the doctor something about the girls’ chances
for rehabilitation, as Postma’s concluding remark on Sjoukje H. made clear. The
examination thus functioned to allow the doctor to estimate the girls’ reeducability.
Strikingly, however, the doctor’s prognoses were not always determined by
the information the form had yielded. For example, with respect to Renske L.,
admitted in 1933, Postma stated, “As she belongs to the lowest class in society,
not much good can be said of her prospects, especially not now she will become
an unmarried mother”.135 Because she was said to be an “amicable, friendly”
child, the doctor recorded that, for Lijntje H., “The prognoses are not
unfavourable”.136 These statements are not directly linked to the highly specific
knowledge the form was intended to produce. How, then, did the doctor come
to these conclusions? We might answer this question by taking a closer look at
the doctor’s reports.
The reports are filled with remarks on the impression the girl gave during
the examination. For example, in Geesje N.’s report, the doctor wrote, “The girl
is 15 years old, but gives a much older impression”.137 For Gerdina H., admitted
in 1929, Postma stated, “In general she does not give a bad impression. […]
Rehabilitation will probably be possible after some time”.138 Arendina N.,
admitted in 1922, was described particularly extensively: “As for her mental
state this girl is conspicuous because of her giggly, relaxed comportment. Not
the slightest timidity exists. She says whatever comes to mind. Takes everything
casually, has little respect. Is impulsive and, because of that, quite difficult to
control. Her utterances are quick to take on an indifferent and insolent character.
She is, however, not vindictive, and quickly gets back in line”.139 According to
134 “zware belasting”, Postma’s report (G47, 1922).
135 “Daar zij behoort tot de laagste klasse in de maatschappij, is van haar vooruitzichten weinig goeds
te zeggen, vooral niet nu zij ongehuwde moeder wordt”, Postma’s report (G139, 1933).
136 “hartelijk, vriendelijk”, “De vooruitzichten zijn niet ongunstig”, Postma’s report, (G18, 1932).
137 “Het meisje is 15 jaar oud, maar maakt een veel ouderen indruk”, Unsigned doctor’s report (G78, 1939). A
highly similar sentence was written in the report for Cornelia S., Unsigned doctor’s report (G9, 1941).
138 “over het algemeen maakt zij geen slechten indruk. […] Vermoedelijk zal zij na eeniger tijd wel te
reclasseren zijn”, Postma’s report (G37, 1929).
139 “Wat de geestelijke toestand betreft valt dit meisje op door haar lacherig, ongedwongen optreden.
Er is niet de minste beschroomdheid. Zij zegt, wat haar voor den mond komt. Neemt alles even
luchtig op, heeft weinig respect. Is impulsief en daardoor vrij moeilijk te regeeren. Haar uitingen
nemen spoedig het karakter aan van onverschillig en brutaal. Zij is echter niet rancuneus en is
spoedig weer in de plooi”, Postma’s report (G47, 1922).
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Postma, Clasina D., admitted in 1937, “gives the impression of being a moronic,
hysterical girl, of a frivolous nature”.140 Despite the call for scientific examination
and classification of state reform school pupils, the doctor’s assessment was also
based on the impression the girl gave during the examination.
The doctor’s reports also frequently remarked on how the girl responded to
being examined. For Cornelia S., the doctor wrote, “She gives a slightly nervous
impression during the examination, displays some resistance”.141 In Antje P.’s
report, Petersma remarked, “There is also insufficient interest from her. Out of
shyness she puts on an artificial smile and during the examination she is
constantly fiddling with her locket”.142 Annechien D., by contrast, “lets herself be
examined easily”.143 While such remarks were not always explicitly connected to
a prognosis about the girl, they were written down in the doctors’ reports, which
showed that the doctors considered them to be a matter of significance. Such
statements functioned to sum up the comportment of the girl, and could tell
staff members who read the reports something about the doctor’s prognosis for
the girl. Indeed, girls who made a favourable impression, and who willingly
went along with being examined, were likelier candidates for a successful
rehabilitation.
In cases such as the ones discussed above, the doctor’s estimation of the girl
was not based on the scientifically-underpinned knowledge the technique of
pedagogical-pathological examination was designed to produce, but on the
various actions that were involved in executing the technique, and the doctor’s
interpretation of them. Seeing how the girl responded to the request to be
examined, how she responded to the request to undress, and to personal
questions, how she reacted to the various physical prompts that were involved
in the examination – sitting down to have her reflexes tested, standing up or
lying down so that the doctor could inspect her genitals, extending her arms to
have her balance tested, holding still to have her head measured, raising her
arms so that the doctor could palpate her armpits – observing the girl’s physical
appearance, and how she comported herself throughout all these practices
(nervously, silently, insolently), gave the doctor an impression of the girl, which
told the doctor how easy or difficult she would be to re-educate. The technique
140 “maakt den indruk van een debiel, hysterisch meisje, van lichtzinnigen aard te zijn”, Postma’s
report (G32, 1937).
141 “Zij maakt bij het onderzoek een licht nerveuzen indruk, vertoont wat weerstand”, Unsigned
doctor’s report (G9, 1941).
142 “Er is ook onvoldoende belangstelling bij haar. Uit verlegenheid houdt ze er een gemaakt lachje op
na en staat ze bij het onderzoek voortdurend aan haar medaillonnetje te frummelen”, Petersma’s
report (G20, 1939).
143 “Zij laat zich gemakkelijk onderzoeken”, Postma’s report (G38, 1938). A similar remark was featured
in the report of Geesje N., Unsigned doctor’s report (G78, 1939).
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of pedagogical-pathological examination thus functioned to get the girl in front
of the doctor for a sustained period of time, so that he could make an estimation
of her – not on the basis of the specific knowledge that the examination was
supposed to deliver, but on the basis of how she reacted to its practices.

The Examination as Transition Rite: Subjecting the Girl and Authorizing
the Expert
As we saw in chapter 1, the pedagogical-pathological examination was an
assessment technique that was implemented during the “liminal” phase of the
observation period, in which the girls were in isolation. During the isolation
period, the pupils were no longer members of society, as they had entered the
reform school, but were also not members of the new institutional order, as they
had not yet been placed into one of the institutional groups. The pedagogical-pathological examination was implemented as a “transition rite”. After
undergoing this transition rite, girls could be categorized and incorporated into
the reform school. In this section, I examine how the pedagogical-pathological
examination functioned as part of the rite of passage the girls underwent upon
entering the reform school.
In undergoing the pedagogical-pathological examination, I argue, the girl
underwent a ritual, the meaning of which, was not fully understood by her.144
During the examination, the girl was subjected to all sorts of practices, whose
meaning was obscure to her.145 Her skull was measured, she was asked to
complete Bernstein’s shape test, she was asked to sing a tune, she was asked to
hold out her arms so that her balance could be tested, she had to recite the names
of the months and the days of the week, she was asked to undress so that the
doctor could observe her, the doctor pressed a stethoscope to her chest, tapped
her knee, stroked the sole of her foot, inspected her genitals. Then, the girl was
placed into one of the institutional groups, and was shown around the areas and
144 According to Frits Staal, a ritual consists of smaller units, called rites, Staal 1979, 17. Seen in the
context of the larger rite of passage the pupils of the reform school underwent, the pedagogicalpathological examination is a “transition rite”, and not a “ritual”. Seen on its own, however, the
examination is a ritual, consisting of smaller rites (e.g. measuring the skull, palpating the armpits,
testing the knee reflex). When I label the examination a “ritual”, I mean that, in undergoing it, the
girl underwent a set of rites. This ritual, however, was part of a larger rite of passage, discussed in
chapter 1.
145 Certainly, some girls would have been physically examined by a doctor before. In 1904, the
first school doctor in The Netherlands had started work in Zaandam, and school doctors were
introduced in the bigger cities over the following years. In the early 1930s, half of all primary school
pupils were periodically examined by a school doctor, and in 1953, this number had risen to threequarters of all primary school pupils. Until the Second World War, school doctors were primarily
concerned with uncovering disease and contagious afflictions, De Beer 2008, 1, 4, 79, 135-136. Even
if they had undergone a doctor’s examination before, though, the specific meaning of the practices
of the pedagogical-pathological examination would have been unclear to them.
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spaces she was now allotted. Through the order of events – first examination,
and then categorization and incorporation – the girl’s categorization was made
to feel like a direct result of the examination.
While we do not have documentation of the girls’ own feelings towards and
opinions of the examinations they underwent, I would argue that being asked to
perform certain actions whose meaning was unclear, being visually examined,
poked and prodded, and questioned, followed by the jotting of scribbled notes
onto a form, gave the girl the idea that something was “up” with her. Through
undergoing this examination, with its – from her perspective – obscure practices,
the girl was given the sense that there was something to be known about her,
which she herself was not aware, or not fully aware, of. At the same time, the
doctor who performed the examination was marked as the person who did know
what was the matter with the girl, and who could see that which was to be
known about the girl. The “obscure” character of the practices of the examination,
then, constructed the doctor as expert, and, thus, placed him in a position of
power over the girl. It was not through the particular scientific knowledge that
the examination was designed to produce, but through the mystifying practices
by means of which the examination was performed, that the expert was placed
in this position of power. This brings to mind Frits Staal’s definition of ritual
as inherently meaningless, and revolving around the actions that are done
(chapter 1).146 In its function as part of a rite of passage, the assessment technique
of pedagogical-pathological examination was a set of meaningless rites, that
accompanied the translation of the girl from one position in the institution to
another, completing her incorporation into the reform school, and, moreover,
conveyed to the girl that there was something to be known about her, which she
could not access, but which the expert could. Thus, the ritual of the assessment
technique of pedagogical-pathological examination authorized the expert as
expert. This could (further) explain why it was used in the reform school for
such a long time, while little could concretely be done with it. A technique that
placed a reform school staff member in a position of power over the girl, and,
thus, subjected the girl to their authority, was useful in this reform school
context, as it created a situation in which the girl started thinking about what
might be wrong with her – thus engaging in self-reflection – and in which the
girl was given the sense that, not she, but the expert, knew what was wrong with
her. This gave the expert some power over the girl.
Besides this, the examination quite simply forced the girl to cooperate. This
becomes particularly clear from the case of Hiltje S., who was admitted to the
institution in 1925 at age 17. Hiltje had been caught trying to steal money from a
146 Staal 1979, 4.
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linen closet in the house where she worked as a maidservant. Once the child
protection authorities became involved, it became clear that she spent a lot of
time on the streets, often came home late, had many relationships with boys,
and was “careless and dirty”.147 As a result, she was placed under the supervision
of a guardian. Six months later, she gave birth to premature twins, who both did
not survive. When she got home from the hospital, she “picked a fight” with her
mother, who, according to the case file, kicked her.148 Subsequently, Hiltje walked
out onto the street and, “feigned unconsciousness”.149 A neighbour took her in,
after which she was taken to the police station. According to the police report,
she “[l]acks sense of order and discipline and has no self-control”.150 A few
months later, she was placed in Eikenstein House, on the recommendation of the
District Attorney, who had become involved in the investigation of the case.
Upon admission to the reform school, Hiltje S. was “very unwilling [sic]”, as
director Honcoop-Beekveld recorded in her final report.151 According to the
monthly notes on her behaviour, she was “highly indifferent” on the first day of
admission and refused to give away the money she had on her.152 As punishment,
she was put into solitary confinement in the isolation cell: a hexagonal room
with just a wooden bed in it, and a door that was locked with heavy bolts.153
Here, she refused to undergo the pedagogical-pathological examination, and
refused to eat the midday meal. Four days later, she still refused to undergo the
examination, and would, as the notes record, only wash when urged to do so.
Eight days after her admission, she was still in solitary confinement. On day
nine, she was brought into one of the “decorated classrooms”.154 The notes record
that “now [she] does want to join the class and lets herself be examined the next
day”.155 After undergoing the examination, she was placed in a class, and her
re-education was set into motion.
As becomes evident from Hiltje’s case, the physical examination was a
prerequisite for being placed in one of the classes, and needed to take place
before the girl’s rehabilitation process could begin. Only after having undergone
the obligatory examination, could the newcomer be transformed from the
unruly girl she had been to a “patient”, as the girls were called at the time. When
there was a glitch in the process, as with Hiltje, it became apparent that the
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

“slordig en vies”, Case file (G14, 1925).
“zocht ze ruzie”, Case file (G14, 1925).
“deed alsof ze bewusteloos was”, Case file (G14, 1925).
“Mist gevoel voor orde en tucht en heeft geen zelfbeheersing”, Case file (G14, 1925).
“zeer onwillig [sic]”, Discharge report (G14, 1929).
“zeer onverschillig”, Notes (G14, 1925).
“cachot”, Meijers 1918, 101-111.
“versierde lokalen”, Notes (G14, 1925).
“wil nu wel in de klas en laat zich den volgenden dag onderzoeken”, Notes (G14, 1925).
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examination was something the girls had to undergo. Undergoing the
examination was, evidently, highly important to the institutional staff. In this
context, the examination clearly also functioned as a means to get the new
pupils to submit to institutional authority. This function was also pointed to by
Klootsema, during a meeting, in 1917, on the form’s usefulness. One of the
advantages of the personal description file, according to Klootsema, was that it
“forces [one to engage in] a structured and systematic examination of our pupils,
and such coercion is always exceedingly useful”.156 Rather than the knowledge it
produced, what was of importance was that the examination subjected the girls
to the regime of the reform school. Through forcing them to undergo the
examination, girls were made to be obedient to the institutional rules, at least for
the duration of the examination.

The Reform School as Laboratory: The Function of
the Examination Outside the Institution

Strikingly, the data that the assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological
examination produced was never refered to again after the initial phase of
admission and incorporation into the reform school. None of the sources in the
girls’ dossiers – apart from the doctor’s reports – contained any information that
referred back to the personal description file or the pedagogical-pathological
examination.157 What is striking, then, is the relative unimportance of the
examination, and the data collected during it, for the pupils’ subsequent
treatment in the institution. I will illustrate this by means of the the central
document composed by the girls’ principal re-educators, with whom the girls
had the most contact with during their stay: the monthly notes on the girls’
behaviour. This document was featured systematically in the dossiers from the
mid-1920s onwards, and was the most lengthy document in the dossiers.158
156 “dwingt de persoonsbeschrijving tot een geregeld en stelselmatig onderzoek van onze verpleegden,
en zoodanige dwang is altijd zeer nuttig”, Klootsema 1917a, 8. As can be read in the meeting notes,
Klootsema discussed the form’s usefulness during this meeting.
157 This was a collection of 16 different types of documents, which I thought might contain references to
or summaries of the personal description file, or might have been introduced in order to supplement
the personal description file. I did a detailed examination of each of these documents for references to
the personal description file and to the observation period, during which the girl’s physical and mental
examination took place and during which the form was filled in, for 48 dossiers, and scanned the forms
in the remaining dossiers to check whether there were any instances. This was not the case.
158 The monthly notes on the girls’ behaviour contained elements such as: a description or
characterization of the girl’s behaviour, the girl’s skills, the other pupils’ opinions of the girl,
the number of punishments per recorded period, remarks on the progress or decline of the girl,
mentions of the girl’s job positions, reports of the girl’s behaviour from her job, the girl’s sociability,
the girl’s friends, the girl’s place in the group. This list is not exhaustive, but is based on a detailed
examination of the elements in the monthly notes for Harmina J. and Anthonia B., respectively:
Notes (G1, 1929) and Notes (G6, 1949). An examination of the monthly notes for the other girls
showed that they are all highly similar in content.
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The monthly notes did not contain any references to the information
produced in personal description file, nor to Postma’s assessment of the girls,
nor did they use any language that was reminiscent of the form. Instead, the
notes mainly focused on the girls’ behaviour, and episodes of “progress” and
“decline”. The notes for Hiltje S., for instance, remarked on her attitude towards
the household chores she was supposed to do, reported on the girl’s bad moods,
noted down her reluctance to participate in leisure and sports activities, recorded
small acts of misbehaviour, such as stealing carrots from the garden and apples
from the rooms she had been cleaning, mentioned that she was plotting to run
away, recorded improvements in the girl’s moods, and noted down ways in
which the girl had been acting out (e.g. covering her face in chalk powder and
lying on her bed as if she were dead, or covering up the window to her bedroom
with towels and socks so that the staff, who were on guard at night, could not
see in). Daily life in the institution, then, was far removed from the physical,
anthropometric, hereditary and mental examination of the personal description
file.
While a vast amount of highly specialized, scientific knowledge was
collected on each of the girls by the doctor, reform school staff was predominantly
preoccupied with just dealing with (frequently troublesome) pupils on a daily
basis. The information that had been produced, and the conclusions that Postma
had drawn about the girls – on their “feeblemindedness”, “degeneration” or
“hereditary burden” – did not play a role in their future re-education. However,
the examination continued to be done for nearly five decades, during which
time vast amounts of data were written down and stored nonetheless. The fact
that all these data were gathered, but that very little was done with the data
themselves, in my opinion, further points to the function of pedagogical-pathological examination as ritual, in which, in the reform school, the practices of the
examination, and their effects, were more important than the knowledge that
was produced by the examination, as was discussed above.
This is not the whole story, however. While, inside the reform school, little
was done with the data themselves, outside the reform school, the data certainly
were put to use: in the publications of the institutional doctor, Hessel Postma. In
a substantial amount of his publications, Postma used the information collected
on the girls via the personal description file as research data. His publications
draw on the personal description files of girls from both the State Correctional
School for Girls and the State Reform School for Girls, in both of which
institutions he worked as doctor, and are dedicated to producing knowledge
about girls who engaged in antisocial behaviour. Specifically, they are focused
on uncovering which characteristics such girls possessed. The majority of
Postma’s publications were articles written for scientific journals in the fields of
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(child) medicine, child study, psychiatry and neurology, social work and child
protection. In his publications, he used a large number of variables that were
drawn straight from the form, such as height, weight, character traits and skull
size. He even dedicated his 1929 PhD dissertation to exploring the significance
of the birth order number (question 16), and used his examinations of the girls
to do so.159
I would argue, therefore, that the reform school functioned as scientific
“laboratory”, where the doctor gathered data for building theories.160 In his
publications, the doctor used the data he had gathered to make pronouncements
on girls as part of groups. Inside the institution, recording information on the
numerous variables that were pre-printed on the form could help the doctor to
see what was wrong with an individual girl, so that he could diagnose her. For
his scientific endeavours, however, the recording of all this information had an
“atomizing” function, through which each girl was split into numerous variables,
which could be used in comparing the girls. The forms thus had both an
individualizing and a categorizing function.161 The vast amount of data that was
collected on each form must have made it difficult for the doctor to draw
conclusions about an individual girl – and, indeed, not all data that were
gathered were used in making pronouncements about individual girls, even
though the individual variables that were gathered had significance to Postma,
as his publications show. This suggests that this vast amount of information was
gathered, at least in part, because any one of the pieces of information the doctor
collected might have turned out to be a telling variable in understanding girl
criminality, and could have potentially been used in future publications.162
159 I do not have space to go into Postma’s publications, which are a fascinating source, further here. For
an overview of the elements from the personal description file that Postma used in his publications,
see Appendix III.
160 I am not the first one to describe a correctional institution as a “laboratory”. According to Gibson,
for example, Lombroso “used the prison as a ‘laboratory’ where he measured and experimented
on the human body in order to develop his theories”, Gibson 2006, 141. As Raf de Bont shows,
Louis Vervaeck literally set up a “laboratory”, where he conducted his examinations of prisoners.
Correctional institutions for girls have also been conceptualized as laboratories. For example,
Tamara Myers, Caught: Montreal’s Modern Girls and the Law, 1869-1945 (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 2006), conceptualizes a Canadian industrial school and training school as a “laboratory”,
both for “psychological studies on delinquency” (83) and as a “social laboratory that took in
delinquent girls and transformed them into women ready for lives of marriage and motherhood”
(212). Anne Meis Knupfer shows that reform professionals considered reform institutions as a
“’social laboratory’ where reform measures could be enacted upon delinquent girls”, thus effecting
changes in this “threatening” demographic, Knupfer 2001, 10. For considerations of institutions as
laboratories, also see Dekker 1996, 265; Miroslava Chávez-García, “Intelligence Testing at Whittier
School, 1890-1920,” Pacific Historical Review 76.2 (2007): 198.
161 Unfortunately, I do not have space to go into this further here.
162 Others have pointed to a similar aspect of the discipline of anthropometry. For example, Marc
Depaepe points to a paradoxical situation concerning anthropometry in Western experimental
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An “Expert” Diagnosis: Detecting the Family History in
the Delinquent Girl

The assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological examination – which
served to determine whether girls were “backward” or “criminal”, and which
Postma also used to determine whether girls were “hereditarily burdened”,
“feedbleminded” or “degenerate” – constructed a particular type of girl. In
Klootsema’s theory of pedagogical pathology, both backwardness and
criminality were thought to be caused by “hereditary burden” – that is, by
disorders in the family, which could be hereditarily transmitted. Hereditary
burden showed itself in varying ways: via abnormalities in the girl’s family
which could be hereditarily transmitted, such as insanity, drunkenness or
nervous disease, in physical signs of degeneration in the girl’s body, or in
information on the girl’s early physical development. Besides this, the girl’s
performance on rudimentary mental tests was also a sign of a girl’s backwardness
or criminality.
Via the examination, the notion was constructed that the family history
shaped the delinquent girl in the present. Through the examination, the girl was
atomized into a collection of signs pointing to potential underlying conditions,
which only an expert was equipped to discern. Indeed, only someone with
knowledge of pedagogical pathology – and accompanying knowledge of
criminal anthropology and theories connected with degeneration and heredity
– could decode the signs that the form prompted the expert to record. While a
lay person might be able to see that someone with a pasty complexion was not
too healthy, for instance, for an expert familiar with pedagogical pathology, this
was a symptom of an underlying state. The examination thus pointed to
underlying conditions, not discernible to the lay eye, and, thus, put the expert in
a privileged position vis-à-vis the girls: through the examination, the expert
pedagogy, stating that even though the results of anthropometric measurements were often
contradictory, and often had little practical value when it came to making prognoses for possible
mental abnormalities, anthropometrists nevertheless determinedly searched for correlations
between physical and psychical variables; see: Depaepe 1989, 16. With reference to degeneration
theory, Jo Tollebeek mentions experts’ tendency in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
to collect a great amount of information “that blurred previously established classifications more
than they clarified them”; Tollebeek 2003, 302. A similar paradoxical situation has been found
for the discipline of physical anthropology. While this discipline, like anthropometry, focused
on measuring physical characteristics of individuals with the goal of classifying and grouping
them, physical anthropology focused specifically on race. As historian Fenneke Sysling points out,
physical anthropologists had clear conceptions of the divisions and categories they would find in
advance, yet were “often puzzled by the diversity they encountered and that they were unable to
quality”; see: Fenneke Sysling, “Geographies of Difference: Dutch Physical Anthropology in the
Colonies and the Netherlands, ca. 1900-1940,” BMGN 128.1 (2013): 107. While they continued to amass
data and kept trying to find order, they found, as Sysling puts it, that “[p]hysical anthropology was
always a discipline of unfulfilled expectations”, Sysling 2013, 117.
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could reveal something about the girl which she herself was not equipped to
see.
Klootsema himself implicitly pointed to this way of looking, in an 1898
article in which he set out his views on the goal of the discipline of pedagogical
pathology, drawing on his experiences as a teacher at a prison. According to
Klootsema, his pupils could be divided into three groups: those who had
assaulted others out of drunkenness, those who had stolen out of hunger, and a
third group, “of whom it can freely be said, that one or other psychical defect
was the cause of their ethical aberrance”.163 According to Klootsema, an
examination of this last group often revealed “that the germ of that defect was
already present in childhood. Or if not, then the neglect of the child […] turns
out to have been the cause of the fact that such a psychical defect developed
precisely in childhood”.164 While Klootsema gives numerous synonyms of the
term “psychical” in his article, making his definition of the term very vague, he
seems to understand the term as signifying what he calls “mental life” elsewhere
in the article.165
According to Klootsema, this third group – of whom, he stated, many ended
up in prison later in life – were people “of whom one cannot say, that they belong
in an institution for the insane: they are people who, outside of prison, freely
walking around in society, do not make the slightest impression on lay people of
being disturbed in the operations of their soul”.166 Persons with psychical defects
thus also had “abnormal operations of the soul”, as he put it elsewhere in the
article.167 Since the abnormalities of these individuals could not be easily
discerned, according to Klootsema it was up to caregivers to uncover these
abnormalities: “Because then alone can we explain much and forgive much.
And through forgiving much, we can become a blessing to our child. And then
alone, too, can we keep far removed from our students all of those harmful
163 “waarvan vrijelijk gezegd kan worden, dat een of ander psychisch defect de oorzaak van hunne
ethische afdwaling is geweest”, Jan Klootsema, “Over paedagogische pathologie,” Vaktijdschrift voor
onderwijzers 4 (1898): 146.
164 “dat de kiem van dat defect reeds in de kinderjaren aanwezig was. Of zoo niet, dan blijkt de
verwaarloozing van het kind […] de oorzaak te zijn geweest, dat er zich juist in de kinderjaren zoo’n
psychisch defect ontwikkeld heeft”, Klootsema 1898, 146.
165 “geestesleven”, Klootsema 1898, 145. In Misdeelde kinderen, Klootsema subsumed many different
things under the nomer “psychological” or “psychical”, which he seemed to use interchangeably:
language was a psychical factor by means of which criminal children could be recognized, and
being “criminal” counted as being psychically defective. “Hereditary” factors were also seen as
connected to the psychical, as “psychic suffering” was caused by “hereditary” factors in the family,
including insanity and alcoholism.
166 “van wie men niet kan zeggen, dat ze in een gesticht voor krankzinnigen thuis behooren: het zijn
menschen, die buiten de gevangenis, vrij in de maatschappij rondloopend, ook op leeken niet den
minsten indruk maken van gestoord te zijn in hunne zielsverrichtingen”, Klootsema 1898, 147-48.
167 “abnormale zielsverrichtingen”, Klootsema 1898, 146.
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influences through which their pathological disposition could become fully
developed”.168 According to Klootsema, the discipline of pedagogical pathology,
which still needed to be developed further in The Netherlands, had precisely
this goal.169
Indeed, through pedagogical pathology, teachers would be able to learn to
distinguish “child defects”, which were symptoms of “certain syndromes”.170 In
order for a teacher to understand a child’s mental life, the teacher had to produce
a history of the child, in which he or she recorded information on the psychic life
of the parents, the psychic life of the child itself, enuresis nocturna, onanism,
affective and mood disorders and intellectual disorders. Taken together, these
factors – which were similar to the symptoms recorded on the personal
description file – could shed light on the “psychic operations” of the child.171 In
Klootsema’s view, then, only the expert would be able to discern what was the
matter with, and save, the child.
Through the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, the girls
were constructed as individuals with innerness: an underlying “abnormal”
condition. In the technique, this innerness consisted of an abnormal psychical
state that was shaped by the girl’s family history. The family history, here,
consisted of hereditary factors that could be inherited across the generations.
The practices that the personal description file prompted, however, did not
grant the person filling in the form direct access to the inner realm of the person.
The person filling in the form could only get an intimation of the individual’s
psychical state through decoding a set of external, measurable signs.172
168 “Want dan alleen kunnen we veel verklaren en veel vergeven. En door veel te vergeven, kunnen we
een zegen worden voor ons kind. Maar ook dan alleen kunnen we al die schadelijke invloeden van
onze leerlingen verwijderd houden, waardoor hun ziekelijke aanleg tot ontwikkeling zou kunnen
komen”, Klootsema 1898, 151.
169 Klootsema 1898, 151-52. In his article, Klootsema indicated that the discipline of pedagogical
pathology was well-developed in Germany at the time.
170 “kindergebreken”, “bepaalde ziektebeelden”, Klootsema 1898, 152, 153.
171 “psychische verrichtingen”, Klootsema 1898, 153-54; quote from 154.
172 In a number of the pupils’ personal dossiers, admitted between 1918-1930, one of the other forms
designed by Klootsema, titled “Observation questions” (Observatievragen) was found; see, for
instance, Observation questions (G16, 1923). This form consisted of a list of twenty questions.
Its inconsistent appearance in the girls’ dossiers, however, suggests that it was not included as a
systematic part of the girls’ observation. Besides questions concerned with the pupil’s appearance
upon admission, her moods and emotional state during the observation period, her willingness
to work, and her household skills, one question explicitly enacts an interior self for the girl under
observation. This question reads, “Do the experiences [of the girl in the past] have a long-lasting inner
effect (secondary function)?” (Hebben de ervaringen eene langdurige innerlijke nawerking (secundaire
functie)?). The term “secondary function” refers to the work of well-known Dutch experimental
psychologist Gerard Heymans (1857-1930). In Heymans’ work, the term referred to the extent to
which a past impression or disorder had a lasting after-effect on an individual’s consciousness.
When the secondary function was well-developed in an individual, according to Heymans, that
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Examining physical signs of degeneration (questions 33-56), hereditary factors
in the girl’s family (questions 7-14) and factors relating to the girl’s early physical
development (questions 17-27) allowed the doctor to ascertain the girl’s
underlying backwardness or criminality (and accompanying “degeneration” or
“hereditary burden”). Examining the girl’s performance on a number of
rudimentary mental tests, moreover (questions 57-59), also contributed to the
doctor’s assessment of the girl’s underlying condition: while these questions
directly served to uncover symptoms of backwardness, poor mental development
was also intimately connected with criminality in Klootsema’s theory of
pedagogical pathology.

Changes in Pedagogy: The Rise of Depth Psychology

From the 1930s, the personal description file started to be criticized by a number
of prominent pedagogues in the field of child protection, because it was not
geared at uncovering psychological causes.173 A number of historians of pedagogy
individual was consistent in thought and behaviour. Those in whom the “primary function”
(“primaire functie”) was dominant, by contrast, lacked any such continuity; their actions were
dictated by chance. Klootsema adopted this term in his pedagogical thought, where it was used as a
synonym for “consciousness”. According to Klootsema, those who were led by their “consciousness”
behaved properly; those who were not, engaged in misbehaviour; see: Jacques Dane and Thom
Willemse, “Jan Klootsema (1867-1926) en zijn boekerij”, Pedagogiek 22.1 (2002): 82-86. This question
was, thus, designed to assess whether a pupil reacted impulsively, or could control her impulses.
Through the way in which it is formulated, it enacts an inner self for the pupil in question. In the
personal description file, however, no such notion of an inner self was enacted. The fact that the
personal description file was systematically used in the girls’ observation, and Klootsema’s other
forms were not, thus had consequences for the ways in which girls were spoken about, also in
comparison to the male state reformatory pupils. In the personal description file, the “innerness”
that was constructed, was the “hidden” presence of “hereditary burden” in the girl.
173 Already in 1908, a debate took place in the Tijdschrift voor armenzorg en kinderbescherming, which has
been discussed above. According to Willemse, the Ministry of Justice also criticized Klootsema’s
“weighty” personal descriptions, although their criticism was not vented publicly; see: Willemse
1987, 26. In 1917, Klootsema himself delivered some criticism on the personal description file.
In a transcribed lecture, he indicated that the questions that determined whether the child was
backward were not of use in correctional institutions. He also stated that the third section of
the form was the most one-sided, because this was focused mainly on criminal anthropology
and pathology, and not on psychology at all. For the goal of the institutions, it was, according
to Klootsema, “wrong” (onjuist) to put the anthropometrical and anthropomorphic questions on
the foreground. He indicated that he still believed that these questions (e.g. on skull size, teeth)
could indicate degeneration, but that, for the goals of the institutions, it would have been better if
they were “supplemental questions” (reserve-vragen), Klootsema 1917a, 8-9. In his 1918 dissertation,
Knuttel also delivers some criticism on the personal description. According to him, filling in and
sending a form on the inmate to future caregivers – which Klootsema did for every pupil – was very
useful, but he found the current form too “one-sided; see: Knuttel 1918, 125. In his view, “It asks
many anthropological questions, which are usually superfluous and contains too little concerning
the character and the moral development, that is, it gives too little material to make up one’s mind
about the future treatment” (“Het stelt vele antropologische vragen, die meestal overbodig zijn en behelst te
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have termed these pedagogues the “progressives”, as, in the 1930s, they adhered
to ideas that would only be implemented on a wide scale in the 1950s.174 These
pedagogues characterized the observation procedure, as it was then organized,
as hopelessly outdated. Mulock Houwer, director of “Zandbergen” in
Amersfoort, characterized the observation system, which he described as
“predominantly medico-biologically focused” as a “typical remnant of a period,
in which the pedagogical and the meaning of that [i.e. the pedagogical, SB] in work
[i.e. child protection work, SB] was still extremely weak”.175 He thus implicitly
dismissed the anthropometric and physical aspects as non-scientific – even
though they were not seen to be so by Klootsema and can be placed within a
school of thought that saw itself as “scientific”, and has been interpreted as such.
Portrayed as hopelessly outdated, the old observation practices were presented
as focusing primarily on “ascertaining”176 and examining “the state of the
moment”.177
According to these pedagogues, however, it was considered of the utmost
importance to examine the underlying reasons for the child’s current condition,
or, as Grewel put it: “why [sic] the child became the way it has become”.178
Interestingly, this was already the goal in 1905 with the implementation of the
Children Acts and the observation period; this was precisely the goal that
Klootsema had attributed his pedagogical pathology, and exactly the goal that
the Children Acts had envisioned for the observation procedure. What’s more,
Klootsema himself was interested in uncovering information about children’s
underlying “psychical” states. The difference was that, according to these 1930s
pedagogues, the causes underlying the behaviour were fundamentally different

174
175

176

177
178

weinig omtrent het karakter en de zedelijke ontwikkeling, geeft dus te weinig stof tot oordelen over de verdere
behandeling”), see: Knuttel 1918, 125.
See Delicat 2001 and Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010.
“hoofdzakelijk medisch-biologisch georiënteerd”, “typisch overblijfsel uit een periode, waarin
het paedagogische deel en de beteekenis daarvan in het werk nog uitermate zwak was”, Daniël
Q. R. Mulock Houwer, “De Observatie-inrichting beschouwd van paedagogisch-psychologisch
standpunt,” in Geestelijke hygiëne en jeugdbescherming. Verslag van het landelijk congres Nederlandse
Vereeniging voor Geestelijke Volksgezondheid op maandag 6 en dinsdag 7 mei 1935 te Amsterdam
(Amsterdam: F. van Rossen, 1935), 112.
“vaststellen”, Frits Grewel, “De Observatie-inrichting beschouwd van psychologisch-psychiatrisch
standpunt,” in Geestelijke hygiëne en jeugdbescherming. Verslag van het landelijk congres Nederlandse
Vereeniging voor Geestelijke Volksgezondheid op maandag 6 en dinsdag 7 mei 1935 te Amsterdam
(Amsterdam: F. van Rossen, 1935), 90.
“het beeld van het oogenblik”, Jacob Koekebakker, “Perikelen der observatie,” Maandblad voor
berechting en reclassering van volwassenen en kinderen 17 (1938): 272.
“waarom het kind zo is geworden als het is geworden”, Grewel 1935, 90. For an article that
constructs a similar break between past and present, see: J. van der Zijl, “De observatiehuizen,”
in De eerste kwarteeuw der kinderwetten 1905-1930, ed. Hendrik de Bie et al. (Leiden: A.W. Sijthoff’s
Uitgevermaatschappij, 1930), 229.
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in nature: instead of being focused on hereditary factors and signs of
degeneration, the 1930s pedagogues were of the opinion that the observation
procedure should be focused primarily on the personality of the pupils.179
The criticism of this later strain of pedagogues stems from a shift in
pedagogical and psychological thinking that had emerged after the First World
War. This change, which historian of psychology Van Strien labels a “cultural
re-orientation” took place first in Germany, and subsequently shifted to the
entire European continent and outside Europe.180 According to Van Strien, WWI,
with its brutal violence and senseless destruction, caused pedagogy to no longer
be oriented towards positivism.181 As a result, temperamental typologies, which
had been so popular in the early days of psychology, and had also made their
way into Klootsema’s later observation methods, came to be regarded as rigid
typologies that only described the external qualities of a person. Typological
thinking began to be supplanted by “character science”, a science that gave one
insight into the “fundamental nature of the individual person”.182 People felt that
this new “depth psychology” was able to understand individuals in a much
more refined manner than the old study of temperament.183 The term “depth
psychology” (Tiefenpsychologie) was coined by Swiss psychiatrist Eugen Bleuler
(1857-1939).184 In depth psychology, it is assumed that human behaviour is largely
caused by unconscious, “deep” forces. Human drives and the way in which
one’s personality is formed can be explained by these unconscious forces.
Specifically, “depth” refers to pushed away impulses and feelings, and hidden,
apparently forgotten, memories.185 Some child protection professionals started
focusing on depth psychology and the personality from the 1930s onwards. At
that time, the personal description file began to feel outdated to these
“progressive” pedagogues. Rather than on underlying hereditary causes, these
pedagogues focused on underlying psychological causes for explaining the child’s
179 Mulock Houwer 1935, 114; Grewel 1935, 80.
180 Van Strien 1993, 142.
181 The turn away from positivism in pedagogy is also pointed out by Marc Depaepe in: Marc Depaepe,
“De markt van het kind,” in De zieke natie: Over de medicalisering van de samenleving 1860-1914, ed.
Liesbet Nys, Henk de Smaele, Jo Tollebeek and Kaat Wils (Groningen: Historische Uitgeverij, 2002), 271.
182 This brand of science was referred to as “karakterkunde”, Van Strien 1993, 143.
183 Van Strien 1993, 150.
184 Bleuler first used the term in a 1910 article, titled “Die Psychoanalyse Freuds”, which was published
in the Jahrbuch für psychoanalytische und psychopathologische Forschungen. For Bleuler, the term
“depthpsychology” referred to “psychoanalysis” – which, for Bleuler, was “a psychology of the
unconscious, a psychology of that which remained hidden from the purely descriptive psychiatry
of the day”, Erik Craig, “The Human and the Hidden: Existential Wonderings About Depth, Soul,
and the Unconscious,” The Humanistic Psychologist 36.3-4 (2008): 229-230. It was Freud, however, who
gave prominence to the unconscious as central concept of psychology, Craig 2008, 230.
185 Hendrik Jan Schoo and Maja Vervoort-Indorf, Psychologische Encyclopedie (Utrecht and Antwerp:
Het Spectrum, 1981), 189.
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behaviour. However, this way of thinking did not influence the doctors in the
State Reform School for Girls; the personal description file, with its emphasis on
the influence of the family history on the delinquent girl’s behaviour, was used
until the early 1950s.
Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden explain the rise of these
depth-psychological ideas through an explanation that focused on the
“progressive” pedagogues’ institutional surroundings. According to them,
“scientific insights” first arrived in institutions with a neutral character, as these
were not led by religious influences and ideas.186 In the Amsterdam observation
home (Observatiehuis van de Amsterdamse Vereeniging Hulp voor Onbehuisden),
where Mulock Houwer was director and Grewel was psychiatrist, these
“progressive” pedagogues developed ideas in the 1930s that would only be
implemented on a wide scale in child protection in the 1950s. Eikenstein House
was also a “neutral” institution. Here, however, the pedagogical-pathological
examination continued to be done long after these ideas had first arisen. In
Eikenstein House, it was simply the case that no technique was introduced to
supplant the old one. Only when the technique of Rorschach-testing was
introduced, did a new way of examining and talking about the girls, similar to
what the “progressive” pedagogues proposed, arise, as we shall see in chapter 4.
The pedagogical-pathological examination, and its accompanying way of
talking, however, only disappeared after the institution had embarked on a
whole new course change, in 1950. Leaving aside the question of whether the
Dutch State Reform School for Girls was “progressive” or not, we can say that
experts’ ways of talking about the girls depended on the assessment techniques
they used: for the duration of its existence, the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination conceptualized the girls as being shaped by their family
history.

Conclusion

For nearly five decades, the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination
was used as assessment technique in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls.
Much time and effort was spent in producing the knowledge recorded on the
personal description files, and an abundance of data was produced. However,
the categories of the form did not match the categories of the institution. While
186 Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 476. Similarly, Laura Tisdall points to what
was calls “the tendency of institutions to be ‘stuck in the past’”, Laura Tisdall, “‘That was What
Life in Bridgeburn had Made Her’: Reading the Autobiographies of Children in Institutional Care
in England, 1918-46,” Twentieth Century British History 24.3 (2013): 360. However, I do not wish to
adhere to a “teleological” concept of the development of psychological thought, which Tisdall’s
phrasing suggests.
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the form mainly assessed whether pupils were “backward” or “criminal”, the
institution was not equipped to categorize the pupils in this manner. In this
chapter, I investigated why then the technique was implemented, and why it
continued to be used for so long.
To some extent, the examination had a practical function. The examination
partly served as a health check-up, which could tell the doctor whether the girl
needed treatment for any (contagious) diseases she might be suffering from.
Also, a number of the questions allowed the doctor to determine the new pupil’s
mental capacities and level of school knowledge. This could tell the staff whether
the girl would be able to keep up with the primary education that was offered,
or whether she belonged in another institution. However, this practical function
does not explain why the form, which was much more than a medical check-up
and school level gauge, continued to be used for so long.
What was more important, was that the examination gave the doctor the
opportunity to assess the girl’s chances for a successful rehabilitation. In some
cases, the doctor did so by categorizing the girls according to the categories of
the technique: the specific information that was produced in the examination
led to diagnoses, in the doctor’s summarizing reports, about the girl’s degree of
“degeneration” or her “feeblemindedness”, as the form prescribed. Establishing
to what extent the girl suffered from such “abnormalities” told the doctor
whether she would be easily re-educable. In other cases, though, the doctor did
not make his prognoses on the basis of the knowledge the examination had
provided. Instead, the doctor’s estimation of the girl was based on her response
to the practices of the examination. Through observing how the girl responded
to the request to be examined, how she responded to the request to remove her
clothes, and to questions about her past, how she reacted to the different physical
prompts that were involved in the examination – walking for a short stretch so
that the doctor could see whether she had a limp, getting onto the weighing
scales, sitting down to have her reflexes tested, holding still to have her skull
measured, singing a tune, raising her arms so that the doctor could palpate her
armpits, extending her arms so that the doctor could test her balance – observing
her physical appearance and how she carried herself throughout all these
practices, gave the doctor an impression of the girl, and how easy or difficult she
would be to re-educate. The examination thus gave the doctor the opportunity
to engage with the girl for a period of time, so that he could appraise her, on the
basis of how she reacted to the practices of the examination.
The examination also functioned as part of the rite of passage the pupils
underwent upon admission. In undergoing the examination, the girl was
subjected to a set of practices, whose meaning was unclear to her, after which
she was categorized. Undergoing the examination was thus a crucial step in the
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girl’s transformation from girl at liberty to “patient”. What’s more, through
undergoing this series of obscure practices – having her skull measured, having
the doctor stroke the inside of her thigh, having a stethoscope pressed to her
chest, opening her mouth, closing her eyes, standing up or sitting down so that
the doctor could inspect her genitals – all of which were followed by the doctor
taking notes on paper, the suggestion was given to the girl that there was
something to be known about her, which she herself did not know, but which
the doctor did. Through the practices of the examination, then, the doctor was
constructed as an expert, and was placed in a position of power over the girl.
While those drafting the Children Acts had called for a scientific observation
and scientifically-informed classification of children entering the child
protection system, with the goal of ensuring individually-tailored treatment, in
daily institutional practice, the scientific theory underlying the form and the
accompanying classification were not all that mattered. As, on entering the
institution, the girl was completely unknown to the staff members, staff wanted
to know what kind of girl they were dealing with. The assessment technique of
pedagogical-pathological examination was used as an instrument for
accomplishing this. Rather than exclusively basing his judgments of the girls on
the scientifically-underpinned knowledge that the examination was supposed
to produce, the doctor also got an impression of the girls by observing how they
responded to the practices of the examination. The obscure character of the
practices of the examination, moreover, served to authorize the doctor as expert
and to govern the girl – which was useful in this correctional context. The act of
the examination was, thus, more important than its contents.
Strikingly, nothing was done with the vast amount of data that was produced
in the examination after the observation period. Even though the personal
description file remained a structural part of the pupils’ admission, during the
girls’ rehabilitation the practical concerns of the everyday played a bigger role:
in daily institutional life, what counted was whether a girl was behaving badly
or well, and whether she was being difficult or not. Outside the institution,
however, the data was used in institutional doctor Hessel Postma’s publications
on criminal and “antisocial” girls. In this respect, the institution functioned as a
laboratory, where the doctor produced data with which to create theories and
scientific knowledge. Inside the institution, though, the information the
examination produced was not of primary importance. The main function of the
examination in the reform school did not have to do with the particular, scientifically-underpinned knowledge that the examination had been designed to
produce: instead, the examination functioned as an act, which allowed the
doctor to get a first impression of the girls, and which authorized the doctor as
an expert, and put him in a position of power over the girls.
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The examination, with its practical goals of assessing the girls’ re-educability
and ensuring their obedience, was far from “neutral”. Indeed, for almost five
decades each girl entering the Dutch State Reform School for Girls was subjected
to a highly elaborate, far-reaching and even invasive examination, which was
scientifically legitimated, and which these girls were subjected to, because they
had not adequately met norms for gender and class, and because they had,
subsequently, been placed in a closed institution, where they became available
to the doctor’s scrutiny.
Despite the fact that the data was not used in the girls’ rehabilitation, and
the reform school had no facilities to “do” anything with some of the data that
was routinely produced, such as the “hereditary” data on the girls’ family
members, the examination that the pedagogical-pathological examination
prompted, did make up a particular type of girl. Through the practices by means
of which the examination was conducted, the notion was brought into being that
the delinquent girl had an abnormal psychical state, which was shaped by her
family history. Only an expert, familiar with the tenets of pedagogical pathology,
could, supposedly, see inside the girl, and discern her underlying state, which
was shaped by hereditary factors in her relatives, which could be inherited
across the generations. The examination, however, did not grant the doctor
direct access to the psychical state of the girl under examination. The doctor
could only get an intimation of the delinquent girl’s inner state through decoding
a set of external, measurable signs: anthropometric, physical and hereditary
details, as well as the girl’s mental test results. The way of looking that the
technique brought into being constructed a particular type of girl, whose
behaviour in the present was formed by her family history. As we shall see in
what follows, a number of decades after the introduction of the personal
description file, assessment techniques were developed that constructed a
wholly diferent type of innerness, and, accompanying that, a wholly different
girl (chapters 4 and 5).
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Chapter 3
Probing the Conscience: Delinquent Girls’
Autobiographical Scripts, 1913-1950
From 1913 onwards, life histories, written by the pupils themselves, appear in
the personal dossiers of the girls in the Dutch State Reform School.1 The
technique of autobiography-writing, as it was implemented in Eikenstein House,
took place according to an elaborate set of practices and routines, prompting the
girls to put their lives on paper. This chapter examines in what ways this set of
practices influenced pupils’ texts, focusing specifically on life histories written
between 1913-1950, before the reform school embarked on its new, psychology-
oriented course. In total, the sample of dossiers contained 54 life histories of
50 girls admitted in this period.2 Besides being asked to write a life history,
girls were also given a list of topics, pertaining to their pasts, about which they
were asked to write something. The sample of dossiers contained 32 of these
assignments, written by 31 girls, which will be included in the analysis. Chapter
6 will examine pupils’ life histories written between 1950 and 1975, focusing
specifically on whether and how the institutional course change affected the
contents of the pupils’ life histories.
As Nikolas Rose shows with respect to what he calls the “psy sciences”, the
“knowledge practices” used in scientific disciplines shape the things that people
are able to say about themselves.3 In this chapter, I engage with this idea to
examine in what ways the practices involved in the technique of autobiography-
writing, which was developed in the field of pedagogy as a tool of re-education,
shape the ways in which the reform school pupils narrated their lives. In doing
so, I pay particular attention to whether a notion of the inner self was constructed
in the girls’ texts. In line with Rose, several historians, including Geertje Mak,
Harry Oosterhuis and Klaus Müller, have presented autobiographies as places
where individuals claimed an inner self, in dialogue with or in response to
circulating scientific theories and logics. In particular, they describe how
individuals were able to “explain” their behaviour through stating that it
stemmed from “within”. In the cases they describe, which pertain to the autobi1

2
3

The sample contained two life histories from 1913; the life histories started to be regularly preserved
in the girls’ dossiers from ca. 1926. That is, from 1926 onwards, the dossiers in the sample regularly
started to contain life histories.
Two of the life histories were written for the girl by a staff member of the institution, for: Gertrudis
R. (G15, 1926) and Josina R. (G64, 1926). These texts will be discussed further on.
Rose 1997, 232; Rose 1999, xiii.
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ographies of homosexual men in the late nineteenth century and the autobiographies of hermaphrodites in the early twentieth century, individuals
particularly claimed their sex and sexuality, which was viewed as “deviant”, as
something that stemmed from “within”, or, as Oosterhuis puts it, as a “distinctive
personal trait or essence”.4 Building on their work, this chapter examines
whether the reform school pupils took recourse to an inner self in “explaining”
their misbehaviour, and looks at whether girls claimed their “promiscuous”
sexuality – which had in almost all cases played an important role in their
admission to the institution – as something that was part of their inner selves.
In the case of the technique of autobiography-writing, the identity that was
produced was potentially double-sided: an identity was produced for the girls
by the institutional staff – in the documents in which the girls’ life histories were
assessed by staff members – and the girls were themselves active producers of an
identity – in their autobiographical texts. Both the institutional assessments of
the pupils’ life histories as well as the life histories themselves will be examined.
In what follows, I first discuss the theoretical framework this chapter is situated
in. Subsequently, I give a characterization of the technique as used by the
institution, focusing on its practices. After that, I discuss the institutional
assessments of the girls’ life histories to examine how the texts were read by
institutional staff, and what identities were produced for the girls by the staff
and their reading practices. Finally, I investigate how the set of practices involved
in the technique of autobiography-writing structured pupils’ ways of writing
about themselves through a close narrative analysis of their life histories.

Theoretical Framework

For a long time, the history of autobiography was written as concurrent with the
history of the rise of individualism. One scholar who was particularly influential
in putting forward the idea that autobiography and individualism were linked,
was philosopher Georges Gusdorf. In his 1956 essay, “Conditions and Limits of
Autobiography”, he argued that autobiography-writing could only take place in
cultures in which there was a “conscious awareness of the singularity of each
individual life”.5 While, for Gusdorf, such a notion arose from the end of the
Renaissance in Western societies, subsequent scholars, such as John O. Lyons,
Jerome Hamilton Buckley and Michael Mascuch, argue that this shift took place
a few centuries later.
These later scholars agree that the modern conception of self, which is
characterized by, roughly, an interest in the exploration and expression of one’s
4
5

Müller 1991, 153-266; Oosterhuis 200, 229; Mak 2012, 205-224 discusses this with respect to the
autobiography of hermaphrodite N.O. Body, published in 1907.
Gusdorf 1956, 29.
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inner, unique individuality, emerged in the last quarter of the eighteenth
century, or around 1800.6 An important idea in their works is that the modern
self is characterized by accepting, exploring and expressing precisely those
characteristics which go against society.7 For example, Lyons states that, in
Rousseau’s autobiography Confessions – which is often taken as exemplary of the
genre – the author asserts that his truth is based on his own personal perceptions,
and that “such truth was no less true if it did not agree with tradition”.8 For
Lyons, such assertions signal the emergence of the modern sense of self. What’s
more, they agree that this shift in self-understanding is visible in the rise of
autobiography. What these scholars have in common with Taylor, is that they
write the history of the self through focusing on articulations of self found in the
texts of – mainly male – literate writers.
Other works engage with the scholarship on the emergence of the modern
self by problematizing or broadening the periodization of the emergence of the
modern self. For example, in The Naked Heart: The Bourgeois Experience. Victoria to
Freud, cultural historian Peter Gay asserts, in line with Taylor and others, that
the modern self emerged around 1800. However, he shows that the pursuit of
the self started out as a pastime for the elite, and only became “democratized”
throughout the course of the nineteenth century. In that period, influenced by
the art and literature of the Romantics, which was for a large part dedicated to
self-expression, more and more “ordinary” people of the bourgeoisie – for Gay,
a broad group of middle class people9 – became involved in the “cult of
self-awareness”.10 Inspired by these Romantic notions, the Victorian bourgeoisie
started to produce an overwhelming mass of egodocuments from the nineteenth
6

7

8
9
10

Lyons 1978; Buckley 1984; Mascuch 1997. For Lyons, the modern sense of self is characterized
by a multiplicity of elements, including a turn inwards, an interest in oneself and one’s own
individuality, an awareness of one’s own uniqueness, a focus on articulating one’s own truth,
and a focus on self-definition and autonomy, which could be achieved through making choices,
Lyons 1978, 2, 3, 12, 17, 32, 104. For Buckley, a fundamental shift took place with the emergence of
the “subjective impulse” after 1800, meaning “the writer’s assumption that he or she may or even
must confess, explain, divulge, or simply display an innermost self to a putative audience”, Buckley
1984, vii. In Mascuch’s definition, the “individualist self” is “the identity of a person for whom the
question ‘Who am I?’ has subjective value and meaning”, who makes sense of themselves via an
“original and coherent narrative, and who responds to such questions autonomously, and in the
form of a narrative, Mascuch 1997, 20-21. For a more comprehensive overview of the historiography
of autobiography and individualism, also see: Huisman 2008, 12-22.
Taylor 2007, 473, 475. This notion is often described as originating with Rousseau, particularly with
his autobiographical work, Confessions (1782-1789); see, for instance: Lyons 1978, 97. With respect to
sexuality, much literature has been written on the history of homosexual identity; see, for instance:
Müller 1991, 153-266; Oosterhuis 2000. For this notion with respect to the history of hermaphrodites,
see: Mak 2012, 224.
Lyons 1987, 97.
Peter Gay, The Naked Heart; The Bourgeois Experience: Victoria to Freud (New York: Norton, 1995), 5.
Gay 1995, 4.
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century onwards, which, according to Gay, show that they were “intensely
preoccupied with the self, to the point of neurosis”.11
Other scholars have criticized and nuanced the notion that the history of
autobiography and individual self-expression are intertwined. From the 1980s,
feminist scholars pointed out that the history of autobiography had
overwhelmingly been written on the basis of autobiographical texts by men, due
to an emphasis on a relatively small number of canonical autobiographical texts.
Instead, they focused on the autobiographies of female authors, and on the
relationship between gender and the self.12 They pointed out that the modern
self, as it had been presented in the classical histories of autobiography, was
gendered. Post-structuralist scholars, in turn, expanded the study of auto
biography through also shifting away the focus on canonical works and arguing,
moreover, that autobiographies were not the expression of an autonomous
personality, but contained the linguistic construction of a self.13
A third development within the field of autobiography studies, involved a
shift away from a focus on voluntarily-produced autobiographies, and towards
autobiographies produced by the lower classes. In her article “Enforced
Narratives: Stories of Another Self”, historian Carolyn Steedman argues that we
should “disentangle” the history of autobiography from the history of the
Western self.14 According to Steedman, scholars interested in autobiography
usually adhere to two tacit assumptions: “The first is that somehow, in some
way, the production of written forms has something to do with the production
of subjectivities; and the second is that the process is a voluntary one, that there
is an urge to tell the self, that it comes from within, and that the impulsion to do

11
12

13

14

Gay 1995, 3.
See, for instance: Mary G. Mason, “The Other Voice: Autobiographies of Women Writers,” in
Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and Critical, ed. James Olney (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1980), 207-35; Estelle C. Jelinek, Wo m e n’s Auto b i og ra ph y: E s s a ys in Cr it ic i sm (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1980); Domna C. Stanton, “Autogynography: Is the Subject Different?,”
in The Female Autograph: Theory and Practice of Autobiography from the Tenth to the Twentieth Century,
ed. Domna C. Stanton (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987 [1984]), 3-20; Susan Stanford
Friedman, “Women’s Autobiographical Selves: Theory and Practice,” in The Private Self: Theory
and Practice of Women’s Autobiographical Writings, ed. Shari Benstock (Chapel Hill, NC: University
of North Carolina Press, 1988), 34-62; Bella Brodzki and Celeste Schenk, “Introduction,” in Life/
Lines: Theorizing Women’s Autobiography, ed. Bella Brodzki and Celeste Schenk (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 1988), 1-15; Sidonie A. Smith and Julia Watson, Before They Could Vote: American
Women’s Autobiographical Writing, 1819-1919 (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1998).
See, for instance: Paul De Man, “Autobiography as De-Facement,” Modern Language Notes 94
(1979): 919-30; Jacques Derrida, The Ear of the Other: Otobiography, Transference, Translation; Texts and
Discussions with Jacques Derrida, ed. Christie V. McDonald, trans. Peggy Kamuf and Avital Ronell
(Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1985).
Steedman 2000, 36.
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so, in spoken or written language, is part of the very process of self construction”.15
In her article, she shows, by analysing, among other things, the autobiographical
narratives obligatorily produced by those asking for poor relief from the
seventeenth century onwards, that not all autobiographical texts are concerned
with expressing the inner self. Instead, these people engaged in what Steedman
terms “formulaic self-narration”.16 As she notes, “[i]n these cases, a story of the
self – told or written – was not the same thing as the life lived. Eighteenth-century enforced narratives and the invented voices of the fictionalised poor from
the same period show autobiography to be something that was often demanded:
a thing that could be fashioned according to requirement, told and sold, alienated
and expropriated”.17 In her article, she calls for a consideration of the history of
what she calls “the autobiographical injunction”, which, in her words, is “a
history of expectations, orders and instructions rather than one of urges and
desires”.18
For the Dutch context, too, scholars have nuanced the connection between
autobiography and self-expression, thus changing the periodization of the
emergence of the modern self. Historians Arianne Baggerman and Rudolf
Dekker demonstrate, on the basis of a large corpus of unpublished Dutch
egodocuments, that these writings do not show traces of an obsession with the
inner self, but are impersonal and factual for most of the nineteenth century.
Rather than being fuelled by a desire for self-exploration, Baggerman and
Dekker argue, these people wrote autobiographies in order to “get a grip” on
time, which they felt to be passing by quickly.19 Only after a period of time, at
the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century, did this
increased production of autobiographies lead to self-awareness.
Similarly, historian Marijke Huisman has shown, with respect to published
Dutch autobiographies, that between 1850 and 1918, the genre was not marketed
as an “intimate or personal” genre. At the time, it was usually not important
who the autobiographer was “as an individual person”, but, instead, that they
had been a “witness” to an important historical event.20 In the publishers’
advertisements Huisman studied, in order to investigate how autobiographies
were marketed at the time, Huisman only found one example where the
personality of the author was emphasized as important, and in this case that
was a woman.21 While advertisements for autobiographies by female authors
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Steedman 2000, 25.
Steedman 2000, 28.
Steedman 2000, 36.
Steedman 2000, 28.
Baggerman and Dekker 2004, 17-19.
Huisman 2008, 126-27, 133.
Huisman 2008, 128.
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were more “personalized”, male authors more frequently appeared, not as
“unique individuals”, but as members of a type, such as “men of character”.22
What’s more, while it was difficult for female autobiographers to present
themselves as the authors of their own lives, the first Dutch autobiographer to
write an autobiographical text structured around the “classic” conventions of
the genre – a prose retrospective narrative, in which the author looks back on his
or her own history, focusing on the development of his or her unique personality
– was a woman, Anna de Savornin Lohman, who wrote her autobiography
Remembrances in 1910. Both findings are in contrast to the general narrative of
classic autobiography studies, which focuses on the expression of unique
individuality as the hallmark of the modern sense of self, by studying the autobiographical texts of literate men.
As Huisman shows, neither critics nor publishers considered autobiographies as texts that were structured around the history of the development of a
unique personality. Instead, they thought it was important that autobiographies
put forward exemplary lives, historical lives, which gave readers a glimpse of
the history of their own age, or true lives, which contained stories about the
“true” experiences of “real” people.23 This is in contrast with the story put
forward in classic autobiography studies, which tells the story of the emergence
of modern selfhood in the genre of autobiography from the late eighteenth
century onwards.
In recent years, attention has also shifted to the notion that autobiography is
not the unmediated expression of the author’s personality, but that authors of
autobiographical texts structure their lives according to particular narratives.
Literary critic Paul John Eakin, for instance, states that that which is presented
in autobiographical texts is not the “true” self of the author, but that autobiography
is more about “telling one’s life in an accepted way”.24 Several scholars, besides
this, have suggested that we structure the tales of our lives according to the
scripts that are available to us. In engaging with the concept of “scripts”, I build,
in particular, on scholars whose work on scripts and autobiography has
complicated the periodization of the emergence of the “modern self”.
In Doubting Sex, historian Geertje Mak has argued that individuals structure
their life histories according to the scripts that are available to them. She
demonstrates this by means of an analysis of the autobiographies of two
hermaphrodites, each of whom use a different script to recount their lives. At the
22
23
24

Huisman 2008, 133.
Huisman 2008, 197-98, 189, 289.
Paul John Eakin, How Our Lives Become Stories: Making Selves (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press
1999), 110. Also see: Jerome Bruner, “Self-Making and World-Making,” Journal of Aesthetic Education
25.1 (1991): 67-78.
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beginning of the twentieth century, hermaphrodite N.O. Body narrated his life
according to the script of “discovering one’s own identity” (in the case of N.O.
Body: his “male” identity), which pertained to the “modern self”. According to
Mak, the characteristics of the modern self include: signalling continuity
(“I have always been this way”), presenting one’s own story as unique and
idiosyncratic, and viewing the discovery of one’s own truth as morally “good”.
Herculine Barbin, a hermaphrodite whose memoires were found in 1868, did not
have this script at her disposal: it was not possible for her to present her story as
a discovery of her “true self”, because the notion of identity as inner and
unchangeable was not available to her. Instead of seeing her sex change as
claiming her “true” identity, she presented her sex change as changing “position”
in society. With respect to individuals whose sex was “doubted”, claiming an
inner identity (“male” or “female”) as underlying cause for one’s (transgressive)
behaviour only took place when a logic was in place that allowed such claims to
be made – which, for such individuals, was around 1900, with the onset of a new
medical and causally-oriented logic.25 Before this new logic was in place,
individuals whose sex was doubted wrote their life histories without expounding
on a notion of the inner self.26
Historian Harry Oosterhuis also argues that individuals structure their life
stories according to particular scripts, and assers that what scripts are available
to people depends on “the historical moment, the culturally available narratives
that determine how people see themselves and interpret their lives”.27 In
Stepchildren of Nature, Oosterhuis examines the autobiographies of upper-class
men, written at the end of the nineteenth century, and addressed to psychiatrist
Krafft-Ebing. He describes how these men wrote and sent their life histories to
psychiatrist Krafft-Ebing towards the end of the nineteenth century, as they
recognized themselves in his definition of “homosexuality”, which he had
published in his catalogue of “perversions”, Psychopathia Sexualis. For these men,
the medicalization of their “deviant” sexuality made it possible to present this,
not as something immoral in their life histories, but as something that was a
part of their deepest, inner selves.28 He thus argues that both the psychiatrist
and the patients formed the patients’ identity.29 The autobiographies Oosterhuis
studies were not just straightforward accounts of the authors’ experiences, but
“contained specific elaborations of the ‘why’ of the development of their selves

25
26
27
28
29

Mak 1997, 121; Mak 2004, 62-63, 71; Mak 2012, 157-224, 230-32.
Mak 2012, 66-90.
Oosterhuis 2000, 229.
Oosterhuis 2000, 139-50.
Oosterhuis 2000, 10, 212.
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as well”.30 These stories, moreover, were based on linear progression and the
“conviction that a truth is being revealed”.31 With respect to late-nineteenth-century autobiographies, Oosterhuis argues that in the late nineteenth century it
became important to pursue the self to its “most secret hiding places”. This was,
moreover, seen as essential for a healthy and authentic life.32
As the work of Mak and Oosterhuis shows, people in the past have structured
their life stories around a script that revolved around expressing one’s inner
identity. However, as their work also shows, this script became available for
different groups at different times. What’s more, this script became available to
the groups of people they discuss, because of a certain medical or psychiatric
logic that was in place, that gave the individuals involved access to such a script.
In this chapter, I investigate what scripts the reform school pupils used in
presenting their pasts. In doing so, I examine whether the girls took up the
institutional incitement to produce a life history as a means to structure their
lives around a script in which the articulation of one’s own truth – in which
one’s truth becomes one’s “own” truth through the perception that it is
misaligned with society – was presented as a good in itself. As the girls were
mainly sent to the reform school for “deviant” sexual behaviour, and the
questions of the assigned topics stimulated them to talk about sex for a large
part, I am curious whether it is possible for them to structure their life histories
around such a script. Indeed, according to Foucault, the “institutional
incitement”33 to speak about sex – through the prompt towards confession –
need not only have functioned in a repressive manner, but could also function
in a productive manner.
In La volonté de savoir, Foucault argues that institutional efforts to map and
scrutinize individuals need not only be repressive, but may also be productive.34
According to Foucault, from the eighteenth and nineteenth century onwards,
there was a “veritable discursive explosion” concerning matters of sex and
sexuality.35 From then on, there was an “institutional incitement” to speak
about sexuality.36 That this “discursive explosion”, which is predominantly seen
as repressive in nature, also functioned in a “positive”, productive manner
becomes evident, for instance, through the example of the history of the concept
of homosexuality. While, in the nineteenth century, homosexuality was studied,
first and foremost, as a “perversion”, the classification of homosexuality “gave it
30
31
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Oosterhuis 2000: 223.
Oosterhuis 2000, 225.
Oosterhuis 2000, 219. Also see: Taylor 1989.
Foucault 1976, 18.
Foucault 1976, 101.
Foucault 1976, 17.
Foucault 1976, 18.
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[homosexuality, SB] an analytical, visible and permanent reality”.37 Experts in the
human sciences, then, did not “repress” deviant sexualities, but produced them
as realities.38 The study of sexual perversions, according to Foucault, made
possible social control of “perversity”, but also “made possible the formation of
a ‘reverse’ discourse: homosexuality began to speak in its own behalf”.39
In this chapter, I examine whether, through being incited to speak about
matters of sex, girls claimed sex or sexuality – or other aspects of themselves – as
a central part of their being. Examining which scripts the lower-class pupils in
the State Reform School for Girls use may provide an interesting insight into the
periodization of the emergence of the script of the modern self.
In the history of child protection and residential correctional institutions,
relatively little attention has been paid to the technique of autobiography-writing. Historians in this field have theorized the significance of autobiography-writing in child protection institutions,40 and have pointed to the functions
of the practice of autobiography-writing in institutional life, as I will discuss
further on.41 Besides this, scholars have also studied the published life histories
of those in institutional care, written after discharge.42 For instance, Pamela Cox
has studied the autobiographical accounts of women looking back on their time
in institutional care as girls. She indicates that, in studies of such sources,
scholars have either tried to show how the voices of the “marginalized” were
bound by hegemonic discourses, or how they were able to tell their “own”
stories.43 Rather than concentrating on either resistance or submission, however,
she studies these accounts with an aim to examine “how concepts of delinquency
and neglect were mediated at the microlevel”.44 Laura Tisdall also studies the
life histories of people who were in correctional institutional care as children.
According to Tisdall, historians who have focused on children’s experiences in
negotiating their relationships with institutions have predominantly focused on
categorizing children’s experiences into two types: those relating to submission
and those relating to resistance. According to Tisdall, however, narratives
37
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Foucault 1976, 44.
Foucault 1976, 43-44.
Foucault 1976, 101.
Margo de Koster, “Tot maat van het recht: De vroege ontwikkeling van de wetenschap van het
ontspoorde en criminele kind in het Centrale Observatiegesticht in Mol (1913-1941),” in Kinderen
in gevaar: De geschiedenis van pedagogische zorg voor risicojeugd, ed. Nelleke Bakker, Sjaak Braster,
Marjoke Rietveld-van Wingerden and Angelo van Gorp (Assen: Van Gorcum, 2007), 94-119; Cox
2013; Kunzel 1993.
Dimmendaal 1998; Irene van der Linde, Stoute jongens: Van boefjes tot pupillen; Een geschiedenis van
het observatiehuis van de vereniging “Hulp voor onbehuisden” 1914-1970 (Amsterdam: Stadsuitgeverij
Amsterdam, 1993).
Cox 2013; Tisdall 2013.
Cox 2013, 108.
Cox 2013, 108.
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written about pupils’ relationships to institutions are “if anything, characteristically dominated by ambivalence”.45 Tisdall, though, focuses on published autobiographies and memoires written after discharge, instead of concentrating on
texts written during admission. What’s more, she argues that, instead of
“discerning facts about institutional care”, in her view, historians of inter-war
childcare institutions should focus on “the analysis of experience”.46
Other scholars have studied similar sources. Steve Morgan, for instance,
studies prisoners’ (published) autobiographies. However, he does so, because
this type of narrative “provides access to many of the areas of prison life
excluded from official discourse”.47 This is not the aim of this chapter. Elizabeth
Atkinson conducted oral history interviews with men and women who had
spent time in children’s homes in their youth, between 1903-1943. She focuses
predominantly on reconstructing the feelings and experiences of those in
institutional care.48 Scholars in this field have not, however, done a detailed
narrative analysis of pupils’ life histories, nor paid detailed attention to how
practices influence pupils’ texts. Rather than focusing on the girls’ experiences,
and ways in which they “negotiated” power in an institutional context, as
authors studying institutional egodocuments have focused on, this chapter
studies the ways in which pupils were able to write about themselves, faced
with the particular set of practices they were confronted with. In this chapter, I
am particularly interested in expanding on studies that deal with self-narration
in an institutional context. I am particularly interested in building on Nikolas
Rose’s notion, set out in the introduction, that “knowledge practices” employed
in institutional contexts shape the ways in which we may speak about
ourselves.49 In doing so, I study a group of people – lower-class delinquent girls
– that has not previously been studied with these concerns in mind.

Methodological Considerations

Other scholars working with egodocuments that pupils of correctional
institutions have produced have pointed out that it is “difficult” to uncover what
pupils were “actually” thinking, and have stated that pupils’ egodocuments
cannot be used as “pathways to authentic reasoning”.50 In this chapter, however,
45
46
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Tisdall 2013, 351-75, 361.
Tisdall 2013, 375.
Steven Morgan, ”Prison Lives: Critical Issues in Reading Prisoner Autobiography,” The Howard
Journal of Criminal Justice 38.3 (1999): 338.
Elizabeth Atkinson, “‘Strict but Not Cruel’?: Living in Children’s Homes, 1903-1943,” Oral History
15.2 (1987): 38-45.
Rose 1997, Rose 1999.
Kaisa Vehkalahti, “Portraits of Delinquency and Penitence: Telling Life-Stories in Reform School
Context,” History of Education Researcher 1.71 (2003): 21. Also see: Dimmendaal 1998, 175; Vehkalahti 2009, 179.
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I follow Harry Oosterhuis’s approach. As he puts it, with respect to the case
descriptions of the patients of Krafft-Ebing, “It would be naive, of course, to
believe that these case descriptions are direct representations of the ‘real’ lives
of their subjects, that they simply mirror their experiences. They are surviving
artefacts of doctor-patient interactions, and as such they are conditioned by
institutional settings, cultural assumptions, social status, and power relationships”.51 In my opinion, the girls’ life histories were inextricably shaped by the
institutional practices by which they were produced. What we can learn, by
examining the life histories, therefore is what individuals could say about
themselves in this specific institutional context – not what they “actually”
thought or felt. Indeed, if the things we say about ourselves are shaped by the
practices we come into contact with, we might even question if there is such a
thing as what the girls “actually” felt. Contrary to Peter Gay, I thus examine
these life histories, not with the idea that there is a knowable self somewhere in
the text, which can be freed from all the discursive baggage surrounding it, and
not with the idea that “there is a there there”.52 Instead, following Rose, I study
the way in which these girls were able to write about themselves in this particular
context, in context with this particular technique. As Vehkalahti points out in
studying Finnish reformatory pupils’ letters, each letter should be considered as
a “performance”, taking place at a particular moment.53 Autobiographical
writings, as she claims, “give us an idea as to how the pupils positioned
themselves in relation to the practices they faced, and to the identity positions
that were available in the reform school environment”.54 Similarly, Louise
Jackson, who has studied children’s testimonies in court, points out that
children’s testimonies given in court were constructed within a “very specific
and formulaic genre”.55 While the courtroom is an entirely different setting
than the isolation room of a reform school, Jackson’s statement makes clear that
the context within which a particular utterance is produced “construct[s]” that
utterance.56 In studying the girls’ life histories, this is the approach I take.
While the girls’ texts show patterns and similarities, these life histories are
also very individual documents, in that they recount the particularities of
individual girls’ lives, and contain highly idiosyncratic language, in which the
girls expressed themselves. Due to the highly individual character of the texts,
I have not been able to give a complete overview covering all aspects of the texts,
51
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and my selection of examples is, necessarily, limited. However, I have tried, with
my examples, to show the diversity of the texts, selecting examples that were
either illuminative in their exceptionality, or representative for a larger number
of texts.
While in studies on the history of autobiography, non-canonical, unpublished
autobiographical narratives such as these have been referred to with the terms
“life writing” or “egodocuments”, here, I will use the term “life history” to refer
to the pupils’ texts, as this is a literal translation of the Dutch word (levensgeschiedenis) that was used in the reform school.

Autobiography-Writing as Assessment Technique

In this section, a characterization is given of the technique of autobiography-writing, as it was implemented in the period 1913-1950. Since I found no
documents in the reform school archives outlining institutional policy vis-à-vis
the practice of autobiography-writing, I pieced traces of evidence of the practices
used in the technique of autobiography-writing together, basing myself on
references found in documents in the pupils’ personal dossiers, in the girls’ texts
themselves and in the primary literature. Besides this, I used secondary
literature on the practice of autobiography-writing in similar institutions to
compare and contextualize the references to practices that were found.
As was mentioned in chapter 1, pupils wrote their life histories in the
isolation room, where they stayed as the observation period commenced. While
it cannot be ascertained exactly how the girls were prompted to write their life
histories, the writing of the life history certainly seems to have been framed as
an assignment from the director. This is demonstrated by the fact that half the
texts contain references that indicate that they are written to a reader, either
through direct references to an addressee, or by a closing resembling a letter.
Antje P., for example, explicitly addressed her text to the director, Margot Honcoop-Beekveld, beginning her text with “Dear Director”,57 and Berendina D.
began her life history with the words, “As far as I can remember my life history
I will write [it to] you”.58 Hendrika F. ended her narrative by writing, “with this
I hope to have written according to your expectations I end the highest Esteem
Hendrika”.59 While the “you” is most often unspecified, I have assumed, on the
basis of occasional direct references to her in the girls’ texts, that it refers to the
reform school director.
57
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“Lieve Derectrice [sic]”, Life history 2 (G20, 1940).
“Tot zoover is [sic; presumably, this should be “ik” (“I”)] mijn levensgeschiedenis kan na gaan zal ik
U schrijven”, Life history (G10, 1936).
“hiermee hoop ik naar u wensch te hebben geschreven eindigd ik de meeste / Hoogachting
Hendrika”, Life history (G8, 1941).
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The girls’ tendency to refer the director could have been prompted by an
encounter with the director. Shortly after admission, the girls seem to have had
a conversation with the director, which was not an uncommon practice in
correctional institutions.60 A clear reference to such a conversation appears in
the life history of Anthonia B., who was admitted to the institution in 1949:
Wednesday the 5th of February then we walked into the hallway of the State
reformatory house I thought that was very strange. yeah and then I was
brought to a room and put in it yeah I also thought that was horrible that it
was locked. there on the first night I couldn’t sleep. but I’m used to it now.
but now I plan to really do my best and I promised the director that and my
parents too and that. I will. certainly. do.61
It is unclear whether talks with the director always took place, as such
conversations have not been recorded. In any case, though, in the life histories
the director appears as a figure whom the girls address their texts to, and
towards whom they negotiate their self-presentation, as we shall see.
While the isolation period served hygienic purposes, it also served to
observe pupils’ character and behaviour. From the 1920s, child protection
professionals were of the opinion that, in isolation, the pupil would show the
institutional staff, supposedly, how he or she truly was. This notion remained
current until at least the 1940s.62 Besides this, there were other, pedagogical
reasons for the existence of the isolation period. Among Dutch pedagogues in
the field of child protection in the 1930s, according to historians Bakker,
Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden, “the most widespread thought [was]
that evil was located in the interior of man and that this evil could be driven out
by isolation, reflection and remorse”.63 While this was the main idea behind
cellular imprisonment, it also informed the practice of isolating new pupils in
correctional institutions. Indeed, historians Groenveld, Dekker and Willemse
state that, as soon as a child entered one of the Dutch state reform schools, they
were made to follow a “trajectory that started with a period of reflection”.64
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Pupils entering the boys’ state reform school in Alkmaar, for instance, were also spoken to by the
director; see: Delicat 2001, 43.
“Woensdag 5 Februari om 7 uur toen stapte we de gang in van het huis Rijk op voeding gesticht
binnen dat vond ik heel erg vreemd. ja en toen heb ik naar een kamertje gebracht en daar in gezet ja
dat vond ik ook erg dat die op slot ging. da de eerste nacht kon ik niet slapen. maar daar ben ik nu
aan gewendt. maar nu ben ik van plan om goed me best te doen en dat dat heb ik aan de derictrice
belooft en ook aan me ouders en dat. zal ik ook. wel. doen ook”, Life history (G6, 1949).
Van der Linde 1993, 46; Dimmendaal 1998, 148.
Bakker, Noordman and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 478.
Groenveld, Dekker and Willemse 1997, 352.
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Every pupil aged ten or over was put into an isolation cell in which he was
meant to “consider his life in solitude”.65 With respect to an observation home for
boys from poor families, historian Van der Linde also points to the importance
of “reflection” during the isolation period.66 The isolation period, then,
functioned as a means for the newly-admitted pupil to engage in introspection
and purge him or herself of so-called bad tendencies. By the 1930s, the idea of
observation in isolation is said to have lost currency in child protection
institutions, and, from then on, pupils were observed in a group setting instead.67
Despite this, in the Amsterdam observation home for poor children, new pupils
still had to write their life histories in a separate room, similarly to the pupils in
Eikenstein House.68 Even though the general focus among pedagogues had
shifted away from solitary introspection, the technique of autobiography-writing, as it was implemented in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, was still
connected to the practice of introspection, reflection, and “purging” the self.69
The practice of locking the door of the isolation room after the new pupil entered
it, which is described in Anthonia’s text, had connotations of imprisonment and
punishment, and strengthened the suggestion that she had done something
wrong. It also emphasized even more strongly that the girl was separated from
the world. Located, as she was, in the “liminal” space of the practically bare
isolation room, behind a locked door, there was little left to do but think.
In correctional institutions for juvenile delinquents outside of The
Netherlands, pupils were also put into isolation upon admission. However, this
period of isolation was not always connected to getting the pupils to disclose
information about their lives before admission. In England, between the
mid-nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries, influenced by Christian ideas of
rehabilitation, reformatories, certified schools and other homes for girls strongly
discouraged girls from speaking about their pasts. Not only did staff members
fear the contamination of still-innocent pupils through the transmission of
illicit, sexual knowledge, which the pupils were often thought to have, but
institutions also hoped to “reform” pupils through attempting to “erase” their
65
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Groenveld, Dekker and Willemse 1997, 352.
Van der Linde 1993, 45. The term she uses in Dutch is “bezinning”.
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In Germany, the life history of the neglected child served a different aim. In 1856, theologian
Johann Baptist von Hirscher published a brochure titled “Die Sorge für sittlich verwahrloste
Kinder” (Care for Morally Neglected Children). The ideas expressed in this text became influential in
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histories of other neglected children, thus confronting them with the tales of their fallen peers,
Dekker 1985, 60.
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memories of their pasts and, thus, reclaim their innocence.70 In girls’ reformatories in
Ontario and Quebec between 1930 and 1960, according to historians Tamara
Myers and Joan Sangster, “penal workers and medical experts generally believed
girls had to go through a process in which they renounced immoral families and
friends so their rebellious and nonconforming personalities could be tamed”.71
This was achieved by putting the new pupils into isolation, where the girls also
received uniforms to wear, as disciplinary measure. According to Myers and
Sangster, “[t]he common purpose of such isolation was to settle the inmates into
emotional sedation and acceptance of the rules; this was the first step in stripping
the girl of her previous character and associations”.72
In the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, by contrast, pupils were not
stimulated to keep quiet about their pasts, but were encouraged to set down
their life histories on paper. Based on Dutch pedagogues’ and caregivers’ ideas
concerning the isolation period, we may assume that notions of reflection and
“purging” the self of “evil” informed the technique of autobiography-writing.
Besides this, studies dealing with obligatory autobiography-writing in Dutch
correctional institutions may prove illuminative in explaining the goal of the
technique. While no studies have been done that make life histories and autobiography-writing in such institutions a central object of focus, historians of Dutch
child protection institutions in the early-to-mid twentieth century have paid
attention to compulsory autobiography-writing as a part of institutional life.
According to Van der Linde, for instance, in the Amsterdam observation home
for poor children, staff was mainly interested in what the pupils wrote down,
and what they kept silent about.73 In Huize de Ranitz, the closed ward of the
transfer home for girls in Groningen, girls were asked to write their life histories
so that the staff could determine “whether the girl had insight into her own
problems”.74 In this institution, moreover, according to Geertje Dimmendaal,
autobiography-writing functioned as a disciplinary technique, designed to instil
“self-correction” or “self-discipline” in the pupils.75
In a 2007 article, Belgian historian Margo de Koster examines the practices
that were used to assess delinquent boys who were sent to a Belgian observation
home in the first half of the twentieth century, in order to be divided over the
70
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Cale 1993, 209; Cox 2013, 121; Jackson 2000, 142-43. Between 1858-1905, when the reform school was
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correctional institutions of Belgium – a country whose juvenile justice system
was comparable to that of The Netherlands. In the observation home, boys were
obliged to write autobiographical narratives as part of their observation. In her
article, De Koster characterizes this practice as a technique that was geared
towards “exteriorization”. That is to say, through having the boys write autobiographical texts, the observation home wished to uncover information – which
was hidden “inside” the pupils – about their personality and social environment
they had lived in.76 Viewed in this manner, we might say that the practice of
getting pupils to divulge information about themselves was informed by the
notion that pupils had an interior; autobiographical writing would prompt
pupils to reveal what was “within”. What the technique specifically wished to
disclose was, as we shall see, information about the state of the girls’ conscience.
In her 1918 dissertation on the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, Seliene
Meijers remarked that the practice of autobiography-writing was used to
“assess” the newly entered pupils.77 While she does not elaborate on this any
further, documents preserved in the pupils’ dossiers give clues as to the purpose
of the practice of isolating the girls to write their life histories. In the isolation
room, girls were told that if they conducted themselves appropriately (in the
eyes of their caregivers), they would be allowed to leave the isolation room, and
go to the classroom where they would join their group. As Heleen R. put it in a
letter to her parents, “if I behave well, I’ll be allowed out so then I’ll do that [i.e.
behave well, SB]”.78 The isolation period thus clearly functioned as a transitional
phase, which the girl had to go through before her re-education process could be
set into motion. The isolation period in Eikenstein House should thus be viewed
as a disciplinary measure, in which girls had to submit to institutional
expectations concerning their behaviour, similarly to the way the isolation
period in comparable institutions has been described in the international
literature. Viewed in this light, the technique of autobiography-writing clearly
functioned as part of the transitional phase the girl had to go through, in the
process of being incorporated in the institution.

The Assigned Topics
With the assignment to write their life history, the girls were provided with
paper, on which staff had usually written the girl’s registration number, the
girl’s name and the heading “Life history”.79 This framed the writing of the life
76
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De Koster 2007, 106.
Meijers 1918, 25.
“als ik goet oppas, mag ik er af dus dan zal ik dat maar doen”, The girl’s first letter to her parents
(G78, 1939).
“Levensgeschiedenis”. The registration number was not always written down.
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history as an institutional assignment all the more, and suggested institutional
surveillance and scrutiny of what they wrote. The institutional heading was not
the only thing that suggested the watchful eye of the institution, though. At the
same time as being asked to write a life history, the girls were also provided
with a list of ten topics that they were asked to write about.80 These topics
contained implicit, but unmistakeable, norms. The list of topics that Susanna P.
was provided with in 1927, was as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

My parents’ house
Playing on the street
The cinema
My occupations [i.e. jobs, SB]
My female friends
The dance hall
The boys I went out with
Eating sweets
Why I committed a crime
Which events in my life made the greatest impression81

In the list of topics, question 9 was sometimes formulated as “How I came to do
wrong things”.82 The most important changes through time in this list of topics
are the addition of question eleven around 1940 – “What I would most like to
become”83 – and the altered phrasing of question 9, which, from 1932, reads

80

81
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Very occasionally, references in the girls’ texts show the order in which they did the assignments.
In two cases, it was evident that the girl had written the life history first (Assigned topics (G45,
1935); Assigned topics (G58, 1940)). With respect to question 10, Grada H., for instance, writes, “I’ve
already written that in my life history” (“Dat heb ik al opgeschreven in mijn levensgeschiedenis”),
Assigned topics (G58, 1940). In one case, however, it was clear that the girl had written about the
assigned topics first: Everdina W. had given her assigned topics the title “1st Part” (“1e Deel”), and
had given her life history the heading “II” (two), Assigned topics (G67, 1945); Life history (G67,
1945). Nothing conclusive can thus be said about the order in which the girls did the assignments,
meaning that I cannot say with certainty whether the ten topics structured the contents of the girls’
life histories. Approximately two-thirds of the dossiers that contained a life history also contained
the list of assigned topics. The assigned topics do not seem to be linked to a specific period.
“1 Het ouderlijk huis; 2 Spelen op straat; 3 De bioscoop; 4 Mijn verschillende diensten; 5 Mijn
vriendinnen; 6 De danszaal; 7 De jongens met wie ik geloopen heb; 8 Snoepen; 9 Waarom ik
tot misdrijf gekomen ben; 10 Welke gebeurtenissen in mijn leven den meesten indruk hebben
gemaakt”, Assigned topics (G21, 1927). Occasionally, the order of the questions changes slightly. In
Dutch, the word “vriendinnen” refers to female friends specifically.
“Hoe ik tot verkeerde dingen ben gekomen”, Assigned topics (G72, 1933; “Hoe ik tot verkeerde
dingen gekomen ben”, Assigned topics (G73, 1933).
“Wat ik het liefst zou willen worden”, Assigned topics (G29, 1940). There were eight occurrences of
this question in the 1940s.
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“Why I came to the institution”.84 From then on, as is evident, the girls’ behaviour
was no longer explicitly marked as “criminal” or “wrong”. Other than that,
although the order of the questions changes somewhat, the topics remain the
same until 1950, when they completely disappear from the girls’ dossiers [Figure 8].
The topics that the girls were asked to write about reflect the societal and
institutional concerns of the time concerning teenagers and those perceived as
juvenile delinquents. In the 1910s and 1920s, the idea that adolescence was a
separate life phase, developed in the early 1900s, became widespread in The
Netherlands. At the time, puberty was seen as a dangerous period for both boys
and girls – although in very different, gendered ways. Psychologists and
pedagogues saw this as a dangerous period for boys because they could easily
submit to theft and poaching; caregivers were worried about teenage girls
because they were at risk of engaging in what was seen as sexual misbehaviour.85
There was, thus, as is discussed in many studies on the history of female juvenile
delinquency, a double standard, in which “promiscuity” among men was
allowed or counted as not important, but where “promiscuity” among women
damaged a woman’s “honour” or “reputation”.86 Experts working in child
protection wanted to prevent the “moral downfall” of girls at all times, and
protect girls’ “honour”.87 This preoccupation led to the demand, for girls, to tell
their caregivers about their sexuality. While girls’ sexuality had been under
scrutiny earlier, as the personal description file, used from 1905, demonstrates,
girls were now prompted to talk about it, through revealing details concerning
their pasts. Indeed, many of the elements on the list of assigned topics were
connected to (fears about) sexuality, as I will demonstrate in what follows. The
development of the list of ten topics can thus be seen as the development of a
technique designed for scrutinizing the female pupils’ sexuality, which was
common practice in child protection and correctional institutions.88
Concerns about the moral wellbeing of teenagers were widespread in many
Western countries, and were influenced by the rise of a new youth culture.89
84
85
86
87
88
89

“Waarom ik in het gesticht ben gekomen”, Assigned topics (G18, 1932).
Dimmendaal 1998, 36; Delicat 2001, 98; Annemieke van Drenth, De zorg om het Philipsmeisje:
Fabrieksmeisjes in de elektrotechnische industrie in Eindhoven (1900-1960) (Zutphen: Walburg Pers, 1991), 16-17.
Odem 1995, 44; De Vries 1998, 91, 127.
Delicat 2001, 98, Van Drenth 1991, 21.
Kunzel 1993; Alexander 1995; De Koster 2007.
Stanley Cohen, Folk Devils and Moral Panics (London: MacGibbon and Kee, 1972), in Margo De
Koster and Herbert Reinke, “Geheimen van jongeren: De Antwerpse jeugd en haar nachtleven
in de vroege twintigste eeuw,” Tijdschrift over cultuur & criminaliteit 2 (2012): 32; Peter C. Baldwin,
“‘Nocturnal Habits and Dark Wisdom’: The American Response to Children in the Streets at Night,
1880-1930,” Journal of Social History 35.3 (2002): 593-611; Alexander 1995, 11-32; Delicat 2001; Lechner
2006; Carolyn Strange, Toronto’s Girl Problem: The Pleasures and Perils of the City, 1880-1930 (Toronto:
Toronto University Press, 1995).
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Particularly from the 1920s, due to changes in family structures and work,
youngsters had become consumers, and were spending their money on
entertainment and consumer goods – such as fashionable clothes, make up,
magazines and music. One particular source of worry for moral reformers was
the relatively new “entertainment culture” that had arisen in Dutch society
around 1900, in which people from different areas of society – and particularly
youngsters – participated.90 Reformers’ concerns were informed by a widespread
worry, arising in the mid-nineteenth century, about the corrupting influence of
the city, and they feared that young girls coming to the city would fall into
prostitution – the predominant concern for lower-class girls at the time.91 This
worry continued to inform the anxieties of caregivers and pedagogues until
after the Second World War, as references in the pupils’ dossiers make clear. The
primary target of reformers’ interventions, were lower-class children.
At least six of the questions on the list of topics provided by the reform
school were linked to worries about this new youth and entertainment culture
and a related concern with female sexuality. In the 1920s and 1930s in the
Netherlands, more and more places of entertainment, particularly cinemas and
dance halls had arisen. These places were thought to lead to “inappropriate”
behaviour and moral corruption, and because of these developments, the elite
were increasingly concerned about the moral development of youngsters who
frequented these places.92 In the Netherlands, there was, moreover, much
concern about sexually “inappropriate” behaviour – which, at the time, could
refer to a great deal of things, including girls going around with boys at an age
that was deemed too young.93
Margo de Koster has done detailed research into the youth and girl culture
in Belgium in the interwar years, which can be seen as similar to the Dutch
context. In the interwar years in Antwerp, dance halls were mainly frequented
by lower-class youngsters, who stayed out until all hours of the night. Moral
reformers feared that the “sensual”94 atmosphere and dim lighting would lead
to all sorts of “immoral” actions between unchaperoned young men and women.
Similarly, the “erotic” images, crime and violence that youngsters came into
contact with in the cinema were thought to uphold the ideal of an easy, immoral
90
91

92
93
94

“vermaakscultuur”, Lechner 2006, 64-65.
Van Drenth 2002, 127-30. On concerns about the city as corrupting place, see, for instance: Judith
Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Delight: Narratives of Sexual Danger in Late-Victorian London (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1993).
Lechner 2006, 65; Delicat 2001, 89.
Lechner 2006, 64-65.
“sensueel”. Here, De Koster and Reinke quote Racine 1935, 308-10 in translation (A. Racine, Les
enfants traduits en justice: etude d’apres trois cents dossiers du tribunal pour enfants de l’arrondissement de
Bruxelles, Paris: Librairie Du Recueil Sirey Broche, 308-310), in De Koster and Reinke 2012, 37.
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and reckless life, which would lead youngsters to criminality and “moral
decay”.95
The question on female friends likewise seemed to stem from changes in
girl and teen culture. In Belgium, to avoid being seen as unruly, it became
increasingly common for girls to go out at night accompanied by others. Instead
of being accompanied by a male family member, as had previously been the
case, girls now went out accompanied by groups of female friends. These groups
of close female friends prevented unwanted male sexual advances and also fit in
with girls’ changing ideal of independence. Besides this, going out with female
friends also provided girls with a sense of autonomy.96 The question on female
friends in the list of ten topics thus seems to stem from concerns about the girls’
female friends as people with whom they frequented “immoral” places.
At first sight, eating sweets may seem like a puzzling topic on the list. At the
time, however, eating sweets was one of many things that was associated with
an unrestrained sexuality.97 Anything that involved the possibility of excess –
and eating sweets was thought to lead to an uncontrolled addiction to sweets –
was associated with not being able to control one’s desires and was, thus, linked
to sexuality. Eating sweets was also seen as related to stealing, as the former was
thought to lead to the latter.98
Of course, the question on boys is unmistakably linked to institutional
concerns about girls’ sexuality, as is the question on “Playing on the street”. In
the interwar period, the street was a place where lower-class youth spent a lot of
their time, and was seen, moreover, as a risky place, particularly for young
women, who were thought to be in danger of being “tempted” or “coerced” into
prostitution when unsupervised on the street. Also, a young woman out on a
“dangerous” street or in a park alone was in danger of being mistaken for a
prostitute, especially when she was not in her own neighbourhood.99
Other questions on the list are associated more explicitly with class and
sexuality, including the first question on “My parents’ house” and the question
on the girl’s jobs. In the interwar period, the bourgeois notion of the household
in the Netherlands was still upheld as an ideal, and was seen as a “safe” place to
raise teenagers, revolving, as it was thought to, around notions of understanding,
respect and trust between parents and their children. Lower-class families, by
contrast, were thought of as unable to provide their teenage children with a
“safe” upbringing, as their children started going out to work at a young age. In
95
96
97
98
99

“onzedelijke”, “erotische”, “zedelijk verval”, De Koster and Reinke 2012, 37-38.
De Koster and Reinke 2012, 40-41.
Like wetting the bed, sucking one’s thumb and biting one’s nails; see: Dimmendaal 1998, 239.
Dimmendaal 1998, 128.
De Koster and Reinke 2012, 35-36, 39. Also see: Mahood and Littlewood 1994, 556.
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the minds of reformers and pedagogues, long, dull working days were linked to
participation in the “immoral” entertainment culture.100 Besides this, from the
beginning of the twentieth century, child protection services and the government
were particularly concerned with working youngsters. The Work Law
(Arbeidswet), implemented in 1889, prevented children younger than fourteen
from working, and the Compulsory Attendance Law (Leerplichtwet), implemented
in 1900, ensured that parents sent their young children to school, rather than out
to work. Work was thought to interfere with schooling, which was considered a
far more valuable pastime for children. Particular jobs were considered
especially “immoral” for girls – particularly factory work. Besides often being
unschooled work – which was thought to be less respectable than doing a job for
which more elaborate training or education was necessary101 – girls who worked
at factories were seen as transgressing gender norms, as their factory job
threatened to endanger their desired identities as future housewives and
mothers.102 The question on “My parents’ house” also seems to be informed by
other prejudices about the lower classes. The girls who were admitted to the
reform school frequently came from extremely poor backgrounds. Child
protection authorities, at the time, however, held the “belief that low living
standards were connected to low moral standards”.103 What’s more, there was a
notion, among child protection workers, that “bad” living conditions led to
(sexual) precociousness in lower-class girls. Precociousness was viewed as
“unnatural” and “abnormal”, as it went against the idea and the ideal of children
as innocent.104 What’s more, different from boys, sexual restraint was considered
to be the marker of girls’ respectability.105
The question on the parents’ home could also have been prompted by a
change in thinking in child protection that took place around the start of the
twentieth century, both in The Netherlands and internationally, in which, rather
than the intrinsic moral corruption of the child, neglectful parenting was
thought to contribute to the child’s “bad” behaviour. For the Netherlands, the
abolition of the concept of “discernment”, which took place with the
implementation of the Children Acts in 1905, has been interpreted as a measure
that reflected the new idea, among child protection professionals, that all
children lacked the capacity for moral judgment. This measure, which was
based on the notion that all children were essentially innocent, has been said to
100
101
102
103
104
105

Delicat 2001, 98.
Delicat 2001, 63; Van Drenth 1991, 19.
Van Drenth 1991, 20, 27, 29.
Cox 2013, 108.
Jackson 2000, 17.
Jackson 2000, 96.
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have shifted the focus in child protection from the moral nature of the child to
bad parenting.106
At the same time, however, the technique of autobiography-writing
decidedly emphasized individual confession, long after 1905. Indeed, until 1932,
the question of why the girl had committed her crime or had done something
“wrong” was included in the list of assigned topics. After that, it was replaced
by the topic “Why I came to the institution”. While this topic did not explicitly
prompt confession, it certainly did invite it. Through presenting the newly-entered
girl with this list of topics, the institution was assessing whether the girl, if left
“free” to write – about a list of suggestive topics – would confess her misdeeds,
and whether she felt guilty about her past behaviour.
The list of ten topics the new pupils were provided with had the capacity of
eliciting a confession. For my definition of “confession”, I base myself on Michel
Foucault’s and philosopher Marc Roberts’ discussions of the concept. In La
volonté de savoir, Foucault elaborates on the function of the confession in the West
from the Middle Ages onwards. Foucault describes how, while the confession
was long a practice of penance, it gradually became located in domains outside
of the religious, particularly in emerging scientific disciplines, such as eighteenth-century pedagogy and nineteenth-century medicine.107 According to
Foucault, the confession is a “ritual of discourse in which the speaking subject is
also the subject of the statement” and “a ritual that unfolds within a power
relationship”.108 Because confession only takes place in the presence or “virtual
presence” of “a partner who is not simply the interlocutor but the authority who
requires the confession”, who, moreover, has the capacity to “judge, punish,
forgive, console and reconcile”, it can be said that confession takes place in a
power relationship.109 While the confession itself comes “from below”, from the
person doing the confessing, the “agency of domination resides in the one who
requires it.110 The mere act of confessing, moreover, according to Foucault,
produces “intrinsic modifications” in the speaker, meaning that it “exonerates,
redeems, and purifies him”.111
In his discussion of psychotherapy as confession, Marc Roberts argues, with
reference to Foucault, that the confession has a “panoptic” dimension. Besides
being “invited to disclose” their thoughts and feelings to an interlocutor (the
therapist) who does not only listen, but also has the power to judge, the client in
106
107
108
109
110
111

Leonards 1995, 12.
Foucault 1976, 65.
Foucault 1976, 61.
Foucault 1976, 61-62.
Foucault 1976, 62.
Foucault 1976, 62.
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psychotherapy is also invited to “inscribe within themselves” the psychotherapist’s – the confessor’s – ideas on what is “normal” and “abnormal”, and “to
regulate their thoughts, feelings and behaviour accordingly”. In this manner,
the client becomes the “principle” of their own “subjection”.112 Here, Roberts is
referring to Foucault’s discussion of the Panopticon in Surveiller et punir, in
which Foucault describes how an individual who is subjected to institutional
scrutiny starts to monitor himself.113
In the girls’ reform school, in my opinion, the assigned topics also potentially
had this “panoptic” function, by means of which the girl was prompted towards
not only confessing, but also redeeming herself. Even though the girls did the
assignment alone, in a locked room, the director’s “presence” was made very
clear to them, not only through the pre-written heading suggesting institutional
scrutiny, but also through the assigned topics themselves. The list of topics
prompted the girls to veer into the details of particular episodes in their pasts,
urging them towards baring the “secret” or even “shameful” aspects of their
lives. Through giving the girls this list of topics, the director was positioning
herself as confessor, to whom the girls were invited to confess, if they were so
inclined.
Most topics on the list of questions that the girls were provided with –
playing on the street, eating sweets, the cinema, the dance hall, boys and female
friends – were focused on very specific activities, which society – and, by
extension, the institution – held exceedingly normative views on. Particularly
when it came to girls, these norms were very much tied to sexuality; girls were
expected to display a restrained sexuality, and not to engage in activities that
suggested their sexuality was somehow uncontrolled. The reform school was
predicated on getting the pupils to unlearn their past behaviour and habits, and
to transform them into upright citizens, and to change these girls into
independent working-class housewives and mothers. The reform school by its
very function thus necessarily viewed the girls’ past behaviour as something
that needed to be corrected. Through framing their past behaviour as something
that was “wrong”, or as something that they felt remorse about, girls would be
writing in the same moral framework as the institution, which disapproved of
their past behaviour. Through taking up the assignment to write something
about the ten topics as a confession, in which they presented their behaviour as
“wrong”, “bad” or as something they were “ashamed” of, would, therefore,
involve submitting themselves to the norms of the institution. Confession did
thus not only involve submitting to the norms of the institution, but also
112 Marc Roberts, “The Production of the Psychiatric Subject: Power, Knowledge and Michel Foucault,”
Nursing Philosophy 6 (2005): 37.
113 Foucault 1975, 202-203.
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involved (negatively) evaluating, policing and monitoring one’s own behaviour.
With the assigned topics, the institution was thus providing the girls with the
opportunity, and heavily stimulating the girls, to confess – by means of which
they could redeem themselves. The technique of autobiography-writing, therefore,
served as a tool designed to construct a “reformatory identity” for the girls, as
Kaisa Vehkalahti points out with respect to the practice of letter-writing in the
Finnish state reformatory for girls.114 Girls did not, however, have to take up this
opportunity. The institution was simply attempting to uncover what stance the
girls took on towards their pasts. But did the girls know what the institution was
getting at with these questions? And how did they react to the institutional
prompts to uncover their attitudes towards their pasts?115
What becomes evident from studying the girls’ answers to the list of
assigned topics, is the diversity of pupils’ responses. While many of the activities
mentioned in the list of topics were not considered acceptable activities for girls
to engage in, quite a few of the girls straightforwardly provided the institution
with information, without any self-reflection. Admitted in 1940 at age 15, Evertje
J. answered the question “Playing on the street” quite innocuously, listing the
games she used to play on the street: “And I often played on the street. warrior
[,] Hide and seek and games and little Plays on the street. And much more and
playing shop. ? [sic] and School and Mother”.116 Similarly, she answered the
question “Eating sweets” by listing the types of sweets she used to eat: “I have
always eaten sweets and when I had a cent? I went to [name of sweet shop] to buy
a cent[‘s worth of] Toffees liquorice and chocolates and biscuits and biscuit bits
and more sweets Pineapple and Raspberry pastilles And I loved that a lot?”.117
114 Vehkalahti 2009, xviii.
115 To uncover this, I did a detailed analysis of the different types of responses per question in the
assigned topics for 22 girls (which was the number of dossiers collected in one of the file numbers),
investigating to what extent the girls showed an awareness of the institutional norms concealed
in the topics, and examining how they qualified their behaviour per topic. This analysis resulted
in the following categories: “the girl is aware of the institutional norm and presents herself as
guilty”, “the girl is aware of the institutional norm and rebels against it” , “the girl is aware of the
institution norm and presents her behaviour as ‘not so bad’” and “the girl shows no awareness of
the institutional norm. This analysis thus showed that the girls’ responses were highly diverse:
while some girls very clearly knew what the institution was getting at, some showed no awareness
of this at all. To further examine the girls’ awareness of the institutional norms, as well as the
manner in which they presented their behaviour in reponse, I read the assigned topics found in the
remaining girls’ dossiers with the above-mentioned categories in mind.
116 “En ik speelde vaak op straat. krijgertje Verstoppertje en spelletjes en Toneeltjes op straat. En nog
veel meer en winkeltje spelen. ? [sic] en Schooltje en Moedertje”, Assigned topics (G29, 1940). This
girl frequently used question marks in both her answers to the assigned topics and in her life
history.
117 “Ik heb altijd gesnoept en als ik een cent had? ging ik naar [name of sweet shop] een cent kopen Toffees
drop en chocolaadjes en koekjes en koekkruimels en nog stoep Annanas en Frambozen zuurtjes En
daar hield ik veel van?”, Assigned topics (G29, 1940).
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With a similar lack of qualification, Mien D., admitted in 1938, answered the
question on the cinema by simply reporting the frequency of her visits: “Went to
the cinema every Sunday in the afternoon with my sister”.118 Such answers could
be seen as a sign of defiance of institutional norms, with the girls refraining
from admitting to any “improper” behaviour, or, perhaps, as signs that girls did
not know what was expected of them. Certainly, the puzzling answers girls
occasionally gave to the questions suggest that not all girls had an idea of what
the institution was getting at, and certainly did not use the opportunity for
strategic self-presentation. Aaltje P., for example, answered the question on “My
parents’ house” with the somewhat bizarre statement, “Not one of everybody
has ever left the house”.119 Of course, this could also be understood as a desire to
present her family as well-behaved. With reference to the life histories of pupils
of Huize de Ranitz, Geertje Dimmendaal has also pointed out that most girls,
particularly those who had not been in correctional institutions before, did not
know what was expected of them.120
In other cases, it becomes evident that girls were certainly aware of the
norms surrounding the topics they were provided with. Admitted in 1935, Klara
G. writes, “I have not eaten a lot of sweets at all, because in an institution one
gets used to that, living without sweets, moreover one can spend one’s money in
better ways than on sweets”.121 For the question on the cinema, Paulina G.,
admitted in 1944, writes,
I loved the films of Zora Lujander [Zarah Leander, SB] very much because she
could sing so beautifully. I never knew that in those films lead to so much
evil. When I was still in [name of previous institution] I was also talking about
films and Miss G[…] heard that and then she said you should be proud that
you have seen so many that is how the downfall starts. She also added I’ll
give you the assurance that most of you are spoiled because of films.122
From both girls’ answers, a picture emerges of institutions as being places where
girls were taught societal norms.
118
119
120
121

“Ging iedere zondags ’s middags met me zus naar de bioscoop”, Assigned topics (G38, 1938).
“Het huis heeft nog géén één van allen ooit verlaten”, Assigned topics, (G90, 1927).
Dimmendaal 1998, 150.
“Veel gesnoept heb ik in het geheel niet, want in een gesticht raakt men daar aan gewend, buiten
snoep te leven, buitendien kan men de centen wel beter besteden dan aan snoep”, Assigned topics
(G26, 1935).
122 “Ik hielt erg veel van de films van Zora Lujander omdat zei zo moois kon zingen. Ik heb nooit
geweten dat er in die films zo veel kwaad uit voort komt. Toen ik nog in de [name of previous
institution] was had ik ‘t ook over films, en dat hoorde Juffrouw Gabriel en die zei toen je moet er
maar trots op gaan dat je er zoveel gezien hebt daarmee begint de onder gang. Ze zei er nog bij ik
geef de verzekering dat de meeste van jullie bedorfen zijn door de film”, Assigned topics (G12, 1944).
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Besides this, the pupils quite often mentioned how their parents disapproved of
the activities the institution was asking about, showing that they grew up in a
context in which norms concerning these topics were in place. Several girls’
answers to the question “Playing on the street” show that their parents
disapproved of their playing on the street, thus making clear that girls knew
that this was an activity they were not supposed to engage in. For example, Elsje
P. writes,
Playing on the street we were hardly ever allowed to do mother said that it
was better that we should just stay upstairs because on the street you don’t
learn much good but when we were allowed to play on the street we had to
stay in front of the door and not dare to go any further because then we
wouldn’t be allowed anymore. and it would take a really long time before
we got permission again.123
As becomes evident from their answers, girls were also highly aware of societal
and parental norms concerning female friends and boys. In writing about these
topics, the girls use a specific vocabulary. For example, Aafje T. answers the
question on “My female friends” as follows:
I have only had a few female friends and they were respectable girls. that if
you told them something, it wouldn’t go from one to the other they were
about as old as me but they were also very good and they also made it so
that I didn’t go with boys for example if I was standing at the door then they
asked me if I would go with them to the city and then I always went with
them, they were also dressed neatly. (not ostentatiously).124
Answering the question, “The boys I went out with”, Klaasje B. writes, “The boys
that I went out with he lived in Hoogkerk and he was a respectable decent boy
and was 19 years old I went with him for 8 weeks. And he worked at a straw
cardboard factory”.125 Multiple examples can be found in which the pupils
123 “Spelen op straat mochten wij haast nooit moeder zei dat ‘t beter was dat wij maar boven moesten
blijven want op straat leer je niet veel goeds maar als wij op straat mochten spelen moesten wij voor
de deur blijven en het niet wagen om verder te gaan want dan mochten we niet meer. en duurde het
‘n hele tijd voor wij weer toestemming kregen”, Assigned topics (G69, 1940).
124 “Ik heb maar een paar vriendinnen gehad en dat waren netten meisjes. dat als je ze iets vertelde, het
niet van de een op de ander ging ze waren ongeveer net zoo oud als ik maar ze waren ook erg flink
en die hebben ook gemaakt dat ik niet met jongens ging bijv. als ik aan de deur stond dan vroegen ze
of ik mee de stad in ging en dan ging ik altijd mee, ze waren ook erg netjes gekleed. (niet opzichtig)”,
Assigned topics (G30, 1929).
125 “De jongens waar ik mee ge loopen heb die woonde in Hoogkerk en een nette vatsoenlijke jongen
was het en was 19 jaar ik heb 8 week met hem geloopen. En hij werkte op stroocartonfabriek”,
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qualify the girls and boys they talk about, using specific terms, such as
“respectable”, “proper”,126 “decent” or “frivolous and indifferent”.127 While the
terms are occasionally elaborated on – as Aafje T. explains in the quote given
above, being a “respectable girl” consists of not gossiping and not dressing in an
“ostentatious” manner – they are most often not further explained. This suggests
that the girls are making use of a vocabulary that they presume to share with
the institution – as well as postulating the existence of a shared moral framework,
in which it is clear, to both parties, what being a “respectable” girl entailed.
At other times, too, girls showed their awareness of the norms concealed in
the topics the institution is asking about, and used their awareness of this to
attempt to make themselves look good. For example, Cornelia S. answered the
question “My female friends” by stating, “never wanted them because that
would always end badly I always thought”.128 Whether or not she is being sincere,
she seems very aware of the idea that female friends could put a girl on the
wrong path. Other girls attempted to make themselves look good by renouncing
their former behaviour, thus showing awareness of institutional norms in a
different way. On the dance hall, Gezina N. writes that she used to think the
dance hall was “so lovely” that “I would like to go to the dance hall every day”,
even though “Ma” would not allow it. She ends her answer, however, by
changing her tone: “But now I am wiser and realize that I acted wrongly. That’s
already one thing in which I’ve changed”.129 This girl presents herself as being
very aware that the institution expects her to change; renouncing the dance hall,
is presented as something like a first step in her transformation. As Pamela Cox
indicates, autobiographical narratives in which the pupils speak in line with
institutional expectations should not be seen as “weak examples of compliance”.130
Indeed, according to Cox, such stories show how “some young women made
sense of the delinquent and endangered identities ascribed to them”.131 What’s
more, it has been shown that pupils frequently conformed to institutional
expectations for strategic reasons.132
Several girls also positioned themselves as defiant vis-à-vis institutional
norms. For example, Hillegonda K., admitted in 1935, writes, “The dance hall I
Assigned topics (G73, 1933).
126 “net”, “keurig”, Assigned topics (G20, 1940).
127 “vatsoenlijk [sic]”, “lichtzinnig en onverschillig”, Assigned topics (G26, 1935).
128 “wou ik nooit hebben want dan liep het altijd verkeerd af hebt ik altijd gedacht”, Assigned topics
(G9, 1941).
129 “zoo fijn”, “ik wel elke dag naar de danszaal zou willen”, “Moes”, “Maar nu ben ik wijzer en zie ik
in, dat ik verkeerd heb gehandeld. Dan is vast een ding waarin ik ben verandert”, Assigned topics
(G52, 1931).
130 Cox 2013, 134.
131 Cox 2013, 134.
132 Dimmendaal 1998, 176; Alexander 1995, 77.
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like and I’m a good dancer. I often went to shows never to dancing classes I find
that boring. Often I wasn’t allowed [to go] and that’s exactly why I wanted to go.
My friends were also allowed [to go] so I wanted to as well. Why would I not be
allowed I wasn’t going to do anything and I know myself so well that I knew I
wouldn’t get addicted to it. and [that it] wouldn’t arouse any passion and it was
only to have some fun and because it [the dance hall, SB] belonged to our
association. I didn’t think was worth it to go to other shows”.133 The girl thus
shows an acute awareness of the specific norms surrounding the dance hall,
even talking about them in what seems to be the language of her parents, or
wider (middle-class) society.
Very occasionally, girls show an awareness of institutional norms, and
present themselves as openly defiant concerning these norms. In her answer on
the cinema, for instance, Heiltje M. writes:
To honestly tell the truth I don’t necessarily see this as an evil. It is fun, but
one either likes it or doesn’t. I do know people who are happy that they have
never been there. They were showing a film of the 40 year Anniversary.
Those ladies would have loved to see it. But because it was being shown in a
cinema theatre they didn’t go. I just find that ridiculous. A person shouldn’t
be too narrow-minded should they.134
As argued above, the list of assigned topics was designed to function in a
panoptic way: through the way in which the technique was structured, the girls
were made to feel watched, even without the direct physical presence of the
director. From the institutional standpoint, moreover, the topics on the list
invited girls towards confession. Answering the questions in the desired manner
would align them with the normative institutional framework.
Studying the pupils’ responses to the assigned topics makes clear, however,
that this technique did not always elicit confession. This becomes becomes
evident from the variety of answers the girls provided. Being put under
133 “De danszaal vind ik leuk en ik kan goed dansen. Ik ging vaak naar uitvoeringen nooit naar dansles
dat vind ik saai. Vaak mocht ik niet en daarom wou ik juist. Mijn vrindinnen mocht ook dus ik wou
ook. Waarom zou ik niet mogen ik deed toch niets en ik ken mezelf zoo goed dat ik wel wist dat ik
er niet aan verslaafd zou raken. en ook geen hartstocht op zou wekken en het alleen maar was om
wat plezier te hebben en omdat het van onze vereeniging was. Naar andere uitvoeringen vond ik de
moeite niet waard”, Assigned topics (G45, 1935).
134 “Om eerlijk de waarheid te zeggen zie ik dit niet zozeer als een kwaad. Het is een plezier, maar
men moet er van houden. Ik ken wel mensen die blij zijn dat zij er nooit geweest zijn. Er werd een
film afgedraaid van het 40 jarig Jubileum. Die dames zouden hem dolgraag gezien hebben. Maar
omdat hij in een bioscoop teather afgedraaid werd gingen ze niet. Dit vind ik gewoon bespottelijk.
Een mens moet toch niet al te bekrompen wezen”, Assigned topics (G97, 1939). Similar defiance was
shown by Marijtje M., Assigned topics (G74, 1926).
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institutional scrutiny did not lead to assertions of guilt and remorse for all the
girls. In practice, the technique thus allowed the institution to examine how girls
would write about their pasts under institutional scrutiny. What the pupils
wrote in response to this assignment gave the institutional staff some insight
into whether or not the girl shared the normative framework of the institutional
staff.

Institutional Assessments of the Girls’ Texts

While the practices involved in the technique seemed to be intended to stimulate
pupils towards confession, I also examined how the girls’ texts were read by
reform school staff in order to get a clearer idea of the goal of the technique. One
of the life histories gave a clue as to how the staff read pupils’ texts. While
dossiers from before the mid-1920s usually did not contain any documents
besides the personal description file, the dossier of Adriaantje H., admitted in
1913, contained not one, but two life histories. At the top of the girl’s second life
history, a staff member had written “Life description done again, more
truthfully”.135 In 1913, then, when the staff did not consider the girl’s account to
be “truthful” enough, the girl could be made to do it over. This technique seems
to have disappeared in later years, when staff members preferred to see whether
pupils were honest, rather than prompting them to tell the truth, as we shall see.
To investigate how staff members read pupils’ texts, I looked for archival
documents that contained references to the life histories. Institutional staff only
referred to the life histories in the so-called test reports. While these only
appeared in the pupils’ dossiers in the 1940s (1940-1946), they nevertheless
provided an indication of how the girls’ texts were read.136 The test report
135 “Levensbeschrijving meer naar waarheid overgemaakt”, Life history 2 (G65, 1913). In Adriaantje’s
first life history, she had given an extremely positive description of her family, in which she wrote
that her father “works hard and always enough food to eat” (“werkt goed en altijd goed te eten”), that
her mother was “always at home” (“altijd thuis”) and that her siblings “behave well” (“pas[sen] goed
op”), and claimed that a girl had prompted her to steal, Life history 1 (G65, 1913). In her second
attempt, however, she paints an entirely different picture of her family, stating that her father
“works badly” (“werkt slecht”) and “used to drink too much” (“dronk te veel”), and that could buy
food as a result of her mother bringing “everything” (“alles”) to the pawnshop. While attempting to
make herself look good, by saying, for instance, “Recently I always behaved well, I always reliably
worked for my mother, and always reliably gave over the money, never a cent short” (“In de laatste
tijd heb ik altijd goed opgepast, ik heb altijd trouw gewerkt voor mijn moeder, en altijd trouw de centen
overgegeven, nooit geen centje te kort”), assertions of remorse also appear in her text, and she states
that she will “now behave well” (“nu goed oppassen”), Life history 2 (G65, 1913). In this case, the more
overtly disciplinary technique thus had the effect of not only prompting the girl to tell what reform
school staff considered to be the “truth”, but also to prompt the girl towards confession.
136 In total, 11 test reports were studied. In the sample of dossiers, ten test reports were found in the
dossiers of the girls who had written life histories. This was complemented with the test reports
found in an extra file number, making for a total of 11 test reports.
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documented the results of the intelligence tests the pupil had taken,137 contained
a remark on the pupil’s life history, and concluded with a paragraph indicating
the institution’s “total impression” of the girl.138 I have not been able to uncover
who produced the test reports. However, the fact that the test results and
remarks on the girl’s life history appear in the same report that provides a “total
impression” of the pupil clearly suggests that the life histories were read in
order to help to assess the new pupils.
This is also made clear by references in the notes on the girls’ behaviour. The
notes always begin with a description of the girl’s behaviour upon admission.
For Harmina J., admitted in 1929, the notes report that she is “not very talkative”,
although she is “friendly and polite”, and record that she “is really doing her
best” and “is thankful for all help and happy that she can learn something here”.
After this description, the notes state, “Also see rep.[ort] by dr. Postma, rep.[ort]
by head teacher and life history”.139 For the group instructors, then, reading the
girl’s life history served to gain a first impression of her.140
While this type of remark does not indicate how girls’ texts were read, the
remarks on the girl’s life history in the test report give some clues as to what the
institution expected from the pupils in writing their life histories. In four cases,
the test reports remark on whether the girl’s text corresponds to the facts that
were already known about her. On the life history of Paulina G., the only remark,
for example, is, “accords with the case file”.141 While, through the case file, the
reform school staff already knew exactly what the girl had done wrong – the
case file contained a biography of the new pupil, focusing on the events leading
up to her admission – the staff was, evidently, interested in hearing the girl’s
take on these events. In the case of Martina J., the remark in the test report
concerns the completeness of the girl’s text, stating that her life history is
“lacking and limited, actually only writes about her thefts, which have been
137 These included the 100-item questionnaire designed by reform school doctor Hessel Postma, which
measured “school and experiential knowledge” (“school- en ervaringskennis”), the Binet-Simon test,
designed to measure mental age, and Luning Prak’s Tests for Mental Development (“Tests voor
Verstandelijke Ontwikkeling”), which measured the pupil’s I.Q. and determined her school level.
138 In Dutch, this was referred to as the “totaal indruk”.
139 “weinig spraakzaam”, “vriendelijk en beleefd”, “doet erg haar best”, “is dankbaar voor elke hulp
en blij, dat ze hier nog wat leren kan”, “Zie verder rapp. Dr. Postma, rapp. hoofd v. onderwijs en
levensgeschiedenis”, Notes (G1, 1929). The “report by head teacher” here refers to the “Report
concerning the patient during the observation period” (Rapport betreffende de verpleegde gedurende
den observatie-tijd), in which the girl’s knowledge about primary education subjects was recorded.
140 Around one-third of the girls’ dossiers contain this type of brief reference to the life history. These
references appear across the entire period studied, in the dossiers of: G1, 1929; G6, 1949; G10, 1936;
G18, 1932 and 1935; G20, 1938 and 1940; G21, 1927; G26, 1935; G30, 1929; G31, 1947; G36, 1931 and 1933;
G38, 1938, G45, 1935; G50, 1935; G51, 1947 and 1948; G60, 1937; G61, 1930; G69, 1940; G89, 1945.
141 “in overeenstemming met het dossier”, Test report (G12, 1944). Also see: Test report (G29, 1940).
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proven, and claims that she will not do that again”.142 As becomes apparent, the
staff was interested in whether the girl was honest – meaning that they were
interested in whether the girl “told all”. In this case, “telling all”, and being
elaborate, was seen as a good thing.
In four other cases, the test report did not only focus on whether the girl’s
life history accorded with the case file, but also focused on whether she felt
guilty about her past. Geertruida L.’s report, for example, states: “accords quite
well with the case file. She gives quite a matter-of-fact account of her life,
particularly emphasizes that a female friend prompted her to the bad behaviour,
admits that nothing would have come of her if she had not been arrested, but
does not give the impression she wholly comprehends the gravity of her
misdeeds. Even the venereal disease does not seem to have made a profound
impression on her”.143 Similarly, Everdina W.’s lack of a “sense of guilt” is
commented on.144 While the staff does not actively prompt the girls towards
guilt, from the test report we get the sense that, in the eyes of the staff, expressing
guilt or an awareness of being “wrong” was seen as favourable.
Several references in the notes on the girls’ behaviour show that in daily
institutional life, similarly to what we see in the technique of autobiography-writing, the reform school staff were attentive to how pupils felt about their
pasts. The notes for Anthonia B., admitted in 1949, for instance, record, “While
being bathed, she tells us that she came [here] from [training institute for
maidservants] and that she was not allowed to stay there, because she had stolen
something. She does not display any guilt about this”.145 Though they did not
push the girl to feel guilty, their remark shows that they would have preferred
the girl to show guilt about what she had done. About Everdina W., the notes
record that, “She pleads her own innocence and speaks ill of Jantje B., a girl, who
was in the custodial house at the same time and was brought to be R.O.G. [The
State Reformatory for Girls, SB] at the same time”.146 For Hendrika F., admitted in
1941, they mention that she “actually thinks that she did not deserve the fact that
142 “gebrekkig en beperkt, schrijft eigenlijk alleen over haar diefstallen, die zijn bewezen en beweert,
dat zij dat nu niet meer doen zal”, Test report (G89, 1945).
143 “wel in overeenstemming met het dossier. Zij geeft een vrij zakelijk verslag van haar levensloop,
laat er vooral den nadruk op vallen, dat een vriendinnetje haar tot het slechte gedrag heeft gebracht,
geeft toe, dat er niets van haar terecht gekomen was, als zij niet was opgepakt, maar maakt den
indruk niet ten volle de ernst van haar misdragingen te beseffen. Zelfs de geslachtsziekte schijnt
geen diepen indruk op haar gemaakt te hebben”, Test report (G11, 1944).
144 “schuldbesef”, Test report (G67, 1945).
145 “Tijdens het baden vertrelt ze, dat ze uit de [training institute for maidservants] komt en dat ze daar
niet blijven mocht, omdat ze wat weggenomen had. Ze toont hierover geen spijt”, Notes (G6, 1949).
146 “Ze bepleit haar eigen onschuld en spreekt kwaad van Jantje B., een meisje, die [sic] gelijk met
haar in het H[uis].v.[an]B.[ewaring] zat en gelijk naar het R.O.G. is overgebracht”, Notes (G67, 1945).
“R.O.G.”stands for “Rijksopvoedingsgesticht”.
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she had to come here at all”.147 In one case, it becomes clear that the staff asked
the girls questions, prompting them to talk about their pasts, rather than letting
them speak of their own accord. The entry describing Annechien D.’s admission,
for example, states that “A. only has tears as an answer to questions about the
cause of her coming her or her going to [correctional institution for “fallen” girls]”.148
While such questions may have prompted the girls to express guilt, they also
seem informed by a desire to see how the girl reacted to such prompting – which
would have told staff members, perhaps, what they might expect from this girl
during her stay.
What also proves insightful in uncovering the goal of the technique of
autobiography-writing is the way in which staff dealt with girls who did not
write life histories. Two of the girls in the sample were not able to write, due to
lack of schooling. In both cases, the institution wrote down a life history for
them, on the basis of what the girls told them upon being questioned. Considering
the emphasis on guilt and remorse in this period, I had expected the staff
questioning the girls to press them into making assertions of guilt. Strikingly
enough, however, such assertions remain either absent or understated. The life
histories for both girls, who were both admitted in 1926, contain identical “plot”
elements. Both texts record: the date of birth of the girl, her father’s occupation,
the family’s places of residence, the age and occupation of the girl’s siblings, the
level of the girl’s schooling, the type of job(s) she had had, and her answers to the
questions on the cinema and the dance hall, thus roughly answering a number
of the ten topics. In the case of Grada H., the institution also wrote down what
previous institutions she had frequented; this was not possible for Gertrudis R.,
who had not previously been incarcerated.
Gertrudis’s case file shows that the reform school was well aware of the
girl’s misbehaviour. The file gives an overview of her misdeeds, which include
poaching, handling stolen goods, having sexual relations with the man living
with her sister, who was married to another man, and the theft of a white linen
undergarment and a pair of underpants, and states that her last theft “had no
other goal than to live in sexual freedom for a while with some friends”.149 From
the institutional life history written for the girl, though, it becomes clear that the
case file alone did not do; the staff evidently also wanted to uncover how the girl
viewed her past behaviour. Concerning her reason for admission, Gertrudis’s
147 “vindt eigenlijk, dat zij niet heelemaal verdient heeft, dat zij hierheen moest”, Notes (G8, 1941).
148 “A. heeft slechts een traan als antwoord op vragen naar de oorzaak van haar hier-komen of haar
gaan naar [correctional institution for “fallen” girls]”, Notes (G38, 1938).
149 “had geen ander doel dan om met een paar vrinden [sic] eenigen tijd in sexueele ongebondenheid
te kunnen leven”, Case file (G15, 1926). According to the case file, she had stolen the white linen
undergarment and the pair of underpants as she had no underwear, and wanted to go out (“op stap”)
with one of the lodgers in her father’s boarding house.
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life history states: “G. claims that she did not commit the theft of a number of
articles of clothing, for which she was sent to Zeist. ‘Another girl’ did it and G.
had said ‘I’ll say that I did it and take care of that for you’, not thinking that this
could have serious consequences”.150 Rather than being pressed into asserting
remorse, the girl attempts to exonerate herself from blame. In my opinion, the
lack of judgment and lack of coercion of the girls shows that the institution was
mainly interested in uncovering the stance girls took on towards their past.
In the case of Francisca G., admitted in 1945, the test report simply states:
“Cisca is not able to write a life history”.151 Rather than questioning the girl and
writing a life history for her, the staff only remarked that she was not capable of
it. The “total impression”-section, though, revealed what the technique of autobiography-writing was intended to uncover. Here, the document sums the girl
up as: “A distinctly moronic girl, who does not understand in the slightest that
there is anything to be criticized about her. She is pregnant and thinks it
self-evident that she will get married as soon as possible. A child with very few
possibilities for re-education, as she does not grasp, neither with her reason, nor
with her emotions, the norms towards which she will have to direct herself”.152
As becomes evident from Francisca’s test report, a girl who did not realize the
seriousness of her misbehaviour was viewed as not re-educable. In the logic of
the test reports, then, being honest and expressing guilt were viewed as factors
that showed reform school staff that a girl had favourable chances of
rehabilitation. Despite Francisca’s lack of a life history – of which the dossier
makes no mention – the institution still assessed her: even without the help of
the life history, the institutional staff uncovered the way in which the girl viewed
herself and her past, which was precisely the goal of the technique.
From studying the test reports and the remarks on the girls’ life histories in
the notes on their behaviour, two practices emerge, making clear how the girls’
texts were read. First, institutional staff compared the girls’ life histories to what
had been written about the girls in their case files. In comparing the life history
and the case file, the institution was interested in assessing whether the girl was
being honest and telling the “whole story”. Second, the institution read the girls’
life histories to assess the stance the girls took on with respect to their pasts.
150 “G. beweert, dat zij de diefstal van eenige kleedingstukken, waarvoor zij naar Zeist is gebracht,
niet heeft gepleegd. ‘Een andere meid’ had het gedaan en G. had gezegd ‘Ik zal wel zeggen, dat
ik ‘t gedaan heb en dat zaakje wel voor je opknappen’, niet denkende, dat er ernstige gevolgen uit
konden voortkomen”, Life history written by a staff member (G15, 1926).
151 “Cisca is niet in staat tot het schrijven van een levensgeschiedenis”, Test report (G19, 1941).
152 “Een uitgesproken debiel meisje, dat totaal niet begrijpt, dat er iets op haar aan te merken valt. Ze is
zwanger en vindt het vanzelfsprekend, dat ze zoo gauw mogelijk zal trouwen. Een kind, waaraan
heel weinig zal zijn op te voeden, omdat ze noch met haar verstand, noch met haar gevoel eenig
besef heeft van de normen, waarnaar ze zich zal moeten richten”, Test report (G19, 1941).
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From the staff’s point of view, realizing what they had done wrong, and
expressing this awareness, was viewed as particularly favourable. While no
explicit or systematic characterization was thus made in the girls’ dossiers, the
remarks in the pupils’ test reports show that staff implicitly categorized girls as
“honest” (or not) and “remorseful” (or not) on the basis of their life histories.
While the abolition of the principle of “discernment” in 1905 has been interpreted
as reflecting the broader shift, in child protection, from the notion of the morally
corrupted child, who was capable of doing “wrong”, to the idea of the
fundamentally innocent child, whose bad behaviour was caused by a neglectful
upbringing,153 the examination of the test reports shows that the institutional
staff was focused on the guilt and remorse of the delinquent girl until well into
the 1940s.
Strikingly, just as with the assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological
examination, the categories of the assessment technique of autobiography-
writing, as implemented before 1950, did not match the categories of the institution.
As was mentioned in chapter 1, in this period the reform school staff divided the
girls into girls with a “normal disposition”, girls with an institutional history
and girls with an undesirable sexual past upon admission. The assessment
technique of autobiography-writing, which determined whether girls were
“remorseful” or “honest” (or not), could not aid in the institutional categorization.
Of course, girls’ life histories could provide insight into the girls’ sexual pasts.
This information could have informed staff members’ decisions to place girls in
the second ward, for girls who had lived like “prostitutes”. However, the case
files, composed from the mid-1920s onwards, already provided the institutional
staff with much information about the sexual pasts of the girls. What’s more, as
with the personal description file, nothing was done with the information that
the girls provided the institutional staff with in the remainder of their
re-education process. Some girls wrote about what would, today, be classified as
sexual abuse, or about other topics which, today, might be thought of as
traumatic. However, the reform school staff did not use the girls’ life histories to
uncover, and subsequently treat, possible trauma in the girls. No references to
the contents of the girl’s life histories, or to their responses to the assigned topics,
were found in any of the documents in the pupils’ dossiers.
Why, then, was the assessment technique implemented nevertheless, for
such a long period of time? As becomes evident from the way in which the
technique was structured, it was meant to produce “intrinsic modifications” in
the girl, to use Foucault’s term. Indeed, the technique was designed to bring
about certain effects in the girls’ conscience: namely, to stimulate feelings of
153 Leonards 1995, 12.
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guilt. Through the practices that made up the technique, the girls were made to
feel as if they were under institutional scrutiny, even when there was no staff
member present to watch them. This “panoptic” character of the technique was
meant to get girls to reflect on their own past behaviour, and align their thoughts
about it with institutional norms. The technique was thus designed as a means
to get the girls to state that their behaviour was bad, wrong and something they
felt remorseful about – and to sincerely feel this way. Through getting the girls
themselves to write down their life histories, in a manner that accorded with
institutional norms, the institutional staff was attempting to subject the girl to
institutional authority. Indeed, an important project of the reform school was to
get girls to unlearn their past behaviour and habits, and instill new middle-class
norms of conduct in them. Girls who presented themselves as remorseful about
their past behaviour were already on their way, from the institutional
perspective, to internalizing the institutional ideals.
Besides this, the technique was used to “exteriorize” girls’ hidden opinions
and feelings about their past and to uncover whether girls, when subjected to
institutional scrutiny, would express feelings of guilt and remorse. Even though
it could not assist the institutional staff in categorizing the girls, examining the
girls’ response to the practices of the technique did allow the institutional staff
to get a first impression of the girls, and their re-educability. Indeed, a girl who
felt extremely remorseful about what she had done would be easier to re-educate
than a girl who did not see, or refused to see, that what she had done and how
she had behaved in the past, was “wrong”. The information that was produced
in the assessment technique was not used in categorizing the pupil, nor was it
used in the girls’ rehabilitation process. Instead, the girls’ texts were judged in a
moral framework centred on discovering whether girls felt guilty (or not) about
their pasts. Additionally, the institutional staff hoped to use it as a re-education
technique, as prompting the girls towards remorse about their past behaviour
would be a step towards instilling new norms in the girls and would, thus,
contribute to girls’ rehabilitation.

Sub-Conclusion

In the period 1913-1950, the technique of autobiography-writing was built
around a set of routines and practices that the pupils had to participate in. Each
of these practices had a specific function that sent a clear message to the
newly-admitted pupil. Shortly after admission, girls had to write their life
histories in the isolation room, behind a locked door. Not only had they been
spoken to by the director upon admission, who talked with them about their
expected conduct, but they were also made clear that if they “behaved well”,
they would be allowed to leave the room and join an institutional group – a
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more pleasant environment than the austere isolation room, and something
which would bring them a step closer to their release. Besides this, they were
provided with a list of ten (and later eleven) topics that prompted the pupils to
talk about their pasts, particularly about (sexual) behaviours that, as quite a few
girls knew, reform school staff disapproved of. Due to its headings, the paper
that pupils were expected to write on suggested institutional scrutiny and,
therefore, judgement.
Particularly after 1932, when the institutional judgment of the pupils’ pasts
was no longer explicitly stated, the technique gave girls the opportunity to,
simply, position themselves vis-à-vis their pasts. From then on, rather than
prompting the girls to engage in a particular form of self-presentation, the staff
was predominantly interested in uncovering how they would position themselves
when asked to do so – but, of course, the technique made it very clear that being
remorseful, and forthcoming, was the desired stance. The moment at which it
was administered – as “transition rite” during the observation period – shows
that the technique of autobiography-writing functioned as part of the rite of
passage that pupils went through upon entering the reform school. Through
complying with the institutional assignment, and particularly through taking
up the institutional impulse to confess, the pupils would submit themselves to
institutional norms. Indeed, through writing about their past behaviour in the
form of a confession, they would be engaging in self-presentation that was in line
with how the institutional staff viewed them – as girls who had “gone wrong”,
and who now needed to be re-educated.
As the pupils’ test reports make clear, in the 1940s, the reform school staff
read the girls’ texts in order to see whether they had been honest, as well as to
uncover their stance towards their pasts. In both cases, “telling all”, and feeling
“guilty” or “remorseful”, was seen as favourable. Indeed, girls who showed
remorse were viewed as girls whose chances for a successful rehabilitation were
highest. The technique of autobiography-writing, then, was structured around
practices that made it quite clear to pupils how they were expected to write their
life histories. How did this shape girls’ texts? In what follows, I will examine
how girls responded to the assignment, through investigating the scripts by
means of which they structured their life histories. In doing so, I investigate
whether girls structured their life histories around a script of confession, which
the technique certainly prompted them towards, or whether they presented
their life histories according to other scripts. As, in Foucault’s view, confession
could also lead to claiming that which one confessed about as key part of one’s
identity, I examine whether girls could claim their sexuality, or other aspects of
their lives, as part of their identity, or whether they spoke about these issues in
a more normative framework.
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Writing Delinquent Lives

In my analysis of the girls’ life histories, I was sensitive to the ways in which the
pupils spoke about their lives. Besides looking at the plot structures of the girls’
texts, I examine how the girls explicitly and implicitly characterized their pasts.
After that, I examine whether pupils structured their texts around notions of
depth and expressivism.154

Teleological Accounts
In this section, I look at the plot structure of the pupils’ life histories, to uncover
whether any patterns are visible with respect to the topics the pupils wrote
about. On reading the girls’ life histories, one notices that they are strikingly
similar when it comes to their plot elements. Three-quarters of the texts studied
contain, respectively, an episode on the girl’s early childhood and life at home, a
section on going to school, an account of the girl’s job(s) and, when applicable, an
episode about the previous institutions the girl had spent time in. Of these,
roughly a quarter begins with the girl’s date and/or place of birth. Taking the
assignment of writing their life history quite literally, these pupils started right
at the beginning of their lives.155 The life history of Gerdina H., admitted in 1929,
is an example of this type of life history. Gerdina H. had been removed from
parental custody and placed under the care of a guardian, for reasons that her
dossier does not elaborate on. When she was sixteen years old, her guardian
made use of article 373n, which specified that a guardian could request
placement in a state reform school because of the “misbehaviour” of their ward.
Gerdina’s dossier does not specify exactly what her “misbehaviour” consisted
of; however, she was sent to Eikenstein House for nearly two years.
Her text begins as follows: “I was born [date] 1912. The first year I was always
with my mother. When I was almost two years old my sister was born, and
I couldn’t stay at home. Then my father brought me to my grandparents and I
stayed there until they were both dead”.156 After stating that she has “only
known [her] mother for two years”, but does know her father, she recounts first
going to school: “When I was six years old I went to school. I only frequented it
154 The shortest life history I found consisted of 175 words; the longest one was made up of 5671
words. On average, the life histories that were studied had 1363 words. The shortest assigned topics
assignment I found consisted of 41 words, and the longest of 2675 words. These consisted of 789
words on average.
155 Although not each episode always appears in each of the texts, and not each episode receives equal
attention in each girl’s text, this is the general plot structure of the life histories.
156 “Ik ben geboren vijf April 1912. Het eerste jaar ben ik altijd bij mijn moeder geweest. Toen ik bijna
twee jaar was is mijn zuster geboren, en kon ik niet thuis blijven. Mijn vader heeft mijn toen naar
mijn grootouders gebracht en daar ben ik gebleven totdat ze beiden dood waren”, Life history (G37,
1929).
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for half days the first year as I was too weak”.157 She then writes that she had to
leave school to take care of her grandparents: “The head teacher thought it was
a shame that I was leaving school. I might not have left school, but because my
grandfather was seriously ill and died shortly after that, I had to look after my
grandmother. I looked after her until she died and then I was 14 years old”.158
After her grandparents had both died, she went to live with her father, who
was living in a boarding house and who agreed to pay for her board costs until
she got a job. Then, she writes, “A few months after that I took a job at [employer’s
name]. I had time off every fourteen days, then I went to my father’s and he
would bring me back in the evening at ten”.159 She then relates the reason she
first came into contact with the child protection authorities: “But I didn’t think
that I would stay here [at her job, SB] for such a short time but it is my own fault
that I went away from here. I went away there because of stealing a quarter”.160
After that, she got a job as a maidservant elsewhere. However, her guardian,
who, as Gerdina writes, she had been appointed because her parents were
divorced, took her away from there, “because he heard that I was going to dance
lessons and he didn’t want that. When he took me away here [from her job, SB] I
was always at home and did the housekeeping there and also did darning and
sewing for someone”.161 She concludes her life history by saying, “I went here [to
Eikenstein House, SB] from home where I still have to await my life course. I hope
it will go well. Now I have to end because I can’t think of anything else to tell”.162
While Gerdina’s text certainly contains elements that pertain to her individual
life story (being taken out of school to look after her grandparents, living in a
boarding house with her father), the general structure of the plot follows that of
a substantial portion of the pupils’ life histories, in which the pupils recount
their lives according to a set of stages.

157 “Ik ken mijn moeder pas ruim twee jaar”, “Toen ik zes jaar was ben ik naar school gegaan. Deze heb
ik het eerste jaar maar met halve dagen bezocht daar ik te zwak was”, Life history (G37, 1929).
158 “De hoofdonderwijzer vondt het jammer dat ik van school afging. Ik was misschien niet van school
gegaan maar omdat mijn grootvader ernstig ziek was en kort daarna gestorven, moest ik mijn
grootmoeder oppassen. Die heb ik opgepast tot dat ze gestorven en toen was ik 14 jaar”, Life history
(G39, 1929).
159 “Een paar maand daarna ben ik bij [employer’s name] in betrekking gegaan. Elke veertien dagen was
ik vrij, dan ging ik naar mijn vader en die bracht mijn ‘s avonds om tien uur dan terug”, Life history
(G37, 1929).
160 “Maar dat ik hier zoo kort zou blijven had ik niet gedacht maar het is mijn eigen schuld dat ik hier
weg ben gekomen. Ik ben er weg gegaan door het wegnemen van een kwartje”, Life history (G37, 1929).
161 “omdat hij gehoord had dat ik naar de dansles ging en dat wou hij niet hebben. Toen hij mij hier
weggenomen heeft ben ik altijd thuis geweest en daar de huishouding gedaan en verder voor een
ander gestopt en genaaid”, Life history (G37, 1929).
162 “Van huis ben ik hier naar toe gegaan waar ik nu mijn levensloop nog moet afwachten. Het is te
hopen dat het goed gaat. Nu moet ik einigen want meer weet ik niet te vertellen”, Life history (G37, 1929).
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What is particularly striking about the pupils’ texts, is that they are
“teleological” stories. Indeed, the majority of girls end their life histories with a
reference to coming to the institution, or a reference signalling that they are now
in the institution.163 Four of the girls even skip over the common plot elements in
their entirety, and start with their reason for admission. An example of this is
the text of Martina J., admitted in 1945. Martina had first come into contact with
the juvenile police at age 13, because she was repeatedly running away from
home and complaining to the police about physical abuse by her mother.
According to her case file, Martina’s mother “hit her children” and sent her two
eldest children, including Martina, out “to go stealing on the market”.164 Four
years later, the girl was placed under government custody for theft: while working as
a maidservant, she had stolen 120 guilders, from which she had bought shoes, a
purse, a ring, photographs and biscuits. The rest of the money she had reportedly
lost, although her father maintained that she had stolen the money because a
boy had told her to, and that she had spent it together with the boy. Following
this, she was appointed a guardian, and started a job as a maidservant elsewhere.
After stealing 51 packets of sweeteners, four balls of wool, a red leather bag
containing three guilders, and some stamps, Martina had run away. A few
weeks later, she reported herself to the juvenile police, and she was sent to a
correctional institution in the west of the country, before being transferred on to
Eikenstein.165 In full, Martina’s (relatively short) life history reads:
I stole 11 hundred guilders and a box of sweeteners and I learned that from
my Mother I had to do that; And [we] always had to go to the market to pinch
wool otherwise we would be beaten, if we didn’t, And my mother sold all
our [illegible] for money otherwise she can’t go out, me and my little brothers
and little sister I have to take care of them, I was in Germany I was still small
then I was 3 years old when I went to [place name], and from there to [place
name] lived [there for] 4 years. And then came to [name of big city] still live
there; I had never stolen [anything] if my mother had only not taught me then
I never would have done it; But Now I want to become a good girl and also
get back into Society, I have learned not to steal anymore because it was so
[illegible] to steal so now I don’t do it anymore because I would much rather
ask for it if I want something then I will get it, because when you steal, then
God sees it too; I was brought to the custodial house and from there to [name

163 44 out of the 54 texts.
164 “sloeg haar kinderen”, “om te gaan stelen op de markt”, Case file (G89, 1945).
165 Case file (G89, 1945).
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of institution] on [address] from there to Zeist; Now, I will really do my best
here so that you won’t be bothered by me,
Now, many greetings to you from Martina J[…]166
In her text, by focusing almost exclusively on the events that led to her admission
in the reform school – which Martina reports slightly differently than the case
file – Martina thus reduces her life history almost exclusively to her crime. The
emphasis, in many girls’ texts, on their misdeeds, and on their actions leading
up to their admission, could very well have been structured by the ten topics
they were provided with to write about, as one of the questions specifically
asked about their reasons for admission.
Just two of the girls ended their life history with an episode that was
completely unrelated to their admission. One of these was Klaasje B., who was
admitted in 1933 at age 18, for stealing a block of cheese together with her sister.
Klaasje’s life history was not focused on coming to Eikenstein House or the
events leading up to her placement at all. Instead, she filled her life history,
which did follow the common plot elements found in many of the pupils’ texts,
with anecdotes from her life. In an episode from her early childhood, for
instance, she recounts that her family moved to a different city in the North of
the country: “back then my mother was delivering peas and beans but there
were no carts. Well, so then we went off with the dogcart. And me and wil [her
sister, SB] had to deliver them. We couldn’t stop laughing taking that dogcart
through the city. Then one Saturday I had to go shopping with wil and we were
on [name of street] then I said to wil don’t walk too close to the edge and before I
saw it wil was splashing in the ditch”.167 In talking about her job at a sweet
166 “Ik heb gestolen 11 honder gulden en een doosje zoetstof en dat heb ik geleerd van mijn Moeder dat
moest ik doen; En moesten altijd naar de mart om stofwol te gapen ander dan kregen we slaag, als
we het niet deden, En me moeder heeft al de [illegible; could be “boxen” or “bonen”, SB] van ons verkost,
voor geld ander kan ze niet uitgaan, ik met me broertjes en zusje moet ik voor zorgen, doen Ik ben in
Duitsland geweest toen was ik nog klein ik was 3 jaar toen ik naar [place name] ging, en van daar uit
naar [place name] gewoond 4 jaar. Een toen in [name of big city] gekomen daar woon ik nog steeds; Ik
had nooit gestolen als me moeder maar niet had geleerd dan had ik het nooit gedaan; Maar ik wil Ny
een flinke meid worden en ook weer in de Maatschapenlijkpa [sic] komen, ik heb het alleerd om niet
meer te stelen wand het zo leke geweest om te stelen dus nu doe ik het niet meer wand ik vraag het
nog veel liever als ik wat hebben wil dan krijg ik wel, wand als je steeld, dan ziet God het ook; ik ben
ik het huis van bewaring gebracht en van daar uit naar het [name of institution] in de [address] van daar
uit naar Zeist; Nu ik zal goed me best doen hier dat u geen last heb van mij hoor; Nu U vele groete van
Martina J[…]”, Life history (G89, 1945). No reason for the discrepancy between the reported thefts in
the case file and the “11 hundred guilders” the girl mentions was found in the girl’s dossier. Perhaps
the girl had stolen more than the institutional staff was, at first, aware of.
167 “een toen leesde [sic] mijn moeder erwten en boonen maar daar waren geen karren. Toen maar met
de hondenkar er van door. En ik en wil moesten ze afleveren. Wat hebben we toen gelachen met de
hondenkar door de stad heen. Toen op een Zaterdag moest ik met wil boodschappen doen en wij
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factory, she does not just stick to the basic details, simply reporting her salary
and how long she worked there for, like many girls did, but also recounts,
mischievously, how one day she and some friends put a girl in a vat of chocolate.
Towards the end of her life history, she describes moving house, after having
lived in a few different places: “there we had 2 rooms 2 kitchens 1 little office 2
bedrooms 1 playroom 1 attic, for 6 guilders a week. But there it was swarming
with fat rats. It was just like there were men in the attic at night”.168 Her text then
goes into another, related episode from when she was “little” and her family
lived somewhere where they had just one room and a kitchen.169 She writes that
she refused to go into the kitchen by herself, “Because there the fat rats sat on the
mantle for decoration”.170 She also tells the reader how, on that same street, the
rats “bit a child to death”.171 After that had happened, she writes, their mother
wanted to move house, which they did. Klaasje ends her (exuberant) life story by
saying, “If we had stayed there they probably would have also eaten me. And
then my little brothers and Sisters. I’m glad we’re not there anymore”.172 While
no documents were preserved in which the staff members assessed her life
history, it must have been difficult for them to determine what to make of this
idiosyncratic text, which was not centred on her admission at all.
Klaasje B.’s text, though, was an exception, and the vast majority of the girls
structured the plots of their life histories as leading up to the moment they were
sent to the reform school. These texts, with their teleological focus, mimicked
the structure of the pupils’ case files. As Kaisa Vehkalahti shows, reformatory
pupils’ case files “transformed [pupils’ lives] into a streamlined story predicting
a disastrous end”.173 The plot structure that many of the girls’ accounts followed
was a tacit acknowledgement that their lives had led up to them having to be
reformed, and stressed their status as girls in need of rehabilitation. Klaasje’s
text, by contrast, gave shape to the girl’s life in a wholly different way, stressing
personal memories, rather than revolving around one particular episode in her
life [Figure 9].

168

169
170
171
172
173

liepen aan de [name of street] toen zei ik tegen wil loop niet te dicht aan de kant en voor dat ik het zag
lag wil te spartelen in de sloot”, Life history (G73, 1933).
“daar hadden wij 2 kamers 2 keukens 1 kantoortje 2 slaapkamers 1 speelkamer 1 zolder, voor 6
gulden in de week. Maar daar leefde het van dikke ratten. Het was net of dat er s nachts mannen op
de zolder waren”, Life history (G73, 1933).
“klein”, Life history (G73, 1933).
“Want daar zaten de dikke ratten voor ri sieraad [sic] op de schoorsteenmantel”, Life history (G73, 1933).
“een kind dood beten”, Life history (G73, 1933)
“Als wij daar gebleven waren dan hadden ze mij ook al wel opgegeten. En dan mijn kleine broertjes
en Zusjes. Ik ben maar blij dat wij daar weg zijn”, Life history (G73, 1933).
Vehkalahti 2009, 43. Also see: Tice 1998, 98-110. Similarly, Cox shows that the autobiographical
accounts of women who had experienced institutional care, published later in life, structured their
lives around their entrance into and time spent in the “institutional world”; see: Cox 2013, 109, 132.
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Narratives of Repentance and Hope
What is particularly striking about the body of life histories as a whole, besides
the teleological structure of the majority of the accounts, is how many of the
pupils present themselves as remorseful. Almost half of the girls’ life histories
feature a promise, appearing at or towards the end of the texts, in which they
vow to better their lives.174 Besides this, over half of the girls qualify themselves
as “bad” or “wrong” in their narratives, or express remorse about their past
actions.175 While there is some overlap between the two categories, all together,
roughly three-quarters of the girls present themselves as bad or remorseful
and/or make a promise.176 In what follows, I will discuss the girls’ promises and
the “negative” characterizations of themselves and their behaviour, in order to
gain more insight into how the girls present themselves and their past actions.
Promises
The girls make different types of promises in their texts, often emphasizing that
they want to “start afresh”. Heiltje M., admitted in 1939, was placed under
government custody after stealing money from her employer, and was
subsequently sent to a correctional institution. Due to her conduct there – which
included sneaking out of the institution with other pupils to meet boys – the
institution requested that she be removed from their custody, and she was
transferred to Zeist. In her life history, she relates the “misdeeds” that were
mentioned in the case file, and ends her account as follows: “I’m in Zeist now.
Where a new life awaits me. The old is done. I want to start here with a clean
slate. That’s why I don’t mind leaving behind old [female] friends. Everyone has
advised me to really do my best. And that is something I am indeed truly
planning to do”.177 For quite a few girls, autobiography-writing led to a promise
that they would sever their ties with their pasts, as reformatory pupils were also
encouraged to do in England and Canada. Getting pupils to declare this in
writing, though, can perhaps be seen as more disciplinary than simply
forbidding pupils to speak of their pasts.
One girl took this tendency to an extreme, and wrote a life history that
consisted almost solely of promises. Aaltje P., who was admitted in 1927, had
first come into contact with child protection for being “indifferent and unruly”.178
174
175
176
177

23 out of 54 texts.
32 out of 54 texts.
40 out of 54 texts.
“Ik ben nu in Zeist. Waar een nieuw leven mij wacht. Het oude is afgedaan. Ik wil hier met een
schoon blaadje beginnen. Daarom vind ik het niet erg oude vreindinnen achter te laten. Iedereen
heeft me aangeraden flink mijn best te doen. En dat is iets wat ik ook werkelijk van plan ben”, Life
history (G97, 1939).
178 “onverschillig en onhandelbaar”, Case file (G90, 1927).
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As the case file put it, she “came home late in the evening and went with boys”
as well as being “mendacious”, “careless with her clothing” and “unhygienic
when it came to her body”.179 Because of this, she was sent to a Protestant
institution for fallen girls, where she spent three months. As the situation at
home with her after her release was “untenable”, her father urged for placement
in another institution, and she was sent to the state correctional school for a brief
stint, and, from there, back to the first institution she had been sent to.180 As she
had “not changed”, the Protestant home revoked its care over her, and she was
transferred to Zeist, one month before her twentieth birthday.181 Aaltje started
her text by relating nothing about her life, but writing, instead, “I will do my
duty, even though no one has supervision of me. I will and I must now start a
new life. Next year I will be 21 years old. And doing it on my own two feet And
yet I’ll still show that I can do it”.182 Continuing in the same vein, she ended her
text by writing, “I’m just throwing away my own decency. What good does it all
do, none. I will try and learn to choose the right path and go but the bad path I’ll
give up. And that hopes: I! that God will go with me. I promise you. All”.183
Promises to better their lives could certainly have been done out of a desire to be
viewed in a favourable light by the reform school staff. However, as becomes
evident from the girls’ dossiers, staff members at Eikenstein did not always
believe that girls who made promises were truly repentant.184 In the end, it was
up to the staff member to determine whether a girl was being sincere.
Not all girls made promises so easily, though. In her life history, Reina H.,
admitted in 1937, describes how she was not allowed to go around with a
particular group of girls, because she “had to stay home in the evening”.185 While
she promised her parents that she would not go around with them anymore, the
girls convinced her to go into town with them, and stay out late. Here, they met
some “Circus boys”, who asked them to come with them.186 She recounts that she
and her friends went with them to see their circus act. However, by the time it
was done, they had missed the last bus and they “couldn’t go home by bus
179 “kwam ’s avonds te laat thuis en liep met jongens”, “leugenachtig”, “slordig op haar kleeding”,
onzindelyk op haar lichaam”, Case file (G90, 1927).
180 “onhoudbaar”, Case file (G90, 1927).
181 “Daar zy niet veranderd blykt”, Case file (G90, 1927).
182 “Ik zal mijn plicht doen, ook al houdt er niemand toezicht over mij. Ik zal en ik moet nu één nieuw
leven beginnen. Het volgend jaar ben ik 21 jaar. En doet ik op mijn eigen beenen En toch zal ik laten
tonen dat ik het kan”, Life history (G90, 1927).
183 “Ik gooi mijn eigen fatsoen maar weg. Wat heb je er allemaal aan, niets. Ik zal probeeren en leeren
het rechten pad kan te kiezen en gaan maar het slechte pad zal ik links laten liggen. En dat hoop: ik!
dat God met mij zal gaan. ik beloof het u. allen”, Life history (G90, 1927).
184 Test report (G67, 1945).
185 “moest ’s avonds thuis blijven”, Life history (G87, 1937).
186 “Circus jongens”, Life history (G87, 1937).
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anymore and had to stay there”.187 The following Sunday, they were picked up
by their fathers, and the Wednesday after that, Reina was sent to a transfer
house, after which she was brought to Eikenstein House. After relating this
story, she addresses the director, saying,
From this [i.e. this story, SB] you can see that I am not the only one guilty that
I am here. I am the only one who got off badly the others got off well. I
promised never to come home late again but I was sent here. But I am glad
that Father and Mother intervened early on and I will hope that I will be
allowed to go home again next year in November I will at least do my best.
But there’s one thing I don’t understand that I was sent so far away from
home and here, of all places, and right away for a year. This is my history.188
From her text, her struggle with expressing guilt and remorse – which she knew
was desirable – and her indignance at the course of affairs, becomes clearly
apparent.
Rather than making a promise, one girl expressed defiance and anger
towards the institution. Hillegonda K., admitted in 1935, was reported to the
juvenile police by her brother, on behalf of her mother. According to her brother,
she “came home late, went out with boys etc.”.189 Also, she “never sticks around
in a job for long”, often stayed in bed until ten or eleven o’clock, and “likes
nothing better than traipsing around on the street”.190 In the evenings, she came
home to eat, and then directly went outside to “go out” again.191 According to her
case file, it “has occurred, that she was in bed at half past 10 and, after the others
were asleep, went out the door again, and then didn’t come home before 1 at
night”.192 If her mother commented on any of her behaviour, she would call her
a “‘cow’ etc”.193 Further, she was “lazy, indifferent and is always unkempt, has to
187 “konden wij niet meer met de bus naar huis en moesten wij daar wel blijven”, Life history (G87,
1937).
188 “Hierin kunt u zien dat ik niet alleen de schuldige ben dat ik hier ben. Ik ben de eenigste die er slecht
bij gevaren heeft die anderen zijn er goed af gekomen. Ik beloofde om nooit meer laat thuis te komen
maar ik werd hier heen gezonden. Maar ik ben blij om dat Vader en Moeder vroeg tijdig ingegrepen
hebben en ik zal hopen dat ik volgend jaar November weer naar huis mag ik zal tenminste mijn best
doen. Maar een ding begrijp ik niet dat ik zo ver van huis gestuurd ben en dan nog wel hier heen en
dadelijk voor een jaar. Dit is mijn geschiedenis”, Life history (G87, 1937).
189 “kwam laat thuis, ging met jongens om etc.”, Case file (G45, 1935).
190 “het nooit lang in een dienst uithoudt”, “doet niets liever dan op straat slenteren”, Case file (G45,
1935).
191 “op stap”, Case file (G45, 1935).
192 “Het is gebeurd, dat ze om half 11 te bed lag en nadat de anderen sliepen, weer de deur uitging en
dan niet voor 1 uur ’s nachts thuiskwam”, Case file (G45, 1935).
193 “‘rotwijf’ etc.”, Case file (G45, 1935).
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be told to wash, and to clean herself”.194 Because of this, her mother would like
her to be “under the strict supervision of strangers”.195 Following the mother’s
request, the girl was sent to a string of correctional institutions. After a while, as
she had “adapted to such an extent”, she was sent home for a trial period.196
When she came home, however, according to her case file, things did not go well:
“She brutalizes her mother badly; does exactly what she wants, often comes
home in the middle of the night and does not find it necessary to say where she
is going. She does not want to have a job for day and night [as a maidservant, SB],
refuses to ‘clean up another’s mess’”.197 As the difficulties at home continued, she
was finally sent to Eikenstein House. In her life history, Hillegonda did not not
say much about the reason she was sent to the reform school. She recounts being
sent to a correctional institution for three months because she “had an argument
at home”, and then writes,
Once [I was] at home I had an argument about nothing at all then I had to go
here and hope [that] if I do my best [I] can work at Veldheim because I don’t
want to take a job [as a maidservant, SB] because I hate that so much that I’ll
gladly give up 3 ½ years to be here. I would rather that they said you can’t be
a nurse straight up than we’ll see and we know that it isn’t possible anyway
everything leaves me cold because I think I’m getting much worse than
better.198
While some pupils wrote texts that did not fit the plot, like Hillegonda, half the
pupils writing a life history made promises to better their lives. Through this
“plot device”, these girls presented themselves “as offenders”, in Kaisa
Vehkalahti’s terms.199 Like the technique of letter-writing, which Vehkalahti
examines, the technique of autobiography-writing can thus be seen as a
technique of “care and control” that produced a “reformatory identity” for the
194 “lui, onverschillig en loopt er slordig bij, moet aangespoord worden zich te wasschen, en te
verschoonen”, Case file (G45, 1935).
195 “onder strenge leiding van vreemden”, Case file (G45, 1935).
196 “Intusschen is ze zoover aangepast, dat een proef genomen kan worden, haar terug te zenden naar
hare ouders”, Case file (G45, 1935).
197 “Ze brutaliseert haar moeder erg; doet en laat wat ze wil, komt vaak in den nacht thuis en vindt
het niet noodig te zeggen, waar ze heen gaat. Ze wil niet in een dienst voor dag en nacht, bedankt
ervoor ‘een anders vuil op te ruimen”, Case file (G45, 1935)
198 “kreeg ruzie thuis”, “Eenmaal thuis had ik om het minste geringste ruzie toen moest ik hier naar
toe en hoop al ik mijn best doe op Veldheim mag dienen want ik wil niet in betrekking want dat haat
ik zoo dat ik er best 3 1/2 jaar voor over heb om hier te zien. Ik heb liever dat er ronduit gezegt wordt
je kan geen verpleegster worden als we zullen zien en we weten dat het toch niet gaat alles laat me
koud want ik geloof dat ik veel erger word dan beter”, Life history (G45, 1935).
199 Vehkalahti 2009, 174.
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pupils – that is, it was a technique that worked towards creating “reformed
identities”.200
“Never never again”: Expressions of Guilt and Remorse
While half of the girls studied made a promise in which they vowed to better
their lives in their life histories, over half of the girls qualified themselves as
“bad” or “wrong” in their texts, or presented themselves as remorseful. I searched
the transcriptions of the texts for explicit negative markers of the girls themselves
or their behaviour,201 and subsequently read the texts for other passages in
which they qualified their behaviour in a negative manner.
Some girls conveyed extreme guilt in their texts. Cornelia S. was admitted to
the reform school for attempting to burn down the farmhouse where she was
working as a maidservant. According to her case file, she did this because if the
farm burnt down, she thought she would be able to go back to her own village,
where she was seeing a boy; Cornelia herself, however, maintained that the boy
put her up to it. In her life history, she writes,
so I suppose I will behave well then maybe I can help mother again in a year
or so because I regret it I am just about dying from pain in my head from
thinking about home I have had a horrible pain in my head for 5 months
already but now I’ve been in [name of institution] for 4 ½ months
but I regret the fire
but I regret the fire
but I regret the fire
because now I have such a splitting headache that I don’t know what to do.202
In the margin, a staff member had drawn a bracket around the three repetitive
lines where Cornelia expressed remorse about setting fire to the farmhouse, and
had written an exclamation mark beside it. Apparently, staff did not expect girls
to be so fervent in their remorse.

200 Vehkalahti 2009, xviii.
201 These were: “slecht” (bad), “spijt” (regret/remorse), “schuld*” (guilt(y)), “niet goed” (not good),
“ondeug*” (abbreviated form of “naughty”), “bruta*” (abbreviated form of insolent), “verkeer*”
(wrong).
202 “dus ik zal maar goed oppassen dan kan ik misschien over een klein jaartje moeder weer helpen
want ik heb er spijt van ik ga zoowat dood van pijn in mijn hoofd van denken van thuis ik heb nu
al 5 maanden lang verschrikkelende pijn in mijn hoofd maar nu bent ik 4 1/2 maand in Welkom
geweest maar ik heb er spijt van brand / maar ik heb er spijt van brand / maar ik heb er spijt van
brand want ik heb nu zoo ‘n knallende hoofdpijn dat ik geen raad weet”, Life history (G9, 1941). The
Dutch word “spijt” can be translated as “remorse”.
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Other girls presented themselves as bad. Hendrica T., for instance, writes, “I
was at school until my thirteenth year and was in the fifth year. First on [name of
street] and then on [name of street]. I was very disobedient and never got home on
time. That grieved my Mother very much but then I didn’t take any notice of
that, and that was very bad of me”.203 In characterizing themselves as such, they
present themselves within the moral framework of the institution.
One girl expresses disgust about her past behaviour. Nelly B. was admitted
in 1930 at age 15. Her case file mentions that her father had left the family, after
which Nelly was sent to live with her grandparents. After that time, her case file
reports that she told “fantastic stories” about going around with boys, stole
several things from her employers, where she worked as a maidservant, and
“related herself that she has gone out with men several times”.204 Besides this,
she is reported to have spent the night in a hotel with “a German”, who
supposedly gave her ten guilders, suggesting prostitution.205 After returning
home, and having an “unconscious spell” – which the case file does not elaborate
on any further – she was sent to a Protestant home for so-called fallen girls for
three months.206 The director there reported that Nelly was full of “fantastic
stories”, including having a one-year-old child, and being pregnant by her own
father.207 After her release, the juvenile judge sentenced her to one year in the
State Reform School for Girls. Nelly starts her life history by recounting episodes
from her early childhood, including having to go “past all the cafes” to see if her
father was there.208 She recalls that, “when father came home, or we heard him
coming up the stairs then we would already be screaming because father hit
mother so badly”.209 After recalling the domestic violence in her childhood,
including her father throwing a “scalding hot coffee pot […] right in mother’s
face”, she states that she was sent to live with her grandparents.210 Next, she
writes that she went “from one job to another. And occasionally went out with
one or the other”, even though her family did not approve.211 She writes, “It
203 “Ik ben tot mijn dertiende jaar op school geweest een zat in de vijfde klas. Eerst in de [name of street]
en toen op het [name of street]. Ik ben heel erg ongehoorzaam geweest en was nooit op tijd thuis. Dat
deed mij Moeder heel veel verdiet [sic] maar toen lette ik daar niet op, en dat was heel erg slecht van
mij”, Life history (G27, 1946).
204 “fantastische verhalen”, “vertelt zelf, dat ze verschillende keren met mannen is uitgeweest”, Case
file (G75, 1930).
205 “een Duitscher”, Case file (G75, 1930).
206 “een bewusteloosheid”, Case file (G75, 1930).
207 “fantastische verhalen”, Case file (G75, 1930).
208 “de café’s afloopen”, Life history (G75, 1930).
209 “als vader dan thuis kwam of we hoorden hem de trappe al op komen dan gilde we al want vader
sloeg moeder zoo erg”, Life history (G75, 1930).
210 “en daar neemt hij de gloeiende koffiepot en gooide het pardoes in moeder der gezicht”, Life history
(G75, 1930).
211 “van de eene betrekking op de andere. En ging wel eens met de een of ande uit”, Life history (G75, 1930).
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always grieved them a lot and they would always advise me to do what was
good but I didn’t want to hear”, implicitly qualifying her behaviour as “bad”.212
She then recounts “going along” with a girl, and meeting “a German” who she
“was away with” for three nights.213 She talks about everything she has learned
in the previous institution, and expresses regret about the “sadness” she has
caused her mother and grandparents.214 She finally ends her life history by
abjectly saying, “I’m disgusted by what I’ve done”.215
The emphasis on feeling bad and remorseful makes the life histories of this
large group of girls reminiscent of confessions. As we have seen, the technique
of autobiography-writing invited girls towards confession, and, as is evident,
many girls went along with this. Indeed, in 40 out of the 54 texts studied girls
either make a promise or present themselves as bad or remorseful.216 Through
presenting themselves in this manner, they attempted to gain absolution and
present themselves in a positive light.
That the reform school prompted its pupils towards confession can be seen
from the life histories of Teuntje D. Teuntje was admitted to Eikenstein three
times, and wrote a life history each time. Already in her first life history, she
attempts to describe herself within the moral framework of the institution, and
starts her life history by characterizing her behaviour – going around with boys
and coming home late – as “not respectable”.217 However, besides this, she does
not qualify her behaviour in any way, and simply relates her past actions up to
that point, which predominantly revolve around her escapades with a boy.218 In
a later life history, however,219 written after she had returned to the reform
school after running away, her text took on a different tone. Referring to her last
stay in the institution, she writes how she “deceived” one of the teachers, and
also confesses, “and back then I lied and said that I hadn’t slept with soldiers but
actually that is true you see director see I was lying to your face and deceiving
you I feel that now in my Heart. that still grieves me a lot and now director I
212 “Veel verdriet hadden ze er van en altijd raaide ze me het goeie aan maar ik wou niet hooren”, Life
history (G75, 1930).
213 “toen ben ik met een meisje meegegaan”, “een Duitser”, “en daar ben ik drie dagen mee weg
geweest”, Life history (G75, 1930).
214 “verdriet”, Life history (G75, 1930).
215 “Ik walg van hetgeen ik gedaan heb”, Life history (G75, 1930).
216 In 14 texts, the girls thus did not write in this manner. Two of these were written by the reform
school staff (in the case of Gertrudis R. (G15, 1926) and Josina R. (G64, 1926)), four feature a note
of hope and thus align themselves with the moral framework of the institution, and seven used a
strategy of reticence and a lack of qualification of their behaviour, which I will discuss later. Finally,
one girl attempted to make herself look good by making her family look good (Adriaantje H. (G65,
1913), discussed above).
217 “niet netjes”, Life history 1 (G94, 1941).
218 Life history 1 (G94, 1941).
219 I could not determine with surety which text was written second or third.
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must and I will change because otherwise nothing will come of me because now
I want to go in the right direction too”.220 She ended her life history by saying,
“oh forgive me my sins director I’ll never run [away] again and why don’t I come
by you this week to make a new start”.221 Apparently, Teuntje D. thought that
such effusive confessions would make her look favourable in the eyes of the
director.
Not all girls straightforwardly expressed remorse, though. Harmina J.,
admitted in 1929 for buying clothing under a false name, expressly presents her
past behaviour – stealing, lying and cheating school, and the fact that she
“wanted” to go around with boys even though she was not allowed, and did so
– as “bad” and “not good”.222 However, she then attempts to exonerate herself
from blame, stating, “But it wasn’t my fault that I went out with Boys. But that
was my father’s fault. Because he taught me a great deal in those things because
I was still going to school back then my father was already asking about those
bad things”.223 Here, she is referring to sexually inappropriate conduct by her
stepfather, who lived in the family household, which later turned into incest, as
the girl relates in her text. She does not go into this any further, writing that she
“can best not write anymore about that. Because I should never have let him”.224
A bit further on in her text, she writes, “I suppose I will write everything down
that I did. It is not too good what I’ve done. I acted badly”, structuring her
narrative as a confession.225 From this moment onwards, she elaborately relates
the events that led to her admission to Eikenstein House, which included going
around with boys, and buying clothing under a false name. She ends her text by
asserting that she is “happy. That I don’t have any Boys anymore”, and makes a
promise to “start over”.226

220 “bedrogen”, “en toen heb ik gelogen en gezegt als dat ik niet bij soldaten geslapen had maar dat is
wel waar hoor dirichtreise nu daar had ik u ook maar wat voorgelogen en gehuigelt dat voelt ik nu
in mijn Hart. dat doet me nog erg verdriet an nu direchtrize ik moet en ik zal verandere want anders
kom er niets van mijn terecht want ik wil nu ook graag in de goede ricthing komen”, Life history 3
(G94, 1944 or 1945).
221 “ach vergeeft u me de zonden dirichterize ik loop nooit meer en laat ik van de week nog eens bij u
komen om een schoon schip te maken”, Life history 3 (G94, 1944 or 1945).
222 She states: “then I thought I want a Boy anyway” (“toen dacht ik ik wil toch een Jongen hebben”),
even though she was not allowed, Life history (G1, 1929).
223 “Maar het was meen schult niet dat ik met Jongens uit ging. Maar dat was meen vaders schult. Want
die heeft my heel wat geleerd in die dingen want ik ging nog naar school toen vroeg myn vader al
over die slechte dingen”, Life history (G1, 1929).
224 “Maar daar kan ik niet best meer over gaan schryven.Want ik moest hem ook nooit toegelaten
hebben”, Life history (G1, 1929).
225 “Ik zal alles er nu maar op schryven wat ik gedaan heb. Het is niet best dat ik gedaan heb. Ik heb
slecht gehandelt”, Life history (G1, 1929).
226 “Maar nu ben ik gelukkig.Dat ik geen Jonges meer heb”, “op nieuw […] beginnen”, Life history (G1, 1929).
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Harmina’s text shows that the girl is oscillating between stating that she
“wanted” to go out with boys, attempting to attribute blame to her stepfather for
the fact that she wanted to go out with boys, and stating that she is “bad” for
going out with boys. From a contemporary perspective, it appears shocking that
Harmina was sent to an institution following sexual abuse from her stepfather.
However, the admission of sexually abused girls to correctional institutions can
be understood by the logic of child protection authorities at the time. As Jackson
has argued with respect to Victorian England, while there was sympathy for
child victims of sexual abuse, girls who had any kind of sexual or corporal
knowledge were seen as “depraved”. Thus, being abused “corrupted” girls, in
the logic of the time.227 Girls who had been sexually abused were institutionalized both because of fears about their moral status as corrupted children and
because of a desire to protect them.228
Through presenting themselves as guilty, the girls were engaged in
reflecting on their own past behaviour. Writing down their life histories as a
confession – or, at least, telling their life histories through making use of
elements of the confession – ensured that girls were instilled with an awareness
of institutional norms: in their texts, the girls showed that they were well-aware
of what was seen as desirable and undesirable behaviour by the institutional
staff. What’s more, girls who followed the desired script of confession and
presented their past conduct as bad or wrong, or as something they felt guilty
about, presented themselves in a way that was in line with how the reform
school staff viewed their cases. Through this self-presentation, they
acknowledged that they were in need of rehabilitation. Structuring their life
histories as confessions, in which they expressed a sense of guilt and remorse
over their past misdeeds, thus subjected girls to the governance of the institution.
Of course, the institutional staff read the girls’ texts in order to determine
whether they were sincere in their expressions of remorse or not. Girls had to be
sincere in their expressions of guilt in order to be viewed in a favourable light,
which would lead to a speedier release. Here, we see the “panoptic” function of
the technique of the confession: through structuring their life histories around
notions of guilt and remorse, the girls were disciplining themselves – that is,
aligning their norms with institutional norms; acknowledging that they were in
need of rehabilitation. Thus, they became, in Foucault’s terms, the “principle of
their own subjection”.229
While many girls, as we have seen, went along with the moral framework of
the institution, there was only one girl who reversed the norms of the institution.
227 Jackson 2000, 98-99.
228 Jackson 2000, 68.
229 Foucault 1975, 203.
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Rather than presenting herself as remorseful, reformed or willing to change,
Helena V., admitted in 1940 at age 18, expressed the intention of going back to
her former ways after she got out of the reform school. In her life history, Helena
recounted how she started a relationship with a married man, who was the
superintendent of the building company where she was working as a domestic
servant. She relates that, after calling him “Sir” for “one-and-a-half weeks”, he
was “soon called Piet” by her.230 Piet had told her that he was always “kicked
and beaten” at home, that his wife went out with others, and that she kept telling
his parents that he was seeing others.231 While the divorce papers were already
ready, as she had committed adultery, he told Helena that he did not want to go
through with the divorce for his parents’ sake. Thus, their affair started.
However, when Helena’s sister found out, she told their father, who had “already
gotten complaints from all sides that it was a disgrace that I was going with a
married person”.232 The next Tuesday, she was sent to the juvenile police, who
asked her “whether I’d let him go and that I would otherwise go to an
institution”.233 She did not follow their demands, though, and wrote, “But all
that didn’t matter I said I won’t let him go and lock me up until I’m 21 I’ll do that
for him”.234 Back outside again, she got on her bicycle and tried to cycle away, but
then her sister called a policeman to come and help, and she was held in the
police station until she was brought to a Catholic home for “fallen” girls. When
she was brought into court two weeks later, she “sincerely promised” that she
would let him go, and she was sent home to live with her older sister, and was
appointed a guardian.235
The first time her guardian visited the house, she spoke to her about Piet,
whom she had visited once after being sent home. She advised her to let Piet go,
but Helena refused. She writes:
She was talking really friendly then as if everything was fine and advised
me to let him go. That it wasn’t like me. And that he had other women and
she was saying all that bad stuff To destroy the love we feel for each other
like that And if I were to hear all that talk I wouldn’t want any of it anymore
But no I feel all the more love for him now and he for [me]. That we are being

230 “Mijnheer”, “anderhalve week”, “Werdt al gauw door mij Piet genoemd”, Life history (G56, 1940).
231 “verschop en verslagen [sic]”, Life history (G56, 1940).
232 “Die had al van alle kante klachte gehad dat het een schande was dat ik met een getrouwd persoon
ging”, Life history (G56, 1940).
233 “of ik hem liet lopen en dat ik ander naar een gesticht zou gaan”, Life history (G56, 1940).
234 “Maar dat alles gaf niet ik heb gezegd ik laat hem niet lopen en sluit mij naar tot mij 21 jaar op dat
heb ik voor hem over”, Life history (G56, 1940).
235 “heilig beloofd”, Life history (G56, 1940).
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wrenched away from each other like that but justice will speak when we are
together for good Then we will see who is bad them or him.236
In this passage the girl very explicitly rejects dominant societal norms for her
own. While “society” (her guardian, her sister and father and the people in her
surroundings) see the relationship between Helena and Piet as “bad”, in her life
history, Helena presents her and Piet as “good” and society as “bad”.
Shortly after the home visit, Helena had to go to court again, where the
juvenile judge determined that she would be sent to another Catholic home for
“fallen” girls, for three months. There, the sisters told her that Piet was a “bad
guy”, and tried to convince her, in Helena’s own words, that she should be
“disgusted” by him.237 However, as Helena puts it, “All that talk kept me going
and I started to feel even more love for him”.238 She snuck letters to Piet out of the
institution and one day, was caught. Then, the sisters told her that “if I didn’t
take on a different attitude within fourteen days I could be assured that I would
go to Zeist”.239 As she was afraid that she would be taken there – as they had “all
said that it is so strict here and a juvenile prison” – she ran away and met up with
Piet, but both were subsequently caught by the police.240 Then, Helena was taken
to Eikenstein House. She states that she does not know what happened to Piet,
but says that she will “hear what happened to him later”.241 She ends her life
history by saying, “this is everything I know [,] I hope that you have complete
faith in that”.242 At the end of her life history, as is evident, she presented herself
as still determined to be with her lover. In discussing such texts, though, it is
important to remember, as Pamela Cox stated, that “it would be wrong simply to
celebrate negative stories as brave examples of resistance and to see positive
stories as weak examples of compliance”.243 Rather than trying to paint a picture
236 “Ze praten dan ook heel gezellig of er niets aan de hand was en raade het mij af om hem toch te laten
lopen Dat het niets voor mij was En dat hij er nog meer vrouwe op na hield en al die kwaad spreken
zij mee Om zo doende de liefde die wij voor elkaar voelen kapot te maken En ik als ik al die praatje
horen zou nu wel niets meer van hem weten zou Maar nee hoor des te groteren liefde voel ik nu
voor hem en hij voor. Dat wij zo van elkaar worden weg gerukt naar de recht vaardigheid zal ook
spreken als wij voor goed bij elkaar zijn Dan zullen wij eens zien wie slecht is zij of hij”, Life history
(G56, 1940).
237 “slechte vet [sic]” – presumably, this should be “slechte vent”; “dat ik van hem moest walgen enz.”,
Life history (G56, 1940).
238 “Al die praatjes hebben mij toch stande gehouden en ben met noch meer liefde voor hem gaan
voelen”, Life history (G56, 1940).
239 “als ik niet in veertien dagen een anderen houding aan nam als deze dan kom ik er vast van op aan
dat ik naar Zeist ging”, Life history (G56, 1940).
240 “Ze hadden alle gezegd dat het is zo streng is en een jeugdgevangenis was”, Life history (G56, 1940).
241 “Maar daar hoor ik later wel wat er met hem is gebeurd”, Life history (G56, 1940).
242 “dit is als [sic] wat ik weet Ik hoop dat U dat ten volste vertrouwen in steld”, Life history (G56, 1940).
243 Cox 2013, 134.
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of these girls as engaged in resistance or compliance, I take the narratives they
produced as examples of what it was possible to say in the institutional context
in which they were writing. The picture that emerges from studying the girls’
life histories, in which most girls structured their self-presentation according to
institutional expectations and wishes, and only a small minority actively
presented themselves as defiant, is similar to the picture that emerges in
Vehkalahti’s study of letter-writing as technique of identity construction in the
Finnish state reformatory for girls.244 The limits of the “sayable” were, here, too,
influenced by the context of writing.

Ambiguous Narratives: Pleasure and Reticence
While many girls presented their behaviour as bad or something to feel
remorseful about, however, the girls’ texts are rarely suffused with abject guilt
throughout – and, what’s more, not all texts contain assertions of guilt. In what
follows, I will discuss girls’ implicit characterizations of their behaviour. As we
have seen, the pupils’ narratives are punctured by all kinds of episodes and
emotions that do not follow the desired script of confession, including fond
childhood memories, anecdotes from the past, expressions of extreme tragedy,
and expressions of indignation at how they had been treated. Evidently, girls
took up the assignment to write down the stories of their lives in various ways,
expressing all kinds of aspects of their lives, often mixing expressions of tragedy
with expressions of guilt, and alternating remorse and indignation. To get a
more complete picture of how pupils wrote about their pasts, in this section, I
will focus on two ways in which pupils expressed a non-negative stance about
their past, focusing, first, on passages in which pupils described their past
behaviour with a sense of pleasure, and, second, on strategies of reticence.
Joy, Pleasure and Mischief
In about a quarter of the texts, girls looked back on their “misbehaviour” with
pleasure. Evertje J., admitted in 1940, starts out her life history by giving an
idyllic picture of her childhood, in which she remembers “being spoiled” and
getting a “bar of chocolate” from her aunt and uncle, and going to the zoo in
Amsterdam.245 Then, however, she relates what she presents as her first misstep,
by saying, “and then I turned fifteen and then I left school straight away and I
244 In her study, Vehkalahti distinguishes between “letters of longing”, which were filled with
expressions of sadness and homesickness, “letters of obedience”, in which the girls characterized
themselves as penitent and incorrigible, and presented themselves as apologetic and willing to
make an effort to reform themselves, and “letters of confession”, in which the pupils expressed guilt
and regret, Vehkalahti 2009, 159-223. Only in a small minority of cases, did girls deviate from these
“scripts”, and express open anger or criticism of the reformatory, Vehkalahti 2009, 180-92.
245 “ik was erg verwendt [sic]”, “een reep”, Life history (G29, 1940).
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liked that that was quite something for my Grandad and Nana then I became
very naughty”.246 After this abrupt turning point, she relates the events in her
life leading up to her admission, which include going out with a female friend
even though she was not allowed, stealing jewellery from a woman who lived in
the neighbourhood in order to “show off”, stealing money from someone she did
not know, which she bought sweets with, and misbehaving in the observation
home she was sent to.247 She relates these episodes, calling herself “wicked”, and
“very naughty” throughout, and stating that she did “naughty things”.248 After
describing all of this, she talks about being brought to Eikenstein House, where
she planned to reform herself: “now I’m going to properly do my best here and
then I’ll go home which is nice. Evertje J[…] and that’ll be nice for my Mother”.249
While she, here, presents herself as in need of rehabilitation, about halfway
through her life history, she writes about her past in a very different manner.
Here, Evertje recounts that she stole a wallet from a bag attached to a bicycle
parked outside a shop. She continues:
and then I pretended to go home and then I went back inside the shop again
And then I bought the ring and a Bracelet and then I went to a bakery and
there I bought [an] almond round and [a] box of Chocolates and a little pie
and then I went into a shop and then I bought a bottle of Eau de Cologne
there and a box of pins and a little bowl and then I went to [name of sweet
shop] and there I bought a bag of sweets and then I rented a bicycle for three
quarters [75 cents, SB] to go cycling for a bit and then I went to Soest and then
I also went into Emmen a bit not until my Mother’s house until [name of café]
And then I went back again and then I bought a bicycle tax plate250 and then
I went to the playground and I went first I bought five cents [worth of sweets]
at [name of shop] was at [name of shop] was there about half an hour and then
I went home.251
246 “en toen werdt ik vijftien jaar toen ging ik meteen van school af en dat vond ik fijn door dat was heel
wat voor me Opa en Opoe toen was ik heel ondeugend geworden”, Life history (G29, 1940).
247 “pronken”, Life history (G29, 1940).
248 “stout”, “stoutig”, “heel ondeugend”, “ondeugenden dingen”, Life history (G29, 1940).
249 “nou gaat ik hier goed me best doen en dan gaat ik fijn naar huis toe. Evertje J[…] [signing her name
with a flourish] en dat vindt ik fijn voor mij [sic] Moeder”, Life history (G29, 1940).
250 Between 1924-1941, bicycle owners were obliged to pay bicycle tax. They did this by purchasing a
tax plate that they attached to their bicycles.
251 “en toen deed ik net of ik naar huis ging en toen ging ik de winkel weer binnen En toen hebt ik het
ringentje en een Armband gekocht en toen ben ik naar een bakkerswinkel gegaan en daar heb ik
gevuld koek en doos Bonbons gekocht en een taartje en toen ben ik een goedwinkel binnen gegaan
en toen hebt ik daar een Eau de Golonje fles en een doosje spelden en een klein schaaltje en toen ben
ik bij [name of sweet shop] geweest en daar hebt ik een zak stoep gekocht en toen hebt ik voor drie
kwartje een fietst gehuurd voor ik een stuk te gaan fietsen en toen ben ik naar Soest geweest en toen
ben ik ook een stuk Emmen aangegaan niet tot me Moeder huis tot en Met [name of café] En toen bent
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While the girl generally qualifies her past actions in a negative manner, she
seems to look back with pleasure at her “adventure”, and her text takes on the
tone of a rollicking tale.
Gezina N., admitted in 1931, was placed in a correctional institution on her
mother’s request, as the girl was said to run away a lot and be “naughty”.252 The
girl herself is quite vague about the precise reason for her admission in her life
history, and writes, “Then I was at home for a little while, but it didn’t get any
better there until mother got irritated by it and she went to I think it was the
guardianship agency to ask if I couldn’t be sent to any institution”.253 Instead of
dedicating her life history to relating why she was sent to the reform school, she
spends a large portion of her text telling anecdotes about her past. For example,
she recounts the time she spent working in a factory:
Then I got to a biscuit factory. It was really fun there and the girls were nice
too. There were several I know, but most of them, though, were unfamiliar.
First I had to package biscuits and later hard boiled sweets and other things.
Most of them, however, I ate, which was allowed, but you weren’t allowed to
take anything home. But I was soon sick of it, because by the end [even] the
nicest [sweets] started to make me feel sick and not only that but I was
causing trouble in the whole place. Threw all the biscuit tins across the room
into a corner and jumped over everything.254
Here, the sense of pleasure when she is looking back on her mischief is palpable.
As Carolyn Strange writes with respect to girls who went to work in the city, “[t]
he pleasures of working girls, unfortunately, are much more illusive than their
perils”.255 Nevertheless, as Strange also points out, “[w]orking girls adopted

252
253

254

255

ik weer terug gegaan en toen hebt ik een Belasting plaatje gekocht en toen ben ik naar de speeltuin
geweest en toen ben ik in de eerst een 5 centen gekocht bij [name of shop] geweest bij [name of shop]
daar ben half uurtje geweest en toen ben ik naar huis gegaan”, Life history (G29, 1940).
“ondeugend”, Personal description file 2 (G52, 1931). The personal description file contains a
relatively lengthy description of her past actions before entering the institution.
“Toen ben ik weer een poosje thuis geweest, maar daar werd het ook niet beter op totdat het moeder
begon te vervelen en zij naar de voogdijraad geloof ik ging om te vragen of ik niet weg kon naar de
een of de andere inrichting”, Life history (G52, 1931).
Toen kwam ik op een koekjesfabriek. Daar was het echt gezellig en de meisjes waren er ook aardig.
Er waren er verscheidene die ik kon, en de meeste toch waren vreemd. Het eerste moest ik koekjes
inpakken en later zuurtjes en andere dingen. De meeste at ik echter allemaal op, wat ook wel mocht,
maar mee naar huis nemen mocht niet. Maar ik had er gauw genoeg van, want op het laatst gingen
de lekkerste gingen tegen staan en dat niet alleen maar ik zetten de heele boel op stelten. Gooide al
de koekblikken door de zaal naar een hoek en sprong over alles heen”, Life history (G52, 1931).
Strange 1995, 12.
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their own strategies to negotiate their paths through the world of city pleasures,
and as a result called into question the dire predictions of social purity advocates.
Many clearly had fun in the process”.256 This is certainly also evident from the
girls’ texts.
Reticence
Above, it was discussed that the authors of 40 out of the 54 texts qualified their
behaviour as bad or something felt remorseful about, either by explicitly using
negative terms to talk about their pasts, or by making a promise, which implicitly
or explicitly aligned their views about their past with those of the institution. Of
the remaining fourteen texts, two were written by the reform school staff itself,
and five were otherwise aligned with the norms of the institution, for instance,
by expressing the “hope” that it would go well. Of the remaining seven girls,
while two looked back on their “misdeeds” with pleasure, five do not qualify
their behaviour at all. In what follows, I will discuss strategies of reticence, as
used by the girls.
Without any qualification, Dymphna R., admitted in 1930, recounts the
events in her life up to this point, including her birth, the fact that she had
smallpox as a child, and the fact that she has gone to two schools. She ends her
life history with the same lack of qualification:
and then I was always at home up until I was 15 then I did something and
then they brought me to rotertam [Rotterdam, SB] and I was there for 5 weeks
I was [the] only child that was catholic and then that sister called Udregt [i.e.
an institution in Utrecht, SB] to those people or the man who could say that I
would be brought to a catholic house the sister had called a week in advance
and then they picked me up on a Monday and then I came here [at] 1 o’clock
I was taken out of the room and then I went to the consultation room and
then I left I went with a man to this house257
In writing her text in this manner, she certainly discloses “facts” about her life
and the events that have taken place in it; however, she does not reveal how she
thought about these events and actions in any way. She even refrains from
256 Strange 1995, 13.
257 “en doen ben ik aldiet tuis ge weest tot mie n 15 tien jaar doe toen heb ik ies ge tan en toen hep zu
mein naar rotertam doe ge bragt en daar ben ik 5 wee ken ge weest ik was enuzukind die katooliek
was en doe heeft die zuter op ge belt naar Udregt naar die mensen toe ov die maneer die kon zegen
dat ik in een katooliekhuis zouw komen de zuter hat en wek van de vooren op ge belt en doen hep
zu mein geaalt op en madag en doe ben ik naar hier gekomen 1 uur ben ik uit de kamer ge hald en
doe ben ik naar de spreek kamer ge gaan en doe ben ik weg gegaan met en mu neer ben ik naar det
huis ge gaan”, Life history (G81, 1930).
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telling exactly what she had done to be sent to an institution, refusing to disclose
that information.
Studying the published memoirs of criminals, published in the popular
press, Amy Myrick found that many of their texts followed the same plots and
amounted to what she terms “generic biographies”, which offer a set of “universal
circumstances – loving parents, a religious upbringing, a forced separation –
that tell little about the inmate as an individual”. According to Myrick, the lack
of disclosure in prisoners’ autobiographies offers a “challenge to the Panoptic
state, as described by Foucault”. Indeed, according to Myrick, the Panopticon
“functions to create a biography that transforms an inmate into an individual
who stands out in abnormal relief. The Panopticon compiles biographical data
that becomes a tool for subjugation”. By writing autobiographies that revealed
little personal information, “prisoners countered such sinister intentions”.258
Myrick thus views prisoners’ tendency to disclose as little as possible about
themselves as a rebellious strategy. While, in the case of the reform school
pupils, this may perhaps not have been quite deliberate in this manner, the
pupils’ occasional reticence and their reticence in qualifying their actions
certainly shows that, while the technique was intended as a disciplinary
technique, which was meant to uncover the girl’s stance about her past, it did not
always achieve its goals.
Not all of the girls who did not reveal their own opinion about their past
behaviour wrote such terse accounts, though. Thus, Dingena G., who was
admitted in 1949, wrote 22 handwritten pages, recounting how she started a
relationship with the husband of her employer, for whom she worked as a
maidservant – the main topic of her life history. She recounts the events in great
detail. She writes, for example, that, at first, he cornered and accosted her, telling
her how much he loved her, after which she shut herself in her bedroom and
cried; that she came to love him; and that, after that, after she had grown sick of
him, he would follow her around and would be waiting for her on street corners
after she came back from seeing other boys. Even though she reveals much about
her life, though, she never qualifies her past actions at all, nor refers to what she
thinks or feels about any of what happened. She ends her life history, for
instance, by saying,
But another night he patiently stood waiting in a little street again when
I went to Zwijndrecht, and that’s how I broke up with him four times that I
said I feel that it won’t work out you will always long for the children again,
258 Amy Myrick, “Escape from the Carceral: Writing by American Prisoners, 1895-1916,” Surveillance &
Society 2.1 (2004): 104.
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you don’t have to worry about that. As long as I have you, then I’ll be
satisfied. And then my little sister found out about it and she told his wife
and that’s how it all came to light. / D. G[…]”259
Neither Dymphna nor Dingena used their life histories to present themselves in
a favourable light, or to exhibit remorse – or to show defiance against the
institution. Instead, they simply related the events they selected to talk about,
without expressing any thoughts or feelings.
Reticence also occurred as a strategy in texts in which the girls otherwise
characterized themselves as “bad” or “remorseful”, or where girls made
promises. Through not qualifying their deeds or being reticent, girls could
refrain from “telling all”, and could also refrain from displaying a sense of guilt
or remorse. Everdina W., for instance, skates over her “bad” behaviour, writing,
“My life course is a bit naughty at school always and then I was laid up for 13
weeks because of a leg operation and then we had to evacuate to [place name]”.260
Roza M. also evades describing her behaviour in detail, and states, “From the
hospital261 I was brought to [name of institution]. When I got home it went wrong
again and now I’m here in Zeist”.262 The girls who refrain from characterizing
their past actions thus “escape” the goal of the assessment technique. Indeed,
the technique was geared at uncovering how the girls felt about their pasts;
when girls did not qualify their past actions, the institutional staff could not
uncover how they felt about their pasts, and the technique, thus, failed.
Of course, it was not always in girls’ favour to refrain from qualifying their
behaviour. Indeed, as Jackson has shown with respect to the testimony of child
sexual abuse victims in court in Victorian England, giving testimony in a cool,
calculated manner, with what was perceived as “brazen indifference” led girls
to be seen as “vicious”, whereas expressions of shame and trauma would lead
girls to be seen as innocent, and would elicit sympathy.263 As we have seen with
259 “Maar de andere avond stond hij weer rustig in een straatje te wachten toen ik naar Zwijndrecht
ging, en zo heb ik vier maal met hem gebroken dat ik zei ik voel dat het niets worden kan je zal altijd
weer terug verlangen naar de kinderen, daar hoef je je geen zorgen over te maken. Als ik jou maar
heb, dan heb ik tevreden. En toen heeft m’n zusje het in de gaten gekregen en die heeft het tegen z’n
vrouw gezegd en zodoende is alles uitgekomen. / D. G[…]”, Life history (G63, 1949).
260 “Mijn levensloop is op school een beetje ondeugd altijd en daarna heb ik 13 weken aan een been
openratie gelegen en daarna moesten wij evacueren naar [place name]”, Life history (G67, 1945).
261 She recounts how one of her teachers at school alerted the juvenile police to the fact that she was
having a relationship with a “young man” (“jongeman”) from Russia, and that she was subsequently
arrested, and taken to the Wilhelmina Gasthuis hospital – presumably to be checked and/or treated
for venereal disease. She does not say anything further about this episode, Life history (G36, 1931).
262 “Vanuit het ziekenhuis ben ik naar [name of institution] gebracht. Toen ik thuis kwam is het weer
verkeerd gegaan en nu zit ik hier in Zeist”, Life history (G36, 1931).
263 Jackson 2000, 99.
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respect to the pupils’ test reports, girls who did not express guilt, or who were
not aware that what they had done was wrong, were judged very harshly. Such
girls could have been perceived, moreover, as having less of a chance for
successful rehabilitation.

Self-Expression and Interiority in the Girls’ Life Histories

As autobiography-writing has been associated with the production of an inner
self, I examined the girls’ texts for articulations of depth and expressivism. With
respect to “depth”, I was attentive to language that referred to the girls’
interiority, and examined whether the girls’ texts featured passages in which
the girls spoke about themselves as having depth, or otherwise referred to an
“innerness”. Concerning “expressivism”, I examined whether any of the girls
ever stated that she had engaged in her past behaviour because this was simply
“who she was”, and investigated whether there were moments in which the girl
attributed her actions to an inner self, or inner core, and was focused on
expressing what she presented as her “own” truth.

“That is only the exterior”: The Construction of a Private Inner Self
In the historiographical literature, the “modern self” that is constructed in autobiographical texts is stated to have inner depth. In the texts, only two girls made
reference to their interior. I will only discuss the example of Roza M., admitted
in 1931, as her example is highly illustrative.264 According to her case file, Roza
often “traipses around on the street with boys late in the evening, is rough and
264 Besides Roza M., the only other girl to explicitly refer to an “innerness” on her part was Hendrikje
J. With respect to being assessed, Hendrikje writes, “Whether it was because I didn’t want to steal
anymore or I don’t know what but my thoughts are geared more towards the sexual aspect than
before. It isn’t deep [in me] yet [,] if people say it is then I will in turn say fine [,] you are the experts.
But I do believe that surely I myself know best what’s happening in my inside. People are so quick
and hasty to give their judgments and opinions Surely you can’t think the worst of every thing
and [think] if one does that [particular thing] then the person is no good” (“Of het nu kwam omdat
ik niet meer wilde stelen of ik weet niet was maar mijn gedachten zijn meer op het sexuelen punt gericht
dan voorheen. Het zit nog niet diep als men beweert dat het wel zo is dan zeg ik op mijn beurt goed jullie
weten het. Maar ik geloof toch wel alsdat ik het zelf wel het beste zal weten wat of er bij mij in m’n binnenste
gebeurd. De mensen zijn zo gauw en vlug om hun oordeel en mening te zeggen Je kan toch niet bij elk ding
het gemene van denken als men dat doet dan deugt de persoon niet”), Life history (G84, 1947). A more
“English” translation of “in m’n binnenste” would be “inside me”. In the translation, however, I
have tried to convey what the original Dutch conveys, namely the use of “binnenste” as a noun,
meaning “interior” or “inside”. In this passage, Hendrikje, who had spent time in other correctional
institutions before coming to Eikenstein House – among other things, in an observation home,
where she was observed by a “nerve doctor” (zenuwarts) – suggests that professionals within the
child protection system have made certain claims about what is going on in her interior. In return,
she defers to their authority, but also states, somewhat sceptical about their claims, that surely
she herself knows what is going on inside her, better than a professional would. As with Roza M.,
Hendrikje’s articulation of interiority is made in reponse to institutional attempts to scrutinize her.
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swears”.265 Because of this behaviour, which had been going on since the girl was
eleven years old, she was sent to a Psychiatric Neurological Clinic for observation
at age thirteen. Here, the staff concluded that she had an “extraordinary
knowledge of sex.[ual] matters for her age”, and recommended placement in a
correctional institution.266 After being placed in a transit home, she was finally
placed in a Protestant home for “fallen” girls. Here, she began to develop
“exaggerated feelings of friendship” for one of the other girls.267 One day,
according to the case file, Roza bit the girl on the cheek and grabbed her by the
throat until she was unconscious, and, another evening, she crept into bed with
the girl “fully undressed”, and “asked the other girl to do the same”.268 Following
this, the director made an “urgent” request for transfer, and Roza was sent to the
State Reform School for Girls.269
Compared to the other girls, Roza wrote a text that was rather literary in
character, which she gave the title “Remembrances [sic] / From my early years”,
and which she prefaced by a Communist motto.270 Of all the girls’ texts I studied,
hers was the only one with a title and a motto. Roza wrote a long life history, in
which she recorded the death of her little sister and the cold reaction of her
father to it, recounted her love of Russia, and talked about her adventures with
the male and female friends she met, and whom she went around with on the
street.271 Finally, she closes her life history with the following passage:
This is my life history. Now the reader will think that he or she knows me
now, but I deny that, because it is only the external, but you do not know
what goes on inside me internally and how I think about everything. It
actually is not precise, but that would take too long. Now you think you
know how I should be treated, but you do not know anything, no shred of
what I feel. What I have internally, you need to know of course, but I will
express that at a better moment. I can’t expose that so bluntly. If you wish to
delve even deeper into me the reader must speak to me, that is the only way
265 “’s avonds vaak laat met jongens op straat slentert, ruw is en vloekt”, Case file (G36, 1931).
266 “voor haar leeftijd een buitengewone kennis van sex.[uele] zaken”, Case file (G36, 1931). The case file
does not specify where the clinic was located, or who the staff member was that examined her.
267 “overdreven vriendschapsgevoelens”, Case file (G36, 1931).
268 “geheel ontkleed”, “vroeg het andere meisje hetzelfde te doen”, Case file (G36, 1931).
269 “dringend”, Case file (G36, 1931). This is one of the very few references I found to same-sex sexual
attraction or behaviour in the sources I studied. While this would be an interesting topic to study
more elaborately, as the topic is not relevant to my purposes here, I have not included it as part of
the analysis.
270 “Herinneringen / Uit mijn vroege jaren”. The motto was “Support Soviet Russia – Bear each other’s
burden” (“Steunt Sovjet-Rusland – Draagt elkanders leed”), Life history (G36, 1931).
271 Incidentally, her sister is not mentioned in the case file, which usually contained a list of siblings,
including those who had passed away.
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you will get to know anything about my sensitivities and internal things. So
I advise you to speak with me sometime. Not just five old minutes, but you
have to get to know me in societal life, because, I will add this, as long as I
am in strange surroundings, I will not present myself the way I truly am.
Even at the moment I am only playing a role. Only love can completely win
and unmask me. I now conclude with a request to be allowed to write a
story”.272
Here, Roza constructs an inner self through her use of spatial language, referring
to a distinction between the “exterior”, which she has related, and the “interior”,
which the reform school staff, whom she addresses, knows nothing about.
Rather than divulging any information about who she is, however, she keeps
her interior private.
In my opinion, we should not see Roza’s assertion that she has a self, which
is unknown to the reform school staff, as the girl expressing her “own” truth, in
contrast to the institution’s idea of the truth about her. Instead, I would argue, in
line with Foucault’s conception of power, that the girl’s assertion is made in the
power relation that was established through the obligatory technique of autobiography-writing. The truth that the girl formulates about herself, was formulated
in the institutional encounter.273 That is, the self that is produced by the girl in
272 “Dit is mijn levensgeschiedenis. Nu zal de lezer of lezeres denken dat hij of zij mij nu ken, maar dat
spreek ik tegen, want het is maar het uitwendigen, maar U weet niet wat er inwendig in mij omgaat
en hoe ik over het alles denk. Het is eigenlijk wel niet precies, maar dat zou te lang duren. Nu, denkt
U te weten hoe ik behandeld moet worden, maar U weet niets, geen snipper van mij gevoel af. Wat
ik inwendig heb, moet U natuurlijk weten, maar dat zal ik op een betere gelegenheid wel uitlaten.
Dat kan ik niet zoo botweg openleggen. Als U nog dieper in mij wil doorgraven moet de lezer met
mij spreken, eerder komt U niets te weten van mijn teergevoeligheid en inwendige dingen. Dus
raadt ik U aan eens met mij te spreken. Niet zulke dooie vijf minuten, maar U moet mij leeren
kennen in het maatschappelijke leven, want, dit zeg ik er nog bij, zoolang ik in vreemde omgeving
ben, geef ik mij niet zooals ik werkelijk ben. Zelfs op ‘t oogenblik speel ik maar een rol. Alleen de
liefde kan mij geheel winnen en ontmaskeren. Ik eindig nu met een verzoek om een verhaal te
mogen schrijfen”, Life history (G36, 1931). The word “teergevoeligheid” can refer to “sensitivity” or
“weakness”; I have chosen the plural form because this flows better in English.
273 This is in line with the approach that gender historian Joan Scott sets out in her article “The Evidence
of Experience”. In this article, Scott argues that the “claim to legitimacy” of many histories on “the
lives of those omitted or overlooked in accounts of the past” is based on “the authority of experience,
the direct experience of others, as well as of the historian who learns to see and illuminate the lives
of those others in his or her texts”, Joan W. Scott, “The Evidence of Experience,” Critical Inquiry 17.4
(1991): 776. However, what these studies do, is that “[t]hey locate resistance outside its discursive
construction and reify agency as an inherent attribute of individuals, thus decontextualizing it”,
Scott 1991, 777. However, experience should not be privileged as uncontestable evidence, or as
something which is outside of discourse. Instead, all experience and all resistance should be seen as
something which is produced within discourse, and can be historicized. In line with this, I would
argue that Roza’s and Hendrikje’s articulations of selfhood do not reveal the “real” voices of the
girls, resisting the institutional attempts to discipline them. Instead, their articulations of identity
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the text, is produced as a result of the institutional prompt to confession.
Following the institutional assignment, the girl gives an account of what the
institutional staff considers to be her misdeeds. However, she then asserts that,
while the institutional staff now think they know everything about her, that
which would truly tell them who she is, remains hidden. The girl’s articulation
of identity is thus formulated in response to the institutional assessment
technique.
It is striking that the self that is constructed in the girl’s life history is kept
private. In my opinion, keeping her self private allows the girl to take on a
position of superiority vis-à-vis the institution, from which she can criticize
institutional practices. From the moment of her admission, the girl has been
constantly under scrutiny in all kinds of ways, through all kinds of techniques.
Through claiming that there is something about her that remains private and
invisible to the institution, the girl escapes – or, presents herself as escaping –
the institutional will to know. In her text, she states that that which the institution
wanted to know about did not grant the institution access to her self. Instead,
she asserts, her self is something she, and she alone, has access to. Through this
assertion, she thus also denounces the assessment technique of autobiography-writing as flawed.274

“Why are you doing your best”: External Causes of Misbehaviour
In autobiographies where the author takes recourse to a notion of inner identity,
their (deviant) behaviour is often explained as stemming from, and, indeed,
caused by, their inner identity: they act, feel, think and live in a particular way,
because they simply are that way. In the majority of the reform school pupils’
texts, however, no such “underlying” causes are given for the girls’ behaviour.
Rather than presenting their actions as something that stems from “within”, the
girls mostly conceptualize behaviour as stemming from external factors. Only in
two cases does a girl present an underlying psychological factor as informing
her behaviour. In this section, I will examine the causes the girls give for their
misbehaviour.
are formed within the institutional encounter, and within the practice of autobiography-writing, as
implemented in the institution.
274 As was mentioned above, before her admission to Eikenstein House, Roza had been examined at
a Psychiatric Neurological Clinic. In the transit home she was subsequently sent to, she had been
examined by a psychiatrist – a Dr Walree – who claimed that she was “precocious” (“vroegrijp”),
had a “hyst.[erical] predisposition” (“hyst.[erische] aanleg”), and a “tendency to romanticism and
erotic fantasy” (“neiging tot romantiek en erotische fantasie”), Extract from Walree’s report in the girl’s
case file (G36, 1931; report written in 1930). She had thus already been in contact with (psychiatric)
professionals, who had examined her. Her passionate assertion in her life history could have been a
response to the assessment techniques she had undergone in both Eikenstein House and before her
admission.
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Almost half the girls presented their misbehaviour as something that they
started to do because of their female friends.275Wijntje R., for example, writes,
“Then a girl at school who was also in an institution said to me once girl why do
you try so hard to do your best. Run away a few times or steal something then
you’ll go to an institution for three months and then you’ll be free. I believed
that with my stupid mind and all, and tried it First I pinched something small
but then in the end it became such a habit that I could hardly help it”.276 In the
numerous occasions on which the girls present their misbehaviour as something
they first started engaging in because of a female friend or group of female
friends, we see the girls going around in a kind of “girl culture” that Margo de
Koster sketched for Belgium.
Other girls gave reasons of poverty as having caused their misbehaviour.
Hendrica T., for instance, starts her life history by saying, “It was in the war, and
I stole a lot, I was always at the station”.277 In other cases, girls stole because they
wanted something that they could not or did not have. Paulina G., admitted in
1944, gives the following description:
and then (if) when it got worse at home and hardly any money was being
made and I didn’t get what I wanted then I started to just take it I was about
15 years old then. and I kept doing it that way when I was 16 years old I
made [female] friends and they had boyfriends and quite a lot of money and
I didn’t then I thought I should be able to join in as well and if I had to go
[food] shopping and it cost 15 ct then I said 20 ct and in that way I [got] a few
guilders. that was another thing my Mother didn’t know.278
Besides this, she writes, “I really loved eating sweets and smoking but I didn’t
have any money for it and when my Father left money at home for the rent or for
275 G10, 1936; G11, 1944; G12, 1944; G18, (1932 and 1935); G36, 1931 and 1933; G51, 1947 and 1948; G52,
1931; G54, 1948; G57, 1947; G58, 1940 and 1942; G60, 1937; G61, 1930; G65, 1913; G67, 1945; G74, 1926;
G84, 1947 and 1948; G85, 1944; G87, 1937; G90, 1927. This makes for a total of 19 girls.
276 “Toen heeft een meisje op school me eens gezegd wat zelf ook in een inrichtingen zat meid waarom
doe je zo je best. Loop an paar keer weg of pik wat dan ga je voor drie maanden naar een gesticht
en dan ben je vrij. Ik heb dat met mijn stomme hersens nog geloofd ook en heb het geprobeerd Eerst
heb ik eens wat kleins weggenomen maar toen werd het oplaatst zo’n gewoonte dat ik het haast niet
meer laten kon”, Life history G51, 1947 and 1948).
277 “Het was in de oorlog, een ik heb veel gestolen, ik was altijd op het station”, Life history (G27, 1946).
278 “en (als) toen te thuis slegter werd en er haast geen geld meer verdient werd en ik kreeg niet wat ik
hebben wou dan ging ik ‘t maar paken ik was toen ongeveer 15 jaar. en zo ben ik steeds door gegaan
toen ik 16 jaar was kreeg ik vriendingen en die haden verkeering en nog al veel geld en ik had niet
toen dacht ik moest toch ook me kunnen doen en als ik dan bootschapen moest doen en ‘t kosten 15
ct dan zij ik 20 ct en dan ik zo een paar gulden. ook dat wist mijn Moeder niet”, Life history (G12,
1944). The brackets around the word “als (“if”) were put there by the girl and indicated that that
word was wrong.
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some or other postman or greengrocer then I would spend it all and it was like
that for a long time”.279 Also, she writes that, “I wasn’t wearing nice stockings
and I wanted other ones and so then I just pinched some”.280 Here, the behaviour
of these girls is clearly motivated by the fact that they want things that they and
their families cannot afford, or will not spend money on. As becomes clear from
the pupils’ texts, girls either wanted basic necessities, such as food or clothing,
or simple luxuries, such as sweets, going to school by public transport, and
having jewellery. Often coming from very poor families, girls could not always
afford what they wanted, and what their peers did have, so they stole what they
wanted to have, or stole money to be able to buy what they wanted.281
In the vast majority of cases, then, the girls gave external causes as motivations
for their misbehaviour. Only two girls – Hendrika F., admitted in 1941 at age 20,
and Helena V., admitted in 1940 at age 18 – gave a different type of reason for
their behaviour: they talked about their behaviour by engaging in what I refer to
as “psychologization”. That is, they presented their behaviour as being informed
by an inner psychological state, which was shaped by childhood experiences.
This way of speaking on the part of the girls was far more prominent in the life
histories written after 1950, as will be discussed in chapter 6. For an overview of
the concept of “psychologization” in the literature, see chapter 4. Here, I will
illustrate this way of speaking by means of the example of Hendrika F.
When she was 17 years old, Hendrika had been sent to a home for unmarried
mothers, after she had become pregnant by a married man, with whom she was
living. She had a miscarriage, but later became pregnant by the same man,
whose age is not specified, and was sent back to the home, where her baby was
born. That year, the man, who was still married, went to Indonesia for two years,
for reasons that remain unclear, and Hendrika stayed behind. The home she was
living in provided her with a job for maidservants, but, to their dismay, she
started going out with German soldiers, and she was sent to the institution once
more. There, she took on “such a troublesome and obstinate attitude”, that the
institution requested her transfer to Eikenstein, where she was sent just over a
month later.282 In her life history, Hendrika describes how before her father had
died – which was when she was fourteen years old283 – “everything was still
279 “ik hield veel van snoepe en rooke maar ik had er geen geld voor en als mijn Vader dan geld thuis
liet voor de huishuur of voor de een of ande boden of groente man dan makte ik dat op en zo een
heele tijd achter erkaar”, Life history (G12, 1944).
280 “ik had geen mooie kousen aan en ik wou andere hebben en die heb ik toen maar genomen”, Life
history (G12, 1944).
281 The girls who stole because this provided them with small luxuries they did not otherwise have,
include: G6, 1949; G12, 1944; G20, 1938 and 1940; G27, 1946; G29, 1940 and 1943; G31, 1947; G58, 1940
and 1942; G69, 1940; G94, 1944. This makes for a total of nine girls.
282 “zulk een ergerlijke en obstinate houding”, Case file (G8, 1941).
283 Case file (G8, 1941).
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good”.284 However, “not even one month” after his death, her mother began a
relationship with a man, who moved into their house “supposedly as a lodger”,
according to Hendrika.285 In her words, “that was a life that couldn’t be suffered”,
saying that she had to say “please” to get anything, “even if it was just a cup of
tea”.286 Then, she began a relationship with the married man, whom she met at
the bakery where she was working, and who was her boss’s brother-in-law. She
writes, “That which I had always missed at home, I found with him”.287 Here,
unlike the vast majority of the girls whose texts were studied, she presents her
past behaviour as having been shaped by psychological factors. Indeed, she
mentions experiences in her childhood, which made a particular psychological
mark, which then informed her subsequent behaviour: according to the girl,
“suffering” during childhood meant feeling starved of love and affection, and
the relationship with the married man filled this emotional need. Only in two
cases was an inner psychological state, resulting from childhood experiences,
presented as driving factor behind the girl’s behaviour.288
In the vast majority of the cases, the girls did not present their past behaviour
as informed by underlying psychological reasons; their misbehaviour appears
as no more than actions they simply engaged in, prompted by external factors.
In the State Reform School for Girls, between 1913 and 1950, there was mainly no
logic structured around notions of “psychologization” that the pupils could tap
into. The technique of autobiography-writing, with which the girls came into
contact upon admission, adhered to a logic that was closer to the early-modern
conception of self that Taylor points to, in which individuals were expected to
look inside themselves to purge themselves of sin. This logic certainly
presupposed some sort of inner space: namely, the girl’s conscience. However, in
this logic, which centred on aligning oneself with a certain moral order of
“good” and “bad” (conduct), there was no room to attribute underlying causes
– that is, causes which lay “inside” the self – to one’s behaviour. While the girls’
texts did abound with individuality, idiosyncrasy and details of the personal,
284 “was alles nog goed”, Life history (G8, 1941).
285 “nog geen maand”, “zo genaamd als kostganger”, Life history (G8, 1941).
286 “dat was ’n leven, wat niet uit tehouden [sic]”, “alstublief”, “als [sic] was ’t enkel ’n kopje thee”, Life
history (G8, 1941).
287 “‘t Gene wat ik thuis altijd had gemist vond ik bij hem”, Life history (G8, 1941).
288 In Helena V.’s life history, she recounts how, because her mother died and she was the only child
still living at home with her father, she was made to do all the household work from when she
was fifteen years old. She describes how her father always “denied” (“ontzegde”) her things. When
she asked him if she could go out, she was never allowed to and was told “Then I’ll be sitting here
alone” (“Dan zet [sic] ik weer alleen”). She writes, “I always had to sacrifice my young life for him. Well
that surely wasn’t easy. Now I started looking for diversion in other places” (“ik moest altijd mij jongen
leven voor hem op offeren. Nu dat viel vast niet mee. Nu ging ik mij vertier op een anderen kant zoeken”), Life
history (G56, 1940). She then recounts the rest of her life story, as described above.
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the girls did not write sentences such as “I just am this way” or “This is just who
I am”, and, in most cases, girls did not speak of psychological factors driving
their behaviour. This is a fundamentally different way of recounting lives than
we are familiar with nowadays.
While, as Mak has shown, individuals whose sex was “doubted” could start to
claim an inner, underlying reason for their behaviour around 1900, most girls,
Hendrika F. and Helena V. being the exception, did not engage in psychologization
in their texts during the period 1913-1950.289 While it is difficult to pinpoint the
source for Hendrika’s and Helena’s assertions, this way of talking might have
been circulating in institutions the girls had been in previously, or in the girls’
daily life outside the reform school. This way of speaking was not generally
available to the girls, but evidently, a girl could adopt this way of talking about
herself. We shall see how this way of talking became far more prominent in the
life histories of the pupils admitted after 1950: in these texts, the pupils start to
engage in psychologization on a far wider scale, as will be discussed in chapter 6.

Conclusion

Between 1913-1950, pupils were obliged to write down their life histories during
the observation period following admission into the Dutch State Reform School
for Girls. While the observation period was designed to determine in which
class the pupil should be placed, there was a disconnection between the
categories of the reform school and the technique of autobiography-writing. As
was shown above, the technique of autobiography-writing revolved around a
set of practices that were designed to uncover pupils’ stance towards their pasts,
and to assess whether they were “honest” or felt “remorseful” – or not. However,
the reform school was not equipped to divide girls into groups on the basis of
the state of their conscience, nor did it possess any re-education methods tailored
to girls who felt “guilty” or those who did not.
Contrary to what one might expect, the assessment technique of autobiography-
writing was not executed because the information produced by it would be
useful in categorizing the girls, or of aid in their daily treatment. Instead, the
technique was implemented for wholly different reasons. What was of primary
importance with respect to the technique were its practices, and how the girl
responded to them. The technique of autobiography-writing was implemented
via a whole set of practices: the girl was brought to the isolation room; here, the
director addressed the girl, and admonished her to “do her best”; and the door
of the isolation room was locked to instil a sense of having done wrong and to
induce self-reflection and feelings of remorse in the girl. To complete the
289 Mak 1997, 121; Mak 2004, 62-63, 71; Mak 2012, 157-224, 230-232.
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assignment, the girl was provided with paper with a header that clearly
suggested institutional scrutiny, and she was asked to write something about
ten (and later eleven) assigned topics that made clear (at least to some girls) that
the proper response, in writing about the activities referred to in the topics –
eating sweets, playing on the street, going to the cinema and the dance hall,
going around with “unsuitable” boys – was to feel guilty about them, and to
express this in what they wrote. Further to this, of course, the girl was asked to
write down her life history. In asking her to do so, the institutional staff was
asking her to write down a story that had culminated in behaviour or actions
that the staff did not approve of – after all, the girl had ended up in a correctional
institution because of it. If these practices did not directly prompt, they certainly
invited feelings of remorse and confession.
In the reform school, this set of practices, by means of which the technique
of autobiography-writing was structured, had two functions. On the one hand,
the institutional staff wanted to see how girls expressed themselves about their
pasts, when confronted with these practices. This would tell the staff something
about the girls’ re-educability. Indeed, from the institutional perspective, girls
who did not feel remorseful about their past conduct would be more difficult to
re-educate than girls who saw their past behaviour as “bad” or “wrong”. On the
other, the practices by means of which the technique was executed served as an
attempt to get the girl to submit to institutional authority. If its practices
stimulated the girl to express heartfelt guilt about her past – and every aspect of
the technique made clear that expressing guilt and remorse was desirable in the
eyes of the institutional staff – she would be easier to re-educate, as this would
mean that her ideas about her past were in line with those of the institution. The
assessment technique of autobiography-writing thus functioned as a means of
getting a first impression of the girl and her chances for a successful rehabilitation,
and as an attempt to subject girls to the governance of the institution.
With its emphasis on self-reflection and “exteriorization” – bringing into
view that which was hidden (i.e. the girl’s feelings about her past) – the
assessment technique of autobiography-writing presupposed, and, thus,
constructed, a girl who had a certain depth. The girl that emerged in the
technique of autobiography-writing, however, was wholly different than the girl
that emerged in the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination (chapter
2). As with the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, the technique
was designed to see “into” the girl under examination. In the technique of autobiography-writing, however, the delinquent girl was brought into being as
someone with a conscience. The concept of “conscience” did not figure in the
technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, which constructed a
conception of the delinquent girl as shaped by the “hereditary burden” of her
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family history. While the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination
attempted to gain access to that which lay hidden inside the girls through
decoding a set of external, measurable signs, which would ascertain her
underlying “psychical” state and uncover vestiges of the girls’ family history
within her, the technique of autobiography-writing used the girl’s own words as
a window into her conscience. The depth that was constructed for the girls here
thus particularly concerned their feelings of remorse and guilt – or the absence
of those feelings.
Building on the work of Nikolas Rose, which suggests that the practices we
come into contact with shape the type of things that we may say about ourselves,
this chapter asked in what ways the set of practices around which the technique
of autobiography-writing was structured, which invited pupils towards
revealing and confessing their “misdeeds”, shaped pupils’ life histories. In
response to the institutional prompt to tell their life histories, the vast majority
of the girls structured their lives around their trajectories towards the reform
school, occasionally going as far as recounting nothing but their crime. As we
have seen, moreover, the majority of the girls included an element of confession
in their texts, making promises to “better” their lives, or presenting themselves
and their past behaviour as “bad” or “wrong”, or as something they felt
remorseful about. Rather than claiming the topic of confession (e.g. going out
with boys) as a central feature of their identities, which, as Foucault claimed,
could be a consequence of the practice of confession, the vast majority of the
girls thus followed the institutional prompt, and included an element of
confession in their texts.
Asserting guilt or remorse was not always uncomplicated, though, as we
have seen, and, moreover, the girls’ texts were not wholly structured around
guilt and regret. Indeed, some girls, who elsewhere in their texts presented
themselves as “bad” or “remorseful”, punctured their narratives by passages in
which they expressed pleasure in looking back at their “misbehaviour”, thus
experimenting with the limits of the sayable. One girl showed outright defiance
at this script, and explicitly reversed the norms of the institution. The vast
majority of the girls, however, followed the institutional prompt, and included
elements of guilt and regret in their texts.
Five girls, however, did not qualify their past behaviour in any way. In doing
so, they escaped the institutional impulse to reflect and take a stance on their
pasts. From reading their texts, the reform school staff could not uncover their
stance towards their past conduct, and, in this manner, the technique could be
said to “fail”. While the assessment technique of autobiography-writing was
designed to assess how the girls felt about their pasts, by prompting them
towards revealing details about their past actions and expressing feelings of
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guilt and remorse about them, girls could “escape” the goals of the technique.
This was because of how the technique was structured, with the girls themselves
in charge of providing the staff with information. While these girls “escaped”
from expressing guilt or regret about past actions they may not have felt guilty
about at all, of course, the lack of qualification on their part may not have led to
them being viewed in a favourable light.
In all cases, whether the girls expressed guilt, pleasure, or reticence, they
were negotiating the norm that the assignment had laid down: many girls went
along with the institutional prompt to qualify their behaviour as “bad” and
characterized themselves as “guilty”; at other times, girls refuted the norm, and
presented themselves as joyful in looking back on their pasts; and a minority of
girls ignored the institutional prompt to explicitly reflect on their behaviour,
and refused to qualify their past behaviour at all.
While the pupils’ life histories abounded with individuality, idiosyncrasy
and expressions of emotion, as we have seen, the vast majority of the girls’ texts
were not structured around the script of expressing the “truth” about oneself, or
articulating what lay hidden in one’s inner depth. These girls wrote their life
histories wholly without reference to an inner core that drove their behaviour;
in their texts, no such thing as an inner core, which they felt they had to express,
was constructed. These texts thus serve as an example, in line with the findings
of, for instance, Baggerman and Dekker, Huisman and Steedman, that autobiography-writing in the past need not have been an activity that was structured
around the script of self-expression. In just two cases, girls made reference to an
“interior”, where, as they asserted, the truth about themselves could be found.
Both girls, however, kept this inner self private. In the institutional context in
which they were writing, keeping their inner self private may have served as a
means of escaping the institutional will to know. Reacting to the institutional
prompt to “reveal all”, these girls articulated the notion that there was more
about them to be known, which the institutional staff could not access. After
being under institutional scrutiny constantly from the moment of admission –
and in previous correctional institutions – such a maneuver on the part of the
girls may have given them the feeling of gaining the “upper hand”. Through
what they write, these two girls emerge as keepers of a secret, which the
institutional staff could not access – in contrast to the situation created via the
technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, in which the doctor who
conducted the examination supposedly had access to hidden information about
the girls, while the pupils were kept in the dark.290 Of course, a lack of willingness
290 Of course, the assessment techniques of autobiography-writing and pedagogical-pathological
examination were two separate assessment techniques, and we cannot know whether the girls were
specifically reacting to the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination.
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to engage in the discourse of guilt and regret may, again, not have been in the
girls’ favour.
In two cases, girls engaged in psychologization. That is, they asserted that
an inner psychological state, which was shaped by childhood experiences, had
prompted their behaviour. As we will see, this way of talking became much
more prominent in the life histories written after 1950. In most of the girls’ life
histories written before 1950, however, no mention whatsoever was made of an
inner psychological state informing the behaviour; such a notion was not
constructed in their texts. In their life histories, the girls mainly presented their
behaviour as being caused by external factors: being prompted by friends, or
wanting to fulfil a material need. Writing within a framework that was informed
by notions of self-reflection and confession, most girls followed suit, and added
these elements to their texts in presenting the stories of their lives.
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Chapter 4
Seeing “Inside” the Delinquent Girl: The Practices and
Rhetoric of Rorschach-Testing, 1938-1948
Towards the middle of the twentieth century, the Dutch State Reform School for
Girls introduced a new assessment technique. Besides undergoing the
assessment techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination and autobiography-writing, from the late 1930s pupils were also given the Rorschach test as
means of assessment. In the Rorschach test, first published in 1921, the test
subject was shown a series of ten inkblots printed on cards. The original inkblots
are commonly said to have been produced by folding paper with ink on it in
half, to make a symmetrical, non-referential shape. The test administrator asked
the test subject what they saw in each card, and interpreted the subject’s
responses, which were thought to reveal something about their way of perceiving
the world. In the girls’ reform school, the practice of Rorschach-testing led to the
production of Rorschach reports: narratives of one to two pages, appearing in
the pupils’ dossiers between 1943 and 1948.1
While in The Netherlands the Rorschach test has primarily been studied as
a development within the history of psychology2, recently, international
studies within the history of science have examined the Rorschach as a technique
of knowledge production.3 In this field, both Peter Galison and Rebecca Lemov
postulate a connection between the Rorschach and the construction of a
particular type of self, the former through an examination of the inkblot cards
themselves, and the latter through studying scientists’ practices and ambitions.
Building on their work, this chapter examines the reform school pupils’
1
2

3

One of the reports studied was not dated, but it was written for Evertje J. (G29), who was admitted
between 1940-1942 and 1943-1946.
Luurt Eisenga, Geschiedenis van de Nederlandse psychologie (Deventer: Van Loghum Slaterus, 1995),
156; Trudy Dehue, De regels van het vak: Nederlandse psychologen en hun methodologie (Amsterdam:
Van Gennep, 1990), 42-43; Van Strien 1993, 77-80; Peter van Drunen and Pieter J. van Strien, Op
de proef gesteld: Geschiedenis van de psychologische test (Groningen: Uitgeverij Passage and Archief
en Documentatiecentrum Nederlandse Psychologie, 1995), 28-29; Eric Haas, Op de juiste plaats: De
opkomst van de bedrijfs- en schoolpsychologische beroepspraktijk in Nederland (Hilversum: Verloren, 1995),
43-46; Peter van Drunen and Pieter J. van Strien, Tussen wetenschap en beroep: 75 jaar psychologieopleiding in Nederland (Groningen: Archief en Documentatiecentrum Nederlandse Psychologie,
1996), 126-27; Pieter van Strien and Jacques Dane, eds., Driekwart eeuw psychotechniek in Nederland: De
magie van het testen (Assen: Koninklijke Van Gorcum, 2001), 51-58.
Peter Galison, “Image of Self,” in Things That Talk: Object Lessons from Art and Science, ed. Lorraine
Daston (New York: Zone Books, 2004), 257-96; Rebecca Lemov, “X-Rays of Inner Worlds: The MidTwentieth-Century American Projective Test Movement,” Journal of the History of the Behavioral
Sciences 47.3 (2011b): 251-78.
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Rorschach reports as a potential site of identity construction. Through
investigating what identities were produced for the pupils in the Dutch State
Reform School for Girls as a result of the Rorschach, the focus is shifted to a new
group of people: mainly lower-class girls, considered to be delinquent and in
need of re-education. Also, for the first time, the Rorschach reports of a group of
individuals, and their underlying practices, are subjected to detailed analysis.
For this chapter, I did a praxiographic analysis and discourse analysis of
twenty pupils’ Rorschach reports.4 Fourteen of the reports were written by L.T.
van Julsingha, a former teacher at the reform school who was specifically
appointed to administer the Rorschach test in March 1946 and continued
working at Eikenstein, as the institution was now known, until 1951. While I
was not able to find who administered the test previously, the use of language in
the reports written before and after her appointment is so similar, that these
reports are considered as one body of sources.5 To uncover which practices were
involved in Rorschach-testing at the reform school, I corroborated the manuals
of the three most important Rorschach “schools” at the time and a Dutch manual
from Utrecht University with a Rorschach protocol (a sheet of paper containing
the test subject’s recorded responses and the administrator’s interpretation of
these) that was found in one of the dossiers. Besides this, I looked for traces of
practices in the pupils’ Rorschach reports and dossiers. Discourse analysis was
used to analyse the identity construction of the girls, as it took place through
rhetoric. Before taking a look at the practices underlying the pupils’ Rorschach
reports, and examining the resulting processes of identity construction, a brief
history of the Rorschach test and its use in The Netherlands and the Dutch State
Reform School for Girls will be given.
4

5

Of these reports, one was made on the basis of the Rorschach test and the Thematic Apperception
Test (the report of Agnes J. (G13, 1948)), and one was made on the basis of “the Rorschach test and
other tests” (“de Rorschachtest en andere tests”; the report of Bastiaantje P. (G126, 1948)), as the titles
of the reports indicated. These reports, however, were similar in content to the other reports. The
sample also contained a Rorschach protocol – two pages of notes taken while administering the
test (for Antje P (G20, 1938)) – which was included in the analysis, in order to ascertain according
to which practices the test was administered in the reform school. The original sample of dossiers
contained 15 Rorschach reports. These were complemented with the Rorschach reports of two extra
file numbers, making for a total of twenty reports.
Except in one case, the Rorschach reports were unsigned. However, I have assumed that the
Rorschach reports written during Van Julsingha’s appointment were written by her. Van Julsingha
had already been succeeded as teacher (by J. Poldermans) on 1 October, 1944, Het Utrechts Archief,
archive 20, file number 163. It is not specified in the sources what van Julsingha’s function was
between this date and her appointment as psychologist. While the Rorschach reports stop appearing
after 1948, I found one report titled “Psychological-pedagogical report” (“Psychologisch-paedagogisch
rapport”) in the sample of dossiers of the period 1905-1950 (for Dingena G. (G63, 1950)). This was
signed by Van Julsingha. While it was not included in the analysis, because its title did not indicate a
direct connection to the Rorschach, it was similar in contents and rhetoric to the Rorschach reports.
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The Development of the Rorschach Test

The Rorschach test was developed by Swiss doctor and psychiatrist Hermann
Rorschach (1884-1922).6 Having studied under Eugen Bleuler at the Burghölzli
university clinic, Rorschach obtained his medical license in 1909, and received his
degree of Doctor of Medicine from the University of Zurich in 1912. Five years
later, he started systematically experimenting with inkblots, while working at the
Krombach Mental Hospital outside of Herisau.7 In 1921, Rorschach presented the
method he had devised, in his work Psychodiagnostik: Methodik und Ergebnisse eines
wahrnehmungsdiagnostische Experiments, with which the ten inkblot cards – 7 by 9½
inches, numbered I through X – were included.8 Rorschach’s method, which he
viewed “primarily an aid to clinical diagnosis”,9 was concerned with, as he put it,
“the interpretation of accidental forms, that is, of non-specific forms”.10 The manner
in which experimental subjects interpreted these shapes would provide insight
into their perception. For Rorschach, perception was “an action that involved the
associative adaptation of new sensory data to preserved memory images”.11 That
is, he was of the opinion that every individual processed new impressions and
new knowledge through the sum of experiences and impressions that they had
collected over the course of their lives. To measure an individual’s perception, it
was important that the shapes were undetermined: only with non-referential
forms would it be possible to uncover how the personality of the individual
contributed to their perception of the world.
Although Rorschach did not label the test in this manner himself, from 1939
the inkblot test commonly came to be described as a “projective test”: a test that
would reveal the hidden, underlying personality of the test subject.12 Projective
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

Historian Naamah Akavia notes that it is somewhat problematic to use the term “test” to refer
to this procedure, as Rorschach himself only used the term “Test” to refer to the “technical and
material aspects of this procedure”, and spoke of an “Experiment” or “Versuch” (attempt) in other
cases, Naamah Akavia, Subjectivity in Motion: Life, Art, and Movement in the Work of Hermann
Rorschach (New York: Routledge, 2013), 2. As the reform school staff referred to it as a test, however,
both in the Rorschach reports and in other documentation, I will use the term “test” to describe it,
Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report 1946-1948.
Henri Ellenberger, “The Life and Work of Hermann Rorschach (1884-1922),” Bulletin of the Menninger
Clinic, 18.5 (1954): 179-181, 189.
In this chapter, all quotes are taken from the first authoritative English translation: Hermann
Rorschach, Psychodiagnostics: A Diagnostic Test Based on Perception, trans. Paul Lemkau and Bernard
Kronenberg, 5th ed. (Bern: Verlag Hans Huber and New York: Grune & Stratton, 1942 [original
published in 1921]).
Rorschach 1921, 121.
Rorschach 1921, 15.
Akavia 2013, 11. Also see: Rorschach 1921, 16-17.
Galison 2004, 280. This shift took place with the publication of: Lawrence K. Frank, “Projective
Methods for the Study of Personality,” The Journal of Psychology 8 (1939): 389-414. Rorschach himself
expressly stated that the test could not be used as a means of “delving into the unconscious” of the
test subject: Rorschach 1921, 123.
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tests were thought to reveal what the test subject did not want to reveal, or
perhaps did not even know existed within themselves. By the time the Rorschach
came to be used in the reform school, then, it was thought to function by means
of what have been called “self-revealing methods”.13
While the test was not well-known at first, it became widely used in the decade
after its publication and spread to many countries.14 In the Netherlands, the
Rorschach test became popular in the 1930s and 1940s.15 The increasing popularity
of the Rorschach test coincided with the interests of a school of psychology that
was broadly adhered to during the interwar years and directly after the Second
World War, which engaged in what historian of science Trudy Dehue has termed
“interpretative diagnostics”. This interpretative school of thought stood in stark
opposition to what Dehue has called the “empirical-analytical” school.16 Both
schools, at the time, were engaged in what was known as “psychotechnics”: the
then-dominant branch of psychology in The Netherlands, which was engaged
with practical societal issues including, importantly, occupational and vocational
testing, as well as placement in (special) education.17 In the empirical-analytical
school, individuals were regarded as a “conglomerate of distinct skills”. Consequently,
the tests of psychologists in this school were focused on quantitatively measuring
single traits of individuals, in order to determine aptitude and ability. The
interpretative school, by contrast, did not see the individual as a member of a
“kind”, with a set of capacities that could be quantitatively measured, but as an
“indivisible whole”. Their tests, consequently, approached, studied and assessed
the person in their entirety.18 As they were interested in examining the “total
personality” rather than what they viewed as the “reductive” methods of the
empirical-analytical school, the interpretative psychologists favoured projective
tests, of which the Rorschach became the most widely-used.19
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

Dehue 1990, 66.
Morris Krugman, “Out of the Inkwell: The Rorschach Method,” Rorschach Research Exchange, 9
(1940): 96; Bruno Klopfer and Douglas McGlashan Kelley, The Rorschach Technique: A Manual for a
Projective Method of Personality Diagnosis (New York: Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1942), 6.
Van Drunen and Van Strien 1995, 29.
Dehue 1990, 34-72. The term “interpretative diagnostics” is taken from the translated and revised
version of her dissertation: Trudy Dehue, Changing the Rules: Psychology in The Netherlands, 1900-1985
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). The division Dehue points to has been discussed in
several Dutch histories of psychology. Eisenga, for instance, terms these two methods the “personoriented” and the “function-oriented approach”: Eisenga 1978, 141-56, and Peter van Strien and
Jacques Dane distinguish between the “interpretive approach” and “device-based psychotechnics”:
Van Strien and Dane 2001, 47-59.
The professionalization of the discipline in The Netherlands took place due to developments in
particularly the fields of occupational testing and (special) education in the interwar years. For a
history of these fields in psychology, see: Haas 1995.
Dehue 1990, 41.
Van Strien and Dane 2001, 51-52.
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In their study on the history of psychological testing in The Netherlands,
historians Pieter van Strien and Jacques Dane argue that, according to the
“interpretative” approach, psychological tests functioned as a means by which
the psychologist could “get a grip on the central, immutable core of someone’s
personality” and “penetrate the deepest stirrings of the soul”.20 At the time, a
good psychologist, according to Van Strien and Dane, was thought to be able to
look “right through you”, even without the help of a test.21 As a result of the
tremendous power ascribed to the psychologist’s power of vision, and as both
tests and their interpretation procedures were not transparent for test subjects,
the test administrator came across as a kind of “magician”.22 This reputation
was strengthened by their use of language. Veering away from quantitative
measurements of traits and aptitudes, psychologists working in this tradition
focused on language as a tool, with which they provided rich and detailed
descriptions of people’s personalities.23 This focus on language was inherent to
their projective methods. Indeed, in their projective tests, there were no “right”
or “wrong” answers; instead, such tests had the specific purpose of stimulating
the test subject to show themselves “as they were”. To interpret the test subject’s
answers meaningfully, not a checklist or an answer key, but keen powers of
interpretation were needed on the part of the psychologist, who expressed his or
her analysis in dazzling linguistic depictions of the test subject. The emphasis
on the subjective interpretation of the psychologist led to the notion, in the field
of projective testing, that the psychologist’s most important instrument was the
psychologist himself.24 In fact, at the time, the “psychologist’s gaze” was seen as
a “superior source of knowledge”.25

Inkblots and the Inner Self

While the Dutch literature has predominantly studied projective testing,
including the Rorschach test, as a development in the history of psychology and
psychological testing, as was indicated above, recent studies by history of
science scholars Rebecca Lemov and Peter Galison have shifted the focus to
projective tests as technique of knowledge production. Both scholars have
demonstrated how such tests brought into being new notions of self.
Peter Galison examines the Rorschach cards themselves, discussing them as
a technology of the self. Instead of measuring one aspect of the self – the
20
21
22
23
24
25

Van Strien and Dane 2001, 1, 57.
Van Strien and Dane 2001, 1.
Van Strien and Dane 2001, 1, 57.
Van Strien and Dane 2001, 52.
Van Strien and Dane 2001, 58.
Van Strien and Dane 2001, 32.
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imagination – as inkblot tests before Rorschach’s seminal publication did, the
Rorschach inkblot cards tested the way in which the test subject perceived. The
test results, consequently, pertained, supposedly, to the whole self of the test
subject, rather than just a part of it. Galison terms this new model of self the
“apperceptive self,” contrary to the “aggregate self” brought into being by
late-nineteenth-century inkblot tests. He argues, furthermore, that the Rorschach
test assessed and simultaneously produced this new type of self.26
Rather than the cards themselves, Rebecca Lemov studies the practices and
ambitions of United States Cold War scientists who used projective tests,
including the Rorschach, to study non-Western groups of people. As Lemov
shows, these scientists, who created vast databanks full of projective test
protocols, viewed these tests as a means to scientifically map the inner lives of
those seen as “difficult-to-access”27 for the first time. In the minds of these
scientists, the tests “provided a kind of instamatic psychic X-ray that, by its very
workings, allocated to the expert the task of discerning the true meaning of
what was being said, what the native was thinking”.28 As Lemov concludes,
through studying these scientists’ publications and databanks, “[o]ut of these
various tests and their results, one gets the sense that scientists were building a
veritable architecture of inner space, each level and redoubt reachable by its own
dedicated technique”.29 In fact, according to Lemov, the study of the inner self
produced the notion of this self simultaneously.30
In her study, Lemov highlights how the subject of the Rorschach test shifted
from “upper-middle-class European and American neurotics”31 to groups of
people seen as “exotic” or “primitive”. In studying the Rorschach reports
produced in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, attention is turned to
another group, which has, as of yet, received little attention in histories of
projective testing; namely, lower-class delinquent girls. Further, this chapter
builds on the work of Galison and Lemov, by considering the practice of Rorschach-testing as a potential site of identity construction. Rather than examining
the inkblot cards, or surveying scientists’ large-scale databases, though,
attention is turned to a body of Rorschach reports themselves, to study both the
practices shaping them and the rhetoric used in them, to examine what types of
things were said about the pupils as a result of this technique, which has been
viewed, by its practitioners, as a means of “penetrating the domain of […] inner
26
27
28
29
30
31

Galison 2004, 275, 277.
Lemov 2011b, 266.
Lemov 2011b, 274.
Lemov 2011b, 263.
Lemov 2011b, 263.
Lemov 2011b, 257.
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space”, and to investigate what was done with the knowledge that was produced
via this technique.32

The Rorschach Test in the Reform School

In the 1930s, during the heyday of Rorschach-testing in The Netherlands, Dutch
psychologists working in child protection had urged the adoption of this test in
their field, which was already popular in the domain of occupational testing.33
The test had gained such currency in the field of psychology, that it was
introduced into the state-owned girls’ reform school in the late 1930s, as becomes
evident from the 1938 protocol found in one of the dossiers. Rorschach reports
started to be filed in the pupils’ personal dossiers from late 1943, and in 1946,
examination by means of this method became more systematic.34 In March of
that year, L.T. van Julsingha, born in Warfhuizen in 1908, was appointed as
“official in charge of the observation of pupils in Zeist”.35 While she had
originally been trained as a teacher for primary education,36 according to Delicat
she was the first academically-educated psychologist to work at the girls’ reform
school.37 From 1946, her job consisted of “making psychological reports using
various tests, including the Rorschach-test”.38 While Van Julsingha was
32
33
34

35
36

37

38

Lemov 2011b, 275.
Delicat 2001, 184.
From the total set of dossiers studied, all girls admitted during the period that Van Julsingha was
working at the institution as psychologist have Rorschach reports, except for five girls: Aleida H.
(G116), admitted in August 1948, Fennigje N. (G115), admitted in December 1948, Erna L. (G54), also
admitted in December 1948, Grietje L. (G117), admitted in February 1949, and Dingena G. (G63),
admitted in November 1949. Instead of a Rorschach report, Fennigje N.’s dossier contained several
psychological and psychiatric reports, the first of which was produced in 1950 by psychiatrist Derk
Zuithoff, the psychiatrist who had helped director Duvekot implement the institutional course
change in the same year. For Dingena G., a psychological-pedagogical report was written, which
was similar in contents and format to the Rorschach reports, and may have been written by Van
Julsingha (see above). The contents of Fennigje’s and Dingena’s dossiers show that the practice of
Rorschach-testing was being replaced around 1949. Erna L. was admitted to the institution for three
months, which might have been too short a time for Van Julsingha to have bothered with Rorschach
assessment. Grietje L. ran away from the institution after only two months, and did so repeatedly
throughout the duration of her four-year stay. Her first psychological report appeared in 1952,
after Van Julsingha had left the institution, and after the psychological course change had been
implemented. No explanation was found in Aleida H.’s dossier for the lack of a Rorschach report.
“ambtenaar belast met de observatie der verpleegden in Zeist”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file
number 163: Tri-annual report 1946-1948.
Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 182, Stukken betreffende benoeming, ontslag en bezoldiging
van het personeel in het algemeen, 1858-1950 (Documentation on the appointment, discharge and
salary of staff in general, 1858-1950).
Delicat 2001, 180. It remains unclear, though, where Van Julsingha was trained. Member directories
of the National Institute for Practicing Psychologists, published from 1951 onwards, could have
been revealing; however, Van Julsingha’s name did not appear in them, Psychologen adresboekje
(Amsterdam: Nederlandsch Instituut voor Praktizeerende Psychologen, 1956).
“het maken van psychologische rapporten met behulp van verschillende tests, w.o. de Rorschachtest”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report 1946-1948.
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appointed to write “psychological reports”, the reports appearing in this period
almost exclusively have titles such as “Rorschach-test” or, less frequently,
“Report with the aid of the Rorschach-test”, which shows that the Rorschach test
was considered of primary importance in assessing the girls.39 The girls’
Rorschach reports appear from anywhere between slightly under one month
after admission, to two years and four months after admission, with half of the
reports being written 1-6 months after admission.40 The long period between
admission into the reform school and the administering of the test could possibly
be due to the fact that it was thought, by practitioners, to be important that
children taking the test in institutional settings were acclimated to their new
situation, and had gotten to know the test administrator.41
The fact that Van Julsingha had been a teacher at the reform school prior to
her appointment as observation official was favourable in the eyes of the director,
Margot Honcoop-Beekveld, as this ensured that she was “familiar” with the
girls.42 Besides this, Van Julsingha’s Rorschach reports were thought to play an
important role in daily institutional life. In the reform school’s tri-annual report
for 1946-1948, Honcoop-Beekveld made a note of Van Julsingha’s new duties, in
which she described her reports as “of great value to me when it comes to solving
re-education difficulties, as well as when it comes to looking for suitable
rehabilitation opportunities”.43 While she did not elaborate on this any further,
it is clear that, for her, the Rorschach reports had a very practical function.
A publication by Van Julsingha, although written a few years after her
appointment as observation official, helps to elucidate her own views on her
work in child protection. Specifically, it shows that Van Julsingha, like the
director, was focused on rehabilitation. In a 1951 article in the Tijdschrift voor
maatschappelijk werk (Journal for Social Work), Van Julsingha commented on the
function and the limits of the pedagogical and psychotherapeutic approach in
re-education institutions. In the article, Van Julsingha claims to have a
“pedagogical” view, by which she means a focus on the child’s rehabilitation.44
39
40

41
42
43

44

“Rorschach-test” (for instance, in the report of Niesje W. (G127, 1943)), “Rapport met behulp van de
Rorschach-test” (for instance, in the report of Pietje B. (G66, 1946).
A quarter of the reports were written over a year after admission. While too few reports have been
studied to be able to say anything definite about this, all reports written more than one year after
admission were written before van Julsingha was appointed as psychologist.
Antonius J.P. Meyknecht, Het Rorschach-experiment in verband met het moeilijk gevoelsleven van moeilijk
opvoedbare kinderen (Nijmegen: Drukkerij Gebr. Janssen: 1946), 9.
“vertrouwd”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report 1946-1948.
“van grote waarde voor mij bij het oplossen van opvoedingsmoeilijkheden zowel als bij het zoeken
van de juiste reclasseringsmogelijkheden”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Triannual report 1946-1948.
“paedagogisch”, L.T. van Julsingha, “Grenzen van het paedagogische en psychotherapeutische
element in the Kinderbescherming,” Tijdschrift voor maatschappelijk werk 5 (1951): 269.
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According to Van Julsingha, most children in reformatory institutions were
susceptible to rehabilitation. As she puts it, “In our institutions we mostly deal
with neglected and abnormal children, who are partly adapted to the norms of
human society, or who can become this partly or completely”.45 Rehabilitation,
in Van Julsingha’s eyes, thus equalled adapting to the norms of human society.
Even though reformatory children frequently acted out, often by cursing, a
“pedagogical approach”, focused on rehabilitation, was imperative: “The child
even has a right to it [italics in the original, SB]. Indeed, it was placed in the institution
to be educated, it was thus supposed that that was a possibility”.46
According to Van Julsingha, it was rarely the case that caregivers could not
apply a pedagogical approach: “Only in cases in which the child is abnormal to
such an extent, that it does not know what it does and says will pedagogy have
to remain silent”.47 However, as Van Julsingha continued, “[…] in such a case the
child does not belong in a community of more-or-less normal children, but in a
psychiatric institution or clinic, where other laws reign than in society. A child
who is that abnormal, who cannot be blamed for anything, is, however, an
exception for our institutions”.48 In Van Julsingha’s view, then, reformatories
were meant for children who had some hope of becoming (partly) adapted to
societal norms.
At the end of the article, Van Julsingha set out her re-education ambitions.
Aligning herself with the views of the Utrecht School of psychology, by
mentioning a number of professionals whose work was associated with this
school, including Martinus Langeveld, she characterizes the pupils in
reformatory institutions as “immatures” and “un-independent child-people
who have to be made independent”.49 The Utrecht School was a loosely-organized group of psychologists and psychiatrists that came into being just after
the Second World War, whose therapeutic work was focused on bringing about
the “self-actualization” of the patient under treatment, who was expected to
45

46

47
48

49

“In onze inrichtingen hebben we meestal te maken met verwaarloosde en afwijkende kinderen, die
wel ten dele zijn aangepast aan de normen van de menselijke samenleving of dit ten dele of geheel
kunnen worden”, Van Julsingha 1951, 269.
“paedagogische aanpak”, “Het kind heeft er zelfs recht op. Immers, het is in de inrichting geplaatst
om opgevoed te worden, men heeft dus verondersteld, dat daartoe de mogelijkheid bestond”, Van
Julsingha 1951, 269.
“Alleen in gevallen, waarin het kind dusdanig gestoord is, dat het niet weet, wat het doet en zegt,
zal de paedagogie wel moeten zwijgen”, Van Julsingha 1951, 269.
“dan kan het kind ook niet in een gemeenschap van min of meer normalen verkeren, maar hoort
het thuis in een psychiatrische inrichting of kliniek, waar andere wetten heersen dan in de gewone
samenleving. Een dergelijk gestoord kind, wie niets kan worden aangerekend, is echter voor onze
inrichtingen een uitzondering”, Van Julsingha 1951, 269.
“onvolwassenen”, “met onzelfstandige mensen-kinderen, die zelfstandig moeten worden gemaakt”,
Van Julsingha 1951, 269.
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develop according to the norms the expert provided. In 1950, as will be discussed
in chapter 5, the new director of the girls’ reform school implemented a new,
therapy-oriented course that was informed by the Utrecht School of psychology,
and affected all areas of institutional life. In that chapter, the Utrecht School
approach, as implemented in the reform school, will also be discussed in more
detail. While it cannot be said with surety whether Van Julsingha already
adhered to this type of thought during her appointment as Rorschach
administrator, her views on the importance of rehabilitation certainly do return
in the pupils’ Rorschach reports, as we shall see. Before discussing this, however,
I will first examine what practices were involved in administering the Rorschach
test at Eikenstein.

Administering the Rorschach Test

The first practice underlying the pupils’ Rorschach reports was, of course, the
administering of the Rorschach test itself. To give an overview of the practices
that were likely involved in the practice of Rorschach-testing in the reform
school, I discuss a Dutch manual from Utrecht University from ca. 1961. This
manual is instructive for gaining an understanding of precisely how the
Rorschach would have been administered in the period in which the pupils’
Rorschach reports were written.50
What becomes clearly apparent from the university manual is that it was a
highly complicated and elaborate procedure to administer the test.51 All sorts of
precautions had to be taken: the manual specified that the Rorschach should
50

51

“Handleiding voor afname en scoring van de Rorschach test” (Manual for the administration and
scoring of the Rorschach test), Utrecht: Instituut voor clinische en industriële psychologie van de
Rijks-universiteit te Utrecht, ca. 1961 (subsequently: “Handleiding”). In The Netherlands, before the
standardization of the test with the 1974 publication of the Exner Comprehensive System, it seems
to have been common practice to draw on the work of various theoreticians, while still basing
oneself largely on Rorschach’s original method: P.A.F. van der Spek en W.F. Leyns, “De Testmethode
volgens Rorschach bij het onderzoek van kinderen met afwijkend gedrag,” Psychiatrische en
neurologische bladen 48 (1944): 121-40; Meyknecht 1946; Johannes de Zeeuw, Rorschach-compendium
(Leiden: n.p., 1952), Preface, no page. Consulted at the ADNG, Test and Testresearch archive, file
number B275, folder II. The Dutch manual, too, is still informed by this practice, and may therefore
be considered as illustrative of the practices a practitioner would have used in administering the
test. Furthermore, closely following Rorschach’s original work with some additions and alterations
was also common practice for the international Rorschach manuals that were the most influential in
The Netherlands, which use Rorschach’s most important categorizations as their basis: Klopfer and
Kelley 1942; Samuel J. Beck, Rorschach’s Test, 1. Basic Processes, 2nd ed. (New York: Grune & Stratton,
1944). On the most important schools of thought concerning Rorschach-testing in The Netherlands,
see: Jan van Riemsdijk, Geschiedenis en perspectieven van de Rorschach (Utrecht: Erven J. Bijleveld,
1966), 189-206.
Others have mentioned this, e.g. Dehue 1990, 43. Here, however, I explicitly discuss the connection
between administering the test and the reports themselves, which, as far as I know, has not been
done before.
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never be administered at the start of a testing day or testing afternoon, as a
certain degree of trust had to be built up between test administrator and test
subject first; the test preferably had to be taken in daylight; and the test
administrator had to place the inkblot cards in such a way that the test subject
could not see the card before getting hold of it. Besides this, the encounter
between test subject and administrator was, ideally, highly scripted. For
instance, the test administrator was encouraged to start the test by saying, “I am
going to show you some cards and I will ask you to tell me for each card what it
could be. You can say as much as you want and as little as you want and you can
turn the cards in any way you want. When you are done, you return the card to
me”.52
In administering the test, furthermore, the practitioner had to refrain from
influencing the test subject. The manual encouraged the administrator to take
on an ultra-neutral stance during the taking of the test, never showing
“agreement, disapproval, boredom, surprise [at what the subject said or did, SB] by
even the slightest gesture”.53 This fit in with the desired comportment of a
psychologist of the interpretative school: as described in the literature, acting in
this manner would allow the test subject to reveal themselves to the psychologist
in an unrestricted way, which was precisely the goal of their practice of
(projective) testing.54 In line with this, the test administrator had to pay attention
to more than just the test subject’s responses. As the manual states: “most test ss.
automatically start naming not only the whole of the plate, but parts of it as well.
If a test s. does not do this, one can casually say, ‘You may also name parts of the
plate,’ or something in that vein. The reasoning underlying this is as follows; if
one already gives these two tips in the introduction, one does not get to know
whether a test s. goes about turning the plates and giving detail-answers of his
or her own accord”.55 Further, the manual specified that, besides the literal
responses, the test administrator had to record “everything that takes place;
everything the test s. says and does, and everything one says and does oneself
(remarks, questions, nodding the head, all uncontrolled reactions to the test s.’s
52

53
54
55

“Ik ga U enkele platen laten zien en gevraagd wordt of U mij steeds wilt zeggen, wat het zou kunnen
zijn. U kunt zoveel zeggen als U wilt en zo weinig als u wilt en U kunt de platen draaien zoals U
wilt. Als U klaar bent, geeft U die plaat aan mij terug”, “Handleiding” ca. 1961, 3.
“instemming, afkeuring, verveeldheid, verrastheid te tonen door zelfs het geringste gebaar”,
“Handleiding” ca. 1961, 6.
Eisenga 1978, 160.
“de meeste ppn. [proefpersonen, SB] gaan er uit eigen beweging toe over behalve het geheel van de
plaat ook delen ervan te benoemen. Doet een pp. dit niet, dan kan men terloops zeggen: ‘U mag
ook delen van de plaat benoemen,’ of iets dergelijks. De redenering die hieraan ten grondslag ligt
is deze; als men deze twee tips al in de instructie geeft, mist men de infotmatie [sic] dat een pp. al of
niet uit eigen beweging tot draaien en detail-antwoorden overgaat”, “Handleiding” ca. 1961, 3.
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behaviour)”.56 Besides this, the test administrator was expected to time the test
subject’s answers in a highly specified way, recording the exact moment the test
began, the moment each card was handed over, and the exact moment the first
answer to each card was given. Also, the administrator had to record what way
up the card was when the test subject gave their answer, by means of special
signs that were developed for this purpose.57 As is evident, administering the
test demanded highly attuned powers of observation on the part of the
practitioner, as well as strict self-discipline. Through following all the directives
in the manual, a psychologist administering the Rorschach thus engaged, in a
very specific way, with the process of forming what Lorraine Daston and Peter
Galison have called the formation of a “scientific self”.58
After detailing the prescribed comportment of the test administrator, the
manual describes the experiment itself, which consisted of four stages. The first
stage of the experiment consisted of recording the test subject’s responses (and
everything else that caught their attention), while handing the inkblot cards to
them one by one. The second stage was the inquiry stage. In this stage, the cards
were handed to the test subject one by one again, in the same order. Now, the
test subject was supposed to indicate which part of the plate, and, possibly,
which characteristic of the inkblot, brought them to their particular answer.
During the inquiry stage, the test administrator was supposed to circle the parts
of the card in question on the later-developed “location forms”, and write down
the number of the accompanying answer here, too.59 In the original Rorschach
manual, incidentally, there was no inquiry stage, and the test administrator was
supposed to figure out the locations on the basis of the subject’s responses. The
third stage consisted of the scoring of the test, and in the fourth stage the
“summary” was determined.60 To give an idea of how elaborate the process of
administering the experiment was, I will briefly elaborate on stages three and
four, which are less straightforward than the first two stages.
The scoring of the experiment (stage three) consisted of coding the subject’s
answers per plate in four different ways. First, the test administrator had to
specify which part of the inkblot had led the subject to produce their answer –
e.g. the whole (W) of the inkblot, a detail (D) or a rare detail (Dd). Next, the
administrator had to specify the “Determinant” – that is, whether form, colour
or movement had determined the subject’s answer. Then, the administrator
56

57
58
59
60

“alles wat voorvalt; alles wat de pp. zegt en doet, en ook alles wat men zelf zegt of doet (opmerkingen,
vragen, hoofdknikken, alle ongecontroleerde reacties op het gedrag van de pp.)”, “Handleiding” ca.
1961, 5.
“Handleiding” ca. 1961, 5.
Daston and Galison 2004, 4-5, 34-35.
“location-formulieren [sic]”, “Handleiding” ca. 1961, 7.
“verrekening”, “Handleiding” ca. 1961, 7.
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recorded to what extent the responses had been shaped by the variations in light
values in the inkblot cards.61 After that, making use of specific abbreviations,
the administrator recorded the “Content”, or, what the subject had seen. Finally,
the administrator scored the answers on their originality, indicating whether
each answer was “Common” (Co) “Original” (O) or “Individual” (I).62 Each of
these four dimensions could be scored in a particular way, using particular
letters, which each stood for something.
In the fourth stage, the summary was determined. In this stage, the
administrator had to note down the number of responses and the reaction times;
a summary of the location scores; a summary of the form, colour and movement
scores; a summary of the contents; a summary of the Co- and O-scores; the
percentage of answers of each specific type (e.g. the percentage of Co-responses);
and any special remarks. From this, as in the original Rorschach technique,
three different types of categorizations could be determined: the “Mode of
Apperception”, the “Sequence” and the “Experience Type”.
To determine the mode of apperception, the number of W, D and Dd
responses were counted, comparing the amount of instances to the average
frequency of answers. According to the manual, a “normal” case would have
mostly D-answers, fewer W, and even fewer Dd answers (in a 20 : 6 : 4 proportion).
The subject’s deviations from the “normal” proportion would reveal the person’s
mode of apperception. To determine the sequence, the administrator examined
the categories to which each type of answer belonged in the order in which they
had been given per plate. The test administrator, who expected the order to go
from W-D-Dd (i.e. from the whole of the card to small details), looked for
irregularities. The order in which the responses had been given determined
whether a test subject was “rigid” (no irregularities), “orderly” (some small
irregularities), “scattered” (several irregularities on several plates), or “inverse”
(answers given in a regular order, but reversed). The above qualifications could
be qualified, moreover, with the terms “slightly”, “partly”, “more-or-less” and so
on.63 Finally, the experience type could be determined by calculating the
proportionate relation between movement and colour answers. This could result
61

62

63

This – which was known as the “Helldunkel” answers in German – did not occur in Rorschach’s
original manual. Also, in Rorschach’s Psychodiagnostik, interpreting the determinant came before
determining the location. In the Dutch manual, the original German terms are used, i.e. “G” (for
“Ganzantwort); the “D” and “Dd” categories are the same in German and English.
“Handleiding” ca. 1961, 8-9. Rorschach himself only paid specific attention to “Original” (O)
answers: Rorschach 1921, 47-48. In the manual, for “Content”, the term “(I)nhalt” is used, and “V”
is given as the abbreviation for “Vulgär” (Common). Because, in English, the letter-code “C” refers
to the (C)olour answers, I have chosen to abbreviate “Common” as “Co”. The “(O)riginal” and “(I)
ndividual” categories are the same in German and English.
In German: “straff”, “geordnet”, “gelockert”, “zerfahren” and “umgekehrt”. The qualifications that could
be added to these terms were “licht”, “gedeeltelijk” and “plusminus”, “Handleiding” ca. 1961, 32.
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in the classifications “coartative” (few movement and few colour answers),
“ambiequal” (many movement and many colour answers), “introversive” (more
movement than colour answers), and “extratensive” (more colour than movement
answers).64 By “introversion”, Rorschach meant something that approximates
the colloquial meaning of the term. As Rorschach puts it, “[i]n general […] the
introverted person is understood to be one who is turned in upon himself, who
lives more within himself than in the outer world, and who has difficulty in his
approach to the world outside himself”.65 The term “extratension”, by contrast,
included “1. the urge to live in the world outside oneself, 2. restless motility, and
3. unstable affective reactions”.66
As the manual states, originally, the scoring of the answers was not designed
to get an accurate score, but, instead, the scoring outcome was meant as starting
point for the “psychogram”, defined as “a personality description based on the
diagnostic meaning that was attributed to particular features of the protocol”.67
While this was out of fashion by the time the Dutch manual was written, the
girls’ reports all feature an elaborate personality description, showing that the
reform school test administrator made use of an “older” version of the technique,
more similar to Rorschach’s own method. Indeed, Rorschach himself engaged in
this practice very extensively. In his posthumously published article “The
Application of the Form Interpretation Test”, for instance, he gives an example of
an interpretation of a protocol, in which the interpretation covers no less than 13
pages.68
As is evident, while a Rorschach test was only purported to last 20-30
minutes by some of its practitioners69, an incredible amount had to be done in
order to administer, score and interpret the test. The Rorschach protocol found
in the dossier of Antje P., admitted in 1938, shows that the test administrator
followed the stages of free response, scoring and summary, which were
described in all the manuals consulted as well as Rorschach’s original
publication. Indeed, the protocol gives a list of the card numbers from I to X,
recording the girl’s answers given with each inkblot, pointing to the first stage
of the test. A note underneath the list indicates that “at first” Antje did not give
64
65
66
67
68

69

The German terms used in the manual are: “Koartativ”, “Ambiäqual”, “Introversiv” and “Extratensiv”,
“Handleiding” ca. 1961, 32-33.
Rorschach 1921, 82.
Rorschach 1921, 83.
“psychogram”, “een persoonlijkheidsbeschrijving, gebaseerd op de diagnostische betekenis die
aan bepaalde trekken van het protocol werd toegekend”, “Handleiding” ca. 1961, 8.
Hermann Rorschach, “The Application of the Form Interpretation Test,” in Psychodiagnostics: A
Diagnostic Test Based on Perception, trans. Paul Lemkau and Bernard Kronenberg, 5th ed. (Bern: Verlag
Hans Huber and New York: Grune & Stratton, 1942 [the original was published posthumously in
1923]), 192-204. The psychogram itself covers 1,5 pages: 215-16.
Klopfer and Kelley 1942, 21.
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an answer to three of the cards, possibly pointing to a second inquiry stage, as
given in the method of Beck, as well as in the Dutch manual and the manual of
Klopfer and Kelley.70 In the right-hand margin, the girl’s answers have been
scored, using the same letter codes as in Rorschach’s original publication – but
not the more elaborate letter-codes used in Beck – and at the bottom of the first
page the summary has been determined. While this protocol is from before Van
Julsingha’s appointment, it points out that, at least in 1938, in the reform school
the test was done following steps similar to those prescribed in Rorschach’s Psychodiagnostik as well as the Dutch manual, which closely followed Rorschach’s
original method.

The Practices Behind the Pupils’ Rorschach Reports

As becomes evident from the test manual, administering the Rorschach test
produced highly specific, technical knowledge about the test subject, who, after
a set of complicated and rather non-transparent actions, was assessed according
to very particular categories. Strikingly, however, an examination of the reform
school pupils’ Rorschach reports showed that these categorizations and this
knowledge did not resurface in their reports. In the reports, girls are not
characterized as “introversive” or “extratensive”, for instance, nor are any
references made to the scoring process or the terms involved (e.g. “form”,
“movement” or “colour”). The test itself is thus strikingly absent in the pupils’
Rorschach reports. Only about half of the reports, in fact, explicitly refer back to
the test, and each reference covers only one to two lines in each report in question
[Figure 10].71 What type of knowledge, then, did the test produce?
Two types of references to the test occur in the reports. First, the majority of
the references to the test point to the test as something that could produce direct
knowledge about the girl. As the report for Evertje J. states, for instance, “It
becomes apparent from her test that there is a drive-based interest in the
sexual”.72 Besides this, the test could indicate dishonesty,73 show that the girl
had a fear of her drives,74 indicate whether a girl had a tendency towards theft

70
71
72

73
74

“aanvankelijk”, Rorschach protocol (G20, 1938).
The reports of: G27, 1946; G29, report not dated, admitted 1940-1942 and 1943-1946; G31, 1948; G40,
1943; G57, 1947; G66, 1946; G85, 1946; G89, 1946; G127, 1943; G132, 1948; G143, 1946.
“Er blijkt uit haar test, dat er driftmatige belangstelling voor het sexuele is”, Rorschach report (G29,
admitted 1940-1942 and 1943-1946). In identical phrasing (“driftmatige belangstelling”, or, “drive-based
interest”), the same pronouncement is made about Niesje W., and this characteristic of the girl, too,
is said to be something the test makes visible, Rorschach report (G127, 1943).
Rorschach report (G40, 1943). For Alberta J., the test was said to indicate her capacity for lying,
Rorschach report (G57, 1947).
Rorschach report (G27, 1946).
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or was a “real thief”,75 and could show the girl’s level of intelligence.76 Second,
the process of testing and how the girl responded to it formed a basis for the
psychologist to assess the girl. About Aagje M., for example, Van Julsingha
writes, “She does not let herself become ruffled during the test at all and makes
a much older impression than she is in reality”.77 Seeing how a person did a test,
rather than evaluating what they answered, which we see here, was an important
focus for psychologists in the interpretative school, as Eisenga has claimed, as
this was supposed to reveal something about the personality of the person
under examination.78 Reading such remarks in the Rorschach reports of the
girls shows, furthermore, that administering the test, and observing how the
girl reacted to its practices, created a situation that enabled the psychologist to
get an impression of the pupil. Sitting down at a table to show Aagje M. the
inkblot cards, scrutinizing how she responded to the psychologist’s prompts,
and taking in her appearance and manner while she produced her answers gave
Van Julsingha the opportunity to observe the girl and put her observation of her
– someone who behaves much older than she is – into writing. The fact that
references to the test made up such a small portion of the girls’ Rorschach
reports raises the question of what other practices produced the information in
the reports. This will be discussed in the next sections.

Consulting the Case File: Upbringing as Cause of Misbehaviour
Having found a number of references to the pupils’ case files in their Rorschach
reports, a systematic comparison of the case files and the Rorschach reports was
done, which revealed that the majority of the Rorschach reports drew on
information produced in the girls’ case files.79 The case file was composed when
75
76

77
78
79

Rorschach report (G85, 1946); “echte dievegge”, Rorschach report (G132, 1948).
Rorschach report (G31, 1948), Rorschach report (G66, 1946) and Rorschach report (G89, 1946).
Evidence for what the test could directly reveal about the girl was selected on the basis of phrases
directly referring to what the test showed, such as “The test indicates […]”, Rorschach report (G27,
1946) and “It becomes apparent from her test that […]”, Rorschach report (G29, admitted 19401942 and 1943-1946). All the characteristics mentioned here also appeared in contemporary Dutch
publications on Rorschach-testing and “difficult” children, and were often derived from counting
the test subject’s responses of a particular type: Van der Spek and Leyns 1944; Meyknecht 1946.
“Ze laat zich gedurende de test volstrekt niet van haar stuk brengen en maakt een veel oudere
indruk dan ze in werkelijkheid is”, Rorschach report (G143, 1946).
Eisenga 1978, 155-156.
In the Rorschach reports of G19, 1946; G40, 1943; G57, 1947; G66 (1946) and G144 (1944), the case file is
explicitly referred to as source of information. In the reports of G13, 1948; G29, admitted 1940-1942
and 1943-1946; G31, 1948; G67, 1947; G84, 1947; G89, 1946; G127, 1943; G132, 1948; G143, 1946; and G144,
1944 the information given about the girl, mainly pertaining to her past, is so similar to the case file
in wording, that I interpreted the case file as being the source of these reports. This makes for a total
of fifteen reports that make use of the case file as source. Besides this, in the Rorschach report for
Teuntje D. (G94, 1946), the girl’s problems are said to partly be a “matter of environment” (“milieukwestie”), which could be an oblique reference to the case file.
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a new girl entered the institution, and contained an overview of the girl’s
personal details, background information on her parents, siblings and family
life, information on her institutional history and sentence, and a summary of the
events leading to her admission. The case files were consistently used to glean
information about the girl’s upbringing and past, which was subsequently
linked, in the Rorschach reports, to her current behaviour. The information that
had been taken from the case file, or that was produced by an interpretation of
the case file, made up a portion of the report, ranging from part of a line, to a
paragraph to, in one case, three-quarters of the report.80
Sometimes, the information was almost directly copied from the girl’s case
file, as becomes evident from the Rorschach report of Aagje M., produced in
1946. From age eleven, Aagje had come into contact with the police several times
for theft, including stealing a sausage and 74 postcards with her younger sister.
She was placed under government custody for committing these thefts, and was
subsequently sent to Eikenstein. To illustrate the type of use that was made of
the girls’ case files, I will give a portion of her Rorschach report. All information
marked in bold is taken from the case file:
Environmental and hereditary factors have played a large role with this
character: a father, who drank, who was under supervision of the medical
consultation bureau for three years for alcoholism, a mother, who was
hospitalized in an institution for the nervous for one-and-a-half years at
age 17 and who once served a prison sentence of 6 weeks for embezzlement.
The father is full of resentment towards society, and mother is very
uncontrolled, spoiled the children, was moody and was quick to hit
others in a temper. The children will probably have learned to profit from
the situation at home, they were dependent on the moods of father and
mother, which always leads to calculating characters. The example set by
mother, who often went out late in the evening and by her oldest sister,
who repeatedly spent time on Zeedijk [a street in Amsterdam, known as
“disrespectable”, SB], will also not have done Aagje any good.81
80
81

Rorschach report (G144, 1944).
“Milieu- en erfelijkheidsfactoren hebben bij dit karakter een grote rol gespeeld: vader, die dronk,
die 3 jaar onder toezicht van het medisch-consultatiebureau voor alcoholisme heft gestaan, een
moeder, die op 17 jarige leeftijd anderhalve jaar verpleegd is geweest in een zenuwinrichting en
eens 6 weken gevangenisstraf heft ondergaan namens verduistering. De vader zit vol wrok tegen
de maatschappij, en moeder is zeer onbeheerst, verwende de kinderen, was humeurig en sloeg
er gauw in drift op los. De kinderen zullen geleerd hebben te profiteren van de situaties thuis,
ze waren afhankelijk van de humeuren van vader en moeder, wat altijd leidt tot berekenende
karakters. Het voorbeeld van de moeder, dit vaak ‘s avonds laat uitging en van de oudste zuster,
die herhaaldelijk op de Zeedijk vertoefde, zullen Aagje ook geen goed hebben gedaan”, Rorschach
report (G143, 1946).
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For comparison, Aagje’s case file reads:
FATHER […] used to drink a lot, was under supervision of the Medical
Consultation Bureau for Alcoholism from ’26 to ’29 […] Her father is full of
resentment towards society. […] MOTHER is very uncontrolled. At age 17
she was hospitalized in an institution for the nervous for 1½ years. In 1916
she was sentenced to 6 weeks in prison for embezzlement. […] She cannot
stand up to her children. She spoiled them. […] Mother often went out in the
evening and came home late. […] OF ALL THE CHILDREN Annie M.
[Aagje’s oldest sister, SB] used to run away from home repeatedly. She
repeatedly stayed on Zeedijk […] The relationship between the parents is
poor. The woman is quick to be grumpy towards the man, who then reacts
in a coarse manner. […] Mother is quick to hit in anger.82
These details about the girl and her family were taken from two reports from a
child protection agency, produced in 1941 and 1944, which were summarized in
the girl’s case file. Here, then, information that was produced up to four years
before Aagje’s admission to Eikenstein, by a third party, which reached the
reform school due to the summary of the institutional social worker who
composed the case files, was interpreted by Van Julsingha, in order to assess the
girl. That Van Julsingha did not only copy, but also interpreted the information
given in the case file becomes apparent from the parts of the Rorschach report
that refer to the girl’s background, but do not appear in the case file (not marked
in bold). Her interpretations of the information given in the case file led to new
characterizations about the girl under examination: not only were hereditary
factors pointed to, but her upbringing was also said to have shaped her character.
Specifically, her parents’ moods and her mother’s tendency to hit are said to
have influenced her personality, together with the mother’s and sister’s
behaviour. In Aagje’s Rorschach report, as in the other reports, which draw on
the pupils’ case files to explain the girls’ current behaviour, we thus see a new
way of conceptualizing an individual’s problems emerging, which, besides
hereditary factors, foregrounds the role of the upbringing in explaining the
individual’s current behaviour.
82

“VADER […] dronk vroeger stevig, stond van ’26 tot ’29 onder toezicht van het Medisch Consultatie
bureau voor Alcoholisme […] Vader zit vol wrok tegen de maatschappij. […] MOEDER is zeer
onbeheerscht. Op 17 jarigen leeftijd is zij 1½ jaar verpleegd geweest in een zenuwinrichting. In 1916
werd zij tot 6 weken gevangenisstraf veroordeeld wegens verduistering. […] Tegen haar kinderen
kan zij niet op. Ze verwende ze. […] Moeder ging vaak ’s avonds uit en kwam laat thuis. […] VAN
DE KINDEREN liep Annie M. vroeger herhaaldelijk van huis weg. Ze verbleef herhaaldelijk op de
Zeedijk […] De verstandhouding tusschen de ouders is matig. De vrouw is gauw humeurig tegen den
man, die dan grof reageert. […] Moeder slaat gauw in drift”, Case file (G143, 1945). The ellipses point
to information that did not return in the Rorschach report.
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As Berg and Harterink point out, the introduction and use of the dossier
itself in institutions already lent a historical dimension to the identity of the
individual whose details were filed in it. At Eikenstein, inside the dossier, the
case file – a document containing information about the girl’s past – was linked
to wholly other forms of knowledge produced about the girl during her stay,
such as the results of intelligence tests administered upon admission, and
monthly notes on the girl’s behaviour. Through being filed in a single folder, this
grouping of documents constructed an individual with a history.83 Through
poring over the set of files collected in a pupil’s dossier, it was possible to trace
the girl’s trajectory from her life before admission, all the way through to at least
the moment of discharge, tracking her “development” in between. However, the
language in the Rorschach reports, as exemplified by the case of Aagje M.,
produced an even more thickly historicized conception of the girl. Indeed, not
only did the girl appear, through the technique of filing, as someone “with a
history”, but her history – her upbringing – was explicitly stated to have a
tangible effect on her present-day problems.
Compared with the assessment techniques of pedagogical-pathological
examination and autobiography-writing, the Rorschach reports are the first
place in which the expert puts forward a connection between the girl’s
upbringing and present condition.84 Similarly to the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, the psychologist states that “hereditary” factors
played a role in shaping her. Additionally, though, the past actions of the girl’s
family members during her childhood are said to influence her character. The
emphasis on the girl’s childhood as factor that shaped her misbehaviour pointed
to a new conception of the delinquent girl, which I will elaborate on further on
in this chapter. With respect to the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, this way
of conceptualizing individuals arose with the practice of writing Rorschach
reports, and was, in this manner, connected to the practice of Rorschach-testing.
Strikingly enough, however, it did not concretely or directly result from the
practices specified in the Rorschach manual in any way. Instead, it was brought
about by the practice of reading and interpreting the case file.
83
84

Berg and Harterink 2004, 28.
Klootsema’s theory of pedagogical pathology, as set out in his work Misdeelde kinderen, described
the deviancies of the “neglected child” as resulting from “upbringing mistakes” (“opvoedingsfouten”)
– that is to say, errors made by parents and caregivers in raising the child, Klootsema 1904, 47. As
such, this is a similar conception of the child as the one that emerges here, in Aagje’s – and others’
– Rorschach reports. However, this conception was not operationalized in the personal description
file, which mainly concentrated on establishing whether a child was “backward” or “criminal”,
through measuring signs of “hereditary burden”, which manifested themselves in the child’s body,
“abnormalities” in her family history, and in her early physical development. Thus, in practice,
this conception of the delinquent girl – as someone whose behaviour was shaped (in part) by her
upbringing – first emerges in the Rorschach reports.
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Observing the Girl in Daily Institutional Life
A second important, non-test-related practice that was used to produce the
information in the Rorschach reports was observing the girl in daily institutional
life.85 The information resulting from observations in daily life makes up
another portion of the reports, ranging from half a line, to half the report. A
quarter of the reports contain remarks that directly and explicitly refer to life in
the reform school: in these reports, the psychologist talks about the girl’s
behaviour in her group – where girls spent most of their time in the institution86
– and writes about the girl’s relationship with the group instructors, or reports
on their opinion of her.87 For example, the report for Pietje B. states, “The
instructors are not particularly satisfied about her performance in the group.
While she can be industrious at times (at least under constant supervision), she
does her activities very sloppily”.88 In the case of Hendrica T., Van Julsingha
reports that “The group instructor does not consider it impossible, that Rika is
surrendering to onanism”.89 Besides this, in almost two-thirds of the total set of
reports studied, references are made to the girl’s conduct in daily institutional
life.90 For instance, Evertje J.’s Rorschach report mentions her bedwetting, and
Van Julsingha comments on Wijntje R.’s tendency to want to be the centre of
attention, which she does by “[trying] to act somewhat interesting, for instance
by embellishing her stories”.91 Again, all of these examples give information
that was not a direct result from the actual practice of Rorschach-testing.

Expert Judgment

In the previous section, two practices were discussed that produced part of the
information in the pupils’ Rorschach reports, but which were not related to the
administering of the Rorschach test. In the 1940s, however, it was quite common
for Rorschach interpreters to make use of other information in their interpretations, both internationally and in The Netherlands. In his 1946 dissertation on
85
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89
90
91

Rorschach reports that refer, directly or indirectly, to daily institutional life include the reports of:
G11, 1944; G13, 1948; G27, 1946; G29, admitted 1940-1942 and 1943-1946; G31, 1948; G40, 1943; G51,
1947; G57, 1947; G66, 1946; G67, 1947; G84, 1947; G85, 1946; G89, 1946; G94, 1946; G126, 1948; G127, 1943;
G132, 1948; G143, 1946; and G144, 1944. This makes for a total of 19 reports.
In the Rorschach reports of: G66, 1946; G84, 1947; G89, 1946; and G143, 1946.
In the Rorschach reports of: G27, 1946; G66, 1946; G84, 1947; G89, 1946; and G143, 1946.
“Over haar prestaties in de groep zijn de leidsters niet bizonder [sic] tevreden. Hoewel ze soms
wel ijverig kan zijn (tenminste onder voortdurend toezicht), doet ze haar werkzaamheden, o.a.
naaiwerk vaak zeer slordig”, Rorschach report (G66, 1946).
“De klasseleidster zou het niet onmogelijk achten, dat Rika zich overgeeft aan onanie”, Rorschach
report (G27, 1946.
In the Rorschach reports of: G11, 1944; G29, admitted 1940-1942 and 1943-1946; G31, 1948; G51, 1947;
G57, 1947; G67, 1947; G84, 1947; G85, 1946; G89, 1946; G94, 1946; G126, 1948; G127, 1943; and G132, 1948.
“waarbij ze zich vaak wat interessant tracht voor te doen, door bv. haar verhalen wat op te smukken”,
Rorschach report (G51, 1947).
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the Rorschach-testing of “difficult-to-raise” children written at Leiden University,
Antonius Meyknecht argues, in line with Rorschach’s Psychodiagnostik, that the
Rorschach test alone could not lead to a diagnosis. Therefore, he advised
practitioners to incorporate “other details from anamnesis, past history and
further medical examination” in their judgments.92 Indeed, according to
Meyknecht, the Rorschach worked like a “funhouse mirror”: “If one looks
properly, one will find all the most striking traits, but the proportions often
leave much to be desired – or to be guessed at. That’s why one needs the
corrective of the other findings, who, together with the data from the test, are
capable of providing an almost normal mirror image of the personality”.93
While Meyknecht did not state precisely how this other data was to be
interpreted and transformed into an image of the personality, other practitioners
were more specific. According to US psychologist Marguerite Hertz, writing in
1941, the information the Rorschach provided had to be “projected against” all
sorts of other information, including “family background, education, training,
health history, past life, qualitative judgments of the examiner and of other
people, and other clinical and test data”. All of this data, together, was then
interpreted “in terms of the examiner’s experiential knowledge of the dynamics
of human behavior. Final conclusions are made by inference and analogy
depending upon the experience, ingenuity, the fertility of insight, and, not to be
forgotten, the common sense of the examiner”.94 The personal qualities and
skills of the test administrator were thus of primary importance, as the literature
on projective testing and the interpretative school has also pointed out.
Taken together, however, the practices mentioned above – the practice of
administering the test, consulting and interpreting the case file, and observing
the girl in daily life – only produced around one-third of the body of the reports.
The remainder of the Rorschach reports was not produced by any such “material”
or tangible practices, as were recommended by contemporary practitioners. As I
will show, the remaining part of the reports was produced, rather, by the rhetoric
of the report-writer. In the following sections, I examine the rhetoric of the
Rorschach reports, in order to investigate which types of identities the Rorschach
reports constructed, investigating, in line with the objectives set out in the
introduction, which categorizations were produced, if any, and whether traces
of an inner self appeared.
92
93

94

“andere gegevens uit anamnese, vóórgeschiedenis en verder medisch onderzoek”, Meyknecht 1946, 85.
“lachspiegel”, “Kijkt men goed, dan zal men de meest markante trekken alle terugvinden, maar
de verhoudingen laten wel eens zeer veel te wenschen – of te raden – over. Daarvoor heeft men het
correctief noodig van de andere bevindingen, die met de gegevens van de test samen in staat zijn,
een bijna normaal spiegelbeeld van de persoonlijkheid op te leveren”, Meyknecht 1946, 85.
Marguerite R. Hertz, “Rorschach: Twenty Years After,” Psychological Bulletin 39.8 (1941): 538. A
similar idea is expressed in: Klopfer and Kelley 1942, 5.
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Making Prognoses: Assessing Re-Educability

Part of the information that is “unaccounted for” in the pupils’ Rorschach
reports – that is, that was not produced by the three practices discussed above
– consists of prognoses about the girls. From an analysis of the pupils’ prognoses,
which were explicitly given in the majority of the reports, it became clear that
these contained (implicit) categorizations of the girls, which were connected to
their capacities for rehabilitation.95 Specifically, the prognoses indicated what
kind of girl had successful chances for rehabilitation, and what kind of girl did
not. Rather than focusing on the way in which the girls “perceived” the world,
then, as was the purported goal of the technique, the pupils’ Rorschach reports
also had the goal of assessing their capacities for rehabilitation – an
understandable focus in a correctional institution, but one that did not match
the aim of the test. In this section, I will look more closely at the norms for
re-educability that were expressed in the reports. Even though the focus on
re-educability was not officially prescribed by the Rorschach method, the
pronouncements about the girls’ chances for rehabilitation were nevertheless
made in the context of the administering of the Rorschach. Examining the
rhetoric of the prognoses thus reveals something about the types of things that
could be said about the girls as a result of the technique of Rorschach examination.
To uncover the norms for re-educability expressed in the reports, I examined the
rhetoric used in the prognoses and in other passages assessing the girls’ reeducability. The prognoses given in the reports ranged from relatively favourable
to impossible. However, when was a girl judged to be eligible for a successful
rehabilitation, and when was she not?
For four girls, the prognosis was said to be “unfavourable”.96 In all four
cases, the unfavourable prognosis had to do with a lack of regulatory abilities.
For Everdina W., for example, Van Julsingha wrote, “The will is weak and also
her intellect, which is very low, offers insufficient resistance against her desires,
so that the prospects are unfavourable”.97 Other factors that were seen to
contribute to pupils’ lack of restraint included a strong interest in the sexual,98
“strong drives”, an “insufficient possession of norms”, and a “strong will to
95

96
97

98

Prognoses are given in the Rorschach reports of: G11, 1944; G19, 1946; G27, 1946; G29, admitted 19401942 and 1943-1946; G31, 1948; G40, 1943; G51, 1947; G66, 1948; G67, 1947; G84, 1947; G85, 1946; G89,
1946; G94, 1946; G126, 1948; G127, 1943; G132, 1948; and G143, 1946. This makes a total of 17 reports.
Or “not exactly favourable” (“niet bepaald gunstig”), Rorschach report (G11, 1944). The Dutch term
used for “unfavourable” was “ongunstig”.
“De wil is slap en ook het verstand, dat zeer gering is, bidet onvoldoende weerstand tegen haar
begeerten, zodat de vooruitzichten ongunstig zijn”, Rorschach report (G67, 1947). The Dutch term
“verstand”, which I have translated as “intellect”, can mean “reason”, “intelligence” and “(common)
sense”.
Rorschach report (G31, 1948) and Rorschach report (G84, 1947).
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self-assertion and suggestibility”,99 and not having any relationships with
people “who could exert a restraining influence on [them]”.100 Those whose
chances of rehabilitation were seen as unfavourable, then, had a low capacity for
self-regulation. Besides this, a lack of susceptibility to institutional influence
could also play a role. Hendrikje J., for example, is described as a girl for whom
“everything is aimed at fulfilling her own desires and wishes”.101 After
elaborately characterizing the girl, Van Julsingha concludes that “[a]s she is,
moreover, difficult to influence, her prognosis has to be unfavourable”.102 Roelofje
L. and Hendrikje J., too, were said to be impervious to (long-lasting) staff
influence. Both a lack of regulatory abilities and a lack of susceptibility to their
re-educators’ influence thus hampered a girl’s chances of rehabilitation, in the
eyes of the test administrator.
In the case of Aagje M., by contrast, there were what Van Julsingha called
“starting points”; indeed, as she explained “her intelligence is quite considerable
and if a bond could be established with her and one could exert some influence,
that influence would be long-lasting”.103 Aagje had precisely what Everdina and
the others lacked: inner regulatory capacities (her “considerable” intelligence
and susceptibility to outside influence – of what the psychologist considered the
right sort). However, in the case of Aagje, another, unrelated factor ensured that
rehabilitation would be extremely difficult: her mother’s hostility towards the
reform school. According to Van Julsingha, the strong influence of the girl’s
mother, who was strongly opposed to the institution and who “together with
Aagje, seizes every opportunity to get A. out of the house [Eikenstein, SB]”
ensured, in part, that “there will be very little that can be done for this case”.104
Other girls’ chances for successful re-education were judged severely for
different reasons. Francisca G., Martina J. and Pietje B. were said to be incapable
of ever learning how to behave; instead, with them, the only possible course of
action was said to be “dressage”.105 In this context, the Dutch word “dressuur”
(dressage) is a highly derogatory word referring to a strict way of teaching
animals and people particular habits. In Dutch, it is mostly used in the sense of
“animal training”. To illustrate Van Julsingha’s rhetoric with respect to these
99
100
101
102
103

104
105

“sterk driftleven”, “onvoldoende bezit aan normen”, “sterke geldingsdrang en suggestibiliteit”,
Rorschach report (G31, 1948).
“die op haar een remmende invloed zouden kunnen uitoefenen”, Rorschach report (G11, 1944).
“alles is gericht op het vervullen van eigen begeerten en wensen”, Rorschach report (G84, 1947).
“Waar ze bovendien moeilijk te beinvloeden [sic] is, moet de prognose wel ongunstig luiden”,
Rorschach report (G84, 1947).
“aanknopingspunten”, “het verstand is vrij behoorlijk en wanneer het zou lukken een band met
haar te krijgen en men zou enige invloed uit kunnen oefenen, dan zou die invloed ook van langere
duur zijn”, Rorschach report (G143, 1946).
“grijpt met Aagje elke poging aan om A. uit het huis te krijgen”, Rorschach report (G143, 1946).
In the Rorschach reports of: G19, 1946; G89, 1946; and G66, 1946.
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girls’ chances for rehabilitation, I will discuss the case of Francisca G, which is
similar to that of the other two girls. After repeatedly stealing money from the
family she worked for as maidservant, Francisca was placed under government
custody for theft, and was immediately placed in a strict institution for residential
care. As she was found to be suffering from a sexually transmitted disease, she
was transferred to a hospital for treatment, from which she ran away, and went
home. As it was wartime, when Francisca got home, her city had to be evacuated,
and she and her family were forced to move to a neighbouring village, where
she temporarily escaped the scrutiny of the child protection authorities. In this
village, she met a boy, Cornelis P, with whom she started a relationship. When
the family returned to their hometown, Francisca was caught up with and
transferred to Eikenstein.106 She was then pregnant with the child of Cornelis,
who wanted to marry her. The reform school staff did not approve of their
relationship, as the boy was said to come from, “like Cisca, a very poor, filthy
environment” and, while he did not make an “unfavourable impression”, still,
he “owns nothing”.107 When it was time, Francisca was sent to a hospital to give
birth. However, her baby died “only a few hours” after it was born, and she was
sent back to the institution.108 Her Rorschach report was written about one
month after she lost her baby.
To give an idea of the norms for re-educability that were present in the
report, I give her report in full:
Cisca is a distinctly moronic girl, with whom, in all probability, not much
can be accomplished. She is absolutely unreliable, which partly stems from
her feeble-mindedness, partly also a result of her completely neglected
upbringing (see dossier). Any measure of self-criticism of her actions is
completely lacking and [she] will be entirely at the mercy of her drives and
inclinations, as well as easily instigated to commit wrong actions.
Her only interest concerns the sexual.
She is not aware of norms and it will probably be difficult, if not impossible,
to teach her any moral insight now. She exists completely on an animal level.
When it comes to her, dressage is our only option.109
106 Case file (G19, 1945).
107 “evenals Cisca uit een zeer armoedig, vuil milieu”, “ongunstigen indruk”, “bezit [...] niets”, Notes
(G19, 1945).
108 “slechts enkele uren”, Notes (G19, 1946).
109 “Cisca is een uitgesproken debiel meisje, waar vermoedelijk weinig meer mee te bereiken valt.
Ze is absoluut onbetrouwbaar, deels voortkomend uit haar achterlijkheid, deels ook een gevolg
van de volkomen verwaarloosde opvoeding (zie dossier). Enige zelfkritiek op haar handelingen
ontbreekt total en [ze] zal volkomen de speelbal zijn van haar driften en neigingen, gemakkelijk
ook aan te zetten tot verkeerde daden. Haar enige belangstelling geldt het sexuele. Normen kent
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As becomes evident from this report, Francisca is not judged to be re-educable.
In the logic of the report, her lack of re-educability stems from a complex of
factors, involving her moronity, her sexuality and her upbringing. In two places
in the report, Van Julsingha remarks on the girl’s lack of chances for a successful
rehabilitation. First, Van Julsingha states that “not much can be accomplished”
with Francisca, which is attributed to her “unreliability”. This unreliability is
partly said to stem from her “feeblemindedness”, which thus links the fact that
“not much can be accomplished” with her to her intelligence. At the same time,
her unreliability is said to stem from her “completely neglected upbringing”, for
which the report refers to her dossier.
In her case file, Francisca’s upbringing and family is presented – in a very
disapproving tone – as clearly lower-class. For example, her father is to have
worked in a public works programme after losing his job due to “circumstances
of the period” (the Great Depression), and later worked as a coal porter for the
German army.110 Her mother is described as a “very mediocre housewife”.111 By
way of explanation, the next sentence states, with respect to the family’s
household, “The sombre dwelling is swarming with her large number of
offspring”, bluntly comparing her children to insects or rodents.112 The “worries
of a large family” are said to be “too much” for the girl’s mother, and she is
stated to have “little authority” over her children.113 Here, the case file goes on to
state that the mother had accepted money from Francisca “up to three times”,
even though she knew it had been stolen, and reports that the mother is even
said to have stimulated Francisca to steal.114 Besides this, the case file noted that,
while the boys and girls usually slept separately, on cold days the entire family
would huddle around the stove in the living room, “as if they saw nothing
wrong with that”.115 This statement is clearly informed by middle-class fears of
overcrowding and incest in lower-class homes.116 The family guardian who had
been appointed to the family on the request of the juvenile police, who had come
ze niet en het zal ook wel moeilijk, zo niet uitgesloten zijn, haar alsnog enig zedelijk inzicht bij te
brengen. Ze bevindt zich volkomen op het animal niveau. We zijn bij haar geheel aangewezen op
dressuur”, Rorschach report (G19, 1946). The Dutch word “zedelijk” (moral) refers to norms about
what is “decent” and can also refer to the sexual.
110 “tijdsomstandigheden”, Case file (G19, 1945).
111 “zeer matige huisvrouw”, Case file (G19, 1945).
112 “Het groote kindertal krioelt in de sombere woning dooreen”, Case file (G19, 1945).
113 “zij is blijkbaar niet tegen de zorgen van het groote gezin opgewassen”, “weinig te vertellen”, Case
file (G19, 1945).
114 “Tot drie maal toe”, Case file (G19, 1945).
115 “doodgemoedereerd”, Case file (G19, 1945). The Dutch word “doodgemoedereerd” translates as
“coolly”, “calmly” or “cool as a cucumber”, meaning that no one saw anything wrong with their
behaviour.
116 Gordon 1988, 9, 218; Jackson 2000, 49, 54, 57.
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into contact with a number of Francisca’s siblings, stated that “satisfying results”
could never be reached, as “the father and mother are more or less moronic and
their cohabitation resembles that of animals”.117 Further, the clothing the child
protection agency provided them with, was said to be either “unpresentable”
after a few days, or quickly sold for money.118
While this must certainly not have been an easy family to work with for
child protection agencies, the rhetoric used in the case file presents the parenting
decisions described – receiving stolen money, stimulating Francisca to steal,
having the entire family sleep huddled around the stove in one room on cold
days – not as a consequence of poverty, but as immoral. In judging Francisca’s
upbringing as “completely neglected”, Van Julsingha is adopting the viewpoint
of the case file, whose rhetoric is heavily informed by middle-class ideas about
the “disrespectability” of the working classes. Van Julsingha thus states that
“not much can be accomplished” with Francisca because of both her (low) level
of intelligence and her “completely neglected”, lower-class upbringing.
The second place where Van Julsingha comments on Francisca’s prospects is
when she states that “dressage” is the reform school’s only “option” with this
girl. As the report specifies, it will be difficult for the institutional staff to make
the girl “aware of norms”, as “[h]er only interest concerns the sexual”. Because of
her exclusive focus on the sexual, she “will be entirely at the mercy of her drives
and inclinations”. Her lack of norms, and her lack of “self-criticism”, ensure that
she has no checks against her “drives and inclinations”, and her incapacity to
acquire “moral insight” ensure that “dressage” is the only chance of putting the
girl back on the right track. Sexuality thus also figures in the complex of factors
responsible for Francisca’s lack of chances of a successful rehabilitation.
In the case of Francisca, her (low) level of intelligence, neglectful upbringing
and her sexuality are factors that contribute to her lack of ability to control
herself, which is seen as the main problem.119 Indeed, because she lacks
mechanisms for self-control – an awareness of norms, an ability to acquire
“moral insight” – the reform school must resort to “dressage”. Towards the end
of her stay, the monthly notes on her behaviour in the institution remark that she
is “so moronic that she will never be able to manage independently in life”.120
When she reached the age of majority (21), the institution was legally obligated
to discharge her. After almost two years in the institution, she was sent home to
117 “bevredigende resultaten”, “daar Vader en Moeder beiden min of meer debiel zijn en hun
samenleving gelijkt op die van dieren”, Case file (G19, 1945).
118 “ontoonbaar”, Case file (G19, 1945).
119 A (low) level of intelligence and an “uncontrollable” sexuality also appear as unfavourably
influencing the girl’s chances for a successful re-education in the Rorschach reports of Niesje W.
(G127, 1943) and Teuntje D. (G94, 1946).
120 “zo debiel, dat ze zich nooit zelfstandig in het leven zal weten te redden”, Notes (G19, 1947).
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her parents, full of doubts about whether she wanted to marry Cornelis. The
staff at Eikenstein kept no further track of her in her dossier.
Like Francisca G., Evertje J. was stated to be “distinctly moronic” in her
Rorschach report.121 Unlike Francisca, though, no mention of “dressage” is made
as an option for Evertje, who was said to not be suited to reform school education
at all. Evertje was admitted to the reform school for stealing lots of little things,
including a bracelet, a necklace, a box of chocolates and three bottles of perfume.
While her misbehaviour mainly consisted of stealing, theft was frequently
linked to sexuality and class. Indeed, the reform school case files frequently
write disapprovingly about the theft of jewellery, which is often presented as the
girl wanting to live “above her station”. Also, eating sweets was seen as a sign of
sexual excessiveness, as was discussed in chapter 3. Rather than “just” a criminal
offence, then, both class and sexuality thus played an important role in this girl’s
admission. The girl’s Rorschach report starts by saying, “Evertje should be seen
as a distinctly moronic girl”.122 The report then states that she is “unreliable” and
that theft has become a “habit” to her.123 This habit was “presumably” caused by
her “moronity”, as well as by the fact that she was “spoiled” in her childhood
and got everything she wanted.124 The report states, further, that her strong
interest in the sexual, her “moronity” and “unreliability”, and her “lack of sexual
inhibitions” make “the prospects for rehabilitation very unfavourable”.125 Then,
the report concludes, “[i]n a certain environment, however, she would be useful.
Even though she isn’t independent, she can, once she has been shown how to do
something, sew and embroider excellently, and she also enjoys this. She belongs
in an institution or surroundings for morons, where she won’t be one of the least
useful”.126
In a very similar manner to Francisca’s report, Evertje’s unreliability –
referring to her “habit” of stealing, which is one of the things in the way of her
rehabilitation – is ascribed to her “moronity” and her childhood. Unlike
Francisca, however, Evertje was said to be “spoiled”, rather than left to her own
devices. In 1946, Evertje was transferred to a female psychiatric institution.
Although her Rorschach report is not dated, so that the influence the Rorschach
121 “uitgesproken debiel”, Rorschach report (G29, admitted 1940-1942 and 1943-1946).
122 “Evertje moeten we zien als een uitgesproken debiel meisje”, Rorschach report (G29, admitted 19401942 and 1943-1946).
123 “onbetrouwbaar”, “gewoonte”, Rorschach report (G29, admitted 1940-1942 and 1943-1946).
124 “vermoedelijk”, “debiliteit”, “verwend”, Rorschach report (G29, admitted 1940-1942 and 1943-1946).
125 “debiliteit”, “onbetrouwbaarheid”, “het ontbreken van sexuele remmen”, “de vooruitzichten voor
reclassering zeer ongunstig”, Rorschach report (G29, admitted 1940-1942 and 1943-1946).
126 “In een bepaalde omgeving is ze echter wel bruikbaar. Hoewel niet zelfstandig, kan ze, wanneer
haar eenmaal gewezen is hoe ze iets moet doen, uitstekend naaien en borduren en hier heeft ze zelf
ook plezier in. Ze hoort thuis in een inrichting of omgeving voor debielen, waar ze dan niet één van
de onbruikbaarsten zal zijn”, Rorschach report (G29, admitted 1940-1942 and 1943-1946).
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report had on her transfer is unclear, the monthly notes on her behaviour clearly
highlight the reasons for her transfer. These remark several times on the fact that
she walks around with her mouth open and makes a “backward impression”,
and mention that the girl very frequently wets the bed and piddles on the floor,
and often steals small objects from around the house, which she stashes in her
room. In the last entry, before reporting her transfer, the notes state that she is
“the same dishonest, backward girl who has to be considered totally unsuited
for free society”.127 In Evertje’s transfer to another institution we see reflected
Van Julsingha’s idea, expressed in her 1951 publication, that children who were
not able to adapt to the “norms of human society” belonged in other institutions.
With other girls, the chances for rehabilitation were judged more favourably.
For three girls, rehabilitation was deemed possible, and their Rorschach reports
recommended courses of action the reform school staff could take to bring the
girls in the right direction. Wijntje R. was said to have an interest in receiving
more education. Even though Van Julsingha pointed out that this desire must be
seen as a “teenage desire to distinguish herself from the others”, she also
remarked that her capacities were “sufficient” to “justify” extra instruction, and,
“moreover, her drives would be temporarily directed by this”.128 Koosje T.’s
Rorschach report recommends the cultivation of “moral feeling” in the girl. To
achieve this, “a bond between Koos and an instructor” was necessary and,
besides this, all contact between the girl and her mother, who was said, in the
case file, to condone the girl’s behaviour, was to be avoided.129 These girls were
thus seen as susceptible to regulation.
In the case of two girls, finally, the prognosis was said to be “not
unfavourable” (Hubertina D.) or “not directly unfavourable” (Greta J.).130 In her
Rorschach report, Greta J. was judged ready for release. Her prognosis was
described as such, because she had an “average” intellect, was capable of seeing
her own mistakes, and was “not directly superficial”.131 Now, the report states,
127 For instance, one entry, after her re-admission, records that she “keeps sitting with her mouth
wide open and makes an even more backward impression than she used to” (“zit steeds met open
mond en maakt een nog achterlijker indruk dan vroeger”, Notes (G29, 1943)), “blijft hetzelfde oneerlijke,
achterlijke meisje, dat totaal ongeschikt geacht moet worden voor de vrije maatschappij”, Notes
(G29, 1946).
128 “aan het verlangen van de puber om zich van de anderen te onderscheiden”, “haar capaciteiten
zijn voldoende om extra-onderwijs te rechtvaardigen”, “terwijl bovendien het driftleven hierdoor
tijdelijk kan worden gericht”, Rorschach report (G51, 1947). A similar idea is expressed in the
Rorschach report of Hendrica T. (G27, 1946).
129 “moreel gevoel”, “een band tussen Koos en een leidster”, Rorschach report (G40, 1943). Rehabilitation
is thought to be possible in the case of Bastiaantje P. as well, also with the aid of the reform school
staff, Rorschach report (G126, 1948).
130 “niet ongunstig”, Rorschach report (G85, 1946). In the case of Greta J., the prognosis was said to be
“not directly unfavourable” (“niet direct ongunstig”), Rorschach report (G132, 1948).
131 “Het verstand is middelmatig en ze is in staat haar fouten in te zien”, Rorschach report (G132, 1948).
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the only question was “whether she will have enough resistance against the
demands of her sexuality. Spending more time in institutional care will not
achieve very much. She already has years of reform school education behind
her, she has come to know norms, but only in contact with society will it become
apparent whether she will be able to keep to them”.132 Van Julsingha was being
somewhat cautious: “If it goes wrong,” she reasoned, “she can be protected from
herself once again for a while in the future”.133 Indeed, at age seventeen, Greta
had by no means reached the age of majority, and could be put back into
residential care if necessary. What’s more, having a child – Greta was pregnant
– could perhaps, according to Van Julsingha, exert a “restraining influence”,
particularly if she were given the chance to get married.134 The ultimate test for
whether rehabilitation was successful was to see, not just whether a girl knew
how to behave, but whether a girl could, herself, stay on the right path.
As becomes evident from the case of Greta, not all girls who had a strong
sexuality were viewed as hopeless. Greta was portrayed as knowing what is
right and wrong, and her intellect and capacity for self-reflection were said to
make her prospects for re-education quite favourable. Francisca and Evertje,
however, whose moronity was so strong, and whose sexuality was so
uncontrolled, did not have a hope of self-regulation. The reform school could
teach the girls norms, but self-regulation could not be instilled; this was
something the girls had to make an effort for themselves. Illustrating this notion,
Hubertina D. was said to have “improved” so much, compared to the start of her
stay two years previously, that “she even gives the impression at the moment
that she is serious about behaving as honestly as possible”.135 Cases like
Hubertina’s, where the girl was judged so relatively favourably, however, were
few and far between in the set of reports that were studied. Despite Van
Julsingha’s insistence, in her 1951 article, that children who could not adapt to
the “norms of human society” were rare for reformatory institutions, for quite a
few girls, as we have seen, rehabilitation was judged to be extremely difficult, if
not impossible.
What becomes evident from studying the reasons Van Julsingha gives for
the girls’ prospects for rehabilitation being favourable or unfavourable, is that,
according to Van Julsingha, there were success factors, as well as harmful factors,
132 “De kwestie is of ze genoeg weerstand zal hebben tegen de eisen van het driftleven. Een langduriger
gestichtsverpleging zal hier niet veel meer aan kunnen doen. Ze heeft reeds jaren heropvoeding
achter de rug, ze heeft normen leren kennen, maar alleen in contact met de maatschappij met haar
verleidingen zal kunnen blijken of ze zich er aan zal weten te houden”, Rorschach report (G132, 1948).
133 “Gaat het mis, dan kan ze alsnog een tijd tegen zichzelf beveiligd worden”, Rorschach report (G132, 1948).
134 “remmende invloed”, Rorschach report (G132, 1948).
135 “Bij twee jaar geleden is Hubertina er zeer zeker op vooruit gegaan”, “ze geeft zelfs momenteel de
indruk, dat het haar ernst is zich zo eerlijk mogelijk te gedragen”, Rorschach report (G85, 1946).
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for rehabilitation. Factors increasing the girl’s chances for rehabilitation included:
having a good or even an average intellect, being susceptible to being influenced
by reform school staff, being capable of seeing her own mistakes, being able to
resist her sexual drives, being aware of norms, and, in the case of Greta J., having
a child or getting married. Factors that made rehabilitation difficult or unlikely
included being strongly focused on the sexual, having a limited intellect, or, more
specifically, being “moronic” (as, in such cases, the institutional staff was unable to
appeal to their intellect in choosing the “right” path), not having any relationships
with people who could exert a restraining influence, not having any norms,
having a strong desire for self-assertion and, in the case of Aagje M., having a
mother who was hostile to any re-education efforts. Particularly the combination of
a strong sexuality and a low level of intelligence – and, in some cases, also a
(lower-class) upbringing that was thought not to have instilled self-restraint – was
thought to be harmful for the girl’s chances of a successful rehabilitation.
What the girls whose prospects for rehabilitation are said to be the least
favourable have in common is that they are said to lack self-control. What we
thus see brought into being in the pupils’ Rorschach reports is the notion of a
“layered self”, in which self-regulation, of part of the self by another part of the
self, is required to be an independent member in society – the goal of the reform
school, as well as Van Julsingha’s aim. This notion of self is thus very similar to
what Charles Taylor describes as the “punctual self”, developed by Locke. This
notion of self relied on the practice of “disengagement” and “self-control”, by
means of which the individual was supposed to turn inward, subject one’s inner
processes and habits to radical scrutiny and, subsequently, “remake” the self.136
The girls whose prospects for rehabilitation were said to be the least favourable
lacked this capacity for self-regulation, but, instead, let themselves be led by
their “drives and inclinations”, as in the case of Francisca G. Particularly, a
combination of a low level of intelligence and a strong focus on sexuality was
thought to be detrimental for their capacities of self-regulation, as we have seen
in the cases of Francisca and Evertje.137 Still other girls were said not to have any
self-control, as in the case of Everdina, and could not be taught this, as in the
case of Roelofje and Geertruida, as they were not susceptible to institutional
influence: mechanisms for self-control could not even be instilled in them. In
other girls, by contrast, the capacity for self-control could be trained: re-education
could teach them norms, as in the case of Greta J., or instruction could direct
their drives, as in the case of Wijntje R. What’s more, susceptibility to institutional
influence, as in the case of Koosje T., could teach a girl “moral feeling”.
136 Taylor 1989, 174.
137 This is also the case for: Martina J. (G89, 1946), Pietje B. (G66, 1946), Niesje W. (G127, 1943), Teuntje D.
(G94, 1946) and Hendrikje J. (G84, 1947).
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Strikingly then, the main goal of the girls’ Rorschach reports was not to uncover
information about the girls’ perception or, after the fashion of projective testing,
their personalities. Instead, the reports served the more practical goal of
assessing the girls’ re-educability – which is understandable, considering the
context in which they were produced. Specifically, in their Rorschach reports,
the girls were implicitly categorized – as re-educable or not – on the basis of their
chances for rehabilitation. As becomes evident from the practices involved in
administering the Rorschach test itself, it is unclear how pronouncements about
the girls’ chances for rehabilitation were related to, and stemmed from, the
practice of Rorschach-testing itself; these pronouncements seemed to stem,
instead, from non-test practices, which underlay the production of the Rorschach
reports. In assessing the girls’ re-educability, which was a consequence of the
practice of Rorschach-report-writing, even though it was not directly part of the
test, a new way of conceptualizing the girls’ selves arose, with the notion of the
“layered self” emerging as feature of those able to live independently and adapt
to societal norms.138 As with the assessment techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination and autobiography-writing, then, the technique of Rorschach-testing served as a means for the expert administering the test to get an
impression of the girl and her re-educability. What was of primary significance
in this, was not the contents of the test, but the practices that were involved in
executing the test. Through observing the way in which the girl complied with
the psychologist’s request to name what she saw in the cards, reading and
interpreting her case file, and seeing how she behaved in daily life, the
psychologist was able to come to an estimation of the girl.

Interiority in the Pupils’ Rorschach Reports

In analysing the role of the rhetoric of the Rorschach reports in the identity
construction of the pupils, I also investigated whether rhetoric that constructed
an inner self was used. I examined the rhetoric of the reports for direct and
indirect references to “interiority”, and investigated the way in which “innerness”
was constructed in these reports.
In the Rorschach reports, the girls were, for the first time, talked about as if they
had an inner space. This was done in very specific ways. In some cases, the pupils’
“innerness” was directly pointed to in concrete terms. In the case of Geertruida L.,
for instance, the report states that the girl “has no inner resistance towards her
drives”, thus directly indicating, through its use of language, an inner space.139
138 While it does not pertain specifically to the difference between conscious and unconscious thought,
this “layered” conception of self is reminiscent of Freudian thought.
139 Rorschach report (G11, 1944). The Rorschach report of Niesje W. (G127, 1943) contained a comparable
idea expressed in similar phrasing.
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Besides this, the reports talk about the girls’ desire to comply in terms of
interiority, with a sincere desire to comply being labelled as stemming from
“within”. About Wijntje R., for instance, Van Julsingha writes that she now is
“sensible and astute enough to know how she should be and what people expect
of her, even though there is no inner adaptation”.140 Greta J., by contrast, who
was judged ready for release, did display such an adaptation: as Van Julsingha
put it, “[c]onforming to prescriptions and taking others into account does not
only occur out of rational consideration, but she can also partly meet the
demands that are required of her inwardly and that is certainly not always the
case for an institution pupil”.141 An actual “inner” adjustment was, apparently,
rare for “institution pupils”, who were assumed to comply for strategic reasons.
While it was precisely an “inner” adjustment that the reform school wanted to
achieve, the test administrator did not get her hopes up. Geertruida L.’s report
was quite explicit about this, describing her as “[a] girl with little depth and a
mediocre intellect: an average institution girl with few possibilities”.142 Here,
interiority was signalled by the term “depth”.
While the use of the terms “inner” or “innerness”, of course, already
presupposes the existence of an “outer” or an “exterior”, sometimes a distinction
between the “inner” and “outer” aspects of the girls was explicitly made in the
reports.143 In the report for Hendrikje J., the psychologist characterizes the girl’s
behaviour in the reform school as “a surplus of adaptation” and states that she
has a “certain docile compliance”.144 She does not think her “good behaviour”,
with which she “managed to draw the attention of the instructors” genuine, and
claims that “[u]nderneath the fake adjustment is undirected opposition”.145 Here,
140 “verstandig en handig genoeg om te weten, hoe ze moet zijn en wat men van haar verwacht, al
is er van innerlijke aanpassing dan nog geen sprake”, Rorschach report (G51, 1947). Koosje T.’s
adaptation was also said to be “merely outward” (“slechts uiterlijk”), Rorschach report (G40, 1943).
141 “Het zich schikken naar voorschriften en rekening houden met anderen gebeurt niet alleen uit
verstandelijke overweging, maar ze kan ook ten dele innerlijk aan de eisen, die haar gesteld
worden, voldoen en dat kan men lang niet altijd zeggen van een gestichtspupil”, Rorschach report
(G132, 1948). Likewise, some of Alberta J.’s attempts to “adapt” were said to have her “inward”
support, Rorschach report (G57, 1947).
142 “Een meisje met weinig diepte en matig verstand: een doorsnee gestichtsmeisje met weinig
mogelijkheden”, Rorschach report (G11, 1944).
143 In the Dutch reports, the terms “innerlijk” and “uiterlijk” are used. “Innerlijk” translates as “interior”
or “innerness”, and “uiterlijk” can be said to mean “exterior” or “appearance”, or, when it is used as an
adjective “outward”. In Dutch, though, the two terms always have a connotation of “inner/outer”.
144 “een teveel aan aanpassing”, “een zekere dociele meegaandheid”, Rorschach report (G84, 1947).
145 “Met haar ‘goed gedrag’ heeft ze de aandacht van de leidsters op zich weten te vestigen”, “Onder de
schijnaanpassing leeft onbestemde oppositie”, Rorschach report (G84, 1947). Similarly, in the case of
Agnes J., the psychologist presents the girl’s behaviour as a “role” she is playing, Rorschach report
(G13, 1948). In Dutch, the word “schijn” translates as “appearance” or “semblance”, and “aanpassing”
translates as “adaptation” or “adjustment”, Van Dale online dictionary, accessed February 15, 2013,
www.vandale.nl.
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through her use of language, the psychologist suggests that she can see,
piercingly, what is “underneath” the girl’s exterior: even though Hendrikje
seemed, to the outside world, to be adapting to institutional demands, Van
Julsingha could look “through” her exterior, and see the underlying truth.146 Van
Julsingha, however, was not always so certain. With respect to Hendrica T., for
instance, she writes, “There is something childlike-friendly about her exterior,
but what is hiding behind this, is difficult to find out”.147 Indeed, Hendrica is said
to close herself off to such an extent that “the question automatically arises for
us [Van Julsingha and the group instructors, SB], what there is to hide, which must
so utterly meticulously be kept secret”.148 Even though Van Julsingha is, here, not
sure what the girl is “actually” like on the inside, the girl’s interiority is, here –
and in the other reports discussed – described in spatial terms, as the terms
“underneath” and “behind” demonstrate: through the use of this language, the
girls are conceptualized as two-sided, having both an exterior and an interior,
and the girls’ innerness is quite literally brought into being as a space “beneath”
or “behind” the exterior. What’s more, as the rhetoric of the reports suggests, the
psychologist was equipped to see “behind” a girl’s exterior, and know what was
going on “inside” her, even though others could not.
The fact that the test administrator had the capacity to determine whether a
girl was being “genuine” or not sometimes led to far-reaching pronouncements
about the girl under examination. The Rorschach report of Bastiaantje P.
describes that she had an affair with a married man, who is said to have offered
her “luxury”, described as “money and car rides”.149 The girl, moreover, is
characterized as being “very fond of a well-groomed appearance, jewellery, and
a certain luxury”.150 Her main problems, according to the report, are a lack of a
“sense of responsibility” and the fact that she does not have a “fixed core” that
146 While the term “fake adjustment” (“schijnaanpassing”) only appears in the Rorschach reports once,
the reports show a more widespread concern about girls who adapted merely out of strategic
reasons, as becomes evident from the reports that mention that the girl’s conformity does not stem
from an “inner” desire to be obedient, or can be attributed to “calculation”, which is the case for
Koosje T. (G40, 1943), Wijntje R. (G51, 1947) and Teuntje D. (G94, 1946). Besides this, it was remarked
upon as favourably if a girl showed an “inner” adaptation of her own accord, as in the Rorschach
reports of: Hubertina D. (G 85, 1946) and Greta J. (G132, 1948).
147 “Haar uiterlijk heeft iets kinderlijks-vriendelijks, maar wat zich hierachter verbergt, daar komt men
moeilijk achter”, Rorschach report (G27, 1946).
148 “dat vanzelf de vraag bij ons op komt, wat er dan wel te verbergen valt, wat zo uiterst zorgvuldig
geheim moet blijven”, Rorschach report (G27, 1946). A distinction between appearance and interior
was also made in spatial terms in the reports of Wijntje R. (G51, 1947), Everdina W. (G67, 1947) and
Hendrikje J. (G84, 1947). A distinction between the two, not in spatial terms, was also made in the
report of Koosje T. (G40, 1943).
149 “luxe”, “geld en autotochten”, Rorschach report (G126, 1948).
150 “zeer gesteld op een goed verzorgd uiterlijk, op sieraden, en op een zekere luxe”, Rorschach report
(G126, 1948).
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structures her behaviour, but “lets herself be led by vague ideals, which come
from her tendency to be something special and [from] her need to experience
something special”.151 Rehabilitation is possible, according to the report, but for
this to happen the staff at Eikenstein will have to make an effort. According to
Van Julsingha, “She must, first of all, learn to be herself”.152 To achieve this, the
reform school staff must constantly point out what is “not genuine” in her
behaviour.153 Besides this, they will have to cultivate her “sense of responsibility”
by giving her “duties”.154 Finally, “she will constantly have to be confronted with
sober reality”.155 Interestingly, Van Julsingha is, here, able to judge whether a girl
is genuine or not so well, that she can see when a girl is not being “herself”.
Besides an inner/outer distinction, then, in the case of Bastiaantje – the only
Rorschach report in which this occurs – the notion that the girl had a “true” self
emerges.
The role of both gender and class in Van Julsingha’s judgment of Bastiaantje’s
“true” self, as well as in the girl’s admission to Eikenstein, is clear. Bastiaantje’s
case file makes clear that she had a lower-class background. While the case file
lists no occupation for her mother, the girl’s father worked as a warehouse
porter, and she herself had had a few hairdressing jobs and had worked at a
drycleaner’s before coming to the institution.156 She came into contact with the
juvenile police because of her parents’ complaints about her affair with the man
mentioned in the Rorschach report. While she promised to stop seeing him, she
did not, and after this her behaviour got more and more extravagant: she
“constantly had a lot of money at her disposal, went out a lot, became very
insolent and rebellious at home […] came home whenever she wanted, [and] had
then often had too much to drink”.157 As a result, her mother complained about
her behaviour once again, which led to the involvement of child protection
services, the appointment of a family guardian, and a stint in an observation
home, after which she was transferred to Eikenstein. Bastiaantje thus came from
151 “verantwoordelijkheidsgevoel”, “vaste kern”, “laat zich nu leiden door vage idealen, die voort
komen uit haar neiging om iets bizonders [sic] te zijn en de behoefte iets bizonders [sic] te beleven”,
Rorschach report (G126, 1948).
152 “Ze moet leren in de eerste plaats zichzelf te zijn”, Rorschach report (G126, 1948).
153 “het onechte”, Rorschach report (G126, 1948).
154 “verantwoordelijkheidsgevoel”, “taken”, Rorschach report (G126, 1948).
155 “ze moet steeds geconfronteerd worden met de nuchtere werkelijkheid”, Rorschach report (G126,
1948).
156 The Historical International Standard Classification of Occupations (HISCO) database groups the
occupation of “warehouse porter” (“magazijnbediende”) (classification number: 97145) among jobs
that consist of “labouring tasks requiring primarily physical effort”, accessed December 10, 2014,
http://historyofwork.iisg.nl/ major.php. As it is a predominantly “unskilled” occupation, I have
termed it a “lower-class” job.
157 “beschikte steeds over veel geld, ging veel uit, werd thuis zeer brutaal en opstandig [...] kwam thuis,
wanneer ze wilde, had dan dikwijls teveel gedronken”, Case file (G126, 1948).
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a lower-class background, yet was said, in the case file and in the Rorschach
report, to be fond of luxury – and to have found a man who would provide her
with it. In response to her purported lack of responsibility and desire to be
something “special”, as we have seen, Van Julsingha recommends that she
should learn to “be herself”, and to be “responsible”. Here, interestingly, being
“herself” seems to be equal to behaving according to her status of lower-class
girl: she must give up her desire to be something “special”, and be confronted,
instead, with “sober reality”. Van Julsingha’s assessments thus seem to be
informed by a desire to return things to the status quo – as they “should” be,
according to her. Here, being “herself” thus does not entail living according to a
unique inner core, as in Taylor’s conception of the “modern self”158; in fact, no
such notion emerges here. Instead, being “herself” seems to have much more to
do with living according to the moral and social position a lower-class girl was
supposed to have in society.
Despite all the mentions of “innerness” in the girls’ Rorschach reports, the
concept of identity that emerges in Bastiaantje’s report is much closer to Mak’s
concept of the “person”, in which identity depends on one’s place and status in
society, rather than on one’s inner sense of self.159 While in Van Julsingha’s
description the girl is not stimulated to be according to her “unique” self,
however, the girl is portrayed as having inner depth – a feature of modern
selfhood. For example, Van Julsingha states that Bastiaantje is not “completely
superficial”, as “[i]t was indeed a shock for her, when she heard that the man
whom she was seeing, was married”.160 There is thus some depth there – and a
notion of depth is certainly created in other Rorschach reports, as we have seen.
The psychologist wanting the girls under examination to be “themselves” – and
having the power to see whether or not they were “themselves” – is a theme that
will be discussed more elaborately in the chapter on the girls’ psychological
reports (chapter 5), in which this theme was far more prominent. As we will see,
however, becoming “themselves” took on a different form in the pupils’
psychological reports than in Bastiaantje’s Rorschach report.
Besides the use of language that directly points to the pupils’ “innerness”,
the pupils were also attributed particular characteristics that could only suggest
an “inner space” on the part of the girls. In the case of the group of girls that was
studied, this “inner space” often had to do with sexuality. As we have already
seen, the pupils’ Rorschach reports start talking about the girls’ “drives”. For
158 Taylor 1989, 375.
159 Mak 2012, 63-65. Mak argues that, in the case of hermaphrodites before 1900, sex was inscribed on
the person, rather than in an authentic, unique, inner self.
160 “Het is inderdaad een schok voor haar geweest, toen ze hoorde, dan de man, waarmee ze omgang
had, getrouwd was”, Rorschach report (G126, 1948).
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example, Van Julsingha comments on Roelofje L.’s “strong drives”.161 The Dutch
term used in this case was “driftleven”, which literally means “drive-life”, and
refers to that part of the self which comprises the drives. The girls’ drives are
mostly said to be “strong”, or something that they have trouble resisting,162
which was thought to impede their chances of rehabilitation. For example, for
Geertruida L., the report states, “The prospects for such an unbalanced girl with
a strong drive-based interest […] cannot exactly be called favourable”.163 The
girls’ drives were also referred to as cause of the girls’ misbehaviour. As Niesje
W. had a “drive-based interest” in sexuality, the psychologist concluded that it
was “not impossible that her stealing has kleptomaniac traits, which in her case
are Ersatz for sexual tendencies”.164 The report even concluded that there was a
chance that her thefts would stop, “when, later, her sexual needs are being
satisfied”.165 By contrast, Agnes J.’s “drives” are said to be “normal in terms of
strength”.166 Through conceptualizing the girls’ sexuality as a “drive”, sexuality
appears, interestingly, as something inside the girls.
Besides being presented as a drive, sexuality is also constructed as “interior”
in two other ways, as I will discuss below. First, sexuality was conceptualized as
an inner disorder. Aagje M.’s problems, for example, are explained as stemming
from a sexual “neurosis” – something that can, arguably, only be understood as
an inner disorder. As Van Julsingha writes in Aagje’s report: “While she
committed multiple thefts before her admission to the institution, the difficulties
are not located here. These are of a sexual nature. For her we can certainly say
that there is a neurosis in that respect”.167 Teuntje D.’s problems were described
161 “sterk driftleven”, Rorschach report (G31, 1948).
162 In the Rorschach reports of: G11, 1944; G19, 1946; G66, 1946; G89, 1946; and G132, 1948. In the case of
Hendrikje J., her “sexual drive” (“sexuele drift”) is said to be “probably quite strong” (“waarschijnlijk
vrij sterk”), Rorschach report (G84, 1947)
163 “De vooruitzichten bij een dergelijk onevenwichtig meisje met sterke driftmatige belangstelling […]
zijn niet bepaald gunstig te noemen”, Rorschach report (G11, 1944).
164 “driftmatige belangstelling”, “niet onmogelijk, dat haar stelen kleptomane trekken heeft, die bij
haar Ersatz zijn voor sexuele neigingen”, Rorschach report (G127, 1943). Wijntje R.’s misbehaviour
was explained in a similar way, Rorschach report (G51, 1947).
165 “als later haar sexuele behoeften worden bevredigd”, Rorschach report (G127, 1943).
166 “Het driftleven is normal wat sterkte betreft”, Rorschach report (G13, 1948). Even in her case,
though, there are said to be “contortions” (“verwringingen”) in her drives (“driftleven”).
167 “Hoewel ze voor haar opname in de inrichting meerdere diefstalletjes heeft gepleegd, zitten hier
de moeilijkheden toch niet. Deze zijn van sexuele aard. We kunnen bij haar te dien opzichte zeker
spreken van een neurose”, Rorschach report (G143, 1946). Niesje W. is spoken about in the same
way, Rorschach report (G127, 1943). Similarly, Wijntje R. was characterized as a “very neurotic
girl” (“zeer neurotisch meisje”), Rorschach report (G51, 1947). Hendrica T. is said to have “mildly
neurotic symptoms” (“licht-neurotische verschijnselen”), Rorschach report (G27, 1946). In the case of
Hendrica, her neuroticism is not connected to sexuality; most of her report is focused on the fact
that she is “closed off” (“gesloten”) – although the recommendation of physical exercise it ends with
may be connected to sexuality. In similar correctional institutions for girls, too, psychologists and
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in different terms. For her, the Rorschach report states, “Her thoughts mainly
revolve around topics of a sexual nature; she cannot easily break free from this
and she probably has peculiar fantasies in this area. Here, we would like to say
there is a central disorder”.168 As the psychologist explicitly stated, the fact that
she was suffering from a “central disorder” showed that, with Teuntje, “it is not
exclusively a matter of environment”.169 Instead, something inside the girl was
said to be the source of her problems. Also, a number of reports mention the
girls as being “beset” with “sexual complexes. In the case of Hillechien N., her
“sexual complexes” were presented as a possible explanation for her acting out
in the reform school. According to the report, Hillechien “is full of inner tensions
and, in a fit of temper, can completely let herself go”.170 By way of explanation,
the report stated: “It is not impossible that sexual complexes are beleaguering
her”.171 While sexual complexes could be unfavourable when it came to
re-educating the girl,172 they did not need to be all-determining. Although
Alberta J. was “strongly beset with sexual complexes, there are still other
interests to be ascertained”.173 These other interests, which are not specified,
would offer the reform school staff “starting points”: offering her work that
interested her would remove her thoughts “from the sexual sphere”,174 according
to the report.175

168

169
170
171
172

173
174
175

doctors working with the girls “did not offer alternatives to the girls’ sexual curiosity other than
sublimation”, Knupfer 2001, 43.
“Haar gedachten draaien voornamelijk om sexuele onderwerpen; ze komt hier moeilijk van los en
ze heeft op dit gebied waarschijnlijk zonderlinge fantasieën. Hier zouden we willen spreken van
een centrale stoornis”, Rorschach report (G94, 1946).
“dat het bij Teuntje niet enkel om een milieu-kwestie gaat”, Rorschach report (G94, 1946).
“zit vol innerlijke spanningen en kan zich in een bui volkomen laten gaan”, Rorschach report (G144,
1944).
“Het is niet onmogelijk, dat sexuele complexen haar parten spelen”, Rorschach report (G144, 1944).
As was also the case for Evertje J., whose Rorschach report states, in explaining her behaviour:
“Still, it isn’t impossible that sexual ‘complexes’, too, play a role” (“Toch is het niet onmogelijk, dat ook
sexuele ‘complexen’ een rol spelen”), Rorschach report (G27, 1946).
“Hoewel zij sterk bezet is met sexuele complexen, zijn er toch ook nog andere belangstellingen te
constateren”, Rorschach report (G57, 1947).
“aanknopingspunten”, “uit de sexuele sfeer”, Rorschach report (G57, 1947).
Although this is not connected to sexuality, Hendrica T. is said to have an “abnormal psychical
constitution (that is, something in the direction of psychopathy)” (“afwijkende psychische constitutie
(waarbij gedacht moet worden in de richting van psychopathie)”), which is, arguably, an “inner” affliction,
Rorschach report (G27, 1946). With respect to Hendrikje J., Van Julsingha wondered whether her
“adaptation” in her group, which seemed insincere, stemmed from “rational calculation” or from
a “more-or-less hysterical reaction” (“aanpassing”, “verstandelijke berekening”, “min of meer
hysterische reactiewijze”), Rorschach report (G84, 1947). This statement conceptualizes the girl
as someone who could possibly have a “hysterical” affliction, which is also, arguably, an inner
“disorder”. The doctor’s reports accompanying the personal description files had also occasionally
remarked on the girls’ “hysterical” character traits. However, references to the girls’ sexuality in the
Rorschach reports, such as the ones discussed above, were of a wholly different nature, generally
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Second, some girls were said to have sexual “fantasies”, which, arguably, located
the girls’ sexuality in an (inner) psychological realm. About Everdina W., for
example, Van Julsingha writes, “She is very sensual and slow in her actions and
has few inhibitions against her desire for pleasure, which is especially strong in
the area of the sexual and urges [her] towards satisfaction. There are probably
fantasies with a sexual content that beleaguer her”.176 Arguably, the term
“fantasies” constructs an inner space, where sexuality is located.
Through conceptualizing it as “inner” – a drive, neurosis, complex or
fantasy – the Rorschach reports presented the girls’ sexuality in a wholly new
way, as compared with the assessment techniques of pedagogical-pathological
examination and autobiography-writing, discussed in chapters 2 and 3. Indeed,
in the girls’ personal description files (1905-1952), as was discussed in chapter 2,
sexuality appeared as something in the body and as a behaviour. In particular,
sexuality was conceptualized in terms of precociousness, as the doctor’s notes
on the development of the girls’ secondary sex characteristics, including their
breasts, pubic hair, and labia minora, menstruation onset and length of period
(body), and the age of first sexual intercourse (behaviour) make clear. Besides
this, as one of the goals of the doctor’s examination was checking for health
issues, via this assessment technique sexuality was also presented in terms of
(sexually transmitted) disease, as the doctor’s frequent mentions of fluor albus,
as marker of venereal disease, made clear. In the girls’ life histories (1913-1950),
rather than being presented as an inner impulse, sexuality was conceptualized
as a behaviour, which girls predominantly presented themselves as feeling
remorseful about. In one case, the girl presented her affair with a married man
– which counted as “undesirable” sexual behaviour in the eyes of the institutional
staff – as a relationship both parties had entered into out of love, and fiercely
defended it as not “wrong”. In the Rorschach reports, by contrast, sexuality was
constructed as “inner”. By being conceptualized as a “drive”, sexuality appears
as an inner force – which, as we have seen in the previous section, many girls
reportedly could not keep under control. Through terms such as “neuroses”,
“complexes” and “fantasies”, sexuality appears as being located in an “inner”,
psychological domain.177 In the reports, the girls’ drives, neuroses, complexes
revolving, as they did, around drives, complexes and neuroses, which are terms that do not appear
in the doctor’s reports, or in the personal description file.
176 “Ze is zeer sensueel en traag in haar handelen en heeft weinig remmen tegen haar genotzucht, die
vooral op sexueel terrein groot is en sterk naar bevrediging dringt. Waarschijnlijk zijn er fantasieën
met sexuele inhoud, die haar parten spelen”, Rorschach report (G67, 1947).
177 This is not to say that sexuality no longer appears as behaviour in the Rorschach reports at all.
In the case of Pietje B., for example, Van Julsingha’s personality description of the girl is used to
“explain” her past sexual behaviour: “We do not have to be surprised that she, a somewhat lazy,
primitive and infantile girl with a severe shortage of intellectual abilities and a lack of awareness
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and fantasies were connected to their misbehaviour and re-educability. As we
have seen, the Rorschach reports put forward the idea that girls’ thefts, which
they had committed in the past, could be explained by sexual drives (Niesje W.),
and that strong sexual drives (Geertruida L.) sexual neuroses (Aagje M), sexual
complexes (Hillechien N.), and sexual fantasies (Everdina W.) impeded the girls’
chances of rehabilitation.
The characterizations of the girls as a result of the Rorschach test are not
peculiar to this group of girls. Indeed, Rorschach’s original manual already
made clear that certain types of answers on the inkblot test correlated to certain
personality “types” or particular characteristics. This is also shown by
Meyknecht’s 1946 dissertation on the Rorschach-testing of “difficult-to-raise”
children. In his dissertation, he discusses his own and others’ observations on
the correspondences between certain types of Rorschach-answers and particular
personality types and characteristics. As he shows, certain types and frequencies
of answers given on the Rorschach could point to, among others, neurosis,
psychopathy, inner tensions, and the test subject’s “inner fantasy world”.178 The
characterizations and descriptions in the girls’ Rorschach reports must thus
somehow stem from the test, or from the process of taking the test – indeed,
these terms appear in Van Julsingha’s reports, Meyknecht’s work, and in
Rorschach’s Psychodiagnostik. The construction of the girls as individuals with an
“interior” thus seems caught up in the test. What’s more, particularly after 1939,
someone could not administer the Rorschach test without presuming that the
test subject had an inner self.
However, neither in the case of Van Julsingha nor in the case of Meyknecht
does it become clear how the test administrator arrived at these characterizations: there is a striking disconnection between the taking of the test and its
specificities, as described in the different Rorschach manuals, and the actual
of norms, let herself, as the dossier mentions, be used by the Canadians after Liberation” (“Het hoeft
ons dan ook niet te verwonderen, dat zij, wat gemakzuchtig, primitief en infantiel meisje met een groot tekort
aan verstandelijke vermogens en gemis van normbesef, zich, zoals het dossier vermeldt, na de bevrijding
door de Canadezen liet gebruiken”), Rorschach report (G66, 1946). In the case of Hillechien N., threequarters of her report are dedicated to documenting her escapades, which largely have to do with
sexuality. It reports, for instance, that the girl ran away with a friend for three nights, and spent the
first night in the house of a man whose wife is in prison, the second night in the house of a sixtyyear-old man who “appreciates” (“wel […] op prijs stelt”) girls visiting him, and the next night in
the house of a “prostitute” (“publieke vrouw”), who took them “into town” (“de stad in”) during the
day. After reporting these events, the report concludes, “Precociousness in the area of sexuality is
thus not strange [i.e. ‘should not surprise us’, SB]” (“Vroegrijpheid op sexueel gebied is dus niet vreemd”).
Incidentally, in Dutch, the term “publieke vrouw” (literally, “public woman”) meant “prostitute”, but
could also be used to describe women who would not be labelled as “prostitutes” today; it thus may
also be translated as “woman of loose morals”, which would be a moral judgment on the part of the
person using the term.
178 “innerlijk fantasieleven”, Meyknecht 1946, 34; also see: Meyknecht 1946, 42, 75, 88, 94.
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contents of Rorschach reports. What’s more, unlike Meyknecht’s report excerpts,
Van Julsingha’s reports produce the girls’ interiority in much more elaborate
and clearly articulated terms, pertaining to inner/outer distinctions, drives,
neuroses, complexes and fantasies. Of course, it is certainly possible that the
highly-trained Rorschach practitioner could have studied enough manuals and
lists of test answers and corresponding personality “types” and characteristics
that they could interpret Rorschach protocols and characterize the individuals
under examination accordingly – as neurotic, as being beset by sexual
“complexes”, and so on – and had a method for doing so. However, it remains
very unclear precisely how the test administrator arrived at his or her conclusions
– something which, incidentally, frustrated some contemporary practitioners.179
Even though it was not specified in the manuals how a practitioner could
discern a person’s inner self, language suggesting this ability – and language
constructing this interiority – appeared in the pupils’ Rorschach reports
nonetheless. What is clear, therefore, is that the pupils’ Rorschach reports
brought about a new way of talking about the girls, which was tied to the
practice of Rorschach-testing, but did not emerge directly from it. This new way
of talking about the pupils brought them into being as individuals with
interiority. This interiority was different in nature than the innerness that had
been constructed in the techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination
and autobiography-writing. In the technique of pedagogical-pathological
examination, girls’ “innerness” amounted to a “hidden” hereditary burden
“within” them. In the technique of autobiography-writing, girls were
conceptualized as having a conscience. In the technique of Rorschach-testing,
by contrast, the reports conceptualize the girls as having drives, neuroses,
complexes and fantasies – all of which which were located in an inner
psychological realm.180 These were, moreover, seen as causing the girls’
misbehaviour, or leading to problems, which impeded their chances for
rehabilitation.
As no specific tools were provided for the discovery of this specific type of
interiority in any of the manuals studied, it becomes clear that this inner space
179 Klopfer and Kelley 1942, 7; Hertz 1941, 554; Krugman 1940, 101.
180 As was discussed in chapter 2, the assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological examination
focused on appraising the girl’s “psychical state”. However, this “psychical state” did not refer to
an inner psychological realm, but to “hereditary burden”, which had been transmitted through
the girl’s relatives. Besides this, as was also discussed in chapter 2, in a number of dossiers a
booklet of questions, designed by Jan Klootsema, was found, in which a reference was made to
the pupil’s inner self. Again, however, the type of innerness that was constructed in the Rorschach
reports was wholly different. While Klootsema’s innerness pertains to something reminiscent of
“consciousness”, in the Rorschach reports, the girls are conceptualized as having drives, neuroses,
complexes and fantasies – all of which were located in an inner psychological realm, which,
moreover, was said to have shaped the girl’s behaviour.
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is, at least partly, a linguistic product. As we have seen, Rorschach test
administrators were praised for their “dazzling” insight and interpretative
skills. Regardless of how these depictions of the girls were arrived at, the taking
of the Rorschach test – and the writing of the report – brought with it a new way
of speaking about the girls under examination – which constructed the girls in
a wholly different way than the pedagogical-pathological examination of the
personal description file (1905-1952) and the assessment technique of autobiography-writing (1913-1950) had. The technique of pedagogical-pathological
examination had conceptualized the delinquent girl as someone whose
behaviour was shaped by the “hereditary burden” of her family history. The
technique of autobiography-writing had brought into being the delinquent girl
as someone who had acted out of her own volition. In the technique of Rorschach-testing, however, the delinquent girl was presented as someone whose
misbehaviour was caused by sexual drives, complexes or neuroses. For the first
time, then, the girl’s misbehaviour was conceptualized as being caused by
something inside the girl.

The Administrator’s Insight

In the previous section, the linguistic construction of the girls as individuals
with an “inner” and an “outer” dimension was discussed. Through the use of
spatial language, a girl’s interior was said to lie “under” or be “behind” her
outward appearance. In this section, I will look more closely at the psychologist’s
ability to discern that which was underlying the girls’ behaviour. The assessment
techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination and autobiography-writing, discussed in chapters 2 and 3, were also each geared at enabling the expert
to see “inside” the child. In the Rorschach reports, the expert also emerges as
being able to see “inside” the child under examination. However, that which
was presented as underlying was fundamentally different. I will illustrate this
by means of the Rorschach report of one girl, Wijntje R., who was admitted in
1947, at age 16.
When Wijntje R. was eleven years old, her parents were removed from
parental custody. While the case file does not report on the exact reasons for this,
it is stated that her father “could not handle” the girl, and that her mother had a
“bad reputation”, “went around with men” and “did not care about the children
and repeatedly did not come home at night”.181 As a result of the judge’s decision,
Wijntje was sent to a correctional institution. Here, she “stole everything she
could get her hands on”, and attempted to run away four times, “[o]nce, because
181 “Hij is […] niet tegen zijn vrouw, noch tegen Wijntje opgewassen”, “staat [...] slecht bekend”, “gaf
zich af met mannen”, “trok zoch van de kinderen niets aan en kwam ook des nachts herhaaldelijk
niet thuis”, Case file (G51, 1947).
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she was disgruntled about a reproof, another time, because she had been caught
stealing and the last two times out of a desire for adventure”.182 After five years
in the institution and an intermittent stay in a foster family, she escaped together
with a friend, carrying “three suitcases full of wares, a gold bracelet belonging
to the assistant and a watch belonging to one of the children plus a pair of new
shoes, which she had offered a friend to polish! [sic]”.183 Due to the thefts, she was
placed under government custody, and was sent to Eikenstein. Although the
case file makes no such interpretation, Van Julsingha interprets Wijntje’s
placement in the correctional institution at age eleven as the first time that
“limits were placed on her drive-based behaviour”.184 According to Van
Julsingha, this “caused such a strong resistance, strengthened by oncoming
puberty, that she attempted to defy authority by running away, stealing, etc.”.185
In what follows immediately after, she explains Wijntje’s behaviour further:
These thefts can thus be considered as expressions of resistance, but they
should partly very probably also be seen as an Ersatz for an unsatisfied
sexuality. Because of the mother’s bad conduct she came into contact with
sexual life early on, the experiences of which were repressed by her. Because
of that, the basis of her attitude towards life is anxious and insecure, the
feelings of insufficiency of which she compensates for by an outwardly-directed performance that is cheerful and light-hearted. Partly, however, this
can also be attributed to puberty.186
As we see here, Van Julsingha interprets the girl’s behaviour as having two
underlying causes.187 Specifically, the girl’s misbehaviour is explained as
182 “stal alles, wat los en vast was”, “Eén keer, omdat ze ontstemd was over een aanmerkingen, een
andere maal, omdat ze betrapt was op diefstal en de laatste twee keer uit lust tot avontuur”, Case
file (G51, 1947).
183 “drie koffers met goed […], een gouden armband van de assistente en een horloge van een der
kinderen plus een paar nieuwe schoenen, waarvan ze aan een vriendinnetje aangeboden had, ze te
poetsen!”, Case (G51, 1947).
184 “paal en perk wordt gesteld aan haar driftmatige gedragingen”, Rorschach report (G51, 1947).
185 “veroorzaakte zo’n hevig verzet, nog versterkt door de intredende puberteit, dat zij trachtte het
gezag te trotseren door weglopen, diefstallen etc.”, Rorschach report (G51, 1947).
186 “Deze diefstallen zijn dus te beschouwen als uitingen van verzet, maar ze moeten deels zeer
waarschijnlijk ook worden gezien als een Ersatz voor een onbevredigde sexualiteit. Door het
wangedrag van de moeder kwam ze vroegtijdig in aanraking met het sexuele leven, welke
belevingen door haar werden verdrongen. De grond van haar levensinstelling is daardoor angstig
en onzeker, welke insufficiëntiegevoelens ze compenseert door een naar buiten uit vrolijk en wat
luchthartig optreden. Deels is dit echter ook toe te schrijven aan de puberteit”, Rorschach report
(G51, 1947).
187 Incidentally, the girl’s case file does not present the girl’s behaviour in this manner; this is Van
Julsingha’s interpretation.
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stemming from a combination of puberty onset and her drives. With respect to
the latter, Van Julsingha states that, even though Wijntje was an intelligent girl,
and did well at school, “Her moral upbringing was, however, neglected to such
an extent, that she had too few inhibitions with respect to her drives and desires
and developed into a mendacious and thievish girl”.188 While her thefts were
partly said to stem from adolescent resistance against the correctional institution
that tried to limit her drive-based behaviour, her behaviour was also explained
by her drives, which had, according to the psychologist, been shaped by her
upbringing. Specifically, according to Van Julsingha, Wijntje’s mother’s conduct
had caused her to repress and develop an unfulfilled sexuality, as a result of
which, the report suggests, she stole.
In the techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination and autobio
graphy-writing, discussed in chapters 2 and 3, the girls’ past behaviour was
explained in wholly different ways. In the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, the girl’s misbehaviour was presented as being shaped by the
“hereditary burden” of her family history. In their life histories, the girls wrote
about their past behaviour in still different ways. For example, girls presented
the thefts they committed as something they were put up to do by a friend or a
parent, or which they did because they had no money, because they needed
socks, or because they wanted jewellery to wear. At times, the girls presented
their past behaviour, which got them sent to the reform school, as something
that they enjoyed: with relish, some of the girls described using the money they
stole to buy and eat sweets, or to go to the cinema with their friends. At other
times, the girls wrote about their past behaviour as something that they did not
know was wrong at the time, but which they felt guilty for now. In the life
histories, then, the girls’ behaviour was presented as actions, which they engaged
in, because of external factors, such as being prompted by friends, or because
they wanted to.189 In the Rorschach report, by contrast, Wijntje is not said to have
stolen because she wanted the things she stole, because she enjoyed the thrill of
stealing, because a friend or relative put her up to it, or because circumstances
forced her to. Instead, Van Julsingha suggests that – besides her adolescent
tendency to rebel – her drives, which had been shaped by her upbringing,
caused her to steal. In the Rorschach reports, then – in which the pupils’
misbehaviour is discussed in similar ways to Wijntje’s misbehaviour – the idea
emerges that the delinquent girl’s misbehaviour is caused by something within
188 “De zedelijke opvoeding was echter dermate verwaarloosd, dat ze te weinig remmen had tegenover
haar driften en begeerten en uitgroeide tot een leugenachtig en diefachtig meisje”, Rorschach report
(G51, 1947).
189 In two cases, moreover, girls explained their past behaviour by psychologizing themselves, as was
discussed in chapter 3.
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her – namely: her drives. This is a fundamentally different way of conceptualizing the girl and her misbehaviour than in the two assessment techniques
discussed previously.
In Wijntje’s case, as in other girls’ reports, the girl’s upbringing was pointed
to as part of the cause of her misbehaviour. In the literature on the history of
psychology, pedagogy and child protection, there is a consensus that, in the
mid-twentieth century, child protection professionals increasingly started
providing psychological explanations for children’s behaviour. In particular, the
parent-child relationship in early childhood came to be seen as shaping factor
for the child’s development and behaviour. Generally, the term “psychologization” is used to describe this development – although not all authors use the
same term. Through studying the practices of Rorschach-testing and the rhetoric
it resulted in, it becomes clear that, in this technique, the “psychologization” of
the girls took on a specific form. I will first provide a brief overview of the
concept of “psychologization”, and related concepts, in the literature. After that,
I will reflect on the specific type of psychologization that emerged in the girls’
Rorschach reports.
In his history of psychology in The Netherlands, historian Pieter van Strien
points out that a process which he terms “psychologization” emerged in The
Netherlands after the First World War. From then on, the ideas and services of
psychologists started to play an increasing role in people’s thoughts and actions.
With this shift, expressions and behaviours which were previously judged in
moral terms came to be thought of in psychological terms, and individuals’
behaviour started to be explained on the basis of their temperament and
character.190 According to Van Strien, this shift led to the present-day tendency
to search for deeper causes and backgrounds of human problems, rather than
viewing these in a moralizing way.191
According to Ido Weijers, in the 1930s a “psychologization” took place in the
field of child protection, which amounted to an “individualization” of a child’s
problems. From then on, according to Weijers, Dutch pedagogues started to
adhere to the idea that “all maladjusted behaviour on the part of young people
should be seen as a symptom of inadequate inner development, resulting from
a lack of love in early childhood”.192 After the Second World War, influenced by
the Individualpsychologie of Austrian doctor and psychologist Alfred Adler, the
work of Austrian psychoanalyst August Aichhorn, and English psychologist
190 Eric Haas also points out that what played an important role in the professionalization of the
discipline of psychology was the new way of understanding problems that the discipline offered
(Haas 1995, 53).
191 Van Strien 1993, 62-63, 137.
192 Weijers 2003, 177.
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John Bowlby’s work on attachment theory, there was a consensus, in the
discourse on childrearing and child psychology in The Netherlands “as to the
decisive role of early childhood in the formation of an individual’s emotional
habits and basic personality traits”.193
Jeroen Jansz and Peter van Drunen refer to “psychologization” as a
widespread interest, in Western popular discourse and media, in psychological
issues, and a tendency to talk about ourselves in psychological terms, by which
we explain our lives by means of concepts such as “depression”, “repression”,
intrinsic motivation” and “empathy”.194 Specifically, they refer to “psychologization” as the “rise and spread of the psychological point-of-view”.195 In their
edited volume, Met zachte hand, published in 1996, the authors trace the various
roots of and impulses that were given to the process of psychologization in
Western society, focusing mainly on Western-Europe and the United States,
concentrating, among other things, on advice literature for parents on raising
children from the 1920s onwards.196
According to historian of pedagogy Nelleke Bakker, a shift took place in the
discourse about childrearing in the 1920s and 1930s, when, influenced by the
mental hygiene movement, attention started to be paid not only to the physical
health, but to the mental health of children.197 From the 1920s onwards, influenced
by German and Austrian theories of child development, the uniqueness of the
personality of the individual child came to be acknowledged by Dutch
193 Dimmendaal 1998, 55; Bakker 2006, 778. Alfred Adler argued that the parent-child relationship
lay at the heart of children’s neuroses; for a brief overview of his thought and influence in The
Netherlands, see Bakker 2006, 773-774. Aichhorn argued that all maladjusted behaviour in
children was a symptom of inadequate inner development, resulting from a lack of love in early
childhood; for a brief explication of Aichhorn’s ideas and his influence on child protection in The
Netherlands, see: Ido Weijers, “Mulock Houwer’s ‘Education for Responsibility’: A Chapter from
the Dutch History of Institutional Upbringing”, Marijke Gijswijt-Hofstra and Hilary Marland, eds.,
Cultures of Child Health Care in Britain and the Netherlands in the Twentieth Century, Amsterdam and
New York: Rodopi, 2003, 169-188; here: 177-178. John Bowlby stressed the relationship between the
deprivation of maternal care and the development of ill mental health, and later developed his
so-called attachment theory, stressing the importance of parental love and affection for a normal
development; for a brief overview of his thought and its influence in The Netherlands, see: Bakker
2006, 778. For a different view of the reception of Bowlby’s thought in The Netherlands, see: Frank
C.P. van der Horst, “John Bowlby’s ontmoeting met de Nederlandse kinder- en jeugdpsychiatrie:
Verslag van een werkbezoek in 1950”, Kind en adolescent 35.4 (2014): 255-267.
194 Jeroen Jansz and Peter van Drunen, “Inleiding,” in Met zachte hand: Opkomst en verbreiding van het
psychologisch perspectief, ed. Jeroen Jansz and Peter van Drunen (Utrecht: LEMMA, 1996), 11.
195 Jansz and Van Drunen 1996, 13.
196 Jeroen Jansz, “Het kind: Deskundige opvoedingsadviezen en -interventies,” in Met zachte hand:
Opkomst en verbreiding van het psychologisch perspectief, ed. Jeroen Jansz and Peter van Drunen
(Utrecht: LEMMA, 1996), 43-44.
197 Nelleke Bakker, “Geestelijke gezondheid en de medicalisering van de opvoeding in Nederland,
ca. 1890-1950”, Pedagogiek 25.1 (2005): 10-26; here: 12. For pedagogical thought in The Netherlands
around 1900, see Bakker 2005, 13-15.
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pedagogues, “not so much in terms of heredity but as the outcome of an
individual life history”.198 Particular attention started to be paid to “emotional
experiences from early childhood”.199 Following historian of education Sol
Cohen, Bakker refers to this shift as the “medicalization” of childhood. Here,
she uses Cohen’s definition of the concept of “medicalization”, which he gives as
an “infiltration of psychiatric norms, concepts and categories of discourse […]
into virtually all aspects of American education”.200
Leendert Groenendijk and Nelleke Bakker assert that between the 1930s
and the 1950s a “neuroticization” of parent-child interaction took place.201 This
meant that the parent-child relationship had become “the source of neurotic
trouble”.202 From then on, psychologists and pedagogues were of the opinion
that “children’s disorders were not what they appeared to be: they were symbolic
expressions of inner conflicts and traumas of which neither the parents nor the
child were or could be conscious”.203 Parents, now, had to realize that problematic
types of behaviour such as disobedience, wetting the bed, or refusing to eat,
were not the actual problems; instead, these were the expressions of a child’s
unconscious feelings, which had been caused by dysfunctions in the parent-child
relationship.204 This new view on childrearing and child development, moreover,
meant that “experts alone could present a valuable explanation and provide for
effective treatment”.205 Experts, as Bakker put it elsewhere, were the only ones to
have the “key” to the child’s problems and their cure.206
In the international literature, too, scholars have shown how a shift towards
a psychological interpretation of children’s behaviour took place. In England, for
instance, in the two decades after the First World War, psychologists started to
focus on the psychological problems of children, considering their maladjustment
as a product of family relations.207 For the United States, Ellen Herman points to
a similar development, which she terms “psychologism”. This concept entails
the “discursive practice of using psychological explanations to make sense of
198 Nelleke Bakker, “Child Guidance and Mental Health in The Netherlands”, Paedagogica Historica:
International Journal of the History of Education 42.6 (2006): 769-791; here: 772; also see Bakker 2005, 16.
199 Bakker 2005, 16.
200 Cohen 1983, 124, in: Bakker 2005, 12.
201 Leendert Groenendijk and Nelleke Bakker, “Child rearing and the neuroticization of parenting:
The Case of The Netherlands”, History of Education: Journal of the History of Education Society 31.6
(2002): 571-588; here: 577; also see: Bakker 2006, 775.
202 Bakker and Groenendijk 2002, 577.
203 Groenendijk and Bakker 2002, 577; also see Bakker 2006, 775.
204 Bakker 2005, 18.
205 Bakker 2006, 775.
206 Bakker 2005, 18.
207 See, for instance, Nikolas Rose, Governing the Soul: The Shaping of the Private Self, London and New
York: Free Association Books, 1999: 155-181.
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individual and collective experience”.208 While this way of understanding the
world was first advocated by psychological professionals before the First World
War, in the era of Progressive Reform, by the end of the Second World War,
individuals had embraced “the varieties of therapeutic experience as the surest
path to mental well-being and happiness”.209 In the United States, childhood had
first been psychologized in the early twentieth century, by G. Stanley Hall
(1844-1924).210 Psychological explanations for children’s behaviour became more
widespread in the 1920s, and psychological views on parenting, informed by
Freudian psychoanalysis, proliferated in the 1940s.211
As scholars in the field of the history of child protection have shown, the
notion that antisocial behaviour was caused by poor parenting and disharmonious
family relationships at home was common in correctional institutions for girls,
both in The Netherlands and abroad.212 These studies and the body of scholarship
mentioned above, however, focus mainly on the discourses and ideas of child
protection professionals and psychologists.
By focusing on institutional case records, however, others have shown that
the influence of psychological thought was incremental and uneven. Martha
Heineman Field, for instance, shows that, while the common opinion among
historians of social casework in the United States was that a “psychiatric deluge”
had influenced both theory and practice from the First World War, case records,
from a representative agency, only started to show traces of “psychodynamic”
influence from 1939. Even by 1949, this influence had not been systematically
incorporated in the agency’s case records.213 Studying archival sources rather
than ideas, discourses and theories, therefore, provides a more complicated
picture of the emergence of “psychologization”.
In the Rorschach reports, too, girls’ childhood was pointed to as (partial)
source of their misbehaviour. Studying the practices and rhetoric of the
technique of Rorschach-testing, as it was employed in the Dutch State Reform
School for Girls, however, shows that psychologization took on a very specific
form in the pupils’ Rorschach reports. Specifically, a “neglectful” upbringing
was said to have led to uncontrolled drives in the girl, which were presented as
the cause of her active sexual behaviour or her preoccupation with sexual
208 Ellen Herman, “Psychologism and the Child”, in: The Cambridge History of Science, ed. Theodore M.
Porter and Dorothy Ross, 649-662; here: 649.
209 Herman 2003, 650.
210 Herman 2003, 655.
211 Herman 2003, 657, 659.
212 Dimmendaal 1998, 26, 55-58; Alexander 1995, 152.
213 Martha Heineman Field, “Social Casework Practice during the ‘Psychiatric Deluge’”, Social Service
Review 54.4 (1980): 482-507; here: 483, 493-498.
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matters. In other cases, as we have seen, girls’ conduct was described as
stemming from sexual “complexes” or “neuroses”, which were not connected
with the girl’s upbringing, but which were presented as located “inside” the girl.
While a psychological way of looking had already emerged among pedagogues
and psychologists at least a decade earlier – as was shown in the discussion of
psychologists’ criticism of the personal description file in the 1930s in chapter 3
– this way of looking only made its way into the Dutch State Reform School for
Girls, in the 1940s, through the technique of Rorschach-testing, where it,
moreover, took on a specific form, which stressed the influence of the delinquent
girl’s upbringing on the drives. Studying the practices by means of which
assessment techniques were implemented, therefore, demonstrates that the way
in which the delinquent girls in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls were
spoken about, depended on the techniques by means of which they were
assessed.

The Creation of a “Secret”
As various historians and philosophers have pointed out, the idea emerged,
from the late eighteenth century, that that which has been forgotten, or that
which lies hidden within one, is where the key to oneself lies. In Sources of the
Self, Taylor argues that, from the late eighteenth century onwards, a new notion
of identity arose, in which individuals came to think of themselves as having
inner depth. With the emergence of this idea, it became imperative to engage in
self-exploration, through which, it was thought, one could uncover who one
was. With this, the idea arose that one was never done exploring one’s depths.
Together with this new development, individuals started seeing life as “the
causal consequence of what has transpired earlier”, while, at the same time,
seeing the meaning of their life as “something that unfolds through the
events”.214 In engaging in self-discovery, therefore, individuals started to see the
events in their lives as being caused by other, earlier events.
Others point to similar shifts, occurring, not in articulations of identity by
thinkers and writers, but because of developments in the human sciences. Ian
Hacking, for example, has described how, in the late nineteenth century, memory
became an object of knowledge in what he calls the “memory sciences”. As a
result of developments in these disciplines, including psychology and psychiatry,
it became important to know oneself thoroughly. For Hacking, what is central to
the memory sciences is “the idea that what has been forgotten is what forms our
character, our personality, our soul”.215 To know ourselves, therefore, we must
explore our pasts. As historian Carolyn Steedman argues in Strange Dislocations,
214 Taylor 1989, 289.
215 Hacking 1995, 209.
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the innovations of Freudian psychoanalysis between the late nineteenth century
and roughly the first two decades of the twentieth century also played an
important role in this shift. Indeed, the contribution of this field, according to
Steedman, was the “idea that the core of an individual’s psychic identity was his
or her own lost past, or childhood”.216
The above-mentioned authors show, with varying periodizations, that
exploring one’s inner depth and one’s past became important. Interestingly, in
the girls’ Rorschach reports, the expert was the one, according to the reports,
who delved into the depths of the girl and “had” the key to who she was. In the
reports, it was not the girl who explored her childhood to uncover who she was,
but the expert – and in doing so, the expert articulated things about the girl that
she herself never could. Specifically, the expert was able to see “inside” the girl,
to determine whether it was something “inside” the girl – her sexual drives,
complexes or neuroses – that had caused her misbehaviour, or whether the onset
of puberty was the driving factor. The reports contained the idea that there was
something underlying the girl’s behaviour, which shaped her current state, but
which only the psychologist could see. In the girls’ Rorschach reports, through
the rhetoric of the psychologist, a “secret” was created. That is to say, the idea
was created that something underlying the girl’s behaviour – her drives,
complexes, neuroses – could explain something of her current behaviour. What’s
more, the expert emerged as the person who could discern this underlying factor.
As van Strien and Dane argue, the practice of projective testing gave test
subjects the idea that the psychologist could look “right through” them. This
was also the case in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls. The Rorschach
technique was a technique that must have mystified the girls. The girls would
not have been able to know what the cards, with their formless, but suggestive
shapes, meant, nor how their responses could tell the psychologist anything
about them. In showing the girl the inkblot cards one by one, asking her what
she saw in them, and writing down her responses, in the whole elaborate routine
of test-taking practices that was described above, though, the reform school
psychologist invested the cards and the technique with supposed meaning, and
gave the girl the idea that there was something to be known about her. What there
was to be known about the girl, however, was not communicated to the girl
herself, but was scrawled in notes on the psychologist’s protocol, and later
processed into a report. Through suggesting, through the practices of testing,
that the psychologist knew something about the girl that she herself did not, the
psychologist was authorized as expert. As such, she was placed in a position of
power over the girls.
216 Carolyn Steedman, Strange Dislocations: Childhood and the Idea of Human Interiority: 1780-1930
(London: Virago Press, 1995).
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Interestingly, as van Strien and Dane do not point out, but which the examination
of the practices and rhetoric of the technique of Rorschach-testing, as executed
in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, reveals, the notion that there was a
“secret” about the girl that the psychologist was privy to, but the girl was not,
was created both in the practices of the technique and in the rhetoric of the
reports. Also, the psychologist’s alleged insight into the girl was not only based
on the test itself, but also on the non-test-related practices of reading and
interpreting the girl’s case file, and observing the girl in daily life.
With respect to reform work in 1930s Chicago, Anne Meis Knupfer points
out that psychological and psychiatric professionals were concerned with
delinquent girls’ inner selves, stating that “psychiatrists mapped the most
interior, the most remote aspects of the girls’ dreams, wishes, and sexual
desires”. According to Knupfer, however, “their charts, correlations, and case
studies, revealed less about the delinquent girls’ lives than about their own
professional expansion”.217 In the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, too, the
employment of the Rorschach test helped secure the psychologist’s professional
acceptance and legitimation, as using the test conveyed a certain authority, and
suggested, to the girl herself and possibly to the institutional staff, that the
psychologist, with her psychological methods, had privileged insight into the
pupils. However, on the basis of the examination of the practices and rhetoric of
the Rorschach reports studied here, I would argue that it was not the case that
the psychologist’s focus on professional expansion and legitimization was at the
expense of the girl’s lives. That is to say, I would not state that it was the case that
there was such a thing as “the girl’s life”, which the psychologist was misunderstanding or misrepresenting, by presenting it in psychological terms, which
were, perhaps, far removed from the girl’s own view of her life, desires and
actions. Instead, on the basis of the analysis of the practices and rhetoric of the
girls’ reports, I would argue that the technique of Rorschach-testing, with all of
its practices and accompanying rhetoric, brought into being the delinquent girl –
which was a wholly different delinquent girl than emerged in the techniques of
pedagogical-pathological examination and autobiography-writing, discussed in
chapters 2 and 3. In the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, the
delinquent girl appeared as someone whose current behaviour was influenced
by the “hereditary burden” of the family history. In the technique of autobiography-writing, the delinquent girl did not emerge was someone whose behaviour
was shaped by “hereditary” factors. Instead, the girl’s misbehaviour was
presented as a set of actions, which she had engaged in voluntarily. In the
Rorschach reports, by contrast, the delinquent girl emerged as an individual
217 Knupfer 2001, 46.
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whose past behaviour was, to a large extent, caused by something inside her;
namely: her drives, which were shaped by her upbringing, or by inner disorders,
such as sexual complexes or neuroses.
Rebecca Lemov has argued that scientists’ endeavours in Rorschach-testing
brought into being the notion that there was such a thing as an “inner space” in
individuals. What we have seen, by examining the practices and rhetoric of the
girls’ reports, however, is that, for these girls, a specific type of inner self emerges:
namely, one that is shaped by drives, complexes, neuroses and fantasies – which
structure the girls’s misbehaviour. What’s more, the analysis has shown that
this inner space, which surfaces in the girls’ reports, was a rhetorical construction.
Despite the fact that it was a rhetorical construction, though, it had a profound
effect. Through the technique, a new notion of identity came into being. Through
its execution, psychologists brought into being a whole new conceptualization
of the delinquent girl. This affected how girls were spoken about and how the
etiology of their misbehaviour was understood. In the period in which the
Rorschach reports appear (1943-1948), via the different assessment techniques
that were used – pedagogical-pathological examination, autobiography-writing
and Rorschach-testing – three wholly different, and irreconcilable, conceptualizations of the delinquent girl emerged, and existed side-by-side.

Conclusion

To administer the Rorschach technique to a pupil of the Dutch State Reform
School for Girls, the psychologist had to execute a vast array of practices, which
resulted in highly technical categorizations pertaining to the manner in which
the test subject perceived the world. Despite the highly elaborate administration
of the Rorschach technique, very few references to the test itself appear in the
Rorschach reports of the reform school pupils. While the Rorschach technique,
moreover, was designed lead to highly specific categorizations, the categories
given in the test manuals that were consulted do not return in the reports at all.
The test itself did thus not play a very prominent role in the pupils’ Rorschach
reports at all. In fact, around one-third of the reports was made up of information
produced by non-test-related practices: specifically, consulting and interpreting
the pupil’s case file and observing the girl in daily life. Yet, the technically
challenging and complex Rorschach test continued to be administered. Why
was this so?
As with the assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological examination,
the specific scientifically-underpinned information that the assessment
technique was directly intended to produce was not of primary importance.
While the American Cold War scientists Rebecca Lemov describes administered
the Rorschach and other projective tests out of a desire to map the “inner space”
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of subjects previously unknown to them, administering the Rorschach in the
Dutch State Reform School for Girls was not done out of a lofty scientific goal, to
uncover “the” inner self of “the” delinquent girl, but was done with a more
mundane goal in mind: assessing the pupils’ chances for a successful
rehabilitation. This took place via the practices of the technique. Through
observing how the girl responded to the – to her – mystifying cards being shown
to her, reading and interpreting the girl’s case file, and observing the girl in
daily institutional life, the psychologist could get an impression of the girl and
her re-educability. The context in which the Rorschach test was administered –
an institution focused on the correction and rehabilitation of girls judged to be
“re-educable” – thus shaped the things that were said about the pupils in their
Rorschach reports, and ensured a strong focus on assessing re-educability.
Because of the focus on the girls’ chances for rehabilitation, certain norms
for re-educability appear in the pupils’ reports. Factors that made rehabilitation
difficult or unlikely – which was said to be the case for many girls – included a
lack of self-regulation and a lack of susceptibility to institutional influence,
which could lead the girls in the “right” direction. Particularly the combination
of a strong sexuality and a low level of intelligence, as well as what was seen as
a “neglectful” upbringing, was thought to be harmful for the girl’s chances of a
successful rehabilitation. Indeed, these factors were thought to lead to an
incapacity for self-regulation and self-control, which was essential for adapting
to society and society’s norms, in the eyes of the psychologist. Who was seen as
re-educable, and who was not, was predicated upon very clear norms of
sexuality, intelligence and class. Who was viewed as re-educable was able to
acquire the norms of the institution – and, conversely, those pupils who were
not able to acquire these norms, were characterized as moronic, and, therefore,
as not re-educable. Also, who was re-educable could provide resistance against
her strong sexual desires – and, conversely, a girl who could not, was
characterized as not re-educable. In some cases, not possessing the norms of the
institution, and possessing a sexuality that was looked upon unfavourably,
resulted in highly negative assessments and “treatment” recommendations,
such as “dressage”, or even resulted in transfer to another institution. Of course,
these norms did not reside in the practice of Rorschach-testing itself. Instead,
these norms seem to be the norms the psychologist adhered to, and which were
important in the reform school.
While the specific knowledge that the test was designed to produce did not
appear in the pupils’ Rorschach reports, a new way of talking about the reform
school pupils did emerge in their reports. In the reports, the girls were, for the
first time, conceptualized as individuals with an inner psychological realm.
While Lemov has pointed towards projective testing as a site where the notion
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of the “inner space” was first brought into being, through studying the practices
and rhetoric of the technique of Rorschach-testing, as it was implemented in the
Dutch State Reform School for Girls, we see that a specific type of interiority was
created for these lower-class delinquent girls. Through the rhetoric used, the
girls were presented as having two dimensions to their identity: an “exterior”
and an “interior”, described in spatial terms. Their sexuality, too, was described
as something “inner”, which was a wholly new way of conceptualizing girls’
sexuality, as compared with the other assessment techniques of pedagogical-
pathological examination and autobiography-writing. Specifically, it was
described in terms of drives, neuroses, complexes or fantasies – all of which
were said to drive the girl’s behaviour, or were connected to her problems and
re-educability.
This was a new way of conceptualizing the delinquent girl, as compared to
the techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination and autobiography-writing, which were administered in the same period as the Rorschach
technique. In the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, the girl’s
misbehaviour was presented as influenced by the “hereditary burden” of the
girl’s family history. In their life histories, the girls largely presented their past
behaviour as a set of actions, which they had engaged in because of external
factors, such as poverty or being prompted by a friend, or simply because they
wanted to. In the Rorschach reports, however, the girl’s past behaviour was, to a
large extent, presented as being caused by her sexual drives, which had been
shaped by her upbringing, or by sexual complexes or neuroses, which were
presented as inner disorders. Unlike in the other two assessment techniques,
then, something inside the delinquent girl was said to cause her misbehaviour.218
The cause of the girls’ conduct, moreover, was presented as something the
expert alone could see, while the girl herself could not. As in the technique of
pedagogical-pathological examination, in the pupils’ Rorschach reports, the
notion was created that there was a “secret” to the girl, which only the
psychologist could see – except in the case of Hendrica T., in which the expert
was not sure what underlay her behaviour; here, the psychologist could not
unlock the girl’s “secret”, so to say. Strikingly, however, nothing in the test
manual specified how the psychologist came to her conclusions. That which was
said to be underlying, then, was brought into being by the rhetoric of the expert
218 In the life histories, two girls explain their misbehaviour by engaging in psychologization. In their
texts, their past behaviour is explained as being caused by something inside them – the psychological
effects of childhood experiences. While this is similar to the psychologist’s conceptualization of
the girls’ misbehaviour in the Rorschach reports, the Rorschach reports revolve around drives,
neuroses, complexes and fantasies, which allegedly drove the girls’ past and present behaviour,
and, as such, differ from the girls’ explanation of their conduct.
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writing the reports, and was not a direct result of the administering of the test,
yet came into being simultaneously with it.
As in the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, the idea that
the expert had privileged insight into the girl was created. However, what the
experts saw in each technique was wholly different. What’s more, their means of
access were entirely different. The doctor executing the pedagogical-pathological examination was, allegedly, able to uncover the girls’ “psychical state” by
decoding external, measurable signs, that were thought to point to the
“hereditary burden” of the girls’ family history. In the technique of autobiography-writing, the institutional staff could uncover the state of the girl’s conscience
through her own words. Finally, in the technique of Rorschach-testing, the
psychologist had, allegedly, a more direct access to the girl’s interior: through
reading and interpreting her case file and observing the girl in daily life, the
psychologist was able to see “into” and make statements about the girls’
“interior” – or so the rhetoric of the reports suggested.
The idea that there was a “secret” to the girl that only the expert was able to
uncover was not only suggested through the rhetoric of the reports, but also
through the practices by means of which the technique was executed. Through
showing the girl the “obscure” inkblot cards, and making notes with the answers
she gave, a situation was created that must have suggested to the girl that there
was something to be known about her, which the expert could discern, but she
herself could not. This authorized the psychologist as expert, and placed the
expert in a position of power over the girl.
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Chapter 5
Constructing the “True” Self: Psychological Examination,
1950-1975
From 1950 onwards, the Dutch State Reform School for Girls – which was, from
then on, referred to as the State Boarding School for Girls, and located in a
building known as the Hunerberg in Nijmegen – started following a radically
new, psychology-oriented course. Under the new regime, psychology informed
every aspect of institutional life: psychological examination functioned as a
central assessment technique in the reform school and therapy became a key
component of the pupils’ treatment throughout their stay. In order to implement
this new course, director Maria Duvekot hired psychiatrist Derk Zuithoff. From
his appointment in 1950, Zuithoff implemented a psychological course that was
strongly influenced by the ideas of what is known as the Utrecht School of
psychology, and that was focused on developing the personality and increasing
the independence of the reform school pupils by means of therapy.1 This
therapy resulted in psychological and psychiatric reports of the individual
pupils. As these two types of reports do not show any notable differences in
content, for brevity’s sake, I refer to the body of reports studied for this chapter
as “psychological reports”. Similarly, when referring to the technique itself, I
talk about “psychological examination”. When discussing individual reports,
however, I mention the title of the report and the discipline of the professional.2
The existing scholarship in the history of psychology gives an elaborate
overview of the ideas of the Utrecht School of psychology, predominantly based
on practitioners’ publications. In these studies, the language used by these
professionals receives a particular focus.3 As Pieter van Strien and Jacques
Dane claim, for example, rhetoric was a highly important tool for the
psychologists of the Utrecht School. As they put it, the Utrecht School
psychologists adhered to a “culture of the word”.4 Van Strien and Dane
1
2

3

4

Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report 1949-1951.
In the tri-annual report of the reform school for 1949-1951, in which Duvekot elaborated upon
the institutional course change and its reasons, she does not make a strict distinction between
“psychological” and “psychiatric” examination. Likewise, the reports themselves are titled
“psychological”, “psychiatric” or “psychological-psychiatric” reports, but do not show any marked
differences in content.
See, for instance: Ido Weijers, “De binnenhuisarchitecten van de Nederlandse verzorgingsstaat:
Menswetenschappers en Doorbraak,” Gewina 24 (2001): 196-206; Dehue 1990; Leonie de Goei, De
psychohygiënisten: Psychiatrie, cultuurkritiek en de beweging voor geestelijke volksgezondheid in
Nederland, 1924-1970 (Nijmegen: Sun, 2001), 182-185.
“cultuur van het woord”, Van Strien and Dane 2001, 117.
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predominantly base their argument on Utrecht School psychologists who were
concerned with assessing the suitability of potential job candidates. According
to them, the assessment reports of Utrecht School psychologists often went
beyond what was strictly needed to make a decision about the job suitability of
a particular candidate. Instead of merely describing their job-relevant skills and
qualities, the psychologists’ reports consisted of highly detailed and far-reaching
descriptions of the person in question. According to Van Strien and Dane, such
reports not only functioned to make something known about the aptitude of a
candidate, but were also meant to show off the psychologist’s supposed skills in
analysing and portraying a person in all their depth and individuality. They
term this the “magic of the accurate glance and the reality-creating word”, thus
claiming that Utrecht School psychologists’ highly elaborate descriptions and
impressive language skills conferred authority to their claims, and gave the
impression that whatever they said was true.5
The psychological reports produced for the pupils of the Hunerberg, too,
mainly consisted of extensive descriptions of the pupils’ personalities and
problems. In fact, they are so centred on the characterization of the girl under
examination, that they contain hardly any clues as to how the information
contained in them was produced. To get an idea of the practices involved in the
technique of psychological examination, as implemented in the Hunerberg, I
draw on relevant primary and secondary literature. However, as traces of
practices in the reports themselves remain sparse, in the analysis I mainly focus
on the rhetoric of the reports.
Taking the pupils’ psychological reports as my main body of sources will
allow me to study the rhetoric that Utrecht School psychologists and psychiatrists
used for a group of predominantly lower-class delinquent girls – something
which has not been studied in connection with the Utrecht School previously.
Indeed, in his dissertation on the Dutch state reform schools for boys and girls,
historian Jan-Wilm Delicat elaborately discussed the institutional course change
of the Hunerberg and examined the influence of Utrecht School thought on
daily practice, but did not look at the girls’ psychological reports themselves.6
Through studying the rhetoric used in these reports, this chapter investigates
what influence the technique of Utrecht School psychological examination had
on the ways in which these girls were spoken about. In studying the use of
language in the pupils’ psychological reports, I will also focus on gender, which
has not received much attention in connection with the Utrecht School. In line
with the focus of this dissertation, I will investigate whether and how the
5
6

“magie van de trefzekere blik en het werkelijkheidsscheppende woord”, Van Strien and Dane 2001,
118.
Delicat 2001, 192-95.
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technique of psychological examination led to articulations of depth or
interiority for the girls. While the existing scholarship in the history of
psychology – logically – predominantly focuses on the main proponents of the
first generation of the Utrecht School of psychology and the better-known representatives of the second generation, using these sources will allow me to focus
on somewhat lesser-known members of this school of thought.
In total, 40 psychological reports, for a total of 20 girls, were studied.7 The
reports, ranging from half a page to over four pages, were produced both in the
reform school, by the psychologists and psychiatrists who worked there, and by
psychologists of the National Psychological Service (Rijks Psychologische Dienst,
RPD), who assessed the Hunerberg pupils on the request of the director. The
RPD was set up in 1949, and was predominantly used for psychologically
assessing and selecting civil servants.8 Whereas the RPD examination was
done shortly after admission, the institutional psychological reports were based
on psychological examination done over a longer period of time, and were often
produced some time after the girl had entered the institution. Of all the reports,
15 were written by RPD psychologists. The RPD reports were found in the girls’
dossiers between 1952-1960. All psychological reports were filed in the girls’
dossiers, and often appeared as part of the girls’ progress reports. These reports
were sent to the Minister of Justice in order to request early discharge or
extension of the girl’s stay, depending on the progress she had made.
Psychological examination was not implemented as part of the observation
period and was, thus, not a part of the rite of passage that the pupils went
through upon entering the reform school. Instead, the psychological assessment
of the girl continued for the duration of her stay in the institution.
In what follows, I will first elaborate on the societal developments that
informed Duvekot’s choice to implement a new, therapy-oriented course in the
7

8

Of the 27 girls in the sample, 7 girls did not have psychological reports. Of these 7 girls, Ida E. (G111,
1950) was admitted to an institution for the feeble-minded in Rekken, and was only administratively
a part of the reform school. Sijgje J. (G106, 1952) was only admitted for a “correction period”
(“correctieperiode”) of three months, which was probably too short a period to invest in providing
therapy for the girl. The progress reports written for Astrid G. (G112), admitted in 1967, do refer to
the fact that she had talks with, and built up a connection with, her therapist, but her dossier has
not preserved any written evidence of these talks, Progress report 1 (G111, 1968) and Progress report
2 (G111, 1969). The reports of Frederika R. and Jeltje B. state that the girls were not susceptible to
therapy, and report that the therapists could not make any “contact” with them, in, respectively:
Progress report 1 (G110, 1956) and Progress report 1 (G114, 1967). Aleida H. (G116) did not have
a psychological report, because she was admitted in 1948, before the practice of psychological
examination was systematically implemented (incidentally, she did not have a Rorschach report
either). Finally, no evidence was found in the dossier of Duifje T. (G113, 1952) explaining her lack of
a psychological report. A total of 40 psychological reports was produced for the remaining 20 girls,
as for many girls, two, and sometimes even three reports, were written.
Haas 1995, 37.
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institution. After that, I will give an overview of the institutional goals of
psychological examination and the practices by means of which it was done in
the reform school. Finally, I will investigate the ways in which the technique of
psychological examination influenced the psychological staff’s way of talking
about the girls in the reports. In doing so, I examine the categorizations that
were used in the reports, and investigate whether traces of innerness emerged
for the girls in their psychological reports [Figure 11].

A New Direction: The Introduction of Psychological Examination
in the Hunerberg

For the Netherlands, the years following the Second World War have been
characterized as a period in which societal elites were anxious about the moral
state of Dutch society, and embarked on a “moralization offensive”.9 After the
chaos and disorder of the war, many groups and experts in Dutch society were
concerned with reconstruction, particularly with what was termed “mental
reconstruction”.10 In child protection, too, this was a main concern. The rise in
crime and the general jubilance after the liberation caused pedagogues much
concern about Dutch youth.11 A central focus at the time was youngsters’ “antisociality”.12 Young people who were labelled as such were accused of not “fitting
in” with society, and not complying with societal norms. After the war,
correctional institutions for juvenile delinquents, including the Hunerberg,
started thinking about how to combat the “antisociality” of their pupils, and
how to reform them in such a way that they could once again fit in with society.13
In the post-war period, as Delicat has shown, two different approaches
dominated the field of child protection. Depending on the views, background
and training of the individuals who ran the institutions, correctional institutions
followed either what has been described as the “normalizing” or the “liberating”
approach. Those who adhered to the “normalizing” approach aimed to
re-educate their pupils by means of strict discipline, order and obedience.
Conversely, institutions that followed the “liberating” approach were of the
opinion that the best way of re-socializing anti-social youths was through
allowing them to engage in “self-actualization”.14 This was done through a
9
10
11
12
13
14

Evelien Tonkens, Het zelfontplooiingsregime: De actualiteit van Dennendal en de jaren zestig (Amsterdam:
Bakker, 1999), 38.
“geestelijke wederopbouw”, Tonkens 1999, 39; also see: Weijers 2001.
Delicat 2001, 165.
“onmaatschappelijkheid”, Tonkens 1999, 38. Also see: Dercksen and Verplanke 1987.
Delicat 2001, 173-176.
In the original Dutch, Delicat refers to the two approaches as “normaliserend” and “vrijmakend”,
respectively. The Dutch term for “self-actualization” is “zelfontplooiing”. The verb “ontplooien”, which
the term “zelfontplooiing” derives from, literally means “to unfurl”. The concept of “zelfontplooiing”
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focus on building non-antagonistic, supportive relationships between pupil and
staff, and through giving the pupils freedom to express themselves.15 Duvekot’s
new, psychology-oriented course has been characterized, by Delicat, as fitting in
with the “liberating” approach in child protection.
Maria Duvekot, who succeeded director Margot Honcoop-Beekveld upon
her retirement in September 1949, had a clear vision of the direction the
institution should go in. While the reform school archives generally contain
very few documents outlining new policies and plans, the goals of the new
institutional course, and its desired implementation, were set out in detail by
Duvekot. In a separate section of the reform school’s tri-annual report for
1949-1951, she elaborately explained the organizational changes that took place
after the institutional move to Nijmegen in 1950.16 Here, Duvekot stated that the
worrying post-war period, the change in directors and new developments in
pedagogical thought had prompted the institution “to reflect more on the
psychological backgrounds of the symptoms, particularly [on those] of the
[pupils’] anti-social behaviour”.17 This new approach, then, was presented as an
attempt to uncover why the child behaved the way it did. What’s more, the
causes for the child’s behaviour were thought to be psychological in nature. In
this manner, Duvekot’s new course was in line with what certain “progressive”
pedagogues had called for in the 1930s (see chapter 2). Under the Hunerberg’s
psychological regime, however, very specific practices, informed by Utrecht
School thought, were employed to achieve this focus, as we shall see.
To aid the institution in following its new course, Duvekot appointed Derk
Zuithoff as institutional psychiatrist in 1950.18 Zuithoff’s appointment was seen
as enabling the institution to switch to a course that followed “more scientific
guidelines”.19 In actual fact, of course, these guidelines were not “more
scientific”, but, rather, were perceived as more “up-to-date” and in line with
current scientific ideas. Indeed, the assessment techniques implemented

15
16

17

18
19

thus suggests a growing, developing and revealing of the self. In particular, the urge towards
“zelfontplooiing” involves striving after personal growth, and becoming the very best one can be.
Therefore, I have translated it with the term “self-actualization”.
Delicat 2001, 173-176.
From 1935, as was determined in Staatsblad van het koninkrijk der Nederlanden (no. 600), Royal Decree
9 October, 1935, the heads of the Dutch correctional schools and state reform schools were obliged
to report about “their administration and the state of the institution” (“het door hen gevoerd beheer en
den toestand der gestichten”) every three years.
“zich meer te bezinnen op de psychologische achtergronden van de verschijnselen, speciaal van
het onmaatschappelijk gedrag”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report
1949-1951.
Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file numbers 193-216, Persoonsdossiers van het personeel, 1951-1975
(Personal dossiers of staff, 1951-1975), file number 216: Personal dossier of Derk Zuithoff.
“meer wetenschappelijke richtlijnen”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual
report 1949-1951.
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previously had also been introduced because of their purported scientific merit
and cutting-edge character. Particularly the assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological examination was optimistically heralded as such, as we saw in
chapter 2.
According to Duvekot, it was Zuithoff’s task to study the “depth-psychological backgrounds” of the girls, which were thought to have led to their
undesirable behaviour.20 From 1950 onwards, the psychologists and psychiatrists
that were appointed to the institution were supposed to focus on determining
the underlying reasons that had caused the girls’ behaviour. As Duvekot
specified, the main goal of the institution was to deliver a well-adjusted child
who could be placed back into society without any major problems. The goal of
psychological examination was to subject the girls to the institution’s “influence”,
in order to make them realize that “a better adaptation to societal demands and
norms is necessary to be able to hold their own”.21 In the eyes of the director it
was particularly important that the institutional influence had a lasting effect.
Crucially, psychological treatment was supposed to prevent the possibility that
the girl displayed a “fake adjustment” upon discharge.22 Duvekot did not want
her pupils to conform for strategic reasons, but wanted them to want to change
their behaviour.
To prevent the girls from displaying only a “fake adjustment”, it was
necessary to give them “greater freedom of expression”.23 By allowing each pupil
to express herself freely, “one will be able to obtain a true picture of the child,
instead of a fake adjustment, which happens so often in the institution”.24 Being
given the possibility for self-expression was thought to lead to feelings of
insecurity among the girls, and was thought to be a disruptive process for them.
Therefore, as Duvekot wrote, a psychologist supported the girls throughout. The
greater degree of freedom the girls were allotted in this process was thought to
contribute to the “growth of the personality” and to lead to an “increase of
independence” in the individual pupil.25 While the problem of “fake adjustment”
20
21
22
23
24

25

“dieptepsychologische achtergronden”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual
report 1949-1951.
“beïnvloeding”, “betere aanpassing aan maatschappelijke eisen en normen noodzakelijk is om zich te
kunnen handhaven”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report 1949-1951.
“schijnaanpassing”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report 1949-1951.
“grotere vrijheid van expressie”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report
1949-1951.
“[opdat] men i.p.v. de in de inrichting zo vaak voorkomende schijnaanpassing een waar beeld van
het kind zal kunnen verkrijgen”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual
report 1949-1951.
“uitgroei van de persoonlijkheid”, “vermeerdering der zelfstandigheid”, Het Utrechts Archief,
archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report 1949-1951. Here, the word “uitgroei” suggests both
“growth” and “further growth” or “development”.
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had already been commented on in the pupils’ Rorschach reports, now, a
systematic approach was being developed to structurally prevent this.

Self-Actualization and the Utrecht School

With its focus on the growth of the personality and the independence of the
pupils, the new psychological course implemented by Duvekot and Zuithoff fit
in entirely with the contemporary discourse on “self-actualization”. According
to pedagogical historian and sociologist Evelien Tonkens, after the Second
World War, Dutch society became interested in “the ‘self’, the inner life, the
psychical health of people”.26 At the time, Tonkens claims, the thought that
people should be able to “actualize” themselves, through developing their
interests, possibilities and talents, gained widespread currency, and “self-
actualization” became a societal ideal. To illustrate her argument, Tonkens
focuses on a Dutch residential institution for the care of the mentally disabled.
By means of her case study, she highlights that, from the post-war period
onwards, “self-actualization” developed into a key concern in Dutch society.
In particular, however, she claims that a shift in what she calls the “self-
actualization regime” took place in Dutch society in the 1960s.
As Tonkens claims, in the 1940s and 1950s, the staff of residential institutions
was of the opinion that an “actualized self” was a self that was adjusted to
society. Those who were considered “antisocial” or “maladjusted” were expected
to “actualize” themselves into responsible citizens. Self-actualization, at the
time, was expected to take place according to the norms of the caregiver: the
caregiver was seen as someone who could “know” the self of the person under
care, and who decided how that person was to become. As a result, the caregiver
attempted to stimulate the self-development of the person under care according
to their norms.27 In the 1960s, by contrast, expert knowledge became less
privileged, and the focus shifted towards the perspective of the individual.
Now, according to Tonkens, societal structures were blamed for hampering
the self-actualization of an individual, and self-development became less a
development towards an ideal, but a development away from society. In residential
26

27

The movement concerned with self-development stemmed from the larger movement concerned
with the “mental health” (geestelijke volksgezondheid) of the population – a movement which was
picked up from the United States in the 1930s and rapidly gained in influence after WWII. For the
developments in the Dutch mental hygiene movement, to which the Utrecht School has also been
linked, see, for instance, De Goei 2001; Adrianus van der Wurff, “Aspecten van medicalisering en
normalisering bij de opkomst van het medisch-opvoedkundig werk in Nederland in het begin van
de twintigste eeuw,” Pedagogisch tijdschrift 15.2 (1990): 102-10; and Ruud Abma, “Jeugd en geestelijke
volksgezondheid,” in Geestelijke volksgezondheid: Geschiedenis van het denken en stand van zaken, ed.
Giel Hutschemaekers, Clemans Hosman and Peter van Lieshout (Houten and Diegem: Bohn Stafleu
Van Loghum, 1997), 15-32. For the developments in the United States, see: Cohen 1983, 123-49.
Tonkens 1999, 24.
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institutions, inmates were no longer expected to develop according to the
expert’s norms, but according to their “own” norms. Tonkens describes these
developments, which she presents as analytical and schematic, as the transition
from “guided self-actualization” to “spontaneous self-actualization”.28 As is
evident from the reform school’s tri-annual report for 1949-1951, the new
psychological course, with its focus on getting the girls to develop according to
societal norms, fit in with the contemporary thinking on guided self-actualization,
which was central to the Utrecht School of psychology.29
The Utrecht School is commonly seen as a group of psychologists, psychiatrists,
pedagogues, legal professionals and criminologists educated at Utrecht
University.30 Ido Weijers argues that the Utrecht School came into being when
physiologist and doctor Frederik J.J. (Frits) Buytendijk (1887-1974) was appointed
as full professor of Psychology at Utrecht University in 1946, and ended when he
became emeritus professor in 1957.31 In the 1960s, with the emergence of “freer”
norms, as described above, the Utrecht School went out of vogue.32 According to
Weijers, the Utrecht School should be understood as the “intellectual centre of
the movement for mental reconstruction in The Netherlands”.33 With its focus on
“mental reconstruction”, the Utrecht School of psychology was thus clearly
aligned with the contemporary concerns in the field of child protection.
While the Utrecht School consisted of many disciplines, I will here only
focus on Utrecht School psychological thought. Utrecht School psychology was
28

29
30

31
32
33

“geleide zelfontplooiing”, “spontane zelfontplooiing”, Tonkens 1999, 24-25. For an influential
discussion of how the concept of “self-actualization” and the belief in the “malleability”
(“maakbaarheid”) of society developed between the 1950s and the 1970s, and ultimately went out of
vogue in the 1980s, see Jan Willem Duyvendak, De planning van ontplooiing: Wetenschap, politiek en de
maakbare samenleving (Den Haag: Sdu uitgevers, 1999).
Tonkens 1999, 39-42.
According to Ido Weijers, the Utrecht School cannot be considered a “school” in the strict sense of
the word, Ido Weijers, Terug naar het behouden huis: Romanschrijvers en wetenschappers in de jaren vijftig
(Amsterdam: SUA, 1991), 8, 17. Indeed, Weijers prefers the term “circle” (kring) to “school”. However,
their works share common themes and tendencies: Weijers 1991, 83. For more information on this
“circle” of scientists, see Weijers 1991.
Weijers 1991, 11.
Dehue 1990, 109.
Weijers 1991, 8. Specifically, the Utrecht School has been viewed as part of the movement of
“personalism”, which arose in The Netherlands after the Second World War, and was concerned
with “mental reconstruction” in Dutch society: Weijers 1991, 19; Dehue 1990, 84-92. On the one
hand, the movement of personalism focused on the idea of the unassailable dignity of the person,
and demanded a dignified treatment of each person, and on the other, it hinged on the idea that
social and cultural change would, above all, have to be caused by the person, through their personal
involvement in societal life: Weijers 2001, 197. The movement of personalism was part of a larger
movement termed “De Doorbraak” (the break-through), which referred to the disrupting of the
tendency to think in boundaries (hokjesgeest) that had characterized Dutch culture before the war.
For more on this movement and the involvement of the Utrecht School, see: Weijers 2001.
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a phenomenological branch of psychology,34 which positioned itself as the
opposite of positivist psychology, which was taught at the University of
Amsterdam.35 Whereas the task of positivist psychology was to empirically
observe and subsequently correct the behaviour of individuals, phenomenological
psychologists were focused on getting to know the person under treatment and,
subsequently, helping that person to become “themselves”. To do so, it was
necessary, according to Utrecht School thought, to “meet that person in a loving,
humble and composed way”.36 While the various proponents of the Utrecht
School had different points of emphasis in their works, what the phenomenological,
and linking, aspect of Utrecht School psychology entailed was predominantly a
concern with examining “the person-in-his-world”, which meant examining
each individual person, not as an isolated object, but in their “situatedness”.37
Particularly, Utrecht School psychologists were concerned, not with uncovering
the “objective” cause of human activities, but with comprehending the motives
of the person for engaging in particular actions. They wished to take on an
attitude in their work that would enable them to understand “the other”.38 As
Weijers claims, their focus on attempting to understand, rather than judge, “the
other”, which also extended to criminals, as Weijers points out with respect to
the work of Utrecht School psychiatrist Pieter Baan, showed the Utrecht School
to be strikingly tolerant.39
Utrecht School psychologists and psychiatrists adhered to the idea that it
was the task of the expert to provide the norms according to which the person
under examination was supposed to conform. Rather than forcing clients to
accept these norms, through punishment or discipline, Utrecht School
psychologists and psychiatrists wished to hold up particular norms as an ideal,
and stimulate the client to actualize themselves in accordance with these norms
– which were always in line with that which was acceptable in society. Such
34

35
36
37

38
39

Phenomenological psychology started to emerge in The Netherlands in the 1920s. For the
development of phenomenology in The Netherlands, see Bas Levering and Max van Manen,
“Phenomenological Anthropology in The Netherlands and Flanders,” in Phenomenology WorldWide: Foundations, Expanding Dynamics, Life-Engagements; A Guide for Research and Study, ed. Teresa
Tymieniecka (Dordrecht: Kluwer Press, 2002), 274-86; for the main proponents and concerns of the
Utrecht School in The Netherlands, especially see: 278-83.
Weijers 1991, 16.
Tonkens 1999, 40.
Weijers 1991, 16, 83. The term “person-in-their-world” is a reference to the Utrecht School collection
of essays, Jan Hendrik van den Berg and Johannes Linschoten, eds., Persoon en wereld: Bijdragen tot
de phaenomenologische psychologie (Utrecht: Erven J. Bijleveld, 1953). According to Eisenga’s history
of psychology, the “phenomenological” aspect of the Utrecht School lies in their focus on “the
immediate and directly experienced personal experience”, Eisenga 1978, 198.
Weijers 2001, 201. The Utrecht School was informed by Christian thought. However, this does not
return in the reform school pupils’ reports.
Weijers 2001, 203-205.
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norms were not to be imposed on the client: instead, clients were supposed to be
approached in such a manner that they would conform to the norms that were
held up because they wanted to.40 As Trudy Dehue puts it, the goal of the Utrecht
School psychologists was to help people to become full human beings. They
defined this as “the ability to choose the good, in freedom […], without being
forced by guilt and penance, through internalizing morals”.41 Because of their
focus on both “understanding” and “guiding”, Tonkens has described the
Utrecht School method as focused on trying to establish a “loving relationship
of authority”.42
Utrecht School psychologists aimed to accomplish their goal of self-
actualization by presenting themselves towards their clients in a loving, caring
and understanding way.43 This focus of theirs is reflected in their use of language,
as Dehue and Weijers have pointed out on the basis of the publications of
members of the Utrecht School. Key terms in the language of the Utrecht School
that Weijers points to, for example, are “intentionality”, which referred to the
psychologists’ focus on “the other”, “everyday environment”, which pertained
to being attuned to the experiences of the client, and “situation”, which pointed
to the way in which individuals were situated in their world.44 According to
Dehue, central concepts in Utrecht School thought included, “the lived”, “the
encounter”, “the I-Thou relationship”, “the situation” and “the conversation”.45
While these particular terms do not appear in the psychological reports
produced by the RPD or in the Hunerberg, they do reveal something about the
method and ideas of Utrecht School psychologists. Which practices the
Hunerberg psychologists and psychiatrists used, will be discussed in the next
section.

The Technique of Psychological Examination in
the Reform School

An examination of the girls’ psychological reports reveals that psychological
examination took place by means of distinct practices, including: individual
therapy talks, in which the girl was stimulated to talk about her family life,
observation in daily institutional life, which was evidenced by occasional
mentions of the girl’s behaviour in the institution, and, in the case of the RPD
reports, psychological tests.46 While, in other Dutch correctional institutions
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Dimmendaal 1998, 228; Tonkens 1999, 41.
Dehue 1990, 83.
“liefdevolle gezagsrelatie”, Tonkens 1999, 41.
Dimmendaal 1998, 228; Tonkens 1999, 41.
“intentionaliteit”, “leefwereld”, “situatie”, Weijers 2001, 201.
“het doorleefde”, “de ontmoeting”, “de ik-gij relatie”, “de situatie”, “het gesprek”, Dehue 1990, 75.
The tests that were most frequently used were the Wechsler-Bellevue II test, the Rorschach, the
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for girls, psychological and psychiatric examination involved group therapy
sessions and treatment with medicine,47 I did not find any indications of these
practices in the Hunerberg archives. In writing the psychological reports, the
psychologists and psychiatrists did not only draw on the therapy sessions and
their observations of the girls, but sometimes also compared their own
assessments to psychological assessments done previously. Thus, they consulted
the RPD reports and commented on the RPD psychologists’ assessments of the
girl in question, and remarked on the girl’s progress as compared to previous
institutional psychological reports.As the tri-annual report (1949-1951) specifies,
the institutional psychologist in the Hunerberg was supposed to conduct a
“personality investigation” of the pupil.48 This was necessary to acquire a
“clear picture” of the way the child was.49 According to Delicat, the goal of
personality investigation was for the psychologist to understand the individual’s
behaviour through reconstructing the way in which the individual had
developed. This would show to what degree the child was responsible for her
actions, and determine what treatment she needed to receive.50 This is in line
with the ideas of the Utrecht School of psychology, in which not physical or
physiological causes for a person’s behaviour, but personal motivations an
individual might have for behaving in a particular way were a central topic of
focus.51 The task of the institutional psychiatrist was to provide a “structuro-
analytical depth picture” of the girl in question.52 This amounted to a careful

47

48
49
50
51
52

Szondi, the so-called colour test (kleurentest) and a job occupation test (beroepentest). The RPD reports
just contain the test results, usually without any narrative interpretation, suggesting they they
were included for an audience of “insiders”. As these sections did not lend themselves to rhetorical
analysis, I left them out of consideration here.
Dimmendaal 1998, 227. In her study of Huize de Ranitz, while she does not extensively discuss the
contents of girls’ reports, Dimmendaal gives an overview of what psychological and psychiatric
examination entailed. During treatment, psychiatrists mainly paid attention to the girl’s
possibilities for “integration”, the forces that could “regulate” her, any opportunities for growth
she might have, and the girl’s verbal capacities and capabilities for reflection. In treating the girls,
psychiatrists mainly tried to win the trust of the girls under treatment, and girls were expected to
possess sufficient intellectual capacity, to be motivated and to have a capacity for “self-insight”. In
therapy sessions, moreover, the therapist was supposed to take on a “positive accepting” attitude,
which meant holding up clear norms, without imposing these norms through strict discipline,
Dimmendaal 1998, 228. Also, psychologists were in charge of communicating the results of their
examination to the group instructors, so that they could be used in pupils’ treatment, which
points to the intended practical and pedagogical function of the psychological and psychiatric
reports, Dimmendaal 1998, 60. For an overview of the way in which psychological and psychiatric
examination took place in Huize de Ranitz, see: Dimmendaal 1998, 227-33
“persoonlijkheidsonderzoek”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report
1949-1951.
“goed beeld”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual report 1949-1951.
Delicat 2001, 183.
Weijers 1991, 16.
“structuur-analytisch dieptebeeld”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 163: Tri-annual
report 1949-1951.
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behaviour analysis of the individual studied.53 According to the Koekebakker
report, an 1959 report on the methods used in child protection institutions in
The Netherlands, psychiatrists saw an individual child for a maximum of three
hours a week.54 In the Hunerberg this was probably less, considering that a
psychologist or psychiatrist was present every week day, or almost every week
day, for a population of around 50 girls.55
The psychologists’ and psychiatrists’ examinations of the girls resulted in
psychological and psychiatric reports. Both the reports produced in the
Hunerberg and those written by the RPD each followed a fairly similar structure.
The institutional reports usually started with a characterization of the girl in
question, then included a description of the causes of her behaviour, and
subsequently moved to the present day, giving a brief overview of the girl’s
current state or mentioning what progress has been made, and sometimes
including a recommendation for further treatment, or a prognosis concerning
the possible future development of the girl. The RPD reports usually started
with a characterization of the girl, then listed the cause for the girl’s behaviour,
subsequently gave a summary of the test results, included a job recommendation,
and often closed with a recommendation for treatment, or a prognosis.56
Not much information could be uncovered about most of the institutional
psychologists and psychiatrists who signed the girls’ psychological reports, or
their methods, as the reform school staff did not usually publish on their work,
as Delicat has also remarked.57 What’s more, the archival documentation I
found that pertained to them, such as their personal dossiers, was not very
revealing.58 Besides this, in their published works, Utrecht School psychologists
53

54
55

56

57
58

Schoo and Vervoort-Indorf 1981, 606-607. According to Schoo and Vervoort-Indorf, this came down
to examining behaviour patterns and behaviour cycles through “carefully analysing the actions of
a single test subject [translation mine, SB]”: Schoo and Vervoort-Indorf, 606-607. Contrary to Utrecht
School thought, then, outward behaviour was also a part of the girls’ psychological examination.
Dimmendaal 1998, 228. For more information on the Koekebakker report, see: Bakker, Noordam
and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 483-85
Psychiatrist Kapsenberg (employed 1953-1956) worked at the institution for 100 hours a month, which
roughly amounts to three days a week; Roeters van Lennep (employed 1951-1954) worked at the
institution two days and one evening per week, suggesting that there was possibly a psychological/
psychiatric expert present five days a week. In October 1956, Van den Elshout (employed 1956-at
least 1975) was working at the institution three days a week, from Wednesdays to Fridays. In 1969,
he was working 140 hours a month, which probably amounts to around 32 hours a week. From 1
April, 1975 he was working 32 hours a week, divided over 4 days, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20,
file numbers 199, 204 and 210: the personal dossiers of Van den Elshout, Kapsenberg and Roeters
van Lennep.
The order of the various elements may vary for each type of report, and not all reports contain
every element. The majority of the reports, however, shows a comparable structure to those just
described.
Delicat 2001, 192.
The papers of the psychologists and psychiatrists have not been preserved in the archive. Besides
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did not provide clear guidelines as to how to “do” psychological examination.
Indeed, as Trudy Dehue argues, this was contrary to the spirit of the school of
thought. Rather than learning concrete methods from handbooks, Utrecht
School psychologists were supposed to develop the “ability to truly know” the
other, which they gained through “lovingly participating” in “the other’s
existence”.59 The publications of those who did publish, however, reveal
something about the practice of psychological examination in the institution.60
In what follows, I will discuss publications by Derk Zuithoff (1912-2002,
psychiatrist at the Hunerberg 1950-at least 195661) and Elisabeth Kapsenberg
(1917-1999, psychiatrist at the Hunerberg, 1953-1956).62

Understanding and Tackling “Adverse Development”:
The Ideas of Derk Zuithoff
As a former student of one of the most prominent members of the Utrecht
School, psychiatrist Pieter Baan, Zuithoff’s thought was strongly influenced by
the Utrecht School.63 According to Zuithoff, the rapidly changing post-war

59
60

61

62

63

this, the personal dossiers of the staff members (found for Zuithoff, Kapsenberg, Van den Elshout
and Roeters van Lennep) contain very little information. As these mainly contain documentation
pertaining to the date of their appointment, from these the duration of their appointment at the
institution, their amount of working hours and, occasionally, a brief description of their position
could be gleaned, but not much else.
Dehue 1990, 78-79, quote on: 80.
The RPD psychologists who produced the girls’ psychological reports were Johannes de Zeeuw,
Cornelis Sanders and J.I.C.G. Prick. Both de Zeeuw and Sanders were aligned with the ideas of
the Utrecht School of psychology. Indeed, Johannes de Zeeuw published on “psychodiagnostics”
and psychological testing from the 1950s to the 1980s, and published the Rorschach-compendium
in 1952, which highlighted his propensity for projective methods, which was in line with the
Utrecht School. Together with Frederik Hogewind, Cornelis Sanders published Hoe ontmoet ik mijn
medemens: Psychologische aspecten van de omgang met de ander (Utrecht: Erven J. Bijleveld, 1958), which
clearly illustrates the link between his ideas and those of the Utrecht School in psychology.
Archival documents point to the fact that Zuithoff was at least still working at the Hunerberg on 3
May, 1956: Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 204: Personal dossier Kapsenberg. I have
not been able to find when he stopped working there. Most of the reports that were studied do
not bear his name. The brief biography, given in his obituary, does not mention his appointment
at the Hunerberg, see: Kees van der Wolf, “IN MEMORIAM professor Derk Zuithoff (1912-2002),”
Tijdschrift voor orthopedagogiek 42 (2003): 109.
Kapsenberg’s personal dossier gives her date of birth as 17 December, 1917, Het Utrechts Archief, file
number 204: Personal dossier of Kapsenberg. Tombstone records point to an Elisabeth Kapsenberg
who was born on this date, and who died in 1999, accessed March 21, 2016, http://www.graftombe.
nl/names/info/ 1613918/kapsenberg.
Delicat 2001, 192. In his psychiatric practice, Baan worked largely with “psychopaths”. As Ruud
Abma writes, in treating his patients, Baan was focused on the individual and their life history,
and found it important to treat his patients with respect and to stimulate their own sense of
responsibility, Ruud Abma, “Baan, Pieter Aart Hendrik (1912-1975),” in Bi og raf i sc h Wo o rd e n b o e k
van Ne d e rl an d, accessed August 4, 2015, http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/ bwn/BWN/lemmata/
bwn6/baan, par. 11.
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Dutch society was what he called, in English, a “society in transition”.64 In this
state of affairs, it was important, according to Zuithoff, that attention was paid
to “the actualization of the child’s personality” and to their “re-adaptation to the
changed society”.65 Using military terms, he made a distinction between a
“conservative wing” and a “progressive phalanx” in child protection.66 Rather
than focusing on the “outward form and superficial manifestation” of the child’s
problematic behaviour, and judging this behaviour according to social and
moral standards, “progressive” experts in child protection viewed the child’s
behaviour as an “expression and sign of ‘depthpsychological’ processes in the
personality”.67 This “psychoanalytical psychiatry” did not focus on the “present
disorder” in itself, but tried to explain it by uncovering “traumas that had taken
place in the past”.68 Often, according to Zuithoff, who here specifically indicated
his indebtedness to Adler and Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung, the “true motives”
for a child’s problematic behaviour were located in the unconscious.69
According to Zuithoff, it was the child psychologist’s task to “produce a
picture of the child”, and to uncover the “processes” of its behaviour.70 The child
psychiatrist, by contrast, was supposed to analyse the “manifold backgrounds,
which had led to the adaptation difficulties”.71 While the psychologist was
supposed to resolve the child’s “deeper conflicts” that were caused by “current
difficulties”, the psychiatrist was supposed to tackle “deeper developmental
inhibitions and personality disintegrations” which could disturb “fundamental
psychical functions”.72
Zuithoff labelled the method of working he envisioned “structuro-analytical”, which involved “giving a dissection of the complete interplay of all factors
and symptoms that determine the current picture, a careful weighing and

64

65
66
67

68
69
70

71
72

Derk Zuithoff, “Kinderbescherming in overgangstijd,” Het Gemenebest 15 (1955a): 209-220. He uses a
similar phrase in: Derk Zuithoff, “Enkele sociaal-psychiatrische aspecten in de zorg en nazorg van
de ‘verwaarloosde en ontspoorde’ jeugd,” Maandblad voor geestelijke volksgezondheid 9 (1954): 393.
“de ontplooiing van de persoonlijkheid van het kind”, “wederaanpassing aan de veranderde
maatschappij”, Zuithoff 1955a, 210.
“conservatieve vleugel”, “progressieve phalanx”, Zuithoff 1955a, 210.
“uiterlijke vorm en oppervlakkige manifestatie”, “expressie en teken van “dieptepsychologische”
processen in de persoonlijkheid”, Zuithoff 1955a, 214. Zuithoff referred to the child’s problematic
behaviour as “wangedrag”, which translates as “misbehaviour”.
“actuele stoornis”, “in het verleden opgetreden traumata”, Zuithoff 1955a, 214.
“werkelijke beweegredenen”, Zuithoff 1955a, 214.
“een beeld van het kind te verschaffen”, “processen”, Derk Zuithoff, “Plaats en functie van de
deskundige in het jeugdwerk,” in Vijftig jaar kinderwetten, ed. Pietertje Prins, Daniël Mulock Houwer
and Marinus van de Werk (Alphen aan de Rijn: Samsom, 1955b), 95.
“veelzijdige achtergronden, die tot aanpassingsmoeilijkheden hebben geleid”, Zuithoff 1955b, 95.
“dieperliggende conflicten”, “actuele moeilijkheden”, “diepergaande ontwikkelingsremmen en
persoonlijkheidsdesintegraties”, “fundamentele psychische functies”, Zuithoff 1955b, 96.
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valuating of all aspects that the current constellation gives expression to”.73
According to Zuithoff, parents played an important role in the psychical
development of a child.74 Consequently, it was important not to look at the
individual in isolation, but to examine the individual child in connection with
society and, particularly, the family.75 In a 1959 article, using Utrecht School
terminology, Zuithoff argued that this approach, which he ranked under
“modern medicine”, no longer “reduced” a person to their “syndrome”, but
viewed this syndrome against the background of the “person-in-his-world”.76
Examining the underlying reasons for the child’s problematic behaviour would
not only explain the child’s current state, but would also help determine which
measures would have to be taken to prevent future difficulties and to achieve
“an optimal actualization of the personality for himself [the child itself, SB] and its
surroundings”.77
Indeed, the way in which a child developed was, according to Zuithoff, not
the result of a “mechanical” biological process; instead, a child’s “personal
history” played a role in his or her development.78 In Zuithoff’s view, a child
went through several phases in its development into adulthood. Sometimes,
“adverse development” took place, because of which the child did not develop
in a normal way.79 According to Zuithoff, it was the psychiatrist’s task to uncover
the socio-cultural factors that led to this adverse development, and to correct the
child’s “maladjustedness”.80 Specifically, according to Zuithoff, the problems of
youngsters arose when “identification” had not taken place in childhood, or
when youngsters suffered from “affective neglect”.81 In Zuithoff’s work,
“identification” refers to the process in which the child unconsciously adopted
73

74
75
76

77
78
79
80
81

“structuur-analytisch”, “een ontleding geven van het gehele samenspel van alle factoren
en verschijnselen, die het huidig beeld bepalen, een voorzichtig afwegen en waarderen van
alle aspecten, die de momentane constellatie tot uitdrukking brengt”, Derk Zuithoff, “Het
onmaatschappelijke gezin en de geestelijke volksgezondheid,” Tijdschrift voor maatschappelijk werk 2
(1948): 379.
Zuithoff 1948, 380.
Zuithoff 1948, 381.
“moderne geneeskunde”, “verstarren”, “ziektebeeld”, “persoon-in-zijn-wereld”, Derk Zuithoff,
“Observatie en verzorging,” in Jeugd en samenleving, Deel III: Handboek voor de bijzondere jeugdzorg
(justitiële kinderbescherming), ed. Theodoor Hart de Ruyter, B.W. van Houten, Simon Kranenburg and
M.J.A. Moltzer (Den Haag: Nijgh & Van Ditmar, 1959), 152. The word “verstarren” translates as “to
become rigid”, “to stiffen” or “to freeze”, and suggests, here, the dangers of viewing a person in a
one-sided manner.
“tot een optimale ontplooiing van de persoonlijkheid te geraken ten behoeve van hem zelf en zijn
omgeving”, Zuithoff 1959, 145.
“mechanisch”, “persoonlijke geschiedenis”, Zuithoff 1954, 394.
“scheefgroei”, Zuithoff 1954, 396.
“onaangepastheid”, Zuithoff 1954, 396.
“identificatie”, “affectieve verwaarlozing”, Zuithoff 1954, 398.
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the attitude, feelings and behaviour of the parent who was of the same sex as the
child. If such a process failed to take place, the child would have difficulty in
acquiring sex-typical behaviour, which Zuithoff considered problematic.82 A
lack of affection from the “mother figure” in childhood – “affective neglect” –
would cause children to have adaptation problems. Specifically, this could lead
to fear and aggression, and to a tendency to seek affection elsewhere, out of a
desire for an “egocentric satisfaction of lust”, in sexual relationships or what
Zuithoff called “auto-eroticism”.83
For Zuithoff, “affectively neglected” children were a particularly important
category of children in child protection institutions.84 What could help these
children was treatment in small groups, where the staff took into account their
“emotional needs”.85 It was important that the child found “quiet”, and to
achieve that, a “loving bond” with a single adult, preferably the group instructor,
was necessary.86 According to Zuithoff, child protection professionals were
responsible for creating a “fundamental harmony” and an “inner stability” in
the child, which, he stated, was necessary for their future adaptation to society.87
One of the most important tasks of psychiatry, in fact, was that it could contribute
to “an improved adaptation of the psychically disturbed and derailed child to
society”.88
According to Zuithoff, moreover, both a lack of identification and suffering
from affective neglect prevented the child from acquiring “norms”, which
resulted in “maladjustedness”.89 When this was the case, it was up to the
institutional therapist to provide the child with norms.90 In line with the thought
of the Utrecht School, these norms were not supposed to be imposed on the
child; rather, the child was to be left free to acquire such norms herself.91 As we
shall see, Zuithoff’s thinking influenced the way the institutional psychological
reports were written for the next two decades.

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

Delicat 2001, 194; Derk Zuithoff, Een terreinverkenning ten behoeve van de sociale psychiatrie (Arnhem:
Van Loghum Slaterus, 1963), 397-99.
Delicat 2001, 195; Zuithoff 1954, 408; Zuithoff 1963, 385, 393-94.
“de affectverwaarloosden”, Zuithoff 1955a, 216; also see: Zuithoff 1954, 408.
Zuithoff 1955a, 216.
“rust”, “liefdevolle band”, Zuithoff 1955b, 94, 98.
“fundamentele harmonie”, “innerlijk houvast”, Zuithoff 1955b, 93.
“een verbeterde aanpassing van het psychisch gestoorde en ontspoorde kind in de maatschappij”,
Zuithoff 1954, 409.
As Zuithoff puts it: “dan kan geen juiste ‘normering’ optreden en is de aanpassing gestoord”,
Zuithoff 1954, 398.
Zuithoff 1954, 398.
Delicat 2001, 193; Zuithoff 1954, 398, 401.
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Approaching the Child: The Ideas of Elisabeth Kapsenberg
Of all the psychologists and psychiatrists signing the pupils’ reports, the only
other person to publish, besides Zuithoff, as far as I know, was psychiatrist
Elisabeth Kapsenberg. As her personal dossier indicates, she was responsible for
the “therapeutic treatment of the girls”.92 In a 1960 article, she set out her
thoughts on the role of the psychiatrist in correctional institutions. This
publication gives a clear picture of how the practice of psychiatric examination
was supposed to take place, according to Kapsenberg. While it was written after
she had stopped working at the institution, we may assume that her ideas
reflected her thoughts at the time – particularly as they are not far removed from
Duvekot’s views, as set out in the tri-annual report in which she detailed the
new institutional course.
In Kapsenberg’s view, psychiatrists working in correctional institutions
were responsible for detecting the nature and cause of the child’s “abnormal
behaviour”, and subsequently treating their difficulties.93 What the psychiatrist
had to be particularly aware of, was the fact that many children who were
admitted to such institutions showed a “fake adjustment”.94 In such cases, the
child psychiatrist was supposed study to what extent the child was maladjusted,
and treat the child’s difficulties.95
Kapsenberg elaborately explains how the psychiatrist was supposed to go
about bringing about the child’s adjustment. According to her, the psychiatrist
had to seek contact with the child “as an ordinary person”.96 As she puts it, “He
[the child psychiatrist, SB] should be able to just walk in, drink tea, listen to and
talk about music, admire toys, look at animals, listen patiently to everyday
stories, yes, listen patiently to all kinds of reproaches and criticism”.97 If the child
psychiatrist approached the children in this manner, then, whenever he had to
perform a “serious investigation”, the children would call him “doctor” and
treat him that way, rather than consider him a “creep” who was there to try to

92
93

94
95
96
97

“therapeutische behandeling van de meisjes”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 204:
Personal dossier Kapsenberg.
“abnormale gedrag”, Elisabeth Kapsenberg,“Kinderpsychiater en opvoedingsinstelling:
Samenvatting van de inleiding gehouden door Mej. Dr. E. Kapsenberg,” in Over de taak van
specialisten in opvoedingsinstellingen (Utrecht: Het Verbond van Algemene Instellingen voor
Kinderbescherming, 1960), 6.
“schijnaanpassing”, Kapsenberg 1960, 6.
Kapsenberg 1960, 6.
“als gewoon mens”, Kapsenberg 1960, 7.
“Hij moet gewoon binnen kunnen lopen, theedrinken, muziek beluisteren en bepraten, speelgoed
bewonderen, dieren bekijken, alledaagse verhalen aanhoren, ja, allerlei verwijten en critiek
aanhoren”, Kapsenberg 1960, 7. Kapsenberg used the male pronoun in referring to “the” child
psychiatrist, even though she herself was a woman practitioner.
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determine whether “you are mad”.98 As is evident, Kapsenberg considered the
psychiatrist as someone who made children better – as her use of the term
“doctor” indicates – rather than someone who focused on imposing a normalizing
judgment on them. Above all, according to Kapsenberg, the psychiatrist should
be considered a “therapist”.99
In interacting with the children in this casual way, it was the child
psychiatrist’s job, according to Kapsenberg, “to put a seemingly unimportant
remark, but one which touched the core of the difficulties, to the child, or to
make use of unexpected opportunities to make personal contact”.100 The
psychiatrist, in Kapsenberg’s view, thus had to put on a role. They had to observe
the child in an informal setting, in such a way that the child felt that he or she
was not being watched, while, in actual fact, the child was continually being
watched. Through acting normally and showing interest in the child, while
letting the child express themselves freely, and being a participant in the child’s
daily life, the psychiatrist was supposed to establish some kind of rapport with
the child, so that they would take what the expert said to heart, and change. The
constant observation of the child by the psychiatrist allowed the psychiatrist to
uncover exactly what was wrong with the child. Whatever the psychiatrist
subsequently said to the child was designed to reveal the child to itself. Due to
the rapport they had built up, the child would take what the expert had said to
heart, reflect on it, and change – prompted by the expert’s remark, and willingly.
Just like in Foucault’s Panopticon, therefore, a continual surveillance was
presented as a practice which would lead to the child disciplining itself. Unlike
the Panopticon, however, this surveillance was supposed to go unnoticed – or, at
least, this is what Kapsenberg ideally envisioned. What is particularly interesting,
is that the psychiatrist, in Kapsenberg’s view, was apparently in a privileged
position that allowed her to see through the child’s outwardly good behaviour
and into the heart of the child’s difficulties. This idea, with its emphasis on the
allegedly excellent observational and analytical skills of the psychiatrist, is
characteristic of the Utrecht School. Precisely how the psychiatrist was supposed
to see through the child’s “fake adjustment”, however, was not specified.

98 “‘dokter’”, “engerd”, “je gek bent”, Kapsenberg 1960, 7.
99 “therapeut”, Kapsenberg 1960, 7.
100 “om een ogenschijnlijk onbelangrijke, maar het wezen van de moeilijkheden rakende, opmerking
bij het te behandelen kind te plaatsen, dan wel gebruik te maken van onverwacht zich voordoende
kansen om persoonlijk contact te maken”, Kapsenberg 1960, 5.
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The Parent-Child Relationship in the Pupils’
Psychological Reports

In discussing the ideas of Zuithoff and Kapsenberg, we have not covered the
ideas of all the psychologists and psychiatrists working at the Hunerberg in the
period under examination. However, no significant shifts were found in the
contents of the reports, all of which were influenced by the same Utrecht
School-inflected concepts that Zuithoff and Kapsenberg used in their work.101 In
the majority of the reports, in line with Zuithoff’s ideas, the parent-child
relationship was given as central cause for the girl’s misbehaviour. This was the
case in 28 reports, written for a total of 16 girls.102 In particular, “affective
neglect” and problems with “identification” were given as important causes for
the girl’s misbehaviour. As scholars in the history of psychology, pedagogy and
child protection have shown, the notion that children’s misbehaviour was
caused by the psychological effects of disharmonious family relationships in
early childhood – a notion that has been described as “psychologization” – was
common among mid-twentieth century child protection professionals (see
chapter 4). However, this scholarship focuses mainly on professionals’ ideas,
rather than on practices. In this section, I will examine how the categories of
“affective neglect” and “identification” figured in the pupils’ psychological
reports, and what type of “psychologization” took place in them.
101 “Nerve doctor” (“zenuwarts”) Derk Zuithoff (employed 1950-at least 1956) signed one report (1950),
psychiatrist Elisabeth Kapsenberg and psychologist Catharina Roeters van Lennep signed 3
reports (1953-1954), Kapsenberg and female psychologist J.I.C.G. Prick signed 5 reports (1954-1956),
Prick signed two reports by herself (1956), male psychologist L.H.J. van den Elshout signed 3 reports
(1957-1959), male psychiatrist H.J. Döll signed two reports (1960-1963) and male psychiatrist H.M.
Jansen signed three reports (1969-1975). Despite the rather clear-cut chronology, with every expert
writing reports in a particular period, the rhetoric does not differ significantly throughout the
period.
102 In 12 reports, written for a total of 7 girls, the parent-child relationship was not mentioned as
cause for the girl’s misbehaviour. Three of these reports were wholly centred on the girl’s problem
of putting up a façade to camouflage her “real” issues: RPD report (G103, 1953), Psychologicalpsychiatric report 1 (G103, 1954) and Psychiatric report (G105, 1969). This type of rhetoric, prominent
in the reports, will be discussed more elaborately in the next section. The report for Irene W.
presented her behaviour as stemming from her character and focused on the problematic factor of
her epilepsy: Psychiatric report (G124, 1974). In Irene’s second psychological report, her tendency to
make a scene by acting as if she were going to have an epileptic fit was the central focus: Psychiatric
report (G124, 1975). In the report for Marie L., her character, her insecurity about her appearance,
and the fact that she first had sexual relationships at a young age are presented as factors for her
misbehaviour: RPD report (G109, 1956). In the reports for Fennigje N. and Grietje L., the girls’
problems are presented as stemming from their supposed moronity and the fact that they were
allegedly easy to seduce, in language reminiscent of the Rorschach reports: RPD report (G115, 1952),
Psychiatric report 2 (G115, 1952), Psychological-psychiatric notes (G115, 1953) and Psychological
report 1 (G117, undated, ca. 1952). Finally, in the report for Trijntje G., an elaborate characterization
of the girl’s behavioural problems is given, which focuses, among other things, on her anxiety, but
the parent-child relationship is not mentioned as cause for her behaviour: RPD report (G123, 1958).
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In roughly half of the cases, the parent-child relationship was linked to the girls’
sexual behaviour.103 This was the case, for example, for Christina G., who was
admitted to the State Boarding School for Girls in 1962 at age 15. When she was
fourteen years old, Christina was approached on the street by a 24-year-old
man. He invited her to come to his house for a cup of tea, which she did, and
there, according to her case file, “sexual intercourse occurred”.104 After the
event, the girl wrote a letter to a friend, telling her friend that the man had
sexually assaulted her. Her friend’s mother discovered the letter lying around
and reported the case to the police. Whereas the man in question was found to
be guilty and received a short prison sentence, the girl became caught up in a
network of institutions and experts assessing her psychological disposition and
determining subsequent steps.
As the girl was a minor, the case was reported to the public prosecutor, who
requested the Child Protection Agency (Raad voor de Kinderbescherming) to
conduct a further investigation concerning the girl. A social worker from the
Child Protection Agency and a psychiatrist from the local health services were
put on the case, and conducted an extensive examination that was focused not
only on the reported rape, but on all of the girl’s past and current sexual
behaviour, and the reasons for it. This resulted in the observation that the girl
habitually sought sexual relations with men and boys to make up for a lack of
parental affection, and it was concluded that the girl was “in severe danger”.105
Subsequently, Christina was appointed a guardian and, after a stint in a private
observation home, was sent to the Hunerberg. Here, on the advice of the
observation home, she was to receive “re-educational therapy” and “further job
training”.106 According to the director of the observation home, the Hunerberg
would be able to provide her with these “opportunities for development”,
“morally improve” the girl, and help in improving the girl’s family relationships,
which were said to have caused the girl’s problematic sexual behaviour.107 After
her parents gave their agreement, her placement was finalized.
The way in which Christina’s case was dealt with clearly reflects the
gendered character of Dutch law and child protection services with regard to
sexual assault on minors at the time: while the man involved was punished, the
girl in question was sent to a reform school – a measure that was, certainly,
103 This was the case in the reports for 8 of the girls: Aafke T. (G98, admitted in 1965); Nelly S. (G99,
admitted in 1957), Jannie M. (G104, admitted in 1959), Ingrid D. (G107, admitted in 1968), Christina
G. (G108, admitted in 1962), Marie L. (G109, admitted in 1956), Alida J. (G119, admitted in 1959) and
Trijntje G. (G123, admitted in 1958).
104 “kwam het tot sexuele gemeenschap”, Case file (G108, 1962).
105 “ernstig bedreigd”, Case file (G108, 1962).
106 “reëducatieve therapie”, “een verdere beroepsopleiding”, Case file (G108, 1962).
107 “ontwikkelingsmogelijkheden”, “verheffen”, Case file (G108, 1962).
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intended to “protect” the girl, but also suggested that the problem lay, in part,
with her. What’s more, the girl’s other, reportedly voluntary, sexual relationships
with men and boys played a part in her admission to the Hunerberg, while the
archival evidence does not suggest that these men and boys were ever punished
or “rehabilitated” for these affairs.
In the Hunerberg, Christina was given regular therapy over the course of
her 11-month stay, which resulted in two psychiatric reports by her psychiatrist
H.J. Döll. In the first report, Döll starts out by characterizing the girl and her
problems. He states that she is “a considerably intelligent girl, who looks older
than her age indicates”.108 Besides this, according to Döll, she has a “strong need
for contact” and “occasionally tends to a certain playfulness in contact”.109 The
psychiatrist continues by stating that it is “plausible that this leads to
repercussions in relationships with the other sex, which she cannot handle, even
though she herself, albeit unconsciously, evokes them”.110 Because of this, the
psychiatrist concludes, she risks becoming the “victim” of her own disorder.111
After dedicating four paragraphs to further characterizing the girl, Döll gives
an explanation for Christina’s problems: “While the difficulties with Christina
probably stem from her disposition on the one hand, besides that, the cold
parental home certainly shaped her personality development to a large
extent”.112 After making this pronouncement, the psychiatrist gives a
psychological portrait of both the girl’s parents, on the basis of what Christina
has told him in therapy sessions. He depicts Christina’s mother as someone who
does not express her emotions, and her father as someone who throws himself
into his work. Then he writes, with respect to Christina’s mother, “The way
Christina portrays her, she seems to be the type of woman who flees from the
problems before her by being overly busy in the household. That she does not
succeed in this to a satisfactory degree either may become apparent from the fact
that, according to her daughters, she reportedly works quite absent-mindedly
and not very efficiently and, because of this, supposedly, never finishes her
job”.113 Because of this, according to the psychiatrist, no proper identification
108 “een behoorlijk intelligent meisje, dat er ouder uitziet dan haar leeftijd aangeeft”, Psychiatric report
1 (G108, 1963).
109 “sterke contactbehoefte”, “neigt zo nu en dan naar een zekere speelsheid in het contact”, Psychiatric
report 1 (G108, 1963).
110 “[Het is] aannemelijk dat dit in de relatie tot het andere geslacht repercussies wekt, die zij zelf niet
kan hanteren, hoewel zij deze, zij het onbewust, toch zelf oproept”, Psychiatric report 1 (G108, 1963).
111 “slachtoffer”, Psychiatric report 1 (G108, 1963).
112 “Vinden de moeilijkheden met Christina waarschijnlijk enerzijds een wortel in haar aanleg,
daarnaast is het kille ouderlijke gezin zeker in hoge mate mede bepalend geweest voor haar
persoonlijkheidsontwikkeling”, Psychiatric report 1 (G108, 1963).
113 “Zoals Christina haar tekent, lijkt zij de vrouw, die voor de haar gestelde problemen vlucht in
overmatig bezig-zijn met de huishouding. Dat zij hierin ook niet bevredigend slaagt, moge wellicht
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took place between Christina and her mother in childhood. As a result, Christina
started focusing more on her father. However, according to Döll, this relationship
did not develop favourably either, possibly, as Döll states, because of her father’s
“withdrawnness”.114 In any case, Döll claims, the “inhibited and suppressed
emotional life” of the family was a “handicap for a harmonic growth [of the girl’s
personality, SB]”.115
Having given this description of the girl’s parents, the psychiatrist sums up
Christina’s problems: “Because of a lack of [a] sufficient [number of] ‘asexual’
affective relationships offering warmth, she will be in severe danger of following
the path, which will not offer her any solutions, of abandoning herself to
relationships in which the physical-sexual element is central”.116 He then
concludes that she is still too “threatened” to return home to her parents’ house,
which offers “little warmth and support”, and recommends keeping her in the
institution for longer.117
In the report, both the girl’s own disposition and her dysfunctional
relationship with her parents are mentioned as causes for her “undesirable”
sexual behaviour. The latter, however, is expanded on to a far greater extent.
According to the report, a lack of identification with her mother and the difficult
relationship she had with her “withdrawn” father prevented her from achieving
full personal growth. Because of the lack of affection she received from her
parents, she was thought to be in danger of “abandoning” herself to sexual
relationships.
For Alida J., who was admitted to the Hunerberg in 1959 at age 17, a
problematic emotional connection between the girl and her parents was also
given as important cause of the girl’s active sexual behaviour. Alida’s parents
had divorced when she was six, and her mother had remarried. Her father had
been a member of the N.S.B., the Dutch national-socialist party, during the
war.118 In the first year of secondary school, she suffered a fall, and permanently
damaged her back. Because of her accident, she could not be sent on to the next
blijken uit het feit, dat zij volgens haar dochters vrij afwezig en weinig efficiënt zou werken en op
deze wijze nooit met haar taak zou klaarkomen”, Psychiatric report 1 (G108, 1963). It is not clear
what Döll bases his information on the opinions of Christina’s siblings on; the social worker who
composed Christina’s case file recorded that the girl’s siblings frequently complain about their
mother, but the remarks in the case file do not specifically pertain to her housework. Therefore, Döll
might have asked Christina about her siblings’ opinions in a therapy session.
114 “teruggetrokkenheid”, Psychiatric report 1 (G108, 1963).
115 “geremde en gestuwde gevoelsleven”, “handicap voor een harmonische uitgroei”, Psychiatric
report 1 (G108, 1963).
116 “Bij gebrek aan voldoende warmte biedende ‘asexuele’ affectieve contacten, loopt zij daardoor ernstig
gevaar, de voor haar zeker geen oplossing biedende weg te volgen van het zich laten gaan in contacten,
waarbij het lichamelijk-sexuele element op de voorgrond staat”, Psychiatric report 1 (G108, 1963).
117 “bedreigd”, “weinig warmte en steun”, Psychiatric report 1 (G108, 1963).
118 Case file (G119, 1959).
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year, and her parents gave her permission to leave school. Subsequently, she had
three different jobs as a maidservant, where she “ate sweets and did not work
enough”.119 At the time, she also started behaving “provocatively”, and “started
to wear a lot of make-up, bleached her hair, sought boys’ company a lot, and
exaggerated in all possible ways”.120 She also started being “extraordinarily
insolent”, particularly towards her stepfather, who, according to the case file,
became very strict in reponse.121 At one point, Alida ran away to her biological
father, who brought her to a female friend of his, to take care of her. As this
friend could, at one point, no longer take care of her, Alida had to return to her
mother and stepfather. When she was home again, she made peace with her
stepfather. Despite this, though, her mother, stepfather and Alida herself agreed
that it would be best if she were placed outside of the home, as this would allow
everyone to “calm down”.122 What’s more, according to Pro Juventute, the child
protection organization which had become involved in the case, this would
allow Alida to “develop herself in as favourable a manner as possible, as she was
at risk of being in severe danger due to her spontaneity, freedom and the fact
that she was easy to influence”.123
After being sent to a string of correctional institutions, she was sent home.
Still, her guardian, whom she had been appointed, was not entirely happy with
her behaviour. Indeed, Alida was “not very picky in choosing her friends and
usually shows up with boys that have quite a bit wrong with them”.124 Most
recently, she had started going out with a boy called Klaas J., whom her guardian
did not approve of. The case file states that Klaas had a child “somewhere”, and
that Alida knew about it, but did not think this sufficient reason to break contact
with him.125 At the time, “both her clothing and make-up as well as her
behaviour” drew the attention of men, and Alida kept coming home late, and
brought home boys that her mother and stepfather did not approve of.126 What’s
more, she kept arguing with her stepfather. After a talk between Pro Juventute
and the girl’s guardian, it was decided that placement in a correctional institution
was the answer. As there was no room for her in a number of private institutions,
she was sent to the Hunerberg.
119 “snoepte en niet voldoende werkte”, Case file (G119, 1959).
120 “uitdagend”, “begon zich hevig op te maken, bleekte haar haren, zocht in sterke mate het gezelschap
van jongens en overdreef op alle gebieden die mogelijk waren”, Case file (G119, 1959).
121 “buitengewoon brutaal”, Case file (G119, 1959).
122 “tot rust te komen”, Case file (G119, 1959).
123 “zo gunstig mogelijk te ontwikkelen, daar zij door haar spontaniteit, vrijheid en gemakkelijke
beïnvloedbaarheid toch wel degelijk gevaar dreigde te lopen”, Case file (G119, 1959).
124 “weinig kieskeurig in de keuze van haar vrienden en komt meestal aan met jongens waar nogal het
een en ander op aan te merken is”, Case file (G119, 1959).
125 “ergens”, Case file (G119, 1959).
126 “zowel door haar kleding en opmaak als door haar gedrag”, Case file (G119, 1959).
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As her psychiatric report states, one of Alida J.’s main problems was that she
has “never been able to come to a proper identification with the feminine role”.127
According to psychiatrist Döll, this was because she had “felt threatened” for a
long time, and because there were few possibilities for identification in her
parental home.128 This was a result of what is described as the inadequate
behaviour and temperament of her mother, father and stepfather. As Döll
explains, Alida’s mother was “very nervous and hot-tempered”, and used to
chase her children around with a carpet-beater.129 Her father was “shady” and
“unreliable”.130 Finally, her stepfather was “egocentric” and “paranoid”, and had
a strong “sadistic” tendency, which resulted in his provoking his stepchildren to
engage in behaviour that was to be punished.131 According to Döll, Alida had an
ambivalent attachment to all three her parent-figures. As she was still attached
to her biological father, she chose Klaas, who closely resembled both her father
and her stepfather, as a boyfriend. She is said to have done so both unconsciously,
because he resembled her two father figures, and consciously, as a protest
against what she perceived to be the “fake” authority of her stepfather.132 Besides
127 “is voorts nimmer tot een goede identificatie met de vrouwelijke rol kunnen komen”, Psychiatric
report (G119, 1960).
128 “bedreigdzijn”, Psychiatric report (G119, 1960).
129 “erg nerveus […] en driftig”, Psychiatric report (G119, 1960).
130 “louche”, “onbetrouwbaar”, Psychiatric report (G119, 1960).
131 “egocentrische”, “paranoïde”, “sadistische”, Psychiatric report (G119, 1960).
132 Specifically, Klaas is said to have displayed “a structural connection with the father figures”
(“structuurverwantschap met de vaderfiguren”) and “a stepfatherly semblance of authority”
(“stiefvaderlijk schijngezag”, Psychiatric report (G119, 1960). Other reports in which identification
and/or affective neglect is said to have caused the girl’s behaviour include: Psychiatric report
(G98, undated; admitted 1965); RPD report (G99, 1957); Psychological-psychiatric report (G101,
1956); Psychological-psychiatric report (G102, 1955); RPD report (G102, 1955); Psychiatric report
2 (G108, 1963); Psychological-psychiatric report (G118, 1954); Psychiatric report (G119, 1960); RPD
report (G122, 1953); Psychological-psychiatric report (G122, 1954). Reports in which the parent-child
relationship is said to have caused the girl’s behaviour include: Psychological report 1 (G99, 1957);
Psychological report 2 (G99, 1958); Psychological report 3 (G99, 1959); Psychological-psychiatric
report (G100, 1954); RPD report 2 (G104, 1960); Psychiatric report (G107, 1969); Psychiatric report
(G115, 1950); RPD report (G118, 1953); RPD report (G119, 1959); Psychological report (G123, 1959).
Finally, in one case, the underlying cause that was given for the girl’s behaviour was not related to
the parent-child relationship; instead, Marie L.’s “clownlike” (“clownesk”) behaviour was explained
as stemming from the fact that she felt inferior because of her appearance, RPD report (G109, 1956).
While the institutional staff of the Hunerberg does not remark on her appearance other than to state
that she has a “lively little face” (“levendig gezichtje”), psychologist Johannes de Zeeuw and Cornelis
Sanders comment on the fact that she is of Indonesian descent. According to the case file, the girl was
born in Bandung, Indonesia, to a German father and an Indonesian mother; her grandfather was a
“Dutchman” (“nederlander”) and her grandmother was “of mixed blood” (“van gemengd bloed”). Such
an elaborate description of the girl’s ethnic background was not given in the cases in which both the
girl’s parents were Dutch. In the RPD report, De Zeeuw and Sanders describe Marie as “a mixture
of maturity and childishness such as is apparently only possible among Indo’s [an abbreviation of the
term “Indo-Europeaan”, which referred to people of mixed Indonesian and Dutch blood, as well as to people of
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a lack of identification with her mother, a dysfunctional emotional connection
with her father and stepfather is mentioned as a factor influencing the girl’s
problematic behaviour, which, for Döll, centred on her relationship with Klaas,
as well as her dominating behaviour and her indifference, which were said to
have been caused by the fact that she grew up feeling “threatened”. Besides
being linked to her sexual behaviour, then, her parent-child relationships were
also said to be connected to the “undesirable” character traits she displayed in
the institution.
Nelly S. was admitted in 1957 at age 17. As her case file mentions, her father
died when she was two years old, and Nelly and her two siblings were raised by
their mother, who was said to be “suspicious” and easily irritated.133 After
finishing primary school and one year of home economics training, at age 14,
Nelly was sent to a school that trained girls in industrial sewing. Here, according
to her case file, she was always the “ringleader”, often played truant, had “little
sense of responsibility, let herself get carried away and was crazy about boys”.134
Because of all this, she was sent to a V.B.S. boarding school, a type of state-owned
residential correctional institution, for three months.135 She was then sent home,
but, according to the case file, this was a “complete failure”.136 Back at home, her
mother sent her to a sewing and drawing course, but she often played truant
and went to a café instead. As she “didn’t lift a finger” during the day, came
home late in the evening, and was “immeasurably insolent and rude” towards
her mother, her mother asked the juvenile police for help, and Nelly was placed
into custody to await sentencing.137 The night before she was placed into custody,
she had gone out with a friend. Together, they had eaten in town with “two
Algerians”, but had then ditched them because they thought they were too

133
134
135

136
137

Dutch heritage, born in Indonesia, SB]” (“een mengeling van volwassenheid en kinderlijkheid zoals blijkbaar
alleen bij Indo’s mogelijk is”). They subsequently describe her as having a “Dutch upper layer in her
character” (“Nederlandse bovenlaag in haar karakter”), which consists of an “extroverted” (“extroverte”)
attitude, while she is “typically Eastern” (“typisch Oosters”) in her temperament, which they do
not further clarify. When they state, “Without a doubt she feels strongly inferior because of her
appearance” (“Zonder twijfel voelt ze zich door haar uiterlijk sterk minderwaardig”), this remark is not
further explained, but seems to be strongly connected to their remarks on her ethnicity. In total, 24
reports, written for 13 girls, engage in this type of psychologization.
“meewarig”, Case file (G99, 1957).
“oproerkraaister”, “weinig verantwoordelijkheidsgevoel, liet zich gauw meesleuren en was gek op
jongens”, Case file (G99, 1957).
“V.B.S.” stands for “Vorming Buiten School”. This translates as “Instruction Outside School”, where
“vorming” (instruction) may also translate as “education”, “training” or “(character) formation”.
Placement was voluntary, and children stayed there for either three months or one year,
Dimmendaal 1998, 37.
“volkomen mislukking”, Case file (G99, 1957).
“voerde geen steek uit”, “grenzenloos brutaal en grof”, Case file (G99, 1957).
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old.138 After that they “picked up two Italians”, and went “touring around” with
them in a taxi.139 Ending up in Utrecht, the “Italians” wanted to take them to a
hotel, but the girls did not want this and called for help from a passing police
officer, and “got rid of the Italians” in this way.140 After that, the girls stole some
sweets from a stall. Then, when they were stealing some blankets from a car to
sleep under, they were caught by the police, and were taken to the police station.
Nelly was sent to a correctional institution. However, as she was not said to
progress much there, she was transferred to the Hunerberg.
In her psychological report, signed by psychologist L.H.J. Van den Elshout,
Nelly is said to have an “enhanced desire” for “excitement”, which she satisfies
by engaging in “adventures”, and a tendency to choose unsuitable boyfriends,
with whom she engages in “sado-masochistic” relationships.141 The reason Van
den Elshout gives for her tendency to go on such “adventures” and choose
supposedly unsuitable boyfriends is her mother’s “emotional instability” and
the fact that the girl is looking for a father figure.142 As he states in the report,
Nelly’s mother had a strong “need for self-assertion” and was intense when it
came to “emotional dramatics”.143

138
139
140
141

“twee Algerijnen”, Case file (G99, 1957).
“pikten ze twee Italianen op”, “rondtouren”, Case file (G99, 1957).
“kwamen zij van deze Italianen af”, Case file (G99, 1957).
“versterkte behoefte”, “spanningen”, “avontuur”, “sado-masochistische”, Psychological report 3
(G99, 1959). Little is mentioned about Nelly’s relationships, and it is not wholly clear what “sadomasochistic” refers to here. Her second progress report, written when Nelly was pregnant after
having spent a period away from the institution, records that she is not in contact with the father
of her child. It also states that she is ashamed that she was “seduced by such a type of a man”
(“door een dergelijk type man is verleid”), and that she is already thinking about the time at which
she will have to tell her child “what kind of person his father was” (“wat voor iemand zijn vader
was”). In her third psychological report, Van den Elshout notes that care must be taken that she
does not engage in a “possible repetition of the sado-masochistic relationship” (“mogelijke herhaling
van de sado-masochistische relatie”), referring to her previous report. While the psychologist could
be referring to a literal sado-masochistic relationship, he could just be referring to the fact that
the girl is ashamed of her past partner, yet “sado-masochistically” seems to want to engage in
a similar type of relationship again in the future. In her second psychological report, Van den
Elshout also describes Nelly’s relationships with her mother and brother as “sado-masochistic”
(sado-masochistische). Perhaps this indicates that Van den Elshout is not referring to sexual sadomasochism. While the relationship with her mother and brother is not elaborated on in further
detail in the report, Nelly’s first progress report, signed by Van den Elshout and the report-writer
on behalf of director Duvekot, notes that Nelly, her mother and brother had a somewhat troubled
relationship, in which Nelly was of the opinion that her brother was her mother’s favourite and
was, consequently, spoiled by her, whereas Nelly’s mother was of the opinion that, over the last few
years, Nelly was the one to have been spoiled by her, rather than her son. According to the report,
this caused feelings of guilt and ambivalence among all three parties, Progress report 1 (G99, 1957).
142 “emotionele labiliteit”, Psychological report 3 (G99, 1959).
143 “geldingsdrang”, “emotionele dramatiek”, Psychological report 3 (G99, 1959).
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In roughly half of the cases, the girl’s parent-child relationships were said to
have led to problems that were non-sexual in nature.144 In the case of Pieternella
D. and Antonia V., for example, the parent-child relationship was said to have
led to aggression on the part of the girl. I will illustrate this by means of the case
of Pieternella D., who was admitted in 1953 at age 19. When Pieternella was
eighteen years old, she was placed under guardianship. While the reasons for
this are not explicitly given in the case file, this was probably because her parents
did not approve of the boy she was going around with. Following this, she was
sent to a correctional institution, where she was described as having a “noisy
and often coarse way of carrying on”.145 As she had only gone “downhill” in the
institution, and was continually “lying and cheating”, as well as arranging
“clandestine meetings” with her boyfriend, she was sent to the Hunerberg.146
In her psychological-psychiatric report, psychiatrist Elisabeth Kapsenberg
and psychologist Catharina Roeters van Lennep did not devote any attention to
the behaviour for which she was sent to the Hunerberg, but stated that the core
of her problems was a “severe contact disorder”.147 According to them, Pieternella
had a “dissatisfied attitude towards life, is aggressive and suspicious towards,
and envious of, her fellow human beings”.148 Besides this, she had a tendency to
reject others as well as a “belligerent attitude”.149 Her disposition resulted in
“uninhibited fits of rage” in daily institutional life, which was presented as her
main problem. Kapsenberg and Roeters van Lennep explained Pieternella’s
disposition by pointing towards the girl’s strong identification with her father,
“who was known as a carper”.150 In this case, then, the girl’s identification with
one of her parents had led, not to sexual behaviour the institutional staff
disapproved of, but to aggression and anger.151
In the case of Mathilda K., the parent-child relationship was stated to have
led to other difficulties entirely. Mathilda was admitted to the institution in 1954
at age 19. Her father had died when she was ten years old. Some time after her
144 This was the case for: Mathilda K. (G100, admitted in 1954), Martha W. (G101, admitted in 1955),
Antonia V. (G102, 1954), Fennigje N. (G115, admitted in 1948 and 1953), Pieternella D. (G118, 1953),
Francina R. (G120, admitted in 1952), Neeltje P. (G121, admitted in 1954) and Elisabeth T. (G122,
admitted in 1953).
145 “lawaaiierige en vaak ruwe manier van doen”, Case file (G118, 1953).
146 “bergafwaarts”, “liegen en bedriegen”, “clandestiene afspraken”, Case file (G118, 1953).
147 “ernstige contactstoornis”, Psychological-psychiatric notes (G118, 1954). This file is titled
“psychological-psychiatric notes” (“psychologisch-psychiatrische aantekeningen”), but has the same
format as the psychological reports.
148 “ontevreden levensinstelling, staat agressief, wantrouwend en afgunstig tegenover haar
medemensen”, Psychological-psychiatric notes (G118, 1954).
149 “afwijzende, ruziezoekende houding”, Psychological-psychiatric notes (G118, 1954).
150 “ongeremde driftbuiten”, “die zich als een querulant deed kennen”, Psychological-psychiatric notes
(G118, 1954).
151 Also see the report of Antonia V., Psychological-psychiatric report (G102, 1955).
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father’s death, her mother started living with another man. Because of
“difficulties” between the girl, her mother and her mother’s boyfriend, the girl
was sent to the detention centre of the juvenile police, after which she was
transferred to the Hunerberg.152 In her psychological-psychiatric report, signed
by Kapsenberg and J.I.C.G. Prick, Mathilda was said to have become someone
who felt “very wronged” and was “highly jealous”, because her mother had
been unable to affectively fill the void that her father left when he died.153
With respect to the remaining girls, as a result of the parent-child
relationship, Martha W. was said to have difficulty identifying with anyone,
which made her behave like a “chameleon”;154 Fennigje N. was said, in the only
report in the sample by Zuithoff, to have failed to learn how to regulate herself
and to have developed an oppositional attitude;155 Francina R. was said to have
become egocentric, aggressive and in constant need of attention;156 Neeltje P. was
said to have become indifferent and repeatedly to have tried to escape the
institution;157 and Elisabeth T. was said to have become afraid of contact with
other people.158
Through studying the rhetoric of the pupils’ psychological reports, we see
that, in the reports, the notion that the parent-child relationship influenced the
girl’s misbehaviour was central. As was discussed in chapter 4, the scholarship
on the history of psychology, pedagogy and child protection has shown that,
with the mid-twentieth century shift towards “psychologization”, children’s
misbehaviour came to be understood as caused by the psychological effects of
the parent-child relationship in early childhood. Studying the rhetoric of the
pupils’ Rorschach reports and psychological reports in conjunction, however,
shows that each technique resulted in a different type of “psychologization”. In
the Rorschach reports, the delinquent girl’s “neglectful” upbringing was said to
have resulted in unregulated drives, which were presented as shaping the girl’s
strong sexuality, which was conceptualized as one of the factors that most stood
in the way of the girl’s successful rehabilitation. Besides this, sexual “complexes”
and “neuroses” were pointed to as inner “disorders” that explained girls’
preoccupation with sexual matters. For the Hunerberg psychologists and
psychiatrists, by contrast, the dysfunctional parent-child relationship was either
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

“moeilijkheden”, Case file (G100, 1954).
“ernstig tekort gedaan”, “hevig jaloers”, Psychological-psychiatric report (G100, 1954).
“kameleon”, Psychiatric-psychological report (G101, 1956).
Psychiatric report (G115, 1950).
Psychological-psychiatric report (G120, 1953).
Psychiatric-psychological report (G121, 1954).
Psychological-psychiatric report (G122, 1954). In the case of Elisabeth T., Kapsenberg and Prick
seem to suggest that incest by her father played a role in shaping the girl’s current disposition, but
the report talks about this in highly veiled terms.
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characterized by a lack of affection, or by behaviour on the part of the parent
that had prevented the girl from identifying with, and building an emotional
connection with, her mother, father or stepparent. In the psychological reports,
“affective neglect” and “identification” problems were said either to lead to
problematic sexual behaviour – predominantly, a tendency to engage in sexual
relationships with boys and men who were considered to be unsuitable – or to
undesirable character traits and behaviour, such as aggression, anger, jealousy
and a need for attention on the part of the delinquent girl. In both techniques, as
is evident, a wholly different conception of the delinquent girl and what had
caused her misbehaviour arose.
Studying both techniques in conjunction also shows that “psychologization” had striking consequences for the ways in which girls’ sexuality was
conceptualized. Despite the differences between the two techniques, in both
cases, delinquent girls’ active sexuality was conceptualized as a disorder that
developed due to a “sub-optimal” parent-child relationship or upbringing.159
Rather than their sexual relationships being seen as something that the girls
entered into voluntarily, their sexual relationships were seen as something that
the girls entered into because of ”bad” parenting: if the parent-child relationships
in their family had been different and they had, as a result, developed differently,
the reports suggest, their sexuality would not have developed in this manner.
Rather than the possibility that the girls might enjoy their relationships, or that
these had anything to do with love, infatuation, excitement or experimentation,
the girls’ sexual behaviour was depicted not as something that stemmed from
themselves, but as something that was caused by a flaw in their upbringing. In
both techniques, a view of the girls’ sexuality as stemming from an inner core of
identity was precluded. Instead, the active sexuality of the delinquent girl was
conceptualized as a disorder that developed due to an upbringing gone awry.
This conclusion is in line with the conclusion Jansz draws with respect to “psychologization”, in a study on child psychologists’ “intervention practices” –
meaning their institutional endeavours – and ideas in parental advice literature
from the late nineteenth century until the 1960s. Jansz concludes:
Various psychologists conceptualized upbringing and development in ways
that were often at odds with each other, even when they worked in the same
period. This once more reminds us that not only ‘the child’ is a historical
159 Of course, the psychological reports were partly informed by psychologists’ and psychiatrists’
concerns that girls behaved in ways that were harmful to them and, as such, we need not expect the
professionals to have framed the girls’ sexual behaviour as stemming from an inner core. My point
here, however, is that both assessment techniques framed girls’ sexuality in a highly particular
way; namely, as a pathology, caused by upbringing.
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construction, but also that child psychology itself is dependent on the
circumstances under which the discipline develops. Because of that,
scientific child psychology remains connected with norms of a social,
political and sometimes even personal nature.160
In studying the practices and the rhetoric of assessment techniques, too, we see
that, depending on the techniques that were used, an entirely different
delinquent girl emerged.

Façade-Rhetoric in the Pupils’ Psychological Reports

In the previous section, specific types of behaviour that the Hunerberg
psychologists and psychiatrists considered problematic – engaging in sexual
relationships with boys and men who were considered to be unsuitable, and
displaying character traits such as belligerence, anger, jealousy and attention-
seeking – were discussed. In the pupils’ psychological reports, these were
explained as stemming from dysfunctional parent-child relationships. However,
as I discovered when examining the reports for traces of innerness, the pupils’
reports also featured another way of conceptualizing girls’ problematic
behaviour. In the pupils’ psychological reports, a whole complex of words was
used to signal that the girl’s problematic behaviour was a “façade”, behind
which, it was implied, the “real” girl was hiding. In this section, I will discuss
this type of rhetoric in more detail and show what conceptualization of the girls
arose from this rhetoric. To do so, I will discuss the different types of “façades”
that the girls were said to hide behind.

Masculinity as Façade
In one case, the girl’s “masculine” behaviour was depicted as a façade. This was
the case in the psychiatric report for Anna M., who was admitted in 1968 at age
16. Anna M. ended up in residential care because her parents reported her to the
juvenile judge for repeatedly running away from home and having what her
parents suspected to be sexual relationships with men and boys, including her
boss, a married man. Some time after she was admitted to the Hunerberg, a
psychiatric report was composed for her by psychiatrist H.M. Jansen. At the
very start of the report, Jansen writes:
As much as An tries to present herself as a girl that can figure it all out, on the
inside, she is particularly insecure. She manages to camouflage this insecurity
160 Jeroen Jansz, “Het kind: Deskundige opvoedingsadviezen en –interventies,” in Met zachte hand:
Opkomst en verbreiding van het psychologisch perspectief, ed. Jeroen Jansz and Peter van Drunen (Utrecht:
LEMMA, 1996), 52.
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more or less behind a façade of toughness, independence and masculine
behaviour, but now and then this façade cracks and we see An fairly helpless,
but not seeking help, going around in circles in her own problems.161
Through his use of language, the psychiatrist presents the girl’s “toughness,
independence and masculine behaviour” as unconvincing. Through labelling
her behaviour as a “façade” that she “presents”, he, implicitly, marks her
behaviour as false, and what lies behind it as genuine. On occasion, according to
Jansen, a “crack” appears in this façade, through which the girl’s “actual”
insecurity becomes visible. The behaviour Anna M. displays at such times is,
through the rhetoric of the report, not interpreted as a mere moment of
helplessness or weakness, but as a glimpse of the “true” girl. Indeed, through
the “crack” in the girl’s “façade”, the psychiatrist sees, precisely: “An” – indeed,
the Dutch reads: “en zien we An” (and we see An). Through the façade-rhetoric,
the psychiatrist thus claims very far-reaching insight into the girl. Through
observing her, Jansen can see what the girl is “actually” like on the inside – or so
the rhetoric of the report suggests.
The description continues with Jansen stating, “This girl finds it very
difficult to experience herself as a woman. She hides herself behind pseudo-masculine behaviour, constantly walks around wearing trousers, has the ideal of
owning her own heavy motorcycle and participating in motorcross races”.162
Her conventionally “masculine” interests and way of carrying on, which was
first described as “masculine behaviour” is now described as “pseudo-masculine”. Despite Anna’s attempts to act in a “masculine” way, the language used
shows that the psychiatrist does not think of her behaviour as convincing.
After this description, Jansen writes: “Yet, now and then she gives the
impression of doubting the authenticity of her masculine behaviour”.163 Now,
161

“Hoezeer An zich ook tracht te poneren als een meisje dat het allemaal zelf wel weet, innerlijk
is ze bizonder [sic] onzeker. Deze onzekerheid weet ze min of meer te camoufleren achter een
facade van stoerheid, eigengereidheid en mannelijk doen maar af en toe komt er een scheur in
deze facade en zien we An tamelijk hulpeloos maar niet hulpzoekend, kringetjes makend in haar
eigen problematiek”, Psychiatric report (G105, 1969). The Dutch phrase “mannelijk doen” literally
translates as “acting in a masculine way”. To have the sentence flow better, I have translated this as
“masculine behaviour”. Already in the work of Pieter Baan, Zuithoff’s teacher, rhetoric akin to the
“façade-rhetoric” appeared. With respect to the “psychopaths” he worked with in practice, Baan
wrote, that, with them, “het vermogen tot vrijheidsbeleving, verantwoordelijkheid kunnen dragen,
tot een rijpe medemenselijke ontmoeting kunnen komen enz. juist verborgen zat achter een korst,
een pantser dat eerst doorbroken diende te worden alvorens deze hoogst menselijke potenties tot
enige realiseerbaarheid zouden kunnen komen”, in: Abma 2013, par. 11.
162 “Dit meisje heeft zeer veel moeite zich als vrouw te beleven. Ze verschuilt zich achter een pseudomannelijk gedrag, loopt steeds in broek, heeft als ideaal een eigen zware motor te bezitten en aan
motorcrosses mee te doen”, Psychiatric report (G105, 1969).
163 “Toch wekt ze nu en dan de indruk zelf te twijfelen aan de echtheid van haar mannelijk gedrag”,
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even the girl herself is described as doubting whether her behaviour is real –
something which strengthens the psychiatrist’s claims that her behaviour is a
mere façade, and makes this façade seem even more unconvincing.
Underneath this masculine “façade”, the girl is said to actually be
“particularly insecure”, and it is suggested that she is “truly” feminine. Anna’s
unconventional behaviour of wearing trousers, and wanting to participate in
motorcycle racing, is, evidently, not just considered wrong or immoral, but is,
highly normatively, described as a symptom of the fact that the girl is, supposedly,
not herself. In the report, Jansen states that Anna “finds it very difficult to
experience herself as a woman”. Because of this, she cannot come to a “surrender”,
which, according to Jansen, is a necessary condition for a successful therapy.164
Not only is Anna’s “masculinity” depicted as a façade, then, but the rhetoric in
the report suggests that, while she acts in a masculine way, she is female, and
her “true” nature is feminine. What’s more, experiencing herself as a woman is
a condition for her rehabilitation, which will be achieved through therapy.
Luckily, according to the psychiatrist, she is “in motion” at the moment, by
which he means that she is more “emotional” and has realized that she will not
make it alone.165 Because of this, Jansen hopes to find “starting points” with the
girl in the future.166 For Anna, the psychiatrist thus sees possibilities for
development, but she will have to conform to the psychiatrist’s norms with
respect to her behaviour, in order to make use of these possibilities. This is in
line with the contemporary discourse on guided self-actualization.167

“Promiscuous” Sexuality as Façade
In a number of reports, the girl’s active sexual behaviour is described in language
suggesting that it is a façade. This is the case, for example, for Jannie M., who
was admitted in 1959 at age 16. Jannie first came into contact with the police for
stealing a packet of cigarettes. When she was brought in for questioning, the
police were not only focused on her crime, but also started asking questions
about her sexual behaviour. When it “came to light”, as her case file puts it, that
she had run away from home and spent the night in a tent with three boys, a

164
165
166
167

Psychiatric report (G105, 1969).
“overgave”, Psychiatric report (G105, 1969).
“in beroering”, “emotioneler”, Psychiatric report (G105, 1969).
“aanknopingspunten”, Psychiatric report (G105, 1969).
Similarly to Jannie M., Louise R. is said to attempt to “hide” (“verbergen”) her “infantile traits”
(“infantiele trekken”) under the “air of an adult” (“air van een volwassene”), referring to her sexuality,
RPD report (G103, 1953); similar rhetoric appears in Louise’s psychological-psychiatric notes
(G103, 1954). Christina G. is said to actually be “insecure” (“onzeker”) underneath her “façade of
‘Young woman on the way to adulthood’” (“façade van ‘Jonge vrouw op weg naar de volwassenheid’”),
Psychiatric report 2 (G108, 1963); similar rhetoric is used in her first psychiatric report (G108, 1963).
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medical examination ensued, to find out what had happened – i.e. whether the
girl had had sexual intercourse.168 Although the doctor did not find this to be
the case, the child protection organizations that had become involved in the case
were concerned, nonetheless. To ensure that she would not put herself in a
comparable situation again, she was sent to an observation home, and finally
ended up in the Hunerberg.169 In her RPD report, psychologist Johannes de
Zeeuw characterizes Jannie as a “superficial, restless and sensual girl” who “has
a lot of ‘show’” and “puts on a provocative attitude to try to make boys fall in
love with her, but is still childish in her manner”.170 According to De Zeeuw, she
does not act sexually provocative because she is like that; instead, her behaviour
is simply an “attitude” she puts on.171 In actual fact, she is not as adult as she
would have herself seem, but is rather childish.
The way in which she is acting is described as “camouflaging” her difficulties,
which are said to stem from a negative identification with her mother. She
obscures her problems, according to De Zeeuw, by making an “independent and
cheerful impression”.172 De Zeeuw concludes: “If we can’t teach Jannie other
ideas and ideals, we fear that, in time, she might develop into a vamp, because
she really likes intrigue”.173 Because her provocative sexual behaviour is
described as an “attitude”, one can presume, through following the logic of the
report, that getting rid of it will ensure that the girl becomes “herself”. Indeed,
the behaviour the girl currently displays is portrayed as something unconvincing,
which the psychologist can see through; teaching her new ideas and ideals will
prevent her from genuinely becoming a “vamp”. At the same time, however,
becoming herself (that is, getting rid of her inauthentic “attitude”) involves
developing new ideas and ideals – that is to say, those of the expert. Getting the
girl to act in a way that is not equal to putting on a “show” or an attitude,
therefore, involves conforming to the expert’s norms.174

168 “kwam tevens uit”, Case file (G104, 1959).
169 Case file (G104, 1959).
170 “oppervlakkig, onrustig en sensueel meisje”, “veel ‘show’ heeft”, “poogt jongens door een
uitdagende houding het hoofd op hol te brengen, maar is in haar raffinement nu nog kinderlijk”,
RPD report 1 (G104, 1959).
171 “houding”, RPD report 1 (G104, 1959).
172 “onafhankelijke en opgewekte indruk”, RPD report 1 (G104, 1959).
173 “Lukt het niet om Jannie tot andere ideeën en idealen te brengen, dan vrezen wij dat zij zich op den
duur wel eens tot vamp zou kunnen ontwikkelen, want intriges vindt zij heel leuk”, RPD report 1
(G104, 1959).
174 “show”, “houding”, RPD report 1 (G104, 1959). As Anne Meis Knupfer points out with respect to
Progressive Era reform work for girls in Chicago, it was highly unlikely that the psychologists
and doctors working with the girls would have ever considered girls’ “deviant” sexual behaviour
“emotionally engaging or fulfilling, Knupfer 2001, 44.
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Multiple Façades
Trijntje G., admitted in 1958 at age 18, was said to have multiple façades. Trijntje
was taken to a foster family at a very young age, for reasons that are not clearly
specified. Also, her foster father is said to have frequently hit her. When she had
finished primary school, instead of being sent to the “ulo”, a type of school for
continuing primary education175, she was forced to go to home economics school
against her will. About this episode in her life, her progress report quotes her as
saying, “then I resolved to have lots of fun”.176 At home, relations with her foster
parents continued to be strained, and, as her case file put it, when she entered a
phase of having one boyfriend after another, her foster mother decided that it
was time Trijntje found a new home. In the meantime, the Dutch Association for
Child Protection (Vereniging voor de Kinderbescherming) had become involved in
the case, and Trijntje was sent to a private correctional institution, from which
she was sent on to the Hunerberg.
Shortly after admission, she was examined by RPD psychologist Johannes
de Zeeuw. In her psychological report, which exhibited similar concerns as in
the case of Jannie M., De Zeeuw characterized the girl as follows:
On the inside she is – as we already wrote – very anxious and also depressed,
but she does not tolerate these feelings under any circumstance. She wants
to play the role of the ‘grande dame’ [italics mine, SB], the ‘woman of the world’.
She wants to be independent and make a grandiose gesture. That is why she
exaggerates. She can get completely carried away in her fantasy and almost
go into a state of intoxication.177
Here, the word “role” constructs a difference between the girl’s outward
behaviour and her “actual” self, which supposedly underlies her behaviour.
Further on, De Zeeuw is even more explicit, saying, “Trijntje wants to play the
role of vamp, but she is not a vamp; she is, however, on bad terms with her own
175 This type of school, meant for the lower middle-classes (“kleine burgerij”), was introduced in 1857.
By the end of the nineteenth century, it was mainly frequented by children who would later become
lower-level civil servants, office personnel and shop keepers; see: Bakker, Noordman and Rietveldvan Wingerden 2010, 591.
176 “toen heb ik me voorgenomen om flink de beest uit te hangen”, Psychological report (G123, 1959).
The Dutch expression “de beest uithangen” can literally be translated as “to behave like an animal”.
It usually refers to behaving in a wild and possibly sexual way, and is associated most of all with
having fun, as well as partying, drinking and having sex.
177 “Innerlijk is zij – zoals we reeds schreven – zeer angstig, en ook depressief, maar deze gevoelens
tolereert ze onder geen omstandigheid. Ze wil de rol van de ‘grande dame’, de ‘vrouw van de
wereld’ spelen. Ze wil onafhankelijk zijn en een groot gebaar maken. Daarom legt ze het er dik
boven op. In haar fantasie kan zij zich geheel laten meeslepen en in een soort roes geraken”, RPD
report (G123, 1958).
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femininity. There are desires to be a man. She is afraid of [taking on] a dependent
role and, with that, is afraid of marriage. This girl certainly needs pedo-therapy,
of which the results will, however, probably be negative, because her fear of
self-confrontation is too great”.178 According to the logic of the report, Trijntje
must renounce her extroverted, “vamp-like” sexual behaviour, which is
described as a mere “role”. Rather than engage in active sexual behaviour, she
must accept her “femininity”, and its demands of dependence and marriage. In
suggesting that her “vamp-like” behaviour is a mere “role” she is playing, De
Zeeuw implies that renouncing this behaviour would amount to the girl
becoming more genuine, or more herself. Becoming herself, however, involves
conforming to the norms the psychologist holds up.
In her second psychological report, composed a year later by psychologist
Van den Elshout, similar façade rhetoric appears. However, in this report the
façade rhetoric has proliferated. For example, the first paragraph reads:
Trijntje is a girl with a hermetic aggressive façade, which is supposed to hide
her great fear of life, her fear of frustrations and her feelings of inferiority
and [her] origin. In all her acts and actions there is a strong overcompensating and often provocative tendency. Thus, opportunities for emotional
relationships are fended off by a fiery, uncompromising oral aggression. Her
fear of sex is camouflaged by a vamp-like behaviour and her need for
movement [is camouflaged by] by provocatively slouching in a chair. Her
craving for love and tenderness is hid behind a curtain of material wishes
and fantasies.179
Here, Van den Elshout seems to have picked up the word “vamp-like” from her
previous psychological report, which described the girl as acting like a “vamp”.
What’s more, as we can see, many aspects of the girl’s behaviour are described
as a façade, almost to an absurd degree. Van den Elshout’s language suggests
178 “Trijntje wil de rol van de vamp spelen, maar ze is geen vamp, wel leeft ze met haar eigen
vrouwelijkheid op slechte voet. Er zijn verlangens om man te zijn. Ze heeft angst voor een
afhankelijke rol en daarmee angst voor een huwelijk. Dit meisje behoeft zeker een paedotherapie,
waarvan de uitslag echter waarschijnlijk negatief zal zijnl [sic] omdat haar angst voor een zelfconfrontatie te groot is”, RPD report (G123, 1958). The term “paedotherapie” (pedo-therapy) is
presumably a term reffering to therapy given to a child.
179 “Trijntje is een meisje met een hechte agressieve facade, die haar grote levensangst, haar angst voor
frustraties en haar gevoelens van minderwaardigheid en afkomst moeten [sic] verbergen. In al haar
handelingen en gedragingen ligt een sterke overcompenserende en dikwijls uitdagende tendentie.
Zo worden mogelijkheden tot gevoelsrelaties geweerd door een felle, niets ontziende orale agressie.
De sex-angst wordt gecamoufleerd door een vamp-achtig gedrag en haar behoefte aan beweging
door uitdagend in een stoel hangen. De hang naar liefde en tederheid wordt verborgen achter een
gordijn van materiële wensen en fantasieën”, Psychological report (G123, 1959).
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that the psychologist can see what is “actually” the matter with the girl, behind
each of her “undesirable” tendencies. In the report, we see Van den Elshout
deftly and expertly describing how Trijntje – allegedly – “really” is. Her
aggression, her “vamp-like” behaviour, her way of sitting and her material
wishes and fantasies are all conceptualized as screens, behind which the girl is
said to be anxious, to feel inferior, to be afraid of sex, to have a need for movement,
and to want love and tenderness. The characteristics that are ascribed to the
“real” girl are thus highly gendered, and correspond to characteristics one
would typically associate with femininity, and are in line with the long focus of
the reform school of combating “promiscuity”.
Throughout her stay, as the final paragraph of the report makes clear, Trijntje
has made progress. Now, she has come to “accept” and even “love” her
groupmates.180 According to Van den Elshout, this has to do with “accepting the
fact that she is a child, the fear of not having children and [the fear of] neglecting
the child”.181 Therapy, thus, has taught her that she is not actually a “woman of
the world” or a “vamp”. Instead, she is a child. As Leendert Groenendijk and
Nelleke Bakker point out, the process of “medicalization” that crystallized
between the 1930s and the 1950s, and entailed a widespread acceptance of
psychological thought in general discourses on childrearing, led to a situation in
which “[e]very child became a potential neurotic and therefore a ‘problem
child’”.182 As Bakker states elsewhere, it became “normal” for a child to have
problems.183 Besides this, the new psychology also defined the boundaries
between “normal” and “abnormal”. While the growth of mental health care
came with benefits, as Groenendijk and Bakker state, it also ensured that the
child became “the object of […] normalization”.184 As we see in the pupils’
psychological reports, this “normalization” involved the construction of a
fundamentally “positive” view of the delinquent girl. When a girl was behaving
180 “accepteren”, “[van te] houden”, Psychological report (G123, 1959).
181 “het aanvaarden van haar eigen kind-zijn, de angst geen kinderen te krijgen en het kind te
verwaarlozen”, Psychological report (G123, 1959). There is no evidence in Trijntje’s case file that she
is pregnant, and thus the phrase “the child” probably refers to Trijntje’s (imagined) future child.
182 Groenendijk and Bakker 2002, 578.
183 Bakker 2005, 18. Ruth M. Alexander, writing about the mental hygiene movement in 1920s New
York, gives a somewhat more positive view of the mental hygienists. Alexander argues that while
mental hygienists, who labelled girls who enaged in unchaperoned dating, kissing and fondling
as “abnormal”, were undeniably “agents of social control”, their work also “represented a liberal
effort to accommodate rather than repress young women’s efforts to give new meaning to female
adolescence”, Alexander 1995, 63. Indeed, while mental hygiene reformers stimulated parents to
discourage their daughters from engaging in certain kinds of behaviour, they also urged them to
refrain from punishment, and to seek out expert guidance, so that their daughters could develop in
“normal” ways. In this manner, the mental hygienists essentially accepted girls’ deviant behaviour
as part of growing up: Alexander 1995, 60, 63.
184 Groenendijk and Bakker 2002, 572; also: 588.
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aggressively, in a vamp-like way, indifferently, this was described as the girl
hiding herself behind a façade; when she had abandoned her “woman of the
world”-type behaviour in favour of being a “child”, and was engaging in
harmonious and loving relationships with her groupmates, she was implicitly
described as far more genuine. Trijntje G. could not possibly be “truly”
aggressive, vamp-like and indifferent.

Brashness as Façade
In some of the reports, loud, dominating and aggressive behaviour was depicted
as a “facade”. The psychiatric report of Alida J., which was also discussed above,
is illustrative of this. Following remarks about Alida’s high intelligence and a
detailed description of her character and temperament, psychiatrist Döll states:
This girl, whom one can very easily imagine in the role of a typical
Amsterdam lower-class woman,185 nevertheless feels essentially very
threatened. Behind her dominating behaviour with much display of
independence a suspicious, vulnerable, touchy personality is hidden. Thus,
it is not true when she says she does not care about what others think of her.
She essentially also does not feel accepted, but attempts to mask her
insecurity about life with quasi-indifference.186
According to Döll, Alida J. acts independently and confidently, behaving in such
a manner that she could easily become an Amsterdam “lower-class woman” – a
role that, from a conventional Dutch, middle-class perspective, would be
associated with loudness, brashness and uncouthness. He suggests, however,
that she is actually rather insecure.187 Her alleged actual state of being is
described, in spatial terms, as lying “behind” her “dominating behaviour”. The
psychiatrist has observed her “dominating behaviour” and her “display of
independence”, and, in therapy talks, has heard her say that she does not really
care about what others think of her. However, before the eyes of the psychiatrist,
all Alida can do is “attempt to mask [emphasis mine, SB]” her fundamental
insecurity by displaying “quasi-indifference [emphasis mine, SB]”, which the

185 The word “volksvrouw” is a derogatory term that translates as “woman of the people”.
186 “Dit meisje, dat men zich heel gemakkelijk kan indenken in de rol van een typische Amsterdamse
volksvrouw, voelt zich evenwel in wezen heel erg bedreigd. Achter het dominerende gedrag met
veel vertoon van zelfstandigheid gaat een achterdochtige, kwetsbare, lichtgeraakte persoonlijkheid
schuil. Zo is het niet waar, als zij zegt niet veel waarde te hechten aan wat anderen van haar denken.
Zij voelt zich in wezen ook niet geaccepteerd, maar tracht haar levensonzekerheid te maskeren door
quasi-onverschilligheid”, Psychiatric report (G119, 1960).
187 “evenwel”, Psychiatric report (G119, 1960).
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psychiatrist is able to see through.188 The expert’s diagnosis is given further
validity through the phrase, “it is not true”, with which the psychiatrist qualifies
the girl’s words. The phrase suggests that the girl might assert things about
herself, but, as an expert, he knows better.
The process described in Alida J.’s report seems to mirror the process that
Kapsenberg described as ideal method for psychiatrists in child protection
institutions. As Döll states, Alida J. recently broke off contact with her boyfriend
Klaas, which is described as an “about-face”.189 This decision of hers described
as follows:
Although Alida was confronted with the true nature and intentions of Klaas
in many talks, until recently, she held fast to her conviction that she would
be capable of permanently bringing out the, alleged or not, good that she
had perceived in his personality. In apparent contradiction with a recently
written letter to her juvenile judge, however, Alida did a radical about-face a
few days ago. She has written Klaas off, after she dared, at their clandestine
meetings a few weeks ago in Amsterdam, to puncture her own illusion
concerning him, by getting him, in what was occasionally a very clever way,
to show his true nature. It is not the letter to Klaas in itself that makes us
confident in Alida’s about-face this time. Rather, it is her extremely detailed
and emotionally charged story about the above-mentioned meetings, that
has convinced us that it is true. Also, she has plainly said that she had been
holding onto her illusions about Klaas all that time out of pride. A more or
less chance meeting with another young man, seemingly made of better
stuff, seems to have been the immediate reason for the split with Klaas.190

188
189 “frontverandering”, Psychiatric report (G119, 1960).
190 “Hoewel Alida in vele gesprekken geconfronteerd werd met de ware aard en intenties van Klaas,
bleef zij tot voor kort vasthouden aan haar overtuiging, dat zij in staat zou zijn, het door haar,
al of niet vermeend, waargenomen goede in zijn persoonlijkheid blijvend naar boven te halen.
In schijnbare tegenspraak met een recent geschreven briefje aan haar Kinderrechter, is Alida
echter enkele dagen geleden radicaal overstag gegaan. Zij heeft Klaas afgeschreven, nadat zij het
bij hun clandestiene ontmoetingen enkele weken geleden in Amsterdam aangedurfd heeft, haar
eigen illusie omtrent hem te doorbreken, door hem op hier en daar zeer geraffineerde wijze ertoe
te brengen zijn ware aard te laten zien. Het is niet het briefje aan Klaas op zich, dat ons ditmaal
vertrouwen doet stellen in Alida’s frontverandering. Veeleer is het haar zeer gedetailleerde en
emotioneel geladen verhaal over bovengenoemde ontmoetingen, dat ons heeft overtuigd van de
waarheid ervan. Ook heeft zij onomwonden gezegd, dat zij uit trots al die tijd tegen beter weten in
vastgehouden heeft aan haar illusies omtrent Klaas. Een min of meer toevallige ontmoeting met een
andere jongeman, schijnbaar uit beter hout gesneden, lijkt de onmiddellijke aanleiding geworden te
zijn tot de breuk met Klaas”, Psychiatric report (G119, 1960).
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As was shown above, Döll stated elsewhere in her report that she had “never
been able to come to a proper identification with the feminine role”, because of
her relationships with her mother, father and stepfather. According to Döll, she
chose Klaas J. as her boyfriend because of this developmental disturbance. In the
logic of the report, however, getting rid of Klaas meant that the girl was making
a choice that was not informed by her upbringing or her parent-child
relationships. In breaking up with her boyfriend, she is thus, it is implied, closer
to behaving the way in which someone with a “normal” development would
behave.
In Alida’s report, the psychiatrist took the girl’s emotional confession as a
sign of genuineness. In the reports, most emotional displays were viewed in a
disapproving manner. For example, it was considered a negative characteristic
when girls were “irritable”,191 displayed a “caustic, sharp aggression”,192 were
“hot-tempered and unrestrained” and “fierce in almost all [their] reactions”,193
and when they could “easily go into fits of rage”.194 Sometimes, such emotional
displays were even considered a part of the girl’s façade, as in the case of Trijntje
G., who was said to hide behind a façade of aggression.195 However, when the
girl gave an emotional outburst in the form of a confession in which she was
repentant, this was seen to be an expression of her “true” self. Indeed, in Alida’s
report, the confession signified the girl letting go of her “illusions”. What is
interesting, is that only when the girl’s confession was aligned with institutional
norms, and took on a particular form (emotional, repentant), did it count as
sincere, and as an expression of her “true” self.
That the confession was something the Hunerberg staff attached importance
to, can be seen by its place in the institutional staff guidelines, composed in 1951
and 1953.196 While therapy took place as a scheduled activity, it is specified here
that girls were also allowed to ask to see the therapist if they wanted to “vent”.197
Besides this, girls also wrote notes and letters to the director of the Hunerberg,
“venting” about their problems and predicaments.198 As becomes evident from
Alida’s report, through repeatedly confronting her, the psychiatrist held up the
norms to which he wanted the girl to conform: the norm being that a boy such
as Klaas was an undesirable boyfriend. Through coming to see for herself that
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198

“prikkelbaar”, Psychiatric-psychological report (G101, 1956).
“bijtende, scherpe agressie”, RPD report (G99, 1957).
“driftig en onbeheerst”, “fel in vrijwel al haar reacties”, RPD report 2 (G104, 1960).
“gemakkelijk tot driftuitbarstingen komen”, Psychological-psychiatric report (G102, 1955).
Psychological report (G123, 1959).
Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 176: Staff instructions, 1951, 1953.
“spuien”, Het Utrechts Archief, archive 20, file number 176: Staff instructions, 1951, 1953.
These notes and letters have been preserved in the girls’ personal dossiers. However, it is beyond
the scope of this dissertation to examine them in more detail.
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he was an unsuitable boy, and then breaking up with him, the girl came to agree
with this norm. The girl thus underwent exactly what Kapsenberg described: a
true, sincere and voluntary change as a result of something the psychiatrist said
– albeit perhaps not as subtly as Kapsenberg recommends – concerning her
“problem”. Not only the emotional and repentant confession, therefore, but the
fact that the girl expressed that which the psychiatrist had believed to be true all
along, may thus have led the psychiatrist to consider Alida J.’s emotional
outburst as a sign of a genuine change.
The report describes the process Alida J. followed as going even further
than Kapsenberg prescribed. Indeed, here, in a way, we see the girl turning
psychiatrist. The process Alida followed, in which she got rid of her “illusions”
and, following the logic of the report, started to display supposedly genuine
behaviour, was doubled or mirrored in the report in a mise-en-abyme.199 Indeed,
in breaking up with Klaas, the report suggests, the girl took on a role akin to that
of the psychiatrist, and, “in what was occasionally a very clever way”, got him to
show his “true nature”. In the mirror-story, then, the girl became the psychiatrist
to Klaas. The narrative structure of the report, which contained a story within a
story, conferred a degree of power to the psychiatrist, who, as the report suggests,
had not only gotten the girl to reveal herself and change her ways, but had also
gotten the girl to get her boyfriend to reveal himself – something which helped
her become more herself. In the report, though, the psychiatrist emerged as a
better psychiatrist than Alida, since Alida also changed for the better, but Klaas
did not.200

Intelligence as Façade
While Alida J. was stated to have progressed during her stay, development was
not always thought to be possible. Grietje L. was admitted to the Hunerberg in
1949 at age 17. She had attended primary school until the age of 10, after which
she had had several jobs, first as shop girl and then as maidservant. In the shops
she worked at she “liked to draw attention to herself, stood around smoking and
powdering her nose, showered male customers with attention, lied, ate sweets,
199 The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms, ed. Chris Baldick (Oxford: University Press, 2008 [1990])
defines the term as an “internal reduplication of a literary work or part of a work”.
200 As we have seen, Alida J. is said to “mask” her mistrust, vulnerability and insecurity with her
“dominating” (“dominerende”) behaviour and feigned “indifference” (“quasi-onverschilligheid”).
Similarly, Nelly S. is said to display “caustic, sharp aggression” (“bijtende, scherpe agressie”) as
an “attitude of resistance” (“afweerhouding”), while actually being “depressed and unhappy”
(“depressief en ongelukkig”), RPD report (G99, 1957). As we have seen, Trijntje G. is said to have an
aggressive façade, while actually being fearful and actually feeling inferior, Psychological report
(G123, 1959). Also, Neeltje P. is said to “hide” (“verbergt”) her “inner insecurity and hypersensitivity”
(“innerlijke onzekerheid en overgevoeligheid”) in an “indifferent attitude of bravado” (“onverschillige
bravourehouding”), Psychological-psychiatric report (G121, 1953).
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went out with boys in the evening”.201 One of her employers, where Grietje
worked as a maidservant, complained that she had stolen half a packet of butter
and stated that “when it came to sexual knowledge, [she] was wiser than a
woman of 40”.202 When Grietje was 15 years old, her mother filed a complaint
with the juvenile police, as the girl often only got home at midnight, was
“insolent and disobedient” and “went out with boys”.203 As a result, she was
placed under guardianship. While she now went out with boys less often, more
and more complaints started coming in about the girl’s “swindling and lies”.204
At the time, Grietje would buy all sorts of products, which she would have the
shop assistant put on an account under a false name, and which she never paid
for. Once, for instance, she bought “100 little cakes, which she then used for
throwing a party somewhere”.205 On another occasion, when she had bought
two ounces of sweets and a bottle of grape juice under a false name, she was
caught, and then sent to the detention centre of the juvenile police. After being
placed under government custody, she was sent to the Hunerberg.
Shortly after her admission, she was psychologically examined by RPD
psychologists J.I.C.G. Prick and Cornelis Sanders, who concluded that she was a
“moronic” girl, with an I.Q. of 50.206 After having spent some time in the
Hunerberg, she was assessed by an unnamed psychologist, who agreed with
Prick and Sanders’ diagnosis, but, unlike them, used façade-rhetoric to talk
about the girl. According to the psychologist, Grietje’s “moronity” was not
immediately evident to those who spoke with her. Indeed, she was, somewhat
oxymoronically, said to have built up a “façade”, “behind which she manages to
hide her stupidity in a clever way”.207 As a result of this alleged façade, she was,
according to the report, frequently “overestimated”.208 Because of this, she often
ended up in “situations that she cannot handle, and which get her into trouble”.209
Also, because she was “uncritical” – a condition that was thought to stem from
her moronity – she was “easily seducible”.210 Finally, the psychologist concluded
that it would be of little use to keep her in the Hunerberg any longer, “since, with
201 “vestigde ze graag de aandacht op zich, stond te roken en zich te poederen, had alle aandacht voor
mannelijke klanten, loog, snoepte, ging ‘s avonds met jongens uit”, Case file (G117, 1949).
202 “wat sexuele kennis aanging, wijzer was dan een vrouw van 40”, Case file (G117, 1949).
203 “brutaal en ongehoorzaam”, “met jongens liep”, Case file (G117, 1949).
204 “oplichterijen en leugens”, Case file (G117, 1949).
205 “100 taartjes, die ze dan gebruikte, om ergens een fuifje te geven”, Case file (G117, 1949).
206 “debiel”, RPD report (G117, 1952).
207 “façade”, “waarachter zij haar domheid op handige manier weet te verbergen”, Psychological report
(G117, 1953).
208 “overschatting”, Psychological report (G117, 1953).
209 “situaties, die zij niet aan kan, en waardoor zijn in moeilijkheden komt”, Psychological report (G117,
1953).
210 “critiekloos”, “makkelijk verleidbaar”, Psychological report (G117, 1953).
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our methods of re-education, little more [emphasis in the original, SB] can be
achieved with Grietje”.211 Instead, Grietje was said to need supervision from a
“psychiatric service”.212 Outside the institution, under “expert guidance”, she
would be able to become a “decent routine-worker or maidservant”.213
While the majority of the girls who were described by means of the
façade-rhetoric were said to have some potential for development, Grietje’s
“moronity”, which she reportedly “hid” behind her façade, made sure that there
was no potential for any change or development. In both her reports, moreover,
her behaviour was wholly explained as stemming from her moronity. No
elaborate descriptions of her character, in which the psychologist claimed to
have piercing insight, were given, nor did the psychologist attempt to explain
her behaviour by referring to the psychological effects that her parent-child
relationships had had.214
In a substantial part of the psychological reports of the pupils,215 the girls’
“undesirable” characteristics are presented in what I have called “façade-rhetoric”. In the reports, the girls are stated to put on an “air”, to “camouflage” their
difficulties, to “hide” themselves behind their behaviour, to put on a
“performance”, “mask” their character traits, or to play a “role”. In such passages,
the rhetoric of the reports presents the girls’ “undesirable” characteristics as
fake and unconvincing – and as something that the psychologists and
psychiatrists examining the girls can see through. In the reports, the
psychologists and psychiatrists do not criticize the girls’ behaviour because
they perceive it as “bad” or “immoral”. Instead of making a moral judgement,
they suggest, through the rhetoric that they use, that girls who behave in this
way were not being “themselves”. Behaving in a masculine way, being vamp-like,
and being aggressive, loud and brash, were all characteristics the institutional
staff did not approve of. As we have seen, these “undesirable” characteristics
were presented as a façade – as something that was not genuine – behind which
the girl was hiding. In “actual” fact, the girl was said to be insecure, anxious,
vulnerable, immature, in need of affection, and “on bad terms with her
femininity”. Through unlearning her inauthentic characteristics – which were
marked as inauthentic and not-genuine through being conceptualized as a
211 “daar met onze opvoedingsmethoden weinig méér met Grietje te bereiken is”, Psychological report
(G117, 1953).
212 “psychiatrische dienst”, Psychological report (G117, 1953).
213 “deskundige leiding”, “behoorlijke routine-kracht of dienstmeisje”, Psychological report (G117,
1953).
214 Fennigje N., admitted in 1948, was a very similar case to Grietje L. Fennigje was also described as
“moronic” in her psychological reports; however, in her reports, no façade-rhetoric is used, and she
is not psychologized in any detail, Psychological report (G115, 1953).
215 In total, I found that the façade-rhetoric was featured in sixteen reports, produced for twelve girls.
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“façade” – she would, the rhetoric suggested, become more genuine, and, thus,
closer to being “herself”. Indeed, unlearning these characteristics equalled
removing the façade. Strikingly, then, to become “themselves”, the girls had to
unlearn their “undesirable” characteristics. Becoming “themselves” thus
involved conforming to institutional norms about girls’ behaviour.
As the examination of the rhetoric of the psychological reports has shown, the
façade-rhetoric granted the psychologists and psychiatrists authority, as it gave
the impression that the psychologist or psychiatrist was, quite mysteriously,
equipped to see “through” the girls’ outward behaviour, and perceive what they
were “actually” like on the inside.
In the case of Alida J., Trijntje G. and Jannie M. the “undesirable” characteristics that the girls have are said to stem from their dysfunctional parent-child
relationships. The characteristics these girls are attributed with – a tendency to
choose unsuitable boyfriends, aggression, and a tendency to display “vamp”-like
behaviour – are not presented as part of the girls’ personalities; instead, they are
portrayed as deviancies, stemming from an abnormal development. The
suggestion is that, had the girls developed normally, they would not display
such characteristics. Unlearning their “undesirable” behaviour thus involves
becoming more like someone who had a normal development and upbringing.
Rather than being spoken about as if they are behaving in a way that is “bad” or
“wrong”, they are pathologized. Both the façade-rhetoric and the Utrecht School
psychologists’ tendency to engage in psychologization, as is evident, thus
resulted in very disciplinary pronouncements about these girls.
At the same time, though, the façade-rhetoric also meant being estimated as
a complex individual. First, it suggested that there was some depth to the girl in
question, more than met the eye: the façade-rhetoric suggested that the girl’s
upbringing had had psychological effects on her, which had caused the girl to
camouflage her “true” feelings and issues. Second, the girls who were
characterized by means of the façade-rhetoric, were generally said to have the
potential to develop and grow. By contrast, girls who were diagnosed as
“moronic”, such as Grietje L., were viewed as hopeless – precisely because they
were thought to have no psychological depth. Grietje’s misbehaviour was not
portrayed as having an underlying, psychological cause, such as dysfunctional
parent-child relationships, and she was not seen as having a façade, with which
she camouflaged her “actual” issues. Instead, all her misbehaviour was described
as stemming from her moronity. Thus, nothing could be done about her
behaviour – at least not in the Hunerberg.
With reference to a similar context – maternity homes for unmarried
mothers in the United States, an institutional setting in which young women’s
sexuality was policed, as in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls – Regina
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Kunzel also points to the “privilege” of pathologization. She shows that, in the
1940s, out-of-wedlock pregnancy was reframed as an individual psychiatric
problem for white middle-class young women, who were diagnosed as
“neurotic”, while it was presented as simply stemming from working-class sex
delinquency in the case of young black women. While out-of-wedlock pregnancy
gave women and girls the status of outcast regardless of race, the concept of
“neurosis”, as Kunzel points out, was “in a relative sense, a privileged category”.216
As, in the psychological view, white young women’s illegitimacy was “contingent
upon the mutable mind, rather than upon fixed, physical entities”,217 it “offered
the hope of rehabilitation” – or, as Kunzel puts it, “[i]n short, the (white) girl
could change”.218 At the same time, being given a psychiatric diagnosis subjected
girls to “ever more intrusive scrutiny and aggressive intervention”.219 The same
was true for the girls in the Hunerberg. While, in the Hunerberg, the lines were
drawn on the basis of intelligence, rather than race, being psychologized
certainly conferred a degree of privilege. While it was seen to be problematic
that the girl was hiding behind a façade, simultaneously, the façade – and the
accompanying “depth” this suggested – also marked the girl as capable of
change and growth. At the same time, being perceived as susceptible to therapy
meant divulging, over and over again, details about one’s family, childhood,
past actions, and sexual encounters.220
216 Kunzel 1993, 164.
217 Rickie Solinger, Wake Up Little Susie: Single Pregnancy and Race Before Roe v. Wade (New York:
Routledge, 1992), 16, in: Kunzel 1993, 164.
218 Kunzel 1993, 164.
219 Kunzel 1993, 164.
220 Others have made similar points concerning the “privilege” of pathologization, with respect to
different case studies. For example, in a detailed study of a mental hospital in former Southern
Rhodesia, Lynette Jackson shows that, the colonial regime considered African women “too
‘backward’ to lose their reason”, while African men were thought to lose their minds due to
their greater exposure to the “strains of civilization”, Lynette A. Jackson, Surfacing Up: Psychiatry
and Social Order in Colonial Zimbabwe, 1908-1968 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2005), 108.
According to Hans Pols, the widely held view in (Dutch colonial) psychiatry was that the incidence
of mental illness was much higher in “civilized” countries, Hans Pols, “Psychological Knowledge in
a Colonial Context: Theories on the Nature of the ‘Native Mind’ in the Former Dutch East Indies,”
History of Psychology 10.2 (2007): 123. With respect to the medicalization of individual sexual
identity in The Netherlands in the nineteenth century, Geertje Mak points out that men, who were
considered more complex than women, were pathologized with respect to their sexual identities
a full century earlier than women. In exploring the reasons for this, in an argument that is too
complex to do justice to here, Mak points out that pathologizing men equalled acknowledging
them in their individuality – something which did not happen for women for another one hundred
years, Geertje Mak, “Het vrouwelijke zelf: Identiteit, seksualiteit en casuïstiek,” in De zieke natie:
Over de medicalisering van de samenleving, 1860-1914, ed. Liesbet Nys, Henk de Smaele, Jo Tollebeek
and Kaat Wils, (Groningen: Historische uitgeverij, 2002), 298-320. Anne Meis Knupfer points out
that, while working-class people’s homosexual behaviour was more often presented as immoral or
perverted, middle-class homosexuals were considered “ill”, which meant that they were capable
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There and Not-There: The Rhetorical Construction of the Self

The façade-rhetoric of the psychological reports – in which the girl’s outward
behaviour and inner characteristics were described in spatial terms – implicitly
described the girls as having an interior, which the psychological expert could,
allegedly, see into. However, the “true” self that the façade-rhetoric implicitly
constructed – and, with that, the “façade” that the girls are said to have – is a
rhetorical construction. This becomes clear through the ambiguous status that
the self is occasionally given through the rhetoric that describes it. The way in
which the experts wrote about the self brought about a paradoxical situation in
which the self was both there and not-yet-there. This is shown, for example, by
the second psychological report produced for Jannie M. In this report,
psychologist De Zeeuw states:
We now describe Jannie as a frustrated and fixated mummy’s girl in protest.
Jannie feels let down by her mother, neglected and misunderstood. Because
of this she has gotten stuck in her development in the basic attitude of
disappointed, jealous and protesting toddler, who, when she cannot get any
attention in a positive way, manages to get attention in a negative way,
through troublesomeness, stubbornness, and other suchlike reactions.221
Here, Jannie M. is depicted as a rather immature girl, continually lashing out at
others due to her own personal issues. Her negative and undesirable behaviour
is not presented as something that stems from the girl’s character, but as a result
of her arrested development. She has never progressed beyond the “basic
attitude” of “disappointed, jealous and protesting toddler”, but is literally
“stuck” in an earlier life phase. In other words, what is “wrong” with the girl is
that she is not behaving accordingly to how she could be.
Jannie M.’s behaviour is characterized as stemming from her “heightened
egocentricity” and the report wonders: “Can one actually truly approach Jannie?
It often seems possible, but does one have a hold of her, or does it not last, or does
of being restored to their heterosexual identities, George Chauncey Jr., “From Sexual Inversion to
Homosexuality: The Changing Medical Conceptualization of Female ‘Deviance’,” in Passion and
Power: Sexuality in History, ed. Kathy Peiss, Christina Simmons and Robert A. Padgug, (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1989): 100, 101, in: Knupfer 2001, 44. Michael Rembis suggests that experts’
tendencies to label female pupils at the State Training School in Geneva, Illinois as “feebleminded”
or “mentally defective” in the 1920s, rather than pointing to environmental or emotional factors,
may have been stigmatizing, Rembis 2011, 118.
221 “Wij beschrijven Jannie thans als een gefrustreerd en gefixeerd moederskindje in protest.
Jannie voelt zich door moeder tekort gedaan, verwaarloosd en miskend. Zij is daardoor in haar
ontwikkeling blijven steken in de grondhouding van de teleurgestelde, jaloerse en protesterende
kleuter, die als zij geen aandacht in positieve zin kan krijgen, door lastigheid, koppigheid e.d.
reacties, aandacht in negatieve zin weet te verkrijgen”, RPD report 2 (G104, 1960).
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Jannie eventually recoil, over and over again, flee, over and over again, into an
infantile attitude of protest?”222 It continues by saying: “We believe the latter [is
true] and assume that, for the time being, one will not be able to obtain a lasting
and constant contact with her, and perhaps never. Jannie’s self-insight gets stuck
before the barrier of her infantility and self-pity. And that is why there is no real
progress”.223 Here, the girl’s “infantility” and “self-pity” are presented, in spatial
terms, as a “barrier” that prevents the girl from gaining insight into her self.
Here, her “childish” behaviour is said to prevent her from seeing who she
“really” is, and prevents her from acting accordingly. The rhetoric used here is
thus akin to the façade-rhetoric, in that it describes the girl in spatial terms,
which denote an interior and an exterior, and presupposes keen insight, on the
part of the psychologist, into the girl’s interior.
Strikingly, in this passage, two contrastive assertions about the girl’s self are
made. On the one hand, the report mentions the girl’s potential to develop a
well-adjusted self: she is “stuck” in the life phase of childish toddler, beyond
which she must progress to become well-adjusted and to fulfil her potential.
Here, the self is something which must still be developed. On the other hand,
however, this self is presented as already there. Indeed, beyond the barrier of her
“infantility” and “self-pity”, lies her self, waiting to be explored and understood:
if it were not for her immature characteristics, the girl would gain self-insight –
into a self which must, thus, already be there. Rhetorically, it is also suggested
that this self is already there, in the sentence in which the girl is said to
continually flee into an “infantile attitude of protest”. Here, the formulation is
significant: indeed, somewhere inside this attitude, she – the “actual” girl – is to
be found.
In the highly detailed description given of the girl in the report, then, the
self is not a stable referent. It is talked about as if it exists – and through talking
about it, it is brought into being as a reality, which structured how the
psychologists and psychiatrists approached her. However, upon studying the
way in which it is talked about closely, it becomes apparent that the self, as
spoken about here, is a slippery thing. The convincing Utrecht School language
in which its presence is attested to and, thus, brought into being, is, upon closer
examination, ambiguous, leaving the precise location of the self fuzzy. The
paradoxical way in which its location is described suggests that it is a rhetorical
222 “verhoogde egocentriciteit”, “Kan men eigenlijk Jannie wel echt benaderen? Het lijkt wel dikwijls
zo, maar heeft men vat op haar, of beklijft het niet, of ook deinst Jannie tenslotte steeds weer terug,
vlucht zij steeds weer in de infantiele protesthouding?”, RPD report 2 (G104, 1960).
223 “Wij geloven het laatste en nemen aan, dat men voorlopig en misschien zelfs nooit een blijvend en
constant contact met haar kan krijgen. Jannie’s zelfinzicht blijft steken voor de barriere van haar
infantiliteit en zelfmedelijden. En daarom is er geen wezenlijke vooruitgang”, RPD report 2 (G104,
1960).
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construction – even the expert, who is so convinced of its existence, linguistically
slips up in pinpointing its location.224
A similar tension was also implicitly present in the façade-rhetoric. In the
reports that featured this type of rhetoric, what was marked as not-genuine, was
the girl’s façade: her masculinity, “vamp-like” behaviour or aggressiveness, for
instance. How the girl “actually” was, was how she was underneath her “façade”:
immature, anxious, vulnerable, on “bad terms” with her own femininity, and so
on. However, the girl was not “truly” or “ideally” anxious, or unfeminine; what
the girl “actually” was, was also something she must still become. To become
“themselves”, girls had to become the opposite of their facades: not masculine,
but feminine; not like a “woman of the world”, but being alright with being a
child; and not aggressive, but pleasant and loving. However, they did not yet
possess these characteristics. This brought about a paradoxical situation, in
which their “true” self was something they already were and still had to develop.
Anna M., for instance, was not “actually” masculine, but insecure, beneath her
masculine façade. At the same time, she was not “actually” masculine, but
feminine. Her femininity, however, was something she still had to develop. How
the girls “actually” were, then, was underneath the “façade”, but was also
something they still had to become.

Conclusion

The psychological reports of the pupils in the State Boarding School for Girls
were largely concerned with characterizing the girls’ misbehaviour, and
ascertaining its causes. This was in line with the “depthpsychological” approach
that had been introduced by director Duvekot and psychiatrist Zuithoff in 1950.
In the psychological reports, to a large extent, the parent-child relationship was
said to have shaped the girl’s past behaviour. With the emphasis on the effects of
the girls’ childhood on their current behaviour, the psychological reports
“psychologized” the girls. However, this psychologization took on a different
form than in the Rorschach reports, in which the effects of the girls’ childhood
on their current state had also been stressed.
An important idea that emerged in the pupils’ Rorschach reports was that a
“neglectful” upbringing had failed to regulate the drives of the girl under
examination. Girls’ strong sexuality, resulting from either their “uncontrolled”
drives, or from sexual “complexes” and “neuroses”, was seen as one of the girls’
main problems. In the psychological reports, by contrast, particular attention
was given to the parent-child relationship. On the one hand, girls’ behaviour
224 The same can be said for the report for Anna M., Psychiatric report (G105, 1969), in whose report
the descriptions of the façade and of that which is underlying, shift. The same goes for Alida J.,
Psychiatric report (G119, 1960).
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was said to have been shaped by “affective neglect”: a lack of affection in
childhood, which had caused them to seek affection elsewhere. On the other,
“identification” problems were said to play a role. In such cases, ineptness,
incapability or emotional inavailability on the part of the parents and stepparents
had prevented girls from identifying with them, and, thus, from acquiring
sex-specific characteristics. Both “affective neglect” and “identification”
problems were presented as having led to active sexual behaviour, aggression,
jealousy and attention-seeking on the part of the girls. As is evident, a wholly
different delinquent girl arose, depending on the technique by means of which
she was examined. In the technique of Rorschach-testing, the delinquent girl
was conceptualized as someone with an irrepressible sexuality, which stemmed
from her uninhibited sexual drives, resulting from a “neglectful” upbringing, or
from sexual disorders “in” the girl herself, such as complexes and neuroses.
Contrastively, in the technique of psychological examination, the (highly
gendered) characteristics that were considered to be problematic in the girls –
active sexual behaviour, aggression, jealousy and attention-seeking – were
explained by a lack of affection in early childhood, or “identification” problems.
In the psychological reports, girls were conceptualized as having innerness.
However, this innerness was conceptualized in a wholly different way than in
the Rorschach reports. While, in the Rorschach reports, the psychologist had
remarked on the difference between the girl’s outward behaviour and inner
attitude, in the psychological reports this distinction was given shape by means
of a particular use of language: namely, the façade-rhetoric. In the psychological
reports girls’ “undesirable” characteristics were spoken about as a “façade”,
behind which, it was implied, the “real” girl was hiding. Specifically, being
masculine, acting in a “vamp-like” manner, choosing boyfriends that were
thought to be unsuitable, or being aggressive or brash were presented in this
manner. The fact that these characteristics were presented as a “façade”
suggested that these characteristics were “fake”. In the logic of the reports,
unlearning these characteristics would be a step closer to becoming more
genuine. Paradoxically enough, then, the girls could become “themselves” by
conforming to the norms of the psychologists and psychiatrists. This was in line
with the principles of “guided self-actualization”.
Of course, these girls were pupils in a reform school, which had its pupils’
adaptation to societal norms as its central goal. Therefore, the normative
character of the psychologists’ and psychiatrists’ judgments is perhaps not
surprising. However, it is striking that while in other, comparable institutions a
shift towards “spontaneous self-actualization” took place in the 1960s, as Evelien
Tonkens describes, such a shift did not take place in the Dutch State Reform
School for Girls. Instead, the normative façade-rhetoric, which was aligned with
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Utrecht School psychological thought, prominently figured in the girls’
psychological reports until at least the late 1960s, long after the Utrecht School of
psychology is conventionally said to have ended. In practice, then – at least, in
the girls’ reform school – the technique continued to be used long after these
psychological ideas had lost currency more broadly.
Central to Taylor’s conception of modern selfhood is the idea that self-
expression was not about conforming to the good, but expressing whatever lay
inside one, regardless of whether it went against societal norms. For these
delinquent girls, however, unlearning their undesirable characteristics, including
their sexuality, would supposedly make them more “genuine”. The genuine self
the girls were supposed to display was thus in line with societal norms. While
this may point to the gendered character of the inner self, Oliver Liang has
shown that, similarly to the girls, assessments of (lower-class) adult male
criminals in Bavarian prisons in the 1920s also depended partly on an
examination of their past sexual relationships.225 In this institutional context,
this scrutiny “acted to define desirable and undesirable behaviour” in the male
inmates, as well as their female acquaintances.226 Here, too, then, the men’s
“deviant” sexuality was not seen as a part of their identity. The fact that the girls’
“deviant” sexual behaviour was not presented as part of their “true” inner self,
but as a façade, in their psychological reports, then, may have had to do with
both class – and the institutional context in which the examination took place –
and gender. In the girls’ reports, the notion that one’s sexuality is a fundamental
and essential part of oneself, the ignoring of which would be harmful227 does not
occur. Claiming one’s sexuality as foundation of one’s identity may thus have
been an upper-class or middle-class privilege, which, in the 1950s, in which the
façade-rhetoric emerged, was not yet accessible to lower-class girls.
The widespread occurrence of the façade-rhetoric in the pupils’ psychological
reports shows a way of talking about the girls that is different from the
assessment techniques of previous periods. The technique of psychological
examination gave rise to this new way of talking. Evidence of the fact that the
self is just that – a way of talking, a rhetorical construction – may be found in the
psychological reports of these girls. Indeed, not only are the practices that
underlie the rhetoric very unclear, but the experts rhetorically slip up in
pinpointing the spatial location of the self in the reports.
The façade-rhetoric used in the girls’ psychological reports produced a
situation in which the expert was – supposedly – able to characterize the girl in
a way in which she herself could not. Executing the technique thus legitimated
225 Liang 2006, 437-38.
226 Liang 2006, 438.
227 Mak 2012, 232.
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the psychologists and psychiatrists as experts, who, with their technique, could
see “into” the girls and see what their problems were and how they should be
tackled. This put the experts in a position of authority over the girls. In the
reports, the idea was created that it was the expert who had the key to the girl’s
self. What the expert saw, however, was structured by the assessment technique.
While, in the Rorschach reports, the girl emerged as having an inner
psychological realm, which was occupied with sexual drives, complexes,
neuroses and fantasies, in the psychological reports, the delinquent girl emerged
as someone who acted out to conceal her “underlying” issues, but, before the
psychologist or psychiatrist, was barely able to conceal her “underlying”
immaturity, anxieties, insecurities and need for affection.
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Chapter 6
Psychologizing the Self: Girls’ Autobiographical Scripts,
1952-1973
After Maria Duvekot became director of the State Boarding School for Girls, as
was discussed in the previous chapter, the institution embarked on a new, psychology-oriented course, informed by the Utrecht School of psychology. As
before, new pupils were expected to write down their life histories upon
admission, as part of the rite of passage that girls underwent when they entered
the institution. However, the practices involved in this assessment technique
had drastically changed. In this chapter, I examine whether and how girls’ autobiographical narratives, and staff members’ interpretations of them, changed,
following the implementation of the institutional course change. Before 1950,
when the set of practices involved in the technique prompted the pupils towards
confession, and staff members read pupils’ texts to determine whether they felt
guilty about their pasts, the majority of the pupils expressed a negative stance
on their past behaviour, which was in line with the normative framework of the
institution. In explaining their past actions, most girls presented external causes
– being persuaded by friends, or stealing out of poverty – as prompting their
misbehaviour, or presented their misbehaviour as something they looked back
on with pleasure. In this chapter, I investigate how girls wrote their autobiographical texts under what Delicat has called the “liberating” approach (see
chapter 5). To do so, I pay attention to how girls were categorized, and to whether
a notion of inner selfhood is articulated, either in girls’ own texts or in
institutional assessments of girls’ texts. As in chapter 4, I engage with Nikolas
Rose’s assertion that the “psy sciences” provide individuals with “life narratives
couched in psychological terms”.1 While the girls only received psychological
therapy after writing their life histories, the institutional course change, with its
focus on self-expression, pervaded all aspects of daily institutional life.
In what follows, I first examine how girls were welcomed into the Hunerberg
following the institutional course change, and give an overview of the set of
practices that framed the obligatory assignment of autobiography-writing. To
reconstruct this, I consulted both the girls’ progress reports and staff members’
notes on the girls, both of which featured remarks about admission practices as
well as the girl’s comportment upon admission. Next, I examine how girls took
up the assignment to write a life history and investigate how they wrote about
1

Rose 1997, 232.
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their pasts. The sample of dossiers for this period contained 20 life histories, and
one text in which the girl explained why she would not write a life history.2
The texts were written by girls admitted to the State Boarding School for Girls in
Nijmegen in the period 1952-1973, after the psychological course change had
been implemented. Finally, drawing on references in the girls’ dossiers,
particularly the progress reports, which contained information on girls’
admission, conduct and development, I examine how the institutional staff read
the girls’ life histories, to investigate what type of identity was produced for the
pupils as a result of the technique of autobiography-writing.

The Technique of Autobiography-Writing under the
“Liberating” Approach

As no documents were found outlining the institutional policies concerning the
technique of autobiography-writing in the period 1950-1975, I pieced together
references to the technique found in the girls’ dossiers. As the way in which
girls were welcomed into the institution upon admission played a role in the
framing of the assignment, the admission and observation period will be
discussed alongside the set of practices directly involved in the technique. For
this, particularly the girls’ progress reports proved illustrative, as they provided
the clearest picture of daily life in the institution, and contained occasional
references to the girls’ life histories.
After 1950, on admission into the State Boarding School for Girls, pupils
were brought to a separate room to write their life histories, as previously.3 As
2

3

The total sample for the period in which the institution was located in Nijmegen contained the
dossiers of 27 girls. Of these girls, two refused to write a life history: Jannie M, admitted in 1959
(G104) and Neeltje P, admitted in 1954 (G121). The piece of paper Jannie received for the assignment
merely contains the phrase “says she can’t” (“zegt het niet te kunnen”), written by a staff member
of the institution, and, instead of complying with the assignment, Neeltje wrote a text explaining
why she would not write a life history. Two girls’ dossiers – Ida E., admitted in 1950 (G111) and
Pieternella D., admitted in 1953 (G118) – did not contain a life history. Physically admitted to the
child protection institution in Rekken, Ida E. was only administratively a part of the reform school,
which explains why she did not do the assignment. Pieternella’s dossier, however, does not provide
any explanation for the lack of a life history. Finally, three girls were not included in the analysis,
as they were admitted in 1948 (Fennigje N., G115, Aleida H., G116) and 1949 (Grietje L., G117), before
the institutional course change in 1950. Occasionally, dossiers of girls admitted to the institution
when it was located in Zeist were filed under the Nijmegen dossiers, because they remained in the
institution after the move to Nijmegen; this was the case for Fennigje, Aleida and Grietje. For this
chapter, 20 life histories written after the institutional course change were thus studied. Of the 20
life histories, 13 were from the 1950s, 6 were from the 1960s and 1 was from the 1970s. In addition,
Neeltje P.’s text, in which she (angrily) explained why she would not write a life history, is also
included in the analysis, as it was a response to the assignment, however non-compliant. In total, 21
texts were thus analysed. Finally, Grietje L.’s life history, written in February 1949, was included as
a foil to the life histories written after the institutional course change.
Progress report 1 (G104, 1960); Progress report 1 (G122, 1954).
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part of the observation period upon admission, the technique still served as part
of the rite of passage the girls underwent in order to be inducted into the
institution. Rather than “isolation room”, though, as was mentioned in chapter
1, the room where the pupils wrote their life histories was now referred to as the
“admission room”, as was discussed in chapter 1.4 Besides ringing less of
confinement, the new term suggested a turn away from wanting the pupils to
engage in solitary self-reflection, as was the goal in the earlier period. Whereas
the header at the top of the paper that was provided between 1913 and 1950
suggested institutional surveillance, from 1962, the paper provided by the
institution gave a different impression. From then on, a number of life histories
had the heading “Your life history” or “Your life story” written by an institutional
staff member at the top of the page.5 This was a new way of framing the text,
which was more personal, and suggested that what was written was owned by
the girl, rather than being something that was written for the sake of the
institutional staff – although, of course, the girls would probably have known
that their texts would be read. The way in which the technique was spoken
about also suggested a more liberal approach. Indeed, while it was occasionally
referred to as an “assignment”,6 elsewhere, it was presented as a “request”, made
out of “interest”.7
Interestingly, in one case, the girl’s life history was referred to as an “autoanamnesis”, through which the assignment of autobiography-writing was given
medical connotations.8 In Mosby’s Medical Dictionary, the term “anamnesis” is
defined as “1. remembrance of the past. 2. the accumulated data concerning a
medical or psychiatric patient and the patient’s background, including family,
previous environment, experiences, and particularly, recollections, for use in
analyzing his or her condition”.9 Terming the life history a type of “anamnesis”
thus very clearly positions the technique of autobiography-writing as an
assessment technique. Instead of an external party establishing the girl’s history,
however, the institutional staff was interested in how the girl would tell her life
story herself. Besides this, the term suggests that the psychological staff, who, as
we shall see, analysed the girls’ texts, assumed that each new pupil had a
“condition” that needed to be analysed.
Whereas before 1950 the technique was framed as an assignment from the
director, who presented herself as confessor, from the late 1950s, the girls’
4
5
6
7
8
9

Progress report 1 (G103, 1952); Progress report 1 (G104, 1960).
“Je levensgeschiedenis”, “Je levensbeschrijving”, Life history (G98, 1965); Life history (G105, 1968);
Life history G107, 1968); Life history (G108, 1962); and Life history (G112, 1967).
“opdracht”, Progress report 1 (G104, 1960); Progress report 1 (G124, 1974).
“verzoek”, Notes (G104, 1959); “interesse”, Progress report 1 (G121, 1954).
“auto-anamnese”, Progress report 2 (G100, 1954).
Mosby’s Medical Dictionary 2013.
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progress reports speak about the life histories as being written, not to a single
person, but to an “us”.10 This presumably refers to those who signed the reports:
usually the institutional director, the institutional psychologist and the
institutional psychiatrist, or the director and the institutional psychiatrist.
Instead of writing to a director who positioned herself in an overtly normative
way, in this period, the girls’ texts were perceived, by the staff, as being addressed
to a team of staff members. While the girls writing before 1950 frequently
addressed their texts to a reader, in the life histories studied for the period after
1950, I found only two life histories that contained a reference to a reader, both
of which were addressed to an unnamed “you”, both dating from 1954.11 In her
text, Sara W. expressed the hope that she had done the assignment well, writing,
“I don’t know what else to tell you if you want anything else or if it isn’t good
you should just ask me”.12 Neeltje P., admitted in the same year, did not want to
write a life history, and vehemently explained why she would not comply,
directly addressing a reader – presumably the director – in doing so.13 After
that time, however, no more references to a reader were found. While, at first, the
technique may have still been presented as an assignment from a single person,
in later years, the girls no longer addressed a reader. Perhaps the notion that
they were under institutional scrutiny was made less clear to the girls at the
time.
Before 1950, besides being asked to write their life histories, girls were also
often provided with a list of assigned topics which they were requested to write
something about. Around 1950, however, the lists of prescribed topics
disappeared from the dossiers. Instead, girls were now asked to draw a number
of pictures.14 As becomes evident from their drawings, which appear across the
entire period, each girl was asked to draw “a family” (or “your family”), “a
person” or “man” and a “free drawing”.15 Sometimes, as an extra assignment,
the girl could choose a topic to draw. One of the dossiers, for example, contained
a drawing with a list of topics written on it that the girl could choose from,
including: “Friendship”, “Hate”, “Love”, “Happiness”, “I would really love to”,
10
11

12
13
14
15

“ons”, Progress report 1 (G98, 1965); Progress report 1 (G99, 1957); Progress report 1 (G104, 1960).
In Dutch, the girls address their texts to an “u”. I searched the transcribed life histories for personal
pronouns referring to a reader (“u”, “uw”, “je”, “jij”, “jou”, “jouw”) and references to the director
(“directrice”), taking idiosyncratic spellings into account.
“Ik weet niet meer te vertellen als u nog iets wilt of dat het niet goed is moet u het mij maar vragen”,
Life history (G102, 1954).
Life history (G121, 1954).
The sample of dossiers contained a total of 41 drawings, by 11 girls.
“een gezin”, “je gezin”, “een mens”, “de mens”, “vrije tekening”; for instance, the drawings of Aafke
T. (G98, 1965) and Christina G. (G108, 1962); also: Intake (G104, 1959). Here, the Dutch phrase “de
mens” means “man”, in the general sense, but, in Dutch, the term is not gendered.
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“Fallen from the nest” and “If I were rich, then…”.16 That girls were not always
bound by a fixed list, and that the topics on this list changed over the years, is
shown by the occurrence of extra assignment drawings titled “Loneliness”, “A
party” and “Fear or Afraid”.17
Unlike the list of prescribed topics given in the previous period, the
assignment of drawing pictures contained less clear norms, and did not prompt
girls towards confession. While before 1950, as was shown in chapter 3, it was
clear for quite a few of the girls what the director thought of topics such as the
cinema, the dance hall and boys, it must have been less clear to the girls admitted
after the institutional course change what the staff was getting at by asking
them to draw a family, a person or an emotion.
As the institutional archives contained no policy documents on this practice,
I used the secondary literature to contextualize the practice of drawing.
Psychological interest in children’s drawings as objects of study began in the late
nineteenth century,18 and became more widespread in the United States in the
1920s. At the time, children’s drawings were used, until at least the early 1960s,
to measure cognitive aptitude.19 From the 1940s, the widespread interest in
projective tests led to a new use of children’s drawings, in which they were
understood as a projective technique, which would reveal the “personality,
perceptions, values, and attitudes” of the child.20 In the United States,
psychological tests, such as Karen Machover’s Draw-a-Person test and Wilfred
C. Hulse’s test for drawing a family – tests that, at least in their subject matter,
were similar to some of the drawing assignments used in the Hunerberg –
functioned as such projective methods.21 Interest in children’s drawings as a
projective method continued into at least the 1960s.22 Within the Utrecht School
of psychology, too, which strongly informed the institutional course change,
psychologists were also interested in drawings. In what is called their “phenomenological-anthropological” or “existential-phenomenological” approach, they
were particularly concerned with “being able to sympathize with the world of

16
17
18

19
20
21
22

“Vriendschap”, “Haat”, “Liefde”, “Geluk”, “Ik zou zo graag”, “Uit het nestje gevallen”, “Als ik rijk
was dan...”, Dossier of Jeltje B. (G114, 1967).
“Eenzaamheid”, “een feest” and “Angst of Bang”, in the drawings of, respectively, Anna M. (G105,
1968), Christina G. (G108, 1962) and Louise R. (G103, 1952).
Marvin Klepsch and Laura Logie, Children Draw and Tell: An Introduction to the Projective Uses of
Children’s Human Figure Drawings (New York: Brunner/Mazel, 1982), v; Donna Darling Kelly,
Uncovering the History of Children’s Drawing and Art (Westport, CT and London: Praeger Publishers,
2004), 5.
Kelly 2004, 100-101.
Klepsch and Logie 1982, 10.
Klepsch and Logie 1982, 17, 20, 77.
Kelly 2004, 104.
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the ‘other’ in an interpretive way (i.e. through understanding each other)”.23
The goal of “opening oneself up to and trying to understand the essential aspects
of the other” was achieved by “understanding” the other by means of their
expressions in games, drawings and stories.24
When studying the pupils’ dossiers, very few documents were found that
refer to the drawings the pupils did. In the pupils’ psychological reports, I found
one reference to the drawings the girl had done. In Neeltje P.’s psychiatric-psychological report, Kapsenberg and Prick state that they see different “facets” of
the girl’s personality in the drawings she did, remarking on the “somber, dark”
colours she chose, and the “compulsive” nature of the topics she chose.25 Here,
the girl’s drawings are presented as confirming the experts’ personality analysis
of the girl. In the pupils’ progress reports, I found just three references to the
drawings that the girl had made. In two of her drawings, Marie L. had only used
dotted lines to delineate the outlines of objects. The report for Marie simply
states: “The primitive drawings she made had little content”.26 The report for
Mathilda K. remarks on her “talent” for drawing.27 Finally, the admission
report for Jannie K. states: “Jannie listened, not unwillingly, to the request to
write and draw something. She had difficulty drawing anything on ‘the family’
and ‘man’, as she generally drew in an abstract way (see her person-drawing).
She also emphatically needed a pencil or something similar to put the contours
of the drawing onto paper”.28 Rather than analysing the girl’s drawings, here,
the report seems more concerned with whether the girl complied willingly with
the request to draw pictures. What’s more, the description of how Jannie took up
the assignment went towards providing a general picture of the girl upon
admission, appearing, as it does, in a report entitled “Intake”.29

23

24
25

26
27
28

29

The original text states, “het ‘verstehend’ (elkaar begrijpend) zich kunnen invoelen in de wereld van
‘de ander’”, Aloysius Ruijssenaars, Peter van den Bergh and Johanna van Drenth, Orthopedagogiek:
Ontwikkelingen, theorieën en modellen (Antwerp and Apeldoorn: Garant, 2012 [2008]), 50. In the
approach of the Utrecht School, therefore, the interpretive approach, which involved verstehen – the
attempt to sympathetically understand an “other” – on the part of the professional, had a central
place.
Ruijssenaars, Van den Bergh and Van Drenth 2008, 50.
“sombere, donkere”, “dwangmatige”, Psychiatric-psychological report (G121, 1954). Neeltje drew
the trunk of a pollard willow and a line drawing of a person; Kapsenberg and Prick do not explain
how they connect her choice of topics to her character.
“De primitieve tekeningen die zij maakte, hadden weinig inhoud”, Progress report (G109, 1956).
“talent”, Progress report 1 (G100, 1954).
“Jannie luisterde niet ongewillig naar het verzoek om iets te schrijven en te tekenen. Over ‘het
gezin’ en ‘de mens’ kon zij moeilijk iets tekenen, want zij tekende abstract (zie haar mens-tekening).
Ook had zij bepaald een potlood of iets dergelijks nodig om de contouren van de tekening op papier
te zetten”, Intake (G104, 1959).
In Dutch, the term “Intake” is used, too.
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In the drawings themselves, the staff occasionally wrote explanatory notes.
Underneath a drawing titled “Loneliness” by Anna M., for example, a staff
member wrote, “An thinks that loneliness is depicted well in this ‘empty’
face”.30 In the drawing titled “A person” by the same girl, in which she drew a
girl seen from the side with her mouth open, a staff member wrote “Giving lip”
by way of explanation – indeed, the Dutch phrase “Grote monden geven” (Giving
lip) literally means “To give a big mouth”, hence the imagery of the drawing.31
Apparently, the staff talked to the girls about their drawings, and asked them
what they had drawn and why. Rather than produce elaborate analyses of the
girls on the basis of their drawings, then, the staff members evidently attempted
to connect with girls over their drawings, attempting to get to know them, and
observed how they took up the assignment, as this would help them assess the
new pupils. The practice of drawing was thus clearly a part of the rite of passage
the girls went through upon admission, during which the staff members took
the opportunity to get to know the girl.
Whereas the ten assigned topics the institution provided in the earlier
period invited at least some of the girls to comply with, or be defiant against, the
norms implicit in the topics – and, thus, to take on a stance vis-à-vis these norms
– the assignment to draw pictures of particular subjects contained far less clear
norms. Even if girls had been familiar with the practice from other institutions,
rebelling, conforming or even simply taking on a particular stance or choosing
a particular way in which to present themselves through the practice of drawing,
was far more difficult – if not impossible. Whereas the ten prescribed topics thus
provided a clear moral framework against which the girls could establish their
position, the drawing assignment was far more abstruse. I have chosen not to go
into the drawings in further detail, as I do not wish to re-analyse the girls’
drawings, and as my focus concerns the practices surrounding the technique of
autobiography-writing.
Besides the fact that the practices involved in the technique of autobiography-writing had changed, overall, the way in which new pupils were approached
by staff members was also very different. As was demonstrated in chapter 1, the
reports show that, following the institutional course change, staff members
made an effort to get to know the newly-entered girl in a way that emphasized
personal interest in the girl on the part of the staff, and acquaint her with her
new place of residence. New pupils were also given the opportunity to ask the
staff questions about life in their new place of residence, and staff members
placed much emphasis on the self-expression of the girls.
30
31

“Eenzaamheid”, “An vindt eenzaamheid goed uitgebeeld in dit ‘lege’ gezicht”, Dossier of Anna M.,
(G105, 1968).
Dossier of Marie L. (G109, 1956).
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The institutional staff were proud of their “liberating” approach, as becomes
apparent, for example, from the report for Mathilda K, admitted in 1954 at age
19. According to the girl’s case file, “difficulties” with her mother, her boyfriend
and her job had led to Mathilda being sent to the detention centre of the juvenile
police, where she had to await her transfer to a correctional institution. Out of
protest against this, she had gone on a hunger strike. Despite her protest, she
was eventualy brought to the Hunerberg. When she finally arrived there,
though, as her observation report remarked, she thought that it had “turned out
better than expected”.32 Mathilda’s report, composed by the report-writer on
behalf of the director, and signed by psychologist Kapsenberg and psychiatrist
Prick, explained the girl’s change of heart: “There were no high iron gates or
barred windows, and in the observation ward she heard girls speak freely about
the freedom they enjoyed here and the possibilities for an education”.33 After
hearing the other pupils’ opinions, Mathilda decided not to run away, as she had
been planning. As the report states a bit further on, “She particularly very much
appreciated the possibility for open communication with those in charge. ‘I feel
comfortable here,’ she once said, ‘You feel that your personality is taken into
account here. You are allowed to state your opinion. This may be a closed
institution, – it makes you open on the inside’”.34 Of course, it may certainly
have been in the interests of the institutional staff – and particularly the director
– to make the institution appear in a favourable light to the juvenile judge, to
whom the report was addressed. For that reason, we cannot know to what extent
the girl’s words convey a realistic picture. However, the quoted passages do
make clear how important the institutional staff considered the “liberating”
approach to be, and to what extent “self-expression” was valued and emphasized
by the staff members, and communicated to the girls.
Despite this emphasis on self-expression, girls were of course at the
institution to be re-educated. However freely girls were encouraged to give
voice to their thoughts and feelings, the institutional staff used the things they
said during the admission and observation period to assess them. For example,
the introductory talks girls had with staff upon admission, mentioned in chapter
32
33

34

“Maar het viel mee”, Observation report, in case file (G100, 1954).
“Er waren geen hoge ijzeren hekken en getraliede raampjes, en in de observatieafdeling hoorde
zij de meisjes vrijuit spreken over de vrijheid, die zij hier genoten en de mogelijkheden tot een
opleiding”, Observation report, in case file (G100, 1954). The Dutch term “een opleiding” can mean
“an education”, or a specific type of training.
“Juist de mogelijkheid tot open contact met de leiding waardeerde zij zeer. ‘Ik voel mij hier op mijn
gemak’, zei zij eens, ‘Je voelt dat er hier rekening met je persoonlijkheid wordt gehouden. Je mag
je mening zeggen. Laat dit een gesloten tehuis zijn, – het maakt je van binnen open’”, Observation
report, in case file (G100, 1954). While the original Dutch literally states “it makes you open on the
inside” (“het maakt je open van binnen”), a more idiomatic translation of this might read “it opens you
up on the inside”.
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1, functioned to assess girls’ chances for rehabilitation and determine what type
of treatment they should receive. For example, Jannie K.’s talks with the
therapeutic staff had proved worrying: “After the first orienting talks with our
therapeutic staff these [the staff members, SB] did not judge [the girl / the situation,
SB] optimistically. They expected Jannie to be a lot of work, a forceful approach
seemed appropriate”.35
The admission practices the girls came into contact with were obligatory.
This becomes evident when the practices were not carried out smoothly.
Accompanying staff on a tour of the house was one compulsory part of the rite
of passage. That this was compulsory rather than optional is shown by the fact
that girls who did not want to cooperate were made to take the tour anyway.
“She mutely followed us on her first round through the house. She literally did
not take a step without being told to”, the progress report for Jannie M.
describes.36 What’s more, girls who were not interested in getting to know the
house – and, with that, the “possibilities” it offers – were labelled “forced”. As
Astrid G.’s progress report states: “It seemed forced the way she attempted not
to show any interest in our house in the first few days; she passively listened to
everything we told her about the possibilities that would be offered to her; it was
even the case that we were surprised that she came with us to make a tour of the
house to look at it”.37 The institution expected girls to show an interest in the
house; when they did not show an interest, this was presented as an unnatural
(“forced”) pose, which, the implication is, they must eventually unlearn – and
unlearn it, the girl did, as she finally accompanied the staff on the tour of the
house.
The doctor’s examination was another such practice. Indeed, submitting
oneself to this physical examination was a precondition for entering one of the
groups, in which the pupils spent their time in the institution. Jannie K.,
admitted in 1959, refused to undergo this examination: “She obstinately
continued to refuse to subject herself to the customary doctor’s examination.
Indeed, only she [emphasis mine, SB] could determine its [the examination’s, SB]
necessity and it [the necessity, SB] was not there, we were supposed to resign

35

36
37

“Na de eerste oriënterende gesprekken met onze therapeutische staf oordeelde deze niet
optimistisch. Men verwachtte aan Jannie een hele hou te krijgen, een stevige aanpak leek
geïndiceerd”, Progress report 1 (G104, 1960).
“Zwijgend volgde ze ons op haar eerste ronde door het huis. Letterlijk geen stap deed ze, of het
moest haar worden gezegd”, Progress report 1 (G104, 1960).
“Het deed krampachtig aan zoals ze de eerste dagen trachtte géén belangstelling te tonen voor ons
huis; ze hoorde alles lijdzaam aan wat we haar vertelden over de mogelijkheden die haar geboden
zouden worden; het was zelfs zó dat het meeviel dat ze meeliep om een rondgang door het huis te
maken om het te bekijken”, Progress report 1 (G112, 1968).
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ourselves to that, we were supposed to trust her in that”.38 As becomes evident
from the following description, the staff dealt with this as follows:
We did not force her, [but] told her that she would not be able to be placed
into one of the groups, until she had subjected herself to the normal
admission rules. So Jannie stayed by herself, forged plans to run away. We
locked her room, she didn’t budge. Finally the Director let her know, in a
conversation that wasn’t lacking in clarity, that we expect the girls in our
house to have the insight that they must subject themselves to reasonable
demands. If Jannie wasn’t planning on doing this, then we had overestimated
her intelligence and would request her transfer to a house that was targeted
at more primitive girls, then she didn’t belong here. Feeling that it was
serious, Jannie settled.39
In the earlier period, girls were punished for not complying. As we saw in chapter 2,
Hiltje S., who refused to undergo the physical examination in 1925, was placed
into solitary confinement. When she was shown the “decorated classrooms” as
an incentive to comply, she submitted to the institutional rules and underwent
the examination, subsequently joining one of the institutional groups. Under
Honcoop-Beekveld, then, not complying meant punishment and isolation, and
cooperation meant setting one’s re-education process in motion, and
transforming oneself into a complying pupil, and obedient “patient”. By being
shown the classroom that she could go into if she complied, the girl could choose
whether to comply with the institutional rules, or undergo more punishment.
The director’s attempts to get the girl to comply thus hinged on punishment,
and on physical discomfort and isolation versus participation.
In 1959, the girl was also locked into a room, demonstrating that the physical
element of punishment had not wholly disappeared. Similarly to the earlier
38

39

“Halsstarrig bleef zij weigeren zich aan het gebruikelijke doktersonderzoek te onderwerpen. De
noodzaak daarvan immers kon alleen zij uitmaken en die was er niet, daarbij hadden wij ons neer
te leggen, daarin hadden wij haar te vertrouwen”, Progress report 1 (G104, 1960).
“Wij hebben haar niet gedwongen, haar gezegd, dat zij, voor ze zich aan de normale opnameregels
had onderworpen, niet in een groep zou kunnen worden ingedeeld. Jannie bleef dus alleen,
smeedde wegloopplannen. Wij sloten haar kamertje af, ze gaf geen krimp. Tenslotte heeft de
Directrice haar in een gesprek, dat aan duidelijkheid niet te wensen overliet, aan het verstand
gebracht, dat wij van de meisjes in ons huis het inzicht verwachtten, zich aan redelijke eisen te
moeten onderwerpen. Was Jannie dit niet van plan, dan hadden wij haar intelligentie overschat en
zouden wij haar overplaatsing aanvragen naar een op meer primitieve meisjes ingesteld huis, dan
hoorde ze hier niet thuis. Jannie, voelend, dat het ernst was, koos eieren voor haar geld”, Progress
report 1 (G104, 1960). The Dutch expression “eieren voor zijn geld kiezen” (literally: “choosing eggs for
one’s money”) means settling for less than you had originally wanted, because what you originally
wanted seemed unattainable.
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period, the institution also provided the girl with an incentive to comply.
However, in 1959, the director made clear that, by not complying, the girl would
be a “primitive” girl. By complying – or not complying – she would be
acknowledging herself to be a particular type of person. Now, the director’s
attempts to get the girl to comply hinged on identity to a far deeper extent. In
1925, deferring to the institutional rules would have signalled a change in
position: through going along with the examination, the girl would become a
member of a new category. In 1959, however, complying – or not complying – did
not just affect the girl’s position in the institution, but said something about who
the girl “was”. By complying, the girl automatically acknowledged a particular
category as her own: through submitting herself to the institutional requirements,
she stated that she was not a “primitive” girl, but a girl with “insight”. Here,
complying meant making a statement about “who she was”. By tying her
decision to a category of identity, the director more effectively got the girl to
engage in self-discipline. The director made very clear that submitting to the
examination equalled becoming a particular type of girl, with particular characteristics.
All in all, in line with the “liberating” approach, the girls entering the
Hunerberg in this period were generally made to feel very free to express
themselves. However, girls still had to adhere to norms. Those who did not,
learned that there were still very strong norms in place: the institutional staff
wanted them to behave in a particular way. They were approached in a less overtly
normative way, however. In the next section, I examine how the pupils write
about their pasts, in response to the practices implemented under the “liberating”
approach.

Pupils’ Life Histories Under the “Liberating” Approach

In this section, I pay attention to the ways in which girls wrote their life histories
in response to the altered technique of autobiography-writing, and investigate
how their texts were similar to and different from those written in the earlier
period. I first examine whether and how the contents of the girls’ texts differed
from the life histories written between 1913 and 1950. Subsequently, I explore
how girls characterized their pasts, examining whether a focus on confession
and guilt informed the texts, as in the earlier period. Finally, I investigate
whether notions of an inner self were articulated in the girls’ texts.

From Cinemas and Dance Halls to Drugs and Leidseplein
After 1950, most girls’ life histories were structured in a similar way to those
written in the earlier period. All girls recounted the stories of their lives as
structured around phases. In most cases, the phases that were described were
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highly similar across the different texts, and included the girl’s early childhood,
going to school, the jobs she had had (if applicable), and institutions she had
spent time in.40 Alida J., admitted in 1959 at age 17, quite literally presented her
life as a succession of phases, and did not even write down her life story as a
narrative. In full, her text reads:
6 years of primary school
Another year in the 6th year class
1 year 7th year
1 year Utr[echt]
1 year housekeeping.
1 year sewing workshop.
1½ years in observation home “[Name of institution].”
1 year in home for working girls “[Name of institution].”
10½ months at home then worked in Cantine company.
Have been in Nijmegen since today [Date].
A. J[…]41
Almost all girls ended their texts with an episode in which they described
coming to the institution, or an oblique reference to being in the institution.42
A small minority of texts did not end with such an episode. Nelly S., for instance,
ends her narrative by telling the institution about her love of boys.43 As before
1950, however, most girls structured their lives as “teleological” stories, similar
to their case files.
The contents of the girls’ life stories in this period are somewhat different
from those written before the institutional course change, reflecting the different
lives that the girls had led before their placement. Rather than going out to work
after finishing primary school, or even before that, the girls had frequently
followed some form of higher education, such as home economics school, or
retail training, which they wrote about in their life histories.44 Also, girls
40
41

42

43
44

While not all elements appeared in every girl’s text, as, for instance, not all girls had jobs before
coming to the institution, all texts from this period roughly follow this episode structure.
“6 jaar lagere school / Nog 1 jaar klasikaal 6e klas doorlopen / 1 jaar 7e leerjaar / 1 jaar Utr[echt]. / 1
jaar huishouding geweest. / 1 jaar atelier. / 1½ jaar in opservatiehuis ‘[Name of institution].’ / 1 jaar
in huis voor werkende meisjes ‘[Name of institution].’ / 10½ maand thuis geweest heb toen gewerkt
in Cantine bedrijf. / Ben sinds vandaag [Date] in Nijmegen / A.J[…]”, Life history (G119, 1959).
The life histories of: G98, 1965; G100, 1954; G101, 1955; G103, 1952; G106, 1952; G112, 1967; G113,
1952; G114, 1967; G119, 1959; G120, 1952; G122, 1953; G123, 1958). Besides this, five girls end their life
histories with an implicit reference to their admission, or to being in the institution: G102, 1954;
G124, 1973; G108, 1962; G109, 1955; G114, 1959.
Life history (G99, 1957).
In the life histories of G98, 1965; G99, 1957; G101, 1955; G102, 1954; G103, 1952; G109, 1955; G113, 1952.
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admitted in this period no longer grew up in extreme poverty, as was sometimes
the case in the period before 1950. Incidentally, though, in the period 1950-1975,
the institutional staff still considered the girls who were admitted to the
institution to be from the lower classes.45
After 1950, types of behaviour that the girls tied to their placement in a child
protection institution or the Hunerberg included: having boyfriends or going
around with boys their parents did not approve of,46 school related issues
including truancy, misbehaving at school and not doing homework,47 (secretly)
going out or going to parties with friends and coming home late,48 running off
with a friend or with boys,49 running away from their job,50 and, in the 1960s,
running away from home after fights with their parents.51 Occasional mention
is also made of drinking alcohol,52 having friends their parents did not approve
of,53 and using make-up.54 Going to the cinema and the dance hall, and eating
sweets, which were such a prominent part of the earlier life histories, and a
serious concern during the interwar years (chapter 3), thus disappeared from
the girls’ texts.55 However, some period-specific types of behaviour appeared
in the life histories written in the 1960s that do not occur earlier, such as using
drugs,56 and going to Leidseplein, a square where youngsters belonging to
Dutch 1960s counterculture were known to hang around.57

A Lack of Guilt
In the life histories written before 1950, confession, guilt and remorse played an
extremely important role. In that period, a large majority of the girls studied
promised to “better” their lives, and/or explicitly qualified their past actions in
a negative manner, some expressing extreme remorse. After 1950, girls still
wrote down the stories of their lives in relation to a particular norm. Indeed, half
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

56
57

Progress report 1 (G122, 1953).
In the life histories of G98, 1965; G102, 1954; G105, 1968; G107, 1968; G108, 1962; G109, 1955; G110, 1956;
G122, 1953; G123, 1958.
In the life histories of G98, 1965; G99, 1957; G103, 1952; G105, 1968; G107, 1968; G113, 1952; G123, 1958;
G100, 1954.
In the life histories of G98, 1965; G112, 1967; G124, 1973; G99, 1957.
In the life histories of G101, 1955; G103, 1952.
In the life histories of G106, 1952; G109, 1955; G122, 1953.
In the life histories of G107, 1968; G114, 1967.
Life history (G112, 1956).
Life history (G98, 1965).
Life history (G107, 1968).
Dimmendaal mentions that the emphasis on eating sweets as bad behaviour disappeared from
the reports of the pupils in Huize Ranitz from the 1960s onwards. She connects this to the higher
standard of living at the time, and the fact that food was more freely available, Dimmendaal 1998, 226.
Life history (G107, 1968).
Life history (G98, 1965).
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of the life histories, written throughout the entire period, end with a promise in
which the girl vows to “do her best” or by expressing good intentions for the
future.58
An example of a girl who gives a promise is Louise R., who was admitted to
the Hunerberg in 1952 at age 14. Louise was placed under guardianship following
a complaint by her grandfather, who told the authorities that his granddaughter
had not been in school for half a year, “kept seeking contact with boys” and
sometimes stayed out until eleven o’clock in the evening if she was sent out to
run errands.59 Upon his request for guardianship, a Children Acts’ official
(ambtenares van de Kinderwetten) conducted an investigation into the girl. She
concluded that she was an “intelligent, precocious girl”, who looked as if she
was eighteen years old, while she was only fourteen.60 In this context, the word
“precocious” referred to the girl’s sexual precociousness. Because of her
“precociousness” she was thought to be “in much danger”, and her guardian
insisted on her placement in a correctional institution.61 After being there for
just one day, Louise ran away and went back home to her mother. Back at home,
however, while she pretended to be going to school, she was secretly running
away and “roaming around on the street”.62 Two weeks later, as a result, she
was sent to an observation home for girls, from which she ran away to visit a boy
in Katendrecht, a neighbourhood in Rotterdam that was known, at the time, for
prostitution. The observation home recommended placement in an institution
for “fallen” girls, but as there was no room there, Louise was sent to the
Hunerberg instead.
In her life history, Louise recounted some of her childhood memories as
well as the events leading up to her placement, and ended her life history by
saying, “The guardianship people pretended that I was going home or to an
open institution [a non-residential institution, or an institution in which girls were
allowed to work outside of the institution, SB] but now I’m here which I had so hoped
to avoid But [sic] no matter how awful I think it is I will keep up my courage and
make sure that I’ll be back with mother soon to work for her. By really doing my
best even if it takes 6 or 7 years”.63 Through promising to “do her best”, Louise
58

59
60
61
62
63

Girls who made promised or vowed to “better” their lives included: G100, 1954; G102, 1954; G103,
1952; G106, 1952; G109, 1955; G114, 1967; and G120, 1952. Girls who expressed good intentions for the
future included: G98, 1965; G108, 1962; and G110, 1956. This makes for a total of 10 girls.
“zocht steeds omgang met jongens”, Case file (G103, 1952).
“intelligent, vroegrijp meisje”, Case file (G103, 1952).
“veel gevaar”, Case file (G103, 1952).
“zwierf op straat”, Case file (G103, 1952).
“Ze verspiegelde van de voogdij voor dat ik naar huis of naar een open tehuis ging maar nu zit
ik hier wat ik zo had gedacht te vermijden Maar al vind ik het nog zo erg ik zal moed houden en
zorgen dat ik weer gauw bij moeder ben om voor haar te werken. Door heel goed mijn best te doen
al duurt het een jaar of 6 à 7”, Life history (G103, 1952).
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suggested that her former behaviour was “bad”. With her promise, she thus
vowed to “better” her life. Other girls made promises to start afresh, similarly to
the earlier period. For example, Marie L. stated that she wanted to start with a
“clean slate”, suggesting that she wanted to leave the past behind.64 In these
texts, the girls thus distanced themselves from their pasts, and implied that they
wanted to do “better” in the future. While the institution was no longer
ostensibly focused on prompting confession, or getting the girls to engage in
self-reflection, pupils did still present their behaviour in a framework of “good”
and “bad”.65
What is most striking about the life histories as a whole, however, is that
only very few girls explicitly characterized their behaviour in a negative manner.
While many of the earlier life histories were peppered with negative characterizations of pupils’ past actions, such characterizations appeared to a far lesser
extent after 1950. For example, only three girls described their behaviour as
“wrong” in their texts. For example, Louise R., admitted in 1952, writes: “instead
of going to school I went swimming with other girls who were much older. They
took me to where I wasn’t allowed to go at all and even to Katendrecht [sic]
where all those Bisnes girls [i.e. “prostitutes”, SB] go which of course was
completely wrong”.66 Besides this, two girls used other phrases that qualified
their behaviour as bad. For example, Christina G., who was admitted in 1962 at
age 15 because she was thought to be a “danger to herself”, because of her many
relationships with (married) men and following her rape by a man, states that
“everything went wrong”.67 Similarly, Elisabeth T., admitted in 1953, who first
came into contact with the authorities for stealing, states that she went “crooked”
at one point in her life.68
The other girls, by contrast, described their past behaviour without
qualifying it as explicitly negative or positive. To illustrate this, I will give the
64
65

66

67
68

“schone lei”, Life history (G109, 1955).
The texts in which the girls did not end with a promise, incidentally, are difficult to classify. Some
girls related coming to the Hunerberg without qualification: Life histories of G101, 1955; G112, 1967;
G113, 1952; G119, 1959; G122, 1953. Some mentioned the previous institutions they had been in: Life
histories of G107, 1968 and G124, 1973. One girl (Nelly S., admitted in 1957) ended her text by telling
the institution about her love of boys, Life history (G99, 1957). One girl (Anna M., admitted in 1968)
stated that she missed her dog: Life history (G105, 1968). Finally, one life history, written by Trijntje
G. in 1958, ended despondently, with the girl stating that she is now in the Hunerberg and ending
with the gloomy sentence: “I had hoped that I would be allowed to go back into society” (“ik had
gehoopt dat ik de maatschappij weer in mocht”), Life history (G123, 1958).
“in plaats van naar school te gaan ging ik zwemmen met andere meisjes die veel ouder waren. Die
brachten me heen waar ik helemaal niet mocht komen en zelfs naar Katendrecht [sic] waar al die
Bisnes girls moeten wat natuurlijk helemaal verkeerd was”, Life history (G103, 1952). Also the life
histories of G120, 1952 and G110, 1956.
“ernstig bedreigd”, Case file (G108, 1962), “Daarom ging alles fout”, Life history (G108, 1962).
“scheef”, Life history (G122, 1953).
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matter-of-fact life history of Nelly S., admitted in 1957 at age 17, in full. The
events leading to her placement – playing truant, being rude to her mother,
going on an escapade with two “Algerians” and two “Italians” with a friend,
and stealing sweets and some blankets to sleep under – were discussed in more
detail in chapter 5. In her life history, she wrote:
I was the youngest in our family, and towards my mother and the others I
was the most difficult. My brother is very sweet but we often argued just
like I usually did with my sister. In 1940 my father died and my mother had
to take care of us on her own, I was often alone and I thought this was awful,
I don’t remember much about when I was very small only what I’ve been
told, I used to give away lots [of things], and let everything be taken away
from me, and traded my quadricyle for a bucket and spade. When I was at
primary school I often played truant because I preferred, as I called it then
to go on adventures. At age 11 I left school after having completed all the
years. Then I went to home economics school. I was 15 years old then I was
going around with a girl and she was always allowed to come home really
late then I did it too, because of that I got a juvenile judge, who sent me to
[name of institution] I ran away from there 5 times. Boys have always held a
great attraction for me, I went around with them, because I felt I could talk
to them better.69
Nelly S. recounts the direct reason for her coming into contact with child
protection – staying out too late with a friend – very matter-of-factly, almost
skipping over it. She thus recounts her trajectory leading up to her admission,
but does so without attaching any judgment to it. This does not mean, however,
that she does not qualify her past behaviour at all. Indeed, her text features one
moment in which she seems to look back on her past with pleasure: the phrase
“go on adventures” makes clear that she liked playing truant.
69

“Ik was de jongste van ons gezin, en naar me moeder en andere de moeilijkste. M’n broer is erg
lief maar we hadden vaak ruzie zoals het meestal met me zuster ook was. In 1940 is mijn vader
gestorven en m’n moeder moest alleen voor ons zorgen, ik was vaak alleen en vond dit erg naar,
van toen ik heel klein was weet ik niet veel meer alleen van vertellen, ik gaf vroeger veel weg, en
liet me alles afnemen, en ruilde me vliegende hollander voor een schepje met een emmertje. Toen
ik op de lagere school was spijbelde ik vaak omdat ik liever, zoals ik het toen noemde op avontuur
uitging. Met 11 jaar was ik van school na alle klassen te hebben doorlopen. Toen ben ik naar de
huis houd school geweest. Ik was 15 jaar toen ging ik met een meisje om en die mocht altijd heel
laat thuis komen toen deed ik het ook, zodoende heb ik een kinderrechter gekregen, die mij in
[name of institution] plaatste daar ben ik 5 maal weggelopen. Jongens hebben altijd een geweldige
aantrekkingskracht op me gehad, ik ging met ze om, omdat naar ik vond dat ik beter met hun kon
praten”, Life history (G99, 1957). A “vliegende hollander” was a type of cart with four wheels that
served as a toy for children; I have translated it as “quadricycle”.
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What is most striking about the girls’ life histories in this period, is that the
abject guilt, which was so prominent in the earlier life histories, completely
disappeared from the girls’ texts. After the mid-1950s and early 1960s, moreover,
girls did not explicitly characterize their behaviour in a negative way. Most texts
in this period, then, no longer followed a script of confession, guilt and remorse,
in contrast to the earlier texts.

Psychologization in the Girls’ Life Histories
While, as a whole, the girls’ life histories written after 1950 are difficult to
categorize, a number of the girls’ texts feature a new element, which was rarely
found in life histories appearing before this period. In the earlier period – with
two exceptions, discussed in chapter 3 – the pupils predominantly presented
their misbehaviour as a result of external causes. After 1950, however, girls far
more frequently started attributing underlying psychological reasons for their
past actions. In what follows, I will explore the different ways in which girls did so.
Four girls presented the behaviour they engaged in, which contributed to
them finally being sent to the Hunerberg, as stemming from the psychological
effects of problems in their family life. I will illustrate this tendency by means of
the life history of Astrid G., who was admitted in 1967 at age 18. In her text, she
writes,
In my young life I enjoyed myself quite well, until I was around 14 years old.
Only then did I start to see real misery! I didn’t see any conviviality at home
anymore. Either my mother was sad, (which I didn’t understand then [sic])
or my father was drunk. I started to look for conviviality with others. I got a
female friend. Her parents were very suitable. In the end I was there day and
night. But it was also the case, that we sometimes went out together. And I
quite liked that! We went into her so-called favourite local [pub]. And I
thought it was getting more and more convivial. At first I despised alcohol,
but when I started it myself I thought it was quite tasty. And yeah, one thing
led to another.70

70

“In me jonge leventje heb ik het best naar me zin gehad, totdat ik een jaar of 14 werd. Toen begon ik
pas de echte ellende te zien! Thuis zag ik geen gezellig meer. Of me moeder was verdrietig, (Wat ik
toen [sic] nog niet begreep waarom) of me vader was weer eens dronken. Ik ging de gezellige sfeer
bij andere zoeken. Ik kreeg een vriendin. Haar ouders waren zeer geschikt. Oplaatst kwam ik er dag
en nacht. Maar het was ook zo, dat we wel een [sic] met elkaar uitgingen. En dat beviel me best! We
gingen haar z.g. stamkroeg binnen. En ik vond het er steeds meer gezelliger worden. Eerst spuwgde
[sic] ik op alcohol, maar toen ik er zelf aan begon vond ik het best lekker. En ja, van Het een kwam
het ander”, Life history (G112, 1967). I have translated the Dutch word “gezellig” as “convivial”. The
word “gezellig” has multiple meanings, including “fun”, “warmth”, “cosiness” and “conviviality”.
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She goes on to write that her mother no longer “tolerated it [her going out and
drinking, SB]”, and sent her away.71 After being placed in several correctional
institutions, she finally ended up in the Hunerberg. In her text, Astrid frames
the behaviour that proved to be the catalyst for her admission to the Hunerberg
as being caused by a search for “conviviality”, which she had not received at
home.72 In the earlier period, two girls, both admitted in the 1940s – Helena V.
and Hendrika F. (chapter 3) – presented past circumstances as having caused
emotional dissatisfaction in them, and presented their past actions as something
that could be explained by the desire to remedy this emotional dissatisfaction.73
As in those two cases, these four girls presented their childhoods as a set of
experiences that wrought inner changes in them; these psychological – inner
and underlying – factors were presented as driving their misbehaviour.
In the life histories of four other girls, writing between 1962 and 1968, the
psychological effects of parent-child conflict were presented as underlying the
behaviour that finally led to the girl’s admission.74 While these four girls each
presented their past behaviour in a similar manner, I will illustrate this tendency
by first discussing the life history of Aafke T., admitted in 1965 at age 17, whose
text provides the most clearly reflexive, and therefore most illustrative, example
of this tendency.
After having completed primary school and home economics school, Aafke
wanted to become a “sales girl”, so her parents sent her to a four-year retail
training school in Amsterdam.75 While attending this school, she often played
truant and went to a café on Leidseplein. Here, according to the case file, she had
a (male) “‘friend’ with whom she had sexual relations”, as well as “other –
temporary – lovers”.76 Besides this, she had a relationship with an older man,
and “went dancing with a group of 30 youngsters, who also went to bed
together”.77 She also started going to parties and was, reportedly, “in love after
every party”.78 After coming home from a party one evening, her father had hit
her, and, as the case file reports, quoting the girl herself, “she had only one
thought: to get away from here”, so she ran away from home, staying away for
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

“En dulde [sic] mijn moeder niet meer”, Life history (G112, 1967).
In their life histories, Frederika R. (G110, 1956), Mathilda K. (G100, 1954) and Martha W. (G101, 1955)
present their behaviour as having a strikingly similar underlying cause.
Life history (G8, 1941); Life history (G56, 1940).
In the life histories of Aafke T. (G98, 1965), Ingrid D. (G107, 1968), Jeltje B. (G114, 1967) and Christina
G. (G108, 1962).
“verkoopster”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“‘vriend’, met wie zij sexuele contacten had”, “andere – tijdelijke – geliefden”, Case file (G98, 1965).
“ging ook dansen met een clubje van 30 jongelui, die ook samen naar bed gingen”, Case file (G98,
1965).
“na elk feestje verliefd”, Case file (G98, 1965).
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three days, after which her parents contacted the juvenile police.79 Her parents
were advised to contact a Child Guidance Clinic (Medisch-Opvoedkundig Bureau),
an agency that put children back on the right path, and she was psychologically
examined.80 After that, she got a new job where she helped out with the upkeep
and renting of rooms, and started an evening typing course.
However, one evening, instead of going to her typing course, she went to a
party in Amsterdam. The next day, she was sent to the juvenile police to have a
talk with an inspector, but, according to the case file, the inspector was unable
to get through to her. By that point, everyone was “stuck to such an extent” that
the juvenile police suggested placement in a residential correctional institution.81
Subsequently, Aafke was brought to an observation home for girls, from which
she escaped to Leidseplein one evening. The second time she ran away, two
months after having first arrived, she was not allowed to return to the observation
home, so she went back to her parents’ house, and was reported to the juvenile
police by them. Subsequently, she was brought to the detention centre of the
juvenile police in Amsterdam. After that, the juvenile judge requested placement
in the Hunerberg, to which she was transferred.
Aafke’s life history starts out very matter-of-factly. She writes that she was
born in the north of the country, and recounts how she and her parents and her
older brother moved to a smaller town in the north when she was three. She
talks about playing outside as a little girl, and writes that she did well and had
many friends at primary school. At age eleven, the family moved to a town near
Amsterdam. She writes that, after attending home economics school, she went
to a school in Amsterdam to train to become a “sales girl”.82 In her first year, as
79
80

81
82

“‘had zij nog maar één gedachte: hier vandaan”, Case file (G98, 1965).
The term “Medisch Opvoedkundig Bureau” (MOB), roughly translated, means “Medical Educational
Agency”. The MOBs were inspired by the Child Guidance Clinics, set up in the United States in
1921, and were brought to The Netherlands by Dutch lawyer Eugenia Lekkerkerker, after she had
visited the United States to do research on the female prison system there. The Child Guidance
Clinics were a part of the American “mental hygiene movement”, which aimed at preventing mental
disease. In The Netherlands, the MOBs were also primarily targeted at prevention. At first, this type
of institution was termed a “Consultatiebureau voor Moeilijke Kinderen” (Consultation Agency for
Difficult Children). The first of these agencies was set up in 1928 in Amsterdam. Here, a psychiatrist
examined the child, the psychiatric social worker was responsible for the “environmental
influencing” (“milieubeïnvloeding”) of the parents, and a doctor physically examined the child.
In some agencies, a psychologist also tested the child. The team of staff members examined and
treated the child, and provided advice on how the child should be treated. The MOBs existed in this
form until 1982. Clients were drawn from the lower middle classes and upper lower classes, and
two-thirds of the clients were boys. Children were sent there by doctors, school doctors, teachers or
their own parents. Sometimes, children were in therapy at an MOB for months, Bakker, Noordman
and Rietveld-van Wingerden 2010, 333-35. For more on the history of MOBs in The Netherlands, see:
Bakker 2006,783-85.
“dermate vastgelopen”, Case file (G98, 1965).
“verkoopster”, Life history (G98, 1965).
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she recounts, the trouble at home started. As she puts it: “In that period they [her
parents, SB] also became very critical concerning my friends. Which I thought
was really annoying”.83 She talks about having a “special friend”, with whom
she often went out in Amsterdam, which her parents reportedly approved of.84
Through this boy, she got to know Amsterdam better, and became especially
interested in Leidseplein. At the same time, she made more friends in the town
she lived in, with whom she went to parties or “Jazz concerts”.85 Going out with
these friends, whom her parents disapproved of, led to conflict between her and
her parents. She writes:
At the time I did also go around with girls and boys who I knew my parents
wouldn’t let me go around with. I was invited to parties a lot. But my parents
didn’t approve. But because I had female friends who were allowed [to go]
and because I myself thought it was wonderfully lovely and really wanted
to stay and didn’t want to keep saying that I wasn’t allowed, I started to
come up with excuses to get out [of the house,]. I was always supposed to be
home early when I went out in the evening. But I was embarrassed in front
of my [female] friend to always leave so early and exactly at that moment it
was the most fun. So I usually got home much too late. Because of which
there was a lot of arguing at home.86
At the time, she also started skipping school. She states:
In those days I also often played truant. On the one hand this was because
I did hardly any homework and also because when it was nice weather,
I loved walked around the city. I used to go to the Stedelijk [a modern art
museum, SB] a lot, or the Rijksmuseum [the national museum of art and history,
SB], or I went window shopping in town. I also used to go to Leidseplein,
where I used to drink coffee at [name of café]. Male and female friends of
mine from [name of town] also went there. I always liked being there
83
84
85
86

“In die tijd werden ze ook erg critisch wat m’n vrienden en vriendinnen betreft. Waar ik me erg aan
ergerde”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“speciale vriend”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“Jazzconcerten”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“Ik ging dan ook wel met meisjes en jongens om waarvan ik wist dat ik van m’n ouders niet mee
om mocht gaan. Ik werd veel uitgenodigd op feestjes. Maar m’n ouders vonden dit niet goed. Maar
omdat ik vriendinnen had die wel mochten en omdat ik het zelf machtig fijn vond en er echt bij
wilde blijven en niet steeds wilde zeggen dat ik niet mocht, ging ik smoesjes bedenken om weg te
komen. Ik moest altijd vroeg thuis zijn als ik ’s avonds weg ging. Maar ik schaamde me tegenover
m’n vriendin om altijd zo vroeg weg te gaan en juist op dat moment was het het gezelligst. Zodat ik
meestal veel te laat thuis kwam. Waardoor er veel ruzie thuis was”, Life history (G98, 1965).
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because you’re accepted immediately and everyone considers you a friend.
Particularly the conversations I sometimes had with boys who went there
I thought were terribly interesting!87
She writes how she met a 26-year-old “boy” whom she had her “first sexual
experience” with, which she described as a “terrible disappointment”.88 Then,
the conflict between the girl and her parents reached its boiling point: “In the
meantime the tensions between my parents and me grew worse and worse,
because of which I got the feeling I was far removed from my parents. and [sic]
was living far removed from them. At one point I couldn’t stand it anymore at
home and ran away from home”.89 She recounts spending five days in
Amsterdam before being “caught” and sent back home.90 Her parents were
“terribly disappointed and confused” and sent her to a Child Guidance Clinic to
regularly talk to a psychiatrist, and, later, to a social worker working in child
protection.91 “Despite all this,” Aafke continues, “I was living further and
further removed from my parents and more and more annoying things
happened. Then it was decided that I would go to an observation home”.92
After spending seven months in the observation home, she was sent to a Home
for Working Girls (tehuis voor werkende meisjes) in Amsterdam, where she worked
in a nursing home and took a nursing course. She writes: “In those days I always
thought I had now found my goal and that I was at least someone who was
achieving something”.93
However, at the institution she met a girl who used to spend a lot of time at
Leidseplein. The director and her parents both disapproved of Aafke’s friendship
with this girl, but, as Aafke writes, they started going out and spending time at
87

88
89

90
91
92
93

“In die tijd ging ik ook vaak spijbelen van school. Dit was aan de ene kant omdat ik bijna niets
aan m’n huiswerk deed en ook dat als het mooi weer was, ik het heerlijk vond door de stad te
lopen. Ik ging dan veel naar het Stedelijk, of Rijksmuseum, of ik ging in de stad winkels kijken.
Ook ging ik dan naar het Leidseplein, waar ik bij [name of café] koffie ging drinken. Hier kwamen
ook wel vrienden en vriendinnen van mij uit [name of town]. Ik vond het altijd leuk om daar te zijn
vooral omdat je daar meteen opgenomen wordt en iedereen je als een vriendin beschouwt. Juist
de gesprekken die ik wel eens had met jongens die daar kwamen vond ik enorm interesant!”, Life
history (G98, 1965).
“jongen”, “eerste sexuele contact”, “verschrikkelijke teleurstelling”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“Intussen werden de spanningen tussen mijn ouders en mij steeds groter, waardoor ik het gevoel
kreeg ver van mijn ouders af te staan. en te leven. Op een gegeven moment hield ik het niet langer
thuis en ben van huis weggelopen”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“opgepakt”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“enorm teleurgesteld en beduust”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“Ondanks dit alles, leefde ik steeds meer van m’n ouders af en kwamen er steeds meer vervelende
dingen. Toen werd er besloten dat ik naar een observatiehuis zou gaan”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“In die tijd dacht ik altijd dat ik nu mijn doel had gevonden en dat ik tenminste iemand was die wat
presteerde”, Life history (G98, 1965).
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Leidseplein together anyway. She explains: “because I starting making some
more acquaintances because of this, it drew me over and over to go again,
whenever I could”.94 But that is not all she did: “Later I also started drinking
and I discovered that when I had had a bit to drink, I felt good and forgot all my
cares”.95 Continuing her analysis of her behaviour, Aafke continues: “This got
worse and worse and all the consequences of this were unpleasant. Sometimes I
tried to throw myself into my work and be interested in entirely different things.
But I still always got things that I didn’t know what to do about. And went back
to my friends. Then I always had a dreadful need for someone who was very
sweet to me, and I also started drinking a lot. Still I knew that this was only a
game, but I played along, even though this didn’t give me any satisfaction”.96
This “game” she was playing ultimately led nowhere, as she put it herself: “In
the end I didn’t care about anything anymore and I just lived the way I wanted
to. It couldn’t go on like this and it made me very sad. Until I showed up at my
parents’ one evening after having been away for a night and a day. That evening
I was picked up by the police and the next day I was brought to Keizersgracht
[detention centre of the juvenile police in Amsterdam, SB]. I knew this would happen,
but I didn’t see any other solution”.97 Aafke ends her life history by stating: “So
after a month in Keizersgracht I have come here to Nijmegen, where I hope to
learn a lot and continue my nursing,” thus expressing the hope that, after this
episode in which everything went awry, her future would be bright.98
What was most striking, to me, about this text, was that the story narrated
here was extremely familiar. The story told in this text is the (by now) “classic”
tale of the teen who starts testing boundaries and “emancipating” herself from
her strict parents, by making friends who the parents do not approve of, going
out to places that the parents do not approve of, hanging around with members
94
95
96

97

98

“omdat ik hierdoor weer wat meer kennisen kreeg, trok het me steeds weer om, als ik even kon,
weer te gaan”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“Later begon ik ook te drinken en ik ontdekte dat als ik wat gedronken had, ik me fijn voelde en al
m’n zorgen vergat”, Life history (G98, 1965).
“Dit werd steeds erger en alle gevolgen hiervan waren vervelend. Soms probeerde ik me in m’n
werk te storten en aan heel andere dingen belangstelling te hebben. Toch kreeg altijd weer dingen
waar ik geen weg meer mee wist. En ging ik weer naar m’n vrienden. Ik had dan vreselijke behoefte
aan iemand die erg lief voor me was, ook ging ik weer veel drinken. Toch wist ik dat dit alleen maar
een spelletje was, maar ik speelde mee, ook al had ik hier geen voldoening van”, Life history (G98,
1965).
“Oplaatste interreseerde [sic] niets mij meer en leefde ik maar net zo waar ik zelf zin in had. Zo ging
het niet langer en ik werd er erg verdrietig van. Totdat ik op een avond bij m’n ouders kwam na een
nacht en een dag weg gebleven. Die avond werd ik door de politie gehaald en de volgende dag naar
de Keizersgracht gebracht. Ik wist dat dit zou gebeuren, maar ik zag geen andere oplossing meer”,
Life history (G98, 1965).
“Na deze maand Keizersgracht ben ik dus hier in Nijmegen gekomen, waar ik hoop veel te leren en
weer in m’n verpleging door te gaan”, Life history (G98, 1965).
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of the opposite sex, and doing badly in, or completely skipping, school. The girl’s
behaviour leads to conflict between the girl and her parents, which causes her to
run away from home – only to, in this case at least, eventually end up in a
correctional institution. An interesting feature of her text, is that the girl
psychologizes herself. Aafke does not present her misbehaviour as being caused
only by external factors. Instead, she presents parental conflict as having had
particular effects on her psychological state, and presents this inner state of
mind as driving her actions. Indeed, she ran away from home, not just because
she thought it would be fun, or because she was prompted by a friend, but
because she could no longer “stand it” at home. The fact that she could no longer
“stand it” is presented as the driving factor underlying her behaviour.99
The girl presents a similar reason for her drinking. Indeed, in her text Aafke
states that she drinks, not because she wants to, or because it makes her feel
good, but because it makes her forget all her cares. And, in veiled terms, she
“explains” her sexual escapades by stating that she embarked upon them
because she “always had a dreadful need for someone who was very sweet to
me”, because of things ending up on her path which she “didn’t know what to do
about”. As we have seen, she finally distances herself from this behaviour
(running away, going to Leidseplein, going around with friends and boys, and
drinking alcohol). She does not do so, however, because she sees this behaviour
as “bad”, but because she views it as a “game” she is playing. By engaging in this
behaviour, she is thus not being authentic to herself; the behaviour she is engaging
in does not, in the logic of her text, stem from herself, but from underlying
psychological issues. Everything she was doing, she was only doing because of
deeper psychological factors.
As Taylor has pointed out, from the 1950s and 1960s onwards, the ideal of
living according to one’s authentic self became more and more prominent.
Often, the ideal of authenticity had to do with being able to live however one
wanted, even if – or, especially if – this was contrary to society’s dominant
expectations.100 According to Oosterhuis, the ideal of authenticity also underlay
the desire to engage in autobiographical disclosure in the nineteenth century,
and was also used as a legitimation of that very autobiographical disclosure:
“The ideal of personal authenticity accorded some moral justification to the
disclosure of much of what official bourgeois culture condemned and sought to
exclude or ignore: loss of self-control, disorder, self-doubt, unreason, full play of

99

In the set of life histories from the earlier period, one girl (Alberta J., admitted in 1947) spoke about
her job in terms of not being able to “stand it”, Life history (G57, 1947). However, she does not dwell
on this, nor does she present it as driving factor for her behaviour.
100 Taylor 2007, 473, 475.
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emotions, and sexual desire”.101 Aafke, however, mobilized the concept of
“authenticity” in a different manner. Rather than claiming her past behaviour as
“authentic”, she presented it as nothing but a “game”. In divulging her fraud, she
could claim an authentic self: from her confession – which it was – it became
apparent that she now wanted to live in a genuine way. Now, confession was no
longer structured around notions of “good” and “bad” or “right” and “wrong”,
but around notions of authenticity. In Aafke’s case, though, living in an authentic
way did not involve being opposed to, but conforming to, society’s – and the
institution’s – expectations. This could very well have had to do with the
institutional context in which she was writing, which was a context geared at
rehabilitation.
Of course, parents disapproving of their daughter’s behaviour was a theme
that appeared in some life histories in the earlier period. However, the way it
was written about was strikingly different. A life history written in 1949, before
Maria Duvekot was director, and before the institutional course change had
been implemented, also features the theme of parental conflict. Grietje L. writes:
back then I still always got lessons [dancing lessons, SB] from my uncle. but
[sic] I didn’t want that anymore either then my mother didn’t know what to
do with me anymore then I went dancing and I wasn’t allowed but I did and
told my mother that I was going babysitting at a girl’s house then afterwards
my father found out that I had been because of his errand boy he had seen
me because he was there too then I wasn’t allowed to go out for 2 months
then I didn’t go either but I had been home less than a week and some girls
came to the door and asked me if I was coming with them at first I said no
but they kept asking me until I said yes well I went with them again and my
father followed me to where I was going but I didn’t know that we were
going dancing somewhere who walks in but my father and he takes me out
of it then my father said I should go on like this then I’d get there alright
then I didn’t have any of that for a long time. then [sic] I was doing really
well then someone from the juvenile police came over and I talked to him I
didn’t want to accept it and he even said to me [that] I didn’t belong behind
locked doors and I didn’t want to believe that it would turn out this way and
now I know what it is.102
101 Oosterhuis 2000, 219.
102 “tóen kreeg ik thuis nog altijd les van mij oom. maar dat wou ik ook niet langer toen wist mij
moeder niet meer wat ze mij moest doen ik ging dansen en ik mocht niet en dat de [sic] ik wel en zij
tegen mij moeder dat ik bij een meisje op ging passen toen naarde hand kwam mij vader het ge waar
dat ik ben geweest aan zij loopjongen die had mij gezien wand daar was hij ook toen mocht ik in 2
manden [sic] niet uit toen ben ik ook niet ge gaan maar ik was nog geen week thuis of komt er een
paar meisjes bij de deur en vroeg aan mij als ik mee ging ik zij eerst van nee maar zij vroegen net zo
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This life history contains repeated mentions of parental conflict. As Grietje
describes it, the parents disapproved of their daughter’s behaviour, and the girl
continued it nonetheless. However, the girl does not frame the continuation of
her behaviour as driven by an unhappiness or a sense that she couldn’t “stand
it” anymore; nowhere is an inner emotional state said to be the driving force
behind her past actions. What’s more, she frames her behaviour in terms of
“good” and “bad”, describing the period in which she stopped going out with
her friends and stopped going dancing by saying, “then I was doing really well”.
In Dutch, the phrase the girl uses is “toen ging het heel goed met mij”, which literally
means that things in her life were “very good” at the time. By contrast, Aafke T.
did signal that her behaviour was problematic, but never that it was “bad” or
“wrong”.
In Aafke’s text, and in the three other texts in which the girls psychologized
themselves – meaning that inner unhappiness stemming from childhood events
(here: parental conflict) was presented as catalyst for girls’ behaviour – the girls
opposed themselves to their parents. These three girls were less reflexive than
Aafke T., but, nevertheless, wrote in a highly similar discourse. I will illustrate
this by means of the life history of Ingrid D., who was admitted to the Hunerberg
in 1968, at age 15. In her life history, Ingrid writes that she was attending a type
of secondary school that prepared children for the trade sector (mulo), but
wanted to go to the school for home economics. However, her father would not
allow it. After a while, she no longer “went to school gladly”, and started to
regularly play truant.103 One day, she was found out, and her father became
angry. She said, once more, that she wanted to go to home economics school, but
her father would not allow it. Then, she writes: “But I started skipping school
again because I couldn’t do it”.104 The phrase she uses in Dutch (“het ging toch
niet”) suggests that she means that it “just wasn’t working”, or that she couldn’t
muster up the will to go to school. One day, when she came home after playing
truant, her father hit her and gave her a bloody nose. She then writes: “After a
while I became more and more rebellious and ran away”.105 After running away,
she was found in a hotel in Amsterdam, and her parents picked her up and she
went back to school.
lang dat van ja zij nou ik ging maar weer mee en mij vader mij achter naar waar ik heen ging maar
dat wist ik niet wij gingen ergens dansen wie komt er in mij vader en die haalt mij er uit toen zij mij
vader ik moesd zo maar door ga dan kwam ik er wel toen heb ik dat in hele tijd niet weer gehad.
toen ging het heel goed met mij toen kwam er een van de kindepolisie bij ons en daar mee gepraat
dat wou ik niet aan nemen en hij zij nog tegen me ik hoorde niet achter geslooten deuren en ik wou
het niet geloven dat ik zoo wer lopen zou en nu weet ik wat het is”, Life history (G117, 1949).
103 “ging ik niet meer met plezier naar school”, Life history (G107, 1968).
104 “Maar ik weer spijbelen want het ging toch niet”, Life history (G107, 1968).
105 “Ik werd op den duur steeds opstandiger en liep weg”, Life history (G107, 1968).
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Once she had returned, though, she kept skipping school, and also stole
money from home to buy things with, which she stashed in her cupboard in her
room. When cleaning her cupboard one day, her mother found out about this,
and told her father. Shortly afterwards, she came home from being out shopping.
On the encounter, Ingrid writes, “A huge argument, of course. Well there was a
lot of arguing at home especially in those days. And I thought: I’m running away
again”.106 Upon running away this time, she went to Rotterdam and ended up in
Katendrecht. Here, she met some boys, one of whom gave her a “cigarette with
hashish”.107 She writes, “And I smoked the whole thing. It made me cough a lot
there and I felt dizzy. But other than that [I felt] light and relieved”.108 In the
remainder of her life history, Ingrid describes how her father came to collect her
the next morning. On the way home, she describes how she was laughing and
sweating, and was “suddenly really angry”.109 When they got home, she writes,
“When we got home it started I started screaming And [sic] I wanted to dance
and all kinds of things. Then my parents had the doctor come over. He examined
me and saw that my eyes looked strange. And all I wanted to do was smoke
smoke smoke”.110 The doctor gave her “a sedative”, and advised her parents to
send her to a psychiatrist, which they did.111 A few days later, however, she ran
away again, but was caught, and was then brought to a string of institutions,
after which she ended up at the Hunerberg.
In her text, in which the girl opposes herself to her parents, playing truant
and running away are presented as a result of the “arguing” at home. Also,
when she describes smoking the marijuana, she refers to an inner state,
presenting herself as feeling “light and relieved”. The word “relieved” suggests
that the problems she was experiencing, that were burdening her, were lifted off
her through smoking the marijuana. In this manner, she is speaking in the same
discourse as Aafke T., though she is less reflexive and less explicit in her wording.
While the 1960s in The Netherlands have been viewed as a period in which
youngsters experienced a “generation gap” between themselves and the older

106 “Een hele ruzie natuurlijk. Nou bij mij thuis was er vooral in die tijd ontzettend veel ruzie. En ik
dacht ik loop weer weg”, Life history (G107, 1968).
107 “sigaret met hasjeesj”, Life history (G107, 1968).
108 “En die had ik opgerookt. Ik moest daar ontzettend hoesten en voelde me draaierig. Maar verder
heel licht en opgelucht”, Life history (G107, 1968).
109 “ontzettend kwaad opeens”, Life history (G107, 1968).
110 “Toen we thuis kwamen was het zover ik begon te gillen En ik wilde dansen en van alles. Toen
hebben mijn ouders de dokter laten komen. Die heeft me onderzocht en zag dat mijn ogen vreemd
stonden. En ik wou maar roken roken”, Life history (G107, 1968).
111 “iets kalmerends”, Life history (G107, 1968).
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generation,112 this view has been criticized by others.113 In pointing out that some
of the girls’ life histories from the sixties are concerned with what could be
termed a “generation gap”, I do not wish to state the sixties as the decade in
which the “generation conflict” emerged, nor do I wish to automatically connect
the idea of the “generation conflict” to the 1960s. I do wish to point out, however,
that the “generation gap”-script that the girls used in their texts was a wholly
new way of talking, that I did not find in any earlier texts. Since this way of
talking is so familiar to us nowadays, it is very interesting to witness it emerging
in these 1960s life histories.
The fact that this script appears in these girls’ life histories upon admission,
before they had come into contact with the practices of psychological examination
in the institution, suggests that this script was somehow circulating – either in
the previous institutions they had been in, or in the society they had come from.
Indeed, over half of the girls had undergone psychological examination before
coming to the institution, most often in Protestant observation home Vechtvliet
in Breukelen, as well as observation home Arenhorst in Zetten, which was the
observation home of the Heldring institutions.114 They were thus already
familiar with a psychological way of looking, and were familiar with the types
of questions psychologists asked. Of course, the manner in which they were
approached upon arrival, with its emphasis on self-expression, could also have
contributed to the emergence of this way of writing about their lives.
In the girls’ texts, self-reflection and self-characterization play a more
important role than in the earlier period. Self-reflection also plays an important
role in the text of Trijntje G., who was admitted to the Hunerberg in 1958 at age
18. For example, with respect to her own “insolence”, she writes, “Well in those
days I was already really nervous, and that led to me becoming incredibly
insolent. See in those days there was the business with my sister Sien, who was
sent to an institution in Arnhem”.115 Here, she does not depict her “insolence” as
either “good” or “bad”, but points to a cause – an emotional state – underlying it
112 Hans Righart, De eindeloze jaren zestig: Geschiedenis van een generatieconflict (Amsterdam: De Arbeiderspers,
1995).
113 See, for instance: James Kennedy, Nieuw Babylon in aanbouw: Nederland in de jaren zestig, trans.
Simone Kennedy, (Amsterdam: Boom, 1995); Ido Weijers, “De slag om Dennendal: Een terugblik op
de jaren vijftig vanuit de jaren zeventig,” in Een stille revolutie? Cultuur en mentaliteit in de lange jaren
vijftig, ed. Paul Luykx and Pim Slot (Hilversum: Verloren, 1997), 45-66.
114 “‘Vechtvliet’ vandaag in gebruik genomen: Observatiehuis voor meisjes van de vereniging ‘BethSan’,” Dagblad voor Amersfoort, June 16, 1951; for more information on Arenhorst, see: Otto W.
Dubois, Reddende liefde: Het werk van de Heldringstichtingen in Zetten 1847-2010 (Hilversum: Verloren,
2010), 250-56.
115 “Nou was ik in die tijd toch al ontzettend zenuwachtig, en daar vloeide weer uit voort dat ik
ontzettend brutaal werd. In deze tijd was er namelijk de naricheid [sic] met mijn zusje , die toen in
Arnhem in een internaat kwam”, Life history (G123, 1958).
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and, thus, explains, her behaviour. In another passage in her life history, she
attempts to analyse her behaviour, writing, “I was a mediocre pupil because I
didn’t feel like doing my best. Why I don’t know I think I was too lazy for it”.116
While she does not provide a definite underlying cause for her behaviour, she
does attempt to do so. Besides this, with respect to the relationships she has had,
she writes, “After Dirk I had one boy after the other but back then I always felt
alone”.117 Here, while she does not directly point to an underlying cause for her
behaviour, she does point to an inner, underlying layer in herself, pertaining to an
inner psychological state. In the earlier period, as we have seen, girls usually
talked about their past actions without any reflection, either on the underlying
factors driving them or on the psychological states that accompanied them.
To some extent, girls writing after 1950 still presented their behaviour as
being prompted by external causes. For example, Nelly S., as we have seen, stated
that she started coming home late because she had a friend who was allowed to do
so. Similarly, Francina R., admitted in 1952, writes, in a passage that is reminiscent
of the earlier life histories, “At first I used to get very little pocket money. As a
result I started doing wrong things to get money in that way”.118 However, there is
a striking increase in girls who start to reflect on the underlying causes of their
past actions and the psychological states that accompanied them.
I would not wish to assert, however, that this self-reflexivity on the part of
the girls should be seen as the girls expressing “themselves”, and stating their
“own” values. Instead, whatever the girls wrote was structured by the scripts
they had access to. Following Oosterhuis, I would argue that what girls wrote
was structured by “cultural codes and symbols as they circulated in social
life”.119 Also, in pointing out the girls’ reflexivity in the texts written after 1950,
I do not mean to deny that girls in the earlier period had subjectivities, feelings
and thoughts, and reasons for making particular choices. However, in that
period, the rhetoric the girls used in talking about their past actions was,
generally speaking, very different. While two girls pointed to an underlying
psychological cause for their misbehaviour, in the life histories written after
1950, the girls psychologized themselves far more often. Girls more frequently
presented their misbehaviour as being caused by psychological factors, and
verbalized the underlying psychological states that accompanied their actions
and decisions. What is particularly striking, with respect to four of the texts
116

“Ik was een middelmatige leerling want ik had geen zin om mijn best te doen. Waarom weet ik niet
ik was er geloof ik te lui voor”, Life history (G123, 1958).
117 “Na Dirk heb ik de ene na de andere jongen gehad maar ik voelde me toen altijd alleen”, Life history
(G123, 1958).
118 “Ik kreeg eerst heel wijnig zakgeld in het begin. Zodoende ging ik verkeerde dingen doen om zo
aan geld te komen”, Life history (G120, 1952).
119 Oosterhuis 2000, 216.
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written in the 1960s, is not only that their authors engage in psychologization,
but that the girls tell their lives according to a script that was circulating in
society more widely, revolving around generational conflict.
Historians have indicated how, in several scientific disciplines in the
nineteenth century, a “psychological” view started to emerge. Historian Harry
Oosterhuis indicates how, in German psychiatry from the 1880s, psychiatrists
started adhering to the notion that certain abnormalities had psychological,
rather than anatomical and physiological causes.120 Oosterhuis particularly
develops this for the work of psychiatrist Krafft-Ebing, who started to explain
sexual “perversions” as being psychological in nature from around 1890.
Oosterhuis elaborates on what the “psychological” aspect entailed. From then
on, the diagnosis of a perversion was “not primarily determined by bodily
characteristics or actual behaviour, but by individual character, personal history,
and inner feelings: perception, emotional life, dreams, and fantasies”.121 Once
psychiatrists started taking a psychological view of sexual desire, they started
talking about sexual “feeling”, as well as “mental experience”, “imagination”
and “fantasy”.122 Besides this, they started to diagnose sexual perversions on the
basis of “inner feelings, subjective experiences, and character traits”.123 Around
the same period, a psychological school of hypnosis was developed in France
that created “a form of practice that focused on talking with patients about the
motivations for their actions and urging them to change their behaviour in the
future”.124 While that type of therapy could have an overtly moral dimension to
it, the psychological aspect that the girls engaged in the most, was reflecting on
the “motivations for their actions”. In psychologizing themselves in their life
histories, the girls were meeting the goal of the technique, and providing
institutional staff with “auto-anamneses”. In this period too, then, the technique
structured the ways in which girls were able to write about their lives.

Determining Girls’ Psychological Disposition

Before 1950, as the pupils’ test reports showed, staff members read pupils’ life
histories in order to find out whether they felt guilty, and whether they were
being honest about their pasts. In what follows, I examine how institutional staff
assessed girls’ texts after 1950. Particularly the girls’ progress reports proved
relevant for this, as these contained references to, and analyses of, the girls’ life
histories in some cases.
120
121
122
123
124

Oosterhuis 2000, 118.
Oosterhuis 2000, 60.
Oosterhuis 2000, 60.
Oosterhuis 2000, 62.
Oosterhuis 2000, 120.
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Occasionally, the reports comment on the length of the girls’ texts. Indeed,
the only remark concerning the life history in the progress report for Aafke T. is:
“In a neat, robust uppercase script she wrote us a long life history”.125 The report
– signed by assistant-director Vinke – goes on to comment on the form the girl
filled in upon admission, in which girls were asked to write down the addresses
and contact information of relatives and important people: “The form, which is
filled in by the girls upon admission, was handed in just as neatly and
thoughtfully composed, without any mistakes and the addresses complete with
phone numbers”.126 Apparently, a long life history, neatly written, was also a
“thoughtfully composed” life history. In line with this, a short life history could
receive criticism, as was the case for Nelly S., whose life history was given in full
above. Her progress report, which was signed by the report-writer (who always
signed on behalf of the director) and psychologist Van den Elshout, comments
negatively on the length of her text, stating: “The life history, which she wrote
for us in the first few days of her stay, was very short and can barely be called a
‘life history’. The text covers half a page and ends with the sentence: ‘Boys have
always held a great attraction for me, I went around with them, because I felt I
could talk to them better’”.127 As the quote suggests, a short life history was
viewed negatively, and was barely even deemed a “life history”. The institutional
staff much preferred Mathilda K.’s life history of no less than eight A4 pages. On
her life history, psychiatrist Kapsenberg, psychologist Prick and the report-writer
commented that it was “a smoothly flowing unity, stylistically and logically
sound, – from a literary point of view [it was] one of the best texts we have ever
read by any of our girls”.128
Although the overtly normative framework in which the reform school
director made sure that the pupils understood what the institution considered
“good” and “bad” behaviour had disappeared, references in the progress reports
show that the institution occasionally still read the girls’ life histories to uncover
in what way they had written about, and assessed, their pasts. The report for
Martha W., admitted in 1956 at age 17, for instance, states: “With disconcerting
ease she told us about her (small number of) experiences with boys. Her life
125 “In een keurig, fors blokschrift schreef ze ons een lange levensgeschiedenis”, Progress report 1
(G98, 1965).
126 “Het formulier, dat door de meisjes bij binnenkomst wordt ingevuld, werd even keurig verzorgd en
doordacht ingeleverd, foutloos en de adressen compleet met telefoonnummers”, Progress report 1
(G98, 1965).
127 “De levensgeschiedenis, welke zij in de eerste dagen van haar verblijf voor ons schreef, was zeer
kort en mag nauwelijks ‘levensgeschiedenis’ heten. Het verhaal beslaat een halve bladzijde en
eindigt met de zin: ‘Jongens hebben altijd een geweldige aantrekkingskracht op me gehad, ik ging
met ze om, omdat naar ik vond dat ik beter met hun kon praten’”, Progress report 1 (G99, 1957).
128 “een soepellopend, stilistisch en logisch verantwoord geheel, - uit litterair oogpunt één van de beste
verhalen die wij van onze meisjes onder ogen kregen”, Progress report 1 (G100, 1954).
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history, too, was an account of adventures [she had had], covering three pages.
She only devoted one sentence to her childhood at home”.129 Here, Kapsenberg,
Prick and the report-writer disapprove of Martha’s life history precisely because
it is no more than an “account of adventures”. This characterization suggests
that, in the staff’s view, the girl’s text contained no reflection, and was just a look
back to experiences the girl thought pleasurable. Recounting such experiences
with “ease” was “disconcerting” to the institutional staff; writing about one’s
childhood would have been a far more valid choice. Following the logic of the
report, the girl should have felt ashamed, and should have been unable to talk
easily about her escapades. Institutional staff thus still wanted girls to reflect on
their past actions. This is perhaps also why the psychologist and psychiatrist
disapproved of Nelly S.’s remark about boys in her life history, as she stated her
attraction to them, without giving any reflection on the matter.
The practice of reading the girls’ life histories in order to uncover how they
assessed their pasts continued into the 1960s. In the report for Ingrid D., the girl
who talked about running away to Katendrecht and smoking marijuana in her
life history, her text is referred to as follows: “In her life history, which she was
obliged to write in the first few days she wrote extensively about her stay in
Katendrecht: only her stay here did she see as a possibility to stay well-hidden.
She skated over what had taken place with: ‘first I was in a room with a friend,
and later with someone else’. The latter friend had taken her in. Just before she
was caught she had smoked one marijuana cigarette!”130 The fact that the report
describes the way the girl wrote about her experiences in “Katendrecht” as
“skating over” that which “had taken place”, suggests that the report-writers –
psychiatrist Jansen and director Papma – did not think lightly of these events.
What’s more, they obviously disapproved of her drug use. In this period, too,
therefore, the institutional staff still read the life histories in order to assess the
stance the girl took on vis-à-vis her past. Both writing elaborately about
problematic past actions, and understanding the seriousness of their past actions
was viewed as favourable.
In the staff’s assessments of the girls’ life histories, however, a new element
also appeared, that did not appear in the earlier period. Indeed, in a number of
cases, girls were elaborately psychologically analysed on the basis of their life
129 ““Met ontstellend gemak vertelde zij over haar (paar) avonturen met jongens. Ook haar
levensgeschiedenis was een relaas van belevenissen, drie bladzijden lang. Aan haar jeugd thuis
wijdde zij slechts één zin”, Progress report 1 (G101, 1956).
130 “In haar levensgeschiedenis, die ze de eerste dagen moest schrijven vertelde ze uitgebreid over
haar verblijf op Katendrecht: haar verblijf hier alleen zag zij als een mogelijkheid goed verborgen
te blijven. Wat er zich had afgespeeld deed ze af met: ‘eerst was ik op een kamer bij een vriend, en
later weer bij een ander’. De laatste vriend had haar er in laten lopen. Vlak voor ze gepakt werd had
ze één marihuana sigaret gerookt!”, Progress report 1 (G107, 1969).
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histories. Mathilda K., for instance, was psychologically analysed in great detail
on the basis of her life history. In contrast to the earlier period, the institutional
staff took what the girl wrote in her life history very seriously. While the test
reports, appearing in the 1940s, only contained one to two lines remarking on
the contents of pupils’ life histories, girls’ progress reports, appearing from the
1950s onwards, and signed by the psychological staff and the director, sometimes
contained highly elaborate analyses of girls’ texts.
In Mathilda’s case, brief, off-hand remarks and anecdotes were interpreted
and turned into expert diagnoses. For example, her life history contains the
following anecdote: “My sister, she was called Maartje, had a white cat with a
black tail and a black triangle on its forehead. She taught it several tricks, like
teaching it to sit up and beg! Her greatest stunt was having a mouse walk across
the cat’s back. The cat didn’t dare to get the mouse when that happened. I can
remember feeling very sorry for the cat and for the mouse”.131 On the basis of
what the girl writes, including this childhood memory, Kapsenberg and Prick
analyse the girl as having “compassion” with others. In full, the section of the
progress report in which they argue this reads as follows:
In the highly extensive life history which Mathilda wrote us on our request,
and which we cannot copy in its entirety, emerges, first and foremost,
Mathilda’s sense of compassion for her fellow human beings: already when
she was little Mathilda had compassion for animals who were being
pestered, [and] for her downstairs neighbour, Miss Dijkstra, to whom she
gave clothes and food, [and] for her 27-year-old boyfriend, who was ‘decent’,
but was also decent at living it up’ [the girl’s text is being quoted, SB], and
whom she did not dare to let go, because he would go wrong otherwise, and
for her mother, whom she wanted to have a carefree life after all her misery.
She wrote: ‘They never understood me; [I] always had compassion for
people, and they always thought they were a bad influence on me’”.132

131 “Mijn zusje, Maartje heet ze, had een witte poes met een zwarte staart en een zwart driehoekje op zijn
voorhoofd. Zij leerde hem verschillende kunstjes als opzitten en pootje geven! Haar grootste stunt
was een muis over de rug van de kat te laten lopen. De kat durfde dan niet de muis te pakken. Ik kan
me herinneren dat ik dat heel zielig vond voor de kat en voor de muis”, Life history (G100, 1954).
132 “In de zeer uitvoerige levensgeschiedenis, die Mathilda op ons verzoek neerschreef, en die wij niet in
zijn geheel kunnen overnemen, komt als eerste naar voren Mathilda’s gevoel van medelijden met haar
medemensen: Mathilda had toen zij klein was al medelijden met dieren, die geplaagd werden, met
de benedenbuurvrouw, Mejuffrouw Dijkstra, die zij kleren en levensmiddelen toestopte, met haar
27-jarige vriend, die ‘keurig’ was, maar ook keurig kon boemelen’ [sic], en die zij niet durfde loslaten,
omdat hij anders fout zou gaan, en met haar moeder, die zij zo graag een zorgeloos leven gunde na
alle ellende. Zij schreef: ‘Ze hebben mij nooit begrepen; had altijd medelijden met de mensen, en ze
dachten altijd dat ik onder hun verkeerde invloed stond’”, Progress report 1 (G100, 1954).
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Further on, Kapsenberg and Prick also refer to another anecdote the girl
recounts: “Every morning I was allowed to play in front of the door, but I wasn’t
allowed to play around the corner. When Mother felt like coffee then she would
throw money, wrapped in a little piece of paper, out the window and just like
that I would be allowed to go and get 2 currant buns at the bakery around the
corner, that was the loveliest moment of the day not because of the currant buns,
but I thought going around the corner was delightful”.133 Interpreting this
passage, the psychologist and psychiatrist write, “It turned out that already as a
small child Mathilda had a strong desire for self-expansion and liked being
independent. She was happy, when she got money, to go and, just like that, buy
two currant buns by herself at the bakery around the corner. ‘I thought going
around the corner was delightful’”.134 The report thus “diagnoses” her as having
a specific characteristic – “a strong desire for self-expansion” – which she is said
to have had from when she was a child, as well as labelling her as liking being
independent. Subsequently, the report continues its analysis of Mathilda’s
“desire for self-expansion”, stating, “Later this [the desire for self-expansion, SB]
emerges in her stubborn disobedience, especially when she reached puberty
and started having her own opinions. When she was legally placed under
guardianship, she once looked for a job herself, without permission from her
family guardian, because she ‘really wanted to do this herself’; it also turned out
she had plans to go and work in England. Above all, she blamed the family
guardian that she had had her brought to the detention centre of the Juvenile
Police without warning or consultation”.135
Kapsenberg and Prick also draw conclusions about Mathilda on the basis of
her text as a whole:
Finally the whole text communicated a strong feeling of inferiority, and of
being superfluous. She confirmed this later in conversations. ‘I have always
133 “’s Ochtends mocht ik voor de deur spelen, maar ik mocht niet om de hoek spelen. Als Moeder trek
in koffie kreeg dan gooide ze geld, in een papiertje gewikkeld, uit het raam en mocht ik zomaar om
de hoek bij de bakker 2 krentenbroodjes halen, dat was het prettigste moment van de dag niet om
de krentenbroodjes, maar om de hoek te mogen gaan vond ik zalig”, Life history (G100, 1954).
134 “Mathilda bleek ook al als klein kind een sterke expansie-drang gehad te hebben en graag zelfstandig
geweest te zijn. Zij was gelukkig, als zij geld kreeg om alléén zomaar twee krentebroodjes te kopen
bij de bakker om de hoek. ‘Om de hoek te mogen gaan vond ik zalig’”, Progress report 1 (G100, 1954).
135 “Later komt dit [the “desire for self-expansion”, SB] naar voren in haar koppig ongehoorzaam zijn,
speciaal toen zij in de puberteit kwam en haar eigen mening er op na ging houden. Toen zij wettelijk
onder toezicht gesteld was, zocht zij eenmaal zelf een betrekking, zonder toestemming van haar
gezinsvoogdes, omdat zij ‘het zo graag eens zelf wilde doen’; zij bleek ook plannen te hebben in
Engeland te gaan werken. Het meest nam zij het de gezinsvoogdes kwalijk, dat deze haar zonder
waarschuwing of overleg naar het tehuis van de Kinderpolitie had laten brengen”, Progress report
1 (G100, 1954).
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felt [like I was] too much and [like I was] less than another. For mother I was
always a burden. Only in the time when father was alive, this was not the
case. Back then I was happy’. Still, she told a story [in her life history, SB] that
had taken place in these times, namely her first Holy Communion, when
everybody had laughed at her because she wasn’t wearing a white dress and
had been cross at her, because she had happily skipped back to the bench.
When she first met Arie, her mother’s live-in boyfriend after her father’s
death, she had laughed, because she thought he was trying to be funny by
pulling a silly face, but the man had hit the table with his fist, and had sworn
that ‘this child had repeatedly been laughing at him’!”136
On the basis of her life history and talks with her, then, broad statements are
made about the girl, in which she is diagnosed, and is attributed psychological
traits. What the girl wrote in her life history, was taken very seriously, and
interpreted for underlying meaning. On the basis of what she wrote and told the
psychological staff, statements were made about the girl’s character. Specifically,
the psychological motives underlying and the psychological state accompanying
her past actions were ascertained and written down.
That the psychological staff took what the girls wrote very seriously also
becomes apparent from the life history of Anna M., who was admitted in 1968 at
age 17. Anna wrote the following text:
Born [date] 1951 from then on until around my 12th year nothing special.
Went from primary school to VGLO [a type of continued primary education, SB]
which I didn’t like in the slightest because my brother and sister had also
gone there and they are completely different [from me]. Because I don’t care
at all about theatre and all that stuff it was a disappointment to them. I got
along well with the art teacher. nice [sic] man sometimes I was allowed to
have a puff on his pipe [he] went around in a velvet jacket which was
completely bonkers back then The [sic] three of us together with my female
friend we always had fun What made an even bigger impression on me at
136 “Ten slotte sprak uit het hele verhaal een sterk gevoelen van minderwaardigheid, en van overbodig
te zijn. In gesprekken bevestigde zij dit later. ‘Ik heb me altijd te veel gevoeld en minder dan een
ander. Bij moeder was ik altijd een blok aan het been. Alleen in de tijd toen vader leefde, was dit
niet zo. Toen was ik gelukkig’. Toch vertelde zij een verhaal, dat zich in deze periode afspeelde, n.l.
haar eerste Heilige Communie, toen iedereen haar uitgelachen had omdat zij geen wit jurkje aan
had en boos op haar geweest was, omdat zij blij naar de bank teruggehuppeld was. Bij de eerste
kennismaking met Arie, moeders concubin na de dood van haar vader, had zij gelachen, omdat zij
dacht dat hij grappig wilde zijn en een gek gezicht trok, maar de man had met zijn vuist op tafel
geslagen, en gezworen, dat ‘dit kind hem herhaaldelijk zat uit te lachen’!”, Progress report 1 (G100,
1954).
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that school is that the director [the text is not entirely legible; it seems to convey
that the director liked and admired her, SB] usually he [not entirely legible; it seems
to convey that the director made fun of her]. At school I always played truant and
forged my mother’s signature all the livelong day you could find me in [name
of nature area] to look for tracks of mice birds and also small animals,
sometimes with a magnifying glass, it’s really fun to track them once in a
while I always helped our doctor with his horses in the evening Later I lived
with my aunt and looked for a job that’s how I got to know Jan. My uncle
was bothering me and when my aunt was sick that got a bit too much to bear
I was planning to run away, it was Friday, that’s why I thought it would be
rotten to leave Jan on a busy day that’s why I called him once and a bit later
we were chatting for hours. Other than that I know that he is no good but to
me he has always been a loyal friend whatever people say about him for me
he stays that
I miss my dog.137
On the basis of her life history, the report, which was written by psychiatrist
Jansen and director Papma, states,
An told us that she started running away from home because she couldn’t
get along with her stepfather. In her life history she described the situation
at the V.G.L.O. school. According to her, the difficulties had already started
in those days. She didn’t feel understood there, only the art teacher had an
interest in her. An often played truant in those days and loved roaming
around in the woods around [name of city]. She loved nature, liked going
137 “Geboren [date] 1951 vandaar af tot ongeveer m’n 12e jaar niks bijzonders. Van de lagere school
naar de VGLO wat me aller minst beviel omdat m’n broer en zus er ook waren geweest en die
zijn totaal anders. Omdat ik om toneel en dat gedoe niks geef was het voor hun een tegenvaller.
Met de teken leraar kon ik goed overweg. fijne man kreeg wel es een trekkie uit z’n pijp liep in
een fluweel jasje wat toen straal bezopen was Met z’n drietjes m’n vriendin erbij hadden we altijd
lol Wat nog meer nadruk op me heeft gemaakt op die school is dat die directeur me erger mog en
[?] bewonderde meestal slachte [?] die me nl uit [from “directeur” onwards, this sentence is not clearly
legible; I have transcribed what I could make out of the tekst, SB]. Op school spijbelde ik altijd en vervalste
m’n moeders handtekening de hele godganse dag was ik in de [name of nature area] te vinden om
met een vergrootglas soms, sporen op te zoeken van muizen vogels en verdere kleine diertjes ’t is
heel leuk om deze es te volgen Onze dokter hielp ik ’s avonds altijd met z’n paarden Later woonde
ik bij m’n tante en zocht een baan zo kwam ik bij Jan. M’n oom viel me lastig en toen m’n tante ziek
was werd dat een beetje te bar Ik was van plan om weg te lopen, ’t was vrijdag, daar om vond ik het
beroerd om Jan in de drukke tijd te laten barsten vandaar dat ‘k keer heb opgebeld en eventjes later
hebben we uren zitten bomen. Verder weet ik heus weg dat ie niet deugt maar voor mij is het altijd
een trouwe kameraad geweest wat de mensen ook van hem zeggen voor mij blijft hij dat / Ik mis
m’n hond”, Life history (G105, 1968). The term “VGLO” stands for “voortgezet lager onderwijs”, which
was a type of school frequented after primary school.
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around with animals. She had worked with horses and in a dog shelter, but
in her spare time rather than as a regular job. She had had a dog herself, and
was still upset that it had died.138
While the tone of the girl’s life history seems flippant at times, the psychiatrist
took what the girl wrote very seriously. On the basis of her text, he determines
when, “[a]ccording to her” , the “difficulties” started. Even though the girl
herself makes no mention of this, and is not explicit in her self-reflection, the
institution thus uses her text as an “auto-anamnesis”, and paints a picture of her
history. However, the girl does not make such connections; while the psychiatrist
draws on the girl’s words, he analyses her in a more expert way than she analyses
herself – or so the analysis suggests.
In assessing the girls on the basis of their life histories, the psychological
staff took the girls’ words very seriously. This becomes clear from the life history
of Irene W., who was admitted in 1973 at age 17. In her text, Irene wrote the
following about her past behaviour:
when I was around 13 years old I was allowed to go outside more often and
that’s actually when everything started usually [I] had to play outside the
door then I saw that the girl next door got more than me was allowed to
come home later and everything then I went to my father and he said that
those parents let their children run loose at first I wasn’t allowed to go there
but I started to get older and stayed over at the neighbours’ house (around
14/15 years old) then one time the neighbours came and asked whether their
daughter was with us at something like one o’clock at night but she wasn’t
with us then my father said that it was a right mess that the parents didn’t
know where their daughter was so I said to my parents that I was over at the
neighbours’ and that girl next door said that she was with us and then we
went out in the evening.139
138 “An vertelde dat ze thuis is gaan weglopen omdat ze niet met haar stiefvader kon opschieten. In
haar levensgeschiedenis beschreef ze de situatie op de V.G.L.O. school. Volgens haar waren de
moeilijkheden in die tijd al begonnen. Ze voelde zich daar niet begrepen, alleen de tekenleraar
had belangstelling voor haar. An spijbelde in die tijd veel van school en zwierf het liefste in de
bossen rond [name of city] rond. Ze hield veel van de natuur, ging graag met dieren om. Ze had bij
paarden gewerkt en in een hondenkennel, maar in haar vrije tijd dan in de vorm van een normale
betrekking. Ze had zelf een hond gehad, en betreurde het nog steeds dat deze gestorven was”,
Progress report 1 (G105, 1968).
139 “toen ik een jaar of 13 was mocht ik meer naar buiten en toen begon eigelijk alles moest wel meestal
voor de deur blijven spelen dan zag ik dat het buurmeisje meer kreeg dan mij later thuis mocht
komen en alles toen ben ik naar me vader geweest en die zij dat die ouders niet op de kinderen lette
ik mocht er eerst niet meer naar toe maar ik begon ouder te worden en bleef bij de buren slapen (jaar
of 14/15) toen op een keer kwamen de buren vragen of de dochter bij ons was om een uur s’nachts
zo iets maar die was niet bij ons toen zij mijn vader dat het een zooitje was dat de ouders niet wisten
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Irene’s progress report, which was written by director Papma and social worker
Warffemius, took the girl’s words as the basis for the institutional assessment of
the girl, stating, “According to Ireen [the shortened version of the girl’s name, SB] the
difficulties started around age 13. She was allowed to play on the street more
often did have to stay by the door, made friends with the girl next door where
she stayed over occasionally later on, but with whom she also secretly went into
town with in the evening, both telling their parents that they were with the
other person”.140
As discussed above, in her life history Astrid G. gave an underlying reason
for her behaviour, namely that the situation at home was the reason that she
looked for “conviviality” elsewhere. Similarly to the case of Irene W., Astrid’s
progress report, signed by director Papma and a report-writer, took what the
girl herself had written as starting point for the institutional analysis of her,
stating, “Astrid had the feeling that there hadn’t been any difficulties before her
14th year and that the difficulties had only come after that. In her life history she
wrote that she only started to see the misery at home when her mother was sad
and her father was drunk most of the time, that’s why she had looked for
conviviality elsewhere in those days”.141 Besides this, the report-writers refer to
the final passage in her life history. Here, Astrid describes how her mother no
longer tolerated her behaviour, stating, “and she thought, hoopla, away with
her… Well and then I ended up going from one institution to another. And now
I’m here!”.142 On this episode in her text, the report states, “When she started
drinking too much in those days, her mother said: ‘Hoopla, away with her……’
and that’s how she ended up in all sorts of institutions. This description of
leaving home clearly reflects how Astrid felt about leaving; people had gotten
rid of her in an easy way”.143 The tone in which the girl reports the episode is
rather flippant, and the passage in her life history on this episode does not

140

141

142
143

waar dochter uit hing dus zij ik tegen mijn ouders dat ik bij de buren was en dat buurmeisje zij dat
zij bij ons weg en dan gingen we s’avonds dus weg”, Life history (G124, 1973).
“Volgens Ireen begonnen de moeilijkheden met ongeveer 13 jaar. Ze mocht meer op straat spelen
moest wel bij de deur blijven, kreeg een buurvriendinnetje waar ze later wel eens bij bleef slapen,
maar waar ze ook ’s avonds stiekum mee de stad in ging, allebei thuis vertellend dat ze bij de ander
waren”, Progress report 1 (G124, 1974).
“Zo had Astrid het gevoel dat er vóór haar 14e jaar geen moeilijkheden geweest waren en dat die
moeilijkheden pas daarna gekomen waren. In haar levensbeschrijving vertelde ze dat ze de ellende
thuis pas ging zien toen moeder verdrietig en vader dronken was gedurende de meeste tijd, dáárom
was ze indertijd de gezelligheid elders gaan zoeken”, Progress report 1 (G112, 1968).
“en die dacht, hop, weg ermee… Nou ja en toen ben ik van het ene tehuis in het ander tehuis terrecht
[sic] gekomen. En nu ben ik dan hier!”, Life history (G112, 1967).
“Toen ze in die tijd teveel ging drinken, zei haar moeder: ‘Hop, weg er mee……’ en zo belandde ze in
allerlei tehuizen. Deze beschrijving van het weggaan thuis, geeft goed weer hoe Astrid dit weggaan
gevoeld heeft; men had zich op een gemakkelijke manier van haar ontdaan”, Progress report 1
(G112, 1967).
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contain much self-reflection. Also, the exclamation mark at the end of her text
gives the impression that the girl is rather blasé about what happened. Despite
this, however, the report-writers take the girl’s words very seriously, and go so
far as to paint a picture of her inner feelings. Again, the report-writers presented
the psychological state underlying and accompanying her past behaviour. The
report thus goes one step further than the girl herself does in her text.
The other references to the life histories found in the girls’ dossiers point to
an additional practice: the psychological staff read the girls’ life histories in
order to determine in what group they should be placed. From 1950, as was
shown in chapter 1, girls were placed in groups, according to their psychological
condition. The text of, for instance, Frederika R., who was admitted in 1956 at
age 18, was read in this way. The full text of her life history reads:
I was raised in a Family [sic] of 6 children. 5 girls and 1 brother. My Father
was a man. who [sic] always walks around with the bible under his arm.
and. is very focused on money. and maybe. that’s why. it was that there was
always. such. a horrible atmosphere at home. We Always. just. walked
around each other silently and withdrawn. and there was no love they.
didn’t even know it [i.e. they didn’t know what love was, SB]. And since I. am. a
very. sensitive person. I couldn’t handle that. and went. looking for. love.
elsewhere. and found it. but. but. went. in the wrong direction because of it
and became dishonest in some ways. But lately all this stopped taking place
and I felt happy.144
On her life history, her progress report, signed by psychologist Prick and a
report-writer, states the following:
Riek [short for “Frederika”, SB] only wrote a very short life history, in which
she describes her family. About her father, she writes that he was a man who
always walked around with the bible under his arm and [was, SB] very
focused on money. Other than that, she writes that there was always such a
horrible atmosphere at home and that they were all fearful of each other. She
[sic] was very sensitive and couldn’t handle it and that’s why she started
144 “Ik ben in een Gezin van 6 kinderen groot gebracht. 5 meisjes en 1 broer. Mijn Vader was een man.
die altijd met de bijbel onder zijn arm loopt. en. erg verbrand [sic] is op de centen. en daardoor.
misschien. kwam het wel dat er. zo’n. akelige stemming altijd. thuis was. We liepen Altijd. maar. stil
en terug getrokken om elkaar. heen. en liefde was er niet konden. ze zelfs niet. En daar ik een erg.
gevoelig mens. ben. kon ik daar niet tegen. en ging. de liefde. buitenshuis zoeken. en vond die wel.
maar. maar. ging daar. mee de verkeerde. weg. op. en. werd in sommige dingen oneerlijk. Maar de
laatste tijd. is dit alles. niet meer voor. gekomen en voelde ik mij gelukkig”, Progress report 1 (G110,
1956).
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doing wrong things, because of which she ended up in an institution. Lately
everything was going well and she felt happy. Riek was allowed to join a group,
in which we have the habit of putting these affectively neglected girls.145
As becomes evident, Prick used the girl’s life history to determine in what group
she should be placed.146 While she had written a very short life history, her text
still provided the psychologist with enough material with which to assess her
psychological condition –diagnosed as affective neglect – and place her in an
appropriate group. Of course, despite the emphasis on individual self-expression and individually-tailored treatment, the categorization options for girls
were limited. Indeed, the girl was always placed into of of four pre-existing
categories. As the contents of the categories show (as discussed in chapter 1), all
girls entering the institution were viewed as maladjusted.
The fact that Frederika’s short text was not judged negatively despite its
short length suggests, in my opinion, that self-analysis mattered more to the
Hunerberg psychological staff than length. Interestingly, Prick took the girl’s
“diagnosis” of herself – which can be summarized as: there was a nasty
atmosphere in her family home and she was a very sensitive person, so she
sought love outside of the home – and based her own diagnosis on it, using more
expert terminology; that is, by describing her as “affectively neglected”. This
Utrecht School-inflected discourse, in which girls’ behaviour was explained as
being influenced by the parent-child relationship, which had led to affective
neglect, was a new way of talking about the girls, which also emerged in the
pupils’ psychological reports, as we have seen.
Interestingly, in their life histories, the girls themselves did what the
institutional staff did on the basis of their texts; namely, explicitly reflecting on
the psychological states accompanying and causing their past behaviour. In
doing so, they presented themselves as having an inner, psychological
dimension. In psychologically analysing the girls, both the psychological staff
and director Papma adopted the girls’ expressions and took them very seriously:
the girls’ diagnoses about themselves were used as the basis for the staff’s
diagnoses. The technique of autobiography-writing thus functioned as a means
145 “Riek schreef maar een heel korte levensgeschiedenis, waarin ze het gezin beschrijft. Van haar
vader zegt ze, dat hij een man was die altijd met de bijbel onder de arm liep en erg gebrand op de
centen. Verder schrijft ze, dat er thuis altijd zo’n akelige stemming was en dat ze allemaal bang voor
elkaar waren. Zij [sic] was erg gevoelig en kon daar niet tegen en daarom ging ze verkeerde dingen
doen, waardoor ze in een inrichting terecht kwam. De laatste tijd ging alles goed en voelde ze zich
gelukkig. Riek mocht naar een groep, waarin we wel vaker deze affectief verwaarloosde meisjes
plaatsten”, Progress report 1 (G110, 1956).
146 Ingrid D. was also placed in a particular group on the basis of her life history, Progress report 1
(G107, 1968).
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for experts to see inside the girls, diagnose and categorize them into one of the
institutional groups. However, as the reports suggested, the experts could
diagnose the girl in a more “expert” way than the girl herself could. This was
suggested by the technical Utrecht School terminology in the reports, as well as
by the fact that, in their analyses, the psychological staff members pointed to
aspects and character traits of the girl that were not explicitly mentioned in the
girl’s text. Evidently, their descriptions suggested, the psychologists and
psychiatrists could see “through” the girl’s words, to uncover something about
the girl that was previously hidden, and unarticulated. While the psychologists
and psychiatrists only had the girl’s words to go on, they asserted more about
her, and in a more sophisticated way, than she herself did, and could have done.
		
Seeing “Through” the Girl’s Words: Pathologizing Resistance
The psychological assessment and subsequent categorization of the girls,
however, did not always depend on the girl’s own words. Indeed, even girls who
did not write life histories were psychologically analysed and diagnosed by the
institutional staff. The sample for this period contained two girls who refused to
write life histories.147 I will discuss the case of Neeltje P., admitted in 1954 at age
15, to illustrate this.
Neeltje’s parents had divorced when she was eight years old, and her mother
had remarried a metal worker who worked on the docks. When she was fourteen
years old, her biological father had died. According to the case file, Neeltje’s
relationship with her mother and her stepfather was “bad”.148 Neeltje did not
like being at home, and after the family moved to Amsterdam when she was
twelve years old, she had a lot of contact with the “sailors on the war ships” and
“was usually roaming around by the docks”.149 At home, moreover, she was
“insolent”, did not listen to her parents and “indifferently did whatever she
liked”.150 Because there were so many “difficulties” at home, her mother had
enrolled her in a local youth club.151 An instructor at this club had subsequently
made an effort to get the girl into a V.B.S. boarding school, where she spent three
months. After returning home, she worked at a factory, and then had several
jobs as domestic servant. However, according to the case file, she was lazy in her
work and “stood by the radio listening to dance music”, and was finally fired.152
After that, she got another factory job, and in her free time, she spent time
147
148
149
150
151
152

G104, 1959 and G121, 1954.
“slecht”, Case file (G121, 1954).
“matrozen van de oorlogsschepen”, “zwierf ze meestal langs de kaden”, Case file (G121, 1954).
“brutaal”, “ging onverschillig haar gang”, Case file (G121, 1954).
“moeilijkheden”, Case file (G121, 1954).
“stond bij de radio te luisteren naar dansmuziek”, Case file (G121, 1954).
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hanging around on the street, “sought contact with sailors”, went to the fair, and
came home late one evening.153 Then, at the request of her mother, she was
placed under guardianship, and was appointed a guardian. As her guardian
deemed observation necessary, she was sent to an observation home. While the
observation home recommended placement in a correctional institution, Neeltje
was transferred to an orphanage, presumably because there was no room in the
correctional institution they had suggested. From there, she ran away twice.
According to the case file, the way in which she talked about the experiences she
had had while away, was “very indifferent”, and her stories were such that, the
children, “who are used to a thing or two in the orphanage, are astonished”.154
Following these escapades, the orphanage recommended placement in the
Hunerberg, where Neeltje was sent a little over a month later.
Upon admission, Neeltje was asked to write down her life history, but
refused to do so. First, she crossed out the heading that the institutional staff
had written at the top of the paper they had provided her with, which read “Life
history”, and replaced it with “My view on the matter”.155 Next, she wrote down,
in vitriolic terms, why she would not write a life history. She started out by
saying, “I’m not writing down my life history here because nobody needs to
know exactly what I’ve done because they’ll never find that out from me and just
like any other child I came from my mother”.156 Continuing, she explained how
she felt towards institutional probing, writing,
Because by the way I also don’t want them asking you this and asking you
that because then I feel like a traitor because what I’m writing down here is
how I feel about the matter –Live it up Die young then you’ll be a goodlooking
corpse and if everybody just minds their own business then there won’t be
any War and misery on earth and I say Improve the World starting with
yourself If everybody remembers that then nobody will have anything to
complain about.157
153 “zocht contact met matrozen”, Case file (G121, 1954).
154 “zeer onverschillig”, “die in het weeshuis toch wel wat gewend zijn, stomverbaasd zijn”, Case file
(G121, 1954).
155 “Levensgeschiedenis”, “Zo denk ik erover”, Life history (G121, 1954). The Dutch phrase literally
translates as “This is how I feel about it”, or “This is how I think about it”.
156 “Mijn levensgeschiedenis zet ik hier niet neer want niemand hoeft precies te weten wat ik heb
gedaan want dat komen ze van mij nooit te weten en ik ben net als ieder ander kind bij mijn moeder
van daan gekomen”, Life history (G121, 1954).
157 “Want ik wil trouwens ook niet dat ze dit aan je vragen en dat aan je vragen want dan voel ik me
eigen een vieraaster want ik denk er zo over als ik dat hier neer schrijf -Leef er op los Sterf jong dan
ben je een knap lijk en als een ieder zig nu met zijn eigen zaken bemoeit dan is er op de wereld ook
geen Oorlog en ellende meer en ik zeg zo Verbeter de Wereld en beging [sic] met u zelf Als een ieder
dat maar onthoudt dan is er nergens ook maar iets te klagen”, Life history (G121, 1954).
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Finally, towards the end of her text, she wrote,
[…] And other than that I wish to be left alone with all sorts of funny
questions and Funny things. Because you don’t need to think that they
pester me because I don’t give a hoot about any of it wherever I am in the
world because in an Institution I’ll sooner get worse rather than better.
Because if I want to become a prostitute then I’ll still be able to do that when
I’m 21. This is all I Have to say or write.
written by Neeltje P[…]
p.t.o.
I can’t draw anything other than a tree.
Why do we have to keep sitting in our room are we the children of Prostitutes
or sluts from the street if that’s what they think I’d prefer them to say it then
I’ll know where I Stand
Neeltje P[…]158
Neeltje’s text was used to psychologically assess her and determine what group
she should be placed in. In this case, however, the institutional diagnosis did not
align with the girl’s own words. Neeltje’s progress report, which was signed by
psychiatrist Kapsenberg, psychologist Prick, and a report-writer, wrote the
following about her text:
With an indifferent attitude of bravado this fifteen-year-old played the
embittered, worldy-wise woman, resistant towards any approach [towards
her] and extremely suspicious of all state interference. Because of that alone,
she didn’t accept our house, a state institution. What’s more, there was no
point in placing her in an institution: ‘You’ll sooner get worse rather than
better, and if I want to become a prostitute, then I’ll still be able to do that
when I’m 21 [sic]’. She thought all interference with her wasn’t only a waste
of our time, but was also useless. ‘if everybody just minded their own
business, there wouldn’t be any more war and misery on earth. I say:
Improve the world starting with yourself [sic]’. She didn’t want to write a life
history; nobody needed to know exactly what she had done; we certainly
158 “[…] En veder wens ik met rust gelaten te worden met allerlei gekke vragen en Gekke dingen. Want
u hoefd niet te denken dat ze mij pesten want ik heb maling aan de heleboel waar ook Ter wereld
want in een Tehuis wordt ik eerder erger dan beter op. Want als ik publieke vrouw wil worden dan
kan het ook nog wel als ik 21 jaar ben. Dit is alles wat ik te schrijfen of te zeggen Heb / geschreven
door Neeltje [last name] / z.o.z. / Ik kan niets anders tekenen dan een boom. / Waarom moeten
wij steeds in onze kamertje zitten zijn wij soms Hoere kinderen of sletten van de straat als ze dat
denken heb ik graag dat ze het zeggen dat weet ik waar ik aan Toe Ben / Neeltje [last name]”, Life
history (G121, 1954).
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wouldn’t find out from her. ‘Just like any other child I came from my mother’.
She didn’t experience all those questions as interest, but as an interrogation,
and she was no traitor. We placed this child, who was still so young after all,
and who had a great need for warmth, in the group in which the atmosphere
is the most childlike and in which this need can best be met.159
As we saw above, the “diagnoses” of the girls who psychologized themselves
were adopted by the psychological staff members, who diagnosed the girls
using expert terminology. Neeltje P., however, who explicitly refuses to disclose
anything about herself, let alone “diagnose” herself, is, nonetheless,
psychologized. Rather than accepting the girl’s vitriol as a sign of self-expression – which the institution was so focused on in this period – the girl’s extreme
resistance is interpreted as a sign that she has a “great need for warmth”. The
Dutch word “hartelijkheid”, which I have translated as “warmth” can also mean
“cordiality”, “warm-heartedness” or “hospitality”. Likewise, her rejection and
mistrust of, and indifference towards, the institution, is presented, not as a
legitimate point-of-view, but as an “indifferent attitude of bravado”, suggesting
that her opinions are merely a front. In a rhetoric akin to the façade-rhetoric
discussed in chapter 5, Neeltje is portrayed as merely “playing” what the report
terms “the embittered, wordly-wise woman”. Rather than accepting her
resistance as an expression of personal beliefs (a mistrust of “government
interference”), the girl is conceived of as putting up a front and, implicitly, as
“affectively neglected” – the latter of which is suggested by the description of
the girl as in need of “warmth”. The girl is thus psychologically analysed and
diagnosed, despite her extreme resistance towards psychologization and (self)
analysis. In fact, it is precisely her resistance that brings Kapsenberg and Prick
to their psychological analysis – and pathologization – of her.
159 “Met een onverschillige bravourehouding speelde deze vijftienjarige de verbitterde, wereldwijze
vrouw, afwerend tegenover iedere benadering en zeer wantrouwend tegen alle overheidsbemoeiing.
Ons huis, een rijksinrichting, accepteerde zij daarom alleen al niet. Bovendien had plaatsing in een
tehuis geen zin: ‘Je wordt er eerder erger dan beter, en als ik publieke vrouw wil worden, dan kan
het ook nog wel als ik 21 jaar ben’. Zij vond alle bemoeiing met haar niet alleen verkwisting van
onze tijd, maar ook niet te pas komen. ‘Als iedereen zich met zijn eigen zaken zou bemoeien, was
er op de wereld geen oorlog en ellende meer. Ik zeg maar zo: Verbeter de wereld en begin met
je zelf’. Een levensgeschiedenis wilde zij niet schrijven; niemand hoefde precies te weten, wat zij
had gedaan; van haar zouden wij het tenminste niet te weten komen. ‘Ik ben net als ieder ander
kind bij mijn moeder vandaan gekomen’. Al die vragen voelde zij niet als belangstelling, maar
als een verhoor en zij was geen verraadster. Zo schreef zij geen levensgeschiedenis, maar wel een
beschouwing, waarom zij dit niet deed. De toon van het verhaal was cynisch en opstandig. Wij
plaatsten dit toch nog zo jonge kind met haar grote behoefte aan hartelijkheid, in de groep, waar
de sfeer het meest kinderlijk is en aan deze behoefte het meest tegemoetgekomen kon worden”,
Progress report 1 (G121, 1954).
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In the normative framework that was in place before 1950, resistance to the
goal of the technique of autobiography-writing – which was, for the institution,
to uncover the girl’s stance towards her past – could be achieved by describing
one’s life history without qualification. Indeed, on the basis of such a text, the
institution could not uncover the girl’s stance vis-à-vis her past. After 1950,
however, in which determining the girl’s psychological disposition rather than
strict normalization was central, all utterances, even outright resistance, and
refusal to align herself with were pathologized; no matter what a girl wrote, she
was categorized, and placed in one of the pre-existing categories of the
institution. In this period, then, girls could not escape the goal of the assessment
technique – which was to psychologically analyse the girls and place them in
one of the institutional groups, based on their psychological disposition. After
1950, when the categories of the technique matched the categories of the
institution, the assessment technique of autobiography-writing operated in a
more efficient way.
While before 1950, girls were also placed in specific groups after the initial
observation period, of which autobiography-writing was a part, the technique
did not aid in determining group placement. Indeed, there was a mismatch
between the categories of the technique and the categories of the institution.
After 1950, however, the categories of the technique did match the categories of
the institution. Indeed, girls’ life histories were interpreted in order to psychologically assess the girls and determine their psychological disposition, on the
basis of which they could be placed in an institutional group. Formerly, what
was central to the technique of autobiography-writing was the words of the girl
herself, as the institutional staff was interested in the way in which the girl
herself felt towards her past. While, after 1950, girls were still supposed to
provide an “auto-anamnesis”, what predominantly mattered now was analysis
of the girl by the expert. As becomes apparent from the experts’ analysis of the
girls’ texts, the experts could analyse the girls in a far more expert manner than
they themselves could – or so the terminology and analyses of the reports
suggested. Even in the case of girls who refused to provide an “auto-anamnesis”,
the expert could see “through” the girl’s veneer – which was presented as such
– and “expertly” analyse, diagnose and categorize her, nonetheless. The reports
suggest that the experts working in the institution were the ones who had the
key to the girls’ selves; the experts could assess the girls far better than they
themselves could. Indeed, the girls could never have assessed themselves as
belonging to one of the categories in place in the institution. Being assessed as
belonging to one of these categories thus suggested to the girls that the
psychological staff had insight into the girls’ problems and knew the girls much
better than they themselves did. As with the techniques of Rorschach-testing
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and psychological examination, however, nothing in the technique itself
prescribed how experts could see into the girls.
The technique of autobiography-writing, as implemented after 1950, served
as part of the rite of passage girls underwent upon admission. After completing
the obligatory assignment, girls were psychologically analysed and subsequently
categorized, after which their re-education process was set into motion. Just like
in the period before the institutional course change, being categorized involved,
in Foucault’s terms, a “partitioning of space and time”, which ensured that the
girls were made to physically feel the governance of the institution. The
assessment technique of autobiography-writing was a crucial step in
transforming the girls into a member of one of the groups, in which they were
made to comply with institutional rules.

Conclusion

As we have seen, the practices involved in the assessment technique of autobiography-writing changed a great deal after 1950, when the State Boarding School
for Girls implemented its psychology-oriented course change. Before then, the
set of practices framing the assignment made the norms the institutional staff
adhered to very clear to the pupils. In that period, the primary goal of the
activity of autobiography-writing was to assess the newly-entered pupil’s stance
towards her past. Writing in this normative framework, which was structured
around much more explicit notions of “good” and “bad” and “right” and
“wrong”, the vast majority of the girls structured their life histories around a
script of guilt and remorse. After 1950, however, the practices surrounding the
activity of autobiography-writing made the norms of the institution far less clear
to the girls. Following the institutional course change, pupils were no longer
spoken to by the director and told to do their best, but were given the opportunity
to ask questions and tell the staff about themselves. Also, instead of being
provided with a list of topics to write about, they were asked to draw a number
of pictures – a far more obscure practice, containing far less obvious norms.
Writing in this far less overtly normative, more psychology-oriented
framework – in this period, the girls’ autobiographies were thought of as “autoanamneses” – the girls wrote down their life histories in a very different manner.
While girls still quite frequently ended their life histories with a promise to “do
their best” or to change their lives, thus framing their past behaviour as
something they wished to relinquish, the abject guilt that often appeared in the
life histories before 1950 completely disappeared from the girls’ texts from the
mid-1950s and early 1960s onwards.
Besides this, the life histories written after the introduction of the psychological
course change were characterized by another striking new feature. While,
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formerly, girls mainly attributed external causes to their past behaviour, in this
period, girls started to psychologize themselves. That is, they presented their
past behaviour as being prompted by underlying psychological factors, and
reflected on the inner, emotional states that accompanied their choices. In
psychologizing themselves, the girls did exactly what the institution desired
them to do, as in the earlier period. Indeed, through reflecting on the causes of
and psychological states accompanying their “misbehaviour”, they provided the
institution with “auto-anamneses”, thus following the goal of the technique.
As Nikolas Rose, among others, has pointed out, the narratives circulating
in a particular culture shape the narratives by means of which individuals in
that culture relate their life histories, and the practices individuals come into
contact with shape the ways in which they can speak about themselves.160 In
psychologizing themselves, the girls were perhaps following the institutional
prompt to “express” themselves, which the admission practices at the time were
so geared towards. As we have seen, when a girl entered the Hunerberg, the
institutional staff made clear that they placed much importance on having the
girl express her feelings. In the girls’ life histories, we see the girls verbalizing
their past emotional states, elaborating on the events and circumstances in their
pasts that had made them feel that way, and recounting how they acted as a
result of this emotional state. In this case, however, it cannot be stated that some
of the girls’ tendency to engage in psychologization arose from the institutional
practices alone. The practices girls had come into contact with in previous
institutions – where they had often undergone psychological examination – as
well as the ideas of their peers, could also have influenced and shaped the ways
in which they could write about themselves. While it is difficult to uncover to
what extent girls’ tendency to psychologize themselves was directly prompted
by institutional practices surrounding the assignment of autobiography-writing, speaking in Hacking’s terms, one could say, in any case, that, with the
introduction of the psychological course change, a new type of girl was “made
up”: one who analysed her own behaviour as stemming from underlying
psychological causes.
What is particularly interesting, is that in some of the life histories from the
1960s, girls’ psychologization of themselves took on a particular form. In these
texts, girls wrote their life histories according to what I have called the
“generation gap”-script. These girls wrote about how, at one point, they started
making friends their parents disapproved of, going out to places their parents
disapproved of, going around with members of the opposite sex, and doing
badly in school or in the studies they were following. As described by the girls,
160 Rose 1997, 232; Rose 1999, xii.
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this behaviour led to conflict between the girls and their parents. Because of the
arguments and the tense atmosphere at home, the girls ran away from home,
which was usually a factor that directly or indirectly led to their admission in
the Hunerberg. These girls did not describe their misbehaviour as being caused
by external factors: indeed, the girls did not state that they ran away from home
because they were prompted by a friend. Nor, in fact, did they state that they ran
away from home for the thrill of it. Instead, according to the girls, they ran away
because they could no longer “stand it” at home. The fighting with their parents
was thus presented as having had an effect on their inner, emotional state, and
this inner state of mind was presented as having driven their actions. It is
interesting to see this script, which, by now, is so familiar, emerging in these
girls’ life histories.
The rhetoric of psychologization, as used by some of the girls, suggested
that these girls did not behave the way they did because they wanted to, but
because there was something in their past that caused them to behave in this
way. As Aafke T. and Ingrid D. suggested, for instance, they did not see their
friends, drink alcohol, or use drugs because they wanted to, but did so because of
their troubled emotional state. Using this rhetoric of psychologization gave the
girl the opportunity to distance herself from her past, and come across as a
reflexive, self-aware individual, who possessed a willingness to change, in the
process. The use of this rhetoric could be strategic and geared at securing an
early release, but could also have provided the girls with a sense of clarity and
self-understanding.
In psychologizing themselves, the girls did exactly what the technique
prompted them to do. However, compared with the experts’ analyses of them,
the girls’ self-analyses lacked narrative sophistication and expert terminology.
As the psychologists’ rhetoric in the girls’ progress reports suggested, the
experts could, supposedly, assess the girls far better than they themselves could.
Like in the Rorschach reports and the psychological reports, the psychologists’
and psychiatrists’ diagnoses of the girls on the basis of their life histories
emphasize the experts’ ability to see “inside” the girl and state what is wrong
with her. Again, the experts appeared as the ones who had access to the truth
about the girls.
In the period before 1950, some girls presented their life histories without
any qualification of their past behaviour, thus avoiding the institutional prompt
to reflect and take a moral stance on their pasts. While the context that the girls
found themselves in was highly normative, before 1950 it was thus possible to
“escape” the goal of the technique. In the period after 1950, however, when the
categories of the technique matched the categories of the institution, this was
much harder, if not impossible. I would argue, therefore, that the institutional
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shift from strict discipline to psychological methods was not necessarily
“milder”, as Delicat has stated.161 Under the psychological regime, even overt
defiance and outright refusal to comply with the assignment of writing a life
history could be taken as a sign of a girl’s psychological condition. No matter
what the girls wrote, they were psychologically analysed, pathologized and
diagnosed.162 In a psychological framework, which no longer revolved around
notions of “good” and “bad”, but around notions of “well-adjusted” and
“maladjusted”, every assertion could be taken as a symptom of an underlying
psychological condition.

161 Delicat 2001, 225, 232.
162 Jeroen Jansz and Peter van Drunen also state that, even though “psychologization” may seem a
“more subtle, seemingly more humane approach”, it may be the case that this approach was not
“softer”, but, instead, meant “more subtle and, because of this, more effective forms of guidance and
control of human behaviour”, Jansz and Van Drunen 1996, 14, 15.
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Conclusion
In 1905, with the implementation of the Children Acts, the child protection
system in the Netherlands was radically reformed. The Children Acts were
informed by a desire to differentiate all children entering the system, so that
each child could be given the appropriate treatment, in an institutional setting
tailored to the child’s individual needs. To make such a differentiation, a
thorough and scientifically-underpinned examination of each child was thought
to be required. For this purpose, an obligatory observation period was instated
in the Dutch State Reform Schools, during which newly-entered pupils were
subjected to a scientific examination. As there was only one State Reform School
for Girls, a separate observation unit was established in this institution, and the
assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological examination was introduced
as a means to examine all newly-entered pupils.
In the years following the implementation of the Children Acts, assessment
continued to play an important role in the state reform schools. In the Dutch
State Reform School for Girls, between 1905 and 1975, diverse assessment
techniques were implemented, both within and outside of the observation
period, with which new pupils were assessed. Shifting the focus in the
historiography of child protection institutions from discourses and daily
practices to practices of assessment, and bringing delinquent girls into the
scholarship on identity construction and self, this dissertation investigated how
the four key assessment techniques that were used in the girls’ reform school in
this period – pedagogical-pathological examination (1905-1952), autobiographywriting (1913-1975), Rorschach-testing (1938-1948) and psychological examination
(1950-1975) – functioned in processes of identity construction for the pupils.
In answering this main question, I examined the practices by means of which
the assessment techniques were executed, inspired by Annemarie Mol’s
praxiographic approach, and studied the rhetoric of the forms and reports that
the assessment techniques resulted in. In what follows, I will elaborate on the
most important findings, relating them to the theoretical framework set out in
the introduction.

The Function of the Assessment Techniques

According to Scott, modern states and state-owned organizations make their
subjects “governable” through making them “legible”.1 One of the areas in which
Scott’s claim has been taken up is in the field of the history of identification.
1

Scott 1998, 2.
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In this field, studies concern themselves with the practices by means of which
experts identified, registered and categorized – that is, made “legible” –
individuals. Such studies frequently focus on the clear-cut categorizations that
such practices led to,2 and on the far-reaching, disciplinary effects that
identification, registration and categorization had on individuals’ lives,3
although the positive effects of, and individuals’ contribution to, identity
construction have recently also been emphasized.4 Studying the function of
the selected assessment techniques used in the Dutch State Reform School for
Girls by means of the praxiographic approach, however, showed that, while
each technique, by means of which the pupils were made “legible”, was designed
to lead to highly specific categories, in daily institutional practice the categories
that the techniques produced were not of primary importance.
In fact, before 1950, the highly specific categorizations that the assessment
techniques were meant to produce did not match the categories of the institution.
As was discussed in chapters 2-4, respectively, the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination was designed to determine whether pupils were
“backward” or “criminal”, the technique of autobiography-writing served to
uncover whether girls were “honest” and whether they felt “guilty” about their
pasts, and the technique of Rorschach-testing was supposed to distinguish test
subjects on the basis of highly technical categories, pertaining to how they
perceived and experienced the world. In the reform school, however, girls were
divided into groups for girls with a “normal” disposition, girls with an
institutional history, and girls with a sexually undesirable past, as was discussed
in chapter 1. As is evident, the institution was not equipped to differentiate the
pupils according to the categories of the techniques, and the categorizations the
techniques produced did not aid in sorting the girls in the way that the reform
school wanted. To classify the newly-entered pupils, moreover, the reform
school staff did not strictly need to execute the various assessment techniques.
The staff was well-aware of the girl’s reason for admission when she entered the
institution, and, from the mid-1920s, the girl’s case file provided all the necessary
information about her institutional history and the nature of her misbehaviour.
As is evident, little came of the Children Acts’ call for scientifically-underpinned
categorization. What’s more, while executing the assessment techniques was a
highly elaborate, often technical process, in which a large amount of data was
produced – particularly in the case of pedagogical-pathological examination
and Rorschach-testing, as we have seen in chapters 2 and 4 – in the girls’
2
3
4

Becker 2006, 133; Salvatore 2006, 278; Liang 2006, 426; Garton 2006, 250-51; Horn 1995; Horn 2006,
318.
Kaluszynski 2001; Becker 2001; Longman 2001.
About, Brown and Lonergan 2013, 5-6; Caplan and Higgs 2013, 304.
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rehabilitation process very little was done with the knowledge that the
assessment techniques had produced. Having turned Hacking’s argument
around, and starting from assessment techniques instead of from already
existing labels, this dissertation has shown that we have to be very careful not to
assume that any technique categorizing people somehow resulted in “lived”
categories or identities.
If categorization was not the main function of the assessment techniques
before 1950, and very little was done with their results in daily institutional
practice, why, then, were the assessment techniques implemented, and used for
so long? Through studying the practices and the rhetoric of the techniques in
conjunction we see that, in the reform school, the assessment techniques had
two functions, which explain their long continued use.

Getting an Impression of the Girl
First, the assessment techniques functioned to allow the reform school staff
members to get an impression of the girls. Specifically, seeing how a girl
responded to the practices involved in administering the techniques allowed
staff members to assess their re-educability – a fundamental concern in this
correctional institution. Not the specific categorizations that the techniques
were designed to lead to, then, but more practical concerns were of primary
importance.
While the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination had been
designed to uncover, through a meticulous, scientific examination, informed by
“orthopedagogical” and criminal-anthropological ideas, whether the child
under examination was “backward” or “criminal”, what was of primary
importance in the reform school was assessing the girl’s re-educability. This
became apparent from studying the reports in which institutional doctors
Hessel Postma and Jan Pieter Petersma summarized the results of their
examinations. Meant for their fellow staff members to read, an important
function of the doctors’ reports was to give a prognosis for the pupil’s chances
of a successful rehabilitation. While the reports sometimes featured characterizations of the girl on the basis of the specific, technical and scientifically-underpinned information that was produced in the examination, they also gave
prognoses about the girl’s re-educability that were based on the impression the
girl had given during the examination and the way in which she had responded
to being examined. Seeing how the girl reacted to the request to be examined,
how she responded to the request to undress, how she reacted to the various
physical prompts that were involved in the examination, taking in her physical
appearance and observing how she comported herself throughout all these
practices, gave the doctor an impression of the girl, which told him how easy or
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difficult she would be to re-educate, which he then communicated to the other
reform school staff. As we saw in chapter 2, a girl’s “lowerclassness” and
resistance against being examined led to an unfavourable prognosis, whereas
girls who seemed “friendly” and who willingly let themselves be examined
were seen as having more positive chances for rehabilitation. To a large extent,
the doctor thus estimated the girl’s re-educability through engaging with her for
a sustained period of time and observing how she reacted to the practices
involved in the examination.
The Rorschach inkblot test, too, was designed to lead to highly technical
knowledge and categorizations. These pertained to the test subject’s “mode of
apperception” and “experience type”, which would tell the psychologist, among
other things, whether the girl was “introverted” or “extratensive”. However, as
was shown in chapter 4, the psychologist’s assessments of the girls on the basis
of the test only took up a very small portion of the girls’ Rorschach reports. A
substantial portion of the reports was, strikingly, based on the non-test-related
practices of observing the girl in daily life and interpreting her case file. As with
the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination, one of the most
important things psychologist Van Julsingha wished to uncover was information
about the girl’s re-educability, which she gleaned from observing the girl’s
response to the practices of the examination. Seeing how the girl reacted to
being shown the inkblot cards, as well as, particularly, observing the girl’s
behaviour in daily institutional life and reading her case file gave the psychologist
the opportunity to engage with the girl for a longer period of time, mull over her
case, get an impression of her, and come to an assessment of her chances for a
successful rehabilitation. Through poring over the girl’s case file, the psychologist
ascertained what type of upbringing she had had, and through observing her in
daily life and talking to her group instructors, the psychologist determined such
things as whether the girl was susceptible to institutional influence, whether she
ever “surrendered” to “onanism”, or whether she was ever lost in fantasy, all of
which, for the psychologist, formed clues as to the girl’s re-educability.
Seeing how the girl reacted to the practices of assessment was also of central
importance in the assessment technique of autobiography-writing as
implemented before 1950. As part of this technique, the director spoke to the girl
and told her to do her best, the girl was placed in an isolation room, she was
given a list of highly normative topics to write about and was provided with
paper with a heading that suggested institutional scrutiny and, finally, the door
to the isolation room was locked. These practices were designed to prompt
self-reflection and, preferably, to instil a sense of guilt and remorse in the girl
and urge her towards confession. As such, the technique functioned as a tool for
re-education, meant to instil gendered and class-based institutional norms on
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“good” and “bad” behaviour in the girls. Through having the girl write down
her life history, the staff wished to uncover whether she felt “guilty” about her
past behaviour, and whether she was “honest”. While the institution could not
have categorized the girls in this manner, ascertaining how the girl wrote her
life history after being confronted with the above-mentioned practices did give
the reform school staff a clue about her chances for rehabilitation. As the
institutional assessments of the girls’ life histories, discussed in chapter 3,
showed, girls who did not express a sense of guilt in their texts, did not
comprehend the “seriousness” of what they had done, did not realize that they
had done anything wrong, or who withheld details about their pasts, rather
than confessing all, were not seen as having favourable chances for rehabilitation.
This suggested that girls who presented themselves as feeling guilty about their
pasts would have been viewed as having more favourable chances for
rehabilitation. Indeed, in such cases, the moral stance the girl expressed with
respect to her past behaviour was in line with institutional views of it.
That the assessment techniques did not directly lead to categorization in the
institution and did not have an effect on girls’ treatment, but continued to be
used nonetheless, can be explained by the fact that the assessment techniques
did not revolve around their contents, but their practices. Observing and
interpreting how the girl reacted to the practices of the technique told the
professionals what kind of girl they were dealing with, and whether she would
make life difficult or easy for the staff members. The technical and
time-consuming techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination and Rorschach-testing, furthermore, allowed the staff members administering the
techniques to engage with the pupil for a sustained period of time, which further
helped them to get an impression of the girls.

Assessment Techniques as Ritual
Second, a number of assessment techniques that were used in the Dutch State
Reform School for Girls functioned as rituals, in which function they were of
crucial importance. In philosopher Frits Staal’s definition, rituals are inherently
meaningless, and are primarily about the actions that are involved in their
execution.5 These assessment techniques functioned as rituals, because the
actions involved in executing them were of more importance in the reform
school than their contents. As rituals, the assessment techniques served two
purposes.
On the one hand, the assessment techniques of pedagogical-pathological
examination and autobiography-writing, as implemented before and after 1950,
5

Staal 1979, 4.
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served as “transition rites” – rituals – that functioned to incorporate
newly-entered girls into the reform school. As we saw in chapter 1, upon entering
the institution, girls underwent an elaborate rite of passage. In ethnographer
Arnold van Gennep’s definition, a rite of passage is executed when a transition
between two incompatible worlds – in this case, the girl’s former milieu, and the
world of the reform school – is necessary, and consists of three stages; namely,
“rites of separation”, “transition rites” and “rites of incorporation”.6 After
undergoing “rites of separation” upon entering the institution, the girl was
placed into isolation, where she underwent the “transition rites” of pedagogical-pathological examination and autobiography-writing. Subsequent to this,
the girl underwent “rites of incorporation”, which involved being placed into a
specific institutional group, and being made clear that she was now only allowed
to work, sleep and spend her free time in specific locations in and around the
institution, at specific times, together with her other group members. Through
this “partitioning of space and time”,7 to use Foucault’s terms, the girl was
literally made to feel the governance of the institution, to whose rules she was
now physically subjected. While the techniques of pedagogical-pathological
examination and autobiography-writing were designed to produce specific
knowledge about the girls under examination, the set of practices involved in
these techniques was also something that the girls simply had to undergo, in
order for their re-education to start. Being subjected to these “transition rites”
was a crucial step in transforming the pupil from girl at liberty into a member of
the institutional population, subjected to institutional rules. In their function as
“transition rites”, these two techniques thus served, within a larger complex of
practices, to govern the girls.
On the other, the assessment techniques of pedagogical-pathological
examination and Rorschach-testing functioned to subject the girls to institutional
governance through the “obscure” nature of their practices. In the case of pedagogical-pathological examination, the girl was subjected to a vast amount of
practices, most of which were saturated with meaning for someone who was
familiar with the discipline of pedagogical pathology, but whose precise
significance would have been unclear to the girl. For example, the girl’s skull
was measured, she was asked to open her mouth, close her eyes, and sing a tune,
she was requested to hold out her arms so that her balance could be tested, the
doctor pressed a stethoscope to her chest, tapped her knee, stroked the inside of
her thigh, and inspected her genitals. In taking the Rorschach test, the girl was
presented with a series of inkblots, whose significance was purposely not
disclosed to the test subject, in which she had to identify what she saw. In both
6
7
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cases, each of the highly specific, “inexplicable” (from the girl’s perspective)
practices of the technique was followed by the staff members taking notes on
paper. This set of practices – of undergoing an extensive variety of largely
physical prompts or being shown a series of mystifying inkblot cards, followed
by note-taking and report-writing on the part of the professional – created a
situation that suggested that there was “something to be known” about the girl,
which the professional knew, but the girl herself did not. While very little was
done, in the reform school, with the results of these assessment techniques, they
continued to be used, partly, because of the role the inexplicable actions of the
techniques played. Indeed, through the actions of the professional in
administering the techniques, the professional was authorized as expert who
had “privileged” insight into the girl. This created a hierarchy between expert
and girl, in which the girl was given the idea that the expert knew her “better”
than she knew herself. Through this, the expert was placed in a position of
power over the girl.
As Foucault asserts, from the eighteenth and nineteenth century onwards,
in disciplinary institutions, “the examination” played an important role.
Through the practice of “disciplinary writing”, information was recorded about
the person under examination, through which they were turned into an object
of knowledge. Simultaneously, noting down information about the person
enabled categorization and comparison of individuals. Through this double
function of the examination, Foucault argues, individuals were subjected to
power.8 In the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, too, assessing the pupils and
subsequently recording information about them in the accompanying forms
and reports functioned to govern the pupils. However, particularly before 1950,
it was not the information in the forms and reports that subjected the girls to
institutional governance. Instead, to an important extent, it was the practices of
the techniques that governed them. Undergoing the set of practices involved in
pedagogical-pathological examination and autobiography-writing served as a
crucial step in incorporating the girls into the reform school, through which
they were subjected to institutional rules. Besides this, undergoing the “obscure”
practices of pedagogical-pathological examination and Rorschach-testing and
seeing the expert take notes throughout created a situation that suggested that
there was something to be known about the girl, which the expert could discern,
but the girl herself could not. Both the complicated and “inexplicable” practices
the girls underwent and the act of writing thus legitimated the professionals
executing the techniques as experts, and placed them in a position of power over
the girls.
8
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Seeing “Inside” the Delinquent Girl

As Foucault states in Surveiller et punir, from the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries onwards, with the shift from punishing to rehabilitating the offender,
professionals in the human sciences became involved in the penal justice system.
Their examinations, which were geared at uncovering criminals’ inner motives
and the factors that had caused them to commit their crime and had shaped
their current condition, he argues, gave rise to the “soul” of the offender.9 In
the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, scientifically-underpinned assessment
became a part of institutional practice from 1905 onwards. For the professionals
who executed the various assessment techniques that were introduced into the
reform school, each assessment technique functioned as a way for them to look
“inside” the girl under examination, and to see what type of girl they were
dealing with, and what had caused her misbehaviour. On comparing the
practices and results, on paper, of the different assessment techniques used in
the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, however, we see that, rather than a
“soul”, different types of interiority emerge, as a result of the techniques with
which the pupils were examined. In this section, I will focus on experts’
assessments of the girls, and in the next, I will discuss the ways in which girls
spoke about themselves.
As was shown in chapter 2, the technique of pedagogical-pathological
examination (1905-1952) functioned as a means for the institutional doctor to see
“into” the girl and discern her underlying supposedly abnormal “psychical state”. In
executing the examination, the doctor came to an estimation of the girl’s psychical
state – “backward” or “criminal” – through recording and decoding a set of fixed,
measurable signs, which predominantly pertained to “hereditary burden”.
Through the practices of pedagogical-pathological examination, the delinquent
girl was constructed as having an inner psychical state that was conceptualized
as being almost wholly shaped by the “hereditary” effects of her family history.
The assessment technique of autobiography-writing (1913-1950) was also
designed to see “into” the girl under examination. That which the institutional
staff wanted, in Margo de Koster’s words, to “exteriorize”, was the state of the
girl’s conscience. Although this concept – “conscience” – was not literally used
within the sources, the practices by means of which the technique was executed,
with their emphasis on self-reflection, guilt and remorse, indicated that the
technique was meant to uncover the girl’s moral stance on her past. Through the
practices of the technique, the delinquent girl was thus brought into being as
someone with a conscience. To see “inside” the girl and determine the state of
her conscience, the reform school staff used the girl’s own words.
9
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In the Rorschach reports (1943-1948), the girls were spoken about in a spatial
rhetoric that conceptualized the girls as having an “interior” and an “exterior”.
Here, for the first time, the girls were conceived of as having an inner
psychological realm, into which the psychologist could – at least sometimes –
“see”. Indeed, while the technique of pedagogical-pathological examination
focused on appraising the girl’s “psychical state”, this psychical state did not
refer to an inner psychological realm, but to “hereditary burden”, which had
been “transmitted” through the generations. As the pupils’ Rorschach reports
suggested, the psychologist could look “inside” the girls and discern whether
the outward adaptation and cooperation the girl displayed in daily institutional
life was also an “inner” adaptation. Additionally, through conducting the
examination, the psychologist came to an assessment of the causes of the girls’
misbehaviour – which was described as being mainly of a sexual nature – and
stated that this had been caused by the girls’ sexual drives, complexes and
neuroses. The causes of the girls’ misbehaviour were thus said to be located
within the girl. In the Rorschach reports, we see a girl emerge with an inner
psychological realm, which was occupied by drives, neuroses, complexes – and
fantasies – which shaped her behaviour. It is not clear exactly how the psychologist
was able to access this “inner realm”. In most cases, the psychologist’s statements
about the girls’ drives, neuroses, complexes and fantasies, as well as her remarks
on the “interior” of the girl do not result from the practices that the test
prescribed. Instead, the statements of the psychologist seem to be a product of
her rhetoric. As such, the notion of the inner psychological realm that emerged
in the reports appears to be a rhetorical construction.
In the pupils’ psychological reports (1950-1975), girls were conceptualized
as having a “façade”, behind which, it was implied, the “actual” girl was hiding.
Girls were presented as hiding behind a “façade” when their behaviour was
judged to be masculine, “vamp-like”, loud, brash or dominating. Beneath their
“façade”, girls were said to be, respectively, afraid of their own femininity,
childlike, and, most often, insecure. While it is not clear how the psychologists
and psychiatrists had access to the “interior” of the girls, the rhetoric that they
used in the girls’ reports suggested that they could effortlessly see through the
girls’ behaviour, and discern what they were “actually” like.
A wide body of literature has shown that the notion that individuals have
inner depths is of recent origin.10 While Taylor, and others, have presented the
notion of inner depth as something that emerges in voluntary introspection,11
we see, here, as Foucault claims, that inwardness was something that was
brought into being in practices. Not only did this interiority take on a different
10
11
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form in each assessment technique, but the means of access the experts “had” to
this interiority differed per technique. While, in the technique of pedagogical-
pathological examination, the doctors “accessed” the girls’ inner psychical state
by decoding a set of physical, family-historical and developmental signs that
pointed to “hereditary burden”, the institutional staff appraised the state of the
girl’s conscience by means of the girl’s own words. The rhetoric of Van Julsingha
in the pupils’ Rorschach reports and of the various psychologists and
psychiatrists in the psychological reports, by contrast, suggested that the girls
had an inner realm, which the experts could (mostly) see “into” quite effortlessly,
being “equipped”, as their rhetoric suggested, to see “through” the girls’ outward
behaviour, to discern what they were “actually” like. What they saw, however,
differed per technique. Moreover, while, in the Rorschach reports, the expert
could not always see “into” the girl with complete clarity, in the psychological
reports, there was no doubt; the psychologists and psychiatrists could always
discern that which was “underlying”, and the rhetoric they used suggested that
they had direct access to this.
Not only were the “means of access” different per technique, but with each
technique, I argue, a different girl was brought into being and, with that,
different “possibilities for personhood”, to use Hacking’s terms. The practices
involved in the assessment technique of pedagogical-pathological examination
brought into being the delinquent girl as someone whose behaviour in the
present was shaped by the “hereditary burden” of her family history. Rather
than being conceptualized as laden with the weight of her family history, the
emphasis on the conscience in the technique of autobiography-writing before
1950 emphasized personal responsibility. Through the emphasis on guilt and
remorse, the girl’s past behaviour was conceptualized as a set of actions that she
had engaged in of her own volition, about which she was now supposed to feel
regret. Despite the Children Acts’ insistence on the delinquent child as innocent,
the delinquent girl, here, appeared as fundamentally “guilty”, “bad” and
“wrong”. In the Rorschach reports, the delinquent girl emerged as someone
whose misbehaviour was caused by unregulated sexual drives, which were
viewed as the result of a “neglectful” upbringing, or by inner “disorders”, such
as sexual complexes and neuroses. In the psychological reports, the parent-child
relationship was said to influence the delinquent girl’s misbehaviour. Not drives,
but “affective neglect” and “identification” problems were said to have caused
the girl’s misbehaviour, which included “promiscuity” as well as aggression,
anger, jealousy and a need for attention on the part of the girl. Moreover, while,
in the Rorschach reports, it was presented as a problem that the girl did not
inwardly adapt to the norms that were expected of her, in the psychological
reports, it was presented as a problem that the girl put up a “façade”, to avoid
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dealing with her issues. The assessment techniques the professionals used to
assess these lower-class delinquent girls thus determined what they saw.
The different “delinquent girls” the techniques constructed, moreover, were
incommensurable. Yet, for a period of time, these different conceptions of the
delinquent girl existed side-by-side. In the 1940s, when pedagogical-pathological
examination, autobiography-writing and Rorschach-testing were all three in
use, the delinquent girl under examination appeared, simultaneously, as a girl
whose misbehaviour was shaped by hereditary factors, who had engaged in her
misbehaviour as guilty agent, driven by her own volition, and as a girl whose
misbehaviour was shaped by her sexual drives, neuroses and complexes. To
speak in Mol’s terms, the practices by means of which the girls were assessed
brought into being a delinquent girl that was “multiple”.
A wide range of studies has nuanced Taylor’s claim that the notion of inner
depth arose in the late eighteenth century.12 This dissertation contributes to
their work by showing that such a notion – which is so central to our self-understanding today – only emerged for these delinquent girls from the 1940s, with
the technique of Rorschach-testing, and from the 1950s, with the technique of
psychological examination. Before these techniques came to be implemented,
the delinquent girl was not constructed as an individual with an inner
psychological realm. Even though ideas about depth psychology and the
importance of depthpsychological examination had arisen among Dutch child
protection professionals in the 1930s, such ideas did not seep into the already-existing practices used in the reform school at the time. That girls came to be
spoken of in this manner, was because of the techniques that were used.
In the techniques of both Rorschach-testing and psychological examination,
the experts “psychologized” the girls. While the definitions of “psychologization” are somewhat various in the literature, and not every scholar uses the
same term, there is a consensus that, at some point in the mid-twentieth century,
between the 1930s and the 1950s, among Dutch pedagogues and psychologists,
early childhood experiences became central in explaining a child’s misbehaviour.
Examining the practices and rhetoric of the psychological assessment techniques
used in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls has shown that, in this institution,
different types of psychologization took place for this group of lower-class
delinquent girls.
In both Rorschach-testing and psychological examination, the delinquent
girl’s childhood was pointed to as factor that had shaped her misbehaviour. This
took on different forms in each of the techniques, however. In the Rorschach
reports, the girl’s upbringing was said to have shaped her drives, which were
12
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said to be unregulated, as a result of the upbringing. Besides this, the girl’s
behaviour was sometimes said to also be shaped by the girl’s sexual complexes
or neuroses. In the psychological reports, by contrast, the parent-child
relationship was said to have led to “affective neglect” and “identification”
problems, which were said to have caused the girl’s “problematic” sexual
behaviour, aggression, jealousy, anger and a need for attention. Besides this, the
examination of the assessment technique of psychological examination has
shown that, in a substantial amount of the psychological reports, psychologization
brought with it façade-rhetoric, which was a wholly new way of conceptualizing
the girls.

Scripts of Self-Presentation

The experts’ assessments of the girls produced new “possibilities for personhood”
for the delinquent girls under examination. Examining the technique of autobiography-writing as it was executed both before and after the institutional course
change in 1950 is illustrative in investigating how girls could speak about
themselves as a result of the practices with which they were confronted. Here,
too, a different girl emerged, depending on the practices by means of which the
technique was structured.
Before 1950, as was discussed in chapter 3, the technique of autobiography-writing was implemented by means of practices that were geared at
determining the girl’s moral position vis-à-vis her past behaviour. The way in
which the assignment was structured prompted the girls towards confession,
and made clear to them that feeling guilty about their pasts would be seen as
favourable. In the vast majority of the life histories, the girls described themselves
and their behaviour as “bad” and “wrong”, and frequently expressed abject
guilt and remorse about what they had done. While the girls constantly oscillated
between expressing guilt and pleasure about their pasts, thus experimenting
with the limits of what was sayable in relation to the norm that was presented to
them, most of them included elements of confession in recounting the stories of
their lives, in line with the goal of the technique.
After 1950, when the technique of autobiography-writing came to be
structured by wholly different practices as a result of the psychology-oriented
course change, the life histories of the girls changed fundamentally, as was
discussed in chapter 6. From then on, the assignment no longer functioned to
ascertain how girls morally assessed their pasts. Instead, it served to psychologically analyse the girls, to determine in which institutional group the girls
should be placed, based on their psychological disposition. Under the new
Utrecht School-inspired psychological regime, the practices by means of which
the technique of autobiography-writing was implemented no longer prompted
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the girl towards confession, but emphasized “freedom of expression”. Upon
entering the institution, the girl was asked about her interests and her feelings
about her placement, and, to complete the assignment, besides being required to
write down her life history, she was asked to draw a set of pictures, rather than
write something about a set of highly normative topics. From the 1960s,
moreover, the heading on the paper that girls were provided with emphasized
institutional scrutiny to a lesser degree. None of these practices clearly conveyed
institutional norms, as opposed to the previous period, and all of them
emphasized self-expression on the part of the girls. Strikingly enough, all
mentions of abject guilt – which had been so prominent in the earlier life
histories – disappeared from the girls’ texts, and, from the mid-1950s and early
1960s, girls no longer characterized their behaviour in a negative manner.
Crucially, girls increasingly started psychologizing themselves. Before 1950,
the vast majority of the girls – except for two, both writing in the 1940s – had
provided external causes for their misbehaviour, such as being egged on by
friends, or stealing out of poverty, or presented their past behaviour as something
they had simply wanted to do or looked back on with a sense of pleasure. In the
life histories written after the institutional course change, however, girls started
to reflect, more and more, on the inner psychological states driving and
accompanying their past actions. Here, too, the girls followed the goal of the
technique.
In a number of life histories written in the 1960s, a specific kind of psycho
logization emerged. These girls structured their life histories according to what
I have called the “generation gap”-script. In these texts, the girls recounted their
life stories by means of a script that has become incredibly familiar in modern
culture: that of the teenager who feels “misunderstood” and starts “emancipating”
herself from her parents through making friends the parents do not approve of,
going out to places she is not allowed to be, hanging around with members of
the opposite sex, and doing badly in, or skipping, school. In these girls’ life
histories, conflict between the girl and her parents leads to the girl running
away from home or otherwise acting out, through which she finally ends up in
the reform school. Interestingly, the girls who structured their texts according to
this script presented an underlying psychological state – particularly, feeling
“removed” from their parents, or feeling that they could not “stand it” anymore
(at home) – as the driving factor behind their behaviour. That is, psychological
“suffering” as a result of parental conflict was presented as catalyst for the girls’
behaviour. In response to the practices by means of which the technique was
executed, girls conceptualized their misbehaviour in a wholly different way
than in the earlier period. Of course, besides a reaction to the institutional
emphasis on self-expression, their tendency to psychologize themselves could
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also have been informed by psychological practices encountered in previous
institutions, or by scripts that were circulating among their peers.
In her study of the Finnish state reformatory for girls, Kaisa Vehkalahti
showed that girls took on a variety of “identity positions” in their letter-writing,
which the reformatory used as a pedagogical tool to measure inmates’ progress
and stimulate their self-scrutiny.13 By studying the technique of autobiography-
writing over an extended period of time, during which its practices changed, we
see that the scripts by means of which the girls could write their life histories
changed as a result of the practices by means of which the technique was
executed. The scripts according to which girls could structure their lives, and
the way they reflected on their misbehaviour, thus depended on the practices
they were confronted with.
In both periods, the girls followed the imperative of the practices of the
technique, disciplining themselves by looking at themselves as if the expert
were looking inside them: when the girls were prompted towards confession,
the majority of the girls included elements of confession in their texts, and when
the technique was geared at uncovering the girls’ psychological disposition, the
girls started psychologizing themselves – albeit in a far less “expert” way than
the psychological staff themselves. As such, the technique of autobiography-
writing had a “panoptic” character.
After the institutional course change, however, girls were governed in a
different – more effective – way. Before 1950, as we have seen, the goal of the
technique was to uncover the girl’s moral stance towards her past. In this period,
the norms of the institution were made very clear to the girls, and the practices
of the technique conveyed that feeling remorse about their past behaviour was
desirable. In writing their life histories, girls could obey the norms and “confess”,
openly criticize the norms and refuse to present themselves as “guilty” and
their behaviour as “bad”, or, they could refrain from qualifying their past
behaviour entirely. While most girls included elements of guilt in recounting
their pasts, thus following the technique, some girls did not qualify their past
actions at all. In these cases, the girls “escaped” the goal of the technique. Indeed,
when girls did not qualify their past behaviour, the institutional staff could not
uncover how they felt about their pasts, and the technique “failed”.
After 1950, however, it was no longer possible to “escape” the goal of the
technique. From the introduction of the new psychology-oriented course, the
director was no longer primarily interested in the girls’ moral stance vis-à-vis
their pasts. Instead, the technique of autobiography-writing was implemented
so that the psychological staff could psychologically analyse the girls, and place
13
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them into the appropriate institutional group. In this period, the institution was
focused on “free” self-expression. Under this new approach, any utterance could
be valuable for psychological interpretation. Now, no matter what the girls
wrote, they were psychologically analysed, and subsequently categorized. Even
expressions of resistance were taken as indications of underlying pathology, as
was shown in chapter 6.
In his highly informative dissertation on the Dutch State Reform Schools,
historian Jan-Wilm Delicat states that the introduction of the “liberating”
approach in child protection, with its accompanying focus on Utrecht School
psychology, was a “milder” approach than the normative approach that was
used before the Second World War.14 However, I would argue that, to an extent,
the psychological regime of the Dutch State Reform School for Girls more
effectively disciplined girls. While, formerly, the girls could escape the goal of
the technique through being reticent, under the psychological regime, in which
any expression on the part of the girls could be used to psychologically analyse
them, “escaping” the goal of the technique was no longer possible. Moreover,
while, in the previous period, not conforming to institutional norms, by showing
a lack of guilt, was linked to a negative judgment of the girl’s re-educability, after
the psychological course change, girls who did not conform to institutional norms
were no longer seen as “bad” or “wrong”; instead, resistance was pathologized.

The Self of Lower-Class Girls

According to Taylor, from the late eighteenth century onwards, with what he
calls the expressivist turn, the idea emerged that exploring and expressing one’s
inner nature was a “constitutive good”.15 A wide body of literature has asserted
that the shift towards self-expression can be seen in autobiographies.16
However, both literary scholars and historians of autobiography have nuanced
this claim, either complicating the suggested periodization, or questioning the
link between autobiography-writing and self-expression.17
In their life histories, as we have seen in chapters 3 and 6, the vast majority
of the girls did not engage in self-expression. Rather than claiming their
misbehaviour as hallmark of their inner identity or essential characteristic of
themselves, the majority of the girls writing before 1950 attributed external
causes to their behaviour, in an attempt to exonerate themselves from blame, or
suggested that they had behaved the way they did simply because they had
14
15
16
17
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enjoyed it. Only in two cases, did girls – Roza M., admitted in 1931 and Hendrikje
J., admitted in 1947 – make the assertion, in response to the institutional prompt
to write down their life history, that the truth about themselves was to be found
inside them. Strikingly, however, rather than expressing their inner self, what lay
“inside” them was kept private. While their assertions pointed to a conception of
inner depth on their part, which did not figure in any of the other girls’ texts, the
interiority they claimed to have was concealed from view, rather than being
exposed.
This can be explained by the institutional context in which the girls were
writing, in which the act of keeping one’s inner self private functioned as an act
of resistance towards the institutional will to know, with which the girls had
been confronted from the moment they entered the reform school, if not already
in the child protection institutions they had been in previously. The girls’
reticence shows that autobiographies need not be a site for self-expression, and
need not be written from the drive to express who the author “is”, as was also
argued by, for instance, Eakin, Steedman, Baggerman and Dekker, and Huisman.
Instead, the girls wrote their life histories informed by wholly other scripts,
which were brought into being in response to the practices of the technique, as
was argued above.
Taylor indicates that the emergence of the notion of inner depth brought
with it the imperative to explore and express oneself, and the idea that, by
exploring one’s depths, one could uncover who one was. With that, the idea
arose that one was never done exploring one’s depths.18 Interestingly, in most of
the assessment techniques studied, it was not the girl but the expert who delved
into the girl’s “depths” and “had” the key to the girl’s self. As was elaborated on
above, each assessment technique was designed to allow the expert to see
“inside” the girl under examination. Through the practices involved in the
techniques of pedagogical-pathological examination and Rorschach-testing, the
suggestion was given that there was a “secret” about the child, which the expert
had access to, but the girl herself did not. In both the Rorschach reports and the
psychological reports, moreover, as was shown in chapters 4 and 5, rhetoric was
used that suggested that the expert could look beyond the outward adaptation
and the outward behaviour the girl displayed. In doing so, they could – their
rhetoric suggested – see “into” the girl, and discern what she was “actually” like.
Through studying the practices and the rhetoric of the techniques in
conjunction, however, it became evident that the girls’ psychological interiority
was nothing more than a rhetorical construction. Indeed, precisely how experts
could manage to see “inside” the girls was not made clear. Nothing in the
18
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manual of the Rorschach technique specified how the test administrator could
see into the interior of the test subject, and in prescribing how child psychiatrists
were supposed to analyse children in correctional institutions, reform school
psychiatrist Kapsenberg did not specify how the psychiatrist was supposed to
look past the child’s behaviour to determine how they “actually” were. As was
shown in chapter 5, moreover, in the pupils’ psychological reports, the experts
rhetorically slipped up in pinpointing the location of the girl’s self, which further
points to this as a rhetorical construction. Something which is, nowadays, still
perceived as deeply fundamental to individuals’ identity – psychological
interiority and the idea of an “actual” self “behind” the outward behaviour an
individual displays – is here, thus, shown to be a rhetorical construction.
At the same time, however, this inner space was thought of as something
real. In fact, it brought into being new “possibilities for personhood”, as was
discussed above. Not in the least, in the psychological reports the idea was
brought into being that the delinquent girl sometimes “camouflaged” her
problems by putting up a “façade” that “concealed” her issues and how she
“really” was. This notion structured the way in which the institutional
psychologists and psychiatrists thought of, spoke towards and treated the
pupils. The fiction of the façade – and, with that, the inner, underlying self – was
thus a powerful fiction.

Sexuality and the Self
In La volonté de savoir, Foucault asserts that, from the eighteenth and nineteenth
century onwards, professionals in the human sciences started increasingly
probing individuals’ sexualities, and urging individuals to engage in confession
concerning their “deviant” sexualities. Professionals’ attempts did not only
function repressively, as was often thought; instead, through engaging in
confession with respect to one’s sexuality, Foucault argues, it became possible to
claim one’s “deviant” sexuality as part of one’s inner identity. Through the
practice of confession, patients could claim their doctors’ and psychiatrists’
categories as their own. In this manner, one’s sexuality came to be seen as “key”
to the self. Research by historians Harry Oosterhuis and Geertje Mak, on the
autobiographies of, respectively, homosexuals and hermaphrodites, has shown
that claiming one’s sex or sexuality as part of one’s inner identity not only came
to be seen as “key” to self-understanding, but that this was a script that different
groups gained access to at different times.19 In studying the life histories of the
pupils of the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, I examined how girls spoke
about their sexuality, and whether they claimed their “deviant” female sexuality
19

Mak 1997, 121; Mak 2004, 62-63, 71; Mak 2012, 157-224, 230-32; Oosterhuis 2000, 216, 229-30; Müller
1991.
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– or any other aspect of themselves – as part of their inner identity, or, as
Oosterhuis puts it, as a “distinctive personal trait or essence”.20
In their life histories, the girls did not claim their sexualities, which were
considered to be deviant, nor any other aspect of themselves, as part of their
identities. In the life histories written before 1950, the girls predominantly spoke
about their past sexual behaviour as something they felt guilty about. I found
one exception to this, in which the girl presented her affair with a married man
– female sexual behaviour that the institution disapproved of – as something
that had occurred out of mutual love, framing her behaviour as something she
expressly did not feel guilty about. The girls’ depiction of their sexuality thus
responded to the norm that was set down by the institution, which stimulated
girls to feel guilty about their past behaviour, including their sexuality. Girls
either presented their “promiscuous” sexuality in line with this norm, or
rebelled against it and framed their sexual behaviour as something they did not
feel guilty about. Mainly, however, their sexuality was presented in line with
institutional norms.
In the girls’ life histories written after 1950, sexuality figured less prominently.
While girls did mention their attraction to boys or their sexual escapades, they
did not always reflect on their past behaviour, or qualify it. When girls did reflect
on their active sexuality, they psychologized themselves. Aafke T., admitted in
1965, for example, explained her sexual escapades by pointing to an “underlying”
psychological state. While she stated, with some relish, that she had found the
conversations that she had had with boys to be “terribly interesting”, she
presented the sexual behaviour she engaged in, not as something that she felt
guilty about – and not as something she engaged in because she wanted to – but
as something she entered into because she had a need for someone who was
“sweet” to her. The psychological “suffering” she had undergone through
constantly arguing with her parents, and by being separated from her friends,
through being sent to a correctional institution, had, she suggested, created a
loneliness in her, which prompted her towards her sexual behaviour.
Girls also explained other aspects of their behaviour by psychologizing
themselves. In doing so, they suggested that they had not engaged in their past
behaviour because they were prompted to by friends, or because they wanted to,
but because of an unhappy psychological state, caused by the circumstances
they found themselves in. Aafke T.’s life history formed a particularly clear
example of this. In her text, she presented her running away from home, hanging
around on Leidseplein and drinking, not as something “bad”, which she felt
guilty about, or as something she looked back on with pleasure, but as behaviour
20

Oosterhuis 2000, 229.
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she engaged in because it “relieved” her problems – which stemmed from
conflict between the girl and her parents. In psychologizing themselves, girls
presented their misbehaviour, not as something that stemmed from themselves,
but as something that they only entered into because they were unhappy. Aafke
even characterized her past behaviour as nothing but a “game”, suggesting that
it was not “genuine” or “authentic”. How she “truly” was, then – and how the
girls who psychologized themselves “truly” were – conformed with institutional
norms.
Of course, the fact that the girls did not claim their active sexuality, or any
other aspects of themselves, as part of their “inner” identities, and implicitly
presented their past behaviour as inauthentic, probably largely had to do with
the institutional context in which they were writing, which was geared at
reform. However, it is striking that, while mechanisms were already in place in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century for other groups to claim their
deviant sex and sexuality as part of their identities, over half a century later, this
was not possible for these lower-class girls. This may have had to do with not
only gender but also class. Indeed, Oliver Liang showed that lower-class male
criminals’ sexuality was scrutinized just as much as the lower-class girls in the
Dutch State Reform School for Girls. In Liang’s words, such scrutiny “acted to
define desirable and undesirable behaviour” in the male inmates.21 While
Liang does not focus on sexuality as identity, it is clear that, through the focus
on their sexuality as a behaviour, the sexuality of these male inmates was not
conceptualized as an inner identity or essence. Perhaps claiming that one’s
sexuality is an essential and intrinsic part of oneself, the ignoring of which
would be harmful, was a middle-class or upper-class privilege, which was not
available to these lower-class delinquent girls – although more research would
have to be done to further examine this claim. In any case, we see, here, that a
notion of selfhood, in which living in accordance with one’s “own” truth, no
matter how contrary it was to societal norms, was a notion of identity that, until
at least the late 1960s and early 1970s, the girls could not access, in the assessment
technique of autobiography-writing.

Becoming “Themselves”
With the rise of expressivism, according to Taylor, it became important to explore
and express one’s inner depths, and to live in accordance with what one found
there. In the 1950s and 1960s, with the birth of what he calls the “age of
authenticity”, it became even more important to live in accordance with one’s
own inner authentic nature – however much this contrasted with societal norms.
21

Liang 2006, 438.
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Through case studies of the autobiographical writings of homosexuals and
hermaphrodites, other scholars have also shown how, from the nineteenth
century onwards, living in accordance with one’s inner nature, however deviant
this was, became a fundamental imperative.22 In studying the assessment
techniques used in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls with this background
in mind, I examined whether girls were stimulated to become “themselves”.
Interestingly, from the 1940s onwards, girls started to be stimulated to
become “themselves” by the experts who assessed them. In the pupils’ Rorschach
reports, I found one instance of this. In her assessment of Bastiaantje P., admitted
in 1948, Van Julsingha, the reform school psychologist, explicitly stated that the
girl had to learn to become “herself”. As we saw in chapter 4, however, becoming
“herself” equalled living in accordance with her female (lower)class status. In
the façade-rhetoric, appearing in a substantial portion of the pupils’ psychological
reports, the girls were more implicitly stimulated to become themselves.
Through describing the girl’s “problematic’ behaviour as a “façade”, the
psychologists and psychiatrists implicitly presented the girl’s behaviour as
behaviour that was not “genuine”. In the logic of the reports, unlearning this
façade – which was thought desirable – equalled getting rid of their not-genuine
behaviour and involved, it was implied, becoming themselves. In order to
become themselves, girls had to unlearn their masculinity, aggressiveness,
loudness, brashness and sexual provocativeness. That is, the girls had to unlearn
highly gendered characteristics that the psychological staff considered to be
“undesirable”. In the façade-rhetoric, behaving “problematically” meant, not
just that a girl was “bad” or “wrong”, but that she was not being “herself’, which
was a highly disciplinary way of speaking, which suggested keen insight on the
part of the psychologists and psychiatrists. Unlearning these “undesirable”
characteristics equalled getting rid of their “façade” and becoming “themselves”.
Strikingly enough, then, becoming “themselves” involved conforming to
gendered institutional norms with respect to the behaviour of girls in the
institution. For these lower-class delinquent girls, then, until at least the late
1960s, who they “truly” were, did not go against societal and institutional norms
for lower-class girls, but was in line with these norms. While Tonkens situates the
shift from “guided self-actualization” to “spontaneous self-actualization”, which
she describes as schematic, in the 1960s,23 from studying the technique of
psychological examination, as it took place in the Dutch State Reform School for
Girls, it becomes evident that, in this institution, “guided self-actualization” still
functioned until well into the 1960s, at least.
22
23

Müller 1991; Oosterhuis 2000; Mak 2012.
Tonkens 1999, 24-25.
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Examining the rhetoric concerning sexuality in the girls’ Rorschach reports
and psychological reports shows, moreover, that psychologization, as it took
place for the pupils in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls, led to disciplinary
pronouncements about girls’ active sexuality. In the Rorschach reports, as we
have seen, girls’ sexual misbehaviour was partly conceptualized as being
caused by unregulated drives, which were seen as a result of the child’s
neglectful upbringing. In the psychological reports, the idea emerged that the
parent-child relationship had led to “affective neglect” and “identification”
problems on the part of the girl, which were both used, in part, to explain girls’
“promiscuous” sexual behaviour and relationship choices. In both cases, then,
girls’ sexual behaviour was problematized as something they only engaged in
because of an aberration in their upbringing. If they had developed “normally”,
the reports suggested, they would not have engaged in this “promiscuous”
behaviour. The focus, in the Rorschach reports and the psychological reports, on
the formative effects of the girl’s upbringing or dysfunctional parent-child
relationships left little room for conceiving of girls’ active sexuality as part of
themselves.

Concluding Remarks

The findings presented here raise new questions. For instance, how did identity
construction take place in other institutional settings, such as correctional
institutions for boys? Were there differences between the Netherlands and other
countries, and, if so, which? How did assessment techniques function in other
contexts, and what role did gender, class – and ethnicity – play in those contexts?
By studying the practices and rhetoric of the four key assessment techniques
used in the Dutch State Reform School for Girls between 1905 and 1975, I hope to
have shown, however, that the selected assessment techniques functioned to
govern girls in unexpected ways – namely, through their practices, rather than
their contents. Moreover, I hope to have demonstrated that each assessment
technique produced a different delinquent girl. Of course, the concept of “the
delinquent girl” – which was not used in the sources – was not a unitary concept.
The delinquent girl was multiple, as a result of the techniques by means of which
she was examined.
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Appendix I
The Contents of the Dossiers, 1905-1975
Besides the paper traces of the four key assessment techniques that are studied
in this dissertation, the pupils’ dossiers contained far more documents, in which
knowledge about the pupils, produced by all manner of techniques, was stored.
To give an idea of the types of documents that were filed in the dossiers, I here
give an overview of the documents that were preserved in the pupils’ dossiers
in the period 1905-1975.1 While patterns can be detected, revealing roughly
which documents were produced in which period, not all the dossiers from
particular periods, decades or even years contain exactly the same types of
documents, as filing practices in the state reform school for girls were not very
systematic.2 In giving the overview, moreover, I only focus on the sources that
have been preserved. The documents that have been preserved, however, do not
necessarily reflect the full variety of techniques that were in place in the
institution.3
The pupils’ dossiers consisted of cardboard folders, which contained all the
loose files that were produced on the pupils.4 Through time, the dossiers show
1

2

3

4

To determine the contents of the dossiers, I made a list of all the documents contained in the dossiers
stored in four of the file numbers studied (55 girls), determined which documents were standard
elements of the dossiers, and noted down in which years these documents appeared. I corroborated
this with a general examination of the other dossiers in the sample.
The lack of systematicity in record-keeping in institutional contexts has also been pointed out, for
instance, by historian of filing Barbara Craig, who states that “no institution has complete or even
approximately complete records”, Craig 1989-1990, 78.
From the literature, for example, it is known that, in 1918 already, all new pupils were asked to
write down their life stories and to write to their parents upon admission, as part of the initial
observation; see: Meijers 1918, 25, and the sample of dossiers contained two life histories written
in 1913. However, the paper traces of these techniques – girls’ life histories and first letters home
– were only systematically preserved from the second half of the 1920s. Also, other documents
containing knowledge on the pupils – stored in collective books and registers – existed alongside
the personal dossiers in the reform school archives. Here, however, I limit myself to the dossiers, as
this formed the main repository for the sources studied in the dissertation.
At first, these folders were blank. From the late 1910s and early 1920s, the girl’s personal details were
recorded on the outside of the folder, presumably to facilitate retrieval and storage. The details that
were recorded included the girl’s name, registration number, date of birth, religion, occupation, and
sometimes, legitimacy. Below that, an overview was given of the girl’s child protection history. This
included the date and nature of the sentence, the date of admission into previous institutions and
the state reform school, and, added later, the date of discharge and information on the nature of her
discharge (e.g. conditional or unconditional). Sometimes, it was also recorded what a girl was going
to do after discharge, e.g. her future place of residence and, sometimes, her future occupation. From
the 1940s, religion, occupation and legitimacy – all three of which were included as categories on
the girl’s case file – were no longer recorded on the outside of the folder.
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some marked changes, with respect to their contents. The dossiers produced
between 1905 and the late 1910s only contained the personal description file
(chapter 2). From the late 1910s, the contents of the dossiers became far more
elaborate and diverse. In 1950, when the institution embarked on a psychology-oriented course, the contents of the dossiers altered substantially again. In
the tables below, an overview of the contents of the dossiers before and after
1950 can be found.

1905-1950

Documents regularly appearing in the dossiers in the period 1905-1950 included:
Document

Contents/Practices

Period of occurrence

Personal description file
(Persoonsbeschrijving)
(chapter 2)

Physical, family-historical
and mental examination.

1905-ca.1952; filled in
systematically until ca.
1950.

Notes (Aanteekeningen)

Observations of the girls’
conduct, recorded in
monthly entries; from
the late 1940s, the entries
concern three-month
periods.

Ca. 1918-ca.1949.

Report concerning
the patient during the
observation period (Rapport
betreffende de verpleegde
gedurende den observatie-tijd)

Testing the girl’s
knowledge of the standard
primary education subjects,
as well as her singing
ability. For this, the girl had
to answer ca. 120 questions,
as is attested to by question
booklets found in a number
of dossiers.

Ca. 1918-1935.

Life history
(Levensgeschiedenis)
(chapter 3)

Girls wrote down their life
histories upon admission.

Ca.1913-1950
(systematically preserved
from ca. 1926 onwards).

Binet-Simon test protocol.

The Binet-Simon test for
determining the
test subject’s mental age
was administered to
the girls.

Ca. 1927-ca. 1948.
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Document

Contents/Practices

Period of occurrence

History before admission
(Geschiedenis voor de
opname)

Ca. 1926-1950
The case file, containing
(systematically from ca.
the girl’s personal details,
1931 onwards).
information on her
sentence and institutional
history, information about
her parents and siblings,
and a narrative of the
events leading up to her
placement. The information
was largely based on
reports from previous
institutions and child
protection authorities the
girl had been in contact
with.

Postma’s questionnaire
(Vragenlijst dr. Postma)

A 100-item questionnaire
designed by the
institutional doctor,
Hessel Postma, designed
to measure “school and
experiential knowledge”
(school- en ervaringskennis).

Ca. 1927-ca. 1948.

A copy of the first letter
home.

During the isolation
period, girls were allowed
to write a letter home. This
was assessed as part of the
observation period.

Ca. 1929-ca. 1948.

Photographs.

Full-body photographs, or
photographs taken from
the waist up, sometimes
both from the front and
from the side.

Ca. 1929-ca. 1940.

Rorschach report.
(chapter 4)

The Rorschach inkblot test
was administered.

Ca. 1938-ca. 1948
(systematically from ca.
1943 onwards).

Luning Prak’s Tests for
Mental Development
(Tests voor verstandelijke
ontwikkeling)

Ca. 1941-1950.
Luning Prak’s Tests for
Mental Development, a test
for measuring IQ, as well
as mental aptitude and,
sometimes, school level,
were administered.
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Documents occasionally contained in the dossiers in this period included:
Document

Contents/Practices

Period of occurrence

Observation questions

Twenty questions concerning the
pupil’s appearance upon admission,
her moods and emotional state
during the observation period, her
willingness to work, her household
skills and her ability to control
her impulses. This document was
designed by Klootsema as a part
of his pedagogically designed
observation procedure (chapter 2).

Ca. 1918-ca. 1930.

Notes on the girl after
discharge

Notes on the girl’s conduct after
discharge, collected every three
months.

Instances found
sporadically for 1918,
1919, 1948, 1952.

Report accompanying
the personal
description file,
composed by the
institutional doctor
(Rapport dr. Postma,
Rapport Petersma).

A description of the girl, based on
a summary of the most important
elements of the personal description
file.

Ca. 1922-ca. 1941,
unsystematically.

Assigned topics
(Opgegeven
onderwerpen)
(chapter 3)

Girls were provided with a list
of ten topics, about which they
were asked to write. These topics
accompanied the life history.

Ca. 1926-1950,
unsystematically.

A form with physical
measurements.

An elaborate set of physical
measurements.

Found sporadically,
1938.
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1950-1975

Documents systematically appearing in the dossiers in this period included:
Document

Contents/Practices

Period of occurrence

Dossier extract
(Dossieruittreksel)

A summary of the case file, similar
in format and contents to the
“History before admission”

1950-1975.

Notes

1950-1975.
Notes on the girl’s conduct and
progress. The notes are copied and
cut out of notes on each individual
girl from the team meetings, held by
the director, group instructors and
the psychological and psychiatric
staff

Progress reports
(Rapporten)

Reports on the girl’s behaviour
and progress throughout her stay.
These reports were written to the
juvenile judge, to report on the
girl’s progress, and contained
recommendations, by the director,
on whether or not the girl’s stay
in the institution needed to be
extended.

1950-1975.

Life history
(chapter 6)

Girls wrote down their life histories
upon admission.

1950-1975.

Drawings
(chapter 6)

The drawings accompanied the life
history.

1950-1975.

Correspondence with
the juvenile judge

Concerning, for instance, the girl’s
placement and sentence, as well
as extension requests. This took
up a substantial part of the girls’
dossiers.

Ca. 1952-1975.

List of correspondence

A list of the correspondence sent
and received by the girl (to whom,
from whom, date)

Ca. 1952-1975.
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Document

Contents/Practices

Entry form
(Entreeformulier)

Ca.1957-ca. 1968.
A form filled in by the girl herself,
concerning her date of admission,
personal details (name, place and
date of birth, religion, nationality,
place of residence), personal details
of her parents (name, address,
phone number and occupation),
contact details of their guardian,
the name, age, religion, occupation
and address of her boyfriend, if
applicable, the type of schooling
she had received and the diplomas
she had obtained, what occupation
she wanted to have in future; who
had brought her to the institution,
who had placed her there, the name,
age, address and occupation of her
siblings, the persons she would
like to correspond with (name and
address) and her relation to them,
and her institutional history.

Medical report

A report on the girl’s physical
condition, composed by the doctor.

Questions upon
admission/readmission (Vragen bij
opname / heropname)

Ca. 1962-ca.1968.
A form filled in by a staff member,
containing questions concerning the
girl’s registration number, date of
admission, the contact details of the
girl’s guardian, the name, place and
date of birth and address of the girl,
the name, address and relationship
status (and partner) of each parent,
information on whether the girl had
been baptised, the girl’s religion
and occupation, how much money
she had brought with her, and a
physical description, which could
be used in tracking the girl if she ran
away.
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Documents occasionally contained in the dossiers in this period:
Document

Contents/Practices

Period of occurrence

Photograph

Passport photograph format.

Ca. 1954-1968,
unsystematically.

Correspondence

Letters written by and received by
the girl.

Ca. 1950-1975,
unsystematically.

Home visit reports
(Buitendienst)

Home visit reports.

Ca. 1954-ca.1968,
unsystematically.

Questions upon
discharge

A form concerning details about the
girl’s location and occupation after
leaving the institution, to be filled in
by a staff member.

Ca. 1950-1975,
unsystematically.

Paperwork produced
when a girl went
missing.

This included a physical description
of the girl, a request to the chief
superintendent of police to help
with tracing the girl, letters to the
girl’s family guardian, juvenile
judge, public prosecutor and
family to notify them of her status
as missing, and letters to the same
parties informing them of her
return. All this paperwork was
produced when a girl ran away
from the institution, or did not
return after being on leave.

1950-1975, not in every
dossier.

Correspondence with
other institutions and
authorities.

e.g. with the girl’s guardian, to
indicate when the girl would be
granted leave.

1950-1975, not in every
dossier.

Correspondence with
the girl’s parents.

Parents wrote the director, for
instance, to say that they were
disappointed that the girl was not
allowed to come home on leave.

1950-1975, not in every
dossier.

Correspondence about
exams and courses the
girl took.

For instance, correspondence on
girls’ General Feminine Education
courses, swimming diplomas and
hairdressing courses.

1950-1975, not in every
dossier.
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Appendix II
The Personal Description File in Translation
Appendix B

Personal description.1

STATE REFORMATORY
------------------------------------ in
CORRECTIONAL SCHOOL

Date of filling in form:

Filling in the information that has been printed in italics is optional.
No		

Surname

First name

		

Born in

on

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Information concerning the family
1 Father born
		

is still alive.
died on

of

2 Mother born
		

is still alive.
died on

of

3

Are the father and the mother married?
Date of the marriage.

4

Kinship of father and mother.

5

How many children did they have?

6

How many of those children died and of what?

Is anything known about:

Among the parents:

Among the
grandparents:
		

Among uncles,
aunts, brothers
and sisters:

1

This translation is based on the personal description file of Jacoba R. (G17, 1918). The format of the
original form has been adhered to as closely as possible.
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7

nervous disease.

8

insanity.

9

tuberculosis.

10 syphilis.
11 other diseases
of significance
for the child.
12 drunkenness.
13 suicide.
14 crimes.
15	Have both or one of the parents
been relieved or removed from
parental custody or from guardian ship,
if so, by which sentence and for what
reasons, and how was the care for
the child provided for subsequently?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The past of the patient.
16 What is the birth order number of the patient?2
17 Did the pregnancy and the birth pass normally?
18 Was the child breastfed?3
19 Did it suffer from convulsions in its first years?
20 At what age did it start teething?
21 At what age did it learn to talk?
22 At what age did it learn to walk?
23 Did it suffer from rickets?
24 Did it suffer from any disease of note; if so, which?
2

3

A literal translation of the original Dutch question, “Hoeveelste kind is de verpleegde?” is most closely
approximated by “The patient is the how-manyieth child?” As there is no English equivalent for
the word “hoeveelste” (how-manyieth), I have translated this question with reference to the child’s
“birth order number”, as this is what the question seeks to uncover.
The Dutch question literally asks, “Was the child a breast-child?”, referring to this as a “type” of child.
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25 Did it suffer from fits?
26 Were there other abnormalities of the nerves?
27 At what age was it toilet-trained?
28 Was it backward (physically, mentally)?
29 How is its character (corrupt or honest, naughty
or obedient, given to teasing or friendly? [sic]
30 How is the temperament (hot-tempered or calm)?
31 Did it have interests, which?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Current state of the patient.
32 General impression:
a. physical state.
b. psychical state.
33 Height.
34 Build (regular, irregular, maimed).
35 Weight.
36 Nutritional state (ordinary, thin, muscular, pudgy)
37 Complexion (healthy, pale, sallow).
38 Posture (regular, irregular, maimed).
39 Shape of head:
a. circumference.
b. length.
c. breadth.
40 Colour of the hair.
41 Face:
a. symmetrical or not.
b. movement of the facial muscles.
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42 Eyes:
a. colour.
b. palpebral fissure.4
c. eye movements.
d. pupils.
e. visual acuity.
f. colour distinction.
43 Ears:
a. build.
b. level or uneven setting.
c. hearing.
44 Smell. Taste.
45 Teeth.
46 Tongue. Palate.
47 Throat (adenoid growths).
48 Speech impediments.
49 Neck.
50 Chest organs.
51 Stomach and pelvic organs. Urine, Urination.
52	Vertebral column. Is there curvature?
Are there other abnormalities of the frame?
53 Motility:
Can he keep his outstretched hands still?
Can he stand still with his feet together?
And with the eyes closed?
54 Are there disorders in sensation; if so, which?
4

This refers to the opening between the eyelids; in Dutch, the non-technical term “oogspleet” is used.
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55 How are the reflexes:
a. pharyngeal reflex.
b. plantar reflexes.5
c. stomach reflexes.
d. cremasteric reflex.
e. tendon and periosteal reflexes on upper extremities.6
f. knee reflex.
56 Are there vasomotoric and trop[h]ic disorders?
57 Does he possess simple concepts of time:
a. does he distinguish between yesterday and today?
b. does he know the length of a month and a week?
c. does he know the names of the months and days and their order?
58 Does he possess simple concepts of space?
a. does he distinguish between left and right?
b. “

“

up and down?

c. “

“

in front and behind?

59 How is the ability to absorb and retain impressions
(Merkfähigkeit)?
60 What is the level of school knowledge?7
61	How is its school knowledge in connection
with school attendance and the time [passed] since
school attendance?
62	How is its craft knowledge in connection
with craft training and the time [passed] since
this training was given?8
5
6
7

8

The original Dutch features the non-technical term “voetreflexen”, or, “foot reflexes”.
Both types of reflexes refer to tendon reflexes.
The original Dutch question, “Welke is de omvang der schoolkennis?” literally translates as “What is
the size of the school knowledge?”, meaning: “How much does the child know?” with respect to
school knowledge. I have translated this with the more “correct”-sounding “What is the level of
school knowledge?”
The Dutch word “ambachtskennis” refers to “craft”, “handicraft” and “trade knowledge”.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Extra remarks and other medical notes
Data notes

On the decree of the Minister of Justice of 22 November 1905, no. 311.
Personally known,
The Secretary-General at the Department of Justice,
A.D.W. DE VRIES.
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THE PERSONAL DESCRIPTION FILE ELEMENTS IN POSTMA’S PUBLICATIONS

Appendix III
The Personal Description File Elements
in Postma’s Publications
As was pointed out in chapter 2, reform school doctor Hessel Postma incorporated
a large amount of data that he had gathered in his examinations of the pupils of
the Dutch State Reform School for Girls (and the Correctional School for Girls),
in his scientific publications. The following is an overview of the elements from
the personal description files that returned in Postma’s publications. In three
1916 publications, he searched for correlations between reason for admission
(smuggling, theft or sexual misbehavior) and age of menarche, place of origin,
weight, age of admission and height.1 In a 1916 lecture held for the Psychiatric-Juridical Society (Psychiatrisch-Juridisch Gezelschap), Postma explored the
correlations between reason for admission (smuggling, theft or sexual
misbehaviour) and age, profession, religion, place of birth, place of origin (city
or countryside), age of menstruation onset, weight, height, whether or not the
girl had had intercourse, number of children per family, birth rate of the family
and death rate of the family.2 In a 1922 publication and lecture for the
Amsterdam Paedological Society (Paedologisch Gezelschap), Postma investigated
the correlations between girls’ character traits and reason for admission,
eyesight, nailbiting, bedwetting, character traits, drunkenness in the father,
having suffered from rickets, condition of the teeth, arithmetic ability and
backwardness.3 In a 1927 publication, he looked at the correlations between
the size of the head (length and breadth), age, birth order number, the season the
girl was born in, place of origin, province of origin, “race” (Frisian, Saxon,
Frankish or alpine), height, nutritional state, whether the child had been
bottle-fed, condition of the teeth, and intellect.4
1

2
3

4

Hessel Postma, “Uit den puberteitsleeftijd van het meisje,” Nederlandsch maandschrift voor verlos
kunde en vrouwenziekten en voor kindergeneeskunde 5 (1916a): 146-153, Hessel Postma, “Menstruatie
en lichaamsgewicht in verband met onmaatschappelijk gedrag,” Nederlandsch maandschrift voor
verloskunde en vrouwenziekten en voor kindergeneeskunde 5 (1916b): 272-281, and Hessel Postma, “De
lengtegroei van het meisje in de puberteitsjaren,” Nederlandsch maandschrift voor verloskunde en
vrouwenziekten en voor kindergeneeskunde 5 (1916c): 463-472.
Hessel Postma, “Over de criminaliteit en het wangedrag van het meisje in de puberteitsjaren,”
Bijeenkomst 15 april 1916, Psychiatrisch-Juridisch Gezelschap (Amsterdam: n.p., 1916d), 1-35.
Hessel Postma, “Misdadige en antisociale meisjes,” Tijdschrift voor armwezen, maatschappelijke hulp
en kinderbescherming 1.5 (1922): 70-73, Hessel Postma, “Het karakter bij het meisje met misdadige en
antisociale neigingen,” Kinderstudie: Paedologische bladen 5.3 (1922): 87-109.
Hessel Postma, “De grootte van het hoofd bij het meisje in de puberteitsjaren,” Kinderstudie 7.1-2
(1927): 1-14.
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In his 1929 dissertation, he examined correlations between girls’ birth order
number and reason for admission (smuggling, theft or sexual misbehaviour),
visual memory ability, arithmetic ability, skull size, school attendance and
character traits. In doing so, his purpose was to uncover the significance of birth
order number on “anti-social” behaviour.5 In a 1931 publication and lecture for
the Dutch Association for Mental Hygiene (Nederlandsche Vereeniging voor
Geestelijke Volksgezondheid), Postma investigated the correlations between the
“completeness” of the family (a “complete” family being a family in which both
parents were alive, and not divorced), family size, birth order number, reason
for admission (smuggling, theft or sexual misbehaviour), drunkenness of the
father, syphilis among the parents, death of the father, death of the mother,
illegitimacy, presence of a stepfather and presence of a stepmother.6 In a 1936
article, he examined the correlations between birth order number and family
size, incompleteness of the family, duration of the birth interval between
children, and intellect.7 Finally, in a 1941 publication, Postma investigated the
correlations between age of menarche, birth order number and reason for
admission (theft, smuggling or sexual misbehaviour).8

5
6

7
8

Postma 1929.
Hessel Postma, “De oorzaken van antisociaal gedrag bij kinderen, liggende in de samenstelling
van het gezin,” Nederlandsche Vereeniging voor Geestelijke Volksgezondheid: Vereeniging voor psychische
hygiëne, Derde vergadering op 30 mei 1931 te Amsterdam (Wilhelmina-Gasthuis) (n.p.: n.p., 1931a), 1-11;
Hessel Postma, “De samenstelling van het gezin in verband met het anti-sociaal gedrag van het
meisje,” Mens & maatschappij 7.3 (1931b): 258-273.
Hessel Postma, “La débilité mentale comme cause de la délinquance infantile en juvénile,” Zeitschrift
fur Kinderforschung 47 (1936): 3-22.
Hessel Postma, “Menarche en antisociale handeling,” Psychiatrische en neurologische bladen 2 (1941):
537-546.
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Figure 1 Montfoort Castle, location of the Dutch State Reform School for Girls,
1859-1909. (Het Utrechts Archief, catalogue number 12439, postcard)

Figure 2 Eikenstein House, location of the Dutch State Reform School for Girls,
1909-1950. (Het Utrechts Archief, catalogue number 15820, postcard)
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Figure 3 A class of girls, ca. 1927-1938.
(Het Utrechts Archief, file number 597)

Figure 4 Working in the garden, ca. 1927-1938.
(Het Utrechts Archief, file number 597)
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Figure 5 Lunchtime outside, ca. 1927-1938.
(Het Utrechts Archief, file number 599)

Figure 6 The Hunerberg, location of the Dutch State Reform School for Girls,
1950-1975. (Photograph by the author)
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Figure 7 The anonymized personal description file of Jacoba R.
(Het Utrechts Archief, personal dossier, 1918)
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Figure 8 The list of assigned topics.
(Het Utrechts Archief, personal dossier, 1938)
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Figure 9 Page of a pupil’s life history.
(Het Utrechts Archief, personal dossier, 1949)
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Figure 10 Page of a Rorschach report.
(Het Utrechts Archief, personal dossier, 1946)
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Figure 11 Page of a psychiatric report.
(Het Utrechts Archief, personal dossier, 1960)
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Samenvatting
Het maken van het misdadige meisje:
Assessmenttechnieken in het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht
voor meisjes, 1905-1975
Dit proefschrift werpt licht op de relatie tussen assessment en identiteitsconstructie. Het onderzoek richt zich op de assessmenttechnieken die werden
gebruikt in het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes, gedurende de periode
1905-1975. Deze rijksinstelling – de enige in zijn soort voor meisjes – werd
halverwege de negentiende eeuw, in 1859, in Montfoort geopend, en was bedoeld
voor meisjes die een langdurige heropvoeding nodig hadden. De meisjes die in
het gesticht terechtkwamen waren voornamelijk afkomstig uit de lagere klassen,
en hadden zich schuldig hadden gemaakt aan wat werd gezien als seksueel
wangedrag. Bij binnenkomst werden de pupillen tijdens een verplichte observatieperiode onderworpen aan verschillende assessmenttechnieken, waarna zij
werden ingedeeld in aparte groepen, waarbinnen zij de rest van hun her
opvoeding doorbrachten. Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de manier waarop de
assessmenttechnieken die in het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes werden
gebruikt om de pupillen te beoordelen functioneerden in processen van
identiteits
constructie voor de pupillen. Met de rijke verzameling persoons
dossiers, waarin de resultaten van de assessmenttechnieken werden opgeslagen,
biedt het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes hiervoor een uitstekende casus.
Dit proefschrift is gesitueerd in het veld dat zich bezighoudt met de studie
van kennisproductie en disciplinering binnen staatsinstellingen. Historische
studies op het gebied van de kinderbescherming hebben onderzoek gedaan
naar de disciplinerende werking van opvoedingsinstellingen, maar praktijken
blijven hierbij onderbelicht. Dit proefschrift bestudeert, aan de hand van
inzichten en invalshoeken uit de wetenschapsgeschiedenis en, in het bijzonder,
de geschiedenis van de identificatie – waarin misdadige meisjes als groep
onderbelicht zijn gebleven – de praktijken aan de hand waarvan de pupillen
werden onderzocht, en wat voor identiteit er voor hen via deze praktijken werd
geconstrueerd. Hiermee geeft het gehoor aan de oproep van filosoof Michel
Foucault om (een deel van) de geschiedenis van het ‘examen’ te schrijven.
Het begrip ‘identiteit’ wordt hier tweevoudig opgevat. Enerzijds richt dit
proefschrift zich op categorisering, en wordt onderzocht in welke categorieën
de meisjes aan de hand van de assessmenttechnieken werden ingedeeld.
Anderzijds wordt nagegaan of de technieken leidden tot een ‘zelf’, en hoe dit zelf
er dan uitzag. Voor het concept van het ‘zelf’ baseert dit proefschrift zich op
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filosoof Charles Taylor. Volgens Taylor ontstond er aan het einde van de
achttiende eeuw een nieuwe notie van identiteit, die bestempeld kan worden als
het ‘moderne zelf’. Dit moderne zelf wordt enerzijds gekenmerkt door diepte –
het idee dat er een innerlijk zelf is, dat diep binnenin het individu ligt – en
anderzijds door wat Taylor ‘expressivisme’ noemt: het idee dat er uitdrukking
moet worden gegeven aan het ‘ware’ en unieke innerlijke zelf. Binnen de
geschiedenis van het zelf is deze notie van identiteit lange tijd beschreven als
iets dat ontstond vanuit vrijwillige introspectie, onder de (voornamelijk
mannelijke) elite. Andere studies betogen dat deze notie van zelf niet voor elke
groep op hetzelfde moment is ontstaan, en geven aan dat dit type identiteit niet
het product van vrijwillige introspectie hoeft te zijn, maar ook kan voortkomen
uit extern opgelegde institutionele praktijken. Dit proefschrift onderzoekt het
verband tussen assessmenttechnieken en zelf voor een tot nog toe onderbelichte
groep op dit gebied, namelijk: meisjes uit de lagere klassen.
Aan de hand van het begrip ‘governmentality’ van James Scott onderzoekt
dit proefschrift hoe het ‘leesbaar’ maken van de meisjes – wat gebeurde in het
noteren van details over het meisje bij de verschillende technieken die na
binnenkomst werden ingezet – hen ‘beheersbaar’ maakte. Ook wordt, met het
oog op het gegenderde karakter van de kinderbescherming, nagegaan welke rol
gender en seksualiteit speelden in de assessmenttechnieken en de identiteitsconstructie van de meisjes.
Om te kunnen onderzoeken welke rol assessmenttechnieken speelden in de
identiteitsconstructie van de pupillen worden in dit proefschrift meerdere
assessmentttechnieken over een langere periode bestudeerd en met elkaar

vergeleken. De onderzoeksperiode 1905-1975 is om inhoudelijke en praktische
redenen gekozen. Begin twintigste eeuw ontstond binnen de kinderbescherming de roep om de wetenschappelijke observatie en classificatie van kinderen.
Men wilde ervoor zorgen dat elk kind op de juiste plaats behandeld werd, aan
de hand van een behandeling die zoveel mogelijk aansloot op het individuele
kind. Om tussen kinderen te kunnen differentiëren, werd een systematisch
onderzoek en categorisering op wetenschappelijke grondvesten nodig geacht.
Vanaf de invoering van de Kinderwetten in 1905 werd assessment van de
pupillen in het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht geïnstitutionaliseerd, en werden
bovendien de persoonsdossiers ingevoerd, waarin de resultaten van de assessmenttechnieken – samen met andere gegevens over het meisje – werden
opgeslagen. De dossiers zijn bewaard gebleven tot 1975, welk jaar het einde van
de onderzoeksperiode markeert.
Het voornaamste deel van het bronnencorpus bestond uit 124 willekeurig
geselecteerde persoonsdossiers van pupillen uit de gehele onderzoeksperiode.
Als onderwerp van analyse werden de belangrijkste assessmenttechnieken
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geselecteerd die gedurende de onderzoeksperiode in het instituut werden
gebruikt. Als assessmenttechnieken golden technieken die bij of kort na
binnenkomst werden uitgevoerd, waarmee de institutionele staf kennis
produceerde over de pupil, met als doel om haar te beoordelen. Om in
aanmerking te komen voor analyse moesten assessmenttechnieken worden
vergezeld door institutionele evaluaties of reflectie. Alle assessmenttechnieken
die voldeden aan bovenstaande criteria, en die voorkwamen gedurende een
substantiële periode werden geselecteerd voor een gedetailleerde analyse. Zo
werden vier assessmenttechnieken geselecteerd: pedagogisch-pathologisch
onderzoek (1905-1952), autobiografie-schrijven (1913-1975), Rorschachtest
onderzoek (1938-1948) en psychologisch onderzoek (1950-1975).
Om de vier genoemde assessmenttechnieken onder de loep te kunnen
nemen, werd in eerste instantie de papieren neerslag van deze assessment
technieken bestudeerd: de formulieren, documenten en rapporten die de
verschillende technieken voortbrachten. Respectievelijk waren dit de ‘persoonsbeschrijvingen’ – een vragenlijst van 62 vragen waarin de resultaten van het
pedagogisch-pathologisch onderzoek werden genoteerd – en de samenvattende
rapporten van de institutionele arts; de zelfgeschreven levensgeschiedenissen
van de pupillen en de institutionele beoordelingen hiervan; de Rorschachtest-
rapporten van de observatie-psycholoog; en de psychologisch-psychiatrische
rapporten van de therapeutische staf. De methode die werd gehanteerd om deze
bronnen te analyseren was tweevoudig. Enerzijds werd gebruik gemaakt van de
vernieuwende ‘praxiografische’ methode van Annemarie Mol, die veronderstelt
dat praktijken nieuwe werkelijkheden in het leven roepen. Aan de hand van
deze methode werden de bronnen referentieel gelezen om sporen van de
praktijken te achterhalen die tot hun totstandkoming hadden geleid: welke
handelingen voerde de directrice, arts of psycholoog uit tijdens het uitvoeren
van de techniek, en op basis van welke praktijken kwam de informatie in de
formulieren, documenten en rapporten tot stand? De praxiografische methode
werd toegepast om te onderzoeken hoe niet discoursen maar praktijken
vormgeven aan hoe over een individu wordt gesproken.
Anderzijds werd de retoriek van de papieren neerslag van de assessment
technieken bestudeerd aan de hand van discoursanalyse. Hierbij werd zowel
gelet op de categorieën en indelingen die gemaakt werden als op taalgebruik
waarin uitspraken over het zelf van de pupillen besloten waren. Bij dit laatste
werd, Taylor indachtig, in het bijzonder gelet op formuleringen met betrekking
tot innerlijkheid, innerlijke ruimte of innerlijke diepte. Ook werd nagegaan of de
bronnen sporen bevatten van taalgebruik dat betrekking had op zelfexpressie.
In plaats van uit te gaan van een vooraf bepaald concept van ‘zelf’, werden de
bronnen bestudeerd om te achterhalen welke concepten van zelf door de tijd
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heen voor deze groep meisjes werden geconstrueerd. Daarnaast werden de
bronnen bestudeerd om het doel en de functie van de assessmenttechnieken te
achterhalen, en werd er gelet op de rol van ‘governmentality’ en gender en
seksualiteit in de assessmenttechnieken.
In het archief van het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht is weinig informatie bewaard
gebleven over de invoering en de functie van nieuwe assessmenttechnieken.
Om de analyse verder te contextualiseren, werd daarom gebruik gemaakt
van de overige documenten in de dossiers van de pupillen, institutionele
jaarverslagen en inspectierapporten, persoonsdossiers van het personeel,
documentatie over het personeel, richtlijnen en instructies voor de staf,
publicaties van de betrokken experts, publicaties van centrale figuren uit de
k inderbescherming en secundaire literatuur over de geschiedenis van de

k inderbescherming.
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt ingegaan op de context waarin de assessment
technieken werden geïmplementeerd. Gedurende de onderzoeksperiode was
het gesticht achtereenvolgens gehuisvest in Kasteel Montfoort, Huize Eikenstein
te Zeist en de Hunerberg in Nijmegen. Er wordt een overzicht gegeven van de
verschillende opnamepraktijken en assessmenttechnieken waarmee de pupillen
door de tijd heen bij binnenkomst in aanraking kwamen, de manier waarop de
pupillen door de tijd heen gecategoriseerd werden in het gesticht, en de
belangrijkste heropvoedingspraktijken van opname tot ontslag. De verzameling
praktijken die de meisjes ondergingen van opname tot categorisering wordt
geanalyseerd aan de hand van het begrip ‘rite de passage’ van antropoloog
Arnold van Gennep. Elk meisje dat het gesticht binnenkwam onderging een rite
de passage, die ertoe diende het meisje in het instituut te incorporeren. Dit
hoofdstuk laat zien dat de rite de passage functioneerde als mechanisme
waardoor de meisjes onderworpen werden aan het gezag van het instituut. Een
tweetal assessmenttechnieken – pedagogisch-pathologisch onderzoek
(hoofdstuk 2) en autobiografie-schrijven (hoofdstuk 3 en 6) – maakten expliciet
deel uit van deze rite de passage.
In de hierop volgende hoofdstukken wordt steeds ingezoomd op één
afzonderlijke techniek. Hoofdstuk 2 richt zich op het pedagogisch-pathologisch
onderzoek (1905-1952). Deze techniek werd in 1905 ingevoerd, als onderdeel van
de in hetzelfde jaar ingevoerde verplichte observatieperiode binnen de Rijksopvoedingsgestichten. De resultaten van het onderzoek werden opgeschreven
in de persoonsbeschrijving. Dit formulier, dat vier bladzijden besloeg, was
gebaseerd op de wetenschappelijke theorieën van orthopedagoog Jan Klootsema,
en was bedoeld om te achterhalen of een kind ‘achterlijk’, ‘misdadig’ of
‘verwaarloosd’ was. In Klootsema’s pedagogische pathologie golden
‘achterlijkheid’ en ‘misdadigheid’ als afwijkende psychische toestanden die
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werden veroorzaakt door ‘erfelijke belasting’ en zich openbaarden in
waarneembare, meetbare tekenen. De persoonsbeschrijving was erop gericht
deze ‘afwijkingen’ op te sporen. Dit gebeurde aan de hand van lichamelijke
kenmerken, details over ‘erfelijke’ afwijkingen binnen de familie, informatie
over de vroege ontwikkeling van het kind, en details betreffende de geestelijke
vermogens van het kind. Echter, het gesticht was niet toegerust om de pupillen
in de categorieën van het formulier in te delen. Tot aan 1950 werden de pupillen
verdeeld over drie afdelingen: één voor meisjes met een ‘normale aanleg’, één
voor meisjes die eerder in een instelling van de kinderbescherming hadden
gezeten, en één voor meisjes met een ‘onzedelijk verleden’. De categorieën van
het formulier kwamen dus niet overeen met de categorieën van het instituut.
Ook werd er binnen het gesticht niets gedaan met de enorme hoeveelheid data
die per meisje werd geproduceerd. Toch werd het formulier bijna een halve
eeuw lang consequent ingevuld, en werd elk meisje dat het gesticht binnenkwam
onderworpen aan het zeer verregaande onderzoek dat het formulier voorschreef.
Dit hoofdstuk gaat na waarom het formulier werd gebruikt.
Naast een praktische, medische functie diende het onderzoek hoofdzakelijk
om de heropvoedbaarheid van het meisje in te schatten. Voor een belangrijk deel
was het oordeel van de arts gebaseerd, niet op de informatie die het formulier
verschafte, maar op de praktijken van het onderzoek. Door te aanschouwen hoe
het meisje reageerde op het verzoek om onderzocht te worden, en hoe ze zich
gedroeg tijdens de verschillende onderdelen van het onderzoek – het verzoek
om een stukje te lopen, op de weegschaal te gaan staan, te gaan zitten, een stukje
te zingen, haar kleding uit te doen, haar armen omhoog te doen – kreeg de arts
een idee van hoe moeilijk of makkelijk het zou zijn om haar te heropvoeden.
Buiten het gesticht werden de gegevens die in de formulieren werden genoteerd
gebruikt in de wetenschappelijke publicaties over meisjesmisdadigheid van arts
Hessel Postma (1905-1938). In dit opzicht functioneerde het instituut als
laboratorium, waarbinnen de arts data produceerde om wetenschappelijke
theorieën op te stellen.
Door de op het formulier opgeschreven gegevens te decoderen, kon de arts
‘in’ het meisje kijken, en haar onderliggende toestand ontwaren. Het meisje was
alleen ‘leesbaar’ voor een expert: alleen iemand die bekend was met de
pedagogische pathologie kon de betekenis van de genoteerde variabelen –
schedelgrootte, haarkleur, vorm van het gehemelte – duiden. Het was echter niet
alleen de kennis van de pedagogische pathologie die de arts tot expert maakte.
Het hoofdstuk laat zien dat ook de praktijken van het onderzoek de arts een
status als expert verleenden. Via de praktijken van het onderzoek, wiens
betekenis voor het meisje ondoorgrondelijk was, werd de suggestie gewekt dat
er iets te weten viel over het meisje, waar de expert toegang toe had, maar het
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meisje zelf niet. Zo verkreeg de arts, via de praktijken van het onderzoek, een
zekere macht over het meisje.
Tussen 1913 en 1975 waren de meisjes verplicht om bij binnenkomst hun
levensgeschiedenis op te schrijven. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de techniek van het
autobiografie-schrijven bestudeerd zoals deze werd ingezet vóór 1950. Na 1950
vond er een institutionele koerswijziging plaats waardoor de techniek van
karakter veranderde. In dit hoofdstuk wordt onderzocht aan de hand van welke
praktijken de techniek werd uitgevoerd, en volgens welke scripts de meisjes, in
reactie op deze praktijken, hun levensverhalen structureerden.
Met behulp van deze assessmenttechniek wilde de institutionele staf
achterhalen hoe het meisje zich verhield ten opzichte van haar verleden. Dit
verschafte informatie over haar heropvoedbaarheid: een meisje dat schuld
betuigde had grotere rehabilitatiekansen dan een meisje dat zich weerbarstig
opstelde. Tegelijkertijd stimuleerden de praktijken aan de hand waarvan de
techniek werd uitgevoerd het meisje om spijt te uiten over haar verleden. Hoewel
er in het gesticht niets gedaan werd met de inhoud van de teksten – het gesticht
was niet toegerust om de meisjes in te delen in ‘schuldig’ of ‘niet schuldig’ – had
de techniek wel degelijk een functie: door de meisjes aan te moedigen tot
confessie poogde het instituut hen te onderwerpen aan het gezag van het
instituut.
De praktijken aan de hand waarvan de techniek werd uitgevoerd
beïnvloedden de scripts aan de hand waarvan de meisjes hun teksten schreven.
Interessant genoeg gingen de meeste meisjes mee met de techniek: de overgrote
meerderheid incorporeerde een element van confessie in hun tekst, en
presenteerde hun gedrag als ‘slecht’ of ‘verkeerd’, of iets waar zij zich schuldig
over voelden. Slechts één meisje stelde zich weerbarstig op: zij keerde de normen
van het instituut om, en presenteerde haar gedrag in het verleden expliciet als
niet-slecht; toch schreef ook zij binnen de kaders van ‘goed’ en ‘slecht’ die de
techniek bood. Vijf meisjes kwalificeerden hun gedrag echter volstrekt niet. Zo
ontkwamen zij aan het doel van de techniek: op basis van hun teksten kon de
staf hun kijk op hun verleden niet achterhalen.
In de literatuur gold de autobiografie lange tijd als plek waarin de auteur het
eigen ‘ware’, unieke, innerlijke zelf openbaarde. Dit hoofdstuk laat, in overeenstemming met de studies van bijvoorbeeld Baggerman en Dekker, Huisman en
Steedman, echter zien autobiografie-schrijven niet altijd hoeft te draaien om
zelfexpressie. Slechts twee meisjes verwezen in hun levensgeschiedenis naar
een innerlijk, en maakten duidelijk dat dit zou kunnen laten zien wie zij ‘echt’
waren. Echter, in plaats van uitdrukking te geven aan hun ‘innerlijke zelf’
maakten beide meisjes er een punt van om hun innerlijke zelf verborgen te
houden. Door te suggereren dat er iets aan hen was waar de institutionele staf
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– die op allerlei manieren steeds ‘in’ de pupillen probeerde te kijken, en hen
voortdurend onder toezicht hield – géén toegang toe had, probeerden de meisjes
zich een machtspositie ten opzichte van de staf te verschaffen.
Tussen 1938 en 1948 werden alle pupillen onderworpen aan de Rorschach
inktvlekkentest. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt ingegaan op deze assessmenttechniek.
Hoewel de Rorschachtest draaide om zeer specifieke handelingen, die tot zeer
specifieke categoriseringen moesten leiden – onder andere of het meisje
‘introvert’ of ‘extratensief’ was – kwamen verwijzingen naar de test en zijn
categorieën, opvallend genoeg, niet of nauwelijks terug in de rapporten van de
meisjes. Ook werd een groot deel van de Rorschach-rapporten van de pupillen
gebaseerd op praktijken die niet aan de test waren gerelateerd: één derde van de
informatie in de rapporten was gebaseerd op het observeren van het meisje in
het dagelijks leven, en het lezen en interpreteren van haar dossieruittreksel. Het
overige deel van de rapporten was niet terug te herleiden op specifieke
praktijken, maar moet gezien worden als een product van de retoriek van de
psycholoog. Ook hier was de specifieke, wetenschappelijke informatie die de
techniek moest produceren niet van het voornaamste belang. In plaats daarvan
werd de Rorschachtest afgenomen om, aan de hand van de praktijken van de
techniek, de heropvoedbaarheid van het meisje te beoordelen. Door te observeren
hoe het meisje reageerde op de (voor haar) onbegrijpelijke inktvlekkaarten, hoe
zij zich gedroeg in het gesticht, en te achterhalen hoe zij zich in het verleden had
gedragen, kon de psycholoog een indruk krijgen van het meisje en haar
heropvoedbaarheid. In de Rorschach-rapporten werd het gedrag van het meisje
voor een groot deel gepresenteerd als iets dat voortkwam vanuit seksuele
driften, seksuele complexen, seksuele neuroses of seksuele fantasieën. Anders
dan bij het pedagogisch-pathologisch onderzoek en het autobiografie-schrijven
werd het gedrag van het meisje voor het eerst gepresenteerd als iets dat
voortkwam van binnenin het meisje. Volgens de psycholoog hadden meisjes
slechte rehabilitatiekansen wanneer zij kampten met onbeheersbare seksuele
driften of seksuele neuroses.
Ook werd in deze assessmenttechniek op een andere manier gestalte
gegeven aan innerlijkheid. De retoriek van de Rorschach-rapporten suggereerde
dat de psycholoog direct ‘in’ het meisje kon kijken: voor het eerst werd het meisje
gestalte gegeven als iemand met een innerlijk domein, waarover werd gesproken
in ruimtelijke termen. De retoriek van de rapporten maakte duidelijk dat alleen
de psycholoog ‘in’ het meisje kon kijken en de oorzaak van haar problemen kon
achterhalen. Dit hoofdstuk laat echter zien dat de innerlijke ruimte waarnaar in
de rapporten verwezen werd een retorische constructie was.
Het idee dat er een ‘geheim’ was met betrekking tot het meisje waar alleen
de psycholoog achter kon komen werd niet alleen in de retoriek van de rapporten
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gecreëerd, maar ook door de praktijken van de test. Door de ‘obscure’ inktvlekkaarten aan het meisje te laten zien, en aantekeningen te maken bij wat het
meisje antwoordde, werd een situatie gecreëerd die aan het meisje suggereerde
dat er iets over haar te weten viel, waar zij zelf geen toegang toe had, maar de
psycholoog wel. Dit verleende de psycholoog een status als expert, en gaf haar
een zekere macht over het meisje.
In 1950 zette de directrice van het gesticht een nieuwe, psychologie-gerichte
koers in. Vanaf dit jaar werden de pupillen gedurende hun verblijf in het
instituut behandeld door een therapeutische staf, die werd beïnvloed door de
dieptepsychologische aanpak van de Utrechtse School. Het psychologisch
onderzoek waaraan de meisjes werden blootgesteld functioneerde als assessmenttechniek, aan de hand waarvan de problemen en de voortgang van de
meisjes werden beoordeeld. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt nagegaan wat voor identiteit
aan de hand van deze assessmenttechniek voor de pupillen werd gecreëerd.
Net als in de Rorschach-rapporten werd in de psychologische rapporten de
indruk gewekt dat de psycholoog of psychiater ongehinderd door het gedrag
van het meisje heen kon kijken, tot in haar innerlijke zelf, en kon zien hoe zij
eigenlijk was. Dit gebeurde in de psychologische rapporten echter op een andere
manier. In de psychologische rapporten kwam een bepaald soort taalgebruik
op, dat in het hoofdstuk wordt aangeduid als ‘façade-retoriek’. In de rapporten
werden de onwenselijke kenmerken van de meisjes – mannelijk gedrag,
‘vamp’-achtig gedrag of agressief, dominerend gedrag – beschreven als ‘façade’,
waarachter, zo impliceerde de retoriek, het ‘echte’ meisje schuilging. Het meisje
deed zich wel voor als agressief, dominerend, mannelijk of ‘vrouw van de
wereld’, maar eigenlijk, zo suggereerde de retoriek van de psychologen en
psychiaters, was ze van binnen onzeker, angstig, onvolwassen of bang voor haar
eigen vrouwelijkheid.
De façade-retoriek van de therapeutische staf suggereerde dat het
‘onwenselijke’ gedrag dat het meisje vertoonde – mannelijk, ‘vamp’-achtig of
agressief gedrag – onecht was: een meisje dat dergelijk gedrag vertoonde, kon
met geen mogelijkheid ‘zichzelf’ zijn, maar verschool zich achter een ‘façade’.
Om meer ‘zichzelf’ te kunnen worden, suggereerden de rapporten, zou zij deze
‘façade’ moeten afleren. Paradoxaal genoeg konden de meisjes volgens de logica
van de rapporten dus ‘zichzelf’ worden door zich te conformeren aan de normen
van de psychologen en psychiaters die hen onderzochten; en het zich conformeren
aan de normen van de psychologen en psychiaters werd gepresenteerd als ‘het
zichzelf worden’. Volgens de literatuur werd met de opkomst van het ‘moderne
zelf’ eind achttiende eeuw het volgen van het eigen zelf als ‘goed’ gewaardeerd,
ongeacht of de kenmerken van dit zelf door de maatschappij als ‘goed’ werden
aangemerkt. Juist wanneer de kenmerken die als deel van het ‘zelf’ werden
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geclaimd ingingen tegen maatschappelijke normen, gold de persoon in kwestie
als iemand die ‘zichzelf’ was. Via de techniek van het psychologisch onderzoek
werd er voor deze groep meisjes echter een ander zelf gecreëerd. Voor deze
meisjes was het zo dat zij hun ‘onwenselijke’ kenmerken, die tegen de normen
van de maatschappij, de therapeutische staf en hun opvoeders ingingen,
moesten afleren om meer ‘zichzelf’ te worden. Dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat deze
manier van praten in het gesticht werd gehanteerd tot in de jaren 1970, wanneer
de dieptepsychologische kijk van de Utrechtse School en de in de psychologische
rapporten van de pupillen uitgedrukte visie op zelfontplooiing allang niet meer
algemeen werden aangehangen. Dit hoofdstuk laat daarnaast zien dat het
onderliggende zelf dat via deze retoriek gecreëerd werd een retorische
constructie was.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt ingegaan op de assessmenttechniek van het autobiografie-schrijven na 1950. Vanaf 1950 werden de pupillen in het instituut
ingedeeld op basis van hun psychologische diagnose. De therapeutische staf las
de levensgeschiedenissen van de meisjes om hen in te delen in één van de
institutionele groepen. Voor het eerst kwamen de categorieën van de techniek
dus overeen met die van het instituut. In deze periode maakten de praktijken
aan de hand waarvan de techniek werd uitgevoerd de normen van het instituut
veel minder duidelijk aan de meisjes. De techniek stimuleerde de pupillen om te
doen aan zelfexpressie, in plaats van het uiten van schuld en spijt. Binnen dit
nieuwe raamwerk schreven de meisjes hun levensgeschiedenissen volgens
geheel andere scripts. Ook in deze periode gingen de meisjes mee met de
techniek. Vanaf het midden van de jaren vijftig en het begin van de jaren zestig
kwamen er niet langer schuldbekentenissen voor in de teksten van de meisjes,
en beschreven de pupillen hun gedrag niet langer als ‘slecht’ of ‘verkeerd’. Ook
psychologiseerden de meisjes zichzelf: in hun teksten presenteerden zij hun
gedrag als iets dat was veroorzaakt door onderliggende psychologische factoren.
Met uitzondering van twee gevallen uit de jaren 1940, ontbrak een dergelijke
manier van praten over het zelf in de levensgeschiedenissen uit de eerdere
periode. In die periode schreven de pupillen – in een poging om zich als
‘onschuldig’ te presenteren – uitsluitend externe oorzaken aan hun wangedrag
toe, zoals aansporingen van vriendinnen, of armoede. Vanaf de jaren 1950 kwam
zelf-psychologisering echter veel vaker voor.
In het zich psychologiseren deden de meisjes wat de therapeutische staf
deed: de psychologen en psychiaters schreven op basis van de levensgeschiedenissen van de meisjes psychologische analyses van hen. Echter, de retoriek
van de therapeutische staf suggereerde dat zij de meisjes veel beter konden
analyseren dan dat zij dat zelf konden. Weer kwamen de experts naar voren als
degenen die beschikking hadden over de ‘waarheid’ over het meisje.
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In een aantal levensgeschiedenissen uit de jaren 1960 nam de zelf-psychologisering van de meisjes een bepaalde vorm aan. Deze meisjes schreven hun
teksten aan de hand van wat in het hoofdstuk het ‘generatiekloof-script’ wordt
genoemd, waarin het meisje zich na conflict met de ouders emancipeerde,
bijvoorbeeld door van huis weg te lopen en haar eigen gang te gaan. In deze
levensgeschiedenissen speelde conflict met de ouders een centrale rol. Dit werd
gepresenteerd als iets dat een effect op de innerlijke, emotionele toestand van
het meisje had, en deze innerlijke toestand werd gepresenteerd als datgene wat
hun gedrag voortdreef. Een terugkerend element in deze teksten was bijvoorbeeld
dat het meisje van huis weg was gelopen omdat zij het thuis niet meer kon
‘uithouden’. Het is interessant om dit tegenwoordig zeer herkenbare script te
zien verschijnen in de levensgeschiedenissen van de meisjes uit deze periode.
Vóór 1950 konden de meisjes, door hun gedrag niet te kwalificeren,
ontsnappen aan het doel van de techniek. Na 1950 was ontsnappen echter niet
meer mogelijk. Wat de meisjes ook schreven, zij werden psychologisch
geanalyseerd en gediagnosticeerd. Ook weerstand tegen het schrijven van een
levensgeschiedenis – zoals bleek uit gevallen waarbij het meisje weigerde een
levensgeschiedenis te schrijven – werd gepathologiseerd als psychologische
afwijking. Onder het nieuwe psychologische regime, dat niet langer draaide om
‘goed’ en ‘slecht’, maar om ‘aangepast’ en ‘niet-aangepast’, kon elke uiting van
het meisje gelden als symptoom van een onderliggende psychologische
afwijking. De institutionele overgang van normatieve discipline naar een
psychologische koers zorgde dus niet noodzakelijkerwijs voor een mildere
aanpak, zoals in de literatuur wordt betoogd.
In de conclusie wordt er gereflecteerd op een aantal overkoepelende
bevindingen. Zoals bleek uit de praxiografische analyse van de verschillende
assessmenttechnieken kwamen de categorieën van de technieken vóór 1950 niet
overeen met de categorieën van het instituut. Tot de institutionele koerswijziging
was het instituut niet toegerust om de pupillen volgens de categorieën van de
technieken in te delen. Ondanks de roep om wetenschappelijk-gefundeerde
beoordeling en indeling van kinderen binnen de kinderbescherming, werd er
zeer weinig tot niets gedaan met de informatie die de technieken produceerden.
Door de ‘making up people’-theorie van filosoof Ian Hacking om te keren en te
vertrekken vanuit assessmenttechnieken in plaats van gevestigde categorieën,
heeft dit proefschrift laten zien dat niet elke techniek leidde tot in praktijk
gebrachte categorieën.
Ondanks het feit dat er tot 1950 een disjunctie bestond tussen techniek en
instituut, werden de assessmenttechnieken langdurig ingezet. Dit proefschrift
onderzocht waarom dit zo was, en laat zien dat de technieken twee functies
hadden. Ten eerste zorgden de technieken ervoor dat de stafleden een eerste
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indruk konden vormen van het meisje. Aan de hand van hoe het meisje reageerde
op de praktijken van de techniek, kon degene die de techniek afnam een
inschatting maken van haar heropvoedbaarheid. De assessmenttechnieken
draaiden dus niet om hun inhoud, maar om de praktijken waarmee ze werden
uitgevoerd. Ten tweede functioneerde een aantal van de assessmenttechnieken
als rituelen. Volgens filosoof Frits Staal zijn rituelen inherent betekenisloos, en
draaien zij om de handelingen waarmee zij worden uitgevoerd. In het pedagogisch-pathologisch onderzoek en bij het afnemen van de Rorschachtest werd het
meisje blootgesteld aan (voor haar) obscure praktijken, die de suggestie wekten
dat er iets te weten viel over het meisje, dat degene die de techniek afnam wel
kon achterhalen, maar zij zelf niet. Door hun praktijken creëerden de technieken
het idee dat de beoordelaar het meisje beter wist te doorgronden dan zij dat zelf
kon, waardoor de beoordelaar de status van expert verkreeg, en boven het
meisje werd geplaatst. Middels de praktijken van de technieken werd het meisje
onderworpen aan het gezag van het instituut. Volgens de literatuur rond
disciplinering, identificatie en registratie werden subjecten, met de overgang in
het strafrechtsysteem van ‘straffen’ naar ‘heropvoeden’, beheersbaar gemaakt
doordat zij ‘leesbaar’ werden gemaakt, aan de hand van een Foucaultiaans
‘examen’. In de assessmenttechnieken die in het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht
werden gebruikt werden de pupillen voor een belangrijk deel echter niet
beheersbaar gemaakt door de informatie die werd opgeschreven, maar door de
praktijken aan de hand waarvan de technieken werden uitgevoerd.
Zoals duidelijk werd aan de hand van de individuele hoofdstukken,
functioneerde elke assessmenttechniek als manier voor de expert om ‘in’ het
meisje te kijken. Door de praktijken en de resultaten van de technieken te
bestuderen, laat dit proefschrift zien dat er verschillende soorten innerlijkheid
werden geconstrueerd, afhankelijk van de techniek die gebruikt werd. In het
pedagogisch-pathologisch onderzoek decodeerde de arts waarneembare,
meetbare tekenen om ‘in’ het meisje te kijken en haar mate van ‘erfelijke
belasting’ te achterhalen; wat ‘in’ het meisje verborgen lag, was in feite haar
familiegeschiedenis. Via de levensgeschiedenissen van vóór 1950 kreeg de
directrice inzicht in, en greep op, het geweten van het meisje. In het Rorschach-testen en het psychologisch onderzoek verscheen het meisje als iemand
met een innerlijk psychologisch domein, dat letterlijk werd aangeduid als
innerlijke ruimte. De psychologen die de technieken uitvoerden hadden, zo
suggereerden hun rapporten, een directe inkijk in het innerlijk van het meisje.
Hoewel de literatuur aangeeft dat het idee dat individuen innerlijke diepte
hadden vanaf het einde van de achttiende eeuw ontstond, laat dit proefschrift
zien dat deze notie voor deze groep meisjes pas ontstond vanaf de jaren 1940 –
hoewel dieptepsychologische ideeën binnen de kinderbescherming al eerder
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populair waren – en dat deze notie van identiteit niet het product was van
vrijwillige introspectie, maar van opgelegde assessmenttechnieken. Het
proefschrift laat bovendien zien dat de psychologische innerlijkheid van het
meisje – iets dat tegenwoordig nog steeds als fundamenteel wordt gezien voor
de identiteit van een individu – niets meer was dan een retorische constructie.
Met het ontstaan van de notie van innerlijke diepte aan het eind van de
achttiende eeuw ontstond volgens de literatuur het idee dat zelfexploratie en
zelfexpressie heil zou brengen, een idee dat wijdverspreid werd in de ‘age of
authenticity’ in de jaren 1950 en 1960, zoals Taylor aangeeft. Dit proefschrift laat
zien dat het, met betrekking tot het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht, niet het meisje
was, maar de expert die de diepte van het meisje indook en op zoek ging naar –
en zo beschikking had over – de sleutel tot haar zelf.
Vanaf het moment dat de institutionele psychologen over het meisje gingen
praten als individu met een innerlijke psychologische ruimte, werd het meisje
gepsychologiseerd: in de Rorschach-rapporten en de psychologische rapporten
werd het gedrag van het meisje verklaard vanuit een innerlijke psychologische
toestand, die werd beïnvloed door ervaringen uit de kindertijd. In de literatuur
is de opkomst van de psychologisering van het kind tussen de jaren 1930 en de
jaren 1950 goed gedocumenteerd. Door de praktijken van deze twee assessmenttechnieken in het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes te bestuderen heeft
dit proefschrift echter laten zien dat er verschillende vormen van psychologisering plaatsvonden, afhankelijk van de techniek. In de Rorschach-rapporten
verscheen het psychoanalytische idee dat de verwaarloosde opvoeding van het
meisje had geleid tot ongecontroleerde driften in het meisje, die haar gedrag
beïnvloedden. In de psychologische rapporten daarentegen verscheen het
dieptepsychologische idee dat het problematische gedrag van het meisje – een
actieve seksualiteit, agressie, jaloezie, woede en aandachttrekkerij – voortkwam
vanuit affectieve verwaarlozing en een gebrek aan identificatie van het meisje
met de ouders in de kindertijd. Zo verscheen met elke assessmenttechniek een
ander meisje.
Psychologisering leidde tot de disciplinering van de seksualiteit van de
meisjes. In zowel de Rorschach-rapporten als de psychologische rapporten werd
het actieve seksuele gedrag van het meisje gepresenteerd als iets dat voortkwam
uit afwijkingen in haar opvoeding: als het meisje zich ‘normaal’ had ontwikkeld,
was de onderliggende opvatting, had zij niet dit ‘problematische’ seksuele
gedrag vertoond. De focus op de opvoeding van het meisje in de Rorschach-rapporten en op de dysfunctionele ouder-kind relatie in de psychologische
rapporten, liet weinig ruimte voor het conceptualiseren van de actieve
seksualiteit van het meisje als deel van zichzelf.
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In de literatuur is uitvoerig besproken hoe seksualiteit tussen de achttiende
en twintigste eeuw ging gelden als fundamenteel, definiërend aspect van het
zelf: op verschillende momenten claimden verschillende groepen hun
‘afwijkende’ seksualiteit als intrinsiek deel van hun identiteit, waardoor zij hun
seksualiteit omvormden tot iets acceptabels. Deze groep meisjes presenteerde
hun ‘afwijkende’ – want niet ‘vrouwelijke’ – actieve seksualiteit echter niet als
onderdeel van hun identiteit. De manier waarop meisjes in hun levensgeschiedenissen over hun seksualiteit spraken werd steeds vormgegeven door de
technieken waarmee zij in aanraking kwamen. Vóór 1950 presenteerde de
meerderheid van de meisjes hun seksualiteit als iets waar zij zich schuldig over
voelden; slechts één meisje draaide dit om, en presenteerde haar affaire met een
getrouwde man als ‘ware liefde’, en als iets dat uitdrukkelijk niet slecht was. Na
1950 psychologiseerden de meisje hun actieve seksualiteit. In plaats van seks te
presenteren als iets waar zij zich schuldig over voelden, verklaarden zij hun
actieve seksuele gedrag als iets dat voortkwam uit eenzaamheid, of uit een
gebrek aan liefde. Zo vormden de meisjes hun ‘afwijkende’ actieve seksualiteit
niet om tot iets acceptabels, maar namen zij er afstand van. Dit kan begrepen
worden vanuit de context waarin de meisjes zich bevonden, waarin het seksuele
gedrag of zorgen hieromtrent in de meeste gevallen juist datgene was dat tot de
plaatsing in het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht had geleid. Echter, het claimen van de
eigen ‘afwijkende’ seksualiteit als fundamenteel deel van de identiteit lijkt ook
een script te zijn geweest, waar de meisjes vanwege hun gender- en klassepositie
geen toegang toe hadden.
Dit proefschrift laat zien dat de assessmenttechnieken waarmee een pupil
in het Rijksopvoedingsgesticht voor meisjes werd onderzocht bepaalden hoe
over haar werd gesproken. Zoals het proefschrift heeft laten zien, produceerde
elke assessmenttechniek een ander meisje. In de onderzoeksperiode 1905-1975
was het ‘misdadige meisje’ niet een eenduidig concept; het misdadige meisje
was meervoudig, als resultaat van de technieken waarmee zij werd onderzocht.
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